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A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(223) through
SP-7037(234)] published by NASA during 1988.
N_II_A National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationOffice of ManagementScientific and Technical Information Division
Washington,DC 1989
Thisindexis availablefromtheNationalTechnicalInformationService(NTIS),Springfield,
Virginia22161at thepriceof$16.50domestic;$33.00foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(223) through NASA SP-
7037(234) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N88-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A88-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOWTOUSETHEFOREIGNTECHNOLOGYINDEX
Theforeigntechnology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this index
are arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71 -C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover
of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 129 will be found in Supplement 225
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering Supplements is
found in the Introduction to the most currently issued Supplement.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are available
to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York, New York 10019.
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British
Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library
Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters
may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both
the symbols # and * from ESA -- Information Retrieval Service European Space Agnecy, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis,
75738 CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress established
the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 50 regional de-
positories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference services. At least
one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or microfiche format, is
received and retained by the 50 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO libraries, arranged alphabetically
by state, appears on the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales outlets. A local library can contact a
Regional Depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact may be made by an individual.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
SUBJECT HEADING 1
i
AEROOYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
Calculahon of aerodynamic heat transfer for b_unt nosed
,n wings al d,fferent angles of a_ack at supersonic
eds
.,, ASA TT 201271 p 18
ACCESSION1
The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject mailer. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of document content, a
title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession
number and the page number are included in each
entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in
the abstract section. If applicable, a report number
is also included as an aid in identifying the docu-
ment. Under any one subject heading, the acces-
sion numbers are arranged in sequence with the
AIAA accession numbers appearing first.
A
A-300 AIRCRAFT
The European Airbus A-300 p 293 N88-17824
A-320 AIRCRAFT
The will to European unity as exemplified by A320
p 23 A88-10659
The Airbus rudder assembly - An example of new
manufactunng technol6gles p 193 A88-20800
The will to European unity as exemplified by A320. II
p 226 A88-20824
A320 certification - The quiet revotubon
p 357 A88-29707
CFRP landing flaps fur the Airbus A320
p 474 A88-39416
Wind shear - Corrective measures have proven
successful p 577 A88-43484
Impact of electrical flight control systems on A320 flight
samulator data acquisition p 656 A88-46439
Digital telemetry system for real-time analysis of Airbus
A320 flight test results p 717 A88-51467
The A320 Airbus program
ISNIAS-872-ttl-105J p 130 N88-13215
Electrical flight commands in transport aircraft
ISNIASo872-11t-108] p 168 N88-13361
Overall desonption o! the computer aided design and
manufacturing systems associated with the A320 program
at Aerospatiale and its partners
I SNIAS-872-111-104 J p 186 N88-13883
PresentatiOn of SIGMA (Interactive Assisted Geometry
System). A computer assisted shape desmgn program
developed at the Aerospatiaie Aircraft Division
ISNIAS-872-ttt-1101 p 186 N88-13884
The use of simulation in the development of the
AidDus p 405 N88-20188
Dest<j n and implementation of contact ultrasonic sensors
to assess internal damage
I 1-177/87 } p 765 N88-27247
A-7 AIRCRAFT
Comparison of the A-7D aircraft dynamic response using
experimental and analytical methods
IAIAA PAPER 88-2233) p 361 A88-32196
YA-7F * A twenty year economic life extension at costs
we can afford
{AIAA PAPER 88-4460] p 783 A88-53757
TRAJECTORIES
Optimal abort landing valectones m the presence of
wmdshear p 220 A88-20699
Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight b'ansition fur
abort landing in a windshear - Trajectory optirntzation and
guidance p 669 A88-49198
ABSORBERS (EQUIPMENT)
Variable response load limiting device
i NASA-CASE-LAR-12801-1 } p619 N88-23982
ABSORPTION
Sources end levels of background noise in the NASA
Ames 40- by 80-font wind tunnel
[ NASA-TM-100077] p 626 N88-24239
ABSTRACTS
Engine structures: A bibliography of Lewis Research
Center's research for 1980-1987
[NASA-TM-100842] p 619 N88-24002
AC GENERATORS
Auxiliary electrical power sources for unmanned
aircraft p 665 A88_17189
ACCELERATED MFIE TESTS
Accelerated acceptance testing fur hyc_ogen
embrittlement contro4 p 764 A88-49812
Time-temperature-stress capabilities of composite
materials for advanced supersonic technology
applm_.ation
[NASA-CR-178272] p 175 N88-14144
Development of a test method to determine potential
peroxide content in turbine fuels. Part 2
[AD-A192244] p 841 N88-29042
ACCELERATION
Constrained nonlinear optimal jet engine acceleration
control
[AIAA PAPER 88-3178] p 598 A88-44781
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Fighter design for human Joad limits
p 365 N88-19451
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
High G and high G protection - The operational
scenario p 629 A88-46202
Design considerations for the avoidance of G-LOC --
Gravitational stress induced Loss of Consciousness
p 655 A88-46212
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Fighter descjn for human load limits
p 365 N88-19451
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Fighter design for human load limits
p 365 N88-19451
ACCELEROMETERS
Manufacturing aspects of some critical high precis=on
mechanical components of inertial devices
p 677 A88-47042
A review of the mechanical design and development
of a high performance accelerometer
p 677 A88-47047
Thirteenth Biennial Guidance Test Symposium, volume
t
{AD-A185782] p 354 N88-19427
The optical accelerometer: A novel sensor for vertical
flight guidance p 621 N88-24935
ACCESS CONTROL
Design of a passive star-coupled fiber optic high speed
data bus for military aircraft p 428 A88-34051
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Avtstion, Issue Number 4 of 1986 accidents
[PB87-916906] p 150 N88-14086
Aircraft accident report: Grand Canyon Airlines. Inc., and
Helitech, Inc., midair collision over Grand Canyon Nabonal
Park, June 18, 1986
{P887-910403] p 150 N88*t4087
Aircraft accident/incident. Newark, New Jersey,
November 13, 1986
INTSB/AAR-87/04-SUMM ] p 285 N88-17639
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Accident reports - A neglected resource
p 350 A88-31189
Risks of catastrophes in aeronautics
p 416 A88-35695
Impact of product ,support on av;ation safety
p 560 A88-42925
A genenc ground collision avoidance system fur tactical
aircraft p 735 A88-50944
Simulator evaluation of takeoff performance monitoring
system displays
[AIAA PAPER 88-4611 } p 833 A88-53653
Rotorcraft TCAS (traffic alert and collision avoidance
system) evaluation: Group 3 results
[AD-A191719] p 581 N88-24614
ACCIDENTS
Cost savings posslble with Air Furce conversion to JP_
as its primary fuel
[AD-A183784] p 42 N88-t0192
Visualization of an aircraft a_nt based on di_ flight
data recorder information p 185 N88-13278
Aircraft accident report: Grand Canyon Airlines, Inc.. and
Helitech. Inc., midair collision over Grand Canyon National
Park, June 18, 1986
[P887-910403} p 150 N88-14087
ACCURACY
The accuracy-related parametric reduction of
mathematical models p 58 A88-10929
Improved GPS accuracy for TSPI obtained through
post-flight analysis -- Time Space Position Esbmation
p 151 A88-17341
A GPS hover position sensing system
p 503 A88-37390
GPS integrity monitoring for commercial applications
using an IRS as a reference p 505 A88-37412
The highly accurate convective difference schemes
p 675 A88-45929
Impact of turbulence modeling on numencal accuracy
and effk_ency of compressible flow simulations
{NASA-TM-88333] p 52 N88-11088
Contribution to the improvement of the guidance
accuracy of automatic pilots
[ETN-88-90607] p 168 N88-13360
Analysis of a range estimator which uses MLS angle
measurements
INASA-CR-182896] p 507 N88-22884
Accuracy versus convergence rates for a three
dimensional multistage Euler code
{NASA*CR-t81665] p 554 N88-23519
Limits of accuracy and range of laser radars
p 621 N88-24934
Aerodynamic data accuracy and quality: Requ4rements
and capabilities in wind tunnel testing
[AGARD-AR-254] p 798 N88-28893
ACEE PROGRAM
SR-TA aereeiestJc model design report
[NASA-CR-174791] p 824 N88-28928
ACETONE
Boundary layer flow visualization for flight testing
p 618 N88-23742
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
The use of acoustically tuned resonators to mtprove the
sOund transmission loss of double-panel parl_
p 779 A88-49720
Fiber metal acoustic materials for gas turbine exhaust
environments
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-175l p 839 A88-54269
Measured and calculated acoustic attenuation rates of
tuned resonator arrays fur two surface impedance
distribution models with flow
[ NASA-TP-2766] p 329 N88-17440
A comparison of simple analytical models fur
representing propeller aircraft structural and acoustic
responses
[ISVR-TR-153] p 861 N88-29523
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
A study of some factors affecting the aeroacoustic
performance of a ducted contra-rotating axial flow fan
stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-2730} p 125 A88-16570
A-1
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics of Perfolin,
the linear perforated plate acoustic liner
{AIAA PAPER 67-2740] p 125 A88-16576
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
A simple procedure for tracking fast maneuvering aircraft
using spatially distributed acoustic sensors
p 122 A88-16472
Acoustic emission waveform analysis to identify fatigue
crack propagation in a Mirage aircraft
p 393 A88-31294
Power radiated by an infinite plate subject to fluid loading
and line drive p 677 A88-47669
Laboratory studies related to in-flight acoustic emission
monitoring
lAD-At86714} p 329 N88-17445
Application of pattern recognition techniques to the
identification of aerospace acoustic sources
INASA-CR-183116] p780 N88-27877
The development of acoustic emission for structural
integrity monitodng of aircraft
lAD-A1962641 p 861 N88-30398
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Effect of acoustic excitation on the flow over a low-Re
airfoil p 75 A88-14459
Multiple-mode large deflection random response of
beams with nonlinear damping subjected to acoustic
excitation
IAIAA PAPER 87-2712] p 116 A88-16561
Control of shear flows by artificial excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2722] p 78 A88-16567
On the correlation of plume centerline velocity decay
of turoulent acoustically excited jets
IAIAA PAPER 87-2692] p 136 A88-18654
An in-flight data system for chordwise turbulence
measurements during acoustic disturbances
p 426 A88-33076
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Response of stiffened panels for applications to acoustic
fatigue
]AIAA PAPER 87-2711 } p 116 A88-16560
Multiple-mode large deflection random response of
beams with nonlinear damping subjected to acoustic
excitation
iAIAA PAPER 87-2712} p 116 A88-16561
A finite element large deflection random response
analysis of beams and plates subjected to acoustic
loading
IAIAA PAPER 87-2713] p 116 A88-16562
Dynamic response of CFRP plates under the action of
random acoustic loading p 403 A88-31421
Enhanced damping of non-metallic structures for
resistance to acoustical fatigue and impact damage
p 395 A88-31577
Sonic fatigue of stiffened panels
[AIAA PAPER 88-2241 ] p 397 A88-32202
The acoustic excitation and fatigue of composite
plates
[AIAA PAPER 88-2242] p 397 A88-32203
Acoustics technologies for STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-2238] p 470 A88-35939
STOVL acoustic fatigue technologies
I SAE PAPER 872360] p 555 A88-37221
Supersonic jet plume interaction with a flat plate
{SAE PAPER 872361 I p 479 A88-37222
ACOUSTIC FREQUENCIES
Detection of fan acoustic mode
[AIAA PAPER 87-2700] p 124 A86-16552
Describing the source created by turbulent flow over
orifices and louvers
lAD-A190254} p 556 N86-22706
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Measured and calculated acoustic attenuation rates of
tuned resonator arrays for two surface impedance
distribution models with flow
I NASA-TP-2766} p 329 N88-17440
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Low-disturbance wind tunnels p 252 N88-14937
Propagation of acoustic disturbances in transonic flow
fields of lifting wings
IDFVLR-FB-88"131 p 780 N88-27880
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Calculation of far-field noise using the Kirchhoff
method
IAIAA PAPER 87-26731 p 189 A88-20178
Acoustic characteristics of tail rotors and the effects
of empennage interactions p 267 A88-22760
Tracking aircraft by acoustic sensors - Multiple
hypothesis approach applied to possibly unresolved
measurements p 285 A88-27363
Scale model acoustic testing of counterrotating fans
[AIAA PAPER 68-2057] p 523 A88-37947
Combustion noise from gas turbine aircraft engines
measurement of far-field levels p 555 A88-39708
Instrumentation and techniques for structural dynamics
and acoustics measurements
[AIAA PAPER 88-4667] p 845 A68-53829
Investigation of the suitability of the aft x 6ft transonic
wind-tunnel for aeroacoustic research on propellers
iRAE-TM-AERO-2093] p 39 N88-10041
Measuring the annoyance of aircraft noise
lAD-A185494] p 190 N88-14770
The estimation of target trajectory parameters from
Closest Point of Approach (CPA) time measurements in
a field of acoustic sensors
[FB-3-87] p 365 N88-18586
Acoustic measurements from a rotor blade-vortex
interaction noise experiment in the German-Dutch Wind
Tunnel (DNW)
[NASA-TM-4024] p 403 N88-19218
Analysis of in-flight acoustic data for a twin-engined
turboprop airplane
[NASA-CR-178389] p 403 N88-19220
Measurement and analysis of the noise radiated by low
Mach numbers centrifugal blowers
lAD-A189226] p 471 N88-20966
Acoustic propagation in the low atmosphere.
Experimental study and modeling by the radius method
[ISL-CO-247/86J p 556 N88-22713
Simulated measurement of power flow in structures near
to simple sources and simple boundaries
[NASA-TM-89124} p 688 N88-26166
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Treated cabin acoustic prediction using statistical energy
analysis p 231 A88-22761
Estimation of turbulence effects on sound propagation
from low flying aircraft p 555 A88-39712
Colloque d'Acoustique Aeronautique et Navale, 10th,
Marseille, France, Nov. 19-21, 1986, Proceedings
p 625 A88-43301
Compressor large bandwidth noise emission
mechanisms
[ETN-88-91177] p 189 N88-13959
Acoustic propagation in the low atmosphere.
Experimental study and modeling by the radius method
{ISL-CO-247/86] p 556 N88-22713
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Effect of an anhedral sweptback tip on the performance
of a helicopter rotor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-147] p 215 A88-22600
First article test noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, Sky Harbor
lAP (International Airport), Phoenix, Arizona
lAD-A1837991 p 61 N88-10588
Aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of an
advanced propeller under take-off and landing
conditions
[NAL-TR-935] p 329 N88-17453
Acoustic characteristics of 1/20-scale model helicopter
rotors
{NASA-CR-t77355] p 557 N88-23548
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Scattering of acoustic and electromagnetic waves by
an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 88-0180] p 266 A88-22130
ACOUSTIC SOUNDING
Computing complex for a system for the radio-acoustic
sounding of the atmosphere - Hardware facilities
p 56 A88-11394
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
27th Lanchester Memorial Lecture - Scale effect in
transonic flow p 67 A68-13118
Aeronautical developments for the 21st century
[AIAA PAPER 87-3052} p 65 A88-14878
Operational noise data for CH-47D and AH-64 army
helicopters
lAD-A191059] p 626 N88-25263
ACOUSTICS
Activities report of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research
[ETN-87-90685] p 61 N88-10589
A hybrid numerical technique for predicting the
aerodynamic and acoustic fields of advanced turboprops
iNASA-CR-174926] p 126 N88-12352
Excitation of natural oscillations of a boundary layer by
an external acoustic field p 118 N88-12634
Development of rotorcraft interior noise control
concepts. Phase 2: Full scale testing, revision 1
[NASA-CR-172594-REV-1 I p 190 N68-14769
Recent Langley helicopter acoustics contributions
p 328 N88-16646
A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft
]NASA-CR-182656] p 404 N88-20090
Advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noise: Annoyance
to counter-rotating-propeller configurations with an equal
number of blades on each rotor, preliminary results
[NASA-TM-100612] p 557 N88-23547
Asymptotic modal analysis and statistical energy
analysis
INASA-CR-183077] p 861 N88-29514
SUBJECTINDEX
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
Experimental research on the structure and 'bursting'
of eddies on a slender delta wing - Conducted in a wind
tunnel using an acoustooptic measurement method
p 69 A88-13429
Hypersonic film cooling effectiveness and aero-optical
effects
[AIAA PAPER 88-3624] p 681 A88-49001
ACQUISITION
Avionics acquisition, trends and future approaches
p 405 N88-20184
ACROBATICS
Flight-mechanics aspects of the design of modern
high-performance acrobatic aircraft p 380 A88-29731
ACTIVE CONTROL
The active minimization of harmonic enclosed sound
fields. I - Theory. II - A computer simulation. III -
Experimental verification p 122 A88-13936
Design and validation of fault-tolerant flight systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2923} p 120 A88-14271
Mechanisms of active control in cylindrical fuselage
Structures
[AIAA PAPER 87-27031 p 102 A88-16555
Active control of sound fields in elastic cylinders by
multi-control forces
[AIAA PAPER 87-2707} p 124 A88-16559
Application of localized active noise control to reduce
propeller noise transmitted through fuselage surface
[AIAA PAPER 88-0266} p 228 A88-22195
Eigensystem synthesis for active flutter suppression on
an oblique-wing aircraft p 246 A88-22607
Active vibration control of the RSRA/X-wmg vehicle
using a time domain approach p 230 A88-22745
Implication of model reduction in the active control of
turbomachinery vibrations p 296 A88-26414
Active control of helicopter vibrations by self-adaptive
multicyclic control p 305 A88-27759
European combat aircraft of the 90's
p 355 A88-28854
Digital active control law synthesis for aeroservoelastic
systems p 380 A88-31475
Control law parameterization for an aeroelastic
wind-tunnel model equipped with an active roll control
system and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 88-2211 } p 381 A88-32162
Active control of helicopter air resonance in hover and
forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 88-2407] p 364 A88-32335
Active control technology: Experience and prospects;
Proceedings of the Spring Convention, London, England,
May 13, 14, 1987 p 381 A88-32685
Active control developments for the Boeing 7J7
p 381 A88-32666
Systems aspects of applying active control technology
to a civil transport aircraft p 381 A88-32687
An airline view of experience with the L1011 Tristar 500
system p 382 A88-32688
Future possibilities for ACT in fixed wing civil aircraft
--- Active Control Technology p 382 A88-32689
Active controls - An authorities view of some of the
certification issues p 382 A88-32690
Tornado/Jaguar/EAP experience and configuration of
design p 382 AaB-32691
F/A-t8 flight control fault tolerant design
p 382 A88-32692
The implementation of active control systems
p 382 A88-32694
Application of frequency and time domain cost
functionals to active vibration control of an OH-6 helicopter
in forward flight p 439 A88-35370
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamics of planar lifting
surfaces accounting for arbitrary time-dependent motion
p 409 A88-35534
Constrained optimization techniques for active control
of aeroelastic response p 440 A88-35546
A survey of methods and problems in aeroelastic
optimization p 454 A68-35547
Active control of asymmetric forces at high incidence
p 440 A88-36275
Mechanisms of active control for noise inside a vibrating
cylinder p 555 A88-39722
Active control of sound fields in elastic cylinders by
vibrational inputs p 556 A88-39725
The research of the aircraft neutral stability
p 604 A88-45309
Active-control engines p 665 A88-48456
Flutter suppression within reach p 668 A88-48494
Filling the expertise gap ---
aeroservoelasticity,strectures,stability and control design
of aerospace vehicles p 668 A88-48495
Active control in tomorrow's marketplace
p 666 A66-48497
Control of the boundary layer separation about an airfoil
by active surface heating
IAIAA PAPER 88-35451 p 642 A88-48878
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX ,eJ_.IESlVE BONDING
Actwe control rotor model testing at Princeton's
Rotorcraff Dynamms Laboratory p 762 A88-51770
Active esmdynan_ stab_zation of a
helicopter/sling-load system p 756 A88-51784
The minimP=ation of heticopt_ v_'ation through blade
design and active control p 805 A88-53249
Active control of transient rcto_ic vibration by
optimalcontrol
[ASME PAPER B8-GT-73] p 858 A88-54202
Approximation schemes for an aeroelastic-controf
system p829 A88-54660
Flutter suppresscon and gust load alleviation. Part 1:
Results of phase 1 to 3. Part 2: De_ of the Gartem
model
[MBBILKE-292/S/PUBI191] p36 N88-10038
A prel_ investigabon into the feasibility of
implementing a direct sideforce coofrot system on the Astra
Hawk by means of an active corttn_ surface -- aircraft
control
[ETN-87-90924] p 37 N88-10795
Investigation of contro_ law for active flutter
suppression
lNASA-TT-20126] p 39 N88-10618
Active control of helicopter vibration USlrKj multiloop
serf-adaptive control p 103 N88-11660
Minimisabon of helicopter vibration through active
control of stn.ctmai res_)n_ p t 03 N88-11662
Design verification and fabrication of active conbol
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from two-dimensional wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2672] p 123 A88-16536
An expedlmental investigation of the coherent _
in an incompressible jet
[AIAA PAPER 87-2715] p 124 A88-16863
Cruise nolae of the 2/9 scate modet of the Large-scala
A_ Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[AIAA PAPER 87-27172 p 125 A88-16565
Fiow-indused noise from _ tunnel tudoulence
reduction screens
[AI/U_ PAPER 87-2728] p 125 A88-16569
Bede-vor_ _torac_on no_ _ .=rig
measurad blade sudace pressuras p186 A88-17282
The Phase II ROTONET system p 187 A88-17284
.15 scale model studies of rnam and tail rotor
interan_o_ p 132 A88-17285
Transonic blade-vortex inter_ - The far field
p 187 A88-17298
Low-frequency rotational no_e in cioesd-test-section
wind tunnels p 188 A88-17305
Acoustic character_tics of tail rotors and the effects
of empennage interactions p 267 A88-22760
Optimum porosity for an inclined-tm_ _msonic test
section wall treated for edgetone noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 88-2003] p 531 A88-37914
Calculation of _ansonic rotor noise using a froquorcy
domain fonnulation p 555 A88-38380
Stator vane response due to the impingement of the
wake of an unioabed rofor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2814] p 567 A88-44662
Aerodynamic interaction tones of a model
counter-rofat_ng propeller p 687 A88_7469
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The role of unsteady aerodynamics in aeroacoustics
[AIAA PAPER 88.3711] p 688 A88-48919
Trailing edge flows and aerodynamic sound
[AIAA PAPER 88-3826] p 688 A88-49002
A study of aerodynamic noise from a centre-rotating
axial compressor stage p 823 A88.54938
Nonuniform vane spacing effects on rotor blade forced
response and noise generation p 796 A88-54944
Rotorcraft flight research with emphasis on rotor
systems p 289 N88-16656
Laboratory studies related to in-flight acoustic emission
monitoring
[AD.A186714] p 329 N88-17445
Measurement and analysis of the noise radiated by low
Mach numbers centrifugal blowers
[AD-A189226] p 471 N88-20966
Structureborne noise measurements on a small
twin-engine aircraft
[NASA-CR-4137] p 556 N88-23545
Analytical modeling of the structurebome noise path on
a small twin-engine aircraft
[NASA-CR-4136] p 625 N88-24233
First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far-field
noise, Ellsworth AFB, South Dakota
[AD-A191938] p 666 N88-25457
Research investigation of helicopter main rotor/tail rotor
interaction noise
[ NASA-CR-4143] p688 N88-26165
Theory of sound production by vortex.airfoil interaction
[AD-A193386] p 779 N88-27875
The influence of surface rounding on trailing edge
noise
[AD-A193387] p 779 N88-27876
Noise generation and boundary layer effects in
vortex-airfoil interaction and methods of digital hologram
analysis for these flow fields
lAD-At94191] p 797 N88-28883
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
Stability analysis as an aid in the design of laminar
profiles p 70 A88-13437
Model hover stability test of Sikorsky's Integrated
Technology Rotor p 246 A88-22763
Aeroelastic stability of bearingiess rotors in forward
flight p 232 A88-22766
Stability of helicopter blade motion in the case of
turbulent air flow p 305 A88-27761
Progress in analysis and prediction of dynamic stall
p 335 A88-30376
Spin resistant airplane certification issues
[SAE PAPER 871849] p 380 A88-30810
Structural optimization with aeroelastic constraints of
rotor blades with straight and swept tips
[AIAA PAPER 88-2297] p 398 A88-32247
Nonlinear aspects of the transonic aeroelastic stability
problem
[AIAA PAPER 88-2306J p 344 A88-32254
Stability sensitivity analysis for the aeroalastic
optimization of s helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2310] p 362 A88-32258
Investigation of cowl vent slots for stability enhancement
in MITS scram]at inlets --- Multiple Inward - Turning
Scoop
[AIAA PAPER 88-2956J p 601 A88-45617
Advancements in frequency-domain methods for
rotorcrsft system identification p 727 A88-51768
Active aerodynamic stabilization of a
helicopter/sling-load system p 756 A88-51784
Integrated thrust vectoring on the X-29A
IAIAA PAPER 88-4499] p 808 A88-53769
Effect of shock wave movement on aerodynamic
instability of annular cascade oscillating in transonic flow
]ASME PAPER 88-GT-187] p 792 A88-54278
Pilot/vehicle analysis of a twin-lift helicopter
configuration in hover p 829 A88-55064
On the prediction of the aeroelsstic behavior of lifting
systems due to flow separation
[ESA-TF-1043] p 79 N88-11633
Effects of the installation and operation of jet-exhaust
yaw vanes on the longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics of the F-14 airplane
(NASA-TP-27691 p 80 N88-12455
Predictions of F-111 TACT aircraft buffet response end
correlations of fluctuating pressures measured on
aluminum and steel models and the aircraft
[NASA-CR-4069J p 141 N88-13218
Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic response
and stability of three advanced turboprop models at low
forward speed
[NASA-CR+175026J p 164 N88-14096
Flap-leg-torsion aeroelastic stability of a circulation
control rotor in forward flight p 280 N88-17600
An application of eigenspace methods to symmetric
flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-181618] p 309 N88-17684
Special flight mechanical features of the bearingiess
helicopter rotor
[MBB-FM-315/O] p 293 N88-17825
A correlation study of X-29A aircraft and associated
analytical development
[NASA-CR-183103] p 424 N88-20296
Unsteady aerodynamics of a Wortmann FX-63-137 wing
in a fluctuating wind field
lAD-A190128] p496 N88-22006
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-60A with
Advanced Digital Optical Control System (ADOCS)
[AD-A190674] p 516 N88-22030
The application of linear maximum likelihood estimation
of aerodynamic derivatives for the Bell-205 and Bell-206
[AD-A191279] p 518 N88-22894
Stability and control methodology for conceptual aircraft
design. Volume 1: Methodology manual
lAD-A191314] p 530 N88-22906
Actuated forebody strakes
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13983-1] p 587 N88-24628
Integrated Technology Rotor Methodology Assessment
Workshop
[NASA-CP-10007] p 693 N88-27148
A comparison of the various helicopter mathematical
models used in the methodology assessment
p 693 N88-27149
A comparison of theory and experiment for aeroelastic
stability of a hingeless rotor model in hover
p 758 N88-27150
A comparison of theory and experiment for coupled
rotor-body stability of a hingeless rotor model in hover
under simulated vacuum conditions p 758 N88-27151
A comparison of theory and experiment for coupled
rotor-body stability of a hingeless rotor model in hover
p 758 N88-27152
A comparison of theory and experiment for the
aeroeiestic stability of s bearingiess model rotor in hover
p 758 N88+27153
A comparison of theory and experiment for coupled rotor
body stability of a besringless rotor model in hover and
forward flight p 758 N88-27154
The importance of steady and dynamic inflow on the
stability of rotor-body systems p 758 N88-27156
Effects of static equilibrium and higher-order
nonlinearities on rotor blade stability in hover
p 758 N88-27157
Aeroelastic modeling of rotor blades with spanwise
variable elastic axis offset: Classic issues revisited and
new formulations p 710 N88-27158
Comparison of experimental rotor damping
data-reduction techniques p 711 N88-27159
Comparison of experimental coupled helicopter
rotor/body stability results with a simple analytical model
p 769 N88-27160
Aeromechanical stabdity analysis of COPTER
p 759 N88.27161
AERODYNAMIC STALLING
Through-flow analysis of a multi-stage compressor
operating at near-stall conditions
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-51] p 4 A88-11003
A theoretical study of spanwise-periodic 3-D
disturbances in the wake of a slightly stalled wing at low
Reynolds numbers p 8 A88-11180
The effect of pitch location on dynamic stall
p 74 A88-14183
Liff-curve characteristics for an airfoil pitching at constant
rate p 76 A88-15718
The frequency doubling of helicopter rotor noise due
to retreating blade stall p 187 A88-17303
Breaking the stall barrier p 165 A88-19709
Effect of compressibility on dynamic stall of a pitching
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 88-0132] p 201 A88-22094
On estimating aircraft nonlinear rotary derivatives from
static wind tunnel data
[AIAA PAPER 88-0177] p 245 A88+22127
Prospects of computational fluid dynamics applied to
post-stall maneuvering
[AIAA PAPER 88-0567] p 210 A88-22426
Study of performance of rotating stall in blade row
p 273 A88-26629
Accurate modeling of nonlinear systems using Volterra
series submodels -+- applied to stall/post-stall aircraft flight
and wing rock p 304 A88-27352
Onset mechanism of blade stall flutter
p 370 A88-29361
Progress in analysis and prediction of dynamic stall
p 335 A88-30376
Visualization and LDV measurements of dynamic stall
compared to calculations p 337 A88-305t0
Vortex simulation of unsteady stall in s cascade of
OSCillating blades with piecewise linearization and
recorrection technique p 338 A88-30547
Spin resistant airplane certification issues
[SAE PAPER 871849] p 380 A88-30810
Airfoil design concept that increases llft, reduces drag
and improves stall
[AIAA PAPER 88-2210] p 342 A88-32181
Use of dynamically SCaled models for studies of the
high-angle-of-attack behavior of airplanes
p 535 A88-38692
Fluid mechanics of dynamic stall. I - Unsteady flow
concepts p 485 A88.39611
Fluid mechanics of dynamic stall. II - Prediction of full
scale characteristics p485 A88-39512
Unsteady aerodynamic forces at low airfoil pitching
rates
[AIAA PAPER 88-2579] p 492 A88-40748
Three-dimensional flow in deep rotating stall cells of
an axial compressor p 562 A88-42461
Effect of spatial inlet temperature and pressure distortion
on turbofan engine stability
[AIAA PAPER 88-3016] p 596 A88-44727
Stall margin indication p 588 A88-45288
Prediction of the stall characteristics of muitielement
airfoils with confluent boundary layer
p 569 A88-45318
Unsteady aerodynamics of an airfoil in combined
translation/pitch oscillations below and through stall
[AIAA PAPER 88-3540] p 641 A88-48873
The effects of compressibility on dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 88-3541] p 642 A88-48874
Airfoil dynamic stall at constant pitch rate and high
Reynolds number p 701 A88-50913
Representation of sweep effects on dynamic stall
p 704 A88-51752
Sweep effects on low Reynolds number stall
hysteresis
[AIAA PAPER 88-4419] p 708 A88+51939
Flow measurements in rotating stall in a gas turbine
engine compressor
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-219] p 819 A88-54304
Unsteady stall penetration experiments at high Reynolds
number
[AD-A186120] p 218 N88-14958
The development of CFD methods for rotor
applications p 288 N88-16627
Investigation of dynamic stall using LDV (Laser Doppler
Velocimetry): Mean flow studies
[AD-A187629] p 282 N88-17611
Modeling of limit cycle stall flutter oscillations
p 383 N88-19472
Effect of spatial inlet temperature and pressure distortion
on turbofan engine stability
[NASA-TM.t00850] p 436 N88-21162
Development of seroelastic analysis methods for
turborotors and propfans, including mistuning
p 551 N88-23244
Application of Navier-Stokes analysis to stall flutter
p 530 N88-23249
Stall flutter analysis of propfans p 552 N88-23256
Preliminary aerodynamic design considerations for
advanced laminar flow aircraft configurations
p 585 N88-23746
E3 10C compressor test analysis of high-speed post+stall
data
]NASA-CR-179521] p 824 N88+28929
AERODYNAMICS
Aerodynamics at low Reynolds numbers Re greater than
10 to the 4th and less than 10 to the 6th; Proceedings
of the international Conference, London, England, Oct.
15-18, 1986. Volumes f, 2, & 3 p 8 A88+t t 176
Aerodynamics at low Reynolds numbers - A review of
theoretical and experimental research at Delft University
of Technology p 8 A88-11177
Development and implementation of an aerodynamic
holographic interferometry system p 49 A88-12725
Development of aerodynamics research at the Institute
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian
Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
p 70 A88-13740
Integrating nonlinear aerodynamic and structural
analysis for a complete fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2863] p 88 A88-14262
impulse wind tunnels --- Russian book
p 76 A88-15676
Numerical solution of flow of ideal fluid through cascade
in a plane p 77 A88-16443
Upper atmosphere aerodynamics - Mathematical
modelling and experiment validation p 78 A88-16863
The importance of aerodynamics on dynamics
p 153 A88-17279
Spectral methods and their implementation to solution
of aerodynamic and fluid mechanic problems
p 179 A88-19702
On a finite element CFD algorithm for compressible,
viscous and turbulent aerodynamic flows
p 139 A88-19706
An adaptive grid generation technique for viscous
transonic flow problems
[AIAA PAPER 88-0313J p 204 A88-22227
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S_'_r wing tt_o_ ,_'_j reo_o_ of embeddad total
_ loss
[AIAA PAPER 88-0320] p 204 A88-22233
Progress and _ in large aerodynam¢ testing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-125] p 251 A88.22580
Aircraft dynamics and controllaba_ (2nd revised and
enlarged edition) -- Russ_n book p 249 A88-24798
_/fkg_t_ncs tachnology programs for
general a_tion mr_ft at Domk_r p 358 A88-30205
r_JnV_ effects on transonic aeccc_lasts: forces
and flutter charJ_--tans1_cs
[AIAA PAPER 88-2304] p 344 A88-32253
An approach to an aero/thermal/elastic descjn
system
[AIAA PAPER 88-2383] p 454 A88-36299
v_Jaltzab0n and aero-optcs in
environments; Proceedings of the Meel_g, OrLando, FL.
May 21, 22, 1987
[ SPIE-788 ] p454 A88-36312
Al_lk_ of empdical and linear methods to VSTOL
PO*erad-_t asmdynanlCs
[SAE PAPER 872341 ] p 479 A88-37236
Numerical separation models p 480 A88-37653
Piezoelectric foils as a means of sen_ng unsteady
surface forces on flow-around bodies
p 483 A88-38976
Rotorolft research at NASA p 475 A88-40552
1987 Technical Committee _ - The year in
rev-,ew -- Rotoncrafl research and develepmenl
p 475 A88-40558
AIAA _ Aerodynam_s Conference, 6th.
Williamsburg, VA. June 6-8, 1988. Technical Papars
p 487 A88-40701
Theory of flow past yawed and swept w_fKjs of large
aspect ratios p 565 A88-43996
Numerw.al predictK)n of flow in slender vortices
p 566 A88-_4502
Numerical Navier-Stokes solutions of high-speed
propege¢ flows p 631 A88-46214
Methods of anatogy inthe aerodynamacs of tiigl'd vehicles
--- Russmn book p 637 A88-48201
Use of MODEL equational specifcation - A case study
in compt_ational aerodyr_mics
[AIAA PAPER 88-3792] p 641 A88-48853
A sm_olified oil-film skin-friction meter
[AIAA PAPER 88-3601 ) p 680 A88-48953
ApplP..atol of wscous flow computab0ns for the
aerodynamic performance of a backswept knpeUar at
various operating conditions
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-391 p 647 A88_9177
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference.
Minneapolis, MN. Aug. 15-17, 1968. Technical Papers
p 691 A88-50576
Aerodynam¢ study of a delta wing with sides_ and
high angles of attack p 704 A88-51368
Some rotorcraft applications of coropotabonal fluid
dynan'.cs p 706 A88-51774
Multigrid acceleration of the flux-split ELder equations
p 796 A88-55077
Efficient Euler solver with many applications
p 796 A88-5507B
Quadrature tom_Jla for a double-pole singu_r integral
-- in linear liftkKj surface theory p796 A88-55093
Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynarr.cs by frequency
and time-domain Identification techn_F_es
p 94 N88-11657
New aerodynaw.c design of the fenestron for mlproved
performance p95 N88-11664
Ptocee_ of the 4th NAL Sympos=um on Aircraft
ComputatJoeal Aerodynamcs
[NAL-SP-7] p 142 N88-13253
Unsteady aemdynam(cs of an oscillating cascade in a
_ now fiatd
[NASA-TM-t002tg] p 163 N88-13346
Development of an unsteady wake theory appro10nata
for aeroatastic analyses of rotors in hover and fonvard
_jht
[NASA-CR-t82357] p 147 N88-14075
Development of transonic speed cascade design
method using Euler code and reverse soknion
p 148 N88-14139
Computational unsteady aerodynarmcs for aeroelast¢
anab/=s
|NASA-TM-100523] p 276 N88-t6668
Mach number effects on transonic aeroolastic ferces
and flutter charactenstics
[NASA-TM-100547] p 277 N88-16675
Methods fer evaluating the quality and reliability of
aerodynamic software prog_uns
[PB87-169793J p 328 N88-17314
Appticatlen of empirical and linear methods to VSTOL
pow_eq-lift aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-100048] p 278 N88-17581
Fixed w.xj CCW aerodynarmcs with and wm,,out
supplementan/thrust deflection p 281 N88.17607
S.person,c aerodynsm_ of datta w.xjs
(NASA-TP-2771 ] p 282 N88-17615
A research program on the aerodynam_s of a highly
loaded turbine stage p 301 N88-17655
Design and aerodynamic performance of a small
mixed-flow gas generstor tud0ine p 301 N88-17662
Aerodyr_m_ performance of a scale-model.
counter-rotating unducted fan p 302 N88-17666
Numerical methods for propeller aerodynamics and
acoustics at DFVLR p 302 N88-17668
Analysis of highspeed propellers aerodynamics
p 302 N88-17669
Australian aerodynamic design codes for aerial tow
[AD-A189048] p 410 N88-20258
Acbvities report of the Lille Institute of Fluid
Mechanics
[ETN-88-91983] p 459 N88-20597
AclJvities report of the Aerodynamcs De_
[ETN-88-91979] p 414 N88-21123
Aemto_ tasting in a seif-strea_ining ftexible walled wind
t,Jnne_
[NASA-CR-4128] p 499 N88-22865
A_oratt flight dynarmcs research in past decade
rev_wed p 518 N88-23031
Reduced order models for nonlinear aerodynamics
p 501 N88-23248
Modal forced response of propfans in yawed flow
p 551 N88-23253
Joint University Program for Air T_tion
Research. 19e6
[NASA-CP-2502] p 560 N88-23715
The effects of inlet turbulence and rotorlstator
intersctons on the aerodynamics and heat transfar of a
large-scale rotating turbine model Part 4: Aorodymm_c
data tabulation
|NASA-CR-179469] p 618 N88-23956
Some rotorcrafl appGcations of computational fluid
dyna=.cs
[NASA-TM-100066] p 575 N88-24601
Nonlinear progra_ extensions to rational
approx_nation methods for unsteady aerodynamic forces
[NASA-TP-2776] p 586 N88-24623
Nonlinear flying quality parameters based on dynantc
inver=on
[AD-A192146] p 586 N88-24627
Aeodynamcs of _ting bodes w*th _ transveme
and lengitudinal curvabxe pro47 N88-25436
Aerodynamic analysis of natural lermnar flow airfoil
p 648 N88-25624
LudwKj PrandU colk_ed treatises on _kopllad mechanics,
hydro- and aerodynamics, part 2, IV interfaces and
resistance
[NASA-TT-20315] p 651 N88-26338
A two.point aerooy_m_c model for identification
p 660 N88-26526
Parametric estimation of aenxlynam4c nonlinearities in
rolling moment due to sideslip u,.ung maxm.,um likelihood
method p 66f N88-26528
Analysis of e_tal data for cast 10-2/DOA2
supercritP..al airfoil at high Reynolds numbers
[AD-A192827| p 711 N88-27166
An experimental study of the effect of pitch rate on delta
wing ee_dynsm_ and stat_l_y
[NASA-CR-183159] p 712 N88-27173
Design of a mechamsm to control wind tunne_
turbulence p 763 N88-27370
Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting Vehick_: Fluid
Dynarnms Panel AGARD Symposium
[AGARD-AR-246] p 773 N88-27480
Threa-dimensk)nal zonal grids about arbitrary shapes
by Po_sen's equation
(NASA-TM-101018] p 7f3 N88-28042
_ eemdynan.cs, transomc flow
[AD-A196247| p 800 N88-29777
AEROEI.ASlrlC RESEARCN
Shape _ analysis of wing static aeroelastic
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 88-2301) p 362 A88-32250
Analylic investigation of helicopter rotor blade appended
aeroelastic devices
[NASA-CR-166525] p 95 N88-11676
Pradictio_ of w.xj asroelastic effects on aimmft life and
pitct_ moment characteristics p 167 N88-13356
AEROELASTIClTY
Velocity scaled aeroelastic tasting of advanced
turboprops
IASME PAPER 87-GT-209] p 31 A88-11110
Integrating nonlinear aerodynanK: and structural
analysis for a complete fighter configuration
IAIAA PAPER 87-2863] p 88 A88-14252
Transor.c aemelast¢;ly of wings with tip stores
p 92 A88-15719
An approximate approsch to estimate the dynan_c
characteristics of aeroelestic system
p 115 A88-16344
AEROELASTICITY
Stochastic modal interaction in linear and
aeroetastic structures p 116 A88-16435
Stress-strain state of a ftexd:de braking system
p 171 A88-17B68
Numencal analysis of the symmetrical free vibrations
of an ak'craft, taking into account the deformat)ility of the
structure p 153 A88-18492
Aeroelastic stability characteristics of a composite swept
wing with tip weights for an unrestrained vehicle
p 154 A88-19673
Aeroelastic tailoring of aft-swept high-aspect-ratio
composite w;ngs p 154 A88-19675
of aeroelestic response of a n_ode_ X-wing
rotor p 156 A88-20000
Unsteady transon¢ a_m improvements for realis_c
aircratt app4ications
[AIAA PAPER 88-0105] p 228 A88-22075
Application of a nonPaentroplc full potonlml method to
AGARD standard
[AIAA PAPER 88-0710] p 214 A88-22535
Aeroelastic preseura measurements on a con_rassor
blade companson with straight cascade results
[ONERA. TP NO. 1987-130] p 240 A88-22584
Aeroelastic prediction of rotor loads in forward flight
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-138] p 229 A88-22592
The aemdynan'.cs of an oscillating jet flap
p 215 A88-22731
The effect of samulaled helicopter vibration on voce
recogr_tion system performance p 237 A88-22737
Active vibration control of the RSRA/X-wmg vehicle
using a time domain approach p 230 A88-22745
Application of a con_ anal_ mode( of
rotorcraft aero_ and dynamics (CAMRAD) to the
McDonnell Douglas AH-64A helicopter
p 230 A88-22747
Aeroatas_ modeling of swept tip rotor blades using finite
elements p 230 A88-22748
Aaroelastic sta_ of bearmgless rotors in forward
flight p 232 A88-22766
Simulation of flight spectrum for aero_
biading p 241 A88-23177
On aeroelast..-_f and aeroacoustics of propfan
p 241 /I,88-24371
Synthes_s of lecad o_m_um control for elas_c am:nlff
p 234 A88-24761
Calculation of a wing with allowance for fuselage
elasticity p 271 A88-25633
Influence of transformation sequenoe on
be_ding end tocsion of rotor blades p315 A88-26158
Stress-strain state of an opermg parachute
p 317 A88-27248
An evaluation on damping property of no_linear shimmy
damper and equr4alant lineanzation methods
p 356 A88-29254
High-flexibility wings in nature and technology
p 331 A88-29728
Investigation of dynamic characteristics of an elastic
w_ng model by La_ng corractions of mass an0 stiffness
matr,_-%_s p 392 A88-30367
i_egratad aero_oefasiic tailoring of tilting
p380 A88-30386
Unsteady fu_l potential cornl_Jtations inducing
aeroefastic effects p 338 A88-30559
Digital active conVol law synthes_s for aarosarvoataatic
systems p 380 A88-31475
Control law paramoterizatJon for an aeroelaatic
wind-tunn_ model equipped with an active roll control
system and comparison with expenment
[AIAA PAPER 88-2211 ] p 381 A88-32182
A unified approach to stability charactenstics of taillese
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-2212] p 381 A88-32208
Aeroelastic tailoring for oblique wing lateral trim
[AIAA PAPER 88-2263] p 381 A88-32220
Unsteady pressure and structural response
rneasuraments on an eastic _ wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-2277] p 343 A88-3223t
Mach number effects on transonic aeroefastic forces
and flutter charactenstics
[AIAA PAPER 88-2304] p 344 A88-32253
Nor_lnear aspects of the Uanson¢ eeroelas1¢ stability
problem
[AIAA PAPER 88-2306] p 344 A88-32254
Effects of symmetnc and asymmetoc modes on
bansonlc aeroelast_c characteristics of full-span wing-body
cor_j_t_s
[AIAA PAPER 88-2308] p 362 A88-32256
Stab_ity sen_ analysis for the aeroelastic
optim_zatioa of a he_optar rotor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2310] p 362 A88-32258
Application of structural tailoring to spar/sh_l
turboprops
[AIAA PAPER 88*2333] p 376 A88-32277
CFD _ study for aerodynan'.c/control
optirmzaton problems
[AIAA PAPER 88-2336] p 344 A88-32280
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Flutter of circulation control wings
AIAA PAPER 88-2345 p 363 A88-32286
Whirl-flutter investigation on an advanced turboprop
configuration
AIAA PAPER 88-2346 p 376 A88-32287
Wing flutter calculations with the CAP-TSD unsteady
transonic small disturbance program
AIAA PAPER 88-2347 p 363 A88-32288
Improved unsteady aerodynamics and flutter for NACA
0012 airfoil at angle of attack
AIAA PAPER 88-2349 p 344 A88-32290
Application of a new continuation method to flutter
equations
AIAA PAPER 88-2350 p 398 A88-32291
Time-eccurata unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelestic
calculations for wings using Euier equations
AIAA PAPER 88-2281 p 409 A88-33775
Recent trends in aeroelesticity, structures, and structural
dynamics; Proceedings of the R. L. Bisplinghoff Memorial
Symposium, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, Feb 6,
7, 1986 p 453 A88-35526
A survey of current problems m turbomacriine
aeroeiasticity p 434 A88-35527
Whid flutter of swept tip propfans p 423 A88-35529
Recent developments in flutter suppression techniques
for turbomachinery rotors p 434 A88-35530
Experimental studies in aeroeiasticity of unswept and
forward swept graphita/epoxy wings
p 453 A88-35533
Aeroelasticity of very light aircraft p 423 A88-35535
Problems and progress in aeroelesticity for
interdisciplinary design p 453 A88-35536
Structural tailoring for aircraft performance
p 423 A88-35544
Constrained optimization techniques for active control
of aeroelastic response p 440 A88-35546
A survey of methods and problems in aaroelestic
optimization p 454 A88.35547
An approach to an aero/thermal/eiastic design
system
[AIAA PAPER 88-2383] p 454 A88-36299
Using frequency-domain methods to identify XV-15
aeroelastic modes
[SAE PAPER 872385] p 510 A88-37234
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Proceedings of the IntercatO'_J Confe_ece, London.
England, Nov. 18. 19, 1986. Volumes 1 & 2
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Electromagnetic compatibility modeling for future
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Analytical and _ validation of the Obklue
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[AIAA PAPER 88-0097] p 239 A86-22069
Aidofl design, tsar. and evaluation lot tba V-22 I_t rotor
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design p 216 A88-23176
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_ ap_cato-s in arcreft des_ and operat_;
Proceedings of the First International Conlerence on
comput_ Aided De=gn, Maoutsctum and OpemtOn in
the Aeronautics and Space Industnes. Pans, France, June
16-18. 1987 ) 194 A86-23259
The teaching of aircrafldesign cornputer applicaliorm
)268 A88-23260
A computer aided design system for _ane
configuretion ) 233 A86-23261
Progress towards an a_craftde_ expert system
) 234 A88-23274
US preperes for a hypersor_ future
) 254 A88-23324
A_-a_c g_d generetio_ about w_-_se_je bodies
) 217 A86-24123
Aerodynamic and acoustic optimization in propfan
design ) 241 A88-24373
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Calculation of a wing with allowance for fuse_lge
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p 285 A88-25755
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XT-4 - Potent with potenbal p 287 A86-25809
W_g tip sails - Progress to date and future
developments p 272 A88-26421
Keeping a sharp technofogy edge p 269 A88-26646
Measuring amcraft fluid quantities p 295 A86-26648
Design deficiency - Probable cause of fatal aircraft
accident p 282 A86-27640
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Wing boundary layer catcuiatJon and its applm,cation to
the aircraft design p 333 A88-29240
Design analysis and interactive computer aided design
of the retraction mechanism of main landing gear with
rotatable wheel plane p 356 A88-29252
Semi-prepared airfield and design of double-action
shock absorber p 356 A88-29255
Des_n improvements of brake discs for aircraft
wheels p 356 A88.29258
An attempt to adopt the idea of 'ergonomics' in das=gning
products - 'Anti-misoperation' design of the drag chute
system for F-XX aircraft p 356 A88-29259
The first stage of flight testing of developmental test
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Laminar airflow over the wing cuts operating costs
p 334 A88-29723
The design of current muscle-powered aircraft
p 331 A88-29727
High-flexibility wings in nature and technology
p 331 A88-29728
Flight-mechanics aspects of the design of modern
high-perlormance acrobatic aircraft p 380 A88-29731
Aspects of wing design for modem gliders
p 334 A88-29732
The development of the turbos. I - Concept and
prototype. II - Series production and outlook
p 37t A88-29738
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testing
[SAE PAPER 861741] p 384 A88-29822
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p 331 A88-30380
integrated aeroee_voeiastic tailoring of lifting surfaces
p 380 A88-30386
Topics in landing gear dynamics research at NASA
Langley p 358 A88-30387
Design of transonic airfoils and wings using a hybrid
des,gn algorithm
[SAE PAPER 871756] p 339 A88-30767
Certification of natural laminar flow technology
[SAE PAPER 871848] p 359 A88-30809
A cloee-coupled canard, technology demonstration
aircraft for goneral aviation applications
[SAE PAPER 871883] p 360 A88-30830
Modular packaging of VSCF converters
[SAE PAPER 871884] p 393 A88-30831
Safety aspects of human factors on aircraft design
p 350 A88-31190
Demonstration of damped structure for increased
supportability and reliability p 395 A88-31584
Optimum design of wing structures with multiple
frequency constraints p 396 A88-31645
DIVA - Flight test analysis for ATlAS .*- Advanced
Technologies Testing Aircraft System
p 361 A88-32141
Airfoil design concept that increases lift, reduces drag
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[AIAA PAPER 88-2210] p 342 A88-32181
Aeroelestic tailoring for oblique wing lateral trim
[AIAA PAPER 88-2263] p 381 A88-32220
Optimum structural sizing for gust induced response
[AIAA PAPER 88-2298] p 362 A88-32248
Shape sensitivity analysis of wing static aeroelastic
cherscteristcs
[AIAA PAPER 88-2301] p 382 A88-32280
Interdisciplinary design of aircraft structures for minimum
weight
[AIAA PAPER 88-2302] p 362 A88-32251
CFD sensitivity study for aerodynamic/control
opfimization problems
[AIAA PAPER 88-2336] p 344 A88-32280
An advanced cockpit design methodology
p 364 A88-32684
Daedalus - When the myth of Icarus resurges
p 332 A88-32715
Aeronautics in Germany - A tradition of aviation
innovation p 407 A88-33135
Application of aerodynamic research and development
to civil aircraft wing design (Esso Energy Award Lecture,
1987) p 409 A88-33401
ASTOVL requirements begin to take shape
p 407 A88-33740
Fundamentals of the systems deign of aircraft
complexes --- Rusemn book p 464 A88-33805
Flying qualities research challenges
p 436 A88-34094
An example of preliminary longitudinal flying qualities
design using a frequency matching method
p 437 A88-34096
A subsonic analysis of Digital Datcom using several
forward swept wing configurations p 438 A88-34118
Cognitive engineeflng applied to new cockpit designs
p 422 A88-35373
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamics of planer lifting
surfaces accounting for arbitrary time-dependent motion
p 409 A88-35534
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Aeroelasticity of very light aircraft p 423 A88-35535
Problems and progress in aeroelesticity for
interdisciplinary design p 453 A88-35536
Risk analysis approach to transport aircraft technology
assessment p 467 A88-36262
An approach to an aero/thermal/eiastic design
system
[AIAA PAPER 88-2383] p 454 A88-36299
How to design an Ainvisible' aircraft
p 408 A88-36666
Frequency and flutter analysis of wing-type structures
and the relevant optimal design p 458 A88.37001
A revmw of the de Hevilland augmentcr.wing powered-lift
concept and its future applications
[SAE PAPER 872313] p 507 A88-37184
Flight propulsion control integration for V/STOL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872330] p 522 A88-37199
Advanced tactical transport needs and design
implications
[SAE PAPER 872337] p 473 A88-37205
VSTOL design implications for tactical transports
[SAE PAPER 872338] p 473 A88-37206
Lift engines - Applied history
[SAE PAPER 872347] p 522 A88.37213
STOVL RCS effects on propulsion system design
[SAE PAPER 872349] p 522 A88.37214
The RSRA/X-Wing expenmont - A status report
[SAE PAPER 872371] p 479 A88-37225
Applying vectored thrust V/STOL experience in
supersonic designs
[SAE PAPER 872381] p 509 A88-37230
A supersonic design with V/STOL capability
[SAE PAPER 872382] p 509 A88-37231
AFTI/F.111 Mission Adaptive Wing flight research
program
{AIAA PAPER 88.2118] p 511 A88-38719
Program review of European Fighter Aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-2120] p 511 A88-38721
Diagnostic design requirements for integrated avionic
subsystems
[AIAA PAPER 88-2171] p553 A88-38746
Maintainability - A design parameter
[AIAA PAPER 88-2184] p 474 A88-38753
Design, construction and flight testing the Spirit of St,
Louis
[AIAA PAPER 88-2187] p 557 A88-38755
V-22 Osprey - Changing the way men flies
p 514 A88-39277
Dornier 328 taking shape p 514 A88-39415
Technologies for hypersonic flight
p 540 A88-39419
Aerospace equipment - Evolution and future problems
p 474 A88.40522
Aircraft without airports - Changing the way men fly ---
tilt-rotor vehicles technology p 476 A88-40559
Design of low Reynolds number airfoils. I
[AIAA PAPER 88-2572] p 494 A88-40765
On inverse airfoil design
[AIAA PAPER 88-2573] p 495 A88-41048
National Aero-Spece Plane
[AAS PAPER 87-127] p 540 A88-41288
A reliability and maintainability prediction methodology
for the conceptual aircraft design process
p 582 A88-42852
Reel-time simulation applications --- for pilot training and
R & D in aircraft industry p 623 A88-43501
Effective implementation of NDT into aircraft design,
fabdca_on, lind service p 614 A88-43523
Principle of the design of the force scheme of
multiple-support control surfaces p 603 A88-43633
UHB technology validation - The final step --- Ultra-High
Bypass aircraft engine
[AIAA PAPER 88-2807] p 594 A88.44658
Design and flight operation of An-26 aircraft --- Russian
book p 583 A88.44897
Design of aircraft structures --- Russian book
p 655 A88.46062
Design considerations for the avoidance of G-LOC ---
Gravitational stress induced Loss of Consciousness
p 655 A88-46212
Modem combat aircraft design --- Book
p 656 A88.46311
Jack Northrop and the flying wing: The story behind
the Stealth bomber --- Book p 689 A88-46339
Design and operation of low cost remotely-piloted
aircraft for scientific field research p 656 A88-47184
UMMA - Doing it differenfty --- Un-Manned
Micro-Aircraft p 657 A88-47187
A new robust 3-D transonic wing design program utilizing
Dirichlet.type boundary conditions p 635 A88.47258
Computer analysis of the effect of the location of the
vertical tail surface on the static lateral stability of • tailless
aircraft p 637 A88.48301
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p 657 A88-48458
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of aerospace vehicles p 668 A88-48495
Cost.of-a-cassette air safety p 629 A88-4849g
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p 658 A88-49008
Canard-configured airplanes require new rules
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Natural vibration analysis and flutter analysis of
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design p 767 A88-49909
Cost-oriented design p 780 A88-49980
Application of projection methods in wing theon/
p 697 A88-50088
Aerodynamic design of a verlebie-bend vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-4340] p 699 A88-50586
Prediction of pianform modification effects at high angles
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[AIAA PAPER 88.4353] p 699 A88-50597
Evaluation of a now supersonic flutter prediction tool
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Aerodynamic design considerations for a free-flying
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Wing geometry: Methods and algorithms for designing
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Design of a supercritical airfoil p 701 A88-50905
OPSGER - Computer code for multiconstraint wing
optim_7.ation p 701 A88-50916
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p 721 A88-50917
Self-reqairing flight control system program ovennew
p 754 A88-50973
Variable wing camber for transport aircraft
p 722 A88-51185
Some considerations for integrating aeroelasticity in
CAE
[ASME PAPER 87-WA/AERO-10] p 722 A88-51330
A330/A340 - The Airbus family grows and grows
p 722 A88-51398
Green light for EFA --- European Fighter Aircraft
p 722 A88-51399
Skunk works prototyping p 691 A88-51434
EAP flight test report p 723 A88-51438
Lavi flight test program p 756 A88-51439
The challenge of X-30 flight test p 692 A88-51441
World flight, the Voyager p 781 A88-51442
Now techniques in flight testing p 724 A88-51454
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p 725 A88-51477
Terrain following subsystem testing from simulation to
results p 726 A88-51484
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p 730 A88-51808
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[AIAA PAPER 88-4403] p 731 A88-51928
Unmanned flight vehicles - From concept to prototype:
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[AIAA PAPER 88-4414] p 692 A88-51936
Figures of merit for airfoil/aircraft design integration
[AIAA PAPER 88-4416] p 731 A88-51937
Applications of lessons learned to the structural integrity
of C-130 and C-5 aircraft
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Proceedings of the Fourteenth ICAF Symposium, Ottawa,
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Calculation of subsonic separated flow of a gas past
the system wing-body p 196 A88-21723
Navier-Stokes simulations of transonic flows over a
wing-fuss/age combination p 197 A88-21987
Hypersonic forebody performance sensitivities based on
3-D equilibrium Nevier-Stokes calculations
IAIAA PAPER 88-03701 p 206 A88-22272
Cone_erived waver/tiers with combined transverse and
longitudinal cu_'ature
{AIAA PAPER 88-0371 J p 207 A88-22273
A full-potential theory analysis of the supersonic
aerodynamics of a 60-deg delta wing-body configuration
(AIAA PAPER 88-0480} p 208 A88-22355
Unsteady supersonic flow calculations for wing-body
combinations using harmonic gradient method
IAIAA PAPER 88-05681 p 210 A88-22427
Flow control in a wing/fuselage-type juncture
IAIAA PAPER 88-06141 p 211 A88-22462
Algebraic grid generation about wing-fuselage bodies
p 217 A88-24123
Evaluation of the constant pressure panel method (CPM)
for unsteady air loads prediction
(AIAA PAPER 88-22821 p 343 A88-32235
Effects of symmetric and asymmetnc modes on
transonic eeroeiestic charactensfics of full-span wing-body
configurations
I AIAA PAPER 88-2308] p 362 A88-32256
Unsteady supersonic computations of arbitrary
wing-body configurations including external stores
IAIAA PAPER 88-2309J p 344 A88-32257
Application of efficient iteratK)n scheme AF2 to
computations of transonic full-potential flows over
wing-body combinations p 481 A88-38177
Transonic Eular calculations of • wing-body
configuration using a high-accuracy TVD scheme
[AIAA PAPER 88-2547] p 488 A88-40729
Grid generation and flow analyses for wing/body/winglet
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 88-2548] p 489 A88-40730
Experimental end theoretical study of the effects of wing
geomet_ on a supersonic multibody configuration
[AIAA PAPER 88-2510] p 494 A88-40766
Experimental study of the wall pressure field downstream
of • wing/body junction p 564 A88-43303
Calculation of transonic flow about wing-body-fairing by
a finite element method p 635 A88-47255
Measurements of turbulent flow behind a wing.body
junction p 635 A88-47467
Airoreft vortices - Juncture, wing, and wake
[AIAA PAPER 88-3742] p 640 A88-48839
Vortical flow enalys=s for F-106B configuration
[AIAA PAPER 88-3745] p 640 A88-48842
Control of supersonic intersection flowfields through
filleting and sweep
[AIAA PAPER 88-3534] p 641 A88-48869
Overall forces and moments on wing-bodies at high
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 88-4354 ] p699 A88-50598
The obtimum-optimerum shape of the integrated
wing-fuselage configuration in supersonic flow
p 707 A88-51884
Determination of the intensity of leading edge vortices
on wing-fuse/age configuration at higher angle of attack,
in supersonic flow p 707 A88-51885
Calculation of transonic flow past a fuselage-wing
combination with allowance for the wing structure
elasticity p 708 A88-52035
Numerical algorithm for calculating supersonic inviscid
flow around wing-body combinations
p 709 A88-52046
Several features of wall flow in the wing-fuselage junction
region p 710 A88-52078
Planform effects on high speed civil transport des_jn
[AIAA PAPER 88-4487] p 807 A88-53767
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles p 141 N88-13234
Vortex formation over delta, double-delta and wave rider
configurations at supersonic speeds
p 142 N88-13243
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different nacelle/wing
combinations. Part 1: Total forces end moments and
pressure distributions on nacelle/wing at different angles
of attack end yew end at different thrust coefficients
IFFA-TN-1987-221 p 146 N88-13302
Compressible Euler solution on a mull/block grid around
s wing-fuselage configuration
IFFA-TN-1987-461 p 146 N88-13303
Transonic Navier-Stokes computations of
strake-generated vortex interactions for a fighter-like
configuration p 147 N88-14073
Aerodynamic end propeller performance characteristics
of a propfan-powered, sam/span model
INASA-TM-86705J p 159 N88-14092
Testing of a schematic transport plane model in several
European windtunnets
IPB87-1702701 p 277 N88-16671
Design of an aeroelestic composite wing wind tunnel
model
lAD-A1888551 p 367 N88-19466
Transonic Nevier-Stokes computations of
strake-generatad vortex interactions for a fighter-like
configuration
INASA-TM-t000091 p 497 N88-22010
Laser velocimeter measurements in a wing-fuselage type
juncture
I NASA-TM-1005881 p497 N88-22012
A transonic small disturbance wing design
methodology p 575 N88-24590
Improved potential flow computational methods with
Euier corrections for airfoil and wing/body design
lAD*At 923031 p 650 N88-26334
VSAERO analysis of tip planforms for the free-tip rotor
j NASA.CR.1774871 p712 N88-28036
Analytical surfaces and grids p 860 N88-29322
BOEING AIRCRAFT
A computer aided design system for airplane
configuration p 233 A88-23261
The Boeing Helicopter Model 360 advanced technology
helicopter p 287 A88-26415
Active control developments for the Boeing 7J7
p 381 A88-32686
Research and Development at Boeing Helicopters
p 476 A88-40560
Boeing 7J7 fly-by-wire control development
p 755 A88-51429
New techniques in flight testing p 724 A88-51454
The use of real time data analysis techniques on the
V-22 Osprey program p 728 A88-51789
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BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
_erl _ _ of hardening
elements for a_craft windows end doors
p 582 A88-42106
BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
_e lateral spnng for 767 entry and service door
co_gtedoaJance mechar-_m p 177 A88-18227
A real-time aero_rruc analys_ system for use in
fright
[AIAA PAPER 88-2128] p 512 A88-38728
Time controlled navigation and guidance for 737
aircraft p 754 A88-50977
Carmg for the higll-tm_e jet p 801 A88-53540
Simulation of an enhanced TCAS 2 system in
operatmn
[NASA-CR-181545) p 87 NS&12479
A study of the TCAS 2 collision avoidance system
mounted on a Boeing 737 amcrafl
_NASA-CR-182457] p 286 N88-16687
BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
Fal_jue failure analysis of file rear pressure bolkhead
of the crashed Boeing 747 jumbo jet ptane
p 229 A88-22619
747-400 mght_spleys dave_oment
[ AIAA PAPER 88-4439 ] p 738 A88-51952
Acquisition of gust statistics from Aircraft Integrated Data
Systems (AIDS) recorded data
[NLR-MP-86048-U-ISS-2] p 184 N88-14586
The intelbgent QAR and its cost effective role in new
generation AIMS -- quick access recorder (OAR); aircraft
mtegrated mondoring systems (AIMS)
p 739 N88-28020
The Sundstrand B747400 data management unit
p 739 N88-28021
RB211 developments
I PNR90444 ] p 745 N88-28069
BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
Two-dimenslor,.al Navler-Stokes prediction of flight
charactenstics of moddled Boeing 767 cavity flow
i AIAA PAPER 88-2508 ] p 566 A88-44525
BOILING
Reduced grawty bo_mg and condons_g experiments
simulated with the COBRA/TRAC computer code
] AIAA PAPER 88-3634 ] p 680 A88-48958
BOLTED JOINTS
Bolted scarf joints m carbon composite materials -
Comparison between essemblies with an interlerence fit
and those with ptay p 389 A88-28861
An investigation of experimental methods for the
determmation of beanng strength of CFRP lemmates
p 394 A88-31443
Methods for producing dumb4e riveted and bolted joints
in aircraft structures --- Russ_n book
p 769 A88-50765
BOt.ZA I_ROBLEMS
Opt=real abort landing tralectones in the p_sence of
windshear p 220 A88-20699
BOMBER AIRCR_IUFT
Tupofev Backfire p 514 A88-39504
Pilot report; AFTI (Advanced Fighter Technology
Integration) F-111
[AD-A1929371 p 734 N88-27184
BONDING
Evaluation of bond testing equipment for inspection of
Army advanced composite airframe structures
I AD-At 95795 ] p 841 N88-2¢J685
BOflESIGHT ERROR
HypersOn_ film coolmg effectiveness and aero-optical
effects
I AIAA PAPER 88-3824 ] p 681 A88-49001
BORON REINFORCED MATERIALS
Computational methods in modem repmr technology
p 178 A88-19262
Bonded repair of metallK: components - Thck sections
p 391 A88-29449
BORON-EPOXY COMPOSITES
Testing large aircraft structures --- B-1 stabilizer
p 657 A88-47211
Composite repair of cracked alummurn alloy awcrafl
structure
lAD-A190514 I p 561 N88-24573
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOO
Pree_ctlon of ,sound fields in cavies us._g
boundary-etament methods p 61 A88-12281
Betech 86; Proceedings ot the Second Boundary
Element Technology Conference, MIT, Cambridge, MA,
June 17-19, 1966 p 119 A88-13257
Free-wake analys_s of hal_:opter rotors - A bounden/
element approach p 68 A88- t 3265
Potential hy_'odynam_ effects on structures by the
boundary element method p 111 A88-13268
A boundary element method for unsteady viscous
flows p 68 A88-13270
optirmzat,on utilizing a boundary element
formulebon p 111 A88-13281
Unsteady three-dimensk_al compressible potential
aerodyr_lrrv, cs of helicopter rotors - A _-etement
formulabon p 134 A88-17297
An .'nproved boundary element formulation for
calculetw, g stress intensity factors - Application to
aerospace structures p 177 A88-t8550
Advanced elastic and inelastic three-dimensional
analysis of gas turb_ enojne structures by BEM
p 391 A88-29272
Boundary element technQJes: Applcations in fluid flow
and computational aspects -- Book p 703 A88-51.362
Computation of nacelle interfererce using boundary
element method p 144 N88-13267
Calculations of unsteady aerodynamics for a full mrcraft
configuration usmg boundary element method
p 649 N88-25643
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD
A high _ panel methed for detem_n_g
incompressible flows arou_l a_tra_ bodies
p68 A88-13267
An inverse bounda_*ldyer method for tudoulem flows
on infi_e swept wmgs p 345 A88-32482
App4_cation of projectiee methods in _ theory
p 697 A88-50088
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
NLF technology ts ready to go p 196 A88-20938
Laminar flow contr0_ is maturing p 196 A88-20939
The fix for tough spots p 196 A88-20940
Boundary-tayer stability analysis of NLF and LFC
experimental data at subsomc and transon¢ speeds
ISAE PAPER 871859] p 483 A88-38925
Theoretical im/estlgations, and correlatrve studies for
NLF, HLFC, and LFC swept w_ngs at subsonic, transon_
and s_,rson_c speeds
ISAE PAPER 871861) p 483 A88-38950
Fundamental expenments on the passNe control of the
transonK: shock/boundary-layer interaction
IAAAF PAPER NT--87-17] p 634 A88-46341
Study of the reduction of friction and pressure
fluctuations downstream of 'awation profile'-type
manipulators in tandem
J AAAF PAPER NT-87-20 J p 634 A88-46344
Drag reduction in two-dimensional flow by vortex
en'.s.so_ control using cavities
[ AAAF PAPER NT-87-22 ] p 634 A88-46346
Controlling the devek)pment of boundary layer
perturbations through nonuniform surface heatirKj
p 679 A88-48745
Pa_ control plate for shock-bour_a_ layer
interactions
IAIAA PAPER 88-3537] p 641 A88-48870
Control of the boundary layer separation about an airfoil
by acth_ surface healing
[AIAA PAPER 88-3545} p 642 A88-48878
Design of lOW Reynolds number airfoils. It
{ AIAA PAPER 88-3764) p 644 A88-48934
Boundary layer control through the introduction of
artdmJal pertudoations p 696 A88-50062
Effect of moving surfaces on the a_od boundery-laym
control
I AIAA PAPER 88-4337) p 698 A88-50583
PassNe control of shock-boundary layer interaction
p 703 A88-51184
PassNe transon¢ drag reduction of supercritmal and
helicopter rotor airfoils p 706 A88-51785
Suction laminarization of highly swept supersonic
lem_nar flow control wings
INAA PAPER 88-4471 J p 786 A88-53762
Investigabons On a transonic aidoil with a 30 mm wide
perforatK)n/cavity arrangement
JESA-'i-_-1072_ p 79 N88-11634
Navler-Stokes analys_s of laminar flow control of a
two-dimensional al=toil p 144 N88-13286
Study of the effect of mass transfer on a transonic
boundary layer. Applicatio_ to flow relammanzation
IETN-88-91169] p 145 N88-13296
Oven_ew of the Langley viscous drag reduction
program p 218 N88-14946
Flight research on natural laminar
p 261 N88-14950
Design and expeflmental evaluation of a swept
supercntical Laminar Flow Control (LFC) a_oil
p 235 N88-14951
Laminar flow inte_'atlen: Flight tests status and p_ans
p 261 N88-14952
Control of vortical separation on concal bodies
p 278 N88d7580
Reduction of tilt rotor download using circulatK)n
control p 281 N88-t7605
Development of d_sturbances in swept wing flows
I NASA-CR-1826751 p 459 N88-20574
The NASA Langley Laminar-Fldw-Control (LFC)
experiment on a swept, supercritical airfoil: Design
ovel_tleW
I NASA-TP-28091 p 414 N88-21117
Apl:dicat=on of hybrid laminar flow coetrol to gtoOal rarKJe
rmldary transport mrcraft
[NASA-CR-181638] p 414 N88-21124
Control of lemmar flow around of the wmg in free-mr
conditions
[ AD-A187479 ] p 495 N88-22004
Modifications to the Langley 8-foot transomc pressure
tunnel for the lemmar flow control ex_penment
[NASA-TM-4032] p 538 N88-22047
Desert method for laminar flow co_roi of
two-dimenso_al airfoils m incompressible flow. Numerical
study of LFC design concepts
[DE88-751809] p 498 N88-22859
An assessment of the drag reducticm properties of ribiets
and the penaftes of off-design cond_ions
[RAE-TM-AERO-2113] p 571 N88-23731
Boundary-layer stability and airfoil desKJn
p 572 N88-23738
Wind tunnel testing of low-drag airfoils
p 572 N88-23741
Opera_ considerations for lemmar flow aircraft
p 585 N88-23748
Pressure distribu1_ns from subsor_ tests of an
advanced laminar-flow-control v_Kj with leadmg- and
tral_g-edge fk,ps
[NASA-TM-4040-PT-1 ) p 573 N88-23758
PassNe shock wave-boundary layer control for the Bell
FX69-H-098 a_oil p 574 N88-24588
A new method of calculating the boundary layer
characteristics downstream of mampulators. Part 2: Skin
friction and net drag reduction
[PNRg0456) p 774 N88-28280
Boundaw layer simulation and control in wind tunnels
[AGARD-AR-224 ] p 784 N88-28857
High-aspect-ratio wings p 834 N88-28859
A mappexj of the viscous flow bermvior m a controlled
diffus=o_ corr_ressor cascade usmg laser Doppler
valocimet_ and preliminary evaluation of codes for the
predrction of stall
J AD-A194490] p853 N88-29112
Pressure d_tnbutions from subsor_c tests of an
advanced lammar-ftow-control wing with leading- and
tr=ling--edge
{ NASA-TM-4040-PT-2] p 800 N88-29776
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS
Viscld/mviscid interaction analys_s of subsonic
tra_'mo_ flows p 14 A88-12282
The calcula_on of lemmar seperatk_ I_d)bles in the
wake inflatio_Vdaflatior_ regime
[AIAA PAPER 88-0605) p 211 A88-22453
Nurnermal investigation of three-dimensional flow
separation us=ng the boundary layer equations
{AIAA PAPER 88-0617] p 212 A88-22465
A close couplmg procedure for zonal solutions of the
Navmr-Stokes, Euler and boundary.layer equations
p 316 A88-26173
Wing boundary layer caloJlaben and its apl_ica_]on to
the aircraft design p 333 A88-29240
Numerical _bon of _t boundary layers over
ngid and doformab_e surfaces p 337 A88-30508
Three-dimens=onal turbulent boundary layer
calculations p 408 A88-33045
Three-dhTmn.s_onat unsteady transorv, c viscous-invisod
interaction usmg the Euler and boundan/-leyer eqeatmns
[AIAA PAPER 88-2578] p 491 A88-40747
Numencal study of a three-dimensional lemmar
boundary layer with allowance for coupled heat transfer
p614 A88-43639
Shock/boundary-layer interaction modal for
three-dime_sional transonic flow calculations
p 702 A88-51172
Computation of asymmetric flows _ profiles by
coupling the boundary-layor and botentlal equatiorm
p 706 A88-51877
Boundary-leyer flows in rotating cavities
IASME PAPER 88-GT-292] p852 A88-54361
fuselage coordinates for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers
[MBBILKE-1221SIPUBI244] p 459 N88-20596
Composite reduced Navter-Stokes procedures for flow
prob4ems with strong pressure interactions
[AD-A191127] p 619 N88-24875
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
Three<firnens_onal calculation of wall boondary layer
flow's in turbomachmes
IASME PAPER 87-GT-82] p 4 A88-11022
Characterization of shock wave end wall boundary layer
interactions in a transo_',c compressor rotor
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-166] p 6 A88-11077
Boundary layer and performance charact_ from
wind tunnel tests of e low Reyr_olds number Llebeck
airfoil pg A88-11184
Experimental investigation of shock-bou_ layer
interference with paseNe influence p 69 A88-13431
Pressure wave-boundary layer interaction
p 112 A88-13440
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The Goertler instability on an airfoil
]AIAA PAPER 85-0491 I p 75 A88-14848
Impulse wind tunnels --- Russian book
p 76 A88-15676
Aeroacoustic effects of body blockage in cavity flow
I AIAA PAPER 87-2667 ] p 123 A88-16533
A model of the wall boundary layer for ducted
propellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-27421 p 126 A88-16578
Viscous boundary layer near the critical point of a rotating
body under conditions of nonstationary injection and
surface cooling p 135 A88-17733
Turbulence modeling in shock/boundary-layer
interactions
]ONERA, TP NO. 1987-96] p 135 A88-18481
Effects of velocity profile on boundary-layer shielding
IAIAA PAPER 87-26781 p 188 A88-18652
Similarity rule for sidewall boundary-layer effects in airfoil
testing p 138 A88-19247
Extension of the Johnson-King turbulence model to the
3-D flows
I AIAA PAPER 88-02231 p 257 A88-22165
The computation of the boundary region using the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
IAIAA PAPER 88-0231 I p 203 A88-22173
A study of turbulence modelling in transonic
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
[ONERA, TP NO 1987-137] p 214 A88-22591
A design method for two-dimensional cascades of
turbomach0nery blades p 216 A88-23148
Strong coupling between inv0scid fluid and boundary
layer for airfoils with sharp leading edge I - 2-D
incompressible steady case p 271 A88-25988
An analysis system for transonic flow in cascade
p 273 A88-26631
An investigation of shock/boundary-layer interactions on
curved surfaces at transonic speeds
p 333 A88-28900
Laminar airflow over the wing cuts operating costs
p 334 A88-29723
A zonal numerical method for predicting transonic
shock boundary layer interaction control by localized
sucbon p 337 A88-30515
Longitudinal vortices imbedded in turbulent boundary
layers. II - Vortex pair with 'common flow' upwards
p 340 A88-30961
ICIASF '87 - International Congress on Instrumentation
in Aerospace Simulation Facdittes. 12th, College of William
and Mary, Williamsburg, VA. June 22-25, 1987, Record
p 455 A88-36483
Turbulent eddy viscosity modeling in transonic
shock/boundary layer interactions
I AIAA PAPER 88-2592] p 493 A88-40758
Computational simulation of vortex generator effects on
transonic shock/boundary layer interaction
IAIAA PAPER 88-2590] p 495 A88-40771
Unsteady nonslmilar laminar compressible
boundary-layer flow over a yawed infinite circular
cylinder p 495 A88-40970
Experimental study of the wall pressure field downstream
of a wing/body junction p 564 A88-43303
Effect of the boundary layer on the flow rate and specific
pulse of a converging nozzle p 564 A88-43619
Flow-around airfoils with blunt, round, and sharp trailing
edges p 569 A88-45282
Prediction of the stall characteristics of multietement
airfoils with confluent boundary layer
p 569 A88-45318
Development of porous plug radiometers for use nn
advanced gas turbine engine programs
I AIAA PAPER 88-3040 ] p 617 A88-45620
Effects of aspect ratio and sidewall boundary-layer in
airfoil testing p 570 A88-45684
Computational transonic flutter boundary tracking
procedure p 571 A88-45687
Decay of spanwlse wavy inhomogeneities in a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer over an
'infinite' swept concave wing p 677 A88-47873
Flow development on an alrfod with a sharp trailing edge
started impulsively from rest
IAIAA PAPER 88-37121 p 644 A88-48920
Transonic shock/boundary-layer interaction studies -
Asymptohc theories, numerucal solutions, and the role of
turbulence modeling
I AIAA PAPER 88-3800} p 644 A88-48936
A sqmphfied od-film skin-friction meter
I AIAA PAPER 88-3601 I p 680 A88-48953
Unsteady stagnahon-pomt heat transfer due to the
motion of freestream vorhces
I AIAA PAPER 88-3771 I p 681 A88-48987
Boundary layer crossflow stabilization of high subsonic
speed LFC transport airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 88-02751 p 704 A88-51425
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An experimental investigation into the influence of blade
leaning on the losses downstream of annular cascades
with a small diameter-height ratio
IASME PAPER 88-GT-191 p 786 A88-54165
Detection of separation bubbles by infrared images in
transonic turbine cascades
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-331 p 787 A88-54176
The vortex-filament nature of the reverse flow on the
verge of rotating stall
IASME PAPER 88-GT-1201 p 848 A88-54234
Wake-boundary layer interactions in an axial flow turbine
rotor at off-design conditions
IASME PAPER 88-GT-233J p 793 A88-54315
Boundary-layer flows in rotating cavities
IASME PAPER 88-GT-292] p 852 A88-54361
Measurement techniques in low-speed turbulent flows:
A report on EUROMECH 202
INLR-MP-86038-UI p 51 N88-10283
Boundary layer profile investigations downstream of an
aero-engine intake anti-icing air exhaust slot
[ PNR90378 ] p 52 N88-11080
The design and preliminary calibration of a
boundary-layer flow channel
I NASA-CR-178399 J pa0 N88-12457
Characteristics of a separating confluent boundary layer
and the downstream wake
I NASA-TM-t 00046 ] p 182 N88-14323
Computational design of natural laminar flow wings for
transonic transport application p 218 N88-14948
The further development of circulation control airfoils
p 279 N88-17594
Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept,
circulation-control wing p 280 N88-17597
The design and use of a temperature-compensated
hot-film anemometer system for boundary-layer flow
transition detection on supersonic aircraft
[NASA-TM-t00421 I p 432 N88-20304
General fuselage coordinates for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers
{ MBB/LKE-t 22/S/PUB/244 ] p459 N88-20596
Surface flow visualization of separated flows on the
forebody of an F-18 aircraft and wind-tunnel model
I NASA-TM-1004361 p414 N88-21127
Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept,
circulation-control wing
INASA-TM-89426] p 497 N88-22013
Theoretical investigation of secondary instability of
three-dimensional boundary-layer flows with application to
the DFVLR-F5 model wing
IDFVLR-FB-87-44] p 547 N88-22330
Nonlinear wave interactions in swept wing flows
INASA-CR-4142} p 550 N88-23160
A simple, analytic 3-dimensional downburst model based
on boundary layer stagnation flow
INASA-TM-lO0632J p 735 N88-28058
Noise generation and boundary layer effects in
vortex-airfoil interaction and methods of digital hologram
analysis for these flow fields
lAD-A194191 ] p 797 N88-28883
The use of hot-film technique for boundary layer studies
on a 21 percent thick airfoil
[NAE-AN-45] p 800 N88-29781
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
A smoke-wire study of low Reynolds number flow over
a NASA LRN(1) - 1007 airfoil section p 9 A88-11181
An analysis of unsteady, two-dimensional separation
bubbles p 9 A88-11182
Transition and separation control on a low-Reynolds
number airfoil p 9 A88-11186
Recent developments in boundary layer computation
p 10 A88-11188
Smoke-wire and thin-film-gauge observations of laminar
separation bubbles on an NACA 23012-64 airfoil section
p 13 A88-11210
Flows with separation; DGLR Specialists' Symposium,
5th, Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, Oct. 9, 10,
1986, Reports
[DGLR BERICHT 86-03] p 111 A88-13426
Forum on Unsteady Flow Separation, Cincinnati, OH,
June 14-17, 1987, Proceedings p 112 A88-14141
Break-up in unsteady separation p 112 A88-14149
Unsteady separation at low Reynolds numbers
p 73 A88-14150
Flow development on a Joukowski airfoil started
impulsively from rest p 74 A88-14164
Experimental inveshgations of the flowfield of an airfod
with spoiler p 137 A88-19227
Forced internal unsteady aerodynamics
I AIAA PAPER 88-0324] p 205 A88-22236
Application of forced unsteady aerodynamics to a
forward swept wing X-29 model
IAIAA PAPER 88-0563] p 210 A88-22422
The calculation of laminar separation bubbles in the
wake inflation/deflation regime
iALAA PAPER 88-06051 p 211 A88-22453
SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical investigation of three-dimensional flow
separation using the boundary layer equations
IAIAA PAPER 88-0617} p 212 A88-22465
Vortex/separated boundary-layer interactions at
transonic Mach numbers p 275 A88-28033
Theoretical investigation of separated vortex motion and
vortex breakdown feature p 340 A88-31455
On the secondary separation and the reduction of
circulation in the wake flow behind a circular cylinder
p 341 A88-31456
The calculation of ground effect on the flow about an
airfoil with rear separation p 341 A88-31460
Wind tunnel contraction design p 399 A88-32561
Separation of a supersonic boundary layer ahead of the
base of a body p 480 A88-37697
Observation of three-dimensional 'separation' in shock
wave turbulent boundary layer interactions
p 486 A88-39952
Separation and reattaohment near theleading edge of
a thin wing p 486 A88-39967
Experimental investigation of topoiogicai structures in
three-dimensional separated flow p 486 A88-39970
Formation and evolution of perturbations in separated
flows p 613 A88-43085
Separation of three-dimensional laminar boundary layers
on a prolate spheroid p 565 A88-44438
Possible types of flow on lee-surface of delta wings at
supersonic speeds p 566 A88-44573
Measurements of turbulent flow behind a wing-body
junction p 635 A88-47467
Upstream influence and separation scales in fin-induced
shock turbulent boundary-layer interaction
p 636 A88-47963
Passive control plate for shock-boundary layer
interactions
[AIAA PAPER 88-3537 } p 641 A88o48870
Control of the boundary layer separation about an airfoil
by active surface heating
{AIAA PAPER 88-3545} p 642 A88-48878
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lAD-A190336| p 525 N88-22036
Bas=c rasemch in supersonic combustion
p 674 N88-25623
Atom4zetion of attsmathfe fuels p 842 N88-29913
Spray performance of a vaporizing fue_ injector
p 842 N88-29919
The charectsnzatin Of cont)ustion by fuel compr)s_tk)n:
Measumrmmts in a smafl conventional combustor
p 842 N88-29920
pedormance tu_an afts_ systems
p 842 N88-29922
Numancal solutions Of scram_t nozzle flows
p 2 A88-1035g
Cu_ent gas _ combustion and fuels research and
deveiopmant
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-107] p 30 A88-11039
of gas turt_ne com_ustorJ_er temperature
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-177] p 31 A88-110e5
CARS study Of prem=xed tiJrbuiom combuetmn in a high
velocity flow
{ONERA, TP NO. 1987-99] p 173 A88-18484
Combustion processes in a model bypass engine
afterburner with inlet flow sw_lmg p 242 A88-24759
Currant gas _ combustion and fuels research and
development p 593 A88-42451
_ of polyet_ in a solid fu_ rarest - A
companaon Of computational and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 88-3043] p 597 A88-44738
An angmeering modeHor analysis Of seramjet contoustor
perfommnce with firdte rate cheroots'
[AI/_ PAPER 88-3258] p 664 A88-46501
Basic rasearch in _ combusbon
p 674 N88-25623
_ PROOUCTS
A gas turbine engine m model as a function Of
eng_e open_ng cond_ona,_ Wopertiasandcon_ustor
geome_
[AIAA PAPER 88-0153} p 239 A88-22111
A modified-Brayton cycle pulse turbine engine
[AIAA PAPER 88-3067J p 616 A88-44748
Simulation of the soot-formation process during the
combustion of a homogeneous _xture
p 764 A88-49519
Expe_mentsl verifmation of vapor deposdion rate theory
in high velooty burner ngs p 43 N88-I 1179
Gas turbine smoke measurement: A smoke generator
for the assessment of current and future techniques
p 843 N88-29930
COMBUSTION STABILITY
Combo="hon instability mechanisms in ramjets
IAIAA PAPER 88-0150] p 239 A88-22109
Fiowflek:l measurements in an unstable ran_et burner
[AIAA PAPER 88-2855] p 595 A88-44678
A model for optimizing ermss_ons and stability of a
gas-_ corndustor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2858] p 595 A88-44681
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COMBUSTION VIBRATION SUBJECT INDEX
Multi-step dump combustor design to reduce combustion
instabilities
[AIAA PAPER 88-2854] p 665 A88-48029
Flame stabilization in supersonic combustion
p 837 A88-53164
Flame dnving of longitudinal instabilities in liquid fueled
dump combustors
[AD-A183536] p 33 N88.10033
Investigation of combustion in large vortices
lAD-A190406] p 541 N88.2212t
Basic research in supersonic combustion
p 674 N88-25623
High performance turbofan afterburner systems
p 842 N88-29922
COMBUSTION VIBRATION
Muitifrequency nonlinear vibrations in a gas-turbine
engine -.. Russian book p 298 A88-27742
COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
Pressure measurement for the determination of wind
tunnel performance 13448 A88-33054
COMMAND AND CONTROL
AI apPlmations to the command end control of future
aerospaeepiane vehicles
[IAF PAPER 87-223] p 108 A88-15951
A subsonic analysis of Digital Datcom using several
forward swept wing configurations p 438 A88-34118
Flight invesbgation of the tradeoff between
augmentation and displays for NOE flight in low vLsibiJity
p 440 A88-35394
RIU - Spells command and control for F-16(R)
p 432 A88-36384
The controlled system as a system with nonholonomic
constraints - The case of a helicopter
p 528 A88-39622
Interaction of feel system and flight control system
dynamics on lateral flying qualities
[AIAA PAPER 88-4327] p 752 A88-50620
COMMAND GUIDANCE
Reduced order optimal command applied to longitudinal
automatic pilots
[SNIAS-872-111-114] p 168 N88-13362
COMMERCE
Safety study: Commercial emergency medical service
helicopter operation
[PB88-917001] p 352 N88-19422
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
An integrated display for vertical situation awareness
in commercial transport aircraft
ISAE PAPER 861770] p 57 A88-10158
New Soviet commercial airliners p 23 A88-10655
The fourth generation of TL commercial aircraff
p 23 A88-10656
Scheduled maintenance program helps De_ta maintain
quality p 1 A88-11672
Intelligent interfaces to aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2776] p 59 A88-12539
Koch emergency egress lighting Systems for adverse
optical conditions for milita_ and commercial aircraft and
other applications p 83 A88-13388
Inclined planes --- tilt-rotor aircraft configurations
p 88 A88-13973
An analysis of a candidate control algorithm for a ride
quality augmentation system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2936] p 101 A88-14277
Civil application for airships by Airship Industries
p 64 A88-14303
Aircraft maintenance and production technology;
Symposium, Technische Hogeschool Delft, Netherlands,
Apr 25, 1986, Proceedings p 65 A88-14879
Future airliner cOckpits p 92 A88-15381
Accident statistics p 84 A88-16736
Passenger cabin safety CAA airworthiness
requirements p 84 A88-16737
An airline philosophy to safety p 85 A88-16738
Passengers and professionals - The safety partnership
p 85 A88-16740
MD-87 - The pedigree shows p 154 A88-19266
PW4000 - Pratt & Whitney's big fan bids for the future
p 161 A88-19267
Aeroelastic tailoring of aft-swept high-aspect-ratio
composite wings p 154 A88-19675
Wind mapping for transport aircraft
p 263 A88-22669
High speed commercial flight . The coming era;
PrOceedings of the First Symposium, Columbus, OH, Oct
22, 23, 1986 p 222 A88-23258
HSCT research defines weight, fuel issues --- High Speed
Civil Transport p 356 A88-29059
On-aircraff eddy current subsurface crack inspection
p 392 A88-30424
Systems aspects of apply)ng actrve control lechnology
to a civil transport aircraft p 381 A88-32687
Direct and indirect approach for rssl-time optimization
of flight paths p 422 A88-32968
Fokker 100 flight analysis p 422 A88-33739
A generalized airspace expert system
p 465 A88-34195
Potential application of advanced propulsion systems
to civil aircraft p 423 A88-36268
Power supply for an easily reconfigurable connectodess
passenger-aircraft entertainment system
p 513 A88-38800
Development of fire resistant interiors for commercial
aircraft p 576 A88-42388
Development of fire resistant cargo liners for commercial
aircraft p 576 A88-42425
The role of fiber optics on commercial aircraft
p 580 A88-43185
Life cycle cost procedure for commercial aircraft
subsystem p 626 A88-43369
UHB technology validation - The final step --- Ultra-High
Bypass aircraft engine
[AIAA PAPER 88-2807] p 594 A88-44658
Commercial aircraft structure fatigue - Analysis of
expected in-service loading and the prediction of structural
component behavior p 658 A88-48472
Comparing improved 1st order panel method results with
wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
configuration p 704 ,8,88-51365
Technology sensitivity studies for a Mach 3.0 civil
transport
{AIAA PAPER 88.4469] p 783 A88-53761
A different approach to the interrelated subjects of
weight, performance, and price as applied to commercial
transport aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1779] p 808 A88-53786
Economical technology application in commercial
transport des,,gn
_SAWE PAPER 1798] p 809 A88-53798
The CFM56 engine family - An internal development
[ASME PAPER 88-GT.296] p 862 A88-54365
Design requirements for future commercial operations
p 94 N88-11651
Design and control of repairs of carbon fiber lift
augmentation flaps in the ATR42 aircraft
]SNIAS-872-111-112] p 131 N88-13217
Airline safety: A comparative analysis
[AD.At85358] p 149 N88-13308
A study of the utilization of advanced composites in
fuselage structures of commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-172405] p 176 N88-14157
Low altitude windshear threat to commercial aircraft
p 223 N88-15777
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, Issue Number 7 of 1986 accidents
[PB87-916909J p 224 N88-15781
Presentation of Class I designs for a family of commuter
airplanes
[NASA-CR-182583] p 365 N88-18587
High performance composites research at
NASA-Langley
[NASA-TM-100518] p 389 N88-16642
NASA advanced turboprop research and concept
validation program
[ NASA-TM-100891 ) p 526 N88-22902
Manufacturing requirements p 561 N88-23745
From turboprop aircraft to multi-engined jet aircraft
Aircraft Integrated Monitoring Systems (AIMS)
p 739 N88-28003
Critical joints in large composite primary aircraft
structures. Volume t: Technical summary
[ NASA-CR-3914 ] p 840 N88-28983
COMMONALITY
Presentation of Class I designs for a family of commuter
airplanes
[NASA-CR-182563] p 365 N88-18587
Presentation of structural component designs for the
family of commuter airplanes
[NASA-CR-182568] p 367 N88-19463
A class 2 weight assessment tor the implementation
of commonality and preliminary structural designs for the
family of commuter airplanes
[NASA-CR-182585] p 367 N88-19464
Advanced propfan analysis for the family of commuter
airplanes
[NASA-CR-182566) p 378 N88-19468
Presentation of flight control design and handling quality
commonality by separate surface stability augmentation
for the family of commuter airplanes
[NASA-CR-182567J p 383 N88-19471
A cost analysis for the implementation of commonality
in the family of commuter airplanes, revised
[NASA-CR-182569J p 406 N88-20221
Class 2 design update for the family of commuter
airplanes
[NASA-CR-182681] p 587 N88-24629
COMMUNICATION
C31 offers spinoffs to entrepreneurs --- SDI
communications network technok:x3y
p 177 A88-18498
Modular avionics: Its impacts on communication,
navigation, and identification (CNI) p 736 A88-51029
Research and technology
[NASA-TM-100172] p 558 N88-22851
COMMUNICATION CABLES
Cable and connector design issues for mobile platform
applications p 625 A88-43184
The rote of fiber optics on commercial aircraft
p 580 A88.43185
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Extended systems Of variable structure with mobile
radio-communication objects p 44 A88-10726
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
AvSat - A new global satellite system for aircraft
communications
[AIAA PAPER 88-0846] p 286 A88-27587
Monolithic phased arrays for EHF communications
terminals p 392 A88.30252
Satellite expenments for future aeronautical
communication p 353 A88-32144
Satellite services for aviation; Proceedings of the
Symposium, London, England, June 22, 1987
p 353 A88-32704
Prodat aeronautical communication system
p 354 A88-32708
Single point key --- Commications Security and
Communw.ation/Navigation systems onboard aircrafl
p 420 A88-34167
Means of radio communication for air traffic control ---
Russian book p 580 A88-44910
The mixed hyperbolic mode - A new means of extending
Loran C coverage p 715 A88-49722
Millimeter-wave communications Air-to-sir
applications p 715 A88-50459
World-wide aeronautical satellite communcations
p 682 N88-25688
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
AvSat - An aeronautical satellite communications
system
[IAF PAPER 87-4771 p 86 A88-16123
AvSat - A new global satellite system for aircraft
communications
[AIAA PAPER 88-0846] p 286 A88-27587
RF characterization of wideband optical link for
interconnection of microwave RF subsystems for airborne
communications satellite terminals p 607 A88-43183
MSAT-X phased array antenna adsptions to airborne
applications p 683 N88-25713
Performance of the ICAO standard core service
modulation and coding techniques p 683 N88-25723
COMMUTATION
The phase-scanned commutated array network
p 449 A88-33310
COMPARISON
Comparison of pressure distributions on model and
full-scale NACA 64-621 airfoils with ailerons for wind
turbine application
[NASA-TM-100802] p 464 N88-21593
Qualification of a water tunnel for force measurements
on aeronautical medals p 539 N88-23128
Investigation on the movement of vortex burst position
with dynamically changing angle of attack for a schematic
deltawing in a wstertunnel with correlation to similar studies
in windtunnel p 550 N88-23152
A description of an automated database comparison
program
{NASA-TM.IO0609] p 554 N88-23463
COMPATIBILITY
Improved method for stress and compatibility analysis
of multicomponent rotating systems
[NASA-TM-100884] p 684 N88-25935
COMPENSATION
Transport delay compensation for computer-generated
imagery systems
[NASA-TM-t00084] p 292 N88-17645
COMPENSATORS
On the design of robust compensators for airplane medal
control p 304 A88-27322
Design of set-point tracking systems incorporating
inner-loop compensators and fast-sampling error-actuated
digital controllers for irregular linear multivsriebie plants
using step-responsa matrices p 467 A88-34882
An approximate loop transfer recovery method for
designing fixed-order compensators
[AIAA PAPER 88-4078) p 775 A88-50184
Optimal regulators with Kessler type of pole location
with application to roll autopilot design
JAIAA PAPER 88-41131 p 749 A88-50216
COMPENSATORY TRACKING
Modern control methods applied to 8 line-of-sight
stabilization and tracking system p 295 A88-27399
COMPETITION
Become a creative force for future aircraft --- AIAA
Air-breathing Propulsion Team Design Competition
p 330 A88-25749
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COMRCERS
Applicability of Ada (_adem_) taskir_ for avionics
executives
[AD-A188827] p 355 N88-19445
Exantnation of the eftects Of using Ada (trade name)
m akJht contr_ =_vBe
lAD-AleS679] p 470 N88-21683
COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Synme_s Of the flexible sUuctums of compk_
systems p 324 A88-27148
_ engineenng t_ p589 N88-23776
_q_o_cation of advanced grid geceratJon techr_ tot
t_ li_ co.x_ _ cemp_x _
[N_-CR-lS.W4O] p S2t N_24922
C_t_
Ek_ronic tresd _ and exceedance recording
sysmms - A maens to m,provnd turbine er,g,ne re_bdtay
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-87] p 29 A88-11027
wedctk_ and prevar_on of edge
delenwlalion m rofor systom i_xctures
p 255 A88-22769
in_o_ of the _gt. setety t_ pro_
p 194 A88-22793
A statistical analysis to assess the reliability of a
roto,-o'aft component in fat_ue p260 A88-22804
Evaluation of the re,ability of aircraft systems horn
results of tests of pcog_ increasing se_
p 235 A88-24767
Messu_gas_a_*dq_an_m p29S ASe-2SS4e
Vibration design criteha fix a',4onics
[SAE PAPER 871768] p 358 A88-30770
Avionics integ_y: _tion of today's power supply
technology for modern systems p 451 A88-34187
The time stress measurement device: A new
technKlue/tool for life analysis and t_
p 452 A88-34189
Radial tires for alrc_lft'? p 510 AB8-38353
Rotational testing of heat flux sensors in turbine
blades
[AIAA PAPER 88-3148] p 618 AB8-45623
An avionics integrity mechanical analy_s
p 770 A88-51051
Pilot survey method of helicopter missmn spectTa
devetopnlent p 729 A88-51795
U.S. Navy vibration ana_ts_ evaluation program for
he,copter gearboxes p 771 A88-51797
instrumentation and tectmiques for structural dymmlics
and acoustics measurements
IAIAA PAPER 88-4667] p 845 A88-53829
The Shock and V_oration Digest, Vofume 19, No. 11
p 95 N88-11673
Smafl eng_ technology programs
p 243 N88-15801
Results of _A//_'my transn_ssinn research
p 299 N88-16640
COt_ t_1ERI_
Composite rl_atr_,als in rot(XCllft p 24 A88-12412
Compo=tes technofogy in Army awat_n
p 24 A88-t2413
Corrq=osite dkections at Kaman p 41 A88-12414
Air Force requ_ements for NDE of composit6s
p 173 A88-18152
Compos_e material spnng for 767 entry and _ door
counterbalance mechanism p 177 A88-18227
PAOMAD - An integrated software for CIM in
compo=tes p 263 A88-20712
Energy absorption of composite material and saucture
p 259 A88-22772
Design/certification consk:leralk_ns in civil compesde
am_raft structure
[SAE PAPER 871846] p 350 A88-30807
Effects of temparature changes and large amp_ude on
vibrations of compesd_ Viangu_r plates
p 393 A88-31417
Analysis of bonded composite material s_uctural
compa_nts us_ a h_J_ order _ate r_y
[AI/_ PAPER 88-2323] p 398 A88-32271
Akcrafl engine materials - Evolution and
p 388 A88.324gO
Evaluation and kinematics of the prepreg rheokx3ical
curve p446 A88-33023
_es - The way ahead p 447 AB8-36992
The rofe of ek_ctron m,o'osco_ in gas turbine matehals
devetownent p 545 A88-40327
C-SB materials and processes enhancements
p 582 A88-42391
Making composites airworthy p 610 A88-4.5245
Quantitative characterization of impact damage in
composite materials - A comparison of computerized
Worothennography and X-ray tomography
p 676 A88-46826
Damage tolerance of bismalemlide composites
[AIAA PAPER 88-4421 ] p 765 A88-51941
USe of composite materials to rel)_ metal structures
p 804 A88.52660
Meet_ the h_ _oeratum che_nge - Tha
non-mem_c es_o engine p838 A88-53838
Potenl_ apl_ical_on of composite _ to futum
ges turbine engines p823 A,88-54624
Application of the theory of a_
besms ar,d prates _ q made horn compomm
matsnal
[IAF PAPER 88-275] p 852 A88-55372
Fa/kJre analysis of composite structure materials
[AD-Ate44Se] p tto NeS-t2548
Compos,te mechancs for engine sUuctores
[NASA-TM-100176] p 111 N88-12552
Matel_f_ for figbtsr arcraft p158 N88-13325
Advanced composite _,rfmme Ixogram: Today's
technology p 289 N88-16636
Recent S_xors_ R and D progress
p 289 N88-16659
I:,a_0mw_ce composites research at
NASA-Lm_
[NASA-TM-100518] p 389 N88-18642
Act_vitms mport in aeronaulics and _
[ ETN-88-91332 ] p471 N88-21115
A study of damage to4m'ance in curved composite
panels
[AD-A1906tT] p 541 N88-22092
SWCU_ ana_es of er,gma wa, cooing cencepts and
materials p 542 N88-22405
Towa_s a damage to4erance phik)so¢_ for composite
materials and sUuctures
{NASA-TM-100548] p 542 N88-22949
Nondestructive evaluation of large scale composite
components
[AD-A190996] p 542 N88-22954
SVess concerdration around ckctdar hole in a composite
matehal spacemm repres_itative Of the X-29A
tom,ard-swapt w,ng
[ NASA-CR-179435 ] p685 N88-26694
Durability of continuous fiber reinforced metal matrix
compos_s
lAD-A193868] p 766 N88-28097
COMPOSnlE _
Building oo a successful tradibon - C_,o_npo_des at
MDHC p 41 A88-12415
Advanced composite honzontsl stabilizer for
nexl-generation _1 aircraft p 24 A88-13081
Design and t#orica_n _ of a composite flap
structure p 1 A88-13082
A computer aided ucraft _ composite repex
system p 109 A88-13168
Compes_ drive shamng app4icato_
p 109 A88-13177
Compo_e structmes in homeb_ spo*l Brcraft
p 109 A88-13235
An expenmen_ west_aton of wmg/fuse_ge
mtegrat_n geomemes
{AI/U_ PAPER 87-2937] p 74 A88-14278
The RP-2 seitp4ane p 153 A88-18229
Aeroetest¢ stably charactenstCs of a composite swept
w_rx:jwith tip weights for an unrestrained vehicle
p 154 A88-19673
Aeroelastic tailoring of aft-swept high-aspect-ratio
composite wings p 154 A88-19675
Nitole phenolic compositions as surface protection for
graphite composite structures p 256 A88-20714
Deophenng clues to Soviet compomtes
p 254 A88.20941
Design of an advanced pneumatic de-¢er for the
composda rotor b4ade
[AIAA PAPER 88-0017| p 227 A88-22015
Transient two-dimensional heat transfer through a
composite body wil_ applicabon to deK:ing Of awcraft
components
[AIAA PAPER 88-0358] p 258 A88-22260
Robotic composdes bimming p 259 A88-22790
A mwew of the devek)pment of compos_e fan blades
p 241 A88-23188
Buckling of de4ammated, long. cylindrical pane_ under
pressure p 317 A88-26890
In-fright env_onrnental effects on airplane composite
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{SAE PAPER 871800] p 358 A88-30786
The rnanufacture of composde aerofoil _ models
for dynan_ .wd tu_e_ tests p 394 A88-31439
The mflueece of the warping restraint on the spanw-',=e
lift distribution of swept forward compos_e v_ng
structures
[AIAA PAPER 88-2209) p 397 A88-32180
Dynan_c response and no_e transrnm._on of d_cretely
stiffened compes_e panels
{AIAA PAPER 88-2229] p 403 A88-32192
The acoustic excitation and fatigue of composite
plates
I AIAA PAPER 88-2242] p397 A88-32203
A r6_ew Of compo_te rotor blade modei_
[AIAA PAPER 88-2249] p 362 A88-32209
Tens_e saength of tapped cempos_e smJc_
[AIAA PAPER 88-2252] p 397 A88-32211
Sup_res=on Of edge da_mnmatOn ic compo_
_ammates by te_ a _ ply near the edges
[AIAA PAPER 88-2257] p 39e AB8-32215
De=gn. te_ng, and damage _,e,-ance study Of bonded
sOffened cempo_te ve_g cover pan_s
[AIAA PAPER 88-2292] p 398 A88-32243
/_.anced _ turboprops - Moda_ s_uctuna,
and dynam¢ ana_ses
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-78] p 435 A88-36745
Freque_ and m_ar ana_as of w_g-type structures
and the mlevant optimal design p458 A88-37001
Behavk_x of damage toknnce of conlpos_t_ awcraft
structures p 544 A88-38187
The ro4e Of non.desUuctive testing in the akvmrtltness
cedificaticn of chfd arcraft composite _
p 545 A88-40175
Just in lime manufacture _ to compo_
s'ouctums p 612 A88-42338
E_ substm'd_ticn of fibre
_ for sercepace prm_ry sU.ct.ru
p60e A88-42345
Utilization of rheological and microdielectrometry
techni(ll_eS to develop Optimum cure cy_e for pr_lary
composite sU-uctme p612 A88-42373
A r_m _ moused grap_e bisma_d compoate
engine cowfir_g_ p_9 _402
_ of _he eff,e_-tOf impact damage in
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p 610 A88-4319_
The V-22 Os_ey - Pmpu_on symm _ in
a jomt _ program
[AIAA PAPER 88-2797] p 594 AB8-44656
tormldation for the al_'l_<destic divergence Of
compo_e swe_-forwam w_j structures
p584 A8845286
Ae_ ta_on_ Of a ce_ Mng with a
dacou_ pylon as a ,_g/store flutts_
p584 /_
Influences Of erMronmem and stress history on the
compos_ patch rep_ of crocked meta_ sUuctums
p 675 A88-46323
Damage toknnce Of a cempesite muit_o _ng box
p657 A88-47213
Natura_ v_xation ana_as ._d fkme_ ar,=lymm Of
wing-type composite structures and relevant ol_mal
design p 767 A88-49909
A_ and expe_'_nental inves_gat_rm on stabil_y
Of compo_e hat-stitfennd pan_s under
p 767 A88-49911
A firNte element mod_ tot co_ beams _
_je dem_-_to_ _th ad_ra_ cmes-secto_ wam,ng
p 771 A88-51779
Mod_ composite components for mtorcraft wind
tunn_ mode_ p 764 A88-51780
Devetopmant Of qua_caticn o_,_he tot f_ht tssts Of
the RSRA/X-wmg cornlx)s_e mare rotor blade
p 729 A88-51791
Navy heficoptar structural demonstrations
p 729 A88-51796
ACAP airh'ame crashworthiness demonstraticn
p 730 A88-51808
Analysis and testing Of composite airoroft h'an_s for
interian_nar tension failure p 731 A88-51811
Accounting for service environment in _ fat_
evak_ation of composite airframe structure
p 804 A88-52665
Enstaft - A standard test sequence for composite
co_ponents combcmg k_ad and onwor_cent
p804 A88-52666
Damage tolerance Of impact damaged carbon filxe
compos_e _ng skin iantnates p804 A88-52670
Impact and damage tolerance properties of CFRP
sandwich panels - An experimental parameter study for
the Fokker 100 CA-EP flap p 804 A88-52671
Ce_tifica_on of pnmary composite airoaft structums
p 805 A88-52672
Advanced Composite Airframe Prognun (ACAP) - An
update and final assessment of weight sew_ potsnt_
[SAWE PAPER 17701 p 806 A88-53781
Failure analysm of composite stnJctu_e mate¢ials
lAD-A184468] p 110 N88-12548
Composite mecher_ce for engine sVuctu_s
iNASA-TM-1001761 p 111 N88-12552
Surface treatment problems found in new mrcrafl
destgned using structural composites
ISNIAS-872-111-1131 p 174 N88-13397
Ph_osophy end practice of nondestructive tests of
composite matenal structmes at Aeruspatiale Aquitama
ISNIAS-872-430-105J p 174 N88-13400
Measurement and control of damage m composde
matermls: Nondestructive controls by thermography,
hofography, and rae_ography
ISNIAS-872-430-1101 p 174 N88-13403
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A study of the utilization of advanced composites in
fuselage structures of commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-172405] p 176 N88-14157
Study on utilization of advanced composites in fuselage
structures of large transports
[NASA-CR-172406] p 255 N88-15014
Delamination durability of composite materials for
rotorcraft p 312 N88-16634
Helicopter crashworthiness research program
p 283 N88-16635
Experimental study on the effect of fiber orientation on
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[NAL-TR-936] p 308 N88-16708
Mechanical properties of carbon fiber reinforced
thermoplastic matrix composites
[NAL-TR-934] p 313 N88-16827
Rotorcraft weight trends in light of structural material
characteristics
lAD-A186576] p 291 N88-17642
La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1987-1,236/January-February
[ESA-TT-1055] p 332 N88-18549
Standardized environmental fatigue sequence for the
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(ENSTAFF = ENvironmental falSTAFF)
[LBF-FB-179] p 425 N88-20300
Structural and material testing of s composite microlite
wing model
[BU-355] p 461 N88-21461
A study of damage tolerance m curved composite
panels
lAD-A190617] p 541 N88-22092
Experimental comparison of lightning simulation
techniques to CV-580 airborne lightning strike
measurements
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[ASME PAPER 88-GT-60} p 788 A88-54192
A radial mixing computation method
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-68] p 847 A88-54199
Development of a 3D Navier Stokes solver for application
to all types of turbomachinery
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-701 p 788 A88-54201
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent
turbomachinery flows using a coupled parabolic-merching
method
IASME PAPER 88-GT-80] p 788 A88-54208
Numerical solution to transonic potential equations on
$2 stream surface in a turbomachine
ASME PAPER 88-GT-82] p 789 A88-54210
Design of high performance fans using advanced
aerodynamic codes
ASME PAPER 88-GT-t41 ] p 791 A88-54244
Numerical analysis of airfoil and cascade flows by the
viscous/inviscid interactive technique
ASME PAPER 88-GT-1601 p 791 A88-54259
Calibration of CFD methods for high Mach number
aeroengine flow6elds
ASME PAPER 88-GT-199] p 792 A88-54286
Computation of the let-wake flow structure in a low speed
centnfugal impeller
ASME PAPER 88-GT-217] p 793 A88-54302
A now singular integral approach for a vertical array of
airfoils
ASME PAPER 88-GT-218] p 793 A88-54303
A comparison between measurements and turbulence
models in a turbine cascade passage
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-226] p 793 A88-54309
A unified solution method for the flow calculations along
S1 and $2 stream surfaces used for the computer-aided
desKjn of centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-237] p 793 A88-54318
Flow computation and b_ade cascade design in
turbopump turbines
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-248] p 820 A88-54326
Boundary-layer flows in rotating cavities
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-292] p 852 A88-54361
Application of a hybrid analytical/numerical method to
the practical computation of suporcritical viscous/ioviscid
transonic flow fields p 795 A88-54907
Efficient Euler solver with many applications
p 796 A88-55078
Numerical solution of the hypersonic viscous shock layer
equations with chemical nonequilibrium
[IAF PAPER ST-88-08] p 796 A88-55313
Calculation of aerodynamic heat transfer for blunt-nosed
thin wings at different angles of attack at supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TT-20127] p 18 N88-10776
Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation
p 54 N88.11160
The spatially nonuniform convergence of the numerical
solution of flows
[NASA-TM-100037] p 60 N88-11429
A supersonic potential gradient method for the
calculation of unsteady aerodynamic pressures on
harmonmally oscillating wings
[ESA-TT-930] p 79 N88-11631
Analytic investigation of helicopter rotor blade appended
aeroalastic devices
[NASA-CR-166525] p 95 N88-11676
On the scheme dependency of the three-dimensional
Euter solutions p 117 N88-120t0
Numerical study of the entrance flow and its transition
in a circular pipe (2) p 1 t 7 N88-12011
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations on
unstructured triangular meshes p 81 N88-12469
Experimental aerothermodynamlc research of
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-t81533] p 96 N88-12483
Some asymptotic modes of transonic vortex flow
p 82 N88-12632
Numerical study of supersonic flow around blunt bodies
with extended needle nose p 82 N88-12835
Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting Vehicles
[AGARD-CP-428] p 141 N88-13219
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles p 141 N88-13234
Proceedings of the 4th NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-7] p 142 N88-13253
An analysis of the compressible-viscous flow field around
a 3D-oscillating wing p 142 N88-13254
Computation of dynamic stall of NACA0012 airfoil by
block pentadiagonal matrix scheme p 142 N88-13255
Numenca calculation in the Laplace domain for subsonic
unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a finite wing
p 143 N88-13256
Practical application of two-dimensional viscous flow
computation p 143 N88-13257
A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle
interferences p 143 N88-13258
The role of computation fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering (4). The development and applcations of
implicit TVD finite volume code p 143 N88-13259
Numerical calculations of the flowfield around
propellers p 143 N88-t3261
Numerical analysis of cascade flow solving
Navier-Stokes equations p 143 N88-13262
Numerical analysis of supersonic flows using panel
method p 143 N88-13266
Computation of nacelle interference using boundary
element method p 144 N88-13267
Application of discrete vortex method to analysis of
separated flow around aerofoils p 144 N88-13268
Programming techniques for high-speed processing of
large scale numerical simulation on supercomputars
p 185 N88-13269
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel. 2: Two-dimensional
and axially symmetric bodies p 144 N88-13273
Computer graphics for computational aerodynamics
p 185 N88-13276
Visualization of an aircraft accident based on digital flight
data recorder information p 185 N88-13278
A perspective of computational fluid dynamics
p 144 N88-13279
Navier-Stokes analysis of laminar flow control of a
two-dimensional airfoil p 144 N88-13286
Analytical method for generating computational grids
about complete aircraft configurations
p 185 N88-13287
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Navier-Stokes simtdation of tnmsomc transportation
aircraft configurations 1: Flow-field simulation over
wmg-fusetage _ p 144 N88-13288
NumerCal s_nutabon of trensen¢ ak-oaft in compansen
to wind tunnel test p 145 N88-13289
Validation alemerds of the _ methods and
measurerne_ techniques for high lift aerodynamic
systems
(SNIAS-872-111-101] p 146 N88-13299
Cornpreseib4e Euler solution on a muftiblock ged _
a _ng-fuse_ge cor_jurat_n
[FFA-TN-1987-46] p 146 N88-13303
The ro4e of expenmentel irtvestigation end compotational
f_d dynamosdenng fehter a_taft design
p 158 N88-13326
A rxm_encat study of the effects of curvature and
conve_ge_e on cauaonjet m=mg
[NASA-TM-89878] p 163 N88-13347
Utilization of a high rate vector computer in
compotatmnal fluid mechanics for aeronautcs
(ETN-88-91171] p 180 N88-13547
Vorlical Flows Reseamh Program of the Fluid Dynarmcs
Re, march Branch
[NASA-TM-88332] p 180 N88-13549
Trartson¢ Newer-Stokes computations of
strake-generated vortex interactions for a figMar-like
configuratiort p 147 N88-14073
Numerical study of chemically reacting flows using an
LU scheme
[NASA-CR-180882] p 164 N88-14094
Finite-volume scheme for transoru¢ potential flow about
airfoils and bodies in an a_ shaped channel
p 217 N88-14928
Applicat_n of a full potential method for analysis of
complex aircraft geometries p 235 N88-14930
VISCOUS vortex flOWS p 218 bl88-14934
A theory for the ccre flow of leading-edge vortices
p 218 N88.14935
Modern wing flutter analysis by compcCatx_al fluid
dynarmcs
[NASA-TM-100531 ] p 219 N88-14965
Unsteady transo_c akjohtt_ improveme_s for rea_tic
aiforaft applications
{NASA-TM-100516] p 219 N88-t5760
High-speed inlet research program end supporting
analyses p236 N88-15811
NASA/Army Rotorcraft Tech_. Volume 1:
Aerodynamcs, and Dynamos and
[NASA-CP-2495-VOL-1 ] p 269 N88-16625
The developrrmrd of CFD methods for rotor
applications p 288 N88-16627
A summary of recent NASA/Army _ tO
rotcrcraft vi_atior_ and _ dynamics technology
p 307 N88-16628
A revmw of research in rotor loads
p 288 N88-16629
ComprehensNe rotorcraft analysis metJ_xls
p 276 N88-16630
Rotorcraft aeroetastic stability p 307 N88-16631
A decade of aeroacoustic research at NASA Ames
Research Center p 328 N88-16648
Aeroacoustic research programs at the Army Aviation
Research and Technology Activity p 329 N88-16649
New techr.ques in computational aerodynamics
IAD-A186719J p 276 N88-16664
_tional unsteady aecodynamrs for aeron_atic
analysis
INASA-TM-100523] p 276 N88-16668
CFD validation e_ts for internal flows
INASA-TM-100797] p 278 N88-16679
Numerical fired mechanics p 320 N88-17434
Solution of the " ' Nav_-Stokes
equations for transonic flow using a mul_ method
p 278 N88-17579
Application of empirical and linear methods to VSTOL
powerod-_ft
[NASA-TM-100048] p 278 N88-17581
Compotetienof socondary ftowsin an ax_ mu_-tage
compressor p 304 N88-17681
A code development system for computetional fired
dynamos
IAD-A188050J p 399 N88-1B848
Generation of surface grids through elliptic partial
differential equations for sirc_att and rnms_
con_nt_ns
lAD-A1866311 p 402 N88-19169
A numerical procedure for ccrdcrmal map_ng of the
exterior Of a czrcle onto the extencr of a w_g profile with
a spoder
[ISL-R-110/861 p 402 N88-19180
A generalisation of Hatl's scheme for solving the Euler
equations for two-dimenszonal flows p 400 N88-19188
A multigrid solver for two-di_l transon¢ full
potential flow calculations p 347 N88-19189
Application of a noc_er_tropic rug potential method to
AGARD standard airfoils
[ NASA-TM-130560 ] p411 N88-20263
Computational techrmue for compressible vortex flows
usingthe _eg_a equatOnsokr,k_
[NASA-CR-182G95] p 412 N88-20271
Solution of two-dmlensionat Euior eo_abons: Experience
wvth a finite volume code
[DFVLR-FB-87-41 ] p 458 N88-20572
General fuselage coordinates for the calculation of
throe-d_memo_ boundary
_ MBB/LKE-122/S/PUB/244 ] p459 N88-20596
A_ report of the Lille Institute of Fluid
[ ETN-88-91963 ] p459 N88-20597
A_ report of the Aerodynamics Department
[ETN-88-91979] p 414 N88-21123
An • " tonal invesl_jation of
tra_ shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interaction
in a curved test section
[CWI-NMoR8716] p 460 N88-21408
High-speed flow _tions past 3-D configurations
based on the Reynolds aveaged Navier-Stokes
equations
[ NASA-TM-100082 ] p461 N88-21421
Computationalflu_ o_nan_csdrag prediction:Resu_
from the Vmcous Transon¢ Airfoil Workshop
[NASA-TM-100095} p 496 N88-22009
Trends in Computat_ll Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for
aeronautical 3D steady apolications: The Dutch situabon
[ NLR-MP-86074oU J p498 N88-22017
Theoretmal model and _I solution for
compressible viscous vortex cores p 498 N88-22243
Mixed direct-_'werse proOlem of transon¢ cascade
p 49_B N88-22244
A panel method based on velocity potential to compute
harmoracally osolleting lift surface systems
[ETN-88-91886] p 546 N88-22290
Theoretical investigation of seco_le_ ms_ of
thfee-dimensoned boundary-layer flows with al_olicatior) to
the DFVLR-F5 model w_'Kj
[DFVLR-FB.87-44J p 547 N88-22330
A mu,ilifting line method and its app4ication in des_g_
and analysis of nor_o_ner wing configuratO_s
[DFVLR-FB-87-51 ] p 499 N88-22860
La Recherche Aarospatlale, bimonthly bulletin, numb_
1987-3, 2381 May-June
[ESA-TT-1075} p 550 N88-23161
Aaroelestic forced response analys_ of
turbon_ p 526 N88-23247
Mathodek_gy for matching experimental and
computaUon=aerndyr_rmcdata
[NASA-TM-100592] p 560 N88-23728
Prediction of laminar and turbulent flows past single and
twin airfoils p 574 N88-24589
A transomc small disturbance wmg dsek3n
mett_ p 575 N88-24590
Some rotorcraft applications of computationel fluid
dynarmcs
INASA-TM-100066] p 575 N88-24601
Applications of the Nav=er-Stokes equations to wings
and complex confKjuralions using a zonal approach
[NASA-TM-t00080] p 575 N88-24602
Two dimeP-,=,o, tal hyperbolic grid generation
[VKI-TN-162] p 620 N88-24897
Proceedings of the 5th NAL Sympos_m on Aircraft
Computational Aeredynamrs
I NAL-SP-8 ] p 681 N88-25630
Finite element analysis of incompressible vmcous flow
around multi-element aerofoils p 682 N88-25634
Numencal calculation of supersonic flow by the PNS
equations p 648 N88-25636
Computation of flow around NACA0012 alrfoi_ at high
angle of atteck p649 N88-25640
Aerody_an_: simulalior= fcr complete ASKA aircraft
configuratmn p 649 N88-2564t
Nume_cal simu_tion of vPacous flows over transonic
aircraft configurations p 649 N88-25642
Calculations of unsteady aerodlmarmcs for a fun aircraft
configuration using boundary elemem method
p 649 N88-25643
Rarefied gas _1 wind tunne4 3. Universal code
for three dimensional bodies p649 N88-25644
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engmeenng (5). Improvements and apptications of implicd
TVD finite vofume code p 682 N88-25653
Appl_cat_nof computet_n_ flu_ dynarnk_ to desxjn
of compressor cascade p 682 N88-25655
Nume_al simulation of t_t flow using the
exponential expresso_ of k-Epsdon equat_o_
p 682 N88-25662
Grid generation of s hel¢opter rotary-w, ng
p 649 N88-25665
An initial investigation into methods of computing
transonic aerodynam¢ sensitivity coefficle_s
I NASA-CR-18306t ] p 650 N88-26332
Preliminary design and analysis of procedures for the
numerical gerlerat_on of 3D btock-st_uclurod grids
[NLR-TR-86102-U] p 684 N88-2G628
Parallelization on a multiprocess_- system of a
method for the unsteady Namer-Sto_es equations at high
Reynolds numbers
[ONERA-NT.19e7-8| p 684 N88-26632
Hybrid procedure for dynan_c measurements in
transon¢ wind tunnels: Demonstrated by pitch oscillation
[DFVLR-FB-88-19] p 763 N88-27211
Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting Vehicles: Fluid
D_ Par,el AGARD Symposium
(AGARD-AR-246] p 773 N88-27480
A Nawer-Stokes study of cascade flow fields including
inlet distortion and rotating stall
(AD-A193109] p 773 N88-27483
Transonic blede-vo_ex interactions
p 712 N88-28035
A new method of calculating the bou_ layer
characteristics down.Imam of manipulators. Par1 2: Skin
frkcticrl and net drag reduction
[PNR90456] p 774 N88-282_0
Boundary layer swnulation and control in wind
[AGARD-AR-224] p 784 N88-28857
Complex configurations p 834 N88-28861
Computational tools for simulation methodokxjms
p834 N88-28865
Transpo_-type configurations p 809 N88-28867
Combat mrcraft p 810 N88-28868
An unsteady helicopter rotor: Fuselage interaction
analysis
[NASA-CR--4178) p 784 N88-28880
Variable Sweep Transdion Flight E_e_t
(VSTFE)-parametric pressure distribution boundary layer
stability study and wing glove design task
[NASA-CR-3992] p 798 N88-28894
Three d_rneP-,=_o_al grid gem_abo_ for complex
co_figurations: Recent progress
[AGARD-AG-309] p 858 N88-29313
Expenenco with three _1 compo_te g_de
p 860 N88-29324
Recent advances in transo_c cor'_putatiom_l
aeroe_t_y
[NASA-TM-100663] p 800 N88-29778
N_I sm_Jlation of nozzle flows
[AD-A195144] p 854 N88-30064
COl=tJ_A_ _EOMETRY
W_g geomat_. Memods and alger_thms fcr designing
lifting surfaces -- R_ boo_ pT00 A88-50777
A _ computer aid fcr conceptual design based on
constraint propagation and componar_-modeting -- of
aircraft in three dm_ansions
[AIAA PAPER 88-4427] p 778 A88-51945
COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS
Never-Stokes simulations of rotor/atator interaction
using patched and overlaid grids p 2 A88-10354
MuRigr_ k_at=aton and mer,*gedged genaratOn for
the computetion of vortex _es and dyrmmics of flows
in cav_ios and about airfoils p 3 A88-10562
Muttignd soluto_ of the Eular eduations on unsUuctured
and adaptive meshes p 44 A88-10570
A _ algorithm for 2-D transonm potential cascade
flow
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-180] p 6 A88-11088
Numerra_ solution of coupled problems of supersonic
flow past defom_Elble shells of finite thickness
p 13 A88-11280
A perspectwe of computational fluid dy_amrs
p 75 A88-15205
Use of co_ormat mapping in grid generation for complex
three-dimensional configurations p 76 A88-15702
Block-structured solution scheme for ana_
• " I transonic potential flov_
p 76 A88-15703
Effect of computatO_ parametms on the results of 3-D
potential methods
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169} p 140 A88-19G62
On the use ot composite grid schemes in ¢ompotational
aerodyna_ p 185 A88-20283
Solution of the Eule_ equations fcr transonic flow over
a lifting aerofoil - The Bernoulli formu_on (Roe/Lytton
method) p 140 A88-20472
Euler transor.c solutions over finite wings
[AIAA PAPER 88-0009) p 198 A88-22009
A conservative ap_oach for flow flek:l calculations on
multiple
[AIAA PAPER 88-0224] p 264 A88-22166
A flux-vector split, finite-volume method for Eut_'s
equationson non-mappedg_s
[AIAA PAPER 88-0227] p 203 A88-22169
Three dimensional adaptive grid generation on a
compos_eblockgrid
I AIAA PAPER 88-0311 ] p 264 A88-22225
Multi-block mull(grid calculations of a system of elliptic
grid generators
[AIAA PAPER 88-0312] p 204 A88-22226
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An adaptive grid generation technique for viscous
transonic flow problems
[AIAA PAPER 88-03131 p 204 A88-22227
Some numerical and physical aspects of unsteady
Navier-Stokes computations over sirfoils using dynamic
meshes
[AIAA PAPER 88-0329] p 206 A88-22240
Two and three.dimensional grid optimization
]AIAA PAPER 88-0518J p 265 A88-22384
Multignd solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for flow
over wings
(AIAA PAPER 86-0705] p 213 A88-22530
Calculation of transonic flows with separation past
arbitrary inlets at incidence
[AIAA PAPER 88-0707] p 213 A88-22532
A longitudinally-patched grid approach with applications
to high speed flows
JAIAA PAPER 88-0715] p 214 A88-22539
Algebraic grid generation about wing-fuselage bodies
p 217 A88-24123
3D-computational mesh generation around a propeller
by elliptic differential equation system
p 274 A88-26643
Numerical grid generation in computational fluid
dynamics; Proceedings of the International Conference,
Landshut, Federal Republic of Germany, July 14-17,
1986 p 324 A88-26726
Geometry/gnd generation in n + 1 easy steps --- for
flows involving flight vehicles embedded within ground test
facility p 274 A88-26731
Surface mesh generation using elhpbc equations
p 324 A88-26732
Generation of patched multiple-region grids using elliptic
equations p 274 A88-26743
Generation of body-fitted grids around airfoils using
multigrid method p 274 A88-26745
An approach to the interactive generation of
blockstructured volume grids using computer graphics
devices p 324 A88-26746
A block structured mesh generation technique for
aerodynamic geometries p 274 A88-26747
Elliptic grid generation system for three-dimensionat
configurations using Poisson's equation
p 324 A88-26748
Elliptic generation of composite three-dimensional grids
about realistic aircraft p 287 A88-26749
Algebraic grid generation for annular nozzle flowfield
prediction p 275 A88-26751
A non-isotropic interpolation scheme applied to
zonal-gnd calculation of transonic flows
p 337 A88-30514
Numerical generation of surface grids on arbitrary
three-dimensional surface patches p 402 A88-30525
Numerical simulation of homogeneous, isotropic,
compressible turbulence p 338 A88-30558
Applications of a three-dimensional finite element grid
generation scheme to flow problems
p 402 A88-30562
Body conforming grids for general unsteady airfoil
mot=on
]AIAA PAPER 88-2279J p 343 A88-32233
Mesh-refined computation of disordered vortex flow
around a cranked delta wing - Transonic speed
p 408 A88-32893
Flow solution on a dual-block grid around an airplane
p 479 A88-37355
Simulation of transonic flow in radisi compressors
p 480 A88-37356
Application of efficient iteration scheme AF2 to
computations of transonic full-potential flows over
wing-body combinations p 481 A88-38177
Flow analysis around aircraft by viscous flow
computation p 482 A88-38343
Interactive geometry definition and grid generation for
applied aerodynamics
I AIAA PAPER 88-2515] p 554 A88-40707
Grid generation and flow analyses for wing/body/winglet
configurations
IAIAA PAPER 88-2548J p 489 A88-40730
A method to increase the accuracy of vortical flow
Simulations
{AIAA PAPER 88-2562] p 490 A88-40736
A multigdd finite element method for solving the
two-dimensional Euler equations p 623 A88-4316t
A multigrid-relaxatlon scheme for the Navier-Stokes
equations p 563 A88-43164
Multi-cell vorfices computed in large-scale difference
solution to the incompressible Euior equations
p 571 A88-45706
An improved technique for the solution of invlscid
transonic 3D flows p 634 A88-47252
Transonic potential flow calculations by two artificial
density methods p 635 A88-47456
An adaptive remeshing method for finite element thermal
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 88-2662] p 686 A88-47986
Blunt-body flow simulations
[ AIAA PAPER 88-2904 ] p637 A88-48486
Application of multiple grids topology to supersonic
internal/external flow interactions
[AIAA PAPER 88-3568J p 638 A88-48794
Accurate multigrid solution of the Euler equations on
unstructured and adaptive meshes
[AIAA PAPER 88-3706] p 686 A88-48830
An efficient patched gdd Navier-Stokes solution
procedure for multiple bodies --- rotor blade
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 88-3559] p 681 A88-49004
A projection-gdd scheme for calculating transonic flow
past a profile p 785 A88-52795
Quasi-3D solutions for transonic, inviscid flows by
adaptive triangulation
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-83] p 789 A88-54211
Multigrid acceleration of the flux-split Euler equations
p 796 A88-55077
Gnd embedding technique using Cartesian grids for Euler
solutions p 796 A88-55094
Problem and solution formulations for the generation
of 3D block-structured grids --- aircraft design
[NLR-MP-86020-U] p 25 N88-10028
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations on
unstructured triangular meshes p 81 N88-12469
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles p 141 N88-13234
Computation of dynamic stall of NACA0012 airfoil by
block pentadiagonal matrix scheme p 142 N88-13255
A perspective of computational fluid dynamics
p 144 N88-13279
Analytical method for generating computational grids
about complete aircraft configurations
p 185 N88-13287
Compressible Euler solution on a multiolock grid around
a wing-fuselage configuration
IFFA-TN-1987-46] p 146 N88-13303
Review of fatigue and fracture research at NASA Langley
Research Center p 318 N88-16633
A generalisation of Hall's scheme for solving the Euler
equations for two-dimensional flows p 400 N88-19188
A multigrid solver for two-dimensional transonic full
potential flow calculations p 347 N88-19189
A multigdd full potential transonic code for arbitrary
configurations --- aircraft p 348 N88-19195
The construction of a three-dimensional finite volume
grid generator for a wing in a wind tunnel with application
to Navior-Stokes flow solvers
[FFA-TN-1987-581 p 413 N88-20277
An adaptive grid technique for solution of the Euler
equations p 459 N88-20579
Two dimensional hyperbolic grid generation
[VKI-TN-162] p 620 N88-24897
Application of advanced grid generation techniques for
flow field computations about complex configurations
INASA-CR-183049] p 621 N88-24922
Aerodynamic simulation for complete ASKA aircraft
configuration p 649 N88-25641
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering (5). Improvements and applications of implicit
TVD finite volume code p 682 N88-25653
Preliminary design and analysis of procedures for the
numerical generation of 3D block-structured grids
JNLR-TR-86102-U] p 684 N88-26628
The construction of composite grids for general
three-dimensional regions p 687 N88-26872
Three-dimensional zonal grids about arbitrary shapes
by Poisson's equation
]NASA-TM-f0f018] p 713 N88-28042
An efficient patched grid Navier-Stokes solution for
multiple bodies, phase 1
[AD-At94166J p 853 N88-29110
Three dimensional grid generation for complex
configurations: Recent progress
]AGARD-AG-309] p 858 N88-29313
Lessons learned in the mesh generation for PN/S
calculations p 859 N88-29314
Three-dimensional elliptic grid generation for an F-16
p 859 N88-29315
Component adaptive grid generation for aircraft
configurations p 859 N88-29316
Generation of multiple block grids for arbitrary 3D
geometries p 859 N88-29317
Grid generation on and about a cranked-wing fighter
aircraft configuration p 859 N88-29318
Grid generation for an advanced fighter aircraft
p 859 N88-29319
Algebraic grid generation for fighter type aircraft
p 859 N88-29320
Composite grid generation for aircraft configurations with
the EAGLE code p 859 N88-29321
Analytical surfaces and grids p 860 N88-29322
Experience with three dimensional composite grids
p 860 N88-29324
Grid generation around transport aircraft configurations
using a multi-block structured computational domain
p 860 N88-29325
Generation of surface grids through elliptic partial
differential equations for aircraft and missile
configurations
[AD-A195639] p 860 N88-30378
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The fourth generation of TL commercial aircraft
p 23 A88-10656
A generalized numerical method for solving direct
inverse and hybrid problems of blade cascade flow by
using streamline-co-ordinate equation
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-29] p 4 A88-10990
Investigation of integrated selection of optimum engine
cycle parameters
(ASME PAPER 87.GT-39] p 29 A88-10993
Advanced computing for manufacturing
p 60 A88-13109
A computer aided aircraft structural composite repair
system p 109 A88-13168
Shape optimization utilizing a boundary element
formulation p 111 A88-13281
Geometry processing --- extraction of geometric features
from already constructed curves or surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-2898] p 120 A88.14264
A geometry system for aerodynamic design
IAIAA PAPER 87-29021 p 120 A88-14265
Project management issues and lessons learned from
computer aided design applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2912] p 120 A88-14267
MD-11 design - Evolution. not revolution
[AIAA PAPER 87-2928] p 90 A88-14274
Compromise - An effective approach for conceptual
aircraft design
{AIAA PAPER 87-2965] p 90 A88-14287
Materials and manufacturing in aerospace
p 121 A88-16468
Retooling CFD for hypersonic aircraft
p 67 A88-16749
Electromagnetic compatibility modeling for future
avionics systems p 176 A88-16920
Integration of a helicopter sizing code with a
computer-aided desKJn system p 155 A88-19999
CH-47D/Army V-22 aircraft programs update
p 130 A88-20565
Design and fabrication requirements for low-noise
supersonic/hypersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 88-01431 p 250 A88-22104
Preliminary sizing methodology for hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-2954] p 229 A88-22575
Computer applications in aircraft design and operation;
Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Computer Aided Design, Manufacture and Operation in
the Aeronautics and Space Industries, Pans, France, June
16-18, 1987 p 194 A88-23259
The teaching of aircraft des_Jn computer applications
p 268 A88-23260
A computer aided design system for airplane
configuration p 233 A88-23261
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aerospace structures p 177 A88-18550
Increasing aircraft life wdh crack growth inh_ito_J
p 178 A88-19320
Fatigue crack propagation behawcr of 2091 T8 and 2024
T3 under constant and variable arnld[tude loading
p 312 A88-25176
Fatigue crack inifiatmn and propagation prope£tles of
AI-L_-Cu alloys in air and in aqueous corroswe solutions
p 312 A88-25178
Acoustic ec_sso_ waveform analysis to identify fat_ue
crack propagation in a Mirage aircraft
p 393 A88-31294
A rev_w of high temperature fracture mechanics for
hypenteiocify veh_le epplicatmns
[AIAA PAPER 88-2386] p 399 A88-32319
Improvm<j the reliabdify of silicon ndnde - A case study
p 540 A88-38316
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CRACK TIPS SUBJECT INDEX
Crack growth analysis of gas turbine engine
components
[AIAA PAPER 88-3164) p 617 A88-44775
Evaluation of crack growth models for
elevated-temperature fatigue p 676 A88-46994
Fatigue crack growth at root radii in sheets with variable
thickness p 677 A88-47004
Damage tolerance of a composite muttirib wing box
p 657 A88-47213
Analytic and analogue techniques for determining
potential distributions around angled cracks
p 677 A88-47686
Fatigue crack growth characterization of jet transport
structures p 803 A88-52653
Fatigue crack propagation test programme for the A320
wing p 804 A88-52662
New apparatus for studying fatigue deformation at high
magnifications p 852 A88-55154
Helicopter crew seat failure analysis
p 801 A88-55290
Criteria for detormir_ztion of significant load cycios in
variable amplitude load sequences
[NLR-MP-86013-U] p 51 N88-t0386
Elevated temperature crack growth
p55 N88-t t 174
Crack initiation and propagation due to cyclic thermal
gradients --- aircraft turbine blades
(ESA-TT-1023] p 118 N88-12114
Fatigue 87, volume t
[AD-At84045] p 180 N88-13645
Crack growth in contrasting titanium alloys under the
conjoint action of high end low cycle fatigue
p 180 N88-13686
Variable amplitude fatigue crack growth in aluminum
alloys 2090-T8E41 and 7075-T65t p 181 N88-13687
Crack growth prediction in 3D structures under
aeronautical-type spectrum Ioadings
p 181 N88-t3688
An analysis of temperature effect on LCF crack growth
rates in superalloy GH36 p 182 N88-1443t
Study of the evolution of short cracks in fatigue analysis
--- aircraft construction materials
[DCQ/L-46-555] p 182 N88.14442
Elevated temperature crack growth studies of advanced
titanium sluminides
lAD-A189025 ] p389 N88-196t 8
Advanced durability analysis Volume 1: Analytical
methods
lAD-At88341 ] p 400 N88-19789
Crack distribution and growth rates for critical fastener
holes in Mirage wing RH79
[AD-A189080] p 424 N88-20293
Mode 2 fracture mechanics p 548 N88-22418
Ultrasonic Time-Of-Flight Diffraction (TOFD)
measurements of crack depths in an acceleration rese_oir
of a high velocity research gun
( DE88-006644 ] p 538 N88-22907
Composite repair of cracked aluminum alloy aircraft
structure
[AD-Atg0514] p 561 N88-24573
Predictive corrosion modeling, volume 1
lAD-At91229] p611 N88-24739
AGARD engine disc cooperative test programme
IAGARD'R'7661 p 824 N88-28926
Stress intensity factors for cracked metallic structures
under rapid thermal loading
[AD-A191219] p 840 N88-29004
Fatigue crack growth chersctaflstics of ARALL
(trademark)- I
[AD-A196185] p 841 N88-29889
Stress intensity factors for cracked metallic structures
under rapid thermal loading
(AES-8609709F-1 ] p 843 N88-29962
Modeling of micromechanisms of fatigue and fracture
in hybrid materials
I AD-A195604 ] p855 N88-30142
Automated early fatigue damage sensing system
lAD°A1957171 p855 N88-30143
The development of acoustic emissK)n for structural
intngnty monitoring of aircraft
[ AD-A t 96264 ] p 861 N88-30398
CRACK TIF_
An improved boundary element formulation for
calculating stress intensity factors - Application to
aerolkoaca structures p t 77 A88-18550
CRACKING (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Turbine fuels from tar sands bitumen and heavy oil
Volume 2, phase 3: Process design specifications for a
turbine fuel refinery charging Sen Ardo heavy crude oil
[ AD-A190120 ] p543 N88-23011
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
Compressor turbine vane ring (PT6 engine) repair
development
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-471 p 29 A88-10999
Influences of environment and stress histow on the
composite patch repair of cracked metallic structures
p 675 A88-46323
Metallurgical analysis of fractured F-27 aircraft landing
gear
[DE88-005885] p 389 N88-18705
Advanced durability analysis. Volume 1: Analytical
methods
[AD-A188341] p 400 N88-19789
AGARD (Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development) engine disc material cooperative test
(supplementary program)
[AD-A193678] p 824 N88-28925
AGARD engine disc cooperative test programme
[AGARD-R-766] p 824 N88-28926
Stress intensity factors for cracked metallic structures
under rapid thermal loading
[AD-A191219] p 840 N88-29004
CRACKS
Fatigue 87, volume !
[AD-A184045] p 180 N88-13645
Variable amplitude fatigue crack growth in aluminum
alloys 2090-T8E41 and 7075-T651 p 181 N88-13687
Creep-fatigue cracking in high temperature turbine
rotors p 182 N88-14426
Durability and damage tolerance of aluminum castings
[AD-At86444] p 322 N88-18013
Crack distnbution and growth rates for critical fastener
holes in Mirage wing RH79
[AD-A189080] p 424 N88-20293
CRANES
Renewed interest in airships for industry use
discussed p 82 N88-t2628
CRASH LANDING
Crash simulation calculations and component
idealization for an aircraft subflocr p 229 A88-22666
Special report on Bell ACAP full-soaie aircraft crash
test
[SAE PAPER 872362] p 509 A88-37223
An analytical method for the ditching analysis of an
airborne vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-2521 ] p 514 A88-40711
Aircraft accident report: Northwest Airlines, Inc.,
McDonnell Douglas DC-9-82, N312RC, Detroit
Metropolitan Wayne County Airport, Romulus, Michigan,
August 16. 1987
[PB88-910406] p 652 N88-25449
CRASHES
Fatigue failure analysis of the rear pressure bulkhead
of the crashed Boeing 747 jumbo jet plane
p 229 A88.22619
Full.scale transport controlled impact demonstration
program
INASA-TM-89642] p 19 N88-10021
KRASH parametric sensitivity study: Transport category
airplanes
lAD-At89962] p 515 N88-22024
Improved procedure for impact probability computation
of aircraft crash based on Baifanz model
[JUEL-SPEZ-425] p 714 N88-27176
Crash simulation calculations and component
idealization for an airframe. Computer code KRASH 79
[ETN-88-92971 ] p 80t N88-28899
CRASHWORTHINESS
Energy absorption of composite matenal and structure
p 259 A88-22772
Potential crashworthiness benefits to general aviation
from Indianapolis Motor Speedway technology
p 222 A88-24549
Energy absorption in composite materials for
crashworthy structures p 458 A88-36923
Special report on Bell ACAP full-scale aircraft crash
test
[SAE PAPER 872362] p 509 A88-37223
Behaviour of damage tolerance of composite aircraft
structures p 544 A88-38187
ACAP airframe crashworthiness demonstration
p 730 A88-51808
Steering mechanism --- vehicles
{EP-PATENT-0-t81-700-A1] p 51 N88-10338
Helicopter crashworthiness research program
p 263 N88-16635
Peak Acceleration Device (PAD)
lAD-At91639] p 579 N88-24611
Fuel containment concepts: Transport category
airplanes
IAD-Ata9818] p 612 N86-24799
Crash simulation calculations and component
idealization for an airframe. Computer code KRASH 79
[ETN-86-92971 ] p 801 N88-28899
CRATERING
A new look at the use of linear methods to predict aircraft
dynamic response to taxi over bomb damaged and repaired
airfields p 291 N88-17069
CREEP ANALYSIS
Dimensioning of turbine blades for fatigue and creep
p 817 A88-53167
CREEP PROPERTIES
Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic): Third year progress review
p 55 N88-11173
Creep-fatigue cracking in high temperature turbine
rotors p 182 N88-14426
Creep and fatigue research efforts on advanced
materiels p 318 N88-16701
Elevated temperature crack growth studies of advanced
titanium aluminides
[AD-A189025] p 389 N88-19618
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
Effect of load duration on the fatigue behaviour of
graphite/epoxy laminates containing deiaminations
p 541 A88-40174
The status and prospects of Alloy 718
p 610 A88-45708
CREEP STRENGTH
Cyclic oxidation of aluminized Ti.14AI-24Nb alloy
p 674 A88-49202
CREW PROCEDURES (INFLIGHT)
In the flight deck over the North Atlantic - Review of
flight technique aboard Air France p 129 A88-19049
Parameter-adaptive model- following for in-flight
simulation
[AD-A190567 ] p 606 N88-24645
CREW PROCEDURES (PREFLIGHT)
In the flight deck over the North Atlantic - Review of
flight technique aboard Air France p 129 A88-19049
CREW WORKSTATIONS
Three dimensional pictonai format generation
p 465 A88-34132
V-22 crew station design p 422 A88-35375
Crewstation Information and Development System
(CIDS) p 590 N88-23781
CRITERIA
Systems for the 2tat century p 589 N88-23769
CRITICAL LOADING
Analytical and experimental investigations on stability
of composite hat-stiffened panels under compression
p 767 A88-49911
CRITICAL PATH METHOD
Critical path acceleration and simulation in aircraft
technology planning p 179 A88-19884
CRITICAL POINT
Analytical study of friction and heat transfer in the vicinity
of a three-dimensional cntical point at low and moderate
Reynolds numbers p 483 A88-38847
CRITICAL VELOCITY
Transient whirling of a rotating shaft with an unbalanced
disk p 395 A88-31541
CROSS COUPLING
Sensitivity of aircraft stability to cross-coupling
denvatives and angular acceleration denvatives at high
angles of attack p 248 A88-24439
CROSS FLOW
Momentum exchanges and energy transfers in cross
flow fans
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-32] p 44 A88-10992
Three-dimensional calculation of wall boundary layer
flows in turbomachines
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-82] p 4 A88-11022
Heat transfer to arrays of impinging jets in a crossfiow
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-1981 p 47 A88-11102
Jet impingement heat transfer - A literature survey ---
for aircraft deicing systems
[ASME PAPER 87-HT-35] p 116 A88-16586
Wave interactions in swept-wing flows
p t95 A88-20845
Viscous/inviscid interaction in general
three-dimensional internal passages
p 336 A88-30507
The experimental investigation on the formation and
decay of vortex under interaction of e jet with a
crossflow p 342 A88-31468
Model of hot-film sensor with substrate
p 457 A88-36524
Experimental investigation of a jet impinging on a ground
plane in the presence of a cross flow
[SAE PAPER 6723261 p 478 A88-37195
Numerical simulation of a subsonic jet in a crossflow
[SAE PAPER 872343] p 478 A88-37209
Numermal investigation of a jet in ground effect with a
crossflow
[SAE PAPER 872344] p 478 A88-37210
Measurements of turbulent flow behind a wing-body
junction p 464 A88-38987
The turbulence characteristics of a single impinging jet
through e crossflow p 545 A88-39012
The effect of cross flow angle on the drag and lift
coefficients of non-circular cylinder with strakes
(AIAA PAPER 88-2599] p 493 A88-40761
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SUBJECT INDEX CYCUC LOADS
Finite_ _ of jets in a oromJflow with
COmp4es nozz_ conr_,xat_ foe v/STOL ap_cet_rs
[AIAA PAPER 88-_] p 599 A88-44814
Jet-_ke themud charactmi_ms of heeled _ jets
in orose ifow
[AIAA PAPER 88-3725] p 681 AB8-48978
So_dary _r cro_Ctow ==iza_on of hig_ ==_n¢
speed LFC _arqxxt am=has
[AIAA PAPER 88-0275] p 704 A88-51425
Tm _age m a ce.t._ _
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-210] p 792 A88-54296
Compemo_ of dmem_ kinds of compact crose I_ow
heat eschange_
[DFVLR-F_] p 51 N88-10305
D_u_on i_ mmg prngrB_, pha_ 3
p54 N88-11153
On the mixi,_ of a mw of _ _h a _n_n_
ctoseflow p54 N88-11154
Compufation_ design of naturJ km_inw now _mgs for
fransonic transport application p 218 N88-14948
A jetin a cm_
[NASA-CFI-18246g] p 277 N88-16674
Cor_ of Yogi separsticn on Con_ bo_
p 278 N88-17.580
Com_ of diftsmnt t0nds of compect cross_¢_ heat
exchangers
[ESA-TT-1076] p 550 N88-23169
Oosefk_ w_city s_sor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU] p 573 N88-23759
CRuctr-omu WINGS
W_d tunn_ _ of vmg and comr_ pam_ k_s
at transonic and superson¢ speeds on seine sc_c
cruc_rm rn_ cer_gura_
[FFA-TN-1986-43-SUPPL-t] p 713 N88-28044
CRUDE OIL
Avfation tod_ne fu_s from tsr sands b_tnen and heavy
oits. Part 2: Laboratow sample _
lAD-A185744] p 176 N88-14211
Avlatic_ turb_e fue_ from t_r ssnds bitumen and hean_
oils. Pan 3: Labocatory sample ixoduclion
[AD-A189278] p 448 N88-20484
Turl_ne fuals from tar sands bitumen and heavy o_1.
Volume 2, phase 3: Process design s_ticns for a
turtle _ rermry chargmg San _o heaw crede o_
[AD--A190120] p 543 NBS-L:_I011
CRUISING
A method to optintze nace_qe shape in s st4_ersonic
cru_e ascraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2865] p 89 A88-14254
Pedormance of high-acceracy ring-faser gyros for ChaSe
app_ p 431 A88-35555
Opt_ cm_e flight con_ of a no_
mrc_ftbss_lontherengecntsric_l p746 A88-50056
Relaxal=on Oscillations in aircraft cnJse-dash
optmzat_
[AIAA PAPER 88-4161 ] p 720 AB8-50254
Aircraft cruise-dash optimization - Periodic versus
steady-state solons
[AIAA PAPER 88-4162] p 720 A88.50255
Technques tor performance _ in crume and
mano_ p 158 N88-13321
_ chalienges and opportundies for high-speed
transport aecrafl p 244 N88-15809
The initial calculation of rsnge and mission fuel dunng
conceptual design -- aecrsft design
[LR-525] p 517 N88-22889
Inflow measurement made wit_ a ldsor vekx:m,,ete_ o_
a hetioopter mode( in forward flight. Vo(ume 5: Tapered
Pfanform blades at an m_'vance ratio of 0.23
[NASA-TM-100545] p 573 N68-23755
Inflow measurements made with a laser velocimeter on
a heMcePt_ medel in fomam mght. Vo_ne t: _
planform bfades at an edvance ration of 0.15
[NASA-TIVI-100541 ] p 576 N88-24607
Perk_c so_utmns in a_raft cnuse-da_ opt_ltzaton
p 587 N88-24631
CRYOGENIC COOLING
Advanced fabrication techniques for hydrogen-cooled
e_jne sm_ums
[NASA-CR-3949] p 183 N88.14447
Rewew of convecllvely coo4ed s_uctores for hy_
mght
[NASA-TM-87740] p 608 N88-23817
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
Test of IR Imays on the Kmper Aid0orne Ot_
p 49 A88-12838
CRYOGENIC I_.._
_ m vmua_zing c_ flow u_ t_
vapor-_oroen toci_mque p 456 A88-36_11
CRYOGENIC WINO _I.S
EvaluatJo_ of a flmob_ wall testing t_ to minimize
wall interferences in the NASA Lang4ey 0.3-m Trenson_
Cryogenic Turm_
[AIAA PAPER 88-0140] p 250 A88-22101
Progress and _ in Large aerodynamic testing
facades
[ONERA. TP NO. 1987-125] p 251 A88-22580
StsluS of a special=ed boundary layer transition
detection system k)r use in the U.S. Nabon_ Transonic
Facility p 455 A88-36500
_o_ in vmu_/zmg oryo_ aow u=ng the
vapor-K_oon tso'_nique p 456 A88-36511
Highlights of experience with s fie,dold walled test
soc_on in the NASA Langley 0.3-mete_ transenic cqoger_c
tunnal
[AIAA PAPER 88-2036] p 533 A88-37938
T_ and " " adaptaton at
the T2 transenic wind tunn_ of Onera/Cort
[AIAA PAPER 88-2038] p 534 A88-37940
Heating requirements and nonedia_a_c surface effects
fora modal in the NT_ c_yog_'sc w_id funnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-2044] p 534 AB8-37944
Super magnets for llb-ge tunnals p_ A88-43521
Testing end checkout experiences in the National
Transomc Faclty since beconW_ o_smticnal
p 760 A88.49378
The application of cryo_ to high Reynofds number
tssting in wind tunnals., - Oevokx_'nent and app,ica_on
of the cryogen¢ _ _mn_ concept
p 833 A88-53847
Wall interference tests of s CAST IO-2/DOA 2 airfoil
in an edal_Ne-wall tset sectidn
[NASA-TM-4015] p 18 N88-10772
Description of tests run in the T2 cryogenic wind
tunnel
[F_7-170296] p 277 N88-16672
Pressure distnbutions from high Reynolds number
transonic tests of an NACA 0012 airfoil in the Langley
0.3-meter _ cryogan¢ tunn_
[NASA-TIVI-100r_] p 346 N88-18565
High Reynolds nornbor Vanso_ic t_sts on a NACA 0012
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TIVI-100527] p 347 N88-18571
Ae_ pedormance and pmssore _ for
a NASA SC(2)-0714 _oil tested in the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogen¢ tunn_
[NASA-TM-4044] p 574 N88-24580
De=gn study. Man_ator systems for rnod_ hand_g
in Eoropean blnsonk: wind tunnets
[ETN-88.91944] p 607 N88-24651
WaN intederence s_sesemenUcorrection of data from
te_ts of a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 awfoil in the Langley 0.3-m
_ cryogenlc tuned p650 N88-26331
Technoiogy for pressure-instrumented thin alrfofl
models
[NASA-CR-4173] p 835 N88-28933
CRYSTAL
Analysis of gram refinement and superplasticify in
" " alloys
[AD-A193029] p 765 N88-27283
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
An _1 melhod for venfying GPS oscillator
requirements p 151 A88-17335
CR_b'I'AL STRUCTURE
Analysis of grain refinement and superp4astk:_y in
al alloys
lAD-A193029] p 765 N88-27283
CR¥ST_
A crystal_ model foe nickel base single crystal
alloys p 673 A88-48182.
CUES
Tectmok_y of flight simula_on p 805 A88-52692
qualities critenon for very low
rotororldl p 103 N88-11654
Effect of mofion oJes during complex corved _0proach
and landing tasks: A piloted simu_ study
[NASA-TP-2773] p g6 N88-12480
The rok_ of edap_ve _ ,,i=-a Cu.'m in mght
s+mulatio_
[AD*A185932] p 253 N88-14992
Analysis Ixocedores and sut>lective flight results of a
simulator validation and cue _ experiment
[NASA-TM-8_70) p 587 N88-24634
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE
Muif_mode large deflection random response of
beams with nonlinear damping subjected to acoustic
excitatio_
[AIAA PAPER 87-2712] p 116 A88-16561
Emor_r_ technokxjies for life-cycle management of
tudome engine components p 434 A88-34612
The methods and the results of tests for quas_andom
loading which is charectanstic for wing elements
p 767 A88-49470
Some aspects of the determination of fa_jue-st_angth
eq_wak_ under _ _g
p 772 A88-52061
Mk:msco_c mr_ damage com_ted _
property degnidal_on due to sm_Jlated fatigue loading in
metal matox composites p 837 A88-52657
Deformaticn and damage of ttm matori,,_ of gm turbine
engine b_ades dor_g thenn= cyc_ng in gas eow
p845 A88-53954
Er_unng the ser_ce _fe of de=gin (mq=_n_ce in a=rcraft
construction) p I N88-10986
Damage considerations in sizing wn:mft calls. Life
pred_o_
[SNIAS-872.111-116] p 159 N88-13330
Developme_ of rapid curs edhesM_ for nav_ _rMt
fie_l rel_m _Mcatldns p446 A88-32979
Utilization of rheologicel and microdidiectrometry
techniques to develop oplm_um cure cycle for
composite stnJctme p 612 A88-.42373
_ OISTRt_UrI1ON
Monopo_ eemmts on c=rcu_r groend pkmes -- Book
p 260 A88-23875
CURVATURE
A _ mdy of the effects of curvature and
convergence on d_u_on iet m=ng
[NASA-TM-89878] p 163 N88-13347
_mdy.mCs of _ting bedm *_th co.hired tra_wer_
and Ior_itudinal curvature p647 N88-25436
Ctml/E Fn'rlNG
Using frequency-domain methods to identify XV-15
_ modes
[SAE PAPER 872385] p 510 A88-37234
Im_oved curve firing t_hn_u_ of fmm_ncy doma_
g_m_a_zed aeredynam¢ for_s
[AIAA PAPER 88-4355] p 699 AB8-50599
Using f_;tmncy-domain methods to identify XV-15
aeroe4ast_c rhOdes
[NASA-TM-100033] p 292 N88-17646
CURVED PANELS
Vortex s_eet mod_ng w_ cun_ h_-om_ pan_s
p 139 A88-19670
_ of deiem_ed, k_g, _ pane_ un_r
IX"-"¢==ure p 317 A88-26890
Dorab_y pred_kx_ of comp_x pane_ w_
fluld-sWuctum interaslion
[AIAA PAPER 88-2220] p 361 A88-32187
A study of damage tolerance in cun_d composite
pan_s
[AD-A190617] p 541 N88-22092
,_o_catldn of "padding offset' in a_rcraft
p 65 A88-16345
CUSPS (U_TNEMA'nCS)
Comment on 'Compufa_on of tt_ petsntial flow over
a_foas wifh cusped or th_ fra_g edges'
p 276 A88-28050
CYANATES
Then_ performance of cyanate functi_
thermosetting resins p 173 A88-18842
CYCLES
Tm_e penodic control of a multi-blade helicopter
[AD-A194.435] p 829 N88-28931
CYCLIC LOADS
Substantiation of damage tolerant designs in civil
helico_tsrs p 259 A88-22755
Damage tok_rance of compesHe s_ear panels
p 259 A88-22767
Fstigue crack p_tldn be_ of 2091 T8 and 2024
T3 under constant and variable ampMtude loading
p 312 A88-25176
Fretting damage in aircraft in_ and ff'm general
situation of research p 390 A88-29238
Fatigue propert_ of cross joints of skins and
Ior_ons p 393 A88-31297
Evaluaticn of the fatigue and dorabili_ of alumin_n alloys
under nonsymmemc cyc_ _ng using _-'ture
rr_ relationships p 764 AB8-50010
Probabi_stic eslimation of the exhaustion of
gas-turbine-engine disk service life under low-cycle
fatigue p 742 A88-50144
SPATE as a nonconta_ NDI tOOl p 771 A88-51790
ACCOUnting for service environment in the fatigue
evaluation of composite airframe structure
p 804 A88-52_65
Effect of loading asymmetry on the low-cycle fatigue
of ZhS6F alloy under cyclic temperature changes
p 838 A88-539S5
New apparatus for studying fatigue doforma_on at
mag_tions p 852 A88-55154
The fatigue properties of aerospace steels under
co,start ampmude and flight-W-P,_t s_ated
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0566] p 51 N88-10377
Critana for determmatmm of significam k_d cyck_ in
variable _ lded seqcences
[NLR-MP-86013-U] p 51 N88-10386
Coestitutive _ for isoUop¢ mate.ats
p55 N88-11171
The influence of load cycle reCOf_'tifution OI1 fatigue
behawoor
[ARL-STRUC-R-424] p 56 N88-11198
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CYLINDERS SUBJECTINDEX
Crack initiation and propagation due to cyclic thermal
gradients ... aircraft turbine blades
[ESA.Tr.1023] p 118 N88-12114
High-temperature combustor liner tests in structural
component response test facility p 525 N88-22383
Life assessment of combustor liner using unirmd
constitutive models p 525 N88-22384
Development of a flexible and economic helicopter
engine monitoring system
[PS88-165147] p 517 N88-22887
An investigation of constitutive models for predicting
viscoplestic response during cyclic loading
[AD-A194875] p 856 N88-30163
CYLINDERS
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of slanted base ogive cylinders using
magnetic suspension technology
[AIAA PAPER 88-2011 ] p 481 A88-37919
Mechanisms of active control for noise inside a vibrating
cylinder p 555 A88-39722
An interferometric investigation of the diffraction of
planar shock waves over a half-diamond cylinder in air
[UTIAS-322] p 459 N88-20575
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
Mechanisms of active control in cylindrical fuselage
structures
[AIAA PAPER 87-2703] p 102 A88-16555
Force and moment characteristics of supersonic flow
past a cylindrical body of revolution with a fluid wing
p 135 A88-17731
Numerical simulation of shock interaction with cylindrical
cavities
[AIAA PAPER 88-0124] p 200 A88-22086
Unsteady supersonic flow calculations for wing-body
combinations using harmonic gradient method
[AIAA PAPER 88-0568] p 210 A88-22427
The effect of cross flow angle on the drag and lift
coefficients of non-circular cylinder with strakes
[AIAA PAPER 88-2599] p 493 A88-40761
Transonic flow modes of an axisymmetric blunt body
[AIAA PAPER 88-3536) p 646 A88-49005
Possibilities for the modeling of dynamically loaded
cylindrical structural parts in the wind tunnel
[KU-SFB-2t0/T/24] p 15 N88-10005
Driving mechanism of unsteady separation shock motion
in hypersonic interactive flow p 141 N88-13226
A study of damage tolerance in curved composite
panels
lAD-A190617] p 541 N88-22092
Determination of the local heat-transfer characteristics
on glaze ice accretions on a cylinder and a NACA 0012
airfoil p 773 N88-27500
AGARD (Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development) engine disc material cooperative test
(supplementary program)
[AD-At936781 p 824 N88-28925
CYLINDRICAL CHAMBERS
Optimality conditions end characteristics of a diffuseriess
gas ejector during the ejection of a mixture into a
submerged space p 742 A88-50102
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
Elastic buckling of internally pressurized
cylinder-bulkhead combinations p 50 A88-12949
Models for evaluating the performance of propeller
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Selecfixe detection in gas chromatography
[AD-A191499] p611 N88-24718
FLAME PROPAGATION
Mach 2 combustion characteristics of
hymogen/hydrocam_ fue_ m_xes
p 174 A88-20321
Expel_'nlmtal mvestgat+on of the influence of defuse+
shell she4_s On _ of dump d_Ifuse+s in
comlxeltm p 297 A88-29628
turb_eno+ in practk:_
p 815 A88-52676
Flame spesds in fue_ sprays w_h hydrogen add_en
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-20] p 838 A88.54166
FLAME RIETARDANTS
An ovennew of fire blod0ng fatxics
p 109 A88-13225
FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
La Recherche Aem_patlale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1967-3, 238/May-June
[ESA-TT*1075] p 550 N88-23161
FLAME STABILITY
Flame stabiliza_n usm<j large fla_ of irregul_
shape p 312 A88-27285
Experimental and theoretical studies in the controlled
rnmng _ geomeVy combust_
[AIAA PAPER 88-2957| p 595 A88-44680
Flame stabilizalJon in supefson*c combusbon
p 837 A88-53164
Rame din+rag of kx*g+tudmal mstab+mms in _q,.+d kinked
dump combusto_s
[AD-A183536] p 33 N88-10033
FLAME TEIBFIBRATURE
F_ des_ and tes_g _
[AIAA PAPER 88-0468] p 228 A88.22344
FLAMES
Correlation of air pressure drop and flame arrestor
for exldosion sup_esson materials
|AD-A184960] p 162 N88-13340
Pump evaluation of hydrogenated polyalpheolefin
for a -54 C to 135 C fire-msedant A_ Force
aircraft hydraulic fluid
[ASLE PREPRINT 87-AM-5A.2] p 173 A88-18758
A hytxid fiberg_ss-CFRP ctoth for new furrdshings
p 254 A88-207t9
Firesa_ofytes_g Of PPS _ composites
p609 A84_4_I_B
DOV_ offirems.rant ca_o #n_m forcorm11_n_
mrcraft p 576 A8_42425
An experm_n_ mestmt_on of the _na*on and
flammability limits of various hydrocw'bon fuels in a
two-dm_nsk)nal sofid fuel rarrket
[AD-A184968] p 163 N88-13342
Flammability test on aircraft seats equipped with fire
barrier tab¢ics for the Porchor company
[CEAT-MS-525200] p 149 N88-140e4
Flammabk_ty, smoke and toxicdy test on fire b@mer fabric
from the Pomt_w comdany --/Wt_us a_oraft
[ETN-88-91168] p 149 N88-140e5
FLANGES
Crack (:lisaibutk_ and growth rates for _ futoner
hofes in Mirage wing RH79
lAD-A189080] p 424 N88-20293
F_
Propul=ve pen'om_nce of a ,_ng flappng wing
p 571 N88-23733
FLAPPING HINGES
Impacts of ro_x hub dasign cnWia on _he opeatio_al
c/_oab_0es of roton:_,_ft s_/stems p94 M_-11663
F_ag equa_ons of mo_e of r_d, aroused rotor
blades _h tl_ee I-rage seque_oas
[NASA+TM+100023] p 104 N88-12495
FLAPS (CONTROL mACES)
Tudoulant seporatad flow in the vk:mity of a smg(e-slofted
a_o¢ flap
{AIAA PAPER 88-0613} p 211 A88-22461
The numerk_d sknulatk)n of the 3-D vmcoes espamtod
flows around the flap mountad on a flat plate
p 340 A88-31453
Effect of gap s=ze on hyporsonic sep_ated flow
p 342 AB8-31472
CFRP landing flaps for the AMous A320
p 474 A88-39416
Effect of prenary jet excdabon on the pedonnance of
an ejector p 741 AB8-49793
Effect of flap and tip deflection on the nonlinear
aerodynanlc charactenstcs Of a w_g of complex
planform p694 A88-50011
_ Of the DLC-fl_p system of the mesarch
_wcraft ATrAS -- DWect LiftCo.tin4 p 724 A88-51460
Flap-lag equabons of mobon of rigid. _iculated rotor
blades with three h_je sequences
[NASA-TM-100023] p 104 N88-12495
Design and control of rep_,rs of cad)on fiber lift
augmentation flaps in the ATR42 aircraft
[SNIAS-872-111-112] p 131 N88-13217
Validatio_ etements of the computabon methods and
measurement techn_Mes for high lift aerod_
systems
ISNIAS-872-111-101] p 146 N88-13299
An experimental ewestigatio_ of the aerodynan_s of
a NACA 64A010 a_fofl-flap comb_ation wlth and
flap oscillations. Part 1: Steady-state _tics
[NASA-TM-88217] p 147 N88-13305
Flaps--up takoff performance of the OV-1D awcrafl with
YT53-L-704 engine instal]_
lAD-AlaS960] p 236 N88-14979
An experimental rnvest_ation of the flap-lag-tmak_
_ of a sma,-soa*e re_j_less helicoptor
rotor in hover
[NASA-TP-25461 p 410 N88-20257
Operat_nat consk:larations for lammm flow axcraft
p 585 N88-23748
Ct_'actorisScs of morgmg shoar layers and turbu_ont
wakes of a _t airto_
[NASA-TM- I00053 ] p620 1'488-24900
The ide_bfication of the direct lift corm.of ftap system
of the research axcraft ATrAS p 661 N88-29527
Variable wing camber control systems for the future
A_bus program
[MBB-UT-104/88] p 830 N88-28932
FLAT PLATES
Pressure wave-boundary layer intetactio_
p 112 A88-13440
Numencat studms on rarefied flow over a fiat plate at
an angle of attack p 78 A88-16852
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FLAT SURFACES SUBJECT INDEX
Viscous aerodynamic analysis of an oscillating flat plate
aidoil with a locally analytical solution
[AIAA PAPER 88-0130] p 201 A88-22092
Unsteady separated flow structure - Extended K range
and oscillations through zero pitch angle
[AIAA PAPER 88-0325} p 205 A88-22237
Comparison of boundary-layer transition on a cone and
flat plate at Mech 35
[AIAA PAPER 88-0411 } p 207 A88-22303
Numerical investigation on the effect of fairing on the
vortex flows around airfoil/flat-plate junctures
[AIAA PAPER 88-0615] p 212 A88-22463
Investigation of the turbulent boundary layer on a
symmetrical aerofoil within a wide range of incidences at
different free-stream turbulence p 216 A88-23102
Time dependent flow visualization in the separated
region of an appendage-flat plate junction
p 271 A88-25842
An inverse boundary-layer method for turbulent flows
on infinite swept wings p 345 A88-32482
Instability and transition of a three-dimensional boundary
layer on a swept flat plate p 452 A88-34928
Supersonic jet plume interaction with a flat plate
{SAE PAPER 872361 J p 479 A88-37222
Measurements of turbulent flow behind a wing-body
junction p 484 A88-38987
Expenmentat and numerical analysis of the formation
and evolution of streamwise vortices in the plane wake
behind a flat plate p 484 A88-39017
Flat panel display bends p 545 A88-40535
Viscous unsteady gust aerodynamics of a flat plate
airfoil
{AIAA PAPER 88-3701] p 639 A88-48829
Spanwise displacement of a line vortex above a wing -
A simple calculation scheme p 647 A88-49024
Pressure pulsations on a plate in front of a step
p 695 A88-50035
Effect of large amplitude pitching motions on the
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of fiat-plate wings
[AIAA PAPER 88-4331 ] p 698 A88-50580
Behaviour of the leg of the horseshoe vortex around
the idealized blade with zero attack angle by triple hot-wire
measurements
IASME PAPER 88-GT-197 } p 792 A88-54285
Heat transfer with very high free stream turbulence
p 54 N88-11161
Studies of gas turbine heat transfer airfoil surface and
end-wall cooling effects
[AD-A195165] p 825 N88-29805
FLAT SURFACES
Heat transfer to arrays of impinging jets in a crossflow
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-198J p 47 A88-11102
FLEXIBILITY
A swept wing panel in a low speed flexible walled test
section
INASA-CR-4106] p 145 N88-13292
Probabilistlc and reliability design procedures for flexible
airfield pavements: Elastic layered method
lAD-A1875331 p 386 N88-18600
Vibration and control of flexible rotor supported by
magnetic beatings
INASA-TM-t00888] p 619 N88-23977
Empty test section streamlining of the transonic
self-streamlining wind tunnel fitted with new walls
I NASA-CR-t 81680 } p648 N88-25442
FLEXIBLE BODIES
An optimal control method for passage of a flexible rotor
through resonances p 48 A88-11439
Investigat=on on steady-state response of a rotor-support
system with two squeeze-film dampers
p 316 A88-26632
Synthesis of the flexible structures of complex
systems p 324 A88-27148
Placement of failure-prone components on flexible
structures - A degree of controllability approach
p 326 A88-27418
Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible
flight vehicles p 379 A88-29357
Flexural motion of s radially rotating beam attached to
a ngid body p 393 A88-30741
A substructure technique for dynamics of flexible
mechanical systems with contact-impact
p 396 A88-31652
Whirl-flutter investigation on an advanced turboprop
configuration
{AIAA PAPER 88-23461 p 376 A88-32287
Integrated total and flexible body dynamics of fixed wing
aircraft
{AIAA PAPER 88-23641 p 363 A88-32304
Constrained optimization techniques for active Control
of aeroelastic response p 440 A88-35546
Fhght testing a highly flexible aircraft - Case study on
the MIT Light Eagle
IAIAA PAPER 88-43751 p 721 A88-50613
Oscillating wings and bodies with flexure in supersonic
flow p 701 A88-50906
Wall interference tests of a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil
in an adaptive-wall test seCtiOn
[NASA-TM-4015] p 18 N88-10772
A simulation study of the flight dynamics of elastic
aircraft, Volume 1: Experiment, results and analysis
[NASA-CR-4102} p 168 N88-14099
A simulation study of the flight dynamics of elastic
aircraft. Volume 2: Data
[NASA-CR-4102-VOL-2] p 249 N88-15813
Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximation methods for unsteady aerodynamic forces
{NASA-TP-2776] p 586 N88-24623
Current and proposed gust criteria and analysis methods:
An FAA overview p 830 N88-29718
Measured and predicted responses of the Nord 260
aircraft to the low altitude atmospheric turbulence
p 830 N88-29723
FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
Flight dynamics of aeroelastic vehicles
p 753 A88-50915
FLEXIBLE WINGS
Calculation of a wing with allowance for fuselage
elasticity p 271 A88-25633
High-flexibility wings in nature and technology
p 331 A88-29728
Investigation of dynamic characteristics of an elastic
wing model by using corrections of mass and stiffness
matrices p 392 A88-30367
Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise
for three scale models p 688 A88-49014
Calculation of transonic flow past a fuselage-wing
combination with allowance for the wing structure
elasticity p 708 A88-52035
FLEXING
Mechanical properties of carbon fiber reinforced
thermoplastic matrix composites
[NAL-TR-934] p 313 N88-16827
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Design of an adaptive control augmentation stability
system for fighter aircraft whose flight altitude and Mach
number vary p 165 A88-17143
Errors in aircraft height information telemetered by
secondary surveillance radar systems
p 418 A88-33337
A low altitude warning system for prevention of controlled
flight into terrain p 429 A88-34099
Height keeping reliability of aircraft at high altitude
p 576 A88-42867
Determination of the optimal gear ratios of flight altitude
control systems p 603 A88-43617
Computer vision techniques for rotorcraft low-altitude
flight p 588 A88-44325
Decoupling and stabilization of speed and height in F4
Phantom aircraft using output feedback
[ETN-87-909261 p 25 N88-10787
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Flight characteristics of aircraft with gas-turbine engines
--- Russian book p 23 A88-10049
Preliminary measurements of the flight performance of
an RPV compared with wind tunnel and CFD estimates
p 12 A88-11203
A mathematical multi-point model for aircraft motion in
moving air p 36 A88-12487
Fundamentals of helicopter flight operations: Flight
dynamics --- Russian book p 165 A88-18024
In the flight deck over the North Atlantic - Review of
flight technique aboard Air France p 129 A88-19049
Flying qualities from early airplanes to the Space
Shuttle
IAIAA PAPER 88-075t J p 245 A88-22568
Limited evaluation of the longitudinal flying qualities of
a centerstick aircraft with variations in stick feel
parameters p 246 A88-22606
Estimation of aircraft motion parameters with allowance
for atmospheric turbulence p 304 A88-25622
Studies of flight charactenstics in lightweight aircraft and
gliders p 380 A88-29733
Laboratory facility for F- 15E avionics systems integration
testing p 442 A88-34055
Flying qualities research challenges
p 436 A88-34094
Update 8501 : A new specification for rotorcraft handling
qualities p 436 A88-34095
An example of preliminary longitudinal flying qualities
design using a frequency matching method
p 437 A88-34096
Accurate flying qualities prediction during landing using
loop separation parameter p 437 A88-34111
The NASA Integrated Test Facility and its impact on
flight research
[ AIAA PAPER 88-2095] p 535 A88-38711
Analysis of performance measurement results of
propeller aircraft. I - Flight performance
p 514 A88-39481
Analysis of performance measurement results of aircraft.
II - Flight performance p 514 A88-40575
Computer-aided control systems design technique with
applications to aircraft flying qualities
p 603 A88-43209
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes prediction of flight
characteristics of modified Boeing 767 cavity flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-2508] p 566 A88-44525
Design and flight operation of An-26 aircraft --- Russian
book p 583 A88-44897
Aerodynamics of the Tu-134A-3(B-3) --- Russian book
p 583 A88-44909
The development of a directional gyroscope for remotely
piloted vehicles and similar applications
p 662 A88-47030
Effect of the dimensions of aircraft on its flight dynamics
in a turbulent atmosphere p 746 A88-50007
Pneumometric method for determining the flight
parameters of flight vehicles with conical and ogival nose
parts p 763 A88-50078
Effect of control-sensitivity characteristics on pilot
evaluation of aircraft controllability p 747 A88-50079
Differential method of the continuation of solutions of
systems of finite nonlinear equations which are
parameter-dependent p 747 A88-50080
Longitudinal long-period dynamics of aerospace craft
[AI/U_ PAPER 88-4358] p 751 A88-50601
Relative evaluation of MIL-STD 1797 longitudinal flying
qualities critena applicable to flared landing and
approach
{AIAA PAPER 88-4363J p 751 A88-50606
On deciding display dynamics requirements for flying
qualities p 754 A88-50971
Relationships between flying qualities, transient agility,
and operational effectiveness of fighter aircraft
{AIAA PAPER 88-4329] p 755 A88-51181
Levi flight test program p 756 A88-51439
The application of propulsion analysis techniques to
flying qualities and performance testing of turbine-propeller
aircraft p 743 A88-51456
ATR propulsion system design and vehicle integration
--- AirTurboRamjet
IAIAA PAPER 88-3071} p 816 A88-53136
A profile of US Air Force aircraft mishap investigation
p 801 A88-55288
Rotorcraft Design for Operations
{AGARD-CP-423] p 94 N88-11649
Mission-oriented flying qualities criteria for helicopter
design via in-flight simulation p 94 N88-11652
Investigation of vertical axis handling qualities for
helicopter hover and NOE flight p 103 N88-11653
Handling qualities criterion for very tow visibility
rotorcraft p 103 N88-11654
MBB simulation facilities applied for rotorcraft
research p 106 N88-11655
Impacts of rotor hub design criteria on the operational
capabilities of rotorcraft systems p 94 N88-11663
Development and application of computational
aerothermodynamics flowfield computer codes
{NASA-CR-181534} p 81 N88-12465
Hovering helicopter flight dynamics: A study of vertical
motion
(AR-004-526] p 96 N88-12485
Model helicopter rotor rig and associated strain gauge
balance for performance studies
INAL-TM-AE-8704J p 170 N88-13364
A simulation study of the flight dynamics of elastic
aircraft. Volume 1: Experiment. results and analysis
[NASA-CR-4102] p 168 N88-14099
Handling qualities of a wide-body transport airplane
utilizing Pitch Active Control Systems (PACS) for relaxed
static stability application
[NASA-TP-2482] p 249 N88-14987
A simulation study of the flight dynamics of elastic
aircraft. Volume 2: Data
[NASA-CR-4102-VOL-2] p 249 N88-15813
Workshop on Design Loads for Advanced Fighters
IAGARD-R-746} p 365 N88-19449
Manned simulation: Helpful means to determine and
improve structural toad criteria p 366 N88-19459
Bifurcations in unsteady aerodynamics-implications for
testing
INASA-TM-100083] p 497 N88-22014
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test of a ski
assembly for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter
{AD-A191414] p 518 N88-22895
Certification aspects of airplanes which may operate with
significant natural laminar flow p 585 N88-23749
Airbus 1987: Success in Europe
[ETN-88-92099] p 660 N88-26364
Contribution to the numerical solution of airplane spin
motion
IETN-88-923681 p 734 N88-27190
A numerical simulation of side force effects by
aerodynamic flight trajectory correction
IISL-CO-211/87] p 734 N88-27191
Japan Air Line's Aircraft Integrated Monitoring System
(AIMS) activities p 739 N88-28014
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SUBJECT/NDEX FLIGHT CONTROL
_vances in FlyingOua_s
( AGARD-LS-157 ] p785 NS&29735
Advancesin flying qualibes: Conceptsand cr_eha for
a mc,ston onentadflyingqualitiesspacifiea_on
p 812 N88-29739
A second look at MIL prone flying qualities
retlU=rements p 812 N88-29740
The rote of sa11ulatlen m flying qualibes and flight control
system reletod development p 835 N88-29742
27th Lanchester Memorial Lectme - Scale effect in
transorK: fow p 67 A88-13118
X-31A -- - We6t German/USA e_tal a=rcraft
[SAE PAPER 871346] p 91 A88-14370
A continuum analys=s of chemcal _ under
_ lew-dans_ f_ht _
p 78 A88-16875
Metooro_gcal supportof Voyager wodd f_jht, 14-23
December lg66 p 262 A88-21332
E_ hazardous weather warnings for the general
awstmn community
(AIAA PAPER 880591J p 262 A88-22443
Avoidance of hazardous weather in the t_ area
[ AIAA PAPER 88-.0679 ] p 222 A88-22509
Wind reapp_g for transport aircraft
p 263 A88-22669
Demonstration of damped structure for increased
,supporta_l_y and reliability p 395 A88-31584
Optimal cruese flight condd_ns of a nonmaneuverable
aircraft based on the range cntenon p 746 A88-50056
In-flight measurement of aNfolt icing using an array of
ultrason¢ transducers p 714 A88-50910
Experimental and numercal aerod'ynarn_ study of rotors
and propellers operating in several flight conditions
p 704 A88-51753
FUGHT CONTROL
The will to European unity as exernpkfled by A320
p 23 A88-10659
Flight director guidance for MLS p 21 A88-10874
Traditional versus rule*based programming tachnK_Jes
- Application to the convol of optional flight information
p 58 A88d0965
Recent tiftf rotor flight control law innovabons
p 36 A88-12646
CREST flight controller --- for election seat
p 88 A88-13394
X-29A flight control system performance donng flight
test
[AIAA PAPER 87-2878] p 101 A88-14259
Flight control synthesis to meet flying qualities
specificatiorts - An evekJation od mu_tivariable synthesis
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-2880] p 101 A88-14260
An analy_s of a candidate con_ol ak_m for a nde
quality augmentstion system
tAIAA PAPER 87-2936] p 101 A88-14277
X-31A -- - West Gem_n/USA expenme_l aa'craft
ISAE PAPER 871346] p 91 A88-14370
Obse_ers for faulure det_ of actuatioa systems
p 113 A88-14536
Reduced order vanatY, e structure control of the lateral
motion of an ascraft p 101 A88-14939
Flight control of an X-29 type aircraft ma a combination
of LQ optm_.ation tachnqJes p 101 A88-14_O0
Study of the effects of discretJzmg quantitative feedback
theory analog controf system des_Jns --* for transport and
fighter aircraft p 102 A88-15033
Fundamentals of helicopter flight operabons: Flight
dynan_cs --- Russ;an book p 165 A88-18024
Sampled data implementation of e_ensm.,cture
a_nt technKlue p 185 A88-18899
Optim_ abo_ landing Uaiectonesin the presence of
wmdshear p 220 A88-20699
Saloction of servomotors for flight controls and
autooilot p 245 A88-20926
Performance evaluation of medium access control
protocols for d4stributed diojtal awonics
{ASME PAPER 87-WAIDSC-2] p 264 A88-21269
An AP-Fortran app_P..atlen - A flKjht sm_tor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-117] p 251 A88-22579
Fault-to4erant clock synchromzation validation
methodology -- in compeer systems
p 265 A88-22604
V-22 development status p 231 A88-22749
A treatment of the impact of rotor-fuselage couf_rKj on
helicopter handling olJalitles p 246 A88-22773
Design of a muftlvariable hehcopter flight control system
for handling qualities enhancement p 246 A88-22776
An advanced digital flight control concept for s_rKj_ pdot.
attack heticorpter operations p 247 A88-22777
Evaluation of ADOCS demonstrator handling qualities
--* Advanced Digital Optical Control System
p 247 A88-22778
New handling-qualities requirements and how they can
be met p 247 A88-22795
Advanced fl_ght control teshnokxjy
p 247 A88-22801
The state of the a_t - Flight test * Airbus A320
p 233 A88-23062
Avm_cs for _ awatlen p 237 A88-23063
Hierarchical self-tuning flight control
p 247 A88-23198
Syntt"_,_s and converson of aircraft deect force cordrol
modes p 248 A88-23206
Dynan_c stiffness cek:ulat_on of Z-6 hel_opter
Iongdudmal flight control system p 248 AB8-23221
Apphcations of light in guided flight; Proce_ of the
S_um, London, England, Jan. 22, 1987
p 267 A88-23856
A_ flight Control - An ap_tion of fly-byJight
p 248 A88-23857
Optical processing for gurded flight systems
p 267 A88-2385g
Wd_'e Optics sensors (FOS) for a=rcraft f_ght consols
p 248 A88-23860
Tha r.xJ _er gyroscopeand _s appaeat=onto gu,ded
flight p2_0 A88.23862
Large mobo_ flight contro_ system design for axcraft
by the theory of pedect servo p248 A88-24505
Synthes_s of earl-oscillatory ixoceseas for the cor_ol
of flight veh_la maneuve_ p 248 A88-24752
Control rr_scle for agile mrcraft -- flight control
actuators p 287 A88-26647
Robustness/performance tradeoffs m e_
as._gnment with flKJht control applk_at_on
p 324 A88-27318
Aa'craff guidance for formation flying based on optimal
control _ p 304 A88-27320
Integrated controls design and simulation
p 295 A88-27329
Flight control for the F-8 Oblique Wing Research
Aircraft p 305 A88-27365
Failure model detsrminatK_ in a
control system p 325 A88-27406
Placement of failure-prone components on flexible
structureS - A degree of controllability approach
p 326 A88-27418
An improvement on the adaptive model following
control p 327 A88-28617
European combat a_rcraft of the 90's
p 355 A88-28854
Detern_nation of design loading values of current
combat asoraft p 355 A88-28860
Growth through action -- relmbility program in flight
control systems p 391 A88-29619
ATTAS in-flight simulatK_n and modekfollo,mng control
--- Advanced Tech_ Testing Aircraft System
p 358 A88-30206
Utilities Macageme_t System on the EAP clamo_strator
- Aircraft power system mterJrabon
[SAE PAPER 871780] p 371 A88-30775
Flight test and evaluabon of flurd_c flight control
[SAE PAPER 871864] p 380 A88-30819
Development of fluidic flight control and actuation
systems for high performance aircraft
ISAE PAPER 871875] p 360 A88-30825
A rewew of hel_'o_oter avK_ntcs p 369 A88-30934
Interdisciplinary des_n of aircraft struct_as for mmm_m
weight
{AIAA PAPER 88-2302] p 362 A88-32251
Active control technology: Expenence and prospects;
Proceedings of the S0nng ConventK)n, London, England,
May 13, 14, 1987 p 381 A88-32685
Systems aspects of apphpng acbve control technology
to a civd transport aircraft p 381 A88-32687
The implementatK_n of active control systems
p 382 A88-32694
Cross software test as a means to validate the software
of today's flight conUol systems p 382 A88-32695
Control of the operat_n of flight complexes (2rid revised
and enlarged edit=on) -* Russ_n book
p 451 A88-33810
NAECON 87: Proceedings of the IEEE Nabonal
Aerospace and Electror_cs Conference, Dayton, OH. May
18-22, 1987 Vofurnes 1, 2, 3. & 4 p 407 A88-34026
integrated ir_rtlal reference systems for flKJht-control
and nawgabon p 419 A88-34074
Future trends in ax data-CADC or ADSU? -- Central
Air Data Computer or Sensor Units ) 429 A88-34081
Flying qualities research challenges
) 436 A88-34094
Update 8.501 : A new specif_atlon for rotorcraft handling
qualdles ) 436 A88-34095
A low altitude warring system for prevenbon of controlled
flight into terrain ) 429 A88-34099
Simplifying fault/error handling models
) 46.5 A88-34104
Notes on AThe electnc control of large aeroplanes'
) 437 A88-34106
Development of an advanced primary flight control
electromechar_cal actuator ) 437 A88-34107
Optical diagnostic processor for flight Control
p 429 A88-34108
Perameter*ad_q_ve modol-follov_ng tor in-flight
sm-,ulatlen p438 A88-34112
Design of adaptive direct dig_al fright-mode control
systems incorporating recursNe step-response matrix
idermflers for high-performance aircraft with nosy
sensors p 438 A88-34113
Nonlinear matrix differential equations arising in flight
control p 465 A88-34115
Eigenstructore ass_nment and its app_..ations to the
design of flight control systems p 438 A88-34871
Design of set_ooint tracking systems incorporating
inne¢-Ioop competitors and tast-sampl_ error-actuated
d_tal contmlk_ for _egu_ar linear mu_anable I_mts
using step-response matrices p 467 A88-34882
Roforcraft fight conUols and awon_cs; Proceedings of
the Nabonal Specialists' Meeting, O'mm/ Hill, N J, Oct.
13-15. 1987 p 407 A88-35366
_t of digital flight-control technology for
advanced combat rotorcmft p 439 A88-35367
Effect of hysteresm on the pedormance of a higtdy
augmented flight control system p 439 A88-35369
The deve_olxnerd and _ol_cation of a t_Motor flighl
simulation p 423 A88-35393
Integrated navigation/flight control for future
performance aircraft p 420 A88-35560
Flight evaluation of an int_jratod control and display
system for high-pr_ manual landing flare of
powered-lift STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872316] p 508 A88-37187
Integrated control and disp_y research for _ and
vertical flight on the NASA V/STOL Research Aircraft
(VSRA)
[SAE PAPER 872329] p 526 A88-37198
Flight prooulaK)n control mtegtatlen for V/STOL
aurcraft
{SAE PAPER 872330] p 522 A88-37199
The VAAC VSTOL flight Control research project --
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training p 384 A88-28858
Airbus training facility combines flight simulation with
computer-based instruction p 671 A88-46273
An aerodynamic performance evaluation of the
NASA/Ames Research Center advanced concepts flight
simulator
[NASA-TM-89659] p 107 N88.11685
The role of adaptive supplemental visual cuing in flight
simulation
[AD-A185932] p 253 N88-14992
An enumeration of research to determine the optimal
design and use of Army flight training simulators
[AD-A191242] p 607 N88-24649
Flight simulator: Field of view utilized in performing
tactical maneuvers
[AD-A192412] p 672 N88-26379
Proposal for a new aggressor alrcratt
[AD-A194311] p 735 N68-28056
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Structural mechanics of flight vehicles --- Russian
book p 115 A88-15647
Synthesis of self-oscillatory processes for the control
of flight vehicle maneuvers p 248 A88-24752
Nonlinear dynamics of flight vehicles with deformable
elements --- Russian book p 254 A88-24800
Synthesis of the flexible structures of complex
systems p 324 A88-27148
Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible
flight vehicles p 379 A88-29357
Flight path planning under uncertainty for robotic air
vehicles p 436 A88-34077
The TI Dallas inference engine (TIDIE) knowledge
representation system p 465 A88-34200
A simulation environment for the development of
intelligent vehicle systems p 466 A88-34210
Effect of support friction on the dynamics of the free
rotation of a model about its longitudinal axis
p 452 A88-34658
Active control of asymmetric forces at high incidence
p 440 A88-36275
Computer vision for flight vehicles --- in landing
approach p 527 A88-39485
Methods of analogy in the aerodynamics of flight vehicles
--- Russian book p 637 A88-48201
Calculation of distributed loads on the basis of an
analysis of the random static-dynamic stressed state of
structures. I - Calculation of extreme stressed states
p 768 A88-50024
The possibility of an analysis of various forms of flutter
on one dynamic model p 768 A88-50051
Actuating devices of aircraft control systems --- Russian
book p 753 A88-50766
Systems for the adaptive control of aircraft --- Russian
book p 716 A88-50767
Angular-motion dynamics of a flight-vehicle in the
presence of aerodynamic hysteresis of the moment
characteristics p 709 A88-52060
A method for calculating the flow past interfering bodies
at supersonic velocities p 710 A88-52065
Determination of the linear and angular accelerations
of a constrained system of two flight vehicles
p 763 A88-52104
A problem of optimal control with constraints on the
coordinates of the center of mass p 858 A88-53876
Flight vehicle system identification: Status and
prospects p 660 N88-26520
FUR DETECTORS
Enhanced navigation and displays from passive terrain
referenced avionics p 736 A88-50947
Falcon eye forward-looking infrared (FLIR) system
p 736 A88-51056
Wind shear detection. Forward-looking sensor
technology
[NASA.CP-10004] p 222 N88.t4970
FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
Performance limitations in parallel processor
simulations p 686 A88-49101
FLOORS
Structural influence of the cabin floor on sound
transmission into aircraft - Analytical investigations
p 92 A88-15725
FLOQUET THEOREM
Review of Floquet theory in stability and response
analyses of dynamic systems with periodic coefficients
p 453 A88-35531
FLOTATION
H-46 helicopter emergency flotation system (HEFS)
p 83 A88-13397
Ditching and flotation tests on a 1/12-scale model V-22
Osprey p 731 A88-51812
Cool gas generator systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3363] p 805 A88-53161
A-120
SUBJECT INDEX FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOW_
Through-flow analysis of a mul'o-stage compressor
operating at ne_-stall conditons
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-51] p4 A88-11003
The perlormance estimation of transonic turbine at
das_ and eff-da=_ _
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-148] p 30 A88-11066
Eddy generation in heat conductors
p 112 A88-13427
Developmont of ftuid rnschanics at the S_behan Bralch
of the Anadamy of _ of the USSR
p 112 A88-13737
Dascmtion of nonedulb_J,n effects on _ of
fk_s abouth,men_c vehc_s
[AIAA PAPER 88..0476] p 206 A88-22351
Prcepacts of compma_=onal fluid dynamics app_d to
poat-sta, menauve_g
[A_AAPAPER 88-O567] p 2f0 ABS-2242S
M=_ngcharactemtCs of superson¢shroudedjets
[AIAA PAPER 88-0699] p 258 A88-22524
A study of the effect of laakage flow on the mare _ow
aheed of the rotor of a cantrifugal pump or a
compressor p315 A88-25630
The feasib_ay of measunngnow properdasin night
p 368 A88-30207
The use of optimizatiofl technKlue and through flow
analysis for the dasign of axial flow comprasanr stagas
p 477 A88-37112
T,'_Hleper_ent st,Jcture in wing-body junclion flows
p 484 A88-38988
The _ characta_tics of s si_ _ jet
through a crossflow p 545 A88-39012
mves'ogat_nof topo_gic= structuresin
thr_ separated flow p 486 A88-39970
Modelling the influence of small surface
in turt_4e_ boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 882594] p 546 A88-40759
Possible types of flow on lae-surtace of delta wings at
superson¢ speeds p 566 A88-44573
SVucture of a mattaching supersor.c shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-3615] p 643 A88-48901
Unsteady flow in a cen'edfugal compressor w_h different
types of vaned diffusers
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-22] p 681 A88-49176
A 'prev,,ew' of three-dimensional shock-wave/turbcdeot
boundaryJayor interactions p 702 A88-51165
Near-field pressure radlal_on and flow charactaristlcs in
lowsupersomcc_culerand e_ot¢jets
p 795 A88-54869
Experimental mveatigat_n of the subsonic hi_
operation of the NASA Le_s 10- by tO-foot s_)arso_c
_nd tunnel
[NASA-TM-t00214| p 253 N_8-15814
Numarcal simulation of diffuserlcombustor dome
interaction p 302 N88-17663
FlOW quality of NAL _ transonic WkK:l
tunnel Part 1: Mach number distributions, flow an_
and preliminary study of side wall boundary layer suction
[NASA-TT-20209] p 539 N88-22911
Forced response unsteady aerod_ in a multistage
compressor p 620 N88-24903
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Mathematical model of a sensor for _ Mach
number and flow velocity direction p 698 A88-50103
Experimental _nvestigation of rotat_g stag in a
m_srnatched t_ee stage axial flow compressor
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-205] p 850 A88-54292
Wake-boundary layer int_.s in an axml flow turbine
rotor at off_ conditions
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-233] p 793 A88-54315
FLOW DEFLECTION
Necessary opt_na_tycond_o_ for threa-dm_oW
bodies in _ gas flow p2 A88-10300
N_ solution of couplad wo_ems of supemo_c
flow past deformable sheUs of finne thickness
p 13 A88-11280
Refined numarical solution of the transonic flow past a
wedge p 14 A88-1_
Flow around a cone at _ speed
p 68 A88-13287
On steady supersonic flow over two-dimensional
a_'foHs p 74 A88-14250
Effect of angle of attack on supersomc flow past
axsymmatric bkmt _ in the presence of injection horn
the surface p 134 A88-17730
Force and moment cheractansbcs of supersonic flow
past a _1 body of revolution with a fluKI wing
p 135 AB8-17731
A numerical study of the structure of nonedu_ibnum
three-dimensm_al hypersonic flow past blunt bodms
p 135 A88-17737
Supersor,c lurbule_t flow past a swept compmsson
comer at Mach 3. II
IAIAA PAPER 88-0310] p 204 A88-22224
Stream function solution of b'armo_ic flow along an
arbitrary twisted $1 stream surface p 273 A88-26586
Sok_on of a problem ce_:emmg flow dast a rmita-span
_g pss4 Aes-43s32
Heat tmr,s/er in an intpmgmg circular jet with an
p 678 A88-48147
Calcu_'_0_ of _ flow pest an engine nace_e
p 694 A88-50002
Effect of flap and tip deflection on the nonlinear
esmo'ynem¢ charactaristics of a w,,ng of complex
p_ntorm p 694 A88-50011
Shockless e_ of f,ow onto the lead_ng edge of a _w,g
with a doflectab_ _p p697 A88-50070
Comlxdat_on of asymmetric flows arotmcl p¢ofiles by
coup_g the boundary-_/er and potont_ eqnat_.s
p 706 A88-51877
Efficient computation of unsteady potentlal flows around
en(Jmes, fusalage_ and ring wings p707 A88-51882
Row curvature effects on a rotating airfoil
p 708 A88-51889
A mathod kx calculabllg the flow peat imedarmg bodies
at supamol_ velouities p710 A88-52065
Computation of flow around NACA0012 _ at high
angle of attack p649 N88-25640
FLOW DISTORTION
The _1 respor_e of an adv_ transofllc
compressor to inlet distorlk)n
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-t89] p 31 A88-11094
An expeflmerttal study of the stability of a supe_omc
boundary laym o_ a cone p 71 A88-13759
T_ O_ swept le_ edges st Mach 3 5
p 77 A88-15722
Damp4ng moment of ascraft pitching in unsteady flow
p 249 A88-24769
Press_e losses and flow field distortion induced bytip
clearance of centofugal and axial compressors
p 314 A88-24847
Charactarist_ of flow around a _e mounted
on a plane p 315 A88-25640
Unsteady pressure data acqu_itk)n and processing in
ak inlet distorbon sunmys p 371 A88-30208
Effect of inlet geometry on the performance of small
_ntrflugaJ
[AIAA PAPER 88-2812) p 567 A88-44661
Development of a three-dimensional perturbation wave
packet in the boundary layer of a yawed wing
p 638 A88-48746
_ of transo_c flow ov_ a profile near the
each surtace p696 A88-50046
Boundary layer control through the _ of
perturbations p 696 A88-50062.
FLOW I)ISTRfBU13ON
Momentum exchanges and energy transfers in cross
flow fans
(ASME PAPER 87-GT-32] p 44 A88-10992
Expanmants on spray interactions in the wake of a bluff
body
IASME PAPER 87-GT-48] p 44 A88-11000
Off-design partormance of supersonic compmssors w_th
fixed and variable geometry
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-116] p 5 A88-11044
A trace gas technKlue to study mixing in a turbine
stage
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-118] p 5 A88-11046
Charaotenzation of shock wave end wall boundary layar
interactions in a transon¢ compmssm rotor
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-166] p 6 A88-11077
Film cooling of a turbine blade with injecbon th_
two rows of hofes in the near-endwall region
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-196] p 47 A88-11100
Boundary layer and performance charactenstcs from
wind tunnel tests of a low Reynolds number Liebeck
airfoil p9 A88-11184
Ana_,_s of _ hataroge_ous flow
on an obstacle p 14 A88-12074
Flow fietd study on a 65 dag de_a w_g
p 69 A88-13435
Aerodynarmc integration of aft-mounted UHB propulsion
systems-- urn HighBypass
[AIAA PAPER 87-2920] p 89 A88-14269
Expe_n_mlal study 0f three shock wave/turbulent
boundary layer intoracIK)ns p 75 A88-f4461
Aarodymm_ design characteristic of test _ for high
by-pass ratio turbofan engine p 77 A88-16338
_ol of shear flows by artificial excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2722] p 78 A88-16567
Slip effects on supersonK: flowfialds around NACA 0012
airfoils p 78 A88-16857
Measoreme_ts of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan I - Measurement and
anab/=stecr.mue
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-226] p 137 A88-18660
Measurements of the unsteady flow fiald w_bln the stator
row of a transor.c axial-flow fan. II - Results and
discuss_n
[ASME PAPER 87-GT.227] p 137 A88-18661
Experimental investigal0ions of the flowf, dd of an airfoil
with spoiler p 137 A88.19227
Expedmer_.l ftowfieldstudyon a supercntic_m,loil
p 139 A88-19671
On the use of composite grid schemas in compmational
ae_ p 185 A88-20283
Measummont and computa_on of the flow around the
tip of a liffmg rotor blade in hover
|AIAA PAPER 88-0047] p 199 A88-22032
Combuator test facility and optical inslnmlentation for
complextorbula_ reactingft_w
[AIAA PAPER 88-0052] p 249 A88-22035
Nawar-Stokes calcutations of the flowfield of a halicopter
rotor in hover
[AIAA PAPER 88-0106] p 199 A88-22076
The celct_tion of flow over iced aidoils
[AIAA PAPER 88-0112] p200 A88-22078
Effects of Mach number and Reynok:Is number on
leading-edge vo_ices at hQgh angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 88-0122] p 200 A88-22084
A natural low _ osoitkltion in the wake of an
aldoil near stalling _
[AIAA PAPER 88-0131] p 201 A88-22093
3-D LDA study of a rectangut_ jet
[AIAA PAPER 88-0183] p 202 A88-22133
_tion of airplane flow fields by natural
condensat_n effects
[AIAA PAPER 88-0191] p 202 A88-22139
and experimental v,erifCatic_'_ of an
forebody to produce disturbances eq_valent to those of
a forebody w_th flowing inlets
[AIAA PAPER 88-0195] p 202 A88-22143
l_estigatlena of low-speed nozzla/aftarbody
performancefor a gananc hypersonicconfiguration
[AIAA PAPER 88-0196] p 202 A88-22144
A consecvatJve approach for flow fietcl calculations on
m.ltk_ gnds
IAIAA PAPER 88-0224] p 264 A88-22166
An ex_l mvestigatlen of shock waves and
turbulent boundary layer _ in a
flewfietd trfough an annu_a_ duct
[AIAA PAPER 88-0272] p 204 /I.88-22199
The app_ation of Euler and Na_er-Stokas methodology
to 2-D and 3-D nozzkHIftarbody fiowfick_
[AIAA PAPER 88-0274] p 204 A88.22200
Nawer-Stokes so_tions of flowfleld charectaristics
produced by Ce accmticn
[AIAA PAPER 88-02g0] p 257 A88-22210
Exp_ment_ _estigation of loading effects on
s_,Aatsd compressor a_fod t;'ailmg-edge
[AIAA PAPER 88-0365] p 206 A88-22267
A comparison of _1 simutation and experimental
rnessuran_mts of flow through propellers
|AIAA PAPER 88-0367] p 206 A88-22269
Interactive display of thr_ geometries and
aerodynam¢ data
[AIAA PAPER 88-05f7] p 264 A88-22383
Prospects of computatmnal fluid dynam*csappl_d to
post-stall maneuvenng
IAIAA PAPER 88-0567] p 2t0 A88-22426
Acoustic vortical interaction in a complex turbu_nt
flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-0595] p 210 A88-?_.2445
Measurement and pr_ of propeller flow fiekl on
the PTA axc_aff at speeds of up to Mach 0.85 -- Pmpfan
Test Assessment
[AIAA PAPER 88-0667| p 240 A88-22497
Numerical study of two-dimensional impinging jet
flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 88-07031 p 213 A88-22528
Measurementsof higtW asymmetric_eow
[AIAA PAPER 88-0704] p 213 A88-22529
A contoor line pk)ttir_ system with poler coordinates
for aoroengme inlet flow fiek:l p274 A88-26640
A block structured mesh generat=on technique for
aerodynamic geometries p 274 A88-26747
A_edrmc gnd generauon for annularnozz_ eowr._
prediction p 275 A88-26751
Flowfield in a dual-inlat side-dump combustor
p 297 A88-27291
Theoretical analys_s of a_rcraft aflerbody flow
p 275 A88-27884
An expenmental study of the holo_N)hic technique
applied to superso_c cascade w_nd-tunn_
p 391 A88-29689
A vtscogs-in_scid interacbon method to predict
multi-element airfoil flows p 336 A88-30505
A second-order interactive method for the calculation
of attached flow about airfoil sections
p 336 A88-30506
IFM applications to trajectow predictions - Past. present
and future --- Influence Function Method for store loads
prediction within mrcraft flow fie_ds
[SAE PAPER B71792] p 339 A88-30781
A-121
FLOW DISTRIBUTION SUBJECT INDEX
The two-dimensional smoke wind tunnel of the Dept.
of Aeronautical Engineering of the National Defence
Academy p 385 A88-31195
A note on the effect of forward flight on shock spacing
in circular jets p 409 A88.3462t
Calculation of three-dimens=onal invisuid flowfields in
propulsive nozzles with centerbodies
p 409 A88o35510
Sofution of transonic flow in DFVLR axial compresso_
rotor by quasi.3D iteration between St and $2 stream
surfaces p 410 A88-36769
Hover suckdown and fountain effects -*- encountered
by V/STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872305] p 477 A88-37177
Calculation of externalointernal flow fields for
mixed-compress,_on inlets p 479 A88-37353
The Basic Aerodynamics Research Tunnel - A facility
dedicated to code validation
[AIAA PAPER 88.1997] p 531 A88-37910
Measurement of leading edge vortices from a delta wing
using a three component laser veiocirneter
[AIAA PAPER 88-2024] p 544 A88-37929
Velocity profile similarity for viscous flow development
along a longitudinally slotted wind-tunnel wall
[AIAA PAPER 88-2029] p 481 A88-37932
An experimental investigation of flowfield about a
muitielement airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 88-2035] p 481 A88-37937
Adaptation of flexible wind tunnel walls for supersonic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 88.2039] p 534 A88.37941
The research on adaptive wall wind tunnel in
Northwestern Polytochnical University of China
[AIAA PAPER 88-2040] p 534 A88-37942
Nay:at-Stokes computation of flow around a
round-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-2560] p 494 A88-40767
Unsteady nonsimitar laminar compressible
boundary-layer flow over a yawed infinite circular
cylinder p 495 A88-40970
Companson of computational methods for
thres-dimensmnal turbulent turbomachine_ flows
p 562 A88-42452
Three-dimensional flow in deep rotating stall cells of
an axial compressor p 562 A88-42461
Passive venting system for modifying cavity fiowfialds
at supersonic speeds p 563 A88-43028
LDA measurement of the passage flow field in an annular
airfoil cascade p 565 A88-43918
Computation of hypersonic ramjet-inlet flowfields using
an upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 88-2828] p 567 A88-44666
Fiowfiald measurements in an unstable ramjet burner
IAIAA PAPER 88-2855] p 595 A88-44678
Navier-Stokes computations for flowfieid of an advanced
turboprop
[AIAA PAPER 88-3094] p 568 A88-44754
Flow field around a propeller by Navier-Stokes equation
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 88-3150] p 568 A88-44769
Predicted flow field around the advanced IXopelier at
take-off
[AIAA PAPER 88-3151] p 568 A88-44770
Finite element simulation of jets in a crossflow with
complex nozzle configurations for V/STOL applications
[AIAA PAPER 88-3269] p 599 A88-44814
Numerical calculation for the flow field of transonic
cascade with inviscid-viscous interaction method
p 630 A88-45937
Experimental and numencal investigation of a propeller
with three-dimensional inflow p 631 A88-46221
Flow around and downstream of pointed or blunt yawed
cones in a Mech 7 or 5 stream
[AAAF PAPER NT-87-10] p 633 A88-46334
A new robust 3-D transonic wing design program utilizing
Dmchiet-type boundary conditions p 635 A88-47258
Prediction of oscillating thick cambered aerofoil
aerodynamics by a locally analytic method
p 636 A88-47771
Stagnation flow field analysis for an aeroessast flight
experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-2613] p 636 A88-47982
A numencal study of the hot gas environment around
a STOVL aircraft in ground proximity
]AIAA PAPER 88-2882] p 665 A88-48752
Control of supersonic intersection flowtiblds through
filleting and sweep
[AiAA PAPER 88-3534] p 641 A88-48869
Mode switching in supersonic circular jets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3610] p 687 A88-48896
Centadine Mach number charactenstics of highly heated
free jets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3612] p 642 A88-48898
Transonic shock/boundary-layer interaction studies -
Asymptotic theories, numerical solutions, and the role of
turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 88.3800] p 644 A88-48936
Navier-Stokes analysis of the performance and flow field
of single and counter-rotation propellers
[AIAA PAPER 88-3638] p 645 A88-48961
Three-dimensmnal computation of rotordynamio force
distnbutions in a labyrinth seal
[AIAA PAPER 88o3691 ] p 680 A88o48970
Computation and analysis of the shapes of St and $2
streamsurfaces in a transonic compressor rotor
[AIAA PAPER 88-3734] p 646 A88-48985
Evaluation of methods for predicting complex aircraft
flowfieids p 646 A88-49019
Application of viscous flow computations for the
aerodynamic performance of a backswept impeller at
various operating conditions
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-39] p 647 A88-49177
Separated flow on a wing at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 88-3548] p 694 A88-49387
Circulation discontinuity at the bend point of a swept
wing of large aspect ratio p 696 A88.50045
Effect of the boundaries of the test section of a wind
tunnel with rigid side walls and perforated horizontal walls
on flow over a wing of finite aspect ratio
p 696 A88-50050
Application of projection methods in wing theory
p 697 A88-50088
Two-dimensional viscous flow computations of
hypersonic scramjet nozzle flowfields at design and
off*design conditions
[AIAA PAPER 88-3280] p 743 A88-50785
Sublimating chemmal technique for boundary-layer flow
visualization in flight testing p 769 A88-50903
Turbulence alteration due to shock motion
p703 A88.51176
Aerodynamic study of a delta wing with sideslip and
high angles of attack p 704 A88-51368
Flow field prediction for helicopter rotor with advanced
blade tip shapes using CFD techniques
p 706 A88-51775
Euler solutions for steady flow of a helicopter rotor
p 706 A88-51776
Rotor plane velocities induced by a helicopter
fuselage p 706 A88-51777
A new approach for flow field and aidoade prediction
of hovering rotors p 706 A88-51781
Effect of the off-design work of the nose air intake on
flow pest a finite-span wing p 710 A88-52096
A projection-grid scheme for calculating transonic flow
past a profile p 785 A88-52795
A three dimensional zonal Navidr-Stokes code for
subsonic through hypersonic propulsion fiowfields
[AIAA PAPER 88-2830] p 785 A88-53106
CFD prediction of the reacting flow field inside a subscaie
scramlet combustor
[AIAA PAPER 88-3259] p 816 A88-53151
Flow field in the tip gap of a planar cascade of turbine
blades
[ASME PAPER 88.GT-29] p 787 A88-54173
The effects of an excited impinging jet on the local heat
transfer coefficient of aircraft turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 88-GT.66] p 847 A88.54197
On the prediction of unsteady forces on gas-turbine
blades, I - Typical results and potential-flow-interaction
effects
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-89] p 789 A88-54213
Behaviour of the leg of the horseshoe vortex around
the idealized blade with zero attack angle by tnpie hot-wire
moasurefnoflts
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-197] p 792 A88-54285
Calibration of CFD methods for high Mach number
aeroeogine flowfietds
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-199] p 792 A88-54286
Structure of tip clearance flow in an isolated axial
compressor toter
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-251] p 794 A88-54327
An experimental investigation of a vortex flow cascade
[ASME PAPER 88.GT-265] p 794 A88-54341
Nonuniform vane spacing effects on rotor blade forced
response and noise generation p 796 A88-54944
Wall intederence tests of a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil
in an adaptive-wall test section
[NASA-TM-4015] p 18 N88-10772
A natural low frequency oscillation in the wake of an
airfoil near stalling conditions
[NASA-TM-t00213] p 18 N88-10779
Fuel-injector / ak-swirl characterization
p54 N88-11150
Combustor-diffuser interaction program
p35 N88-t 1152
Heat transfer with very high free stream turbulence
p54 N88-11161
Flow in a model turbine stator p 55 N88-11163
The spatially nonuniform convergence of the numerical
Solution of flows
[NASA-TM-t00037] p 60 N88-11429
Theoretical and experimental study of flow*control
dev:ces for inlets of indraft wind tunnels
p 107 N88-11684
Development and application of computational
aerothermodynamios flowfieid computer codes
[NASA-CR-t81534] p 81 N88-12465
Three-dimensional unsteady flow elicited by finite wings
and complex configurations p 81 N88-12468
A study of two-phase flow in a reduced gravity
environment
[NASA-CR-172035] p 118 N88-12617
Driving mechanism of unsteady separation shock motion
in hypersonic interactive flow p 141 N88-13226
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles p 141 N88-13234
Numecmal experiments with hypersonic flows beneath
a cone-delta-wing combination p 141 N88-13238
Computation of flow past conical hypersonic wings using
a second order Godunov method p 141 N88-13241
Vortex formation over delta, deubie-delta and wave rider
configurations at supersonic speeds
p 142 N88-13243
Numerical optimization of conical flow waveriders
including detailed viscous effects p 157 N88-t3245
An analysis of the compressible-viscous flow field around
a 3D-oscillating wing p 142 N88-t3254
Computation of dynamic stall of NACA00t2 airfoil by
block pentadiagonal matrix scheme p 142 N88-13255
Numerical calculations of the flowfieid around
propellers p 143 N88-13261
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic transportation
aircraft configurations. 1: Flow-field simulation over
wing-fuselage combinations p 144 N88-13288
Computation of transonic flows with nacelle simulation
[SNIAS-872-111-117] p 146 N88-13300
Compressible Euier solution on a multiblock grid around
a wing-fuselage configuration
[FFA-TN-1987°46] p 146 N88-t3303
Unsteady aerodynamics of an oscillating cascade in a
compressabie flow field
[NASA-TM-100219] p 163 N88-13346
A numerical study of the effects of curvature and
convergence on dilution jet mixing
[NASA-TM-89878] p 163 N88-13347
Transonic Navier-Stokes computations of
strake-generated vortex interactions for a fightar-like
configuration p 147 N88-14073
Numerical study of chemically reacting flows using an
LU scheme
[NASA-CR-180882] p 164 N88-f4094
A theory for the core flow of leading-edge vortices
p 218 N88-14935
Proliminar 7 calibration and test results from the National
Transonic Facility p 253 N88-14941
Computational design of natural laminar flow wings for
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p 283 N88-16641
and natural icing tests of AH-64, phase 2
lAD-A188231 ] p 364 N88-18585
IOF.AL FLUIOS
N_ _ of flow of ideal fluicl _ cascade
in a plane p77 A88-16443
Projection method for calculating s_oaratad ideal-fluid
flow past bodies p 697 A88-50071
Drag of a mode_ body m the cese of ideal-fk_l flow m
a charm_ wdh porous walls p698 A88-50094
IDEAL GAS
Stabi(ity of supersonic flow of an ideal gas with a head
shock wave past cy_idncal channels and cav_ms
p 13 A88-12065
Optimal lifting wings with mqu_ed longitudinal balancing
characteristics p 14 A88-12075
Aerodynam_ charactanstics of long blunted cones under
conddJons of mtan_ mass transfer p135 A88-17732
Calculation of nonpotentiol flows of an ideal gas in
ax_ymmetric nozzles by the approxmtate factorization
method p 270 A88-25561
_tics of transon_ flOW over a profile near the
earth surface p696 A88-50046
I1DENTIFVING
Appiicatk)n of kno_dedge based systems to the
maintenance of inerbal system
p 354 N88-19441
IGNITION
Investigation of t'_gh-alMude ignition performance of
several Ct_eea jet fuels with d_fferent properties
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-178] p 41 A88-110_6
Fa_kJre analyses of stee_ breech chambers used w_th
a_c_aft catl_ge io_bon starters p113 A88-15114
Reduced H2-O2 mechanisms for use in reacting flow
s_mule0on
[AIAA PAPER 88-0732] p 255 A88-22554
Numerical correlation of gas turtxna combustor
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-242] p 820 A88-54321
An experimental _ves_gation of the ignition and
flammab_ty limits of various hydrocarbon fuels in a
two-dimeP'_K_al solid fuel ramlet
lAD-A184968] p 163 N88-13342
_gn_k)n and flamer_k_ng in su_ flow by ,_ec_
of dissociated hydrogen p 175 N88-13410
IGNII"ION UMITS
An expenmen_ investigation of the xjn_on and
flammability limits of various hydrocarbon fuels in a
_1 solid fuel ramjet
lAD-A184968] p 163 N88-13342
IGNITION SYSTEMS
Stress corrosion (:tacking of 4340 steel in ai¢craft
residues p 109 A88-15106
IMAGE ANALYSIS
A new approach for tight sm_Jlator visual systern_
p 251 A88-22873
Image extrapolation for flight s_mulator ,wsual systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-4577] p 832 A88-53629
IMAGE
DKjdal emulation of the AH-64A contrast tracker
[AIAA PAPER 88-4652B] p 813 A88-53827
IMAGE IN_0CES_
Recent developments in infrared data processing
p 28 A88-12751
A compact hKjh performance thermal imager
p 5O A88-12843
Knowledge-based multi-sensor _'nage fusmn
p 316 A88-L_o419
Control of raster positional movemertt in hig_ _
mutticolor prole_ors p 442 A88-34064
Certain design aspects of Vuncated comer reflector
dep4oyed in a Iocalizer antenna system
p 419 A88-34069
Methods of hend_.xJ and Wocemng ,mage_,
Proceedings of the Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Jan. 15,
16, 1967
[SPIE-757] p 454 A88-35896
Sorne ana_as of mghtsm_at_on systamsemp_/Ing
real wnagery p 454 A88-358g_
A digital video model deformalion system
p 4,56 A88-3650_
Cu_ont trend of digitat map processing
p506 A88-40533
The effect of aircraft angular vibrations on the quality
of remotely sensed _nages p 520 A88-41096
The c_rculation of an airfod starting vortex obtained from
instantar_ous vort_ m_Isurements over an area
[AIA_ PAPER 88-3620] p 643 AB8-48905
The automate generation of compu_ graphics source
code: No programming experience necessary
p 777 A88-50995
Image procea_ng as a too_ in flight test ev_leation
p 736 A88-51468
Dynan_c texture in visual system
|AIAA PAPER 88-4578] p832 A88-53630
Helicopter fire control: Advantages of an an_omatic
target tracker p106 N88-11667
Transport delay _tion for computer-generatod
,magerysyston_
[NASA-TM-1000_4] p 292 N88-17645
Sens_i_y of F-106B laadmg-edge-vortex images to
flight and vapor-soreen pararneters
[NASA-TP-2818] p 574 N88-23760
No_e generation and boundary layer effects in
vorlex-aicfoit inte_ction and methods of d4gital hologram
analys_s for theea flow fieids
[AD-A194191] p 797 N88-28883
IMAGE VELOCITY SENSORS
Invesbgabon of the o_namic charactansbcs of a sensor
wt_ch measu_as the verbcal component of wthd _
- The Vega balloon experiment p617 A88-45473
IMAC_ERY
Comparison of UNL laser imaging and _ system
and a phese/Doppl_ system for analy-z_g sprays from
a NASA nozzle
[NASA-CR-182437] p 318 N88-16956
IMAGING SPECTROMETERS
Design and test of the airoome visible/infrared imaging
specVometa¢ (AVIRIS) focal plane
p 736 A88-51064
IMAGING TECHNIOUES
Magnetic recording for near real tmle reconnaJasance
appNcations p 27 A88-12736
ll_ig_g through the atmosphere for a_rne
r " p 27 A88-12748
Argumentsfor ek_ctro-optca_ systems
p 27 A88-12749
True three-dimensional irna_ng techniques _ display
technologies; Proceedings of the Meeting, Los Angeles.
CA, Jan. 15, 16, 1967
[SPIE-761 ] p 453 A88-35276
The mamta_ance of " " scene databases
using the Analy'dcal Imagery Matching System (AIMS)
p 443 A88-35280
Flight test m_lgery - Getting more for less
[AIAA PAPER 88-2102] p 505 A88-38714
Aerodynamic irwest_tion by infrared imagu_
[AIAA PAPER 88-2523] p 545 A88-40713
Techmo_e_ to process, enhance, and display
multisensor fused image_ p588 A88-42935
Effects of update and refresh rates on flight simulation
wsual displays
[NASA-TM-100415] p 516 N88.22033
IMMUNOLOGY
Supersonic and subsonic aircraft no_e effects on
anm_als: A literature storey
[AD-A186922] p 329 N88-18373
A-147
IMPACT SUBJECT INDEX
IMPACT
Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aircraft wings
]NASA-CR-182451 } p 313 N88-16878
IMPACT ACCELERATION
Peak Acceleration Device (PAD)
{AD-At91639] p 579 N88-24611
IMPACT DAMAGE
Low-velocity impact damage in composites
p 255 A88-22768
Kaman braided structures p 255 A88-22771
Enhanced damping of non-metallic structures for
resistance to acoustical fatigue and impact damage
p 395 A88-31577
A substructure technique for dynamics of flexible
mechanical systems with contact-impact
p 396 A88-31652
Design, testing, and damage tolerance study of bonded
stiffened composite wing cover panels
[AIAA PAPER 88-2292) p 398 A88-32243
A correlation parameter for predicting the compressive
strength of composite sandwich panels after low speed
impact
[AIAA PAPER 88-2294) p 398 A88-32245
Use of time-of-flight C-scanning for assessment of
impact damage in composites p 446 A88-32825
Behaviour of damage tolerance of composite aircraft
structures p 544 A88-38187
Damage tolerance of advanced composite materials -
Compress=on p 608 A88-41874
Semi-IPN mathx systems for composite aircraft primary
structures p 609 A88-42387
Assessment of the effect of impact damage in
composites - Some problems and answers
p 610 A88-43198
Nonlinear finite element analysis to predict fan blade
impact damage
IAIAA PAPER 88-3163] p 617 A88-44774
FBW damage repair concepts examined
p 560 A88-45243
Quantitative characterization of impact damage in
composite materials - A comparison of computerized
vibrothermography and X-ray tomography
p 676 A88-46826
Damage tolerance of impact damaged carbon fibre
composite wing skin laminates p 804 A88-52670
Impact and damage tolerance properties of CFRP
sandwich panels - An experimental parameter study for
the Fokker 100 CA-EP flap p 804 A88-52671
Design manual for impact damage tolerant aircraft
structure, addendum
[AGARD-AG-238-ADDI p 734 N88-27185
IMPACT LOADS
Simulation and correlation of a helicopter air-oil strut
dynamic response p 230 A88-22746
An investigation of the spray produced by a yawed wheel,
including measurement of impact forces --- aircraft
wheels
I BU-363) p 425 N88-21 t 50
Control systems for platform landings cushioned by air
bags
lAD-A196154 ] p854 N88-29996
IMPACT RESISTANCE
KRASH parametric sensitivity study: Transport category
airplanes
I AD-A189962 ] p515 N88-22024
Improved procedure for impact probability computation
of aircraft crash based on Balfanz model
IJUEL-SPEZ-425] p 714 N88-27176
IMPACT STRENGTH
A study of damage tolerance in curved composite
panels
lAD-A190617 ] p541 N88-22092
IMPACT TESTS
Low-velocity impact damage in composites
p 255 A88-22768
Structural properties of braided graphite/epoxy
composites p 312 A88-25266
Passive damping _mpact on Air Force system
maintenance costs p 332 A88-31583
Full-scale transport controlled impact demonstration
program
[NASA-TM-89642] p 19 N88-10021
KRASH parametric sensitivity study: Transport category
airplanes
[ AD-At89962 ] p515 N88-22024
Peak Acceleration Device (PAD)
[AD-A191639] p 579 N88-24611
Fuel containment and damage tolerance in large
composite primary aircraft structures. Phase 2: Testing
{NASA-CR-172519J p658 N88-25452
IMPACT TOLERANCES
Damage tolerance of bismaleimide composites
[AIAA PAPER 88-4421 ] p 765 A88-51941
Fuel containment, lightning protection and damage
tolerance in large composite primary aircraft structures
[NASA-CR-3875] p 610 N88-23839
Design manual for impact damage tolerant aircraft
structure, addendum
[AGARD-AG-238-ADD] p 734 N88-27185
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
Design strategies for the development of a model
helicopter rotor impedance test facility
p 761 A88-51500
IMPELLERS
Theoretical analysis of rotational-speed fluctuations of
two-spool turbojet engines p 296 A88-26168
Rotordynamic forces on centrifugal pump impellers
p 543 A88-37108
Cascade lift ratios for radial and semiaxial rotating
cascades p 543 A88-37110
Computation of three dimensional transonic flow in a
centrifugal impeller using Euler equations
!AIAA PAPER 88-373t ] p 645 A88-48983
Application of viscous flow computations for the
aerodynamic performance of a backswept impeller at
various operating conditions
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-3g] p 647 A88-49177
Calculations of natural vibration frequencies for
gas-turbine-engine rotors on the basis of a method of
wave-dynamical stiffnesses and compliances
p 740 A88-49474
Structural substantiation of fan impellers accounting for
installation effects --- Ior helicopter gearboxes
p 729 A88-51799
Tip leakage in s centrifugal impeller
IASME PAPER 88-GT-210] p 792 A88-54296
Computation of the let-wake flow structure in a low speed
centnfugal impeller
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-217] p 793 A88-54302
Secondary flow measurements with L2F-technique in
centrifugal compressors p 303 N88-17676
JTDE 1 XTE34 materials research and development
report
[AD-A194268} p 745 N88-28063
IMPINGEMENT
Computer predictions of erosion damage in gas
turbines
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-127] p 46 A88-11054
Impingement of orthogonal unsteady vortex structures
on trailing aerodynamic surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 88-25801 p 492 A88-40749
Performance of supersonic impingement radial
turbines p t 82 N88.14367
IMPLOSIONS
Analysis for high compressible supersonic flow in
converging nozzle
[IPPJ-860] p 500 N88-22869
IMPROVEMENT
Performance improvements of an F-15 airplane with an
integrated engine-flight control system
[NASA-TM-100431 ] p 435 N88-2t 159
IN-FUGHT MONITORING
Flight characteristics of aircraft with gas-turbine engines
--- Russian book p 23 A88-10049
FDAD - A lab/field test tool --- Flight Data Analysis and
Display p 25 A88-10436
Implementation of a research prototype onboerd fault
monitoring and diagnosis system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2777] p 59 A88-12540
System design and effectiveness - Improving built-in-test
designs
(AIAA PAPER 87-2945] p 63 A88-14282
In-flight thrust determination and uncertainty
{SAE SP-674 ] p 91 A88-15226
In-flight thrust determination
ISAE AIR 1703l p 91 A88-15227
Uncertainty of in-flight thrust determination
[SAE AIR 1678l p 92 A88-15228
Inflight thermal data recording from IAF aircraft
p 295 A88-27639
ATTAS in-flight simulation and model-following control
--- Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System
p 358 A88-30206
The feasibility of measuring flow properties in flKJht
p 368 A88-30207
An overview of airborne vibration monitonng (AVM)
systems
ISAE PAPER 6717311 p 369 A88-30752
In-flKJht environmental effects on airplane composite
vertical fin caps
ISAE PAPER 871800l p 358 A88-30786
Advances in flight test instrumentation and analysis
[SAE PAPER 871802] p 359 A88-30788
An in-flight data system for chordwise turbulence
measurements during acoustic disturbances
p 426 A88-33076
Accuracies for digital multiple output air data systems
for angle of attack, pitot and static pressure
measurements p 429 A88-34080
An evaluation of a real-time fault diagnosis expert system
for aircraft applications p 430 A88-34863
In-flight flow visualization of F-106B leading-edge vortex
using the vapor-screen technique p 423 A88-36264
A real-time aerodynamic analysis system for use in
flight
[AIAA PAPER 88-2128] p 512 A88-38728
Development of a real-time aeroperformance analysis
technique for the X-29A advanced technology
demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 88-2145] p 512 A88-38738
In-flight measurement of airfoil icing using an array of
ultrasonic transducers p 714 A88-50910
Helicopter health monitoring from engine to rotor
(ASME PAPER 88-GT-227] p 809 A88-54310
Acquisition of gust statistics from Aircraft Integrated Data
Systems (AIDS] recorded data
|NLR-MP-86048-U-ISS-2] p 184 N86-t4586
Flight testing of fighter aircraft
[MBB/LKE.62/S/PUB/292] p 293 N88-17844
In-flight load measurements of the Robot-X canards
[AD-At93428] p 734 N88-27187
Robust digital model following controller for
helicopters
[DFVLR-FB-88-07] p 759 N88-27203
Proceedings of the t4th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Monitonng Systems
[DFVLR-MITT-88-04] p 693 N88-28001
From turboprop aircraft to multi-engined jet aircraft
Aircraft integrated Monitoring Systems (AIMS)
p 739 N88-28003
Aircraft component health monitoring: An effective
approach p 739 N88-28006
Onboard Life Monitoring System (OLMOS), hardware
equipment onboard and on ground p 739 N88-28009
A solutK_n to improve a military aircraft's
Onboard-Checkout-And-Mor_toring-System (OCAMS)
p 739 N88-28013
Proposal for the on-board part of a future aircraft
integrated monitonng system p 739 N88-28016
The development of acoustic emission for structural
integrity monitoring of aircraft
[AD-A196264] p 861 N88-30398
INCIDENCE
Expenmental study of three-dimensional separated flow
surrounding a hemisphere-cylinder at incidence
[AIAA PAPER 87-2492] p 3 A88-10498
Effects of incidence on three-dimensional flows m a
linear turbine cascade
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-110] p 790 A88.54228
Effect of free-stream turbulence, Reynolds number, and
incidence on axial turbine cascade performance
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-152] p 791 A86-54252
Effects of free stream turbulence, Reynolds number and
incidence angle on axial turbine cascade performance
p 162 N88-t3339
Experimental investigation of the transonic flow at the
leeward side of a delta wing at h_jh incidence
[ LR-518] p 499 N88-22861
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Investigation of the turbulent boundary layer on a
symmemcal aerofoil within a wide range of incidences at
different free-stream turbulence p 216 A88-23102
Numerical simulation of turbulent boundary layers over
rigid and deformable surfaces p 337 A88-30508
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
A numerical method for subsonic unsteady lifting
surfaces - BIS. III - Some additional numencal results
p 2 A88-10093
A new method of calculating optimum velocity
distribution along the blade surface on arbitrary stream
surface of revolution in turbomachines
{ASME PAPER 87-GT-30] p 4 A88-10991
Numerical prediction of turbulent flow in rotating
cavities
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-74] p 45 A88-11018
Unified equation of motion (UEM) approach as applied
to S1 turbomachinery problems
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-179] p 6 A88-11087
A numencal model for analysis of thin wings in inviscid
incompressible flow p 68 A88-13121
Free-wake analysis of helicopter rotors - A boundary
element approach p 68 A88-13265
A high order panel method for determining
incompressible flows around arbitrary bodies
p 68 A88-13267
A boundary element method for unsteady viscous
flows p 68 A88-13270
Expenmental studies on canard configurations
p 69 A88-13433
An experimental investigation of the coherent structure
in an incompressible jet
{AIAA PAPER 87-2715] p 124 A88-16563
Flow around a symmetrical profile (hydrodynamic
visualizations) p 169 A88-19865
A-148
SUBJECT INDEX INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
Meesurement and _ of the flow around the
tip of a lft_g rofor t_ede in hover
[AIAA PAPER 88-0047] p 199 A88-22032
Prediofmn of _ tud_j_d ftows in a dump
diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 88-0185] p 202 A88-22135
Numerical in_stigatk_ on the offect of fainng on the
vortex flows around airfoil/flat-plate junctures
[AIAA PAPER 88-0615] p 212 A88-22463
A multi-eleme_ voctox lattice _ for calculat_g the
geomeUy and effects of a he_optm rotor wake m forwtmd
f._t
[AI/_ PAPER 880664] p 212 A88-22494
Panel code sofve_
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-139] p 265 A88-22593
Numericel calculation of 3-D tudoule_ flow in a straig_
compressor cascade with circular-am blades
p 273 A88-26584
A second-order interactive method for the calculation
of attached 8ow about aidoa sections
p 336 A88-30506
Finite anelytic solution of turbule_ flow over an aidoil
p 337 _13
2-D _ separated flow _tion using
constra_t iteratio_ p 341 A88-31457
An upwind differermmg scheme for the time-accurate
incompressible Nawe_-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 88-2583] p 492 A88-40752
Anelysis of limit cycle flutter of an aidoil in i_
flow p 546 A88-41219
Multi-cell vortices con_o(_ed in large-scale difference
solution to the incompr_ Euter moons
p 571 A88-45706
Numermel study of incompressible v_cous flow over an
isolated airfoil p 630 A88-45930
Tu_outent drag reduction research at NASA Lang_y -
Progress and plans p 631 A88-46228
The asymmetric pwr of vortices adjacent to a spinning
cylinder - A small pe_udoation solution
p 635 A88-47263
TVD solution of the incompressible Navmc-Stokes
equatinns wah an imp_clt muaignd scheme
[ AIAA PAPER 88-3699 ] p679 A88-48827
Ap_ of sparse matrix solvers and Newton's
method to fluid flow problems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3700] p 679 A88-48828
Compotation of vortical interaction for a sherp-edged
double-delta wing p646 A88-4g017
App_cation of projeclk_1 mathods in vnr_j theory
p 697 A88-50088
A potent_l theory for the steady separated flow about
an aerofoil section p 708 A88-52012
Several features of well flow in the wmg-hJselage junctinn
regton p 710 A88-52078
Effect of the off-design work of the nose mr intake on
flow past a finite-span wing p 710 A88-52096
Predictio_ of the pressure distribution for radial inflow
between co-rotating discs
{ASME PAPER 88-GT-61 ] p 847 A88-54193
Calculation of aerodynam¢ charsct_tics of
three-dime_c.ionel finite span wings in potardial
incompressible flow p 82 N88-12631
The development of s computer code (U2DIIF) for the
numencat solution of unsteady, invisod and mcomprsss_le
flow over an airfoil
[AD-A185033] p 145 N88-13293
Detta wing in incompressib4e flow. Experimental study
in F2
[ONERA-RT-36/1147-AN-249=G} p 145 N88-13298
Navier-Stokes solutions for laminar incompressible flow
over a NACA 0012 airfoil and a backward facing step
|FFA-TN-1967-50] p 319 N88-16966
Prediction of lanY, nar and turbukmt flows past single and
twin airfods p 574 N88-24589
Fmito elemem analysts of incompressible ve;cous flow
around multi-ek_nent aerofo_s p 682 N88-25634
INC_ FLUIDS
Asymptotic theon/of separated flows -- Russian book
p 675 A88-46060
INCONEL (TRADEMARK)
The status and prospects of Alloy 718
p 610 A88-45708
INOEXES (DOCUMLqTATIO_
Eng,_e structures: A bibtiogr_)hy of Lewis Research
Center's research for 1980-1987
[ NASA-TM-100842 ) p 619 N88-24002
INDUCTION (MATHEMATICS)
The use of ride induction to essist in the d_agnosis of
avionic circud board defects
[ETN-88-92077] p 521 N88-22899
INDUCTION MOTORS
Process SUlp_X_t compressor motor electromagnetic
desert summ=y
[DE87-O1435g] p 52 N88-11048
_IAL MANAGEIENT
The C_MS6 en_ne _._y - _n mtem_ da_opr_nt
( ASME PAPEFI 88-GT-296 ) p862 A88-543_5
_S
New Soviet helicopter technology and its potential for
industhal use p 1 A88-10_57
sa_,y atu_ _l ereargency rsed_ esr_ce
hef¢opter ope_mon
[PB88-917001] p 352 N88-19422
Competitive assessment of the US civil he_
indusW
{Pt_8-186325] p 561 N88-24574
INELASTIC
_ mode_g of superelk_y single crysta_ *_th
verification testing p43 N88-11169
Specialty three-dm_nsionel finite element analysis
codes p 548 N88-22393
MHOST: An efficient finite element program for
analysis of solids and structures p 525 N88-22394
B4[RT A_
An AES dedth pmr_ng study of the deports formed
on eluminium dunng the jet fuel thermal o_ teat
p 387 A88-29175
INERTIA
Effect of fluid ine_a on the perfom_mca of squeeze
film damper supported rotors
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-220] p 48 A88-1t117
A new method for the estimation of alto'aft ine_a
cheracte_stJcs p 661 N88-26.530
INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Ma.u_-tu_g aspects of some cntcal hxjh preo=on
mecher_,el components of inertial devices
p 677 A88-47042
Dynarr_s and cont_ of a gymsco_ force meesunng
system p 677 A8_47043
INEBTI.IJ. NAVIGATION
Inertial na_gation - Tecl'_ s_tos
development Vends p20 A88-10682
GPS/INS hybrid nav,,gatton for amcraft
p 22 A88-13090
Prop_ treatment of the delta-range _ in an
integrated GPS/inertial system p 150 A88-17328
Integration of GPS/INS for _ _docity
accuracy p 151 A88-17330
Nawgatton in_ts and systems -- Russum book
p 152 A88-19364
The relative merits of nng laser gyroscopes and
'iron-w'neef' gyreacopes in application to medium acoJracy
INS for combat aircrsfl p 179 A88-20481
A fault-tolerant multise_ser navi_ system de_
p 295 A88-26670
MLS/INS tem_nat area rmvKjation
[SAE PAPER 871877) p 353 A88-30826
The evolution continues . Ring laser gy_o (RLG)
narration system for helicopters p 353 A88-30933
Estimation of the effect of cawgation system precision
and reliability on flight safety p 419 A88-33850
Integrated inertmt reference systems for flight-conl_ol
and navtgation p419 A88-34074
Error anelysis of a slrs4xIow_ ine_lial nawgation system
with sing_ ax_ stabd_[ation p419 AB8-34075
Yuma fright-test validation of an integrated GPS/ine_ial
nawgation system p 419 A88-34078
Institote of Na_gat_n, Annual Meeting. 43n:I, Dayton,
OH. June 23-25, 1967. Proce_ p 431 A88-35551
Overview of the IISA/ABICS Flight Test Program ---
Integrated Inertial Sensor Assemofy/Ada Based Integrated
Coots-of System for fighter mrcraft p 432 A88-35559
A modem Tower of Babel - Integration, test. and
evaluation of inertially aided avio_cs
p 432 A88-35562
Institute of Nav',gation. Technical Meeting, 1at, Colorado
_, CO, Sept. 21-25, 1987, Proceedi_
p 502 A88-37376
Integration of GPS receivers into existing inertial
nawgatiort systems p 504 A88-37399
A fully integrated GPS/Doppler/inertiat nav_
system p 504 A88-37400
GPS integcation with low-cost inertial navKjation unit
p 504 A88-37402
T-33 aircraft demonstration of GPS aided inertial
navlgatJo_ p 504 A88-37403
Integration of differential GPS wn*h INS for precme
position, attdude and azimuth determmatK_
p 504 A88-37405
Oscillogyro design, manufacture and performance
p 662 A88-47032
A rmnew of the rnechancal design and devek_:m_t
of a hlgh perlomnance accelerometer
p 677 A88--47047
Ob_tacia-avo*darce automabc guidance A
co_-'_ot-deve_t study
IAIAA PAPER 88-4189] p 7t5 A88-50279
Angle of attack estimation using an inert_l reference
platform
[AIAA PAPER 88-4351] p699 A88-50595
Use of an extamsI cascaded Kaknan filtm to improve
the perfom_mea of a Global Positioning System (GPS)
inertial na_gator p 716 A88-50961
Choosing the best sok_on to the GPS integrity and
coverage Issues p 716 AB8-51382
High-accuracy kinematic positioning by GPS-INS
p 717 AB8-51385
Flight demonstration of redundancy management
algorithms for a skewed array of _ sensors
[AIAA PAPER 88-4434) p738 A88-51949
Test equipment _th fiber opec data bus and leser gyro
slmpdown system LTN-90 for the he_coptar BO-105
[ESA-TTo1038] p 22 N88-10025
NAVSIM 2:. A computer program for
akJed-nm_ navKjat]on for ak'craft
(NASA-CR-177438) p 87 N88-12478
Ttwtoenth Biennial Guidance Test Sympos_m, volume
1
[AD-A185782] p 354 N88-19427
Commoea_ in the des_n and product_ of the H-423
(F3) and H-770 (F-15) RLG inertial narration systems
p 354 N_8-19431
The globel positioning system as an aid to the tasting
of inortial nav-,gation units (votome I, addendra_ 1 )
[AD-A185783] p 355 N88-19443
An evelustion of percept_ns of form, fit. function (F3)
standardization on the Standard Inertial Nav_atk)n Unit
(STD INU) program
[AD-A188955) p 355 N88-19446
O_: PerspeclNes for Measurement Tectmlk_pes and
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windsheer
[AIAA PAPER 88-4657| p 738 A88-51911
m the wake of am_afl: An inveat_abon of
the effects of a ground plane on trailing vortices. Literature
survey
[IC-AERO-REP-86-04] p 16 N88-100t4
LOW _RilECT RATIO
Measurements and calculations of steady and _tory
pressures on a low aspect ratio modal at subsonic and
transonic speeds p 140 A88-19737
Design and test Of a low aspect ratio fan stage
[AIAA PAPER 88-2816] p 600 A88-45010
Computational design of low aspect ratio _lot
configurations for transm_ wind-tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-18302t ] p 587 N88-24630
LOW ASPECT RATIO
The flow visualizaticn on the rotary wing with low aspect
ratio p 2 A88-10094
Effect of a dividing p_ate on the symmetnclty of separated
flow over a low*aspect-ratio delta w_g
p695 ,,,,88-50034
Projestmn method for calculating separated ideal-fluid
flow past bodies p 697 A88-50071
A numenc_l method for unsteady _ flow about
iow-espect.ratio
[AIAA PAPER 88-4362] p 700 A88-50605
Analysis of _ in the sofutlon Of the problom
of _ flow st0ond a low-aspacl-ratlo delta w_g
p 709 A88-52047
Theoreticel-nun_rical study of feesibility of use of
winglets on low aspect ration w_gs at subsonic and
transo_c Mac_ numbers at reduce drag
[NASA-CR-4174] p 711 N88-27168
LOW COST
Low cest windowless ceckpit msesrch vehicle
[SAE PAPER 861755] p 39 A88-10156
An update on the dual-stage test procedure for low-cost
measurement of parachute performance
p 83 A88-13408
Real-time computer generated intage_f for a low cost
helP-.opter f_:jht s_muiator
[AIAA PAPER 88-0174] p 250 A88-22124
Low cost ve_'rsatile remotely piloted veh_e (RPV) data
links p 418 AB8-33663
LORAN - A low cost sofubon for cerlain range
applicatimls p 419 A88-33692
GPS integration with low-coat inertial nav_ation unit
p 504 A88-37402
Des_ and operation of low cost remotely-piloted
affcraft for soentitic field research p 656 A88-47t84
A multiprocessor avionics system for an unmanned
research vehicle
[AD-A194806] p 815 N88-29800
LOW DENSITY MATERIALS
Fatigue crack prol_gation behawer of 2091 T8 and 2024
T3 unde¢ constant and variable amplitude loading
p 312 A88-25176
Apple:align of _ in aerospace
p 388 A88-29685
Shear strength of advanced alurmnurn sine'lures
[AIAA PAPER 88-2369] p 447 A88-35946
Quantitat_'e characterization of impact damage in
composite materials . A comparison of computerized
vVorofhermography and X-ray tomngr_y
p 676 A88-46826
LOW FREO_F.NCIES
Reductinn of low frequency buffet from a bkdf body at
transo_c speeds p 703 A88-51175
Subhannonic aliasm<j and its effects on the AFTI/F-16
d_g_talf ightcontrolsystem
[AD-A190614] p 529 N88-22042
Awcraft inte_or no_se reduction by alternate resonance
tumng
[NASA-CR.182540] p 689 N88-26909
LOW LEVEL _NCE
Measurement and analysis of tow altitude atmosphedc
turbulence obtained usm 9 a specmlly instrumented Gnat
aircraft p 857 N88-29728
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
LOW NOISE
Design and fabrication requirements for icw-no_se
superso_c/hyparsom:w_d ton_e_
[AIAA PAPER 88-0143] p 250 A88-22104
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
Predictio_ of _t source flow between corotabng
disks w_th an anisoUopk: two-equal|on turbulence model
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-73] p 45 A88-11017
Aero_n'.cs at low Reynolds nurnb_s Re g_eater than
10 to the 4th and less than 10 to the 6th; Proceedings
of the International Conference, London, England, Oct.
15-18, 1986. Vofumes 1, 2, & 3 p8 A88-I 1176
Aerodynamics at low Reynok:ls numbem - A rev,,erv of
theoretical and experimental research at Delft Universi_
Of Technology p8 A88-11177
A sm_pte method for the prediction Of seperatiml bubOle
formabon on aerofo_s at low _ nund_er
p8 A88-11179
A theorof_ study of span_s_perk_c 3-O
distud_nces m the wake of a s_ghtty stallod w_g at low
Reynolds ntant)e_ p8 A88-11180
A smok_ study of low Reynok_s number flow over
a NASA LRN(t) - t 007 airfnil section p9 A88-t 1181
An analys_s of unsteady, two-dimenml separation
bubbles p9 A88-11182
Low Reynolds number airfoil design at _ Douglas
Aircraft Company p9 A88-11183
Boundary layer and performance characteriatk:s fron_
wind tunnel tests of a low Reynolds number Liebeck
airfoil p 9 AB8-11184
Transition and separation control on a iow-Reynofds
number airfoil p9 A88-11186
Control surface effects on the low Reynofds number
behawor of the Wortmann FX 63-137
p 10 A88-11187
Recent _te in boundary_ computaton
p 10 _111_
On sor_n_ _ aemo'ynarr_cs _ of _
NACA 0012 at Reynolds nurni3ers of 125o000 and
400,000 p t0 A88-ft189
Low Reynolds numb_ wind tunrm_ measurements - The
importance of being earnest p 10 A88-.111g0
Recent deveicpments in the celculaticn of flow over low
Reynofds-number a_folls p 10 A88-11191
On the determination of the 2-D characteristics of
aerofoils at low Reynok:ls nund)em plO A88-11192
Recent wind tunnel experiments at low Reynolds
nunlbecs p 11 A88-11193
Low-Reynok_s number aerodynamics research at NASA
Langley Reseerch Center p 11 A88-11194
The nalculabon Of flow about aerofoils at low Reynofds
number with applicaticn to remotely piloted vehick_
p 11 A88-11197
Unsteady separation at low Reynolds numbers
p 73 A88-14150
Details Of the computed flowfietd over a cecu4ar _
at Reynolds number 1200 p 73 AB8-14159
Effect Of acoustic excitation on the flow over a low-Re
airfo_ p 75 A88-14459
vmcous-imasod anaty_s Of Vansonic aed low Reynofds
number airfoils p 76 A88-15710
Vortex roll-up m an oltiptic wng at modsrmely low
Reynolds numbers p 197 A88-21979
Performance characteristics from wind-tunnol tests Of
a low-Reynolds_ airfo_
[AIAA PAPER 88-0607] p 211 A88-22455
Boundary-layer instat_lity mechanisms on a
swept4esding edge at Mach 3.5
[SAE PAPER 871858] p 340 A88-30_15
Analytical study of fltction and heat transfer in the vicindy
of a three-dimensional cntical point at low and moderate
Reynolds nun_ers p 483 A88-38847
Numerical prediclk_t of aerodynamic ped_rmance for
a low _ _ aidoil
[AIAA PAPER 88-2575] p 491 A88-40744
Design of low Reynotds number airfoils. I
[AIAA PAPER 88-2572] p 494 A88-40765
Boundary layer measurements on an airfoil at a low
Reynolds _ in an oscillating treestream
p 563 A88-43008
Validation of methods for the calculation of
low-Reynolds-number hypersonic flow by wind tunnel
tests
[AAAF PAPER NT-87-14] p 633 A88-46338
Design of low Reynolds number airfods. II
[AIAA PAPER 88-3764] p 644 A88.-48934
Aerodynamics forces on airfoils at high angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPER 88-3696] p 645 A88-48973
Separated flow on a wing at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 88-3548] p 694 A88-49387
Heat transfer at blunt leading edges at low Reynolds
numbers p 694 A88-50013
Sweep effects on low Reynolds nun'fo_ stall
hysteresis
|AIAA PAPER 88-4419] p 708 A88-51939
A-163
LOW SPEED SUBJECTINDEX
Transition modeling effects on viecous/inviscid
interaction analysis of low Reynolds number airfoil flows
involving laminar separation bubbles
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-32] p 787 A88-54175
International Conference on the Aerodynamics at Low
Reynolds Numbers between 10(4) and 10(6)
[ONRL-7-023-C] p 16 N86-10010
A study of the effect of random input motion on low
Reynolds number flows
JAD-A195559] p 798 N88-29747
LOW SPEED
Low altitude/airspeed unmanned research aircraft
(LAURA) preliminar 7 development p 12 A86-11205
Computational studmes in low speed roto_
aerodynamics p 133 A86-17293
Invisoid theory of two*dimensional aerofoil/spoiler
configurations at low speed. I - Some experiences on
simple panel methods applied to attached and separated
flows. II - Steady aerofod-spoiler characteristics
p 140 A88-t9776
A study of the rotor idling conditions during start-up on
a pad p 364 A88-32754
Low-speed aerodynamics of apex fences on a tailless
delta configuration p 569 A88-45277
On the prospects for increasing dynamic lift
[RAE-TM-AERO.2068) p 17 N88-10018
A swept wing panel in a low speed flexible walled test
section
JNASA-CR-41061 p 145 N88-13292
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of a UH-I equipped
with a terrain mapping receiver antenna
] AD-A186274 ] p236 N88-14980
A review of technologies applicable to low-speed flight
of high-performance aircraft investigated in the Langley
14- x 22-foot subsonic tunnel
INASA-TP-2796 J p 411 N88-20264
The affect of sting interference at low speeds on the
drag coefficient of an ellipso_al body using a magnetic
suspension and balance system
[NASA-CR-181611 J p 413 N88-20274
LOW SPEED STABILITY
Low-speed longitudinal flying qualities of modern
transport aircraft p 812 N88-29738
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
The velocity field of a lifting rotor in low-speed forward
flight
[AIAA PAPER 88-0666l p 229 A88-22496
Measurements of highly asymmetric trailing-edge flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-07041 p 213 A88-22529
Design techniques for developing a computerized
instrumentation test plan --- for wind tunnel test data
acquisition system p 442 A86-33066
Development of the University of Texas at Adington
Aerodynamics Research Center
(AIAA PAPER 88-20021 p 531 A88-37913
Drag measurements on a body of revolution in Langley's
13-inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System
[AIAA PAPER 88-20101 p 532 A88-37918
Adaptive wall research with two- and three-dimensional
models in low speed and transonic tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 88-2037l p 533 A88-37939
Wind tunnel interference on unsteady two-dimensional
aerofoil motions in low speed flows p 535 A88-38169
The wall pressure signature matrix method for solid wall
interference correction of low-speed wtnd tunnel
p 671 A88-45931
Summery of low-speed wind tunnel results of several
high-speed counterrotation propeller configurations
{AIAA PAPER 88-31491 p 638 A88-48758
Aerodynamics forces on airfoils at high angles of
attack
(AIAA PAPER 88-3696] p 645 A88-48973
Details of low speed intake test facility at the Warton
(United Kingdom) 2.7m x 2. lm wind tunnel
IAXM-1271 p445 N88-21174
Contraction design for small low-speed wind tunnels
]NASA-CR-182747J p 537 N88-22045
Summary of low-speed wind tunnel results of several
hKjh-speed counterrotation propeller configurations
]NASA-TM-1009451 p 575 N88-24597
A low speed wind tunnel investigation of Reynolds
number effects on a 60-deg swept wing configuratien with
leading and trailing edge flaps
INASA-CR-181684 J p 648 N88-25441
Effects of independent variation of Mach and Reynolds
numbers on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics
of the NACA 0012 airfoil section
INASA-TM-4074] p 784 N88-28879
LOW TEMPERATURE
Antimisttng kerosene: Low temperature dogradation and
blending
INASA-CR-t 82725] p 675 N88-26495
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
The Antonov An-74 bnngs high tech to low
temperatures p 23 A88-10876
LOW TURBULENCE
Subsonic wind tunnel design for low turbulence and flow
visualization capabilities
IAIAA PAPER 88-4672] p 762 A88-51918
LOW VISIBILITY
Implementation and flight*test of a multi-mode rotorcraff
flight-control system for single-pilot use in poor visibility
p 439 A88-35377
Flight investigation of the tradeoft between
augmentation and displays for NOE flight in low visibility
p 440 A88-35394
Flight simulator experiments concerning take-off visibility
minima
{NLR-TR.86050-UJ p 416 N88-20281
LOW VOLTAGE
Low voltage electro-impulse de-icer
[AIAA PAPER 88-00211 p 227 A68-22019
LOW WEIGHT
L.W. SKAD (light weight survival kit air droppable)
development program p 83 A88-13410
The design, development and construction of the U M 10
ultrelight non-ngid airship p 90 A88-14305
LUBRICANT TESTS
Neutron and positron techniques for fluid transfer system
analysis and remote temperature and stress
measurement
(ASME PAPER 87-GT-219J p 48 A88-11116
ASLE, Annual Meeting, 42nd, Anaheim, CA, May 11-14,
1987, Technical Prepnnts p 177 A88-18751
Standardization of lubricity test
[AD-A187776] p 389 N88-18736
LUBRICANTS
Principles of the use of fuels end lubricants in civil
aviation --- Russian book p 838 A88-54001
Technology developments for a compound cycle
engine p 298 N88-16637
LUBRICATING OILS
The simulation of aircraft engine oil deposits under static
conditions and their influencing factors
[ASLE PAPER 87-AM-5A-1] p 173 A88-18757
Field expenence with quantitative debns monitonng ---
aircraft engine lubricant diagnosis
[SAE PAPER 871736] p 371 A88-30757
Application of quantitative debris monitoring to gear
systems
(AIAA PAPER 88-2982l p 615 A88-44716
Development of the T406-AD-400 oil scavenge system
for the V-22 aircraft
I ASME PAPER 88-GT-297] p 821 A88-54366
LUBRICATION
ASLE, Annual Meeting, 42nd, Anaheim, CA, May 11-14,
1987, Technical Preprints p 177 A88-18751
Improved oil-off survivability of tapered roller beanngs
I NASA-CR- 1808041 p 53 N88-1113:5
Standardization of lubricity test
lAD-A187776] p 389 N88-18736
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Advances in aircraft transmission lubricant filtration
technology
IAIAA PAPER 88-2984] p 616 A88-44717
LUMPED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
Flutter of circulation control wings
IAIAA PAPER 88-2345] p 363 A88-32266
M
MACH NUMBER
Initial user experience with an artificial intelligence
program for the preliminary desK:jn of centrifugal
compressors
IASME PAPER 87-GT-217] p 58 A66-11115
Theoretical and experimental analysis of a compressor
cascade at superoritical flow conditions
]ASME PAPER 87-GT-256] p 8 A88-11136
Stability analysis as an aid in the design of laminar
profiles p 70 A88-13437
High Mach propulsion system installation and exhaust
system des_ln considerations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2941 I p 98 A88-14279
A reflection mechanism for aft fan tone noise from
turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2699] p 124 A88-16551
An experimental investigation of the coherent structure
in an incompressible jet
[AIAA PAPER 87-2715] p 124 A88-16563
Numencal studies on rarefied flow over a flat plate at
an angle of attack p 78 A88-16852
Design of an adaptive control augmentation stability
system for fighter aircraft whose flight altitude and Mach
number vary p 165 A88-17143
Effects of velocity profile on boundary-layer shielding
]AIAA PAPER 87-26781 p 188 A88-18652
Coherent large-scale structures in high Reynolds number
supersonic jets p 138 A88-19229
Measurements and calculations of steady and oscillatory
pressures on a low aspect ratio model at subsonic and
transonic speeds p 140 A88-19737
Effects of Mach number and Reynolds number on
leading-edge vortices at high angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 88-0122] p 200 A88.22084
Design and fabrication requirements for low-noise
supersonic/hypersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 88-0143] p 250 A88-22104
Euler solution of flow over wing with a full-span control
sudace at subsonic spesd
[AIAA PAPER 88-0398] p 207 A88-22294
Turbulent separated flow in the vicinity of a single-slotted
airfoil flap
|AIAA PAPER 88-0613] p 211 A88-22461
Shock wave/turbulent boundary-layer interactions
induced by a semicone p 217 A88-24508
Vortex/separated boundary-layer interactions at
transonic Mach numbers p 275 A88-28033
Boundary-layer instability muchanisms un a
swept-leading edge at Mach 3.5
[SAE PAPER 871858] p 340 A88-30815
NASA small civil airplane research
[SAE PAPER 872404] p 331 A88-30975
Mach number effects on transonic aeroelastic forces
and flutter characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 88-2304] p 344 A88-32253
Unsteady supersonic computations of arbitrary
wing-body configurations including external stores
[AIAA PAPER 88-2309] p 344 A88-32257
Clarity only in endurance testing --- for propfan
engines p 376 A88-32373
An experimental facility for determining the aerodynamic
performance of model helicopter rotors
p 386 A88-32537
Calibration of seven-hole probes within Mach number
range 0.50-1.30 in FFA high speed wind tunnel facility
p 456 A88-36501
Mach number corrections for a two-foot propeller rig
in solid and slotted test sections
[AIAA PAPER 88-2056] p 534 A88-37946
Calculation of steady transonic viscous flows with small
separation bubble around an arbitrary airfoil
p 569 A88-45301
Steady Newtonian flow over two-dimensional airfoils
p 631 A88-46047
Avanti - Pushing ahead to certification
p 657 A88-48458
Centerline Mach number characteristics of highly heated
free jets
{AIAA PAPER 88-3612] p 642 A88-48898
Transonic flow modes of an axisymmetric blunt body
IAIAA PAPER 88-35361 p 646 A88-49005
Attenuation of Mach number nonuniformity in
compcessibie gas flow in subsonic and supersonic
nozzles p 695 A88-50032
Mathematical model of a sensor for determining Mach
number and flow velocity direction p 698 A88-50103
Numerical investigation of a Mach 35 axisymmetric inlet
with multiple bleed zones
[AIA.A PAPER 88-2588] p 700 A88-50779
Reduction of low frequency buffet from a bluff body at
transonic speeds p 703 A88-51175
Properties of wall pressure fluctuations in a separated
flow over a compression ramp p 703 A88-51177
A preliminary design study of supersonic through-flow
fan inlets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3075] p 616 A88-53137
A full Navier-Stokes analysis of a three dimensional
hypersonic mixed compression inlet
[AIAA PAPER 88-3077J p 785 A88-53138
Test results and theoretical investigations on the ARL
19 supersonic blade cascade
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-202] p 792 A88-54289
Fundamentals of fighter aircraft design: Engine retake
and afterbody p 158 N88-13322
Shock structure and noise of supersonic jets in simulated
flight to Mach 04
[NASA-TP-2785] p 268 N88-16510
Mach number effects on transonic aeroelastic forces
and flutter characteristics
INASA-TM-t00547] p 277 N88-16675
Preliminary in-flight boundary layer transition
measurements on a 45 deg swept wing at Mach Numbers
between 0.9 and 1 8
{ NASA-TM-100412 ] p459 N88-20598
Measurement and analysis of the noise radiated by low
Mach numbers centrifugal blowers
{AD-A189226] p 471 N88-20966
High Reynolds number, low Mach number, steady flow
field calculations over a NACA 0012 airfoil using
Navier-Stokes and interactive boundary layer theory
[AD-A189871 ] p 496 N88-22005
A-164
SUBJECT INDEX
ROW quality of NAL _ f_nsonle wind
tunnY. Pert 1:Mach number distributib¢_, flow an_
and pret_mary study of side wall boundary _ =_'_
[NASA-Tr-20209] p 539 N_BS-22911
Aeropropulsive characteristics of iso_ted combined
turbojet/ramjet _ at Mach numbers from 0 to 1.20
[NASA-TP-2814] p 573 N88-23757
Analysis of experimental data for cast 10-2/DOA2
supaccnfk:al aidoll at blgh Fi_ rRgnbers
[AD*A192827] p 711 N88-27166
Theoretical-nurnehcal study of fe_ of use of
on low aspect ration wings at subsonic and
transomc Mach numbers at reduce drag
[NASA-CR-4174] p 71t N88-27168
MAClt REFLECTION
Heat flux on the surface of a wedge in Mach rofleofion
and reguler mftectibn of shock waves
p 486 A88-40375
MACFIINE TOOLS
_ me duraba_ and re_a#_/of se_cted macaw
components in the surface-t_oatment process
p678 A88..48150
MACHINERY
Rolling element bearing monitoring and diagnostics
t_
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-212] p 850 A88-54298
MACHINING
Assonng the durability and reliability of selected machine
components in the surface-tn_atmentprocess
p678 A88-48150
MAGNESIUM AJLLOYS
Dosignmg with magnes=um alloys -- for missiles and
milita_ fixed wing azrcraft parts p 388 A88-29681
Apphcation of magnesium in aerospace
p 388 A88-29685
Analyse; of grmn refinement and superplastlcity in
alummum-magnes_Jm alloys
[AD-Af93029] p 765 N88-27283
MAGNETIC BEARINGS
The oil-free shaft line
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-168] p 849 A88-54263
Vibration and control of flexible rotor supported by
magneto
[NASA-TM-100888] p 619 N88-23977
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
A qualitative method for determining the temperature
pattern Of run gas turbine bledes
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-102] p 45 A88-11037
MAGNETIC RECORDING
Magnetic recording for near real time r
applications p 27 A88-12736
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Stabilization of precession-free rotors supported by
magnets p 111 A88-13342
Application of chaos theory to the contacting dynamos
of high-speed rotors p 395 A88-31529
Magnetic suspen.s_on and balance systems for use with
wind tunnels p 456 A88-36518
Magnetic suspension and balance system (MSBS)
advanced study l - System design p 443 A88-36519
Strata-gage balance calibration of a magnetic
s_Jspens,,onand balance system p 457 A88-36520
Digital control of wind tunnel magnetic suspens=on and
balance systems p 443 A88-36522
A revmw of Magnetic Suspension and Balance
Systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-200GJ p 532 A88-37917
Drag measurements on a body of revolution in Langley's
13-inch Magnetic Suspensk_t and Balance System
IAIAA PAPER 88-2010] p 532 A88-37918
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of slanted base ogr,_ cyfindecs using
magnetic suspaoso_ tschnok>gy
[AIAA PAPER 88-2011 I p 481 A88-37919
Progress towards extreme attitude testing with Magnetic
Suspees_n and Balance Systems
IAIAA PAPER 88-2012] p 532 A88-37920
A forecast of new test capabilities using Magnetic
Suspans_on and Balance Systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-2013] p 532 A88-37921
Study on needs for a magnebc suspen_on system
operating with a transon*c wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-2014] p 533 A88-37922
Super magnets for large tunnels p 605 A88-43521
Status of magnetic suspension technelogy
p 252 N88-14939
The effect of sting interference at low speeds on the
drag coethcmnt of an ollipsoldal body using a magnetic
sus_ and balance system
[NASA_R-181611] p 413 N88-20274
MAGNETIC VARIATIONS
The _ of a dicectional gyroscope for remotety
piloted vehicles and s_miler appbcations
p 662 A88-47030
Stabilization of pre_free rotors supported by
magnets p 111 A88-13342
I_J_rrAINABlUTY
Electm_n_ trend monitoring and exceepance recording
systems - A means to improved turbine engine re_
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-87] p 29 A88-11027
AI_ re_/maintainability methodology as a
function within life cycle cost -- of am:raft turbine e_jme
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-172] p 46 A88-11082
Field repair compounds fer _ and thermo_
composdes p 106 A88-13148
IVleeting AH-64 A attsck holicoptar des_ objectives with
a systems approach to mterconnectlon
p156 A88-20566
USAF R&M 2000 process p 449 A88-33122
Maintenance "platesus' - A transition from mathematical
predictionsto user cont,-mledre_Iity levels
p 407 /t,88-34173
Tes_ng new mrcraft - Is there an R&M challenge?
[AIAA PAPER 88-2182] p 474 A88-38752
Ma_tamb_y - A der._ge paramater
[AIAA PAPER 88-2f84] p 474 A88-38753
Reliability and ma_ evaluation during flight
test
[AIAA PAPER 88-2185] p 474 A88-38754
A retiabildy and _lity pred_ n_Knedofogy
for the conceptual aircraftdesign process
p 582 A88-42852
Supportability evaluabon prediction process
p 623 A88-43336
Supporlability in a.'craft systems through tschno4ogy and
acquisition strategy applications
[AD-A186465] p 195 N88-15759
MAINTENANCE
Computational methods in modern repair technology
p 178 A88-19262
Fibre composite repair of cracked metallic aircraft
components - Practical and basic aspects
p 129 A88-19268
Parts renewal in continuous-time Monte Carlo roliab_ity
sirrlulatio_ p 614 A88-43362
Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator
(IESS)/Logistios Suppoct Utility Analysis (LSUA): A study
into new test facilities and support techno_ for
integrated comrnurucetion, oawgation, ide_ttication
p 761 A88.5104f
jet engm d_g,_st_-sandtrend_j:Roadrsap_ the
future p 743 A88-51049
Ai_,_rtl'W_ss of leng-tite jet transpod structures
p 95 N88-11674
Avionic cocos=on p 160 N88-13332
US Naval Air Force avionic and electrical system
corrosion prevention and controlmaintenance
p 161 N88-13334
Rotorcraft transmission p 262 N88-15802
Micro PAVER concept and deve_pment airport
pavement management system
lAD-A187360] p 386 N88-18598
Profitometer for bonto-damage-repa_ed arfield
pavements and measurement of pavement upheaval
Report 1: Technology evaluation
lAD-A187985] p 387 N88-18601
Predictive corroszon rno_, vofume 1
[AD-A191229 } p611 N88-24739
Avionic and electncal system corrosion preventk_ and
control maintenance p 766 N88-28119
Fuel effects On flame radiation and hot-section
durability p 843 N88-29925
MAINTENANCE TRAINING
Simulated akoraft m_ntenance trainers - Then and
now p 252 A88-22875
An artificial intollcJence (AI)-simutation based approach
for aircraft maintenance training p 265 A88-22876
Flak:l evaloatlo_ of interacbve simolatlon for
maintenance training: SH-3 helicopter electro-mechar_al
blaclefold system
lAD-A185923] p 253 N88-14991
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Versatile simulation testbed for rotorcraft speech I/O
system design
ISAE PAPER 861661] p 57 A88-10154
An integrated display for vertm..al sduatlon awareness
in commercial transportaircraft
ISAE PAPER 8617701 p 57 A88-10158
Flying complex approach paths using the nacrowave
landing system
[SAE PAPER 861771J p 35 A88-10159
The advantages of a primary flight display
ISAE PAPER 861730J p 58 A88-10162
The advsntage of flightpath.-onented s_tuation disp_lys
during microl0urst encountecs
[SAE PAPER 861733] p 35 A88-10164
Design deficiency - Probable cause of fatal aircraft
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p 316 A88.26253
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
Effect of molecular structure on soot formation
characteristics of aviation turbine fuels
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-21] p 836 A88-54167
MOMENT DISTRIBUTION
The correction principle of a spring bar and its application
to the moment control system p 746 A88-49929
Friction force and the moment of friction forces in
attachment joints during the turning of two flight vehicles
relative to the joints. II - Spherical joint
p 767 A88-50008
Numerical and anaiyticai investigation of friction forces
and moments in a spherical joint --- of two flight vehicles
p 767 A88-50017
MOMENTS
The unsteady forces and moments induced by
blade-vortex interaction p 132 A88-17283
Semiempirical method for wediction of aerodynamic
forces and moments on a steadily spinning light airplane
[NASA-TM-4009] p 80 N88-12456
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
A now method for the estimation of aircraft inertia
characteristics p 661 N88-26530
MOMENTUM
Determination of compressor in-stall characteristics from
engine surge transients p 434 A88-35505
MOMENTUM TRANSFER
Momentum exchanges and energy transfers in cross
flow fans
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-32] p 44 A88-10992
MONITORS
On microcomputer intelligent monitor of aircraft
simulation system p 160 A88-17142
Airborne data monitoring system (ADMS)
p 777 A88-51466
Assessment of gas turbine vibration monitoring
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-204] p 850 A88-54291
Knowledge based jet engine diagnostics
p 299 N88-17210
Airplane runway performance monitoring system
{NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-t-CU] p 581 N88-24621
Aircraft emissions characterization: TF41-A2.
TF30-P103 and TF30-P109 engines
[AD-A192053] p 602 N88-24638
MONOCULAR VISION
An integrated approach to helmet display system
design p 520 A88-41368
MONOPOLE ANTENNAS
Monopole elements on circular ground planes --- Book
p 260 A88-23875
MONOPULSE RADAR
Azimuth estimation techniques for monopulsa SSR
p 417 A88-33184
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of monopulse
SSR in actual environment p 418 A88-33189
Monopulse secondary surveillance radar
p 449 A88-33330
Radar data processing with new generation monopulse
SSR radars p 450 A88-33336
Operation of monopulse SSR at difficult sites
p 418 A86-33342
MONOTONE FUNCTIONS
Software reliability models for fault-tolerant avionics
computers and related topics
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MONTE CARLO METHOD
Gas turbine safety improvement through nsk analysis
(ASME PAPER 87-GT-15] p 458 A88-36743
Parts renewal in continuous-time Monte Carlo reliability
simulation p 614 A86-43362
MORPHOLOGY
Elevated temperature crack growth studies of advanced
titanium aluminides
]AD-At89025] p 389 N88-19618
MOTION
Effect of motion cues during complex curved approach
and landing tasks: A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2773] p 96 N88-12480
MOTION PERCEPTION
Designing for design effectiveness of complex avionics
systems p 591 N88-23788
MOTION SIMULATION
Oblique-wing research airplane motion simulation with
decoupling control laws
[AIAA PAPER 88-0402] p 245 A88-22296
CONC: A program for analyzing concurrent robot
programs without loops p 623 A88-42724
A-172
SUBJECT INDEX NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
_to_ evatua_on of mov_g-mo_ W for
w _ dynamo ground atlects
p 761 A88-50914
Effects of updato and refresh rates on flight simulation
v_sual dimays
[NASA-TM-t00415] p 516 N88-22033
MOTION SIMULATORS
Digital adaptive control of hydraulic fright simulation
motion platform p 401 A88-29262
MOTION STABILrrY
The Lieponov function rnethed in motion polystablty
problems -- of winged mrcraft p165 A88-t 9476
Motion of a _ body with an extema_ suspended
load -- hatcoC_r _ in a_
p436 A88-34015
Sta_lity of airplanes in ground effect
p 604 AB8-45276
Steady-state motions of a heavy axisymrnetnc body in
a medium with drag -- aerodyr_n¢ effects on parachute
descent p634 A88-46894
An efficient patched grid Navier-Sto_es sofution for
rnultip_ bodies, ph=_ t
[AD-At94166] p 853 NeS-291t0
MOTOR VEHICLES
Air(raft and ground vatlk_ fitction cecratation teat results
obtained under wmtar runway conditions during joint
FAA/NASA Runway Friction Program
[NASA-TM-100506] p 364 N88-18582
MOUNTAINS
MLS successfully meets a classic landing-aid
challenge p 152 A88-18844
Geometric rnode_ng of flight infom_tion for graphical
cocko_ d_otay
[AD-A190484] p 537 N88-22043
MOU_
A study of the TCAS 2 collision avoidance system
mounted on a Boeing 737 a[crafl
[NASA-CFI-18,?.457] p 286 N88-16687
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
The ramp PSR. a solid-state _llance radar
p 449 A88-33328
AutoregressNe moving average rno_ of radw target
s_gnatutes p 613 A88-42791
CFAR analysis tor medium PRF acbome pu_es Dopp_¢
radars p 769 A88-50952
IBRCA AIRCRAFT
Tornado/Jaguar/EAP expermnce and configuration of
design p 382 A88.3269t
F-15E flight test program ove_mw - March 19e8
[AIAA PAPER 88-2077] p 511 A88-38704
Onboard L_e Monitoong System (OLMOS), haro'wam
equtpment onboard and on ground p 739 N88-28009
Tornado: AidTame fatigue life mooltor_g
p 69_ N88-28011
MTBF
Reduce unconfirmed removals through mechanical
design p452 A88-34188
The time sVess measurement demce: A new
techmque/tool for I_fe analysis and testab_
p 452 A88-34189
The flight control maintenance diagnosbc system
p 761 A88-51045
MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
Measurement of rnultq_th propagation of
electromagnetic waves in actual a_oort emmonments
p 506 A88-39613
MULTiPHASE FLOW
Stability of conical and curved anntdar diffusers for
mixed-flow compresso_
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-191) p 6 A88-11096
MULTIPLEXING
Dffferent_l GPS with a esqoenong receiver
p 505 A88-37406
At 29 advanced _ fer meeting ioday's combat
helicopter requirement p95 N88-11669
MULTI_ (COMPUTERS)
AOSP - Mu_ architecture and system
considerations
[AtAA PAPER 87-2790] p 59 A88-12544
Desig_ a master executNe for a distributed
mult_rocessor avionics system p 464 A88-34054
Mu_oroceesor i_ of reat-t_ne
multi-sen,sor integration m p 429 A88-34076
Multiprocessor software development for an unmanned
research vehicle p 776 A88-50989
Dynamic modetling and estimation of the en'or due to
asynchronmm in a redundant asynctaonoes rnultiprocessor
system
[NASA-CR-177427] p 759 N88-27205
MULTISENSOR APPLICATIONS
K_ m,ulti-seP-,=or mlage fusion
p 316 A88-26419
Mult_r_ in'_tations of real-time
multi-sensor integration avionics p 429 A88-34076
Mu_ple target tracking us_g sensor anays
p 466 A88-34777
Tectnqu_ to process, anhence, aed dsp_y
n'K#,Jsonem fused m_aganj p588 A88-42935
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IBLISCUI.AR _
Inv_lkm of interactions between limb-manq_tor
dynamics and effective _ roH contm4
charactemtCs
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MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
Aircraft accident report: Joe Foster Excevat_g, Inc., Bell
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N
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Compmison of theory and experiment for propfan
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Transonc inlet/nacelle code p 562 A88-42459
Ca_ of transonio flow past an engine nacelle
p 694 A88-50002
Computa_on of 1_anson_cflows wdh nan_e smlulation
[SNIAS*872-111-117] p 146 N88-13300
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
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Natural laminar flow nac_le for transport aJrcratt
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Flight research on natural laminar flow
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Testing of the enge_ compartment fire extingu_w_
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NAP-OF-lrI._-EARI_ NAVIGATION
Far-fie4d rni_ planolng for nap-of-the-earth flight
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nap-of*_ flight p 420 A88-35371
Terrain foliowiog/ten'am avo*dance/threat avoidance for
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p 440 A88-35394
Obstacio-avo_ance automa_ gu_ance A
concept-deve_pmeet study
[AIAA PAPER 88-4t89] p 715 A88-50279
Cockpit concepts for nap of the earth hel¢opters
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Considerations for automated nap-of-ttm-earth rotor(raft
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Handling qualities criteno_ for vary low visibility
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Some data processing requirements for preosK)n
Nap-Of-the-Earth (NOE) guidance and control of
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NAPtnlPIENES
Availabd_y and cost estimate of a high naphthene,
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NL_SA _
Aerospaceptane - NASA's flame rekindled
p 65 A88-16376
Results of NASA's Energy E_ Engine Program
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NASA smat_ civil ak'plane resea_
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Lang4ey advanced real-time sm_la_on (ARTS) system
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PAN AIR analysis of the NASA/MCAIR 279-3: An
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NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
NASA-Langley Research Center shapes tomorrow
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NASTRAN
AH-64A shake test and corrolation with NASTRAN finite
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NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
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NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM SUBJECTINDEX
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National Aviation Weather Advisory Unit operations and
recent developments
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NATURAL LANGUAGE (COMPUTERS)
SWAN: An expert system with natural language interface
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NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
Navier-Stokes simulations of rotor/stator interaction
using patched and overlaid grids p 2 A88-10354
Explicit multigrid algorithm for quasi-three-dimensional
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Cascade viscous flow analysis using the Navlar-Stokes
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Calculation of three-dimensional viscous flows in
turbomschinery with an impl_it relaxation method
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Parabolized Navier-Stokes analysis of ducted
supersonic combustion problems p 2 A88-10361
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transonic cascade flows
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Application of advanced computational codes in the
design of an experiment for a supersonic throughflow fan
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flow with a Navlar-Stokes code
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Performance of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code
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Nev_er-Stokes equations p 73 A88-14160
Solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for the flow
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NumencaJ Solution of the Newer-Stokes equations with
emphasis on rotorcraft applications p 134 A88-17312
Turbulence modeling in shock/boundary-layer
interactions
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A parallel algorithm for the numerical simulation of the
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds
numbers around an airfoil
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Nevcer-Stokes simulations of transonic flows over a
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A new finite element method for computing turbulent
flow near a Propeller
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Navier-Stokes solutions for transonic flow over a wing
mounted in a tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 88-0102[ p 199 A88-22073
Multizone Nevier-Stokes computations of viscous
transonic flows around airfoils
IAIAA PAPER 88-01031 p 199 A88-22074
Navmr-Stokes calculations of the flowfield of a helicopter
rotor in hover
IAIAA PAPER 88-01061 p 199 A88-22076
Solutions for hypersonic viscous flow over delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 88-01261 p 200 A88-22088
The computation of the boundary region using the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
[ AIAA PAPER 88-023t I p 203 A88-22173
The application of Eular and Navier-Stokes methodology
to 2-O end 3-O nozzla-afterbody flowfields
IAIAA PAPER 88-0274] p 204 A88-22200
Navier-Stokes solutions of flowfield characteristics
Produced by ice accretion
IAIAA PAPER 88-02901 p 257 A88-222f0
Some numerical and physical aspects of unsteady
Nevter-Stokes computations over airfoils using dynamic
meshes
IAIAA PAPER 88-0329 p 206 A88-22240
Computation of cascade flows at high Reynolds number
by numerical solution of the Navisr-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 88-0364 p 206 A88-22266
Hypersonic torebody performance sensitivities based on
3-0 equilibrium Naviet.Stokes calculations
IAIAA PAPER 88-0370 p 206 A88-22272
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An equilibrium air Navier-Stokes code for hypersor, c
flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-04191 p 208 A88-22311
Multigrid solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for flow
over t_s
[AIAA PAPER 88-07051 p 213 A88-22530
Navier-Stokes solution for a thick supercritical airfoil with
strong shocks and massively separated flow
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An upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes code for real gas
flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-07131 p 258 A88-22538
An intsgrated Navier-Stokes and wave optics numerical
simulation technique for predicting the aero-optical
performance about Subsonic surveillance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-0753] p 237 A88-22570
Numerical simulation of compressible Navier-Stokes
flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-151] p 258 A88-22601
Circulation control airfoils in unsteady flow
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A close coupling procedure for zonal solutions of the
Nevier-Stokes, Eular and boundary-layer equations
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3D-computational mesh generation around a propeller
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Generation of patched multiple-region grids using elliptic
equations p 274 A88-26743
Numerical study of the vortex burst phenomenon for
delta wings
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Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for
leading-edge separation vortices p 335 A88-30500
Navier-Stokes simulation of primary and secondary
separation vortices around delta wings
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The simulation of aircraft vortex dissipation in a calm
and turbulent atmospheric boundary layer
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Explicit finite-volume time-marching calculations of total
temperature distributions in turbulent flow
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Numerical simulation of turbulent flows using
Never-Stokes equations p 409 A88-33046
Calculation of external-internal flow fields for
mixed-compression inlets p 479 A88-37353
Recent developments and engineering applications of
the vortex cloud method p 480 A88-37358
Numerical study Of the skin friction on a spheroid at
incidence p 482 A88-38376
Comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
vortex flow over a delta wing p 485 A88-39278
The numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations
for an F-16 configuration
[AIAA PAPER 88-2507] p 487 A88-40702
Nevier Stokes computation of the flow field over delta
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JAIAA PAPER 88-2558] p 489 A88-40734
PNS calculations of hypersonic transitional flow over
cones
[AIAA PAPER 88-2565} p 490 A88-40738
Computational validation of a parabolized Navier-Stokes
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IAIAA PAPER 88-25661 p 490 A88-40739
Numerical analysis of multiple element high lift devices
by Navier Stokes equation using implicit TVD finite volume
method
(AIAA PAPER 88-2574J p 491 A88-40743
An upwind differencing scheme for the time-accurate
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 88-2583) p 492 A88-40752
Application of Navier-Stokes analysis to predict the
internal performance of thrust vectoring two-dimensional
convergent-divergent nozzles
IAIAA PAPER 88-2586J p 493 A88-40755
Navlar-Stokes computation of flow around a
round.edged double.delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-2560] p 494 A88-40767
On the use of subcycling for solving the compressible
Nevier-Stokes equations by operator-splitting and finite
element methods p 495 A88-4t269
A multigrid-relaxation scheme for the Navier-Stokes
equations p 563 A88-43164
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes prediction of flight
characteristics of modified Boeing 767 cavity flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-2508] p 566 A88-44525
An upwind method for solving the Navier-Stokes
equations p 566 A88-44589
Computation of hypersonic ramjet-inlet flowflalds using
an upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 88-2828J p 567 A88.44666
Finite element solution of 3D turbulent Navier-Stokes
equations for propeller-driven slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 88-3089] p 567 A88-44753
Nav_er-Stokes computations for flowfield of an advanced
turboprop
[AIAA PAPER 88-30941 p 568 A88-44754
Flow field around a propeller by Navier-Stokes equation
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 88.3150] p 568 A88-44769
An implicit Navier-Stokes analysis of turbine rotor-stator
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 88-3090] p 568 A88-45124
Numerical study of incompressible viscous flow over an
isolated airfoil p 630 A88-45930
Numerical Navier-Stokes solutions of high-speed
propeller flows p 631 A88-46214
Stagnation flow field analysis for an aeroassist flight
experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-2613] p 636 A88-47982
Modeling the three-dimensional flow through a soramjet
inlet with a hybrid PNS/PPNS code
[AIAA PAPER 88-2826] p 637 A88-48483
A block space-marching method for the Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 88-3199] p 638 A88-4849t
Time-consistent RNS Solutions for unsteady subsonic
flow over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 88-3561 ] p 638 A88-48786
On the use of an implicit procedure to accelerate
convergence of full pseudospectral solutions to the
Navier-Stokes equations of motion for flows with shock
waves
[AIAA PAPER 88-3644] p 679 A88-48805
TVD solution of the incompressible Navlar-Stokes
equations with an implicit multigrid scheme
[AIAA PAPER 88-3699] p 679 A88-48827
Numerical Navlar-Stokes solutions of supersonic slot
injection problems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3710] p 640 A88-48834
Unsteady separation over maneuvering bodies ---
perturbed aerodynamics of flying aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-3542] p 642 A88-48875
Navlar-Stokes solutions of transonic nozzle flow with
shock-induced flow separations
[AJAA PAPER 88-3814J p 643 A88-48900
Analysis of symmetric wake behind a circular cylinder
using a direct Solution technique end Newton's method
[AIAA PAPER 88-3608] p 645 A88-48942
Navier-Stokes analysis of the performance and flow field
of single and counter-rotation propellers
[AIAA PAPER 88-3638] p 645 A88-48961
An efficient patched grid NaVier-Stokes solution
procedure for multiple bodies .-- rotor blade
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 88-3559] p 681 A88-49OO4
Computation of vortical interaction for a sharp-edged
double-delta wing p 646 A88-49017
Transonic separated flow prediction based on e
mathematically simple, nonequilibrium turbulence closure
model p 701 A88-51153
Some rotorcraft applications of computational fluid
dynamics p 706 A88-51774
A three dimensional zonal Navier-Stokes code for
subsonic through hypersonic propulsion flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 88-2830J p 785 A88-53106
A full Navier-Stokes analysis of a three dimensional
hypersonic mixed compression inlet
[AIAA PAPER 88.3077) p 785 A88-53138
Navier-Stokes solutions for rotating 3-0 duct flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-3098J p 844 A88.53142
CFD prediction of the reacting flow field inside a subscale
scramjet combustor
[AIAA PAPER 88-3259] p 816 A88-53151
Laminar flow velocity and temperature distributions
between coaxial rotating disks of finite radius
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-49] p 847 A88-54185
Development of a 3D Navier Stokes solver for application
to all types of turbomechinery
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-70] p 788 A88-54201
Prediction of compressor cascade performance using
e Navier-Stokes technique
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-96] p 789 A88-54217
Computation of transonic separated wing flows using
an Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach
[NASA-TM-88311 ] p52 N88-11089
Flow in a model turbine stator p 55 N88.11163
Development and application of computational
aerothen'nodynamics fiowfield computer codes
[NASA-CR-1815341 p 81 N88-12465
Numerical analysis of flow through scramjet engine
inlets p 141 N88-13233
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles p 141 N88-13234
Numerical experiments with hypersonic flows beneath
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p 276 N88-16630
Generation of surface grids through elliptic partial
differential equations for mrcraft and
configuratioes
lAD-A186631 ] p 402 N88-19169
Numerical simulation of subsonic and tramson¢ propeller
flow
I NASA-TM-100163 } p411 N88-2026,?.
Mode 2 fracture mechar_cs p 548 N88-22418
Design method for laminar flow control of
_1 a_rfo_ in incompressible flow Numerical
study of LFC design corK:eptS
IDE88-751809] p 498 N88-22859
Proceedings of the 5th NAL Sympos_m on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
I NAL-SP-SI p 681 N88-25630
Analysis of gas turbine test cell number 1. Lemoore
Naval Air Stabon. CaJifomm
[ AD-A192870 ] p 673 N88-26380
VSAERO analysis of tip plenforms for the free-tip rotor
INASA-CR-t77487] p 712 N88-28036
NUMERICAL CONTROL
A geometry system for aeredynarn¢ design
[AIAA PAPER 87-2902] p 120 A88-14265
Samp_d data _nentatio_ of ewjenstructure
assignment technique p 185 A88-18899
PAOMAD - An integrated software for CIM in
composites p 263 A88-20712
Performance evaluation of medium access control
protocols for distributed digital avio_ic_
IASME PAPER 87-WAIDFJC-2] p 264 A88-212_9
An advanced d_ flight control concept fer single pilot,
attack hel¢_oter operations p 247 A88-22777
Synthes_ and conversion of eircraft direct force control
modes p 248 A88-23206
Computer appl_:a_ns rn aircraft design and ooerat_on;
Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Computer Aided Design. Manufacture and Operat_
the Aeronautics and Space Industhes. Pans. France. June
16-18. 19_7 p 194 A88-23259
C.omputer systems in future advanced air fraffk:
management p 224 A88-23264
Computer-ass=sled aircraft amvais management using
speed control p 225 A88-23266
Computer-aided flight envelope expansion for en
advanced technology fighter p 233 A88-23267
Theory and development of discrete multivanable
regulators essunng robust tracking p 326 A88-27756
Digital adaptive corlfrol of hydratdic flight simulation
motion pleffocm p 401 A88-29262
Microprocessor control of aerospace hydraulic pumps
[SAE PAPER 871863] p 373 A88-30818
D_gdal actwe co_trol law synthesm for aeroservoelasbc
systems p 380 A88-31475
DKjltai controller for a cycloconverter link hrustdess dc
motor pump drive p 433 A88-34089
OFT digital flight control design as ap_led to the
AFTI/F-16 p 437 A88-34109
Desagn of adaptive direct dKjdai flight-mode control
systems incorporating recurswe step-response matrix
*dentifiers for hKjh-performance aircraft w_h noisy
sensors ) 438 A88-34113
Multivanable PI and PID digital control law designs for
a high performance aircraft ) 438 A88-34117
A subsonic enalys_s of Digital Datcom using several
forward swept w_ng configurations ) 438 A88-34118
Assessment of digital flight-control technology for
advanced combat rotorcrafl ) 439 A88-35367
Common module implementats)n for an avor_c digital
map ) 430 A88-35380
D_gltal control of wind tunnel magnetic susoens_n and
balance systems ) 443 A88.36522
A hmJ'gy mooltored AV-8B Hamer II d_tal fright control
system
[SAE PAPER 872332] p 527 A88-37201
Micr0_orocessor control of high-speed wind tunnel
stagnabon pressure
[AIAA PAPER 88-2062| p 535 A88-37949
A study of dig_l _-by-wire cor_ro( system design for
elastic aircraft p 527 A88-38191
Discrete-continuous control of programmed aircraft
guidance -- Rus.s_n book p 603 A88-41824
Method for the experimental determination of the
frequency cheractenstics of an elastic flight vehicle with
a o_gdai control system p 747 A88-50095
Automatic riveting machine for sphencally-tormed
airframe structures
[ETN-88-91024| p 399 N88-18924
NUMERICAL FLOW VlSUAUZATION
A nome'ncal mod_ for analys_s of tt_n _ngs in inviscid
mcompr_ flow p 68 A88-13121
Flow field Study on a 65 de_ delta wtng
p 69 A88-13435
N_I simulation of self-sustained end forced
oscdlations in jet shea_ leyers p 73 A88-14155
Detai_s of the computed ltowfietd over a circuku cylinder
at Reynolds number 1200 p 73 AS_14t59
Analysis of u_teady wake of a c[cular cylinder usm(J
Namer-Stokes equatior_ p 73 A88-14160
Numerical solution of norl-statio_ary three-dime_Mo_
transon¢ flow over a thin body p 77 A88-16446
A parallel algonthm for the numencal simulation of the
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at high R_
numbers arOund an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-97] p 136 A88-18482
Numerical simulations of an oblique detonation wave
englno
AIAA PAPER 88-0063 ] p 239 A88-22043
A numerical study of three-di_l separated flows
around a sweptback blunt fin
AIAA PAPER 88_125] p 200 A88-22087
Numerical sm_lations of non-equilibnum hypersonic flow
past blunt bodies
AIAA PAPER 88-0512] p 209 A88-22378
Noneq_librium reacting hypersonic flow about blunt
bodies -Numencal prediction
AIAA PAPER 88-0514] p 209 A88-22380
Three dimensional representation of e mull_:_e-vortex
microburst for corporate awation simulators
AIAA PAPER 88-0584] p 262 A88-22440
R. Thomas Davi_: His contributions to numerical
simutation of vL_cous flows. II - Technical perspectives
AIAA PAPER 88-0602] p 211 A88-22451
Numerical investigation of fhree-dimensional flow
saparatmn using the boundary layer equattons
AIAA PAPER 88-0617] p 212 A88-22465
Application of the hypersonic analogy for valk_ation of
the _1 simulations
AIAA PAPER 88-0618} p 212 A88-22466
Numerical study of the vortex burst phenomenon for
delta _ngs
AIAA PAPER 88-0505} p 334 A88-29823
Current progress on the ml simalation of
detached flows around airplanes p 338 A88-30556
Free-vortex flow simulation using a
Euler aerodynan_c method p 410 A88-36266
Numerm..al simulation of a subsonK: jet in a OrOSS_
[SAE PAPER 872343] p 478 A88-37209
Numencal simulation of compressible flow field about
complete ASKA a_oraft configuration
[SAE PAPER 872346] p 478 A88-37212
Numencal study of the skin friction on a spheroid at
incidence p 482 A88-38376
The nu_ sm_ulation of the Nawer-Stokes equations
for an F-16 configuration
{AIAA PAPER 88-2507] p 487 A88-40702
A-179
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Numerical simulat=on of wings in steady and unsteady
ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 88-2546] p 488 A88-40728
A method to increase the accuracy of vortical flow
simulations
IAIAA PAPER 88-2562] p 490 A88-40736
Computational simulation of vortex generator effects on
transonic shock/boundary layer interaction
[AI/U_ PAPER 88-2590J p 495 A88-40771
A numerical study of viscous flow in inlets and
augmentors
{AIAA PAPER 88-0187l p 495 A88-41092
The numerical simulation of transonic separated flow
about the complete F-16A
[AIAA PAPER 88-2506] p 564 A88-43242
Numeric simulation of physical flow phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 88-3525] p 638 A86-48781
Robust mull/grid computation and visualization of
separation and vortex evolution in aerodynamic flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-3604] p 639 A88-48800
Numerical computations of transonic critical
aerodynamic behavior
(AIAA PAPER 88-4038] p 639 A88-48832
Vortical flow analysis for F-106B configuration
[AIAA PAPER 88-37451 p 640 A88-48842
Computat=on of steady and unsteady vortex-dominated
flows with shook waves p 768 A88-50328
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional lifting flows
by a vortex panel method
[AIAA PAPER 88-4336_ p 698 A88-50582
Helicopter free wake implementation on advanced
computer architectures p 705 A88-51761
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Euler solutions for steady flow of a helicopter rotor
p 706 A88-51776
Numerical integration of the 3D unsteady Euler equations
for flutter analysis of axial flow compressors
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-255] p 794 A88-54331
Analysis of gas turbine test cell number 1, Lemoore
Naval Air Station, California
lAD-A192870 ] p 673 N88-26380
NUMERICAL STABILITY
Three-dimensional flow in a rotor - A strictly
three-dimensional calculation of flows in turbomachines
using the $1-$2 method p 44 A88-10628
Effect of computation parameters on the results of 3-D
potential methods
[ONERA, TP NO, 1986-1691 p 140 A88-19862
NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
An interact=ve method for modifying numerical model
wind forecasts p 552 A88-38679
The Federal Aviation Administration/Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (FAA/MIT) Lincoln Lsberatory
Doppler weather radar program p 622 N88-25118
NUSSELT NUMBER
Effects of channel aspect ratio on heat transfer in
rectangular passage sharp 180-deg turns
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-1131 p 46 A88-11041
NYQUIST FREQUENCIES
Syntheses of reduced-order controllers for active flutter
suppression p 35 A88-10095
0
O RING SEALS
High performance gas compressor seals
p 772 A88-52178
Brushes as high performance gas turbine seals
IASME PAPER 88-GT-182] p 850 A88-54273
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
Diffraction of an oblique shock wave in the vicinity of
an externat right-angle corner p 70 A88-13741
Numerical simulations of an oblique detonation wave
engine
IAIAA PAPER 88-0063] p 239 A88-22043
Analysis of oblique shock-detonation wave interactions
in the supersonic flow of a combustible medium
[AIAA PAPER 88-0441 ] p 258 A88-22327
Oblique shook/laminar boundary layer interactions m
hypersonic flow
IAIAA PAPER 88-06031 p 270 A88-25300
Prediction of supersonic oblique shock wave in arbitrary
internal passage by method of characteristics
p 337 A88-30516
OBLIQUE WINGS
Oblique-wing research airplane motion s0mulation with
decoupling control laws
I AIAA PAPER 88-04021 p 245 A88-22296
Eigensystem synthesis for active flutter suppression on
an oblique-wing aircraft p 246 A88-22607
Flight control for the F-8 Oblique Wing Research
Aircraft p 305 A88-27365
Aeroelastic tailoring for oblique wing lateral trim
IAIAA PAPER 88-22631 p 381 A88-32220
A-180
An integrated study of structures, aerodynamics and
controls on the forward swept wing X-29A and the oblique
wing research aircraft
[NASA-CR-181548] p 96 N88-12486
Conceptual final paper on the preliminary design of an
oblique flying wing SET
[NASA-CR-182879] p 517 N88-22891
OBSERVABILITY (SYSTEMS)
Observers for failure detection of actuation systems
p 113 A88-14536
A research of non-linear observers for lateral motion
of aircrafts p 379 A88-29244
Optimal detection of sensor failures in flight control
systems using deterministic observers
p 38 N88-10803
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
Obstacle-avoidance automatic guidance A
concept-development study
!AIAA PAPER A8-4189] p 7!5 A88-50279
OCEAN SURFACE
Radar returns from ground clutter in vicinity of airports
p 321 N88-17624
OGIVES
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of slanted base ogive cylinders using
magnetic suspension technology
IAIAA PAPER 88-2011 ] p 481 A88-37919
OH-58 HELICOPTER
Identification and proposed control of helicopter
transmiss=on noise at the source p 308 N88-16647
OH-6 HELICOPTER
Application of frequency and time domain cost
functionals to active vibration control of an OH-6 helicopter
in forward flight p 439 A88-35370
OIL EXPLORATION
Avionic systems for civil helicopters - Keynote paper
p 195 A88-23871
OILS
Boundary layer flow visualization for flight testing
p 618 N88-23742
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING
The on-line identification and its microprocessor
realization of the equivalent systems of aircraft
p 102 A88-16335
ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING
Optimal information processing for sensors and sensor
systems - The case of radar sensors p 26 A88-10685
AOSP - Multiprooessor architecture and system
considerations
(AIAA PAPER 87-2790] p 59 A88-12544
Optical diagnostic processor for flight control
p 429 A88-34108
A knowledge based approach to strategic on-board
mission management p 466 A88-34205
An airborne realtime data processing and monitoring
system for research aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-2165] p 506 A88-38743
Navigation and performance computer
p 519 A88-40518
Airborne data bases - A quiet revolution
p 506 A88-41089
Aircraft on-board SAn processing using a
frequency-domain fast correlation technique
p 588 A88-42780
Airborne data monitoring system (ADMS)
p 777 A88-51466
Digital telemetry system for real-time analysis of Airbus
A320 flight test results p 717 A88-51467
Onboard 1553 MUX bus recording techniques
p 737 A88-51809
The High Technology Test Bed - Leckheed's flying
laboratory
[AIAA PAPER 88-45101 p 692 A88-51977
Trajectory optimization and guidance law development
for national aerospace plane applications
p 837 A88-54567
Development of a flexible and economic helicopter
engine monitoring system
[PB68-165147] p 517 N88-22887
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
Vibration monitoring - A key contribution to flight
safety p 294 A88-25367
A project of an intelligent system to help on-line trouble
shooting --- aircratt maintenance
[SNIAS-872*111-1061 p 131 N88-13216
Systems for the 21st century p 589 N88-23769
Flight test equipment for the on-board measurement of
wind turbulence p 814 N88-29719
OPERATING COSTS
Laminar airflow over the wing cuts operating costs
p 334 A88-29723
Development of radial aircraft tires
[SAE PAPER 871870] p 360 A88-30824
Antidotes for runaway helicopter insurance rates
p 626 A88-42924
SUBJECT INDEX
An operating and support cost model for aircraft engines
- SOSCM
[AIAA PAPER 88-3244] p 598 A88-44803
Ceramics fire the future p 674 A88-48455
Review of unconventional aircraft design concepts
p 658 A88-49008
Cost-oriented design p 780 A88-49980
Towards the optimum ducted UHBR engine --- Ultra High
Bypass Ratio
[AIAA PAPER 88-2954] p 8t6 A88-53119
A contribution to the quantitative analysis of the influence
of design parameters on the optimal design of passenger
aircraft
[ETN-88-92979] p 810 N88-28912
OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
Designing a master executive for a distributed
multiprocessor avionics system p 464 A88-34054
Applicability of Ada tasking for avionics executives
p 776 A88-50993
Applicability of Ada (trademark) tasking for avionics
executives
lAD-At88827] p 355 N88-19445
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
Cool European --- low-temperature helicopter engine
p 524 A88-39276
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
Relationships between flying qualities, transient agility,
and operational effectiveness of fighter aircraft
{AIAA PAPER 88-4329] p 755 A88-51181
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
Crew procedures for microwave landing system
operations
[NASA-CR-178359] p 286 N88-16688
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
Optical processing for guided flight systems
p 267 A88-23859
Design of a passive star-coupled fiber optic high speed
data bus for military aircraft p 428 A88-34051
Feasibility analysis of an air-to-satellite laser
communications link p 420 A88-34170
RF fiber optic links for spacecraft and aircraft
applications p 452 A88-35271
Applications of monolithic detectors
p 452 A88-35272
Fiber optics for advanced aircraft
[NASA-TM-101294] p 630 N88-26328
OPTICAL COMPUTERS
Measurement of aircraft detectability using simulated
infra red (In) surveillance equipment
p 717 A88-51507
OPTICAL COUPLING
Design of a passive star-coupled fiber optic high spssd
data bus for military aircraft p 428 A88-34051
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
Recent developments in infrared data processing
p 28 A88-12751
Optical diagnostic processor for flight control
p 429 A88-34108
Linear fiber optic data bus for aircraft applications
p 588 A88-43181
OPTICAL DISKS
Cockpit avionics - Charting the course for mission
p 427 A88-34041success
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
A compact high performance thermal imager
p 50 A88-12843
Testing of the advanced digital optical flight control
system (ADOCS) p 246 A88-22741
Recent applications of metal matrix composites in
precision instruments and optical systems
p 387 A88-28815
Flow visualization and aero-optics in simulated
environments; Proceedings of the Meeting, Orlando. FL,
May 21, 22, 1987
ISPIE'788] p 454 A88-36312
Optical technology application in aircraft
p 474 A88-40532
Optical design criteria for binocular helmet-mounted
displays p 520 A88-41366
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-60A with
Advanced Digital Optical Control System (ADOCS)
lAD-A190674] p 516 N88-22030
A fiber optic collective flight control system for
helicopters
lAD-A1954061 p 831 N88-29818
OPTICAL FIBERS
RF characterization of wideband optical link for
interconnection of microwave RF subsystems for airborne
communications satellite terminals p 607 A88-43183
Turbine flow meter with optical fiber pick-up
INAL-TR-923] p 319 N88-17009
OPTICAL GYROSCOPES
Inertial navigation - Technological status and
development trends p 20 A88-10682
SUBJECT INDEX OPTIMIZATION
Leser gyros and fibre opec gyros; Proceedings of the
Symposa_n, London, EngCand. Feb. 25, 1987
p 179 A88-20476
The relative merits of nng laser gyroscopes and
'iron-wheel' gyroscopes in application to medium accoracy
INS for combat aircraft p 179 A88.20481
The tiber-optic gym - A rotation-rate sermor for general
avzat_n p 368 A88-29737
A prototype sfrapdown IRU with _ fiber opec gyros
-- Inertml Reference Unit p 429 A88-34079
OFrlCAL HEtERODYNING
Right evaluation trials of a heterodyne CO2 laser
radar p 737 A88-51522
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
The owculetion of an aidoll starting vortex o_ained from
instantaneous vort_ measurements over an area
[AIAA PAPER 88-3620] p643 A88-48905
Optical measurement of unducted fan blade
doflecbons
[NASA-TM-100966] p 853 N88-29142
OPTICAL IBEASUIm_B IN_'RUImEWrS
Combustor test facility and optical insthJmeofation for
complexturbulentreact_ flow
[AIAA PAPER 880052] p 249 A88-22035
Performance of optical sensors in hypersonic flight
p 295 A88-27478
Pulse technique for measunng the vibration of rotor
blades p 370 A88-29248
Optical methods for model angle of attack and
measurement p 449 A88-33057
Fiber-optic CtrCuits for aircraft engine controls
p 588 A88-43180
Evaluating lens purge systems for optical sensors on
turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 88-3037] p 616 A88-44737
A low cost optical altimeter for RPV ap_tions
p 663 A88-47199
Fiber optics for aircraft engine controls
p 822 A88-54619
Activities report of the Physics Department
I ETN-88-91985 ] p 471 N88-20964
Fiber optics for advanced aircraft
I NASA*TM-101294 } p630 N88-26328
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Aerodynamms of seeing on large transporl aircraft
[NASA-CR-183122] p 801 N88-28896
OPTICAL RADAR
Airspeed measurement w_n a CO2 lidar
p 26 A88-12655
Evaluation of laser tectmo_ for on-aircraft wind
shear detection p 432 A88-36292
Optical technology application in aircraft
p 474 A88-40532
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of u_dshear
hazards
tAIAA PAPER 88--4658} p 718 A88-51912
The Awonccs Flight EvaluatK)n System (AFES) of the
DFVLR
l ESA-TT-1037 J p98 N88-11677
Airborne Wind Shear Detectzon and Wamtng Systems:
First Combined Manufacturers' and TechnokxJiSts'
Conference
[NASAl:P-100061 p 283 N88-17616
Optics: Perspectives for Measurement Technzques and
Signal Processing for Flight Guidance -- conference
[ DFVLR-MI'II-87-21 ] p 621 N88-24928
Limits of accuracy and range of laser radars
p 621 N88-24934
OPTICAL REFLECTION
Suppressing d_y cockpit reflections
p 515 A88-41364
OPTICAL TRANSITK)N
linear fiber optic data bus for aircraft i_oolications
p 588 A88-43181
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
Light Electron¢ Control System (LECOS): A proposal
for a interconnected error-tolerant, optoelectronic control
system
I MBB-UT-004/87 ] p 309 N88-17836
OPTIMAL CONTROL
An optimal control method for passage of a flexible rotor
through resonances p 48 A88-11439
A numerical approach for on-line guidance of a_craft
p 102 A88-14965
Optimal abort landing tralectones in the presence of
windshear p 220 A88-20699
Optimal penefrat_n landing trajectones in the presence
of windshem
( AIAA PAPER 88-0580 ] p 222 A88-22438
Energy management of three-dimens.,onal
minimum-time intercept --- for aircraft flight optirnlzatK>n
p 246 A88-22612
Synthesis of local optimum control for olastic aircraft
p 234 A88-24761
Loop shaping with output feedback
p 324 A88-27312
Aircraft guidance for formation flying based On Optimal
cont.4 theo_ p3P04 A88-27320
An optm'nzed yaw pamper for enhanced passenger ride
comfort p 304 A88-27321
Contn_ of an axial piston pump usa_ a sing_
elec_obydraulic servovatve p 326 A88-27417
Applications of singular perturba_on techniques to
a_r_aft frajectory optimizstion p 305 A88-27754
Theo_ and development of discrete multivarlable
regulators assuring robust tracking p 326 A88-27756
Redundant contrdi systems - Fle_ and o_
p 327 A88.27766
Opt_rnal landing of a helicopter in autorofation
p 288 A88-28251
Optimization of terminal stochastic systems -- Rus_an
book p 401 A88-29417
Optimization of the motion of a nonlinear system On
the basis of a prediction model p 401 A88-30007
Optimal control; Proceedings of the Co_ on
Optimal Con_ol and Va_ational Calculus, ObenqmHach,
Federal Republic of Germany, June 15-21.19e6
p 464 A88-32958
AWc_aft fralectory optimization by cuntature conUol
p 421 A88-32964
Optimal penetration landing trajector_s in the presence
of wir_l shear p422 A88-33622
EKjenstructure assignment and its applications to the
design of flight contrOl systems p 438 A88-34871
Periodic model-following for the control-configured
helicopter p 439 A88-35382
The development and applmation of a tilfrotor flight
simuletion p 423 A88-35393
Cons_ optimlzstion techraques for actn_ control
of aeroelastic response p 440 A88-35546
Op0mal control of _ intet/ongme
combination p 434 A88-36711
Discrete-continuous control of programmed aircraft
guidance -- Russ_n book p 603 A88-41824
Methods of integrated aircraft propulszon control
program definition
[AIAA PAPER 88-3268) p 599 A88-44813
Cak_ation of transon_ flow about um'_-body-fa_ng by
a finite element method p 635 A88-47255
Systems of automatic a_c_afl control (2rid rev_esd and
eolarged edition) -- Russian book p 668 A88-48697
Quas_steady flight to qua_steedy flight _ for
abort landing in a windshear - Trajectery optimization and
guidance p 669 AB8--49198
Establishment of climbing program based on the
atmospheric ten_atu_e features of China-- aircraft flight
paths p 719 A88-49925
Near optimal teecVoack contr_ for
aero@/nan'_c systems with an apphcat_0n to the
high-angle-of-attack _eg rock probk_m
tAIAA PAPER 88-4052) p 747 A88-50163
Optimal regulators with Kessler type of pole location
with application to roll autol_lOt design
IAIAA PAPER 88-4113] p 749 A88-50216
A synthesis of rol_st optimal regulators using singular
value with ap_=catio_ to gust load allevlabon
[AIAA PAPER 88-4114] p 749 A88-50217
Relaxation oscillst_ns in aircraft cruise-dash
optimization
IAIAA PAPER 88-4161 ] p 720 A88-50254
On deciding display dynamics requir_ts for fl'png
qual_es p 754 A88-50971
Method for the determination and optimizabon of
vectored thrust takeoff performance
p 725 A88-51480
A problem of optimal control with constraints on the
coordinates of the center of mass p 858 A88-53876
Active control of b'ansmnt rofor_ vibration by
optimal control methods
I ASME PAPER 88-GT-73 ] p 858 A88-54202
Considerations for automated nap-of-_rth rotorcraft
flight p 827 A88-.54526
Periodic ne_Jhbonng optimum regulator applied to a
hyperson_ scramlet crumer p 827 A88-54528
Tralectory optimization and guidance law development
for natK)nal aerospace plane applications
p 837 A88-54567
H(intindy)-optimal dss_Jn for helicopter control
p 828 A88-54598
Scheduling turbofan engine control set points by
semi-infinde optimization p 823 A88-54658
Local_:)ptimal control in systems with delay
p 104 N88-12627
Optimal control of the w_ng reck phenomenon
p 760 N88-27373
OPTIMIZATION
Necessary opt,l_allb/ condibons for three-dimens_onal
bodies in superson_ gas flow p 2 A88-10300
Investigat_)n of integ#ated selection of optimum engine
cyCle parameters
_ASME PAPER 87-GT-39] p 29 A88-10993
Initial user exTmrmnce with an artificial intelligence
program for the preaminary des_cj_ ot ce_U_'ega_
compressors
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-217] p 58 A88-11115
Compromise - An effective aPProach for conceptual
aworaftdemgn
[AIAA PAPER 87-2965] p 90 A88-14287
Flight comrol of an X-29 type awctaft via a corNaination
of LQ opt_uzation tectmiques p 101 A88-14960
An op_mization method for the reduction of I:xOpeller
unsteady forces
[AiAA PAPER 88-0265] p 267 A88.22194
Two and three-dimenso'_l grid optimization
[AIAA PAPER 88-0518] p 265 A88-22384
Rotor aerodynamic opUmization for high speed
tiftrofors p 231 A88-22750
Rotor performance optimization for future light
helicopters p 231 A88-22753
The appelation of fuzzy sets theoryto optimaldesign
of pre_ninary parameters of aircrafl p265 A88-23196
,S_perso_c aidoil optm-,tz_tion p217 A88-24124
An optm=_Odyn='_._ desig_ of _oer_m ._ters _
fr_ _ p _1 A88-24._H_2
Sy_s_s of the flexib_ structures of compk_
systems p 324 A88-27148
Comparison of entropy generation and conventional
method of opt_Nzing a gas turbine regermrator
p 371 A88-29463
Optimum design of w_g structures w_n rnump_
frequency consUamLs p 396 A88-31645
Structural optimcaho_ _h aeroolastic cor_framts of
rotor blades with straight and swept tips
[AIAA PAPER 88-2297] p 398 A88-32247
Optimum structural s=zing for gust induced response
[AIAA PAPER 88-2298] p 362 A88-32248
Stab_'y sans_v_y ana_y=s for the aerne_s_c
optimcation of a helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2310] p 362 A88-32258
Optimal placement of tuning masses for vibration
reduction in helicopter rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 88-2312] p 363 A88-32260
CFD sens_ study for ae_/confr_
optimization proOk_s
[AIAA PAPER 88-2336] p 344 A88-32280
D_rect and indirect approach for real-brae oplm'dzabon
of fright paths p 422 A88-32968
Avionics integ_y:. Optimization of today's power suppty
technology for modern systems p 451 A88-34187
A survey of methods and problems in aeroelast¢
optim¢.ation p 454 A88-35547
STAEBL/C-eneral composites with hygrofhewnal effects
(STAEBL/GENCOM) -- Structural Tailoring of Engine
Blades
(ASME PAPER 87-GT-77] p 434 A88-36744
Frequency and flutter analysis of wl_j-type
and the relevant optimal design p 458 A85-37001
The use of optimization technique and throurjh flow
analysis for the design of amat flow compressor stages
p 477 A88-37112
Optimizing advanced propeller designs by
s_muftaneousb/ updating flOW va_ and desioj_
parameters
[AIAA PAPER 88-2532] p 488 A88-40718
Eliminating 'can not duplicate' and 'excesswe
trouble-shooting' diagnost_ actions p 614 A88-43357
Ideal optirn=zation of counterrofating propellers
[AIAA PAPER 88-2801 ) p 566 A88-44657
A model for optimizing emissions and stability of a
ges4urbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2858] p 595 A88_.4681
Empirical relationst_ps making it IX)SS_ole to reduce the
number of design parameters in the optimization of wing
panels p 678 A88-48315
Aircraft cruise-dash optimization - Periodic versus
steady-state sofutions
IAIAA PAPER 88-4162] p 720 A88-50255
Des.,grl of a supercritical airfoil p 701 A88-50905
OPSGER - Computer code for multiconstraint wing
optimrzaton p 701 A88-50916
Preliminary weight estimation of conventional and joined
wings using equivalent beam models
p 721 A88-50917
On the optimizabon of vibrabon frequencies of rotors
p 770 A88-51296
Some considerabo_s for integrating aeroolasticity in
CAE
IASME PAPER 87-WA/AERO-10} p 722 A88-51330
Expenmental verification of optimized hehcopter
driveshaft designs p 727 A88-51767
Optimization of helicopter airframe structures for
vibratio_ reduction considerations, formulations and
appkcations
IAIAA PAPER 88--4422] p 731 A88-51942
Optimization design of the over-all dimens.,ons of
centrifugal compressor stage
I ASME PAPER 88-GT-134 ] p 849 A88-54241
A-181
OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES SUBJECT INDEX
Reduced complexity structural modeling for automated
airframe synthesis
[NASA-CR-1774401 p 67 N88-12453
Techniques for performance optimisation in cruise and
manoeuverability p 158 N88-13321
Aeroelasticity and optimization in fighter aircraft des_Jn
p 158 N88-13324
Reduced order optimal command applied 1o longitudinal
automatic pilots
[SNIAS-872-111-114] p 168 N88-f3362
Structural optimization in the design process --
aircraft
[SNIAS-872-111-115] p 186 N88-13885
Effect of an optimized fiber orientation on transonic
flutter characteristics of a high-aspect-rabo composite
wing
[NAL-TR-930] p 308 N88-16709
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, Part 4: Structural
Dynamics and Modal Test and Analysis
[AD-A186751] p 320 N88-t7062
Optimisation of military compressors for weight and
volume p 300 N88-17649
Specification of an engine and its components starting
from a consideration of aircraft misstons
p 300 N88-17651
The aerodynamic design optimisation of a forward swept
wing fighter aircraft
[CAR-87-18} p 346 N88-18553
Structural shape optimization in multidisciplinery system
synthesis
[NASA-TM-100538} p 400 N88-19650
The design of aircraft using the decision support problem
technique
[NASA-CR-4134} p 423 N88-20291
Optimal placement of tuning masses for vibration
reduction in helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-100562] p 460 N88-20665
Unsteady aerodynamics of a Wortmann FX-63-137 wing
in a fluctuating wind field
lAD-A190128} p 496 N88-22006
Minimum weight design of rotorcraff blades with multiple
frequency and stress constraints
[NASA-TM-100569] p 517 N88-22892
Sensitivity analysis and multidisciplinary optimization for
aircraft design: Recent advances and results
INASA'TM-100630 ) p 586 N88-23766
Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximation methods for unsteady aerodynamic forces
JNASA-TP-2776} p 586 N88-24623
Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomechines
lAD-A192073} p 683 N88-25840
Model reduction methods for control design
[NASA-CR-179434] p 687 N88-26144
A contribution to the quantitative analysis of the influence
of design parameters on the optimal design of passenger
aircraft
J ETN-88-92979 ] p810 N88-28912
OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES
Optical systems for gas turbine engines
p 49 A88-12657
Applications of monolithic detectors
p 452 A88-35272
Rotating optoelectronic data transmitter for local heat
transfer measurements p 455 A88-36490
A generic, MATE compatible electro-optic tester
p 457 A88-36578
Very high speed integrated circuits/gallium arsenide
electronics for aircraft engine controls
p 823 A88-54620
Light Electronic Control System (LECOS): A proposal
for a interconnected error-tolerant, optoelectronic control
system
IMBB-UT-004/87] p 309 N88-17836
ORGANIZING
Wright Brothers lectureship in aeronautics: The Skunk
Works' management style -Irs no secret
[AIAA PAPER 88-4516} p 781 A88-51978
ORIFICES
Dilution jet mixing program, phase 3
p54 N88-11153
Describing the source created by turbulent flow over
orifices and louvers
IAD-A190254J p 556 N88-22706
OROGRAPHY
It's the fault of the wind -- meteorological flight
hazards p 183 A88-20215
Enhanced aircraft icing duo to orographic effects
IAIAA PAPER 88-0206J p 221 A88-22152
ORTHOTROPIC PLATES
Effects of temperature changes and large amplitude on
vibrations of composite triangular plates
p 393 A88-31417
Advanced topics in vibrations; Proceedings of the
Eleventh Biennial Conference on Mechanical Vibration and
Noise, Boston, MA, Sept. 27-30, 1987
p 396 A88-31627
OSCILLATING CYLINDERS
Experimental companson of lightning simulation
techniques to CV-580 airborne lightning strike
measurements
[AD-A1905761 p 552 N88-22496
OSCILLATING FLOW
Computations of a turbulent jet-edge flow field
p 72 A88-14126
Numerical simulation of self-sustained and forced
oscillations in jet shear layers p 73 A88-14155
Impulse wind tunnels --- Russian book
p 76 A88-15676
Analysis of twin supersonic plume resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-26951 p 123 A88-16550
The affection of interblade phase angle in oscillating
cascade on unsteady aerodynamic force
p 297 A88-26588
Calculation of nonlinear oscillations in the elements of
the gas path of flight vehicle engines using complex
conjugate functions p 377 A88-32743
One-dimensional modeling of a pulsation cycle during
the interaction between a supersonic jet and an obstacle
p 562 A88-41808
Flow-induced oscillations of a novel double-wing
spring-mass system p 562 A88-42799
Boundary layer measurements on an airfoil at a low
Reynolds number in an oscillating freestream
p 563 A88-43008
Unsteady flow in a centrifugal compressor with different
types of vaned diffusers
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-22] p 681 A88-49176
Use of control feedback theory to understand other
oscillations
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-81] p 848 A88-54209
A supersonic potential gradient method for the
calculation of unsteady aerodynamic pressures on
harmonically oscillating wings
[ESA-Tl"-930] p 79 N88-11631
Unsteady aerodynamics of an oscillating cascade in a
compressible flow field
[NASA-TM-100219] p 163 N88-13346
Oscillating airfoils: Achievements and conjectures
lAD-A190490] p 496 N88-22008
OSCILLATION DAMPERS
Modeling and identification of nonlinear dynamic
systems with application to aircraft landing gear
{AIAA PAPER 88-2315) p 363 A88-32263
OSCILLATIONS
Excitation of natural oscillations of a boundary layer by
an external acoustic field p 118 N88-12634
Dynamics of reverse flows at pump inlet
p 118 N88-12636
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of
a NACA 64A010 airfoil-flap combination with and without
flap oscillations. Part 1: Steady-state characteristics
{NASA-TM-88217] p 147 N88-13305
Lifting-surface theory of oscillating propellers in
compressible flow
[NAL-TR-943] p 282 N88-17613
Conditions at infinity for theories of oscillating wings and
propellers in subsonic flow
[NAL-TR-937} p 346 N88-18556
Modeling of limit cycle stall flutter oscillations
p 383 N88-19472
The importance of steady and dynamic inflow on the
stability of rotor-body systems p 758 N88-27156
Investigation of oscillating cascade aerodynamics by an
experimental influence coefficient technique
[NASA-TM-101313] p 713 N88-28041
Steady and unsteady transonic pressure measurements
on a clipped delta wing for pitching and control-surface
oscillations
[NASA-TP-2594} p 798 N88-28895
OV-1 AIRCRAFT
Flaps-up takoff performance of the OV-1D aircraft with
YT53-L-704 engine installed
[AD-A1859601 p 236 N88-14979
OVERPRESSURE
Response of large turbofan and turbojet engines to a
short-duration overpressure
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-273} p 821 A88-54346
OXIDATION
Basic concepts for better heat protection systems
p 42 A88-12786
Reduced H2-O2 mechanisms for use in reacting flow
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 88-0732} p 255 A88-22554
Thermal expansion mismatch and oxidation in thermal
barrier coatings p 56 N88-11182
Development of a test method to determine potential
peroxide content in turbine fuels. Part 2
[AD-At92244} p 841 N88-29042
OXIDATION RESISTANCE
The effect of variations of cobalt content on the cyclic
oxidation resistance of selected Ni-base superalloys
p 40 A88-10031
Formation of alumina on Ti-AI alloys
p 174 A88-19641
Improving the reliability of silicon nitride - A case study
p 540 A88-38316
Cyclic oxidation of aluminized Ti-14AI-24Nb alloy
p 674 A88-49202
Processing technology research in composites
lAD-A1956931 p 841 N88-29890
OXIDES
High temperature low cycle fatigue behavior and
creep-fatigue interation of MA 6000 ODS alloy
p 182 N88-14425
OXIDIZERS
Basic research in supersonic combustion
p 674 N88-25623
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
Flight research with the MIT Daedalus prototype
[SAE PAPER 871350] p 91 A88-14373
OXYGEN RECOMBINATION
Oxygen recombination in a supersonic cooled flow
p 13 A88-12071
P
PACIFIC OCEAN
V/STOL aircraft configurations and opportunities in the
Pacific Basin
[ NASA-TM-100005 J p85 N88-11644
RB2t 1 developments
[PNRg04441 p 745 N88-28069
PAINTS
Paints required for aeronautical construction
[SNIAS-872-551-t02} p 175 N88-13470
Predictive corrosion modeling, volume 1
[AD-A191229] p 611 N88-24739
PANEL FLUTTER
Unsteady supersonic flow calculations for wing-body
combinations using harmonic gradient method
[AIAA PAPER 88-0568] p 210 A88-22427
Dynamic response and noise transmission of discretely
stiffened composite panels
[AIAA PAPER 88-22291 p 403 A88-32192
Sonic fatigue of stiffened panels
[AIAA PAPER 88-2241] p 397 A88-32202
The acoustic excitation and fatigue of composite
plates
[AIAA PAPER 88-2242] p 397 A88-32203
PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows
p 67 A88-13119
Aerodynamic analysis of complicated three-dimensional
configurations using surface panel methods
p 68 A88-13266
A high order panel method for determining
incompressible flows around arbitrary bodies
p 68 A88-13267
Constant pressure panel method for supersonic
unsteady airioad analysis p 77 A88-15720
Response of stiffened panels for applications to acoustic
fatigue
[AIAA PAPER 87-2711] p f 16 A88-16560
Rotor/airframe aerodynamic interference on the V-22
tilt rotor p 132 A88-17289
Use of computer models in helicopter drag prediction
p 132 A88-t7290
Use of panel methods in helicopter aerodynamics
p 134 A88-17311
Arbitrary motion aerodynamics using an aeroacoustic
approach p 138 A88-19232
Vortex sheet modeling with curved higher-order panels
p 139 A88-19670
Inviscid theory of two-dimensional aerofoil/spoiler
configurations at low speed. I - Some experiences on
simple panel methods applied to attached and separated
flows. II - Steady aerofoil-spoiler characteristics
p 140 A88-19776
A hybrid vortex method for parachute aerodynamic
predictions
[AIAA PAPER 88-0322] p 205 A88-22234
Numencal simulation of aircraft rotary aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 88-0399] p 207 A88-22295
Panel cede solvers
IONERA, TP NO. 1987-139] p 265 A88-22593
Calculation of the wave resistance of blunt wings with
a subsonic leading edge p 335 A88-29975
The prediction of 1-P moments on installed propellers
[SAE PAPER 871774] p 339 A88-30772
Evaluation and application of VSAERO to a
nonaxisymmetnc afterbody with thrust vectoring
[SAE PAPER 871775] p 339 A88-30773
Evaluation of the constant pressure panel method (CPM)
for unsteady air loads prediction
[AIAA PAPER 88-2282] p 343 A88-32235
A-182
SUBJECT INDEX PARTITIONS
_ of wing gap _ by a nonp_mar vortsx
lattice method p 410 AB8-36261
of vortex lift of non*planar wings by the
suction analogy p 485 A88-39279
A pane4 mmhod procodura for intorference amessmem
in slotted-wal wind tuone_
[AIAA PAPER 88-2537] p 537 A88-40721
Unsteady k_-_=eed aerndynem¢ _ for com_ew
alcraft conC_xatons p 569 /US8-45278
Prediction of the stall characteristics of mu_lelemant
airfoas v_h connuent bound_y _
p 569 A88-45318
New pan_ method for _ nows about ad_ary
conflguretmns p 570 A88--45682
Slandar wn3 m glound effest p635 A88-47466
On no_mesr vortax _ mmlx_ for q at large
ang_ of attac_ in study, unsteady now
p 636 A88-47475
An efficient multi-methods computer code for the
_ of the inviscid and v_cou6 flow ovor
mu_-com=o_ =_oas
[AIAA PAPER 88-3562] p 638 A88-48788
On the ordar of l_mel methods
[AIAA PAPER 88-3798] p 641 A88-48858
Evalumcln of _ for predmtmg complex aimraft
flowfiek:ls p 646 A88-49019
Numenc_ smlulat*_ of three-_mansk_l _ng flows
by a vortex pan_ method
[AIAA PAPER 88-43,36] p 698 A88-50582
Predic_on of p_mform mod_¢atio_ effects at high aries
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 88.4353] p 699 A88-50597
Oscillating w_gs and bodies with gexure in suporsen¢
flow p 701 AB8-50906
Compar_g _pro_d t stordar par_ methnd resuns _th
wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
cord_lJon p 704 A88-51365
_tion of transon¢ flow about ¢,rfo_s by a l_id pane4
method p 704 A88-51366
Integration of a suporson¢ unsteady aerodynamic code
into the NASA FASTEX system
[NASA-CR-182329] p 147 N88-14068
ARSPNSC: A method to calculate subsonic staady and
unsteady potant_ flow about com_ex conf_xatom
{NLR-TR-86122-U] p 411 N88-20265
A panel method besed ort vek_c_y poten_al to compute
harmonic_ly osc_ming _ surface systems
[ETN-88-91886] p 546 N88.22290
On the dy_an_c behawor of balloon dunng its launch;
app_tk)n of panel method and extons_ to unsteady
problem
[ISAS-RN-622] p 650 N88-2_330
VSAERO analysis of t_oI_anforms for the free.tip rotor
[NASA-CR-177487] p 712 N88-28036
PANELS
Stress intensity factors and residual strength of a
cracked st_er,,ed pan_ p 50 A88-13083
Damage tolerance of compo_e shear panels
p 259 A88-22767
Design, testing, and damage tolerance study of bonded
st_ffaned compo_e _ng covor pane_s
{AIAA PAPER 88-2292[ p 398 A88-32243
_ of graphite/epow stiffened par_s undor cycle
postbuckling compression loading p 458 A88-36996
Dev_t of fire resistant interiors for _c_l
mroraft p 576 A88-42388
Oporatior_l considerations for laminar flow am=raft
p 585 N88-23748
Airbome reconnaiseance pod flight test
p 27 A86-12741
Sensor configuration for a short to medium range
pod p 27 A88-12742
P/URER (liAr)
fi(ters for electrostatic chug tendency
measurements of fuels
lAD-A191717| p 612 N88-24803
PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Parabo_zed Navk_-Stokes analysis of ductad
superso_c corr43ustion pmbk_ns p2 A88-10361
Lessons learned in the mesh generation for PN/S
calculations p 859 N88-29314
PARACHUT1E DESCENT
Aircraft and eq_ factors in the OCcurrence of
line twists wdh US. Army parachutes
p 19 A88-12644
Bullseye for Skyeye - The RPV with parafoil, skid and
sales p 287 A88-25794
Computer-aided study of parachutes and ultreMght
aircraft -- Russ_n book p 334 A88-29413
Steady-state motions of a heavy axisymmetric body in
a medium with drag -- aerodynamic effects on parachute
descent p 634 A88-46894
Parachute for in-6ight training on parachute ejection
[REPT-87-11 ] p 575 N88-24593
P_ FAIlR_S
Parachute materials
[DE87-014845] p 110 N88-12550
p_IURACtlUllES
The _rody_m_ of g_g parechutss
p 11 AB8-11201
The deve_oment of emorgency parachute _ for
the Voyag_ _'id 6ight p83 A88-13385
An ul0date on the dual-stage test procedure for Iow..co_
me_ of parachute pedormance
p 83 A88-13408
Stres_stm_ state of a flexible brak_'xJ
p 171 A88-17868
A vors_on of the 'hwo-dlme_,k_'_al theory of axzsymmethc
parachutes p 197 A88-21884
A clase of impulsive _ evolution systems -- of
airc_t-p_achuta p 197 A88-21886
A hyt_d vortex method for parachute aerodynamic
pred,:_om
[AIAA PAPER 88-0322] p 205 A88-22234
Stress-strain state of an opening pmchuta
p 317 A88-27248
Expartmen_ _e_=on o. r_d hea_ _
paranhule mod_ in _ and _taedy Ik_
p482 A88-38185
Flow past t_o-dbnension_ ribbon l_rechuta models
[AIAA PAPER 88-2524[ p 488 A88-40714
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow round cross
parachutes in steady motion p 569 A88-45280
De_oomen_ aidrop testing tachnQ._s and da_cos
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-6[ p 96 N88-12481
Parachute materials
[DE87-014845[ p 110 N88-12550
An mvesligatiort of cruciform parachutes and towed
targets
[BU-360] p 414 N88-21122
Measurements of _ forces on unsteadily
bluff parachute _ p 549 N88-23137
Parachute for in-flighl training on parachute ejeclJon
[REPT-87-111 p 575 N88-24593
PARALLEL FLOW
Nozzte geometry effects on supamor.c jet intsrection
[AIAA PAPER 87-2694] p 123 A88-16548
LDV _ on _0mging twln-jet foontmn Sows
with a simulatsd fu_ undarsurlece
p 484 A88-38986
Some esWnptot¢ modas of transo_ vorlex 6ow
p 82 N_8-12632
PARALLEL PLATES
A note on the aerodynamic desk:jn of thin perellel-sided
aerofoil sections
[ARL-AERO-TM-388] p 277 N88-16677
PARALLEL _ (COMPUTERS)
Applications of parade; procosemg in fluid mechanics;
Procesd_J_ of the App_d Mechancs, B_g._ng,
and FluidsEngineering Conference, C4ncm_ati,OH. June
14-17, lg_7 p 119 A88-14101
Paralk_ processing schemes for the block-structured
sofutio_ of transor_ flows p686 A88-46960
Porformance limitations in paralk_ Wocessor
aimulations p 686 A88_9101
PAVE PACE: System avioracs for the 21st century
p 776 A88-50941
Mu_ software development for an u_marmed
research vehicle p 776 A88-50989
Common Kalman Filter - Fault-tolerant nav_aticn for
next generation a=rcreft p 717 A88-51705
_I inteINgertce in the a_r- A blueprh'It for real-tinm
AI p 778 A88-52231
Le_sStructurasTechnoicgy, 1988 Volume 1:Structural
Dy_mcs
[NASA-CP-3003-VOL-1 ] p 551 N88-23226
Perellelization on a multJprocossor system of a solution
method for the unsteady Navlar-Stokes equations at high
Reyco_ds numbers
[ONERA-NT-1987-8[ p 684 N88-26632
PARAMETER IDENTIlF_ATION
On the improvement of an adaptive observer for
multi-output systems p 323 A88-25878
Applicatio_ of parameter estimal]on to highly unstable
aircraft p 603 A88-4320.4
Io_mtification of moderately nonlinear flight mecharvcs
systems with additive process and measurement nose
[AIAA PAPER 88-4347] p 751 A88-50591
On the identification of aerodynamic coefficients by
means of measured flight loads p 724 A88-51459
Apptcation of _ parameter idant_catk)n
tschncNes to flight test data of a transport aircraft
p 724 A88-51462
Modeaing V/STOL take-off performance
p 725 A88-51464
Advancements in frequency-domain methods for
rotorcraft system k:kmtificatiort p 727 A88-51768
Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor awcreft dynamics by frequency
and time-dom=n identification tecrnques
p 94 N88-t1657
Full-envek_oe aerodynamic modeling of the Hamer
mrcreft
[NASA-TM.88376] p 168 N88-13363
Non-lmeer _ likelihood es"l_tion of stability
derivatives from range data
[NAL-TM-SE-8608] p 170 N88-13365
The _ of target trajectory parameters from
Closest Point of Approach (CPA) brae measurements in
a field of acoustic sansors
[FB-3-87] p 365 N88-18586
Reeltime pilot model parameter identffcation
[AD-A188873] p 387 N88-19476
Aircraft _ flutter t_ at the NASA Ames-Dqiden
F',ight Research Facaity
[NASA-TM-100417] p 425 N88-20301
Paramethc study of _ STOVL flight
characteristics
[NASA.CR-177330] p 518 N88-22893
Ana_sis and da-_jn of ge,n schedu_d cont_
systems
[NASA-CR-182867] p 529 N88-22g04
Conti'ol law perameterization for an aeroelastic
wind-tunne4 model equipped with an active roll control
system and compar-,=on with expeornent
[NASA-TM-100593[ p 604 N88-23807
Flight vehicle system id*mtffcation: Status and
prospects p 66O N88.26520
Parametric estm_tion of aeredynansc no_ineeri_s in
ro;llng moment due to skk_lip using max_norn likelil'oxl
method p 661 N88-26528
Flight test preparation and measunng data validation
forparametor identificatior_ p 661 N88-26529
App_catwn of complamant_/ parameter idenffication
techniques to flight test data of a transpo_ aircraft
p 661 N88-26533
Es_ma_ion of aircraft parameters using filter error
methods and extended Kalman filter
[DFVLR-FB-88-15} p 810 N88-28911
PARAMEI_RIZATION
The ancuracy-related parametric reduction of
mathemat_'.elmodels p 58 A88-10929
Local-optimel contrbl in systsw_ with de(ay
p 104 N88-12627
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Three dimensional adaptive grid generation on a
compo=te Uock ged
[AIAA PAPIER 88-0311] p264 A88-22225
Sudace mesh genere_on using elliptic equations
p 324 A88-26732
Generation of body-fitted _ arotmd airfoils using
mu_ method p 274 A88-26745
PARTICLE
Positron en'asek0n tomography: A new technique for
obse,_ng fluid bel',av,or in eng,neormg systems
[PNRg0471 [ p 854 N88-30091
PARTICLE IN CELL TE_
A hybrid vortex method for parachute aerodynamic
pred_bons
IAIAA PAPER 88-0322[ p 205 A88-22234
P,4LRI"ICLE LADEN JETS
Computer prediclk)ns of erosion damage in gas
tud_es
IASME PAPER 87-GT-127[ p46 A88-11054
Mititary specificaticn effects o_ angme particle separator
des_
[SAE PAPER 871808] p 372 A88-30790
PARTICLE
Measurements of gas turbine combustor and engine
auojne_tor tube seo_g charanlenstcs
lAD-A187831] p 378 N88-18592
PARTICLE SI2]E DlSlRImLITION
Measurements of gas tudome combustor and engine
augmentor tube sooting cheractonstics
[AD-A187831] p 378 N88-18592
Turbulence effects on the droplet distribution behind
airblast atomBers p 842 N88-29915
Influence of operating conditions on the atorn_.ation and
distribution of fuel by air blast atomizers
p 842 N88-29918
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Calculation of the path of a droplet in the
chamber of a helicopter ram/et er_ne
p 296 A88-25618
PARTICLES
Four spot laser anemometer and optical access
tachn¢lues for tudome applications p 456 A88-36513
Experimental and analytic studies of the triggered
IKjhtr_ng emmonment of the F106B
INASA-CR-41041 p 119 N88-12897
PARTITIONS
The use of acousticalty tuned resonators to m_orove the
sound fransmP_,s_ loss of double.ariel partitions
p 779 A88-49720
A-183
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT SUBJECT INDEX
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Aircraft acoustics. I - Exterior noise of subsonic
passenger aircraft and helicopters --- Russian book
p 61 A88-10047
Aircraft acoustics. II - Cabin Poise in passenger aircraft
--- Russian book p 61 A88-10048
Wing design with a three-dimensional transonic inverse
method p 14 A88-13077
An aerodynamic design study of transonic transport
wings p 15 A86-13078
An overview of tire blocking fabrics
p 109 A88-13225
Aircraft passenger protection from smoke and fire
p 83 A88-13392
Inclined planes --- tilt-rotor aircraft configurations
p 88 A88-13973
An anafys_s of a candidate control algorithm for a ride
quality augmentation system
{AIAA PAPER 87-2936] p 101 A88-14277
The passenger potential of airships
p 84 A88-14314
Passenger cabin safety; Proceedings of the Symposium,
London, England, Oct, 29, 1986 p 84 A88-16735
Accident statistics p 84 A88-16736
Passenger cabin safety CAA airworthiness
requirements p 84 A88-16737
An airline philosophy to safety p 85 A88-16738
Passengers and professionals - The safety partnership
p 85 A88-16740
MD-67 - The pedigree shows p 154 A88-19266
AviOnic systems for civil helicopters - Keynote paper
p 195 A88-23871
Avionics systems in civil helicopters - Corporate
operator's viewpoint p 237 A88-23872
Fokker 50 marks a fresh start p 286 A88-25792
An optimized yaw damper for enhanced passenger ride
comfort p 304 A88-27321
Lessons learned from an operational engine monitoring
system and their correlation with future developments
]SAE PAPER 871733] p 369 A88-30754
The prediction of t-P moments on installed propellers
ISAE PAPER 871774] p 339 A88-30772
Development of materials for civil aircraft and
helicopters p 388 A88-32485
The passenger is not for burning p 415 A88-34560
Potential application of advanced propulsion systems
to civil aircraft p 423 A88-36268
Power supply for an easily reconfigurable connectodess
passenger-aircraft entertainment system
p 513 A88-38800
Dornier 328 taking shape p 514 A68-39415
Selection of a criterion for the comparative evaluation
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p 269 N88-16626
A revmw of research in rotor loads
p 288 N88-t6629
NASA's rotor(raft icing research program
p 283 N88-16641
Meesuremeot and analysis of tbe no_ee radletad by low
Mech numt_rs ceetnlug= blowers
[AD-A189226] p 471 N88-20966
Visuaksabon of the flow at the bp of a I-Kjh speed axial
flow _l_ne rotor
{AD-A189928] p 546 N88-22300
ImproverrNmts to tilt rotor p_forrnance tl_ough p,_s_ve
b_abe twit control
{NASA-TM-100583] p 548 N88-22434
Expanmen_ vibration damp.xj char_s of the
ttWd-stage rotor of a three-stage transonic axial-flow
compressor
[NASA-TM-100948} p 602 N88-24642
Effects of static ebuilibnum and _-order
_ on rotor blade stebi_ty in hover
p 758 N88-27157
A revtew of non-contsclmg displecemeot meesuremeot
techrv,ques used to mo_tor the movernerd of rotor blades
in gas _ eero esgmes
[PNR90457] p 745 N88-28071
SR-7A aeroeiaslJc mode( desig_ report
[NASA-CR-174791 ] p 824 N88-28928
ROTOR BOOY
_mportance ot esmdynamcs on _ qual_s
p 165 A88-t7280
An unsteady rotor/fuselage interaction method
p 132 A88-17286
Rotor/aldrame aerodynamic intertorence on the V-22
tiftrotor p 132 A88-17289
A treatment of the h_oact of rotor-fuselage coupling on
handling qualities p 246 A88-22773
Notar makes the grade p 357 A88-29706
Subsynchronous orbits obsen_ed m rmor-squeeze film
dampar system p 394 A88-31516
The influence of he_t:opter fuselage on ita rotor
p 584 A88-45302
A study of the encounter betwee,n a holical votlex and
a c_rcutar cyender
[ AIAA PAPER 88-3622 ] p 643 A88-48g06
intemabonal Conference on Rotor(raft Basic _ch.
2rid, Un_versdy of Maryland, Coflege Park. MD, Feb. 16-18,
1988, Proceedings p692 A88-51751
Calculation of unsteady rotor blade toads and
btade/fu_ interference p 705 A8_51756
Rotor-am_ame aarodynam0c interaction phenomena
p 705 A88-51757
Prod_ctk)n of t._e-debendent fusetage Wessums in tbe
wake of a hoficopter rotor p705 A88-51758
The influence of _e_ectonal a_ in
rotor/fuS_ COUl_ed response p 726 A88-51759
F_'ed_'_ of unsteady aerodymm_ rotur-aidrame
(AIAA PAPER 88-4420] p 731 A88-51940
On the pred_ctio_ of unsteady forces on gas*_
blades. I -Typtcal results and potential-flow-mtaraction
effects
[ ASME PAPER 88-GT-89 ] p 789 A88-54213
A 0.15-scale study of configuration effects on the
aerodynamic interaction between mare rotor and
_=tage
|NASA-CR-166577] p 81 N88-12462
Integ=lded Technology Rotor Methodology Assessment
Worksh_
[NASA-CP-10007] p 693 N88-27148
A compan_o_ of theo_f and e_ for coupled
rotor-body sta_ of a _ rotor modal in hover
under smlulatod vacuum conddions p 758 N88-27151
A companso_ of theory and experiment for coupled
rotor-body stability of a hmgeless rotor model m hover
p 758 N88-27152
A comparison of theory and experimem for coup4ed rotor
body sta_lity of a beanngtoss rotor mode_ in hover and
forward flight p 758 N88-27154
The importance of steady and dynan_c Inflow on the
stability of rotur-body systems p 758 N88-27156
ot ex_w,-m_ _ _ar
rotor/bedy stability results with a sm_ole analylmal model
p 759 N88-27160
I:_ogram user's manual for an unsteady helicopter
rotor-fueetage aerndynarmc analysis
[ NASA-CR-181701 ] p 713 N88-28047
ROTOR MFT
Lift dis_ for a 3-dimens_nal steady blede-vortex
interaction p 134 A88-17304
ROTOR SPEED
Theorebcal anaJys_sof totalled-speed fluctuations of
two-spoof tudx)jet ecgmes p296 A88-26168
investiga_on on steady-state response of a rotor-support
system w_thtwo squeeze-Mm dampers
p 316 A88-26632
Subsynchronous orbits observed in rotor-squeeze film
damper system p 394 A88-31516
High order su_0_armon¢ response of high speed rotors
in bearing clearance p 394 A88-31517
Application of chaos theory to the contacting dynamics
of hKjh-speed rotors p 395 A88-31529
Transmnt whiding of s rotating shaft with an unbalanced
disk p 395 A88-31541
Stability sens_W_ analy=s for the aaroetastic
optim=zabon of a hekcopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 88-2310] p 362 A88-32258
Optimal placement of tuning masses for vibretK_
reduction in heticopter rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 88-2312] p 363 A88-32260
A study of the rotor Ktling conditions dunng start-up On
a pad p 364 A88-32754
Rotordynarmc forces on centrifugal pump impe.ers
p 543 A88-37108
Deve_opmeot of an advanced high-speed rotor - Final
results from the Advanced Flight Research Rotor
program p 726 A88-51754
Rotor plane vetocitms induced by a holicoptar
fuselage p 706 A88-51777
Effect of stage loading on endwall flows in an axial ftow
compress_ rotor
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-111 ] p848 A88--54229
Spray automated balencing of rotors - Concept and initial
feasibility study
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-163] p 849 AB8-542G1
Experimee_ investigatme of rotating stall in a
rmsmatcbed three stage axml flow compressor
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-205] p 850 A88-54292
He_uptar rna_-rotor spesd effects on far-field ecoted=c
k_e_s
[NASA-TM-100512] p 62 N88-11451
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
_tinn of rolor dedvatives and rotor hub force
and moment denvatWes from fl_ht _ mth
the RSRA compound helicopter p 724 A88-51461
resea_ at NASA Ames Research Center:. A test
paot's perspec_ve
[NASA-TM-100025] p 25 N88-10788
ROTORCRAFt AmCRAFt
Composite rnatanals in rotor(raft p 24 A88-12412
Numerical _ of the Newer-Stokes equatKx_s with
emphas_sonrotor(raftapplicatiorts p134 A88-17312
Expenmeotal observations of two dimensional
blade-vortex interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-2745] p 136 A88-18656
Se_u_atio_ and correlal]on of a helicopter a,r-od strut
dynamo: response p 230 A88-22746
APl_cation of a comprehensive analytical model of
rotorcraft eem_nami_ and dym._cs (C,AMRAD) to the
McDonnefl Douglas AH-64A I_
p 230 A88-22747
V-22 development status p 231 A88-22749
Reduction of hub- and pylon-fainr_ drag
p 231 A1_-22752
Rotor(raft v_ratinn (ritena - A new perspeclNe
p 232 A88-22796
Structural technology advancements for
p 232 A88-22797
App_at_,s of art_ioal inte_geoce to rmoror_
p 265 ,_-227_
A statistical analysis to assess the reliability of a
roto(croft component in tabgtm p260 A88-22804
Expe_'ne_ mem3a_ ot rotoroaft heb and shaft
fairing drag reduction p 234 A88-24122
_tK_ issues regarding advanced technology
cot_ol systems m cMI rotor(raft
[SAE PAPER 871850] p 350 A88-30ell
Rotor(raft flight consols and avionics; Proceedings of
the National Specialists' Meeting, Cherry I-fill. NJ. Oct.
13-f5, 1987 p 407 A88-3536_
of digital flight-control technology for
advanced combat rotor(raft p 439 A88-35367
Rotorcraft aP104matinnsof DARPA's P,k_'s Assocmte
p 467 A88-35388
Pral_ninary results of a fright rNeslKjation of rotororeff
control and d_0tay laws for hover p 440 A88-35389
Rotor(raft research at NASA p 475 A88-40552
The NASA/AHS Rotor(raft No_e Reduction Program
p 475 A88-40553
An ovennew of rotorcraft propulsion researc_ at Lewis
Research Center p 524 A88-40554
The Rotorcraft Center of Exceller'¢.e at the U_
of Marylend p 475 A88-40556
Research at Rensselaer Pofytechn_c InstJtuta's Center
of Excellence in rotor(raft technology
p 475 A88-40557
1987 Technical Committee Hig_ghts - The year in
rev-,ew -- Rotorcraft research and developrneot
p 475 A88-40558
Rotor(raft technology development at S_koreky Amcraft
p 476 A88-40561
Current rotorcraft technology advancement at MBB
p476 A88_M0562
Computer vision techr.ques for rotor(raft k:_w-albtude
flight p 588 A88-44325
International Conference on Rotor(raft Bas_ Research,
2nd, UnNemdy of Marytand, College Park. MD, Feb. 16-18.
1988. Proce_ p692 A88-51751
Efficient assembly of finale-element subsystems with
large reletive rotations -- for rotorctaft dynam_
characteristics p 727 A88-51764
Advancements in frequency-dornam methods for
rotor(raft system idemifmation p 727 A88-51768
Actwe control rotor model testing at Pnnceton's
Rotor(raft Dynamics Laboretory p 762 A88-51770
Analysis and design of nord_'_ar flight control systems
for rotor(raft p 756 A88-51773
Modeling composite components for rotorcraft wind
tunnel models p 764 A88-51780
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Development of rotorcraff interior noise control
concepts. Phase 2: Full scale testing, revision 1
[NASA-CR-172594-REV-1] p 190 N88-14769
Delamination durability of composite materials for
rotorcraft p 312 N88-16634
The role of aviation technology in the Caribbean Basin
[NASA-CR-t83069] p 630 N88-26289
ROTORS
Three-dimensional flow in a rotor - A strictly
three-dimensional calculation of flows in turbomachines
using the $1-$2 method p 44 A88-10628
Effect of fluid inertia on the performance of squeeze
film damper supported rotors
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-220] p 48 A88-11117
An Optimal control method for passage of a flexible rotor
through resonances p 48 A88-11439
Stabilization of precession-free rotors supported by
magnets p 111 A88-13342
Vibration monitoring - A key contribution to flight
safety p 294 A88-25367
Effect of the blade number ratio of the rotor and the
nozzle ring on the vibration activity of axial-flow and
radial-flow turbines p 314 A86-25614
An experimental study of the effect of the lower and
upper overlap on the efficiency of radial inward-flow
microturbines with an enclosed rotor
p 315 A88-25637
A conical element for finite element rotor dynamics
p 317 A88-26972
A study of the dynamic behavior of rotor-bearing systems
by the finite element method p 317 A88-27775
Rotating machinery dynamics; Proceedings of the
Eleventh Biennial ASME Conference on Mechanical
Vibration and Noise, Boston, MA, Sept. 27-30, 1987.
Volumes t & 2 p 394 A86-31501
An experimental study of the nozzle vane cascades of
gas turbines with counterrotating rotors
p 594 A88-43616
Extension of Kirchhoft's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces p 687 A88-47670
Rub in high performance turbomachinery, modeling,
solution methodology and signature analysis
p 742 A88-49976
On the optimization of vibration frequencies of rotors
p 770 A88-51296
Minimum weight design of rectangular and tapered
helicopter rotor blades with frequency constraints
p 727 A88-51766
The effects of turbulence and stator/rotor interactions
on turbine heat transfer. II - Effects of Reynolds number
and incidence
IASME PAPER 88-GT-5] p 846 A88-54152
Active control of transient rotordynamic vibration by
optimal control methods
IASME PAPER 88-GT-73] p 856 A88-54202
Turbines with counterrotating runners for aircraft power
plants p 34 N88-10992
A 1987 progress report of manufacturing techniques for
Gravity Probe B gyroscope rotors
[ NASA-TM-t 00312 J p53 N88-11101
Controlling the dynamic environment during NOE flight
p 103 N88-11661
A full potential flow analysis with realistic wake influence
for helicopter rotor airload prediction
INASA-CR-4007I p 67 N86-t2452
Flap-lag equations of motion of rigid, articulated rotor
blades with three hinge sequences
INASA-TM-1000231 p 104 N68-12495
Calculation of helicopter rotor blade/vortex interaction
by Navier-Stokes procedures
INASA-CR-1774411 p 145 N88-13291
Model helicopter rotor rig and associated strain gauge
balance for performance studies
ENAL-TM-AE-8704] p 170 N86-13364
Coupled elastic rotor/body vibrations with inplane
degrees of freedom p 180 N88-13643
Development of an unsteady wake theory appropriate
for aeroelastic analyses of rotors in hover and forward
flight
INASA-CR-t82357J p 147 N88-14075
Euler solution of multiblade rotor flow
INASA-TM-100014J p 181 N88-t4322
Creep-fatigue cracking in high temperature turbine
rotors p 182 N86-14426
Lift distribution and velocity field measurements for a
three-dimensional, steady blade/vortex interacticn
INASA-TM-t000131 p 219 N88-14962
Rotorcraft flight research with emphasis on rotor
systems p 289 N88-16656
Dynamic response of a geared train of rotors subjected
to random support excitations p 320 N88-17073
The further development of circulation control airfoils
p 279 N88-17594
A research program on the aerodynamics of a highly
loaded turbine stage p 301 N88-17655
The unsteady gas flow through stator and rotor of a
turbomachine p 301 N88-17660
Acoustic measurements from a rotor blade-vortex
interaction noise experiment in the German-Dutch Wind
Tunnel (DNW)
[NASA-TM-4024] p 403 N88-19218
Minimum weight design of rectangular and tapered
helicopter rotor blades with frequency constraints
[NASA-TM-100561] p 367 N68-t9465
Inflow measurement made with a laser velocimeter on
a helicopter model in forward flight. Volume 2: Rectangular
planform blades at an advance ratio of 0.23
[NASA-TM-100542] p 415 N68-21139
Inflow measurement made with a laser velocimeter on
a helicopter model in forward flight. Volume 3: Rectangular
planform blades at an advance ratio of 0.30
[ NASA-TM-100543 J p 497 N88-22015
Visualisation of the flow at the tip of a high speed axial
flow turbine rotor
lAD-A189928] p 546 N88-22300
Active control and system identification of rotordynamic
structure p 551 N88-23230
Development of aeroelastic analysis methods for
turborotors and propfans, including mistuning
p 551 N88-23244
The 2-D and 3-D time marching transonic potential flow
method for propfans p 501 N88-23245
Acoustic characteristics of 1/20-scale model helicopter
rotors
INASA-CR-177355 J p 557 N88-23548
Vibration and control of flexible rotor supported by
magnetic beadngs
INASA-TM-100688J p 619 N68-23977
Inflow measurements made with a laser velocimeter on
a helicopter model in forward flight. Volume 1 : Rectangular
planform blades at an advance ration of 0.15
[NASA-TM-1005411 p 576 N88-24607
Improved method for stress and compatibility analysis
of multicomponent rotating systems
INASA'TM'100884 J p 684 N88-25935
Dynamic stability of elastic rotor-beariog systems via
Liapunov's direct method p 773 N88-27571
Euler equation computations for the flow over a hovering
helicopter rotor
[NASA-CR-177493] p 712 N66-28037
Investigation of helicopter rotor blade/wake interactive
impulsive noise
[NASA-CR-f77435J p 797 N68-28882
The effects of inlet turbulence and rotor/stator
interactions on the aerodynamics and heat transfer of a
large-scale rotating turbine model. Volume 3: Heat transfer
data tabulation 65 percent axial spacing
I NASA-CR-t 79468 ] p 824 N88-28930
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of turbine
rotor-stator interaction
I NASA-TM-100081 ) p 799 N88-29750
The effects of inlet turbulence and rotor/stator
interactions on the aerodynamics and heat transfer of a
large-scale rotating turbine model Volume 2: Heat transfer
data tabulation. 15 percent axial spacing
] NASA-CR-1794671 p 825 N88-29804
Spray automated balancing of rotors: Methods and
materials
I NASA-CR-t82151 ] p 836 N88-29825
RUBBER
Determination of the hydroperoxide potential of jet
fuels
lAD-At959751 p 844 N88-29991
RUDDERS
The use of aeroelastic wind tunnel models to prove
structural design p 167 N88-13355
RULES
A rule-based system for arrival sequencing and
scheduling in air traffic control p 22 N88-10815
RUN TIME (COMPUTERS)
An approach to the interactive generation of
blockstructured volume grids using computer graphics
devices p 324 A88-26746
A case study in provisions needed in an Ada runtime
to support ATF- and LHX-like real-time embedded
systems p 776 A88-50990
RUNGE-KU'n'A METHOD
Navier-Stokes solutions for transonic flow over a wing
mounted in a tunnel
tAIAA PAPER 88-0102] p 199 A88-22073
An explicit Runge-Kutta method for unsteady
rotor/stator interaction
[AIAA PAPER 88-00491 p 275 A88-27715
Transient whirling of a rotating shaft with an unbalanced
disk p 395 A88-31541
Application of Runge Kutta time marching scheme for
the computation of transonic flows in turbomachines
[NASA-TM-86997] p 81 N88-12461
Reduction of time delays in Runge-Kutta integration
methods --- systems simulation
IMBB/LKE-132/S/PUB/241/AJ p 328 N88-17363
An adaptive grid technique for solution of the Euler
equations p 459 N88-20579
Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar
transonic flow over the ONERA M6 wing using the
Navier-Stokes equations
[FFA-TN-1987-06] p 713 N88-28045
RUNWAY CONDITIONS
Use of a single Doppler radar to estimate the runway
wind shear component in microburst outflows
[AIAA PAPER 88-0694] p 263 A88-22519
Hard runway and highway pavements --- Russian book
p 252 A88-24785
Semi-prepared airfield and design of double-action
shock absorber p 356 A88-29255
The analysis for dynamic response during airplane
taxiing p 356 A88-29257
Comparison of the A-7D aircraft dynamic response using
experimental and analytical methods
[AIAA PAPER 88-2233] p 361 A88-32196
Landing surface characteristics unique to V/STOL
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872310] p 530 A88-37182
The high technology test bed program - An overview
-- of tactical STOL airlifters
[SAE PAPER 872312] p 507 A88-37183
ILS glidescope evaluation of imperfect terrain
p 506 A88-39135
The dynamic response of an aircraft wheel to variations
in runway friction p 583 A88-44571
Insights from linear predictions of aircraft response to
damaged airfields p 658 A88-49013
Military aircraft testing techniques for sub-standard
runway operations p 726 A88-51481
A new look at the use of linear methods to predict aircraft
dynamic response to taxi over bomb damaged and repaired
airfields p 291 N88-17069
Aircraft and ground vehicle friction correlation test results
obtained under winter runway conditions during joint
FAA/NASA Runway Friction Program
[NASA-TM-100506J p 364 N88-18582
An investigation of the spray produced by a yawed wheel,
including measurement of impact forces --- aircraft
wheels
[BU-3631 p 425 N88-21150
Airplane runway performance monitoring system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-t-CUI p 581 N66-24621
RUNWAYS
The ability of modified pavement quality concrete to
resist ground erosion caused by v'rOL aircraft
[ BAE-ARG-238 ] p 107 N88-11683
Optimum take-off run of aircraft on ground airfields
p 97 N88-12623
A laboratory study of asphalt concrete mix designs for
high-contact pressure aircraft traffic
IAD-A185753] p 170 N88-14106
Chicago's O'Hare Runway Configuration Management
System (RCMS) Volume 1: Description of the operational
software
[AD-A185886] p 253 N88-14990
Comparative study of nondestructive pavement testing,
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida
IAD-A186082J p 253 N88-14993
Chicago's O'Hare Runway Configuration Management
System (RCMS). Volume 2: Users guide
lAD-A186222] p 226 N88-15783
A new look at the use of linear methods to predict aircraft
dynamic response to taxi over bomb damaged and repaired
airfields p 291 N88-17069
Evaluation of bituminous materials used in pavement
recycling projects at Tyndall, MacDill, and Hurlburt Air
Force Bases
lAD-A188068] p 321 N88-17871
Micro PAVER concept and development airport
pavement management system
lAD-A1873601 p 386 N88-t8598
Probabilistic and reliability design procedures for flexible
airfield pavements: Elastic layered method
lAD-A187533] p 386 N88-18600
Profilometer for bomb-damage-repaired airfield
pavements and measurement of pavement upheaval.
Report 1 : Technology evaluation
lAD-A1879851 p 387 N88-18601
Soft-ground aircraft arresting systems
lAD-At908381 p 539 N88-22912
Microwave landing system mathematical modeling study
for Midway Airport Runway 22L, Chicago, Illinois
{AD-A19172t ] p 581 N88-24616
Airplane runway performance monitoring system
[ NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU ] p 581 N88-24621
Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft
I NASA-CR-177491 I p 630 N88-25431
Alternate/modified binders for airfield pavements
tAD-A192781 ] p 762 N88-27206
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Irnprovement of heed-up display standards. Volume 5:
Head up dmpfay ILS (lnsfnJment Landd_ Sy_ew_) accuracy
f_ht teets
[AD-A194602] p 814 N88-28922
Airport sudane uaff¢ automation study
lAD-A194553] p 835 N88-28934
An analys_ of tram and space redueements for aircraft
tumrounds
[1"r-8705] p 8o2 N88-29783
S
S-N DIAGRAMS
De_ of a totally computerized interactive fatigue
life analysis program p 265 A88-22757
SAAB AIRORAFT
The Gnpan - An ambitious 'Jack of all trades'
p 154 A88-19271
SAFETY
AvicniCS system deign for high energy tields: A gdide
for the designer and alrwerftW,,ees speoalist
[NASA-CR-181590] p 814 N88-28919
SAFETY DEVICES
The use of Kevtar on aero-engme fan containment
[PNRg0410] p 53 N88-11134
vanable response load limiting device
[NASA-CASE-LAR.12801-1] p 619 N88-23982
SAFETY FACTORS
Safety awareness continuity in transportation and space
systems
[IAF PAPER 87-568[ p 84 A88-16180
Aircraft flight safety: Theory and analysis
p 148 A88-f9339
Reduction of the ultimate factor by aPl_ying a
load concept p 179 A88-19668
Helmet mounted devices - Some safety consK:lerations
p 238 A88-24175
The possibility of assunng a specified flight safety level
through redundancy in aircraft systems
p 234 A88-24763
Gas turbine safety improvement thtough risk analysis
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-15] p 458 A88-36743
Er_neermg and organizational princ_ of flight safety
assurance in civil aviation -- Rusamn book
p 578 A88-44911
Pasaenger prot ect_o_n tachnokxJy in aircraft accident tiros
-- Book p 714 A88-50901
Navy application of a standard fatigue and engine
mon_onngsystem
[AIAA PAPER 88-3315] p 813 A88-53156
Ultimate factor for structural design of modern fighters
[SAWE PAPER 1775] p 808 A88-53784
A profile of US Air Force aurcraft mishap a'westigation
p 801 A88-55288
Control of flight through mmroburst wind shear using
determin_st¢ tralectory optimization p 670 N88-26375
SALT SPRAY TESTS
Stress corrosson of C nng spe_men in salt spray tests
[l-186/87] p 766 N88-27307
SAMPLING
Meast_ements in the fu_cbonal mock up test of the
NAL QSTOL aircraft control system
[NAL-TR-928] p 36 N88-10793
Aviation turbine fuels from tar sands b_tumen and heavy
oils Part 2: Laboratory sample production
[AD_A185744[ p 176 N88-14211
Sampling intervals
[AD-A189445] p 333 N88-19408
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
Free vibration characteristics of damped sand_hch perml
stifferted t_h damped stringers p112 A88-13965
Moisture effects of polymethacrylimide foam and
hormycomb core in sandwich/slun sl_ctures
p 255 A88-22792
A correlation parameter for predicting the compressNe
strength of composite sandwich panels after low speed
impact
[AIAA PAPER 88-2294] p 398 A88-32245
Damage tolerance of internally pressurized sandwich
walled graphite/epoxy cylinders p 608 A88-42353
Impact and damage tolerance properties of CFRP
sandwich panels . An experimental parameter study for
the Fokker 100 CA-EP flap p 804 A88-52671
SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL
Design considerations of output feedback in variable
s_e systems
{AIAA PAPER 88-4500] p 778 A88-51971
Aen_-_oace research at the National Aerospace
Laboratory (NLR)
[ETN-87-90821 ] p 62 N88-10697
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
AvSat - An aeronautical satellite communications
system
[IAF PAPER 87-477] p 86 A88.16123
C31 offers spinofls to antrqxaneurs -- SDt
c_ network tochnoicga
p 177 AB8-18496
Satellites to fulfill ATS needs? p 171 A88-19050
The concept of a t,mddwide satelfite-besed
co_tions, nav_jabon and surveillance system
p 254 A88-21522
World-wide _ satellite _tions
[AIAA PAPER 88-0865] p 286 A88-27599
F_ anely=s of an alr-to-satallite laser
communmaticns link p 420 A88-34170
Modified/upgraded AN/ASC-30 and the EHF test
modem/processor (ETM/P) (The AN/ASC-30/U) --
satellite communm.ations from airborne platform
p 420 A88-34171
Implementation of aeronautical mobile saleflita sennces
(AMSSs) p 506 A88-40519
New concept for independent GPS integrity monitoring
p 716 A88-51383
SATELJLJTE _ _IJI_ORT
Independent ground mo_tor coverage of GPS
satellites p 171 A88-18895
SATELLITE I¢_VIGATION SYSTEMS
Institute of NavKjation, N_Jonal Technical Meeting,
Anahe_n, CA, Jan. 20-23, 1987, Proceedings
p 150 A88-17326
Proper treatment of the datta-range measurement in an
integrated GPS/inertial system p 150 A88-17328
The concept of a worldwide satallite-based
commun¢_tions, nav_ation and surveillance system
p 254 A88-21522
GPS ovennew -The operator's perspactwe
p 502 A88-37377
Narration by satellite - The next step for civil awation
p 506 A88-39375
GPS verUcal axis performance enhancement for
he,copter _ W_ng aparcech
[NASA-CR-177443] p 86 N88-12477
SATELLITE NETWORKS
AvSat - An aeronautical satellite communications
system
[IAF PAPER 87-477] p 86 A88-16123
AvSat - A new global satellite system for aircraft
commumcations
[AIAA PAPER 88-0646] p 286 A88-27587
Satell_to experiments for future aeronautical
com_tion p 353 A88-32144
Satellite services for aviation; Proceedings of the
Sympos,Jrn. London, England. June 22, 1987
p 353 A88-32704
Prodat aeronautical communm.ation system
p 354 A88-32708
ATC by Satellite - Safety and economy
p 354 A88-32709
Aeronautical channel characterization based on
measurement flights p 420 A88-36463
GPS ovew_ew -The operator's pe_pective
p 502 A88-37377
Nawgaticn by satellite - The next step for civil aviation
p 506 A88-39375
l_ticn of aeronautical mobile satellite
(AMSSs) p 506 A88-40519
Activities report in flight and space travel
[ ISSN-0070-3966] p 471 N88-22000
SATELLITE ORIENTATION
Analysis of free molecular effects on the attitude of
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simulation
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Evaluation of a new supersonic fluttar prediction tool
[AIAA PAPER 88-4376] p 721 A88-50614
OscUlating _ and bodies with flexure in supersonic
flow p 701 A88-50906
Pericd=city, suporposd_on, and 3D effects in _
compressor flutter aerndynan'ucs
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-136| p 791 A88-54242
SUPERSONIC INLETS
Combutat_on of the compensabon pltot tube in front of
the nose irdet of an ak'c_aft at transomc speed
p 77 A88_16341
A study on matching problems of
two-_mens_nal air inlets p 196 A88-20951
Exparimental meesmements of the flow in a scrsmjet
inlet at Mach 4
{AIAA PAPER 88-0271 ] p 203 A88-22198
Optimal control of s4Jperso_¢ taler/engine
co_0_natJon p 434 A88-36711
Linear dynamics of _iC inlet
p 482 A88-38186
Unsteady flow in a s4Aoercntical superson¢ inlet
p 576 N88-24605
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Applicability of a dff'fus_n combustion model to the
analys_s of supersonic turbulent reacting jets
p 40 A88-10180
Design of thrse-dimensK)nal scramlet inlets for
hypersomc propul,s_on p 76 A88-15501
Nozzle georr_ effects on superson¢ jet interaction
[AtAA PAPER 87-2694] p 123 A88-16548
Analy_s of twin supersonic plume resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2695] p 123 A88-16550
Coherent large-scale structures m h_gh Reynolds number
supersonic jets p 138 A88-19229
Mixing characteristics of supersonic shrouded jets
|AIAA PAPER 88-0699] p 258 A88-22524
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SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
Numencal solution of the problem of supersonic gas
flow from a narrow slot in hodograph variables
p 271 A88-26129
Influence of nozzle asymmetry on supersonic jets
p 276 A88-28034
Supersonic jet plume interaction with a flat plate
[SAE PAPER 872361] p 479 A88-37222
One-dimensional modeling of a pulsation cycle during
the interaction between a supersonic jet and an obstacle
p 562 A88-41808
Enhanced mixing of supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3002] p 634 A88-4707t
Mode switching in supersonic circular jets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3610] p 687 A88-48896
Flow near the axis of a shock layer in the case of a
two-phaso underexpanded supersonic jet impinging on a
normal obstacle p 694 A88-50004
A numerical study of mixing enhancement in supersonic
reacting flow fields --- in scramjets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3260] p 743 A88-50784
Near-field pressure radiation and flow characteristics in
low supersonic circular and elliptic jets
p 795 A88-54869
SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
AOM-127A full scale engineering development Flight
Test Program
[AIAA PAPER 88-2121J p 511 A88-38722
The use of a computer model to investigate design
compatibility between the 0F-4 aircraft and the
AQM-127A
[AIAA PAPER 88-2143J p 512 A88-36736
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
High Mach propulsion system installation and exhaust
system design considerations
IAIAA PAPER 87-2941J p 98 A88-14279
Vectoring Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle (VSERN)
static model test Wogram
[AIAA PAPER 68-3000] p 596 A88-44721
Optimized supersonic exhaust nozzles for hypersonic
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 88-3161 ] p 597 A88-44773
Comparison of numerical methods for the calculation
of supersonic nozzles p 636 A88-48083
Attenuation of Mach number nonuniformity in
compressible gas flow in subsonic and supersonic
nozzles p 695 A88-50032
Thrust efficiency of an ejector with a supersonic
nozzle p 742 A88-50052
SUPERSONIC SPEED
FlOW around a cone at supersonic speed
p 68 A88-13287
Cavity door effects on aerodynamic Ioadings of
compressed-carnage store configurations separating from
cavities at supersonic speeds
I AIAA PAPER 86-0333] p 206 A86-22244
Evaluation of a three-dimensional empirically derived
wing at supersonic speeds
I AIAA PAPER 88-0481 I p 208 A88-22356
Thooreticat investigations, and correlative studies for
NLF, HLFC, and LFC swept wings at subsonic, transon=c
and supersonic speeds
[SAE PAPER 871861 ] p 483 A88-38950
Passive venting system for modifying cavity flowfields
at supersonic speeds p 563 A86-43028
Possible types of flow on lee-surfece of delta wings at
supersonic speeds p 566 A88-44573
An experimental study of the effect of leading-edge
bluntness on the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of
a profile at high supersonic velocities
p 695 A88-50029
Aerodynamic sensitivities from subsonic, sonic and
supersonic unsteady, nonplanar lifting-surface theory
INASA-TM-100502] p 80 N88-12459
The aerodynamics of supersonic parachutes
I DE87-014646 J p81 N88-12464
Vortex formation over delta, double-delta and wave rider
configurations at supersonic speeds
p 142 N88.13243
Des0gn of wings and wing/body configurations for
transomc and supersonic speeds p 157 N88-13318
Supersonic aerodynamics of delta wings
INASA-TP-2771 I p 282 N88-17615
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings des_goed with a
combined-theory method to cruise at a Mach number of
45
I NASA-TP-27991 p 349 N88-19420
The structure of sonic underexpanded turbulent air jets
in still air
IAD'A190856] p 500 N86-22870
Wind tunnel investigation of wing and control panel loads
at transonic and supersonic speeds on some Schematic
cruciform missile configurations
I FFA-TN-1986-43-SUPPL-t J p 713 N88-28044
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SUPERSONIC TEST APPARATUS
Verification of compressor data accuracy by uncertainty
analysis and testing methods
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-165] p 30 A88-11076
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
High speed commercial flight - The coming era;
Proceedings of the First Symposium, Columbus, OH, Oct,
22, 23, 1986 p 222 A88-23258
HSCT research defines weight, fuel issues -- High Speed
Civil Transport p 356 A88-29059
Future flight vehicles p 332 A88-32479
Payoffs for supersonic through flow fan engines in high
Mach transports and fighters
[AIAA PAPER 88-29451 p 595 A88-44703
Supersonic propulsion systems and community noise
suppression concepts
[AIAA PAPER 88-29861 p 663 A88-46491
The challenges and opportunities of supersonic
transport propulsion technology
[A!AA PAPER 88-2985] p 665 A88-48032
Aerodynamics --- numerical simulation using
supercomputers p 783 A88-53800
Propulsion challenges and opportunities for high-speed
transport aircraft p 244 N88-15809
Conceptual final paper on the preliminary design of an
oblique flying wing SET
JNASA-CR-182879J p 517 N88-22891
The challenges and opportunities of supersonic
transport propulsion technology
[NASA-TM-100921 j p 602 N88-23806
Concept development of a Mach 3.0 high-speed civil
transport
INASA-TM-4058] p 733 N86-27182
SUPERSONIC TURBINES
Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan. II - Results and
discussion
IASME PAPER 87-GT-227] p 137 A88-18661
Computation of unsteady phenomena in transonic
turbines and compressors
{ONERA, TP NO. 1987-131 ] p 214 A88-22585
Fully scaled transonic turbine rotor heat transfer
measurements
(ASME PAPER 88-GT-171 J p 649 A68-54265
Design and test of a high blade speed, high work capacity
transonic turbine p 301 N88-17658
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Design and fabrication requirements for low-noise
supersonic/hypersonic wind tunnels
IAIAA PAPER 88-0143] p 250 A88-22104
Measurement and prediction of propeller flow field on
the PTA aircraft at speeds of up to Mach 0.85 --- Propfan
Test Assessment
JAIAA PAPER 88-06671 p 240 A88-22497
Experimental and analytical investigations of supersonic
mixing layers
JAIAA PAPER 88-0702) p 213 A88-22527
Calibration of the constant temperature hot-wire
anemometer in transonic flow p 261 A68-24443
An experimental study of the holographic technique
applied to supersonic cascade wind-tunnel
p 391 A88-2968g
Optical methods for model angle of attack and transition
measurement p 449 A88-33057
Unexpected/expected results from the Langley 20-Inch
Supersonic Wind Tunnel during initial checkout
{AIAA PAPER 88-1999] p 531 A88-37911
Development of the University of Texas at Arlington
Aerodynamics Research Center
(AIAA PAPER 88-20021 p 531 A88-37913
Microprocessor control of high-speed wind tunnel
stagnation pressure
IAIAA PAPER 88-2062l p 535 A88-37949
Development of a 'laser knife' method for the flow
visualization in supersonic wind tunnels
p 697 A88-50074
Investigation of the working process of a low-pressure
blowdown supersonic wind tunnel p 762 A88-52084
Unique, clean-air, continuous-flow,
high-stagnation-temperat ure facility for supersonic
combustion research
IAIAA PAPER 88-3059A] p 832 A88-53135
The 0.6m x 0.6m trisonic test section (TMK) of DFVLR
in Cologne-Porz. Federal Republic of Germany (status
1986)
IESA-TT-1052J p 106 N88-11681
Experimental investigation of the subsonic high-altitude
operation of the NASA Lewis t0- by 10-foot supersonic
wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-t00214] p 253 N88-15814
Design of a supersonic wind tunnel
I ETN-88-92078 ] p 445 N88-2t 176
Numerical and experimental investigation of multiple
shook wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions in a
rectangular duct
lAD*A190772] p 547 N88-22320
SUBJECT INDEX
Supersonic wall adaptation in the rubber tube test
section of the DFVLR Goettingen
[iB-222-87-A-08] p 836 N88-29824
SUPERSONICS
Planform effects on the supersonic aerodynamics of
multibody configurations
{NASA-TP-2762] p 79 N88-12454
SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
Effect of support friction on the dynamics of the free
rotation of a model about its longitudinal axis
p 452 A88-34658
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Support systems for new lighter-than-air vehicles
p 105 A88-14315
Dynamic flexibility coefficient matrix and its
measurement for aeroengine supporting system
p 317 A88-26641
Reliability growth applications for aviation support
equipment p 391 A88-29616
Supportability evaluation prediction process
p 623 A88-43336
Supporting the advanced technology airship
p 560 A88-43368
Advanced technology engine supportability - Preliminary
designer's challenge
IAIAA PAPER 86-2796J p 815 A86-53102
Engine component retirement for cause. Volume 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A192730J p 667 N88-26371
SUPPORTS
Dynamic response of a geared train of rotors subjected
to random support excitations p 320 N88-17073
Design of a sound neck in connection with the
model-supporf system of a transonic wind tunnel test
section
[ILR-MITT-186(1987)I p 445 N88-21171
SURFACE COOLING
Studies of gas turbine heat transfer airfoil surface and
end-wall cooling effects
{AD.A195165] p 825 N88-29805
SURFACE DEFECTS
Bonded repair of metallic components - Thick sections
p 391 A88-29449
SURFACE FINISHING
Five years metal bonding with a nonchromated etch
p 448 A88-33001
Modern surface protections for aircraft
p 641 A88-39417
Assuring the durability and reliability of selected machine
components in the surface-treatment process
p 678 A88-48150
Surface engineering for high temperature
environments p 845 A88-53840
Surface treatment problems found in new aircraft
designed using structural composites
ISNIAS-872-111-113] p 174 N88-13397
Study of surface treatment before bonding of light
alloys
(DCQ/L-48-287/FJ p 176 N88-14181
Study of surface treatments before adhesive bonding
of light alloys --- aircraft industry
IETN-88-92743] p 766 N88-27308
SURFACE GEOMETRY
Observations and analyses of natural laminar flow over
a nonlifting airframe surface
[SAE PAPER 871020] p 15 A88-13096
Geometry processing --- extraction of geometric features
from already constructed curves or surfaces
IAIAA PAPER 87-28981 p 120 A88-14264
A geometry system for aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPER 87-2902] p 120 A88-14265
Surface mesh generation using elliptic equations
p 324 A88-26732
Flame stabilization using large flameholders of irregular
shape p 312 A88-27285
Numerical generation of surface grids on arbitrary
three-dimensional surface patches p 402 A88-30525
Wing geometry: Methods and algorithms for designing
lifting surfaces --- Russian book p 700 A88-50777
The shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction on
curved surface at transonic speed p 701 A88-51157
SURFACE LAYERS
Interaction between a compliant surface and the viscous
sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer
p 676 A88-46914
Calculation of stress relaxation in the surface-hardened
layer near a hole in the disk of a gas-turbine engine
p 846 A88-53961
SURFACE NAVIGATION
Autonomous onboard collision avoidance for aircraft and
ships p 21 A88-10687
Navigation instruments and systems --- Russian book
p 152 A88-19364
USER - Future use of space and terrestrial
radionavigation systems p 715 A88-49726
SUBJECT INDEX SWEPT WINGS
J_nt urwe_ty _ for Air Transportat_n
Research, 1986
(NASA-CP-2502] p 560 N88-23715
SURFACE PROI_RTES
Herd runway and highway pa_ -- Russian book
p 252 A88-24785
Liquid crystals for unsteady surface shear stress
visualization
[AIAA PAPER 88-3841] p 643 A88-48908
Surface heat transfer flucttmtions on a turbine roter blade
due to upstre, am shock wave _
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-172] p 791 A88-54266
A let in a Crnssflow
[NASA-CR-182469] p 277 N88-16674
Methods of determining piaya surface conditions using
remote s4_'lsmg
[AD-A192663] p 774 N88-27612
SUqRFAClE
An _ of active sudace heating for _
lift end reduc_g drag of an airfoil
[NASA-TM-100563] p 347 N88-18570
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Use of a liquid-crystal and heater*element cornlx_lte
for quantitative, high-resolution heat-transfer coefficients
on a turbine airfoil including turbulence and
surface-roughnees effects p 44 A88-10¢J69
Experience about the applicatzon and valuation of
roughness strips for boundary layer transition control in
wind tunnel tests in the high-speed range
IESA-TT-1028] p 51 N88-10278
A new look at the use of linear methods to predict acctaft
dynamic response to taxi over bomb damaged and replered
airfields p 291 N88-17069
Manufacturing reque'ements p 561 N88-23745
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
The effect of grit roughness on the performance of the
Wo_Tnann FX63-137 airfoil at a chord Reynolds number
of 100.000 p 11 A88-11202
A Fourier analysis approach for surface delinition and
the effect of roughness on the local convective
heat-transfer coefficient as related to me accretion
IAIAJ_ PAPER 88-0117] p 257 A88-22081
The effect of wave-like roughness On transition
[AIAA PAPER 88-0139] p 257 A88-?..2100
The analysis for dynamic response during airplane
taxiing p 356 A88-29257
ILS g4idescope evaluation of imperfect te4Tain
p 506 A88-39135
Modelling the influence of small sudace dmcontmudms
in turbulent boundary layers
IAIAA PAPER 88-25941 p 546 A88-40759
Turbulence production over a rough wall at Mach 3
p 565 A88-43913
Experiments on three-_menslonel rit:)lets
p 632 A88-46243
Turbulent viscous drag reduction with _t
nblets p 636 A88-.47468
Measurement and predictfon of rough wall effects on
frictK)n factor - Uniform roughness results
[ AIAA PAPER 88-3754 J p 680 A88-4892EI
Effects of ernmomentslly imposed roughness on airfoil
performance p 223 N88-15778
SURFACE STABILITY
E_I flutter prediction method
[AD-At95699J p 825 N88-29810
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Procedures for detern_nmg surface heat flux using thin
film gauges on a coated metal model in a transient test
facility
IASME PAPER 87-GT-95] p 45 A88-11034
Vw, cous boundary layer near the c_tmal point of a rotating
body under conditions of nonstationary injection and
surface coofmg p 135 A88-17733
The simulabon of a=rcraft engine oil daposits under stalic
conditions and thee influencing factors
IASLE PAPER 87-AM-SA-1J p 173 A88-18757
Landing surface characteristics unique to V/STOL
aircraft
ISAE PAPER 8723101 p 530 A88-37182
Heating requirements and nonadiabatic surface effects
for a model in the NTF cryogen¢ wmd tunnel
I AIAA PAPER 88-20441 p 534 A88-37944
SPATE as a noncontsct NDI Iool p 771 A88-51790
Research _ p 548 N88-22430
SURFACE WATER
Investtgation of surface water behav=or during glaze ice
accrebon
IAIAA PAPER 88-01151 p 220 A88-22079
SURFACES
Aerodynarmc sensitwifms from subsonic, sonic and
superser_c unsteady, nonplener lifling-surfacetheory
INASA-TM-1005021 p 80 N88-12459
Calculation of the distributed loads on the blades of
individual multiblade propellers in axlal flow _ linear
and nonlmeer l,ftingsurface theories
INASA-T1"-201731 p 413 N88-20278
_ for on-line surge s4_0_'es_o_1 by fast guide
vane ed_stment in axial compressors
p 303 N88-17674
Equipment test methods ter externally produced
electromag_ebc trereaents
[ RAE-TM-FS(F)-457 ] p416 N88-21140
SURVEILLANCE
A prelm'wtary assessment of thunderstorm outflow wind
measoreme_ with airport survailtance radars
[AD-A189064] p 463 N88-20757
Aerodynarmcs of seeing on large transport mrcrelt
[NASA-CR-183122] p 801 N88-28896
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
A 20 kW solid-state L-band transmitter for the RAMP
PSR radar -- radar modernization project
p 392 A88-30255
Meteorological effects on auf surveillance radars
p 417 A88-33183
A,_rnuthest_ation _ fer _ SSR
p417 A88-33184
Theoretical and exponm_tal evaloata)n of monopulse
SSR in actual envmonment p 418 A88-33189
Weather charmel for a pnmory surveillance radar
p 449 /1.88-33320
The ramp PSR, a so_d-statssurveillance radar
p 449 A88-33328
Monoputae seconda_ survegltance radar
p 449 A88-33330
Surveillance processing in the Mode S sensor
p 450 /=.88-33335
Radar data proces=ng with new generation mo_opulse
SSR radars p 450 A88-33336
Errors in aircraft height intownation t_tered by
secondary surveillance radar systems
p 418 A88-33337
Mode S -A monopulse secondary survedtance radar
p 450 A88-33341
Operation of monoputse SSR at difficult sites
p 418 A88-33342
Developments in SSR mode S standerdiz_tion
p 450 A88-33343
The future of secondary surveillance radar - Mode S
and TCAS -- Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance
System p 450 A88-33344
Possible initial data link applications of Mode S in
Western Europe p 450 A88-33345
Taxiway safety using mode S SSR
p 519 A88-39495
Development of an airborne facility for advanced
avorttcs research p 592 N88-23801
Free resolution errors in secondary surveillance radar
a_ude reperting
[ RSRE-87019 ] p 802 N88-28906
SURVEYS
A su_ey of existing hypersonic ground test facilities:
North America p 169 N88-13220
An evaluataon of perceptions of form, fit. functlen (F3)
stsnderdizats)n on the Standard Inertial Nawgation Unit
(STD INU) program
lAD-A188955] p 355 N88-19446
SURVIVAL
Improved oil-off surwvability of tapered roller bearings
INASA-CR-1808041 p 53 N88-11135
SURVlVAL EQUIIqlENT
The development of emergency parachute systems for
the Voyager world flight p83 A88-13385
L.W. SKAD (light weight survival kit air droppable)
development prograrn p 83 A88-13410
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
Aircraft and equipment facters in the occtm'ence of
suspension line twists with U.S. Army parachutes
p 19 A88-12644
Motion of a liftingbody with an externally suspended
load -- hel¢opter mobon in atmosphere
p 436 A88-34015
General equdibrium characteristK:s of a dual-lift
helY'vOpter system
[NASA-TP-26151 p 332 N88-19407
SUSPENSIONS
Analys_S of the two-ring suspens.,(m of a clyr_lly
tunable gyroscope p 314 A88-25566
SWEEP ANGLE
Aeroelestic effects of alternate blade sweep on
advanced propfan rotor
I ASME PAPER 87-WA/AERO-8] p 770 A88-51328
Representation of sweep effects on dynamic stall
p 7O4 A88-51752
SWEEP EFFECT
Parametric studies of advanced turboprops
[AIAA PAPER 88-2266l p 375 A88-32223
Sweep effects on low Reynolds number stall
hysteres=s
{AIAA PAPER 88-4419] p 708 A88-51939
Three_imanslonal unsteady flew elicited by fioite wings
and complex configurations p 81 N88-12468
SWEEPBACK
On the irmeptJon lengths of swept shock-wave/turb_er_
boundary-layer mterac_ons p702 AB8-51166
Structural Ta_KJ of Advanced Turboprops (STAT)
[NASA-CR-180_61] p 746 N88-28074
SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
X-29A flight control system performance dining
test
{AIAA PAPER 87-2878] p 101 A88-14259
Aeroelastic stability cheractenstics of a composite swept
wing with tip weights for an urvestramed veh_e
p 154 A88-19673
Application of forced unsteady aerodynamics to a
forward swept wing X-29 model
[AIAA PAPER 88-0563] p 210 A88-22422
ExpemnentaJ investigation and semi-empirioal
eStmlation of aerodyrmrn_c character_tics of a
swept-forward wing at low speed and high angles of
attack p 217 A88-24448
The influence of the warping restraint On the =p=.nwise
lift distnbution of swept forward compes_ wing
structures
[AIAA PAPER 88-2209] p 397 A88-32180
A subsonic analysis of Digital Datcorn using several
forward swedt wing configurations p438 A88-341t 8
Experm_ studies in aeroelestic_ty of unswept and
forward swept graphite/epoxy wr.cjs
p 453 A88-35533
Effects of maneuver dynan'.cs on drag poiars of the
X-29A forward-swept-wing aircraft with automatic wing
camber control
[AIAA PAPER 88-2144] p 527 A88-38737
General for_tion fer the aeroelas_c di_ of
composite swept-forward wing structures
p 584 A88-45286
Divergence study of a high-aspect-ratio, forward swept
wing p 656 A88-49025
Canard-confKjured airplanes require new rules
p 714 A88-49275
_nary weaJht _tion of conventmnel and joined
wings us=ng equNalent beam models
p 721 A88-50917
Forward sweep - A favourable concept for a laminar
fk_ w_g
[AIAA PAPER 88-4418] p 708 A88-51938
Structural technology transition to new aircraft
p 805 A88-52673
Applicabon of the theory of anisotropic thin-walled
beams and p4ates for wings made trom composite
mate_al
[IAF PAPER 88-275] p 852 A88-55372
Wing dwen3ence of trimmed aircraft
p 167 N88-13354
X-29A forward-swept-wing flight research program
status
[NASA-TM-100413] p 292 N88-17644
The aerodyrmm¢ design optim=sation of a forward swept
wing fighter axcraft
{CAR-87-18} p 346 N88-18553
A cormlatio_ study of X-29A aircraft and essocmted
analytical development
{NASA-CR-183103] p 424 N88-20296
Devek_omont of a real-time aeroperformance analysis
technique for the X-29A advanced technology
demonslxater
INASA-TM-100432] p 425 N88-21151
Experiment investigatio_ on Iortgitudinal characteristics
of the forward swept wing
[AD-A191553] p 574 N88-24582
Current flight test experience related to _ai
divergence of forward-swept wings
INASA-TM-100445] p 587 N88-24633
High performance forward swept wing amp'aft
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11636-1] p 810 N88-28914
SWEPT WINGS
A companson of flutter analyses for a 45 deg swept
model
IAIAA PAPER 87-2886] p 89 A88-14263
Expenmontai investigation on longitudinal
characteristics of the forward swept wing
p 77 A88-16336
Experimental and anaiytmal, transonic aerodynamic and
acoustic results for rectangular and swept rotor blade
tips
IONERA. TP NO. 1987-16] p 187 A88-17302
Aircraft buffet onset measurements at transen=c Mach
numbers p 140 A88-19803
Numerical computation of three-dimens=D_ii turbulent
boundary layers for the infinite swept wmg
p 140 A88-19970
Wave interact=ons in swept-wing flows
p 195 A88-20845
Navmr-Stokes solutions for transon¢ flow over a wing
mounted in a tunnel
IAIAA PAPER 88-0102) p 199 A88-22073
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SWEPTBACK WINGS SUBJECT INDEX
Evolution of resonant wave triads in three-dimensional
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 88-04051 p 207 A88-22298
Aeroelasfic modeling of swept tip rotor blades using finite
elements p 230 A88-22748
The tip flow of a part span slotted flap
p 272 A88-26422
An efficient method for computing unsteady transonic
aerodynamics of swept wings with control surfaces
p 335 A86-30378
Canard certification loads - A review of FAA concerns
[SAE PAPER 8718471 p 359 A88-30808
Stability of three-dimensional boundary layers
[SAE PAPER 871857] p 393 A88-30814
Criteria for the onset and eevehty of buffeting on a
systematic series of eleven wings
[AIAA PAPER 88-22761 p 343 A88-32230
An inverse boundary-layer method for turbulent flows
on infinite swept wings p 345 A88-32482
Visualisation of vortex flows around wings with
highly-swept leading-edges p 345 A88-32550
Mesh-refined computation of disordered vortex flow
around a cranked delta wing - Transonic speed
p 408 A88-32893
Whirl flutter of swept tip proptans p 423 A88-35529
Structural tailoring for aircraft performance
p 423 A88-35544
Free-vortex flow simulation using a three-dimensional
Euler aerodynamic method p 410 A88-36266
Modet of hot*film sensor with substrate
p 457 A88-36524
On the prospects for increasing dynamic lift
p 481 A88-38167
Theoretical investigations, and correlative studies for
NLF, HLFC, and LFC swept wings at subsonic, transonic
and supersonic speeds
(SAE PAPER 871861] p 483 A88-38950
Measurements in a three-dimensional turbulent
boundary-layer p 484 A88-39000
Viscous induced drag
(AIAA PAPER 88-2550] p 562 A88-42196
Tracking vorticity in flight p 614 A88-43522
Theory of flow past yawed and swept wings of large
aspect ratios p 565 A88-43996
Experimental examination of the leading-edge suction
analogy p 570 A88-45677
Turbulence reduction on swept leading edges
p 632 A88-46249
Decay of spanwise wavy inhomogeneities in a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer over an
'infinite' swept concave wing p 677 A88-47873
Full 3-D iterative solution of transonic flow for a swept
wing test channel
(AIAA PAPER 88-3735] p 646 A88-48986
The various sources of wing rock
IAIAA PAPER 88-4370] p 700 A88-506t0
Application of dynamical systems theory to nonlinear
aircraft dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 88-4372] p 753 A88-50622
Experimental study of the boundary-layer separation
conditions through a shock-wave on airfoil and swept
wing p 702 A88-51167
A model of the flow over swept wings with shock induced
separation p 702 A88-51168
Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretched flow
around a cranked delta wing - Transonic speed
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display charactenst_-'s: A repo_l/bibl_graphy, rems._l A
tAD-At870751 p 291 N88-17641
Analysis procedures and sublective flKJht results of a
simulator validat¢on and cue fidelity experiment
I NASA-TM-882701 p 587 N88-24634
VISUAL STIMUU
A new approach foe flight simulator visual systems
p 251 A88-22873
VOCOOERS
Development of an 8000 bps voice codec for AvSat
p 683 N88-25755
VOICE COMMUNICATION
The ro_e of home cancelletion techntques in amcrew voice
communications systems p 238 A88-24170
Auton_tic voce alert devices (AVAD)
p 370 A88-32681
Implementation of aeronautical mobile satellite sannces
(AMSSs) p 506 A88-40519
Some aspects of automatic speech recogn_on under
helicopter vibcation p 654 A88-46263
Generic voice interface for cockpit application
p 770 A88-50997
World-wide aeronautical satellite communmations
p 682 N88-25688
Development of an 8000 _ voK:e codec for AvSat
p 683 N88-25755
VOICE CONTROL
Smart command recogncer (SCR) - For clevet_ome_
tost. and imp_nentation of speech commands
[AIAA PAPER 88-4612] p 858 A88-536.54
VOI.ATlUTY
Cost _ possible with Air Force corNers.,on to JP-8
as its prena_y fuel
[AD-A183784] p 42 N88-10192
VOLCANOES
TOMS and the NOAA/F/U_ volcano support plan
p 183 N88-13796
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Power quality of a_rcraff electric systems
ISAE PAPER 871885] p 373 A88-30_32
VOLTERRA EQUATIONS
Accurate modeling of nordinear systems using Vottewa
satins sutm'mdels -- applied to stall/post-stall aircraft fright
and w.axj rock p 304 A8_-27352
VON _ EQUATION
Predlc_,n of the pressure distribution for radial inflow
between co_otatmcj discs
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-61 ] p 847 A88-54193
VORTEX JU.LIEVIATION
The characteristics of asymmetric vortices and side
forces on a _nosed body with wing and verbcal ta_
p 482 A88-38188
VORTEX AVOIDANCE
lnveslig_tion of airborne IkSar for avoidance of windsttear
hazards
[AIAA PAPER 88-4658] p 718 A88-51912
VORTEX BREAKDOWN
On the breakdown of the vortex induced by a delta
wing
IONERA. TP NO. 1987-105] p 136 A88-18489
Hysteres_ of vortex development and br_ on
an osollatzng delta wing p 138 A88-19242
A model for vortex breakdown on slender wmcjs
p 197 A88-21991
Control of lead_J edge vortex breakdown by blowing
IAIAA PAPER 88_)504J p209 A88-22371
Evaluation of Nav=er-Stokes and Euler so/_tions
leading-edge separation vortices p 335 A88-30500
The simulation of a=rcrafl vortex dissipation m a calm
and turbulent atmospheric boundary layer
p 336 A88-30502
Theoretical investiojatJonof separated vortex motion and
vortex breakdown feature p 340 A88-31455
Wing vortex-flows up into vortex breakdown - A
numerical simulation
IAIAA PAPER 88-2518] p 487 A88-40709
Numencel prediction of flow in slender vor0ces
p 566 A88-44502
A study of LEBU pe_ocmance by d.'ect total-force
measurements --- Large Eddy Breakup
p 631 A88-46229
Use of LEBU-devices for drag reduction at flight
conditions p 631 A88-46235
Modificat_n of turbulent boundary layer _e by
large-eddy breakup devices p 632 A88-46244
A model for calculating the aerodynarmc effects of vortex
breakdown on slender wings p 635 A88-47256
Vortical flow analysis for F-106B configuration
t AIAA PAPER 88-37451 p 640 A88-48842
Elimination of the vortex 'explosion' on a delta wing
through local jet ejection into the vortex core reg_o_
p 695 AB8-50018
A theory for the core flow of leading-edge vortices
p 218 N88-14935
Airfoil large eddy breakup devices for turbulent drag
reduction p 235 N88-14956
Control of vortical separabon on conical bodies
p 278 N88-17580
Burst vortex/boundary layer interaction
[NASA-CR*182510_ p 279 N88-17583
Investigation on the movement of vortex burst position
with dynan_cally changing angle of attack for a schematic
deltaw_ng in a waterfunnel with correlatzon to simitar studies
in wmcltunnel p 550 N88-23152
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VORTEX FILAMENTS
Experimental investigation of topological structures in
three-dimensional separated flow p 486 A88-39970
The vortex-filament nature of the reverse flow on the
verge of rotating stall
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-120] p 848 A88-54234
VORTEX FLAPS
Aerodynamic characteristics of vortex flap and its
combination with apex flap p 341 A88-31465
Prediction of vortex lift of non-planar wings by the
leading-edge suction analogy p 485 A88-39279
Companson of experimental and numerical results for
delta wings with vortex flaps p 646 A88-49012
VORTEX GENERATORS
Further visualization of combined wing tip and starting
vortex systems p 14 A88-12276
Eddy generation in heat conductors
p 112 A88-t3427
Vortex/separated bounda_/-layer interactions at
transonic Mach numbers _ _7= A88-28033ia Lf_
Properties of a half-delta wing vortex
p 483 A88-38985
Time-dependent structure in wing-body junction flows
p 484 A88-38988
Computational simulation of vortex generator effects on
transonic shock/boundary layer interaction
]AIAA PAPER 88-2590] p 498 A88-40771
Low-speed aerodynamics of apex fences on a tailless
delta configuration p 569 A88-45277
Burst vortex/boundary layer interaction
[NASA-CR-182510] p 279 N88-17583
Transonic Navier-Stokes computations of
strake-generated vortex interactions for a fighter-like
configuration
[ NASA-TM-100009 ] p 497 N88-22010
Experimental studies of vortex flows
[NASA-CR-182874] p 551 N88-23171
VORTEX RINGS
A multiple-vortex-ring model of the DF-W microburst ---
Dallas-Ft Worth downdraft of Aug. 1985
[AIAA PAPER 88-0685] p 263 A88-22511
VORTEX SHEDDING
Turbulent near wake of a symmetrical body
p 318 A88-28047
Navier-Stokes simulation of pnmary and secondary
separation vortices around delta wings
p 336 A86-30501
Free-vortex flow simulation using a three-dimensional
Euler aerodynamic method p 410 A88-36266
Recent developments and engineering applications of
the vortex cloud method p 480 A88-37358
Wing vortex-flows up into vortex breakdown - A
numerical simulation
] AIAA PAPER 88-2518] p 487 A88-40709
Vortex shedding in high-speed compressor blade
wakes p 862 A88-42457
Separated flow on a wing at low Reynolds numbers
tAIAA PAPER 88-3548] p 694 A88-49387
Research on aircraft/vortex-wake interactions to
determine acceptable level of wake intensity
p 714 A88-50902
Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretched flow
around a cranked delta wing - Transonic speed
p 702 A88-51171
The experimental investigation of vortices shed from a
wing strake p 710 A88-52073
Base pressure in transonic speeds - A comparison
between theory and experiment
IASME PAPER 88-GT-1321 p 790 A88-54240
A study of rotor broadband noise mechanisms and
helicopter tail rotor noise p 190 N68-14766
On the prediction of highly vortical flows using an Euier
equation model, part 2
lAD-A190245] p 547 N88-22305
Stall flutter analysis of propfans p 852 N88-23256
Theory of sound production by vortex-airfoil interaction
[AD-At933861 p 779 N88-27875
VORTEX SHEETS
A simplified method for 3-D potential flow in
turbomachinery using vortex sheet boundary conditions
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-28] p 3 A88-10989
A numerical model for analysis of thin wings in inviscid
incompressible flow p 68 A88-13121
Fundamental issues in the calculation of rotor wakes
p 134 A68-17310
Vortex sheet modeling with curved higher-order panels
p 139 A88-19670
Analysis of strake-slender-wing configurations using
slender-wing theory p 335 A88-30379
Computation of velocity field in the vicinity of a
helicopter p 345 A88-32531
Mesh-refined computation of disordered vortex flow
around a cranked delta wing - Transonic speed
p 408 A88-32893
A note on the effect of forward flight on shock spacing
in circular jets p 409 A88-34621
Multi-cell vortices computed in large-scale difference
solution to the incompressible Euler equations
p 571 A88-45706
An explicit itaratNe method for determining the intensity
of a wing vortex sheet p 637 A88-48302
The vortex rollup problem using Lamb vortices for the
elliptically loaded wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-3746] p 640 A88-48843
Spanwise displacement of a line vortex above a wing -
A simple calculation scheme p 647 A88-49024
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional lifting flows
by a vortex panel method
[AIAA PAPER 88-4336] p 698 A88-50582
Computational technique for compressible vortex flows
using the integral equation solution
[NASA-CR-182695] p 412 N88-20271
A multiliffing line method and its application in design
and analysis of nonplanar wing configurations
[DFVLR-FB-87-51] p 499 N88-22860
A twin-mirrored galvanometer laser light sheet
generator
[NASA-TM-100887] p 683 N88-28901
VORTEX STREETS
A theoretical evaluation of the forces caused by vortex
wakes, and the excitement of blade vibrations
p 370 A88-28945
VORTICES
Multignd localization and multignd grid generation for
the computation of vortex structures and dynamics of flows
in cawties and about airfoils p 3 A88-10562
Further visualization of combined wing tip and starting
vortex systems p 14 A88-12276
The development of wing theo_ p 14 A88-12483
Experimental research on the structure and 'bursting'
of eddies on a slender delta wing - Conducted in a wind
tunnel using an ecoustooptic measurement method
p 69 A88-13429
Calculation of nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of
interfenng airfoils using an eddy cascade method under
subsonic flow conditions p 70 A88-13436
Modeling of large-scale vortex structures in supersonic
turbulent flow past blunt bodies p 71 A88-13761
The theoretical model and numerical solution for the
compressible viscous vortex cores p 71 A88-14016
An investigation of the structure of a ground-trailing
vortex p 112 A88-14019
Interactions of a two-dimensional vortex with a wall layer
of vorticity p 72 A88-14128
Vortex dynamics of slender wings as • numerical
experiment with discrete-vortex methods
p 73 A88-14146
Structure*borne noise control for propeller aircraft
IAIAA PAPER 87-2680l p 123 A88-18841
Prospects for Eulerian CPD analysis of helicopter vortex
flows p 134 A88-17313
Vortex simulation of forced/unforced mixing layers
p 137 A88-19228
All-theoretical prediction of cabin noise due 1o
impingement of propeller vortices on a wing structure
[AIAA PAPER 87-2681 I p 156 A88-20179
Numerical simulations of acoustic-vortex interactions in
a central-dump ramjet combustor p 238 A88-20781
Vortex roU-up from an elliptic wing at moderately low
Reynolds numbers p 197 A88-21979
An investigation of excitation effects on a row of
impinging jets using large-eddy simulations
[AIAA PAPER 88-0043] p 198 A88-22028
Flow unsteadiness considerations in high alpha testing
[AIAA PAPER 88-00571 p 199 A88-22040
Effects of Mach number and Reynolds number on
leading-edge vortices at high angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 88-0122J p 200 A88.22084
Unsteady vortex-dominated flows around maneuvering
wings over a wide range of Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 88-0317] p 204 A88-22230
A hybrid vortex method for parachute aerodynamic
predictions
[AIAA PAPER 88-0322] p 205 A88-22234
Propulsive vortical signatures of plunging and pitching
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 88-0323l p 205 A88o22238
An experimental study of flow development over an airfoil
in impulsive and accelerating starting motions
[AIAA PAPER 88-0326] p 205 A88-22238
High angle of attack non-linear vortex lattice calculations
of canard-wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-0484} p 209 A88-22359
Computations of vortical supersonic flows over a
blunt-nose-cylinder at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 88-0485] p 209 A88-22360
Visualization of unsteady separated flow produced by
mechanically drNen dragonfly wing kinematics model
{AIAA PAPER 88-0569] p 210 A88-22428
Three dimensional representation of a multiple-vortex
microburst for corporate aviation simulators
[AIAA PAPER 88-0584] p 262 A88-22440
SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical investigation on the effect of fairing on the
vortex flows around airfoil/flat-plate junctures
[AIAA PAPER 88-0615] p 212 A88-22463
Rotor wake modeling for high speed applications
p 215 A88-22728
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the Weis-Fogh
mechanism. II - Numerical computations by the discrete
vortex method p 272 A88-26359
Numerical study of the vortex burst phenomenon for
delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 88-0505] p 334 A88-29823
Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for
leading-edge separation vortices p 335 A88.30500
Vortex simulation of unsteady stall in a cascade of
oscillating blades with piecewise linearization and
recorrection technique p 338 A88-30547
Longitudinal vortices imbedded in turbulent boundary
layers. II - Vortex pair with 'common flow' upwards
p 340 A88-30961
Vortex system and pressure distribution of slender
bodies with elliptical cross.section nose at high angle of
attack p 341 A88-31462
Visualization and measurement of the space vortex
system on slender body p 341 A88-31463
The formation mechanism of the asymmetric spatial
vortex of slender bodies at high angle of attack
p 341 A88-31464
Experimental investigation on the formation mechanism
of the effect of spin nose to asymmetric vortexes on slender
body at high angle of attack p 342 A88-31467
The experimental investigation on the formation and
decay of vortex under interaction of a jet with a
crossflow p 342 A88-31468
Characteristics of asymmetric vortices and methods to
alleviate off-plane forces and moments
p 342 A88-31474
Three-dimensional flows with imbedded longitudinal
vortices p 408 A88-33043
Analysis of wing flap configurations by a nonpienar vortex
lattice method p 410 A88-36261
In-flight flow visualization of F-106B leading-edge vortex
using the vapor-screen technique p 423 A88-36264
Measurement of leading edge vortices from a delta wing
using a three component laser velocimetar
[AIAA PAPER 88-2024] p 544 A88-37929
Visualization techniques for studying high angle of attack
separated vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-2025J p 844 A88-37930
Visualization and wake surveys of vortical flow over a
delta wing p 482 A88-38377
Detection of large-scale organized motions in • turbulent
boundary layer p 484 A88-39023
Comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
vortex flow over a delta wing p 485 A88-39278
Applications of an Euler aerodynamic method to
free-vortex flow simulation
[AIAA PAPER 88-2517] p 487 A88-40708
Leading edge vortex dynamics on a pitching delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-2559] p 489 A88-40735
A method to increase the accuracy of vortical flow
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 88-2562 p 490 A68-40736
Experimental and numerical investigation of the vortex
flow over a yawed delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-2563] p 490 A88-40737
Pitch rate and Reynolds number effects on a pitching
rectangular wing
[AIAA PAPER 88-25771 p 491 A88-40746
A comparative study of differing vortex structures arising
in unsteady separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-2582] p 492 A88-40751
Nonintrusive measurements of vortex flows on delta
wings in a water tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-2595] p 493 A88o40760
Further analysis of wing rock generated by forebody
vortices
[AIAA PAPER 88-2597] p 494 A88-40768
Wake turbulence - The invisible enemy
p 577 A88o43485
Control of vortical lifl on delta wings by tangential
leading-edge blowing p 570 A88°45683
Large-eddy simulations of axisymmetric excitation
effects on a row of impinging jets p 633 A88°46320
The asymmetric pair of vortices adjacent to a spinning
cylinder - A small perturbation solution
p 635 A88-47263
A streamwise vortex embedded in a plane mixing
layer
[AIAA PAPER 88-3606] p 679 A88-48802
Surface pressure fluctuations due to impinging vortical
flows upon an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 88-3655] p 639 A88-48816
Direct drag measurement on thin-element riblets with
suction and blowing
{AIAA PAPER 88-36701 p 639 A88-48822
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[AIAA PAPER 88-3742] p 640 A88-.48839
Effect of vertical ejeotor-jet on the vortex-lift of de4ta
[ AIAA PAPER 88-3842 ] p640 A88-48840
vortes_ skmder-wm o problems - Studies by
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|AIAA PAPER 88-3744] p 640 A88-48841
Vortical flow analy_s for F-106B
[AIAA PAPER 88-3745] p 640 AB8-48842
v_==Cizingme connecw_ of vermxsystemsforp_c_ng
Mlgs
{AIAA PAPER 88-3549] p 679 A88-48860
Flow vmuaSzation in • 90 degcee bifurcation
[AIAA PAPER 88-3551 ] p 680 A88-48862
Ex_ on the forced wake of an airfod
[AIAA PAPER 88-3840] p 641 AB8-48866
Unsteady stagnation-point heat transfer due to the
motion of free_d_eam vortieas
[AIAA PAPER 88-3771| p 681 A88-48987
Euler calcu_tions for wing-alone configuration
p 646 A88-49016
Calculationof .ft-cgn,e sk_e usinga w_ngtip blasod
vortex 01is_m'botio_ p 647 A88-49022
Spamme displacement of a line vortex above a wing -
A simple calculation scheme p 647 A88-49024
Effect of a divk:Sng plate on the symmetnoty of separated
flOW over a Iow-aspect-rato delta wing
p 695 A88-50034
Effect of the boundaries of the test _ of a wind
tunnel with rigid side wafts and perforated horizontal walls
on 8ow Over a wing of fioite aspect ratio
p 696 A88-50050
Unsteady processes cormected with the location of
regions of the 'expioston' of ve_mes formed in the vicinity
of the laadthg edges of a delta wing
p 697 A88-50072
Determination of the intens_ of leading edge vortices
on wing.fuselage configuration at higher angle of attack,
in supersor_c flow p 707 A88-51885
Numencal study of v_cous swirling flows
p 710 A88-52079
An airborne system for vortex flow _bon on the
F-18 high-alpha research vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 884671 ] p 813 A88-53830
An experiment_ inv_tion into the irfllzmrce o_ blade
;oan,ng on tho loeses de_ms_.'esm of aonu_ ca_;czKles
with a small diarn_teFheight ratio
{ASME PAPER 88-GT-19| p 786 A88-54165
Behevojr of the leg of the horsostme vortex around
the idealized _ with zero attack angle by triple hot-w_e
measurements
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-197} p 792 AB8-.54285
An expenmeotal investigation of a vortex flow cascade
{ASME PAPER 88-GT-265] p 794 AB8-54341
Some asymptotic modes of transon_ voctex flow
p 82 N88-12632
Measurement of velocity and vorticity fiek_ m the wake
of an airfoil in periodic pitching motion
[NASA-TP-2780] p 127 N88-13002
Vortex formation over delta, double-delta and wave rider
confKjurations at supersonic speeds
p 142 N88-13243
The off-design performance of hyperson_ wavef_e_
p 156 N88-13244
Application of discrete vortex method to analysis of
separated flow around aerofoils p 144 N88-13268
No--near _t contro4at mgh spoed and h_h an_ of
attack using vortex flow technology p 166 N88-13319
Vortical Flows Reseerch Prod-am of the Floid Dynamics
Research Branch
(NASA-TM-88332] p 180 N88-13549
Iseotropic analysis and interpretation: Operational
applications to synoptic and mesoscale forecast
ixoblems
[AD-A184814] p 184 N88-13830
VISCOUS vortex flows p 218 N88-14934
A theo_ tor the core flow of lead_ vortices
p 218 N88-14935
A jot m a ctossflow
[NASA-CR.182469] p 277 N88-16674
Investigation of the influence of wind shear on the
aerodynamic charactanstica of mrcraft using a
vortex-lattice method p 284 N88-17619
Secondary flow measurements with L2F-t_ in
centrifugal compressocs p 303 N88-17676
The international vorlex flow expanment: A test case
for compressil_e Eider codes
[NLR-MP-86076-U] p 412 N88-20267
Vortex ftow over a delta w_<j _th apex flapo using laser
flow visual_salion
[BU-356] p 414 N88-21121
E_tal m_restkjation of a sparr_F_e forced rnix_j
layer
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Transonic Nawer-Stokes _tions of
strake-generated vortex interactions for a fighter-like
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I_tion of comtx._lion in la_Oe voices
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Theoretical model and numerical _ for
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On the prediction of highly vorl_cal flows us,,ng an Euler
equation model pall 2
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A _ model of unsteady, subsonk: _tic
behavior
[NASA-TM-101126] p 499 N88-22862
Vortex breakdown and control experiments in the
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_ _ of vorlex flows
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Sensitivity of F-106B leadthg-_vorlax mlage_ to
flight and vapor-screen parameters
[NASA-TP-2818] p 574 N88-23760
Nume_..al study of _ wa_j leading edge
[NASA-CR-183101 | p 650 N88-L:_5335
Theoretical and exp(mmental mvestKjations of a vortex
drag bei_nd a wing profile with spo_er
[ISL-PU-309/87 ] p 711 N88-27169
Nocse ge_erabo_ and boundary layer effects in
vortex-airfo_ interaction and methods of dlgital hologram
analy=s for these flow fiokls
lAD-A194191] p 797 N88-28883
Unsteady flow past an NACA 0012 airfoil at high ai'_
of attack
{AD-A194650] p 797 N88-28886
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Momentum exchanges and energy transters in cross
flow fans
iASME PAPER 87-GT-32] p 44 A88-10992
The Goertler i_ on an airloii
IAIAA PAPER 85-0491] p 75 AB8-14848
Discrete vorlex computation of separated airfoil flow
p 137 A88-19226
Influence of numencal dissipation on computational
Euler equat=ons for vodex-domthated flows
p 138 A88-19230
N_I simulation of vo_-acoustics intefa_
w_hin dump Cembustom
I AIAA PAPER 88-0597 ] p 211 A88-22447
AerodynamK:: interaction between vortical wakes and
lifting tv,_m_=ns=onal bodies p 2t6 A88-22785
Excess sfreanl_V_ vo_icity and its ro_e in secondary
flow p 271 A88-26163
Entropy and vorticity corrections for transonic flows
p 273 A88-26435
Comment on 'Computation of the potential flow over
airfoils with cusped or thin trailing edges'
p 276 A88-28050
Wake smgulanty potentml flow models of
two-d_nens_'_ separated flows p 345 A88-32544
Expe_meotal and numencal anelys_s of the formation
and evolution of streamwme vortices in the ptane wake
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On non-linear vortex latbce method for wings at large
angle of attack in steady, unsteady flow
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The circulation of an airfoil star_ vortex o_teined from
instantaneous vort_ measurements over an area
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Computation of steady and unsteady vortex-dominated
flows with shock waves p 768 A88-50328
Measurement of velocity and vort_ fields in the wake
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entropy and vort¢ity effects
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Crossflow vorticity sensor
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Transon¢ blade-vonex interactions
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VORTIClTY TRANSPORT HYPOTHESIS
Robust multigrid computation and visualization of
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The avionics software architecture impact on system
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Analysis of unsteady wake of a circular c_ using
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A study of blade vibration induced by non-urdfoml
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Fu_ _,ues in the calculabon of rotoc wakes
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Results from laser sheet visualization of a periodm rotor
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and the downstream wake
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Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept.
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Boundmy-layar and wake measurements on a swept.
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Supplements to the study of the wake of a Mirage G0
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Global positioning satallita-based automatic landing
system and wind estimated feedback for the AH-64
helicopter p 22 N88-10784
Airborne Doppler radar technology for wind shear
detection p 284 N88-17622
Radar backscatter from airports and surrounding
areas p 321 N88-17623
WIND EFFECTS
The CREST windblest protection system design
p 87 A88-13384
The effect of spatial wind gradients on airplane
aerodynamics
]AIAA PAPER 88-05791 p 210 A88-22437
WIND MEASUREMENT
Evaluation of laser technologies for on-aircraft wind
shear detection p 432 A88-36292
METEOPOD, an airborne system for measurements of
mean wind, turbulence, and other meteorological
parameters
[AIAA PAPER 88-2103] p 519 A88-38715
Analyses and assessments of span wise gust gradient
data from NASA B-57B aircraft
{NASA-CR-1782881 p 15 N88-10007
A preliminary assessment of thunderstorm outflow wind
measurement with airport surveillance radars
[AD-At89064] p 463 N88-20757
The pneumatic wind shear sensor: A tool for
meteorological investigations end flight management
p 714 N88-28024
WIND PROFILES
The effect of spatial wind gradients on airplane
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 88-0579] p 210 A88-22437
Wind mapping for transport aircraft
p 263 A88-22669
Momentum flux in the subcloud layer of a
microburst-producing thunderstorm determined from
JAWS dual-Doppler data p 462 A88-34584
An interactive method for modifying numerical model
wind forecasts p 552 A88-38679
WIND SHEAR
Wind shear tunnel with inclined wire gauze
p 105 A88-14000
Angle-of-attack estimation for analysis of wind shear
encounters p 165 A88-t9672
It's the fault of the wind --- meteorological flight
hazards p 183 A88-20215
Optimal abort landing trajectories in the presence of
windshear p 220 A88.20699
The effect of spatial wind gradients on airplane
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 88-0579] p 210 A88-22437
Optimal penetration landing trajectories in the presence
of windshear
[AIAA PAPER 88-0580] p 222 A88-22438
Avoidance of hazardous weather in the terminal area
[AIAA PAPER 88-0679] p 222 A88-22509
Operational hazards of wind shears
[AIAA PAPER 88-0691] p 222 A88-22517
Use of a single Doppler radar to estimate the runway
wind shear component in microburst outflows
[AIAA PAPER 88-0694] p 263 A88-22519
Thunderstorm generated solitanJ waves - A wind shear
hazard?
[AIAA PAPER 88-0695] p 263 A88-22520
Influence of wind shear, descending air currents, and
turbulence on flight safety p 349 A88-28855
Effects of wind distribution over aircraft on the
longitudinal equations of motion in wind shear conditions
p 379 A88-29375
Optimal penetration landing trajectories in the presence
of wind shear p 422 A88-33622
The classification and prediction of small-scale
windshear events in e dry environment
[AAS PAPER 86-404] p 462 A88-35137
Evaluation of laser technologies for on-aircraft wind
shear detection p 432 A88-36292
Wind shear - Corrective measures have proven
successful p 577 A88-43484
Gamma guidance schemes for flight in a windshear
p 667 A88-46707
Characteristics of microbursts in the continental United
States p 685 A88-49037
Quasi-staady flight to quasi-steady flight transition for
abort landing in a windshear - Trajectory optimization and
guidance p 669 A88-49198
Penetration landing guidance tralectones in the
presence of windshear
]AIAA PAPER 88-4069] p 715 A88-50179
Performance limits for optimal mioroborst encounter
]AIAA PAPER 88-4367] p 721 A88-50609
Airborne Doppler radar detection of low altitude
windsheer
[AIAA PAPER 88-4657] p 738 A88-51911
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards
[AIAA PAPER 88-4658] p 718 A88-51912
Airborne passive infrared system for the advance
warning of low-level windshear and clear air turbulence -
1988 in-sarvice end theoretical work
[AIAA PAPER 88-4659] p 738 A88.51913
Optimization end guidance of penetration landing
trajectories in a windshear p 828 A88-54570
Robust control strategy for take-off performance in e
windsheer p 829 A88-54656
Contributions to the modeling of wind shear for danger
studies
[ETN-87-90442] p 57 N88-10463
Wind shear detection. Forward-looking sensor
technology
[NASA-CP-t0004I p 222 N88-14970
Low altitude windshear threat to commercial aircraft
p 223 N88-15777
Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
First Combined Manufacturers' and Technologists'
Conference
[NASA-CP-10006] p 283 N88-17616
NASA wind shear model: Summary of model analyses
p 323 N88-17617
Response of wind shear warning systems to turbulence
with implication of nuisance alerts p 283 N88-17618
Investigation of the influence of wind shear on the
aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft using a
vortex-lattice method p 284 N88-17619
Windshear warning aerospatiale approach
p 284 N88-17620
Windshear detection effect of static air temperature
bias p 284 N88-17621
Airborne Doppler radar technology for wind shear
detection p 284 N88-17622
Radar backscatter from airports and surrounding
areas p 321 N88-t7623
infrared iow-ievei wind shear work
p 284 N88-17628
Forward looking wind shear detection
p 284 N88-17629
Simulator investigation of wind shear recovery
techniques p 284 N88-17630
Crew interface with windshear systems
p 284 N88-17631
Status of FAA terminal Doppler weather radar
programs p 321 N88-17632
The advanced low-level windshear alert system
operational demonstration results, Summer, 1987, Denver
Stapleton International Airport p 284 N88-17633
Are windsheer training aid recommendations appropriate
for other than large jet transports? Pilot procedures: Shear
models p 285 N88-17635
Airworthiness considerations p 285 N88-17636
Power spectral density analysis of wind-shear turbulence
for related flight simulations
[NASA-CR-182721] p 463 N88-20773
Flight penetration of wind shear: Control strategies
p 578 N88-23727
The Federal Aviation Administration/Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (FAA/MIT) Lincoln Laboratory
Doppler weather radar program p 622 N88-25118
Flight-management strategies for escape from
microburst encounters
[NASA-TM-4057] p 669 N88-25461
Influence of wind shear on the aerodynamic
characteristics of airplanes
[NASA-TP-28271 p 652 N88-26344
Intelligent guidance and control for wind shear
encounter
[NASA-CR-183060] p 653 N88-26347
The role played by FDRs in understanding the windshear
phenomenon p 714 N88-28023
The pneumatic wind shear sensor: A tool for
meteorological investigations and flight management
p 714 N88.28024
Contnbutions to the modeling of wind shear for danger
studies
]NASA-TT-20293] p 802 N88-28900
WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
Dynamic wind tunnel balances in the DFVLR subsonic
wind tunnel in Braunschweig p 39 A88-12488
Wind shear tunnel with inclined wire gauze
p 105 A88-14000
A study of a multi-layered thin film heat transfer gauge
and e new method of measuring heat transfer rate with
it p 113 A88-14248
Flow-induced noise from wind tunnel turbulence
reduction screens
[AIAA PAPER 87.2728] p 125 A88-16569
Rotor noise measurement using a directional
microphone array
[AIAA PAPER 87-2746] p 188 A88-18657
Development of an algorithm for evaluating calibration
data for six-component strain-gage balances
p 310 A88-26172
Combination probe for hi-frequency unsteady
aerodynamic measurements p 390 A88-28975
Visual display and alarm system for wind tunnel static
and dynamic loads p 441 A88-33056
Floating frame grounding system --- for wind tunnel static
force measurement p 441 A88-33058
Magnetic suspension end balance systems for use with
wind tunnels p 456 A88-36518
Magnetic suspension and balance system (MSBS)
advanced study.I - System design p 443 A88-36519
Strain-gage balance calibration of a magnetic
suspension and balance system p 457 A88-36520
Digital control of wind tunnel magnetic suspension end
balance systems p 443 A88-36522
The trick with light-emitting diodes - How to recognize
e wing's aerodynamic quality el e glance
p 676 A88-46663
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SUBJECT INDEX WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Development of a "laser knife' method for the flow
visualization in supersonic wind tonne_
p 697 A88-50074
Elactm-impulse daicing of the NASA Lewis Alfitude Wmcl
Tunnel turning vanes p 760 A88-50904
thvesl_ation of the working process of a iow-press_e
biowdown s_pemor.c wind tunnel p 762 AB8-52064
A method for the calculation of transon¢ flows for the
control of adaptive wind tunnels
[ETN.67-90411 ] p 17 N88-10015
Effect of a model supporl strut on measurement of
aeroc_nlic longitudinal and lateral coefficients
[PB87-170288] p 277 N88-16670
Strain gage balance for halt models 302-6. Calibration
report -- wind tmmels
[F+W-FO-1803] p 319 N88-1700t
Activities report of the Large Testing Facilities
Department -- Moraft/spacecraft
[ ETN-88-91982 ] p444 N88-203t 1
Details of low speed intake test facility at the Warton
(United Kingdom) 2.7m x 2.1m wind tunnel
[AXM-127] p 445 N88-21174
Design of a superson=c wind tunnel
[ETN-88-920781 p 445 N88-21176
Equipment for mass flow measurements in the
low-speed wind tunnel at DFVLR in Brunswick, West
Germany
[ DFVLR-MITT-88-02 ] p763 N88-27212
Computer programs for calculation of sting pitch and
roll angles required to obtain angles of attack and sideslip
on wind tunnel models
[NASA.TM-100659} p 835 N88-29820
WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATION
Development of an algorithm for evaluating calibration
data for s_x-component strata-gage balances
p 310 A88-26172
Pressure measurement for the determination of wind
tunnel performance p 448 A88-33054
The wall pressure s_nature matrix method for solid wall
interference correc0on of low-speed wind tunne_
p 671 A88-45931
Transonic wind tunnel calibration 1986: Force
measurements on three ONERA-C5 models and three half
sphere cylinder calibration bodies in the F + W transonic
test section
I F +W-FO-1854 } p311 N88-16714
Strain gage balance fer halt models 302-6. Calibration
report --- wind tunnels
IF+W-FO-1803] p 319 N88-17001
Flow visuahzato-_ on a small scale
I AD-A1947281 p 835 N88-28935
Hot-wire measurements of compressor btsde wakes in
a cascade wind tunnel
I AD-A1947371 p 835 N88-26936
WIND TUNNEL DRIVES
Test methods in hyperson_s
I AAAF PAPER NT-87-091 p 671 A88-46333
Anatysm of 7- X 10-foot t'agh speed wind tunnel shaft
loads in support of fan blade failure investigation
INASA-TM-1005041 p 107 N88-12496
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
Expanence with NASA-Lang_y technolo_ for a
flee-flying model in a _ tunnel p t00 A88-13430
A companson of flutter analyses for a 45 deg swept
rnod_
IAtAA PAPER 87-2886l p 89 A88-14263
Impulse wind tunnels -- Russ=an book
p 76 A88-15676
Expenmental investcjation of inlet flow-control cascades
for the NFAC 80- by 12D-foot Indrafl Wind Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-00541 p 250 A88-22037
Design and experimental verification of an equNalent
forebody to produce disturbances equivalent to those of
a forebody with flowing in4ets
IAIAA PAPER 88-01951 p 202 A88-22t43
The two-cSmens,,onai smoke wind tunnel of the Dept.
of Aeronautical Engineering of the National Defence
Academy p 385 A88-31195
An external drag measunng element
p 456 A88-36516
A review of Magnetic Suspens,.on and Balance
Systems
IAIAA PAPER 88-20081 p 532 A88-37917
A study of aeroelastic stability for the model support
system of the Natm_at Transor_c Facility
I AIAA PAPER 88-20331 p 533 A88-37936
AdaptNe wall research with two- and thrae-dlmens#onai
models in low speed and transomc tunnels
I AIAA PAPER 88-20371 p 533 A88-37939
A flow-transfer device with nonmetallic diaphragms for
prOpUlsion wind tunnel models
I AIAA PAPER 88-20481 p 534 A88-37945
Development of a control system for an injector powered
transon¢ wind tunnel
I AIAA PAPER 88-20631 p 535 A88-37950
Flow _ and pressure distributions for an
alt-tx)dy hypersonic alroraft p 487 A88-40601
Visualization and anemometry analyses of forced
unsteady flows about an X-29 model
[AIAA PAPER B8-2570] p 490 A88-40741
Pas..w_e venting system for modlt_ cavity flowflelds
at superson¢ speeds p563 A88-43028
A system for the electromagnetic levitation of mode_
in a subsonic wind tunnel p760 A88-50066
Adaptive roll control of a dynarr.c wind tunnel model
[AIAA PAPER 88-4373| p 752 A88-5061t
Distortion modes of dynan',caily excited wind-tunnel
models exarnmed using a real-time mmfe fiinge
technique p 760 A88-50795
A model of the flow over swept w-,ngs with shock induced
sepera_ p 702 A88-St 168
Modeling composite components for rotororaft wind
turme( models p 764 A88-51780
Possibilities for the modeling of dynamically loaded
cylindrical structural parts in the wind termof
[KU-SFB-210/T/24] p 15 N88-I0005
A transor_ model repr*_-_entation for t_KHtm_Sk:mat
wall interference assessment
lNLR-TR-86026-U] p 15 N88-10006
Flutter suppressm_ and gust load alleviation. Part 1:
Results of phase 1 to3. Part 2: Desoription of the Garteur
model
{MBB/LKE-292/S/PUB/t9t ] p 36 N88-10038
Corr_armon of wind tunnel and flight test aftedoody and
nozzle pressures for a twin-jet fighter aircraft at transon=c
speeds
I NASA-TP-2588 ] p 17 N88-10765
Static Aeroelastic Effects On High Performance
A.'craft
IAGARD-CP-403] p 166 N88-13348
The use of aeroelastic wind tunnel models to prove
structural design p 167 N88-13355
Aerodynan'.c and pr0oeiior performance characteristics
of a propfan-powered, serntspan model
(NASA-TM-86705] p 159 N88-14092
Status of rnagrmtic suspension technology
p 252 N88-14939
Pml_ calibration and test results from the National
Transon¢ Facility p 253 N88-14941
Effect of a model support stnJt on measurement of
aerodynarr¢ io_l and lateral coefficients
tPB87-170288] p 277 N88-16670
Testing of a schematic transport plane model in several
European windtunnels
IPB87-1702701 p 277 N88-16671
Wind tunnel modeling technKlues
IKU-SFB-210/E/331 p 310 N88-t67t1
• Influence of the wall boundary layer on force
measurements on half models in the transonic wind
tunnel
[F+W-TF-18761 p 311 N88-16715
Strain gage balance for half models 302-6. Calibration
report -- wind tunnels
IF+W-FO-t803I p 319 N88-1700t
Effects of winglets on a fh-st-generat=on jet transport
wing. 7: Sideslip effects on winglet loads and selected
wing loads at subsor.c speeds for a full-span model
INASA-TP-26191 p 347 N88-18,567
Acoustic measurements from a rotor blade-vortex
interaction noise expenment in the GefTnan-Dutch Wind
Tunnel (DNW)
I NASA-TM-40241 p 403 N88-19218
Design of an aeroelestic composite wmg wind tunnel
model
I AD-A188855] p 367 N88-19466
A wind tunnel model with dynarn_c control
IBU-352] p 444 N88-203t0
Acti_ties report Of the Large Testing Faolitles
Department --* atrcraft/spacecraft
I ETN*88-919821 p444 N88-20311
Surface flow visualization of separated flows on the
forebody of an F-18 a=rcratt and wind-tunnel model
[ NASA*TM- I004361 p414 N88-21127
Inflow measrmement made with a laser vetocimeter on
a helPvOpter model in forward flight. Volume 2: Rectangular
planform blades at an advance ratio of 0.23
I NASA-TM-1005421 p415 N88-21139
Des=gn, simulation and laboratory testing of an inertial
system for measunng the attitude and narrow-spaced
motions
[DFVLR-FB-87-421 p 461 N88-21426
Inflow measurement made with a laser velocimeter On
a helicopter model in forward flight. Volume 3: RectarKjular
planform blades at an advance ratio of 0.30
I NASA-TM-1005431 p 497 N88-22015
Acoustic cheractenstics of I/20-scale model helK:opter
rotors
l NASA-CR-1773551 p 557 N88-23548
Inflow measurement made with a laser veioometaf on
a helicopter model m fo_a_ flight. Vok.-ne 5: Tapered
planform blades at an advance ratio of 0.23
[NASA-TM-100545] p 573 N88-23755
Control law parameter_ation for an aeroelast¢
wind-tunnel model eq_ with an active roll control
system and companson with experiment
[NASA-TM-100593] p 604 N88-23807
Inflow measumrnsnts mede with a leser vak:¢knetor un
a helicopter mode_ in fo_vard flight. Volume 1: Rectangula_
planform blades at an advance ration of 0.15
[NASA-TM-100541] p 576 N88-24607
Computational tools for s_muletion methodologies
p 834 N88-28865
Technology for pressure-instrumented thin airfo_
models
[NASA-CR-4173] p 835 N88-28933
Test of an 0.8-scale model of the AH-64 Apache in the
NASA Langley full-scale wind tunnel
lAD-A196129] p 799 N88-29768
Computer programs for calc_ation of sting pitch and
roll angles requ_eq to obtain angles of attack and sk:leslip
on wind tunnel modats
[NASA*TM-100659] p 835 N88-29820
WIND _ NOZZLES
Development of a ns_ high-anthalpy shock tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-2782 } p 605 A88-44599
WIND TUNNEL bq'ABIUTY TESTS
Aerodyrmrn¢cs of unmanned a_craft at futi-scale in the
RAE 24ft wind4unnel p 12 A88-11204
Effects of the mstallatio_ and operation of jet-exhaust
yaw vanes on the longitudinal and lateral-directional
charactenstios of the F-14 airplane
[ NASA-TP-2769] p 80 N88-12455
A wind tunnel model with dynamic control
[BU-352] p 444 N88-20310
WIND TUMMEL TESTS
Theoretical and expenmentai analysis of a comwessor
cascade at superoritioai flow
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-256] p 8 A88-11136
Boundary leyer and pedon"nanea char_ from
wind tunnel tests ot a low Reynotds numb_ Llabeck
airfoil p9 A88-11184
Transition and separation control on a low-Reynolds
number aidoil p9 A88-11186
Low Reynolds r_umber wind tunnel measurements - The
i_ of being earnest p 10 A88-11190
Recent wind tunnel experiments at low Reynolds
numbers p 11 A88-11193
Low-Reynolds number aerodynamics research at NASA
Langley Research Center p 11 A88-11194
The use of wind tunnel data in the design of radio
controiled cordest model sailplanes p 24 A88-11195
Wind tunne_ testing of small suaie pressure tapped model
propellers p32 A88-11196
Preliminary measmements of the flight performance of
an RPV compared with wind tunnel and CFD estimates
p 12 A88-11203
Wind-tunnel test results of Eppler 387 aerofoils and
compansons with flight test and computation
p 12 A88-11208
Development and in'_tation of an aerodynamic
holographrc interlerometry system p 49 A88-12725
Experimental research on the structure and 'bursbng'
of eddies on a slender delta w,,ng - Conducted in a wind
tunnel using an acoustooptic measurement method
p 69 A88-13429
Expenence with NASA-L_31ey technology for a
free-flying model in a wind tunr_l p 100 A88-13430
Expenmentat investigations on double delta wings under
asymmetric flow conditions p 69 A88-13432
Flow field study on a 65 deg delta wing
p 69 A88-13435
Development of aeredynan-acs research at the Institute
of Theeretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian
Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
p 70 A88-13740
An experimental study of the stability of a _ic
boundary layer on a cone p 71 A88-13759
An investigation of the structure of a ground-trailing
vortex p lt2 A88-14019
Features of transitional separation bubbles in an
oscillating freestream p 73 A88-14161
Exploiting the close-coupled canard
tAIAA PAPER 87-28641 p 88 A88-14253
Fuselage self-propulsion by static-pressure thrust .
Wind-tunnel verification
IAIAA PAPER 87-29351 p 90 A88-14276
Effect of acoustic excitation on the flow over a low-Re
airfoil p 75 A88-t4459
The Goertler instability on an airfoil
IAIAA PAPER 85-0491J p 75 A88-14848
Hydrogen scramjet with side wall inlectiort
p 99 A88-15527
Aerodynamic effects of distributed spanwise blowing on
a fighter confmjJration p 76 A88-15717
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WIND TUNNEL TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
Lift-curve characteristics for an airfoil pitching at constant
rate p 76 A88-15718
Transition on swept leading edges at Mach 3.5
p 77 A88-15722
The effects of suction at sidewall around the model in
a transonic airfoil wind tunnel p 105 A88-16332
Experimental investigation on longitudinal
characteristics of the forward swept wing
p 77 A88*16336
The design of a joined wing flight demonstrator
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2930] p 93 A88-16475
Noise characteristics of model counter-rotating
Prop-Fans
[AIAA PAPER 87-2656] p 122 A88-16526
Cruise noise of the 2/9 scale model of the Large-scale
Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[AIAA PAPER 87-2717} p 125 A88-16565
The prediction of helicopter tail rotor noise on the flight
path
[AIAA PAPER 87-2747] p 126 A88-16581
.15 scale model studies of main and tail rotor
interaction p 132 A88-17285
An experimental study of supersonic three-dimensional
separated flow between a plane head and a sphere
p 135 A88-17739
Similarity rule for sidewall boundary-layer effects in airfoil
testing p 138 A88-19247
Fluid dynamics of unsteady separated flow II - Lifting
surfaces p 138 A88-19261
Prediction of aeroelastic response of a model X-wing
rotor p t56 A88-20000
Comparison of theory and experiment for propfan
inlets p 195 A88-20782
Analysis of wind-tunnel boundary-layer transition
experiments on axisymmetric bodies at transonic speeds
using compressible boundary-layer stability theory
[AIAA PAPER 88-0008] p 198 A88-22008
Test and analysis of electro-impulse de-icing systems
in turbine engine inlets
{AIAA PAPER 88-0020} p 227 A88-22018
The ASU unsteady wind tunnel and fundamental
requirements for freestream turbulence measurements
[AIAA PAPER 88-0053} p 249 A88-22036
Experimental investigation of inlet flow-control cascades
for the NFAC 80- by 120-foot Indraft Wind Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-0054} p 250 A88-22037
Building a 1903 Wright 'Flyer' - By committee
AIAA PAPER 88-0094] p 193 A88-22067
Navier-Stokes solutions for transonic flow over a wing
mounted in a tunnel
AIAA PAPER 88-0102 p 199 A88-22073
Investigation of surface water behavior during glaze ice
accretion
AIAA PAPER 88-0115 p 220 A88-22079
On estimating aircraft nonlinear rotary derivatives from
static wind tunnel data
AIAA PAPER 88-0177 p 245 A88-22127
Results from laser sheet visualization of a periodic rotor
wake
AIAA PAPER 88-0192 p 250 A88-22140
Application of expert systems technology to wind tunnel
testing
AIAA PAPER 88-0194 p 264 A88-22142
Proposed modifications to ice accretion/icing scaling
theory
AIAA PAPER 88-0203] p 221 A88-22150
Experimental measurements of the flow in a scramlet
inlet at Math 4
{AIAA PAPER 88-0271 p 203 A88-22198
Measurement of local convective heat transfer
coefficients from a smooth and roughened NACA-0012
airfoil - Flight test data
(AIAA PAPER 88-0287] p 257 A88-22207
Propulsive vortical signatures of plunging and pitching
airfoils
{AIAA PAPER 88-0323] p 205 A88-22235
Forced internal unsteady aerodynamics
IAIAA PAPER 88-03241 p 205 A88-22236
Cavity door effects on aerodynamic Ioadings of
compressed-carriage store configurations separating from
cavities at supersonic speeds
]AIAA PAPER 88-0333] p 206 A88-22244
Experimental investigation of loading effects on
simulated compressor airfoil trailing-edge flowfields
JAIAA PAPER 88-0365] p 206 A88-22267
Description of nonequilibtium effects on simulation of
flows about hypersonic vehicles
IAIAA PAPER 88-0476l p 208 A88-22351
Performance characteristics from wind-tunnel tests of
a low-Reynolds-number airfoil
IAIAA PAPER 88-0607J p 2t 1 A88-22455
Progress and problems in large aerodynamic testing
facilities
IONERA, TP NO. 1987-125] p 251 A88-22580
Precision improvement of transport aircraft drag
measurements
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-144] p 251 A88-22597
Instantaneous force measurements on a model
subjected to rapid control variations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987.146] p 251 A88-22599
Airfoil design, test, and evaluation for the V-22 tilt rotor
vehicle p 215 A88-22730
Reduction of hub- and pylon-fairing drag
p 231 A88-22752
Model 360 rotor test at DNW - Review ol performance
and blade airload data p 251 A88-22802
Experimental investigation of rotorcraft hub and shaft
fairing drag reduction p 234 A88-24122
Into the wind --- tilt rotor aircraft design
p 252 A88-24501
Comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of
annular and elliptic wings p 270 A88-25617
Characteristics of flow around a hemisphere mounted
on a plane p 315 A88-25640
An experimental investigation on aerodynamic interblade
interactions of a vibrating cascade in transonic flow
p 272 A88-26388
Wing tip sails - Progress to date and future
developments p 272 A88-26421
Flight testing keeps pace p 287 A88-26644
Sidewall effect for transonic airfoil testing
p 275 A88-26796
Flat spin of axisymmetric bodies in the critical Reynolds
number region p 306 A88-27889
The effect of the geometry of light aircraft on their spin
- Recent results obtained in a vertical wind tunnel
p 379 A88-28851
Particular flight mechanics specifications related to wind
tunnel test results p 379 A88-28859
Study of retracting or lowering aerodynamic loads on
landing gear p 334 A88-29253
The manufacture of composite aerofoil section models
for dynamic wind tunnel tests p 394 A88-31439
The formation mechanism of the asymmetric spatial
vortex of slender bodies at high angle of attack
p 341 A88-31464
Control law parameterization for an aeroelastic
wind-tunnel model equipped with an active roll control
system and comparison with experiment
[AIAA PAPER 88-2211 ] p 381 A88-32182
Methodology for matching experimental and analytical
aerodynamic data
[AIAA PAPER 88-2392] p 345 A88-32324
Visual display and alarm system for wind tunnel static
and dynamic loads p 441 A88-33056
Optical methods for model angle of attack and transition
measurement p 449 A88-33057
Fan blade angle system for the National Full-scale
Aerodynamic Complex p 441 A88-33064
Design techniques for developing a computerized
instrumentation test plan --- for wind tunnel test data
acquisition system p 442 A88-33066
Influence of support oscillation in dynamic stability
tests p 443 A88-36273
Active control of asymmetric forces at high incidence
p 440 A88-36275
A microprocessor based system for wind tunnel
measurements p 443 A88-36488
Remote noncontacting measurements of heat transfer
coefficients for detection of boundary layer transition in
wind tunnel tests p 455 A88-36499
Status of a specialized boundary layer transition
detection system for use in the U.S. National Transonic
Facility p 455 A88-36500
Progress in visualizing cryogenic flow using the
vapor-screen technique p 456 A88-36511
An external drag measuring element
p 456 A88-36516
Correlation of entrainment and lift enhancement for a
two-dimensional propulsive wing
[SAE PAPER 872325] p 477 A88-37194
Experimental investigation of a jet impinging on a ground
plane in the presence of a cross flow
[SAE PAPER 872326] p 478 A88-37195
Aerodynamic flow quality and acoustic characteristics
of the 40- by 80-foot test section circuit of the National
Full-Scale Aerodynamic Complex
{SAE PAPER 8723281 p 530 A88-37197
Large-scale model for experimental wind tunnel
investigations p 531 A88-37298
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Instability of laminar separation bubbles: Causes and
effects
(AD-A191168] p620 N88-24876
System status display evaluation
[NASA-CR-4181 ] p 740 N88-28061
Critical joints in large composite primary aircraft
structures. Volume 2: Technology demonstration test
report
i NASA-CR-172587) p811 N88-28915
Critical joints in large composite primary aircraft
structures. Volume 3: Ancillary test results
[ NASA-CR-172588] p811 N88-28916
Critical joints in large composite primary aircraft
structures. Volume 1: Technical summary
[ NASA-CR-3914] p840 N88-28963
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab., Inc., Cambridge, Maae.
Far-field mission planning for nap-of-the-earth flight
p 467 A88-3536fl
Flight test results of a vector-based failure detection
and isolation algorithm for a redundant stralxIown inertial
measurement unit
[AIAA PAPER 88-2172] p 553 A88-38765
Flight demonstration of redundancy management
algorithms for a skewed array of inertial sensors
[AIAA PAPER 88-4434] p 738 A88-51949
Semi-Markov adjunction to the Computer-Aided Markov
Evaluator (CAME)
[ NASA-CR-181645 ] p683 N88-25924
Intelligent fault diagnosis and failure management of
flight control actuation systems
{ NASA-CR-177481 ] p 812 N88-29790
Development and demonstration of an on-board mission
planner for helicopters
I NASA-CR-177482 ] p831 N86-29817
Dulta-Nederlandse Wlndtunnel, North East Polder
(Netherlands).
Dutch-German wind tunnel's tenth anniversary
IETN-88-91350} p 170 N88-14105
Duke Univ., Durham, N. C.
Prediction of tip vortex self-induced motion parameters
in terms of rotor blade loading p 133 A88-17296
Computational analysis of hover performance using a
new tree wake method p 705 A88-51760
Aircraft interior noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
[NASA-CR-181530] p 127 N86-13005
Reduced order models for nonlinear aerodynamics
p 501 N88-23248
Aircraft interior noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
JNASA-CR-182540] p 689 N88-26909
Asymptotic modal analysis and statistical energy
analysis
I NASA-CR-183077] p 861 N88-29514
Dundee Univ. (Scotland).
Atternata/modified binders for airfield pavements
JAD-A192781 J p 762 N86-27206
Dynamic Engineering, Inc., Newport News, Vs.
Computational validation of a parabolized Navier-Stokes
solver on a sharp-nose cone at hypersonic speeds
IAIAA PAPER 88-2566} p 490 A88-40739
E
Ecola Centrsle de Lyon (France).
Numerical simulation of diffuser/combustor dome
interaction p 302 N88-17663
Ecole Netlonsla Superleure de I'Aeronautlque at de
I'Espace, Toulouse (France).
Studies of unsteady axial-compressor functioning
p 855 N86-30t29
EldeUcs International, Inc., Torrance, Calif.
FlOW visualization study of vortex manipulation on fighter
configurations at high angles of attack
p 549 N88-23130
Eldgenoesslaches Flugzeugwerk, Emmen
(Switzerland).
Transonic wind tunnel calibration 1986: Force
measurements on three ONERA-C5 models and three half
sphere cylinder calibration bodies in the F + W transonic
test section
JF+W-FO-1854J p 311 N88-16714
Influence of the wall boundary layer on force
measurements on half models in the transonic wind
tunnel
[F+W-TF-1876] p 311 N88-16715
Strain gage balance for half models 302-6. Calibration
report
(F+W-FO-1803] p 319 N88-17001
Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc., Oenver, Colo.
Aircraft jolts from lightning bolts p 652 A88-48545
Experimental and analytic studies of the triggered
lightning environment of the F 106B
[NASA-CR-4104] p 119 N88-12897
Investigations into the triggered lightning response of
the F106B thunderstorm research aircraft
[NASA-CR-3902] p 856 N88-29258
Electronlque Serge Dassault, St. Cloud (France).
Testing Complex avionics software: A practical
experience p 591 N88-23794
Eloret Corp., Palo Alto, Calif.
Analytical and experimental validation of the Oblique
Detonation Wave Engine concept
IAIAA PAPER 88-0097] p 239 A88-22069
Eloret Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Flow visualization and pressure distributions for an
all-body hypersonic aircraft p 487 A88-40601
Development and application of computational
aerothermodynamics fiowfield computer codes
[NASA-CR-181534] p 81 N88-12465
Experimental aerothermodynamic research of
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-181533] p 96 N88-12483
Upgrading of NASA-Ames high-energy hypersonic
facilities: A Study
[NASA-CR-182475] p 311 N88-16717
Engineering Analysis, Inc., Ames, Iowa.
An upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes code for real gas
flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-0713] p 258 A88-22538
Engineering end Science Consultants, Grafton, Vs.
Boundary-layer stability and airfoil design
p 572 N88-23738
Entwicklungerlng Sud, Munich (West Germany).
Development of vertical takeoff aircraft with turbojet
engines in Germany p 292 N88-17822
Variable sweep wings p 292 N88-17823
Environmental Research inst. of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Radar backscatter from airports and surrounding
p 321 N88-17623areas
Essex Corp., Alexandria, Vs.
Helicopter external vision requirements and visual
display characteristics: A report/bibliography, revision A
lAD-A187075] p 291 N88-17641
A comparison of keyboard designs for cockpit
applications
[AD-A187775J p 366 N88-19460
Use of color CRTs (Cathode Ray Tubes) in aircraft
cockpit: A literature search, revision B
lAD-A195062] p 815 N68-29797
Essex Corp., Orlando, Fla.
Simulator evaluation of lineup visual landing aids for night
carrier landing
[AD-A191212J p 607 N88-24648
Eurocontrol Agency, Brussels (Belgium).
The exploitation of Aircraft Integrated Monitoring System
(AIMS) data in height-keeping studies for aircraft operating
above FL 290 p 718 N88-28026
Eurex=ontrol Experimental Centre, eretlgny (France).
Experimental use of artificial intelligence for (future) ATC
systems
[PB87-106449] p 121 N88-12970
Statistical properties of real time events in an ATC (Air
Traffic Control) system
[PB88-118781 ] p 655 N88-26353
Observed track-keeping performance of DC10 aircraft
equipped with the Collins AINS-70 area navigation system:
Karlsruhe and Masstricht UACs (Upper Area Control
centres)
[EEC-202] p 803 N88-29788
European Space Agency, Paris (France).
Test equipment with fiber optic data bus and laser gyro
stralxIown system LTN-90 for the helicopter BO-105
{ESA-TT-1038] p 22 N88-10025
Experience about the application and _aluation of
roughness strips for boundary layer transition control in
wind tunnel tests in the high-speed range
iESA-TT-1028} p 51 N88-10278
A supersonic potential gradient method for the
calculation of unsteady aerodynamic pressures on
harmonically oscillating wings
[ESA-'I-F-930] p 79 N88-11631
On the prediction of the aeroetastic behavior of lifting
systems due to flow separation
[ESA-TT-1043] p 79 N88-11633
Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
IESA-TT-1072) p 79 N88-11634
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The Avionics Flight Evaluation System (AFES) of the
DFVLR
[ ESA-TI"-1037 ] p98 N88-11677
The 0.em x 0.era trisonic test section (TMK) of DFVLR
in Cologne-Por'z, Federal Republic of Germany (status
1986)
[ESA-TT-1052] p 106 N88-11681
The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Porz, Federal Republic of Germany (status
1986)
[ESA-TT-1053] p 107 N88-11682
A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for
airplane-setallita communication in the L band
[ESA-TT-1057] p 117 N88-11926
Crack initiation and propagation due to cyclic thermal
gradients
[ESA-TT-1023] p 118 N88-12114
Digital processing of flight data of a helicopter without
using anti-aliasing filters
[ESA.'1-r-1094] p b17 N88-22890
Servo-actuator control for sampled-data feedback
disturbance rejection
IESA-TT-1002I p 529 N88-22903
Compadson of different kinds of compact crossflow heat
exchangers
(ESA-TT-1076] p 550 N88-23169
Standardized ice accretion thickness as a function of
cloud physics parameters
[ESA-TT-1080] p 553 N88-23346
Additional investigations into the aircraft landing
process: Test distributions
[ESA-TI"-1099] p 810 N88-28913
History of aeroelasticity in Germany from the beginning
to 1945
[ESA-TT-1082] p 799 N88-29767
Events Analysis, Inc., Oakton, Ve.
Current fire safety design aspects of commuter aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/32) p 652 N88-25448
F
Fensteel Wellmsn Dynamics, Creaton, iowa.
Durability and damage tolerance of aluminum castings
[AD-A186444] p 322 N88-18013
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, N.J.
Full*scale transport controlled impact demonstration
program
[NASA-TM-89642] p 19 N88-10021
Boeing 727 MLS (Microwave Landing System) terminal
instrument procedures (TERPS) approach data collection
and processing, data report
[AD-A185523] p 152 N88-14090
FAA aviation forecasts fiscal years 1988-1999
lAD-A191711] p 561 N88-24576
Rotorcraft TCAS (traffic alert and collision avoidance
system) evaluation: Group 3 results
[AD-A191719} p 581 N86-24614
Optimization of the dilation characteristic on the control
jurisdiction of an area control facility
[AD-A191720] p 581 N88-24615
Microwave landing system mathematical modeling study
for Midway Airport Runway 22L, Chicago, Illinois
[AD-A191721 ] p 581 N88-24616
Federal Aviation Administration, Hampton, Vs.
Flight simulation of a wide-body transport aircraft to
evaluate MLS-RNAV procedures p 760 A88-50907
Federal Aviation Administration, Ksnus City, Mo.
Certification aspects of airplanes which may operate with
significant natural laminar flow p 585 N88-23749
Federal Aviation Administration, Moffett Field, Calif.
Digital avionics susceptibility to high energy radio
frequency fields p 770 A88-5t024
Federal Aviation Administration, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Sudden in-flight incapacitation in general aviation
[AD.A1870441 p 283 N88-16682
Federal Aviation Administration, Seattle, Wash.
Airworthiness considerations p 285 N88-17636
Current and proposed gust criteria and analysis methods:
An FAA overview p 830 N88-29718
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
Air traffic control
[ FAA-ORDER-7110.65E J p354 N88-19426
Advisory circular: Noise certification handbook
JFAA-AC-36-4B} p 626 N88-24234
Cessna 172 MLS (Microwave Landing System) terminal
instrument procedures (TERPS) approach data collection
and processing data report
JAD-A191241 ] p 581 N88-24613
Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, N.J.
Testing of the engine compartment fire extinguishing
system in the F/EF-111 aircraft
lAD-A188801 I p 352 N88-19423
Study of benefits of passenger protective breathing
equipment from analysis of past accidents
(DOT/FAA/CT-88/03] p 579 N88-24610
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An_s of possa_ tmnsntsai_ errangements
aP_cm_ for dr_ng sc_e or twin ceenterrota_ fans
on propfan engines p 303 N88-17670
R_ht Oat= C_ Lo_k_ (F.ng=and),
The management of software in airborne recording
systems p 693 N88-28019
Florida Atlemtl¢ thdv. Boca RadoR
The prediction of helicopter tai_ rotor noise on the flight
path
[AIAA PAPER 87-2747] p 126 A88-16581
Floddl _=te U_v. Td_mmme.
Analysis of twin supersen¢ plume resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2695] p 123 A88d6550
Unsteady flow past an NACA 0012 eidoll at high ang4es
of attack
lAD-A194660] p 797 N88.28886
Flodcla IJdv, P.._IM_le.
Op_mum structural sting for gust induced response
[AIAA PAPER 88-2298] p 362 _48
Numerical simolation Of a subson¢ jet in a crossflow
[SALE PAPER 872343] p 478 A88-37209
Reduced complexity structural _ for automated
aidrame symhes_
[NASA-CR-177440] p 67 N88-12453
A jet in a crossflow
[NASA-CR-182469] p 277 N88-16674
The detewnmation of the topologw.al structure of skin
friction lines on a rectangular wing-body combination
[NASA-CR-4168] p 651 N88-26343
Row ._¢mion I_me_c_ Fmmont, C*_.
Design point venation of 3-D loss and deviation for axial
compress_ rniddle stages
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-57| p 787 A88-54189
Row Re.arch, inc. Kent. wesh.
A procedure based on the Euler equabons for correcting
transon¢ wind tunnel wall interference
[AIAA PAPER 88-0141] p 201 A88-22102
Entropy and vortich'y corrections for transorec flows
p 273 A88-26435
Optirn=,ng advanced prop_ desks by
s_multaceous_y opdat_g flow variables and design
parameters
IAIAA PAPER 88-2532] p 488 A88-40718
Unsteady aerod_ of a Wortmann FX-63-137 wing
in a fluctuating wind fie4d
lAD-A190128] p 496 N88-22006
Fokkm" B.V. Ametm'dlm (NMherlancle),
Activities report in aerospace
[ETN-88-91566] p 476 N88-22856
Ford Motor Co. Deacl_e_ Mich.
Development of the AGT101 regenerator seals
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-173| p 46 A88-11083
werthhove. (W_t Gain.my).
Detection of targets in the presence of clutter using
target echo modulations caused by rotating structures
[REPT-12-86] p 50 N88-10231
The estimation of target trajectory parameters from
Closest Point of Approach (CPA) time _ements in
a field of acoustic sensors
[FB-3-87] p 365 N88-18586
The maximum entropy method for the analysis of radar
echoes from hovenng hel¢opters in clutte"
]FB-2-87] p 399 N88-t8799
Fraunhofef4nsL fuer _elt, Darmstadt
(West Germamy),
Standard_zed envwonmental fatigue sequence for the
evaluation of composde components in combat amcraft
(ENSTAFF = ENvironmental falSTAFF)
[LBF-FB-179] p 425 N88-20300
Fu_ Heavy In¢l_mtrkm Ltd., Ut_a (Japan).
Computation of nacelle interference using
element method p 144 N88-13267
Nawer-Stokes anal_ of transon¢ transport aircraft
empennage p 649 N88-25637
F.Imm Ltd., ToWo (Japan).
On the scheme dependency of the thme-dime_siof_l
Euler solut_ns p 117 N88-12010
Visualizat_n of an 8_craft accident based on digital ft_lt
data recorder information p 185 N88-13278
On the stabonary solutions of three-dimensK)nal Eider
equations by the TVD difference schemes
p 682 N88-25660
FWG Ammctates, Irm. Tullahoma, Tenn.
Analyses and assessments of span wise gust gradient
data from NASA B-57B a=rcraft
[NASA-CR-178288] p 15 N88-10007
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Gamm Turtle Eng_e Co., _oen_, _tz.
Combustor-diffuser interaction program
p35 N88-11152
D_Jtion jet mixing prngram, phase 3
p54 N88-11153
Thermal bamor coating life predictme model
dev_ p56 N88-11183
Thermal barrier coaling _fe*pradiction
development
[NASA-CFI-179507] p 766 14188-28142
('dEC $,_Io_ Ltd., I_ (E_llkmm').
Aircraft component health monitoring: An effective
approach p 739 N88-28006
C_mer_l A¢¢orJnlJn_ Offi_, W_MMm_iton, D. C.
Army maintenance: Actmns to reduce the l_kedlhood of
helicopter 0esr failures
[PB88-135256] p 332 N88-18551
Awation weather: Status of FAA's (Federal Aviation
Administration's) new hazardous weather detectx_ and
c_ssemmal_ systems
[ PB88-115910] p401 N88-1g041
National aerospace p4ane: A tadmo_ _t
and demonstration prngram to build the X-30
[GAO/NSIAD-88-122] p 586 N88-23764
FAA (Federal Aviato_ Admthietratkm) tectmical cente_
Mission and role in nslthal awspace system plan
_mp_ments_on
[PB88-169818] p 578 N88-24609
Gemmd Dynsmk_ P-,_9_. Fort Womb, Tex.
Advanced durability analysis. Volume 1: Anah/tical
metlxids
lAD-A188341] p 400 N88-19789
Parametric study of _ STOVL fright
character_tics
[NASA-CR-t77330] p 518 N88-22893
Ge_eratio_ of multiple block grids for arbitrary 3D
geometries p 859 N88-29317
Ge_r_ Dy,.m_= Cerp. Sm me_, C_'t
Time-temperature-stress capabilities of compo_te
materials for advanced supersomc techookx#/
appl*catien
INASA-CR-178272] p 175 N88-14144
Gener_ _ Com. St. Lo._ _o.
In-flight thrust delermmatK)n
{SAEAIR 1703] p91 A88-15227
Uncertainty of in-mght thrust datarmmatmn
ISAEAIR 1678] p92 A88-15228
Overview of AGARD Lecture Series NO. 155:
Knowt_ concepts and artificial intelligence
N)plmations to guidance and control p 38 N88-10_07
Genet_ Elecld¢ Co. Cln¢/m_di. ONo.
Scale mndet acoustic testing of counterrotating fans
[AIAA PAPER 88-2057] p 523 A88-37947
Blade toss transient dynamcs analysis, volume 1. Task
2: TETRA 2 theoretcal development
[NASA-CR-179632] p 34 N88-10791
Blade loss transient dynamcs analys_, volume 2. Task
2: TETRA 2 user's manual
[ NASA-CR-179633 J p34 N88-10792
3D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components p 55 N88-11164
Component spec_c modeling p60 N88-11166
Co_stitut_e modeling for _otrop_c mater=als
p 55 N88-11172
Elevated temperature crack growth
p 55 N88-11174
Aerodynan'_c pedom_nce of a scale-model.
counter-rotsbng unductad fan p 302 N88-17666
Constitutwe response of Rene 80 under thermal
mechanical leads p 462 N88-21524
E3 10C compressor test analysis of high-speed post-stall
data
[NASA-CR-179521 ] p 824 N88-28929
Emp#ical flutter prediction method
[AD-A1956991 p 825 N88-29810
Numerical modols for armhnical predictions of combustor
aerothermal pecformance cheractenstics
p 843 N88-29935
GeflefM Electdc CO. E_mdale, Ohio.
Results of NASA's Energy Efficient Engine Pro_am
p 238 A88-20785
Electd¢ CO. Lyn_
The dealgn of a tud)oshaff speed governor using rnodem
control techn_lues
{NASA-CR-175046] p 51 N88-10339
General Electdc Co. Phliadelptda, Pa.
Space based radar applicat=on to air traffic control
p 581 N88-24262
Gert_rld EI_Hh'_ CO. Princeton, N.J.
Reduced graxdy boding and condensing expenments
simulated wn'h the COBRA/TRAC computer code
I AIAA PAPER 88-36341 p 680 A88-48958
Gensr_ llot=,= Co_, Iml_mapol_ IM.
Design and development of cerarmc components
IAIAA PAPER 88-3054J p 616 A88-44742
The des=g_ of an a_-cooled metallic high temperature
radial turbine
JAIAA PAPER 88-2872 J p 600 A88-45011
Glasgow Univ. (Scotland).
Asaesume_ deve_men_ and app_cet_n of
comtiustor aerothermal mo¢l_s p 817 A88-54140
Gear systems for advanced turboprops
p 302 N88-17667
Reference fitters for electms_t¢ charging tendency
messmements of fuels
[AD-A191717] p 612 N88-24803
GEOMET Techn_ogils, _ Germantown, Md.
ZEUS: A _ e_port system that assists
in predioting vialbdity at airbeses
[AD-A184197] p 183 N88-13829
Gerx_ Wmddngton Un*v. Nampto_ W.
Mech 2 combus_on characteristics of
hydrogenlhydrocarbort fuel _ures
p 174 A88-20321
Constrainedoplm_.ation techmce_s for ect_e contr_
of esroelastic response p440 A88-35546
UnexpectmJ/expec_d results from the _ 20-1nch
Supe_on¢ Wind Tunn_ during _ checkout
[AIAA PAPER 88-1999] p 531 A88-37911
Extension of Kirchhofr s formula to radiation Irom moving
surtaces p 687 A88-47670
Transonic stability and conVol of ax'x:_ft using CFD
methods
[AI/U_ PAPER 88-4374J p 752 A88-50612
Two biased estimaticm tachnm/uas in linear regress=on:
Application to _ircraft
INASA-TM-100649] p 860 N88-29489
wesNn_o_ u_. wesNngto_ o.C.
Fu_l-scaJe SemH_Oan tests Of an advanced NLF bualnes$
_tw_g
ISAE PAPER 871860] p 373 A88-30_16
Software rel_ mode_ for fau_t-tolerant avionics
computers and releted top*cs
I NASA-CR-181440] p60 N88-11382
Well interference assessment and corrections for
transomc adaptive wall airfoil data p415 N88-21129
Wmd-tonne_ mvestigatien of actuated foretxxly s_es
for yaw control at high angles of attack
p 572 N88-23754
A transo_c sm_ dmurbance _ dean
methodology p 575 N_8-245g0
Georgla In_L of Tech., Atla_a.
The ,_podance of aarodynamns on dymm_=
p 153 A88-17279
Ana_s. pmdic_n, a_ _x_,e_on of _
delammation in rotor system sttucturas
p 255 A88-22769
Numerical simulation of homogeneous, isotropic,
compmssa_e turbulence p 338 A88-30558
An approximate loop transfer recovery _ for
designing fixed-order compensators
IAIAA PAPER 88-4078] p 775 A88-50184
Efficient assemb_ of tinde-element subsystems with
large rolative rotabDcts p 727 A88-51764
The ap_ca_en of art_c_ inte_gence technok>_ to
aeronautical system design
JAIAA PAPER 88-4426 ] p 806 A88-53752
Development of a n_ based m4egrated
design systemfor high altitude k_ngendurancearcrafl
I AIAA PAPER 88-4429 ] p 807 A88-63754
Traiecto_ o_nsza_on and gu_ance _, c_,e,_oment
for national aerospace plane applications
p 837 A88.54567
Helicopter trajectory planning using optimal control
theory p 828 A88-54571
Integration of dynamic, aerodynan_c and structur_
optimization of helicopter rotor blades
INASA-CR-1814411 p 16 N88-10012
F_._e dmiog of id_tud*_ mtab_tm in _q,Jd fueled
dumpcombusto_
lAD.A1835361 p 33 N88-t0033
A method for the efficient calculation of elastic rotor
blade dynernic response in fo_vard flight
p 80 N88-12460
Solution procedure for the Newer-Stokes equations
applied to rotors p 179 N88-13533
Coupled elastic rotor/body vibratiorm with inplene
degrees of freedom p 180 N88-13643
Develepment of an unsteady wake theory appropriate
for aeroeiastic analyses of rotors in hover and forward
flight
INASA-CR-t62357] p t47 N88-14075
Apphcebon of Newer-Stokes analys_ to stall flutter
p 530 N88-23249
Wall interference assessment/corraction of data from
tests of a CAST 10-2/DOA 2 aetoll in the Langley 03--m
transonm cryogenic tunnel p 650 N88-26331
C,e=dkch.ft fu_ Mathemat_ und _
St. k.gu=_ (Wear C,_m=ny).
A mu_ sofver for two-d=mensional transonic full
potential flow calcofat_ns p 347 N88-19189
caes_ow u,_. (s¢ouenm.
Numerical experiments w_th hype_on_ flows beneath
a cone-delta-wing con'd)mation p 141 N88-13238
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GMAF, Inc., Freeport, N.Y.
GMAF, Inc., Freeport, N.Y.
Fast Euier solver for transonic airfoils. I - Theor'/. II -
Applications p 635 A88-47455
Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N.Y.
X-29A flight control system performance during flight
test
IAIAA PAPER 87-28781 p 101 A88-14259
Impact of bypass ratio on thrust-to-weight for V/STOL
[SAE PAPER 872348J p 523 A88-37237
An overview of some investigations of pressure and
thermal distributions induced by trailing edge controls on
hypersonic aircraft p 703 A88-51179
Electro-optical flight deflection measurement system
p 737 A88-51470
An aerodynamic comparison of blown and mechanical
high lift airfoils p 281 N88-t7606
On the prediction of mghly vortical flows using an Euler
equation model, part 2
lAD-A190245 ] p547 N88-22305
Automated early fatigue damage sensing system
[ AD-At 957171 p855 N88-30143
H
Hamburg Model Basin (West Germany).
Measurements of the time dependent velocity field
surrounding a model propeller in unltorm water flow
p 550 N88-23155
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic stability of
three advanced turboprop models at zero forward speed
INASA-CR-1750251 p 164 N88-14095
Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic response
and stability of three advanced turboprop models at low
forward speed
INASA-CR-t75026J p 164 N88-14096
Large-Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) blade design
INASA.CR.1747901 p 164 N88-14097
Large-Scale Advanced Plop-Fan _LAP)
[ NASA-CR-t 82112 ) p 435 N88-20306
Experimental and analytical evaluation of the effects of
simulated engine inlets on the blade vibratory stresses
of the SR-3 model prop-fan
INASA'CR't 749591 p 824 N88-28927
SR-7A aeroelastic model design report
[NASA-CR-174791 J p 524 N88-28928
Hamilton Standard Dlv., United Aircraft Corp., Windsor
Locks, Conn.
Noise characteristics of model counter-rotating
Prop-Fans
IAIAA PAPER 87-2656] p 122 A88-16526
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.
Long extension reeling in the stratosphere - A progress
report p 149 A88-19946
Midietitude CIO below 22 km altitude - Measurements
with a new aircraft-borne instrument
p 323 A88-27456
Harvey Mudd COIL, Cleremont, Calif.
Development of a block Lanczos algorithm for free
vibration analysis of spinning structures
p 545 A88-40117
High Technology Corp., Hampton, Vs.
Analysis of wtnd-tunnel boundary-layer transition
experiments on axisymmetric bodies st transonic speeds
using compressible boundary-layer stability theory
[AIAA PAPER 88-00081 p 198 A88-22008
Comparison of boundary-layer transition on a cone and
flat plate at Mach 35
I AIAA PAPER 88-04t t I p 207 A88-22303
Boundary-layer instability mechanisms on s
swept-leading edge at Mech 35
ISAE PAPER 8718581 p 340 A88-30815
Use of LEBU-devices for drag reduction at flight
conditions p 631 A88-46235
Goertler vortices in supersonic boundary layers
IAIAA PAPER 88-36781 p 644 A88-48912
Hltehcock Industries, Inc., Mloneepoils, Mlnn.
Durability and damage tolerance of aluminum castings
lAD.A1864441 p 322 N88-18013
Hoechet CeramTec A.G., Salb (West Germany).
Development of a statistically proven injection molding
method for reaction bonded silicon nitride, sintering
reaction bonded silicon nitride, and sintered silicon
nimde
IETN-87-905751 p 52 N88-11002
Honeywell, Inc., Clearwater, Fla.
Commonality in the design and production of the H-423
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Companson of boundary-layer transdidn on a cone and
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A 3D-PNS computer code for the calculation of
supersomc combusting flows
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Computations of vortical supersonic flows over a
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The effect of spatial wind gradients on airplane
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Numerical investigation of three-dimensional flow
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Contro_ law parametem.aticn for an aeroelast¢
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Active cooling design for scramjet engines using
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Unsteady pressure and structural response
measurements on an elastic supercntmal wing
{AIAA PAPER 88-2277 p 343 A88-32231
Unsteady transor_ small-disturbance theory iecluding
entropy and vorticdy effects
AIAA PAPER 88-2278 p 343 A88-32232
Body conforming grids for general unsteady airfoil
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AIAA PAPER 88-2279 p 343 A88-32233
Mach number effects on transon=c aeroelasbc forces
and flutter characteristics
AIAA PAPER 88-2304 p 344 A88-32253
Minimum weight design of rotorcraft blades with rnult_
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Wing flutter calculations with fhe CAP-TSD unsteady
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Methodology for matching experimental and anelylcal
aerodynam¢ data
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An in-flight data system for chordwise turbulence
measurements during acoustic disturbances
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Flying qualities research challenges
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Methods for evaluating integrated airframe/pro_oulso_
control system architectures p 437 A88-34102
An evaluation of a real-time fault diagnos_ expert system
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Problems and progress in aeroelasticdy for
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Constrained optimization technigues for active control
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In-flight flow visuahzation of F-106B leeding-edge vortex
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Langley advanced real-time slmulatK)n (ARTS) system
p 467 A88-36272
Remote noncontacting measurements of heat transfer
coefficients for detecbon of boundary layer transition in
wind tunnel tests p 455 A88-36499
Status of a speoalized boundary layer transition
detection system for use in the US. Nalenal Transon_
Facility p 455 A88-36500
A digital video model de_bon system
p 456 A88-36508
Strata-gage balance Cakbration of a magnelic
suspen_o_ and balance system p 457 A88-36520
Energy absoq)tion in composite matenals for
crashworthy structures p 458 A88-36923
Supersor_ jet plume interaction with a fiat plate
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The Bastc Aerodynamics Research Tunnel - A facility
dedicated to code validation
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Unexpectedlexpected results from the Langley 20-ind_
Supersonic Wind Tunnel during init=al checkout
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A rev_w of Magnetic _ and Balance
Systems
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t 3-_ch Magne_ _ and Ba_noe System
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A forecast of rm_ test capabilities using Magnetic
Suspension and Balence Systems
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Measurement of leading edge vortices from a dsfia win9
ustng a lhree component laser ve!ocimeter
AIAA PAPER 88-2024] p 544 A88-37929
Velocity profile similarity for wscous flow development
along a longitudinally slotted wind-tunnel wail
AIAA PAPER 88-2029] p 481 A88-37932
A study of aeroetastic stabddy for the model SUtl_0ort
system of the National Transonic Facitdy
AIAA PAPER 88-2033] p 533 A88-37936
An experimental investigation of flowfield about a
multielement airfoil
AIAA PAPER 88-2035] p 481 A88-37937
HighEghts of experience with a flexible walled test
section in the NASA Lang_y 0.3-meter transonin aryoger_
tunnel
IAIAA PAPER 88-2036} p 533 A88-37938
Heating requrrementa and noned_d_atic surface effects
for a model in the NTF cryogen_ wind tunn_
IAIAA PAPER 88-2044] p 534 A88-37944
A flo_-transfer de_ce with nonmetallic drw)hragms for
propulso_ wind tunnel models
[AIAA PAPER 88-2048] p 534 A88-37945
Use of bynarmcally scaled models for studies of the
high-angle-of-attack behavior of alq:)lenes
p 535 A88-38692
Flight test results of a vector-based failure detecticn
and isolation algonthm for a redundant s_ inertial
measurement unit
(AIAA PAPER 88-2172] p 553 A88-38765
Theoretical and experenental analysis of the slotted-wall
flew field in a transonic wind tunnel
[ SAE PAPER 871757 ] p 482 A88-38775
Boundary-lsyer stability analysis of NLF and LFC
experimental data at subsonic and transorac speeds
ISAE PAPER 871859J p483 A88-38925
_etical investigatm_s, and correlabve studies for
NLF. HLFC. and LFC swept wings at subsonic, transor,c
and supersor,c speeds
ISAE PAPER 871861 } p 483 A88-38950
Mechanisms of active control for nome inside a vibrating
p 555 A88-39722
A transonic wind tunnel wall interference predictiort
code
I AIAA PAPER 88-25381 p 537 A88-40722
_tic_al validation of a parabotized Nav_er-Stokes
solver on a sharb-nose cone at hypersonic speeds
IAtAA PAPER 88-2566l p 490 A88-40739
Experm_rffal measurements on an osollating 70-degree
delta wing in subsonic flow
I AIAA PAPER 88-2576_ p 491 A88-40745
Unsteady v.scous-mviscid intera_ procedures for
transonic airfoils using Certes=an grids
[AIAA PAPER 88-25911 p 493 A88-40757
Calculations of three-dimensional flows using the
isenthalpic Euler equations with implicit flux-vector
splitting
I AIAA PAPER 88-2516 ] p 493 A88-40762
Riblet drag reduct_0n at flight conditions
I AIAA PAPER 88-2554 ] p 494 A88-40764
Expenmental and theoretical study of the effects of wing
geometry on a supersonic multibody configuration
IAIAA PAPER 88-2510] p 494 A88-40766
Navler-Stokes computation of flow around a
round-edged deul_le-delta wing
IAIAA PAPER 88-2560} p 494 A88-40767
In-flight flow vlsualizabon using infrared mlag_ng
[AIAA PAPER 88-2111 ] p 582 A88.-42100
V_cous induced drag
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Passive venting system for modifying cavity flowfields
at supersonic speeds p 563 A88-43028
Super magnets for large tunnels p 605 A88-4352t
Effects of surface pressures and streamline metrics on
the calculation of laminar heating rates
[AIAA PAPER 88-2708] p 564 A88-43755
Numerical prediction of flow in slender vortices
p 566 A88-44502
Vectoring Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle (VSERN)
static model test program
[AIAA PAPER 88-3000] p 596 A88-4472t
Inlet starting predictions for sidewall-compression
scramjet inlets
[AIAA PAPER 88-3257] p 599 A88-44810
Transient aerodynamic forces on a fighter model during
simulated approach and landing with thrust reversers
[AIAA PAPER 66-3222] p 603 A88-45016
A static investigation of a simultaneous pitch and yaw
thrust vectoring 2-D C-D nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 88-2998] p 601 A88-45618
Computational transonic flutter boundary tracking
procedure p 571 A88-45687
Turbulent drag reduction research at NASA Langley -
Progress and plans p 631 A88-46228
Use of LEBU-devices for drag reduction at flight
conditions p 631 A88-46235
Gamma guidance schemes for flight in a windshear
p 667 A88-46707
Turbulent viscous drag reduction with thin-element
riblets p 636 A88-47468
Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces p 687 A88-47670
Stagnation flow field analysis for an aeroassist flight
experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 66-2613] p 636 A88-47982
The challenges and opportunities of supersonic
transport propulsion technology
[AIAA PAPER 86-2985] p 665 A88-48032
Filling the expertise gap p 668 A88-48495
Aircraft jolts from lightning bolts p 652 A88-48545
Application of multiple grids topotogy to supersonic
internal/external flow interactions
[AIAA PAPER 88-3568] p 638 A88-48794
Direct drag measurement on thin-element riblets with
suction and blowing
[AIAA PAPER 88-3670] p 639 A88-48822
Accurate multigrid solution of the Euier equations on
unstructured arid adaptive meshes
[AIAA PAPER 88-3706] p 686 A88-48830
Aircraft vortices - Juncture, wing, and wake
IAIAA PAPER 88-3742] p 640 A88-48839
Control of supersonic intersection flowfields through
filleting end sweep
[AIAA PAPER 88-3534) p 641 A88-48869
Passive control plate for shock-boundary layer
interactions
IAIAA PAPER 88-3537J p 641 A88-48670
Control of the boundary layer separation about an airfoil
by active surface heating
[AIAA PAPER 88-3545] p 642 A88-48878
The role of unsteady aerodynamics in aeroacoustics
[AIAA PAPER 88-3711 ] _ 688 A88-48919
A simplified oil-film skin-friction meter
]AIAA PAPER 88-3601} _ 680 A88-48953
Comparison of experimental and numerical results for
delta wings with vortex flaps i 646 A88-49012
Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise
for three scaio models =688 A88-49014
Computation of vortical interaction for a sharp-edged
double-delta wing ) 646 A88-49017
Divergence study of a high-aspect-ratio, forward swept
wing ) 658 A88-49025
Testing and checkout experiences in the National
Transonic Facility since becoming operational
p 760 A88-49378
An application of eigenspace methods to symmetric
flutter suppression
[AtAA PAPER 88-40991 p 748 A88-50204
Etgenstructure assignment for • thrust-vectored high
angle-of-arrack aircraft
IAIAA PAPER 66-41011 p 748 A88-50206
Effect of large amplitude pitching motions on the
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of flat-plate wings
IAIAA PAPER 68-4331] p 698 A88-50580
Measurements of pressures on the tail end aft fuselage
of an airplane model during rotary motions at spin
attitudes
(AIAA PAPER 88-4338J p 696 A88-50584
Modeling of large-amplitude high-angle-of-attack
maneuvers
IAIAA PAPER 88-4357] p 751 A88-50600
An evaluation of automatic control system concepts for
general aviation airplanes
IAIAA PAPER 68-4364] p 752 A88-50607
Transonic stability arid control of aircraft using CFD
methods
[AIAA PAPER 88-4374] p 752 A88-50612
A numerical study of mixing enhancement in supersonic
reacting flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 88-3260] p 743 A88o50784
Vibratory response of a stiffened, floor equipped,
composite cylinder p 721 A88-50839
Flight simulation of a wide-body transport aircraft to
evaluate MLS-RNAV procedures p 760 A88-50907
Exploratory evaluation of moving-model technique for
measurement of dynamic ground effects
p 761 A88-50914
Turbulence alteration due to shock motion
p 703 A88-51176
An overview of some investigations of pressure and
thermal distributions induced by trailing edge controls on
hypersonic aircreft p703 A88-51179
Modern wing flutter analysis by computational fluid
dynamics methods
[ASME PAPER 87-WA/AERO-9] p 770 A88-51329
Prediction of time-dependent fuselage pressures in the
wake of s helicopter rotor p 705 A88-51758
Minimum weight design of rectangular and tapered
helicopter rotor blades with frequency constraints
p 727 A88-51766
High performance composites research at
NASA-Langley
[SAE PAPER 880110] p 765 A88-51814
A discussion of some proposed measurement
techniques for hypersonic flight and instrumentation
research experiments
[AIAA PAPER 88-4651A] p 737 A68-51908
Airborne Doppler radar detection of low altitude
windshear
[AIAA PAPER 68-4657] p 738 A88-5191t
Investigation of airborne lidar for avoidance of windshear
hazards
[AIAA PAPER 88-4658] p 718 A88-51912
Instrumentation and data acquisition electronics for
free-flight drop model testing
[AIAA PAPER 88-4669J p 771 A88-51917
Fault-tolerent clock synchronization techniques for
avionics systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-44081 p 738 A88-51932
Figures of merit for airfoil/aircraff design integration
[AIAA PAPER 88-4416] p 731 A88.51937
Optimization of helicopter airframe structures for
vibration reduction considerations, formulations and
applications
[AIAA PAPER 88-4422] p 731 A88-51942
Flight demonstration of redundancy management
algorithms for a skewed array of inertial sensors
[AIAA PAPER 88-44341 p 738 A88-51949
CFD prediction of the reacting flow field inside a subscaie
scramjet combustor
]AIAA PAPER 88-3259] p 816 A88-53151
The Langley Advanced Real-Time Simulation (ARTS)
system
[AIAA PAPER 88-4595] p 832 A88-53642
Simulator evaluation of takeoff performance monitoring
system displays
[AIAA PAPER 88-4611 ] p 833 A88-53653
Some key considerations for high-speed civil
transports
[AIAA PAPER 88-4466) p 783 A88-53760
Technology sensitivity studies for a Mach 3.0 civil
transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-4469] p 783 A88-53761
The application of cryogenics to high Reynolds number
testing in wind tunnels tl - Development and application
of the cryogenic wind tunnel concept
p 833 A88-53847
Application of AI methods to aircraft guidance arid
control p 827 A88-54424
Eigenstructure assignment for the control of highly
augmented aircraft p 828 A88-54549
Multigrid acceleration of the flux-spilt Euler equations
p 796 A88-55077
Grid embedding technique using Cartesian grids for Euier
solutions p 796 A88-55094
Wind-tunnel investigation of a full-_caie general aviation
airplane equipped with an advanced natural laminar flow
wing
INASA-TP-2772] p 16 N88-10009
Full-scale transport controlled impact demonstration
program
[NASA-TM-89642] p 19 N88-t0021
Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test afferbody and
nozzle pressures for a twin-jet fighter aircraft at transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2588] p 17 N88-10765
Effect of empennage arrangement on single-engine
nozzie/afterbody static pressures at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2753] p 17 N88-10771
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Wall interference tests of a CAST 10.2/DOA 2 airfoil
in an adaptive-wall test section
[NASA-TM-4015] p 18 N88-10772
Intergration effects of D-shaped, unden_ng,
aft-mounted, separate-flow, flow-through nacelles on a
high-wing transport
[NASA-TM-4018] p 18 N88-10773
The application of emulation techniques in the analysis
of highly reliable, guidance and control computer
systems p 37 N88-10798
Reliability modeling of fault-toierent computer based
systems p 37 N88-t0801
AGARD standard aerceiestic configurations for dynamic
response. Candidate configuration L-wing 445.6
[NASA-TM-100492] p 56 N88-11202
Helicopter main-rotor speed effects on far.field acoustic
levels
[NASA-TM-100512] p62 N88-11451
Planform effects on the supersonic aerodynamics of
multibody configurations
[NASA-TP-2762] p 79 N88-t2454
Effects of the installation arid operation of let.exhaust
yaw vanes on the longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics of the F.14 airplane
NASA.TP.2769] p 80 N88.12455
Semiempirical method for prediction of aerodynamic
forces arid moments on a steadily spinning light airplane
NASA-TM-4009] p 80 N88-12456
Aerodynamic sensitivities from subsonic, sonic and
Supersonic unsteady, nonpianar lifting-surface theory
NASA-TM-100502] p 80 N88-12459
Effect of motion cues during complex curved approach
arid landing tasks: A piloted simulation study
NASA-TP-2773] p 96 N88-t2480
Effects of combining vertical and horizontal information
into a primary flight display
NASA.TP-2783] p 98 N88-12487
Analysis of 7- X t0-foot high speed wind tunnel shaft
loads in support of fan blade failure investigation
NASA°TM-100504] p 107 N88-t2496
Applications of the hybrid automated reliability
predictor
[NASA-TP-2760] p 121 N88-12928
Measurement of velocity and vorticity fields in the wake
of an airfoil in periodic pitching motion
NASA-TP-2780] p 127 N88-t3002
Results of the 1986 NASA/FAA/DFVLR main rotor test
entry in the German-Dutch wind tunnel (DNW)
NASA-TM-100507] p 127 N68-13003
Numerical analysis of flow through scramjet engine
inlets p 141 N88-13233
Nonlinear lift control at high speed and high angle of
attack using vortex flow technology p 166 N88.13319
Static aerceiestic effects on the flutter of a supercritical
wing p 167 N88-13353
Prediction of wing eeroeiestic effects on aircraft life and
pitching moment characteristics p 167 N88-13356
Fluctuating pressure loads under high speed boundary
layers
[NASA-TM-t00517] p 190 N88-13962
A numerical model of unsteady, subsonic aeroelastic
behavior
[NASA-TM-t00487) p 131 N88.14064
Wind tunnel results for a high-speed, natural laminar-flow
airfoil designed for general aviation aircraft
[NASA-TM-87602] p 148 N88.14078
Lightning discharge protection rod
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13470-t ] p 149 N88-t4083
Finite-volume scheme for transonic potential flow about
airfoils and bodies in an arbitrarily shaped channel
p 217 N88-14928
Application of a full potential method for analysis of
complex aircraft geometries p 235 N88-14930
Viscous vortex flows p 218 N68-t4934
A theory for the core flow of leading-edge vortices
p 218 N88-14935
Low-disturbance wind tunnels p 252 N88-14937
Status of magnetic suspension technology
p 252 N88-14939
Preliminary calibration and test results from the National
Transonic Facility p 253 N88-1494t
Overview of the Langley viscous drag reduction
program p 218 N88-t4946
Computational design of natural laminar flow wings for
transonic transport application p 218 N88-t4948
Natural laminar flow nacelle for transport sircreff
p 235 N88-1494g
Flight research on natural laminar flow
p 281 N88.14950
Design and experimental evaluation of • swept
supercntical Laminar Flow Control (LFC) airfoil
p 235 N88-14951
Laminar flow integration: Flight tests status end plans
p 261 N88-14952
Insect contamination protection for laminar flow
surfaces p 235 N88-14954
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rot_ _ and _l dynamics
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Revtew of fatigue and fracture research at NASA Langley
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Avcncs systems integration technology
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Mach number effects on transo_c aemekmt¢ forces
and flutt_ charaofenstics
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Loads and aeroeleat¢_ division research and
technology accompKstnments for FY 1967 and plens for
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Measurod and _ acouatic attenuat_n rates of
toned _ a.'_ays fo_ two sudase mpodance
d_tnbut_n mode_ with ftow
[NASA-TP-2766] p 329 N88.17440
Annoyance caused by advanced tudboprop aircraft
flyo_r nom: _ pro_W _
[NASA-TP-2782] p 329 N88-17441
A transe_-_ _ dean
met_dot)_
[NASA-TP-2806] p 282 N88-17614
Supemor_ aerodynarmcs of de_ w_gs
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Airborne WnxI Shear Detection and Warning Systems:
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Conference
[NASA-CP-10006] p 283 N88-17616
RespoP"=,e of w_d shear warning systems to turbulence
with imputation of nuisance _ p 283 N88-17618
Invesl_ation of the influence of wind shear on the
aerodynamic charaof_ of aircraft us_g a
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Windshear w_ aeroepatiate
p 284 N88-17620
Airborne Doppler radar technology for wind
detecbon p284 N88-17622
S_nuletor invest_at_ of Mnd shser _
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An application of e_mspace meU'_ds to symmetric
hurter suppression
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Pressure distributions from high Reynolds numl0er
transonic tests of an NACA 0012 airfoit in the Langley
0.3-metor transenic cryogen¢ tunna(
[ NASA-TM- 100526 ] p346 N88-18565
An apl_cation of active surlece heating for augmerd_g
lift and reducing drag of an airleil
[NASA-TM-100563] p 347 N88-18570
High Reynolds number transonic tests on a NACA 0012
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Hierarchical self-tuning flight control
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Equivalent equation method for solving nonlim_r
probk_ms ingas dy.an_cs p346 A88-32735
Anaheas of the effoct of the hazam avoidance system
W.'an',aten; c.'; .',_ _,_ _ _--'_',_,a of ¢,e _ystem
functk>n p 370 A88-32738
P,ot strategy during arcraft k._g
p383 A88-32739
A min_=n-..._.e-d_ag body of revok,km of specked
length with a bottom section of specified diameter in
transonic gas flow p346 A88-32740
_ of moficn pa_mets_s in the case of random
perturbsticns p 383 A88-32741
Modeling of separated flow past double compn_mo¢
cascades p 346 A88-32742
Calculatinn of no_,inear osc_,qJons in the eiemants of
the gas path of flight vehicle engines using complex
co_u_te fi.mctJons p 377 A88-32743
Pn_d_y of the correct diagnostics of the
service-related damage of the slxuctural e_<mlents of gas
turbine engines p 377 AB8-32"/45
Synthesis of a compiex control systsm for gas turbine
engines using orthogonal Legendre polynomials
p 377 A88-32746
inhomogeneous flow av_ method for determir_
full pressure losses in jet eng_rms p 377 A88-32747
A method foe measuring the lift coefficient in analog
models of three-dm_ens_lal flOW past a body
p 346 A88-32751
A study of the rotor idling conditions doring sta_1-up on
a pad p 364 A88-32754
Representation of a sorface segment of an airleil profile
in Bezier form p 346 A88-32755
Computer-aided desert of the electrk_ systems of
mrcmft p 378 A88-32756
Calcuietk:)n of the i and pi funclions fur gaseous u,orking
medm p 403 A88-32757
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Fundamentals of the systems design of akcreft
complexes p 464 A88-33805
Control of the operation of flight complexes (2nd revised
and enlarged edition) p 451 A88.33810
Spatial packet of instability waves in a supersonic
boundary layer p 409 A88-33971
Motion of a lifting body v_th an externally suspended
load p 436 A88-34015
Effect of support friction on the dynamics of the free
rotation of a model about its longitudinal axis
p 452 A88.34658
Numerical calculations of the natural vibrations of
turbomachine blades using the finite element method
p 523 A88-37543
Life of gas turbine engine disks with cracks
p 544 A88-37549
Numerical separation models p 480 A88-37653
Turbulent friction on a delta wing p 480 A88-37657
Computer simulation of turbulent jets end wakes
p 544 A88.37661
Axisymmetric turbulent compressible jet in subsonic
coflow p 480 A88-37665
Separation of a supersonic boundary layer ahead of the
pass of e body p 480 A88-37697
Radio-electronic equipment of aircraft: Handbook
p 505 A88-37699
Flight fatigue testing of helicopters
p 510 A88-37703
Information broperties of complex radar
angular-coordinate estimates p 545 A88-38448
Analytical study of friction end heat transfer in the vicinity
of • three*dimensional critical point st low end moderate
Reynolds numbers p 483 A88-38847
Aerodynamms of supersonic shapes
p 486 A88-40311
Factors affecting the temperature state of the biading
of high-temperature turbines p 486 A88-40314
Thermal state of a turbofan rotor p 545 A88-40317
Dynamics of the controlled motion of a helicopter
p 603 A88-41798
One*dimensional modeling of • pulsation cycle during
the interaction between a supersonic jet end an obstacle
p 562 A88.41808
Calculation of the hydrodynamic efficiency of a wing
propeller p 559 A88-41809
Powerptants with in-flight thrust vector deflection
593 A88-41822
Discreta-continuous control of programmed aircraft
guidance ) 603 A88-41824
Formation end evolution of perturbations in separated
flows ) 613 A88.43085
Supersonic flow past bodies in the Weesnce of external
heat sources ) 563 A88-43088
Effect of vibration on the stability of the fuel-water system
in a flight vehicle 1610 A88-43099
Using the finite element method for studying the
stress-strain state of the rotors of gas turbine engines
p 593 A88.43123
Icing before take*off - At above 0 C?
p 577 A88-43487
Selection of the sampling period in s hybrid control
system with allowance for parameter scatter
p 624 A88-43601
A set of applied programs for solving nomogrephic
approximation problems in design studies of working
processes in flight vehicle engines p 624 A88-43602
Calculation of aircraft structures using the
variational-matrix method p 614 A88-43605
Calculation of the temperature profile of a wall jet in
the mixing zone of the combustion chamber of a
gas-turbine engine with allowance for the variable specific
heat of the gas p 593 A88.43607
Modal synthesis in the study of the dynamic behavior
of complex aircraft gas-turbine engine systems
p 593 A88-43611
A numerical method for calculating turbulent flows and
heat transfer in the engines of flight vehicles
p 594 A88-43612
Utilization of the exhaust jet energy of gas-turbine
engines p 614 A88-43613
An experimental study of the nozzle vane cascades of
gas turbines with counterrotating rotors
p 594 A88-43616
Determination of the optimal gear ratios of flight altitude
control systems p 603 A88-43617
Effect of the boundary layer on the flow rate and specific
pules of a converging nozzle p 564 A88-43619
Effect of the position of the boundary layer
lamioer-turbulent transition point on body drag in a sonic
gas flow p 564 A88-43623
Selection of a criteriOn for the comparative evaluation
of the carrying efficiency of commercial aircraft
p 578 A88-43624
A study of the performance of • hydroacoustic filter in
the lines of • flight vehicle p 583 A88-43631
Solution of a problem concerning flow past a finite*span
wing p 564 A88-43632
Principle of the design of the force scheme of
mulftple*scpport control surfaces p 603 A88-436-33
Numerical study of a three-dimeneldnal laminar
boundary layer with allowance for coupled heat transfer
p 614 A88-43639
Theory of flow past yawed and swept wings of large
aspect ratios p 565 A88-43996
Methods of integrated aircraft propulsion control
program definition
[AIAA PAPER 88-3268] p 599 A88-44813
Design end flight operation of An-26 aircraft
p 583 A88-44897
Aircraft control mechanisms p 603 A88-44901
Aircraft engines p 600 A88-44903
Doppler devices and navigation systems
p 580 A88-44904
Operation end maintenance of aviation radio-electronic
equipment p 580 A88-44908
Aerodynamics of the Tu-134A-3(B-3)
p 583 A88-44909
Means of radio communication for air traffic control
p 580 A88-44910
Engineenng and organizational principles of flight safety
assurance in civil aviation p 578 A88-44911
Investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of the
Vega balloon probe p 569 A88-45472
investigation of the dynamic characteristics of a sensor
which measures the vertical component of wind velocity
The Vega balloon expeflment p 617 A88-45473
Flight testing of a balloon probe p 560 A88-45474
Asymptotic theory of separated flows
p 675 A88--46060
Design of aircraft structures p 655 A88-46062
Commercial operation of international aidinas
p 651 A88-46074
Theory and design of jet engines (2nd revised and
enlarged edition) p 663 A88-46075
Steady-state motions of a heavy axisymmetric body in
a medium with drag p 634 A88-46894
Calculation of supersonic flow past e cytindncal shell
with allowance for ssrueiastic deformation
p 676 A88.46913
Interaction between a compliant surface end the viscous
sublayer of • turbulent boundary layer
p 676 A88-46914
Comparison of numerical methods for the calculation
of supersonic nozzles p 636 A88-48083
Three-dimensional perturbation evolution in a boundary
layer with a pressure gradient p 636 A88-48131
A study of nonstationary separated flows over
depressions p 637 A88-48143
Solution of coupled heat transfer problems in the case
of flow past thermally thin bodies using the difference
fectorization method p 678 A88-48146
Heat transfer in an impinging circular jet with an
inhomogeneoua initial velocity profile
p 678 A88.48147
Equipment for studying the thermal stressed state of
rotating gas turbine components p 678 A88-48148
Methods of analogy in the aerodynamics of flight
vehicles p 637 A88-48201
Computer analysis of the effect of the location of the
vertical tail surface on the static lateral stability of a tailless
aircraft p 637 A88-48301
An explicit iterative method for determining the intensity
of a wing vortax sheet p 637 A88-48302
The effect of contour deformation on the wave drag of
a thin airfoil p 637 A88-48303
Comparison of experimental and theoretical results
concerrang the effect of air suction on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing p 637 A88-48312
Empirical relationships making it possible to reduce the
number of design parameters in the optimization of wing
panels p 678 A88-48315
Acceptable level of stress in aircraft structures during
their fabrication or repair by elastic deformation
p 678 A88-48319
A method for determining design contact pressures for
moving chassis components on the basis of the specific
friction force p 629 A88-48323
Systems of automatic aircraft control (2nd revised and
enlarged edition) p 668 A88-48697
Aircraft ssP4icing and maintenance (2nd revised end
enlarged edition) p 629 A88-48704
A method for controlling aircraft during the execution
of a vertical maneuver p 668 A88-48723
Controlling the development of boundary layer
perturbations through nonuniform surface heating
p 679 A88-48745
Development of a three-dimensional perturbation wave
packet in the boundary layer of • yawed wing
p 638 A88-48746
The methods and the results of tests for quasi-random
loading which is characteristic for wing elements
p 767 A88-49470
A method for analyzing natural vibrations of turbine
blades, based on a three*dimensional model
p 740 A88-49473
Calculations of natural vibration frequencies for
gas-turbine-engine rotors on the basis of a method of
wave*dynamical stiffnessss end compliances
p 740 A88-49474
Matrices of possible solutions for computerizing aircraft
design with allowance for service requirements
p 719 A88-49502
Applied theory end a computational algorithm for aircraft
structures based on • geometrically nonlinear
formulation p 767 A88-49504
Synthesis of the mathematical structure of a flight vehicle
assembly process p 775 A88-49505
Calculation of the mean mass temperature of the gas
in the combustion zone of the combustion chamber of a
gas turbine engine p 740 A88-49507
The problem of jet noise reduction in the near acoustic
field of • gas turbine engine p 741 A88-49508
An analytical study of the flow rate characteristics of
multistage fan-spool turbines of bypass engines
p 741 A88-49509
The use of solutions to inverse structural mechanics
problems in comprehensive studies of the strength of flight
vehicles p 767 A88-49510
A study ot the effect of stepv_ss velocity and temperature
profile iohomogeneities in the initial cross section of a jet
on its acoustic characteristics p 741 A88-49511
Internal efficiency of turbofan engines
p 741 A88-49514
Selection of the efficient dimensionality and working
process parameters of s unified bypass engine for a class
of subsonic aircraft p 741 A88-49518
Simulation of the soot-formation process during the
combustion of a homogeneous mixture
p 764 A88-49519
The structure*adequacy principle in the methodology for
the des=gn end final adjustment of aircraft engines
p 741 A88-49520
Effect of nozzle type on the characteristics of • diffuser
with tangential injection p 741 A88-49522
Temperature state of a turbofan blade in an exhaust-gas
flow p 741 A88.49531
The effect of alcohol in the jet fuel on the emtas_on of
pollutants from aircraft gas turbine engines
p 764 A88-49532
Characteristics of a two-stage combustion process
occumng in combustion chambers in quasi.stoichiometric
regimes p 764 A88-49534
USSR - Future use of space and terrestrial
radionevigation systems p 715 A88-49725
Calculation of transonic flow past an engine nacelle
p 694 A88-50002
Aerodynamic characteristics of e delta wing in
hypersonic flow at large angles of attack
p 694 A88-50003
Flow near the axis of a shock layer in the case of a
two-phase underexpended supersonic jet impinging on a
normal obstacle p 694 A88-50004
Effect of the dimensions of aircraft on its flight dynamics
in a turbulent atmosphere p 746 A88.50007
Friction force and the moment of friction forces in
attachment joints during the turning of two flight vehicles
relative to the joints. II - Spherical joint
p 767 A88-50008
A study of estatic reserved digital aircraft control systems
with asynchronous computers p 746 A88.50009
Evaluation of the fatigue end durability of aluminum alloys
under nonsymmetric cyclic loading using fracture
mechanics relationships p 764 A88-50010
Effect of flap and tip deflection on the nonlinear
aerodynamic charectenstics of a wing of complex
plenform p 694 A88-50011
Pressure pulsations on the upper surface of a delta wing
with sharp edges p 694 A88-50012
Heat transfer at blunt leading edges at low Reynolds
numbers p 694 A88-500t 3
Numerical end analytical investigation of friction forces
and moments in a sphencel joint p 767 A88-50017
Elimination of the vortex 'explosion' on • delta wing
through local jet ejection into the vortex core region
p 695 A88-50018
Three-dimensional transonic gas flow with vaporizable
particles p 695 A88-50019
Calculation of distributed loads on the basis of en
analysis of the random static-dynamic stressed state of
structures. I - Calculation of extreme stressed states
p 768 A88.50024
A study of stress intensity factors in aircraft structurel
elements with part-through cracks p 768 A88-50026
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An experimecdal study Of the effect Of le_
bkmtness on the unskmdy Nrodynem¢ c_ancm, is1=csOf
a pro_e at r_h supemor¢ _kx_Jes
p695 A88-50029
dependence for the drag coefficients of
bodlos in hytE)ersordcnow Of a rankled gas
p605 A68.50030
Heat _ on cones w_,'_an _ co_Nxessmn
surface p 695 A08-50031
Attontmtion Of _ _ _ m
_ gas flow _ subson¢ and super_n_
nozzles p695 A88-50032
Eftoct Of a dMding plato on the _ Of =qoaratod
flow over a low-aspeof-rstio dslts _ng
p695 A88-50034
Pmsaum puhmtkms on a piate in front of a step
p695 A88-50035
Equalizat_n of tsmperetum _ in Ikw_l w_tn
ak intske channe_ p696 AB8-50041
_ linmmzal=_ of the _ dlarecwdak=
Of iending gew p719 A88.50042
Experimenq_ sbJdms Of pressure _ on a w_g
w_thend pietss at tramon¢ ve(oc_u
p 719 A88-50044
_ di=contnJty at the be.d point Of a swept
w_ng Of h,rge a_=_.-t ra_o peg6 Aee.soo45
Charaofo,_s Of transon¢ flow ovm a _ near the
esdh sudace p696 A88-50046
Eftect Of the leading edge sweep Of a umngular plate
on the friction drag Of its _ sudace at supersonic
velocil_es p 696 A88-50047
_tic. Of._.-_onm Nioc,mg opera= .ose ,_apu
(c¢bo_ Of _ m aon,c tim.
p696 A88-50048
EffectOf the boundaries Of _he testaection Of a v_r_
t,..'__th _g,d s,ds _ and pe_ ho,_ t,_
on now ove_ a ,_.g Of Wn_e aspect rst_
p696 _8-50050
The poultry Of an ana_=s Of vances tin'meOf flutter
on one d_ modsl p768 A88-50051
Thrust efficiency of an ejector with a supersonic
nozzlo p 742 A88-50052
Op_n_ c,_se _ _ Of a _
mrcreftbmedontherangecdt-,rlen p746 A88-50056
Appvmdmate _ Of a_c,_t cont_ t0¢ a
_t_.e c_mb _m a specir_d fin_ ve_c_y
p 746 A88-50057
Of d_nbuted loads on the basis of an
analysis Of the random stst¢-dynemic stressed rote Of
II - Load calculation p 768 A88-50058
A rnethod for calculating the aemdynentc inmloren_
Of v.ng and po_ elee_mts withjets
p6_6 A88-50060
A method for studying flow on a model _oe by me_s
of s_'eading fluorescent dots in subsonic and supersonic
flows p 7"o8 A88-50061
Boundary layer control through the inUoduction Of
artifidal pe_urbabons p696 A88-50062
Transition visualization in a boundary layer using
subSmable coatings p696 A88-50064
A system for the ek_mmagne_c _ Of mode_
• , a subso_c wind h.mm_ p760 A88-50066
Selecticn Of the dlarectomlCs of lending gear
p 720 A88-50069
Shoc_ e_ Of Wow onto me _ading e_ Of a w,ng
with a dsflectob_ t_p p697 A88-50070
Pmjeofk:_ meemd _ cak_aUr_ _ _.r,,_
flow pest bodies p 6_7 A88-50071
Unsteady processes connected with the location Of
regions Of the "expio_len' Of w_tices lormod in the vicinity
Of the _ edges Of a ds.a _ng
p _7 _5oo72
De_lopment Of a 'blUr knife" method for the flow
•_suatza'don in supemonic _nd funn_s
p 697 A88-50074
Subsonic flow pest a thin _o,_ in a chann_ w_ n_ed
jet and porous _ p697 A88-50075
Pn_momeu_ memod fo_ detmmm0 the m_t
paramemrs Of n_ht _ehi_es w*m com--_ and ogiva_ no--,
p 763 A88-50078
Effect of control-sensitivity characteristics on
evakmtion Of aircraft con_oflablty p747 A88-50079
D_e_mt_d memod Of the _on Of solutions of
systems Of finite noNme_ equations which are
pwameter-dependent p 747 A88-50000
Justification Of the relationship Pi=rbo defta (double
utomk)2_mfnty) v-squamd(_'y) in the mod_ for the
ge_ Of circuiationat a _-_g of irate _an _,_tha
_tp trl_ing _Iga p697 A88-500_3
_on Of the unstsady aerodynemic chamcterm_
Of an airfoil with an ailoron m transonic flow
p 697 A88-50085
App_a_o_ Of projection memods _nwmg theory
p 697 A88-50088
A rnodificalJon Of the method of equMdent cones
p 697 A88-50090
Drsg of a model body in the case Of ide_-fluid flow in
a channel Mth porous walls p698 A88-50094
Method for the experimental determ_mtlon Of the
freque_y _ Of an e_c flight vehic_ _h
a d_tsl control system p747 A88-50095
Roaing Of an elastic pm.Jmatic tim ,_th spin
p 720 A88-50096
_tlon Of the stiffness of anisoUopic pletes under
p 768 A88-50098
Features of the static hystmms Of the aorodyrmmic
charactem_ Of s _ wing
p698 A88-50099
_ _ and charectsmtCs Ofa d_(umdess
gas ejector du..g the ejection Of a m=ture intu a
submerged m p 742 A88-50102
Mathemat_ ,_ Of a semor for_ M_
nur_ and flow veindtydk_ p6_8 A88-50103
Correction of the des_n shape Of sc_d_-ptanform
b_x_es by tba rr_ ek._mt method
p 742 A88-50104
Probabil_ic e_m_on Of the e_hau_on Of
gas-furbine-engine disk service life under low-cycio
fatigue p 742 A88-50144
Pneumatic drive for aircreft conVol systsms
p 768 A88-50725
k_hods _or prod_ng duraUe r_tsd and bo.ed iofnts
in ailo'aft structures ) 769 A88-50765
Actum_ng dsvices Of airoaft contro_ systsms
= 753 A88-50766
Systems fo_ me ad_,p_ve conUo_ of a_cmft
) 716 A88-50767
Stsb_y and con_o_a_0_'y Of a;,rc_aft in the opers'aOr_
rag*on of flight cond_*,ions )753 A88-50772
W, ng mome_ Methods and aigo_t_ms for dssKj,_
IfllJng sudaces ) 700 A88-50777
Operation processes in the cook_
turbines Of gas tudoine engines )742 A88-50778
Se_ec_on Of an opt_ad shape for s,perso_c mght
veh_e 708 A88-52028
Cak:ulel_n of transonic flow past a fuselage-wing
coml_'at_ w_n _ for the m-_g structure
eleslm_ p 708 A88-52035
O_ Of the a_ fuseiage skin excitsd by a
turbuiont boundluy _e_ p779 A88.52036
Effeof of the aspect rstm on transor_ (tow past
mctsngular wings p706 A88-52037
u,_ a =_ut_ tothe ,nverseproe_em forae_
sudace _ p709 A88-52038
Co,_ Of the effectOf a propeUerjeton Wee=.,re
_ along the tuned wsH p709 A88-52041
_op_aMay Of the beam ton_on _ to the anaha.s
Of a trapezok:lal w_ng p709 A88-52043
A rr_thod for dstomlm_ the geom_ic_ i_l_un_B_
of a Nmi_ dynamically _'niier model eo_ to the
origin_ _g from f_ttor equation coefticients
p 771 A88.52044
Flow in a local _._l_nOr_C flow in the prs_e_ce Of a
trsnso_ecf_aroundawt_gprefilo p709 A88-5204S
Nu_x_ _Jgo_m fo_ caic_t_ supersor.c
p 709 A88-52046
Aneh_ of mg._._ies ,n the so_on Of the wobk_
of _ flow around a _-mtlo de_ wing
p 7o9 /u_-5;?047
Estimating the probability of _ landing on an
as_gned area while observing constraints on phase
coon_matos p 757 A88-52050
A _m,ing case o_ the _ _ng vi0_a_on
problem p 772 A88-52051
Uft-drag redo and balence Of a w_ng _h blunt odges
in t_ Wow p709 A88-52056
Anguler-motlon dynamics of a flight-vehicle in the
presence o4 aerodynamic hysteresis of the moment
charectomtics p 709 A88-52060
Some Mpeofs Of the dstsmtnaten Of _
equMaeme under muracempone_ _admg
p 772 A88-52061
The flow past s straight t_ng under sta_ and
_slelmnary external conditions p 710 A88-52062
A memod for ca_u_mg the now past intode_ bodes
at supewsonc velocities p710 A88-52065
Cor_ max,ma Of the trirr_edlift-dregratiolot a
nonmaneuvend_ aircraft p 757 A88-52070
Erro_ in calculating thermal stresses in thin-walled
reinforced beam structures using the finite element
method p 772 A88-52071
The experimental inves_gation of vortices shed fiom a
w_ng strake p 710 A88-52073
Seve_ _aturss of walt fk_ in tt_ _ng-fu_age _
region p 710 A88-52078
Nume¢ical study of _cous swkl_ng flows
p 710 A88.52079
Calculation of SUlPe_son_ flow past a pitof-ststic tube
p 710 A88-52083
I,west_gatlen Of t.e v._xk_ng Woce_m Of a low-we_,um
bicwdovm supe_o_¢ w(nd tu_l_ p762 A88-52084
U.S.S,R.
Detem'matmn Of the coeffiOants in an algorithm Ic* the
control Of the longitudinal mofmn Of an a_mft during
automa_c ku_tng, tok_g _to account me _tod effamo/
of the controt elements p757 A88-520e6
The s_udy Of the intorle_once between lifting surfaces
on an aircraft model in the canard configurs_ons with
swepfto_vard wing at low subsonic speeds
p 733 A88-52091
Effect Of the Off-desig_ work Of the nose air intake on
flow past a finite-span wing p710 A88-52096
Caicuie_on Of the pos_on and i_ Of bow sto:ks
on d_ts wings by the _ of doformed coordinates
p 710 A88-52097
E_es of the precision Of me automatic control of
awo'aftlatoralmoticndu_mKJlanding p757 A88-52103
Detomlination Of the linear and angul_w accsleral, ons
Of a constrained system Of two flight vehicles
p 763 A88-52104
Stodles aimed at locmasing the effiOe_ of
sound-absorbing structures in the duct of an aircraft
engine p 744 A88-52117
A specialized thin-sklo finite element allowing for
e_stic deformations p 733 A08-52120
A _ scheme _or cak:u_r,g transonic _w
past a proWlo p785 A88-52795
Of the extreme values Of the phase
coordmatos Of stochastic systems p 857 A88.52823
Microprocessor functional-adaptive processing of
signals Of rsdo-nev_tio_ systems in an onbo_
subsystem p 802 A88-52952
A ixot_em of optk,_al con_o_ _ coestramts on the
_tes Of the eonte¢ of mass p858 A88-53876
Deformation and damage Of the matonat Of gas turbine
e.g,ne t_adss du,mg therma_ cyc_ng ingas .ow
p845 A0_-53954
Etk_ct Of _oadmg a_mm_W on the _,_cyclo _,.,gue
Of ZhS6F a_oy under cyc_ temperature char_es
p 838 AS0-5,._L_55
Caicu_tlon Of streu relexat_ inthe a_
layer new s hate in me diek Of a gas-turbine ongme
p 846 A88.53961
Cordites Of the m0UC_on-piasmatron modern0 Of the
convective nonequilibhum heat Vansk_ Of bodies in
hypersonic flow p786 A88-53970
• " hype_me¢ v_cous _,_ck iey_ on
bluntbodies in flow atangles Of attank and ak_e_'_p
p 786 A88-53971
Conosion and wotec_ion Of gas turbine bledes
p838 A88-53996
Mechanm_on Of _nt pmd,ction d,m0 the msemUy
Of mrcraft sm_turss p846 A88-53996
Of the use Of fuels and lubricants in civil
aviation p 838 A88-54001
Application of the theory of an_sotro_c thk_mdied
beams and l_ates for w_gs made from compos_o
rnatel_ll
[IAF PAPER 88-275] p 852 A88-55372
Ensuring the _n_ce _fe Of ds_gns (exponeme in a_=rsff
construction) p I N88-10986
Turbines with countonotating runners f_x aircraft power
piards p 34 N88.10992
Oiagno=s Of .o_ c.ann_ ina==_a, gas-t=,t=e e,_gn_=
on basis Of vibret_n spectrum charectonstics
p 35 N88-109_3
A mliebdity concept for opt_nizing aircrsft desig_
p 97 N88-12622
Optimum take-off run Of aircrsft on ground airfiet_s
p 97 N88-12623
Airoaft dynernic response _ basod on
• " model p 104 N88-12624
Effect Of _ vanatlons of center-of-gravity
iccalk)ns Of cargo a_me on its mass
p 97 N88-126L)5
Aircraft ciassificstlon by type Of _
Deterrnma_on Of type and numbar Of carrying sot_k)ns
p 97 N88-t2626
Local-oplJmal control in syslems with delay
p 104 N88-12627
Renewed _omst m airsh_ fo_ mdm_ use
dmcussod p 82 N88-12_28
of thr_ stationary turbulent
bou.dary _wer on root seoflo, of w_ _nor_g
compre_l_ity p 82 N88-12630
C.,aiculatlon of aero_ charsctenslk:s Of
" 1 _e span wings in potsnl_al
incompressible flow p 82 N88-12631
Some asymptotic modes of transon¢ vortex flow
p 82 N88-12632
Corral wing with _ lift-to-drag rst_o in
superson¢ gas flow p82 N88-12633
Excitsbon Of naturaloscillationsOf a boundary laye¢by
an estemal acousl_c fieirl p118 N88-12634
Numeric_ stuby Of superson¢ flow around tX_lt bodies
w_th extunded needlo no_e p82 N88-12635
Dynernics Of reverse flows at pump ink_
p 118 N88-12636
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Calculation of the distributed loads on the blades of
individual multiblsde propellers in axial flow using linear
and nonlinear lifting surface theodes
[ NASA-'1-1"-20173 ] p 413 N88-20278
Effect of protective coatings on high-temperaturs fatigue
of heat-resistant alloys p 448 N88-21314
Control of laminar flow around of the wing in free-air
conditions
[AD-A187479] p 495 N88.22004
Model study of thermal stresses in gas-turbine blades
with protective coating p 542 N88-22989
Dependence of structure of stabilized ZrO2 coatings on
condensation rate p 543 N88-22990
UNITED KINGDOM
Sealing of a shrouded rotor-ststor system with pre-swirl
coolant
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-72] p 45 A88-11016
Numerical prediction of turbulent flow in rotating
cavities
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-74] p 45 A88-11018
Correlations of fuel performance in a full-scale
commercial combustor and two model combustors
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-89] p 29 A88-11028
Procedures for determining surface heat flux using thin
film gauges on a coated metal model in a transient test
facility
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-95] p 45 A88-11034
Prediction of combustion performance of aviation
kerosines using a novel premixed flame technique
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-125] p41 A88-11052
Spray performance of a hybrid injector under varying
air density conditions
[ASME PAPER 87.GT.155] p 46 A88-11068
Modelling the unsteady flow in a turbine rotor passage
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-197] p 7 A88-11t0t
The base pressure and loss of a family of four turbine
blades
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-202} p 7 A88-11106
The United Kingdom engine technology demonstrator
programme
[ASME PAPER 87.GT-203} p 31 A88-11107
Digital controls for gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-211] p31 A88-111t 1
Neutron and positron techniques for fluid transfer system
analysis and remote temperature and stress
measurement
[ASME PAPER 87.GT.219] p48 A88-11116
A study of the effects of thermal barrier coating surface
roughness on the boundary layer characteristics of
gas-turbine aerofoils
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-223] p 48 A88-t1120
Boundary layer profile investigations downstream of an
aero..angine intake anti-icing air exhaust slot
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-237] p 32 A88-t1127
Gas turbine exhaust systems - Design considerations
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-238] p 32 A88-t 1128
Aerodynamics at low Reynolds numbers Re greater than
10 to the 4th and less than 10 to the 6th; Proceedings
of the International Conference, London, England, Oct.
15-18, 1986. Volumes 1, 2, & 3 p 8 A88- t 1176
A simple method for the prediction of separation bubble
formation on aerofoils at low Reynolds number
p8 A88-11179
On the determination of the 2-O characteristics of
aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers p 10 A88-11192
Wind tunnel testing of small scale pressure tapped model
propellers p32 A88-11196
The calculation of flow about aerofoils at low Reynolds
number with application to remotely piloted vehicles
pll A88-11197
Prediction of a microlight biplane's aerofoil performance
using a computer model p 11 A88-11198
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of
the hang glider p 11 A88-11200
The aerodynamics of gliding parachutes
p 11 A88-11201
Preliminary measurements of the flight performance of
an RPV compared with wind tunnel and CFD estimates
p 12 A88-11203
Aerodynamics of unmanned aircraft st full-sosls in the
RAE 24ft wind-tunnel p 12 A88-11204
The performance of model aircraft using flow
invigorators, gliding in the critical range of Reynolds
number p 12 A88-11206
Wind-tunnel test results of Eppier 387 aerofoils and
comparisons with flight test and computation
p 12 A88-11208
Flight simulation p 39 A88-11470
The conflict resolution process for TCAS II and some
simulation results p 21 A88-12474
Conference on Mechanical Behaviour of Superslloys,
London, England, June 10, 11, 1986, Selected Papers
p 42 A88-12626
Mechanical property requirements for aero gas turbine
materials p 42 A88-12628
High*temperature sheet materials for gas turbine
applications p 42 A88-12635
Optical systems for gas turbine engines
p 49 A88-12657
An uncooled linoscan thermal imagar for ground and
airborne use p 49 A88-12840
A compact high performance thermal imagar
p 50 A88-12843
Elastic buckling of internally pressurized
cylinder-bulkhead combinations p 50 A88-12949
27th Lanchestar Memorial Lecture - Scale effect in
transonic flow p 67 A88-13118
An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows
p67 A88-13119
An overview of fire blocking fabrics
p 109 A88-13225
Charge simulation method for the calculation of
electromagnetic fields radiated from lightning
p 119 A88-13261
Introducing the Mk15 ejection seat p 87 A88-13391
Aircraft passengar protection from smoke and fire
p 83 A88-13392
NACES - The program and the seat
p 88 A88-13395
NACES P31 and beyond p 88 A88-13539
The active minimization of harmonic enclosed sound
fields I - Theory ti - A computer simulation III -
Experimental verification p 122 A88-13936
Inclined planes p 88 A88-13973
Airships face a military future p 63 A88-14050
Break-up in unsteady separation p t 12 A88-14149
Aircraft design education at the Royal Military College
of Science Shrivenham (CIT) and Kingston Polytechnic
[AIAA PAPER 87-2867] p 127 A88-14256
The B. Ae. Hawk - A first decade of development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2911] p 89 A88-14266
Airship design and operation - Present and future;
Proceedings of the Intamationai Conference, London,
England, Nov. 18, 19, 1986. Volumes 1 & 2
p 63 A88-t4301
Recent airship designs and today's achievements
p 64 A88-14302
Civil application for airships by Airship Industries
p 64 A88-14303
The development of the large non rigid airship
p 64 A88-14304
The design challenge of s long endurance airship
p 64 A88-14309
Some operational aspects related to planning of airship
operations in New Zealand p 63 A88-143t0
RPV carting airships p 64 A88-14312
A demonstration of the use of an airship for towing a
reflective sphere at medium altitudes p 64 A88-14313
The passenger potential of airships
p 84 A88-t4314
The case for a solar powered airship
p 91 A88-14317
The expenmental aircraft programme
[SAE PAPER 871347] p 64 A88-14371
Reduced order variable structure control of the lateral
motion of an aircraft p 101 A88-14939
The analysis of aircraft component failures
p 65 A88-15116
A nonlinear, asymptotic investigation of the stationary
modes of instability of the three-dimensional boundary
layer on a rotating disc p 114 A88-15455
Utilities systems management - Flying demonstrator
[SAE PAPER 860851] p 115 A88-15585
AI applications to the command and control of future
aerospacepiane vehicles
[IAF PAPER 87-223] p 108 A88-15951
Aerospacepiane - NASA's flame rekindled
p 65 A88-16376
Materials and manufacturing in aerospace
p 121 A88-16468
Models for evaluating the performance of propeller
aircraft active noise control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2704] p 93 A88-16858
Jet impingement heat transfer - A literature survey
[ASME PAPER 87-HT-35] p 116 A88-16586
International Conference on Simulators, 2nd, University
of Warwick, Coventry, England, Sept. 7-11, 1986,
Proceedings p 105 A88-16676
The use of speech technology in air traffic control
simulators p 116 A88-16678
Flight simulator visual systems p 105 A88-16680
A practical helicopter cabin noise simulator
p 106 A88-16681
Cockpit procedure trainers for military aircraft
p 106 A88-16683
A low cost flight simulator for twin-engined general
aircraft p 106 A88-16686
The FAA advanced simulation plan approval process
p 106 A88-16688
New developments of European powerplants for
helicopters; Proceedings of the Symposium, London,
England, Oct. 21, 1986 p 99 A88-16728
The RTM 322 turboshaft engine p 99 A88-16731
RTM322 electronic control and anticipated
developments p 99 A88-16732
Airworthiness requirements for new engine ratings for
helicopters p 100 A88-16734
Passenger cabin safety; Proceedings of the Symposium,
London, England, Oct. 29, 1986 p 84 A88-16735
Accident statistics p 84 A88-16736
Passenger cabin safety CAA airworthiness
requirements p 84 A88-16737
An airline philosophy to safety p 85 A88-t6738
Passengers and professionals - The safety partnership
p 85 A88-16740
Fire and cellular polymers p 110 A88-16742
Fire and foams in transport applications - Aircraft
p 110 A88-16745
Properties of adhesives for composite and bonded metal
repmrs p 171 A88-t7104
A near wake dynamic model p 133 A88.17294
Application of high resolution airload calculations to
halmoptar noise prediction p 187 A88-17299
Strain analysis in deformed aluminium alloys
p 172 A88-17914
An improved boundary element formulation for
calculating stress intensity factors - Application to
aerospace structures p 177 A88-18550
Recent developments in source location
[AIAA PAPER 87-2685] p 188 A88-18653
MD-87 - The pedigree shows p 154 A88-19266
PW4000. Pratt & Whitney's big fan bids for the future
p 161 A88-19267
The Gdpan - An ambitious 'Jack of all trades'
p 154 A88.19271
Fatigue prevention and design; Proceedings of the
International Conference, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Apr.
21-24, 1986 p 178 A88-19301
The development of electromechanical actuation for
aircraft systems p 178 A88.19325
Measurements and calculations of steady and oscillatory
pressures on a low aspect ratio model at subsonic and
transonic speeds p 140 A88-19737
Inviscid theory of two-dimensional aerofoil/spoiler
configurations at low speed. I - Some experiences on
simple panel methods applied to attached and separated
flows. II - Steady aerofoil-spoiler characteristics
p 140 A88-19776
A 3-axis stabilised balloon platform for use during day-
and night-time flights p155 A88-19951
Solution of the Euler equations for transonic flow over
a lifting aerofoil - The Bernoulli formulation (Roe/Lytton
method) p 140 A88-20472
Laser gyros and fibre optic gyros; Proceedings of the
Symposium, London, England, Feb. 25, 1987
p 179 A88-20476
The relative merits of ring laser gyroscopes and
'iron-wheel' gyroscopes in application to medium accuracy
INS for combat aircraft p 179 A88-20481
The EH-10t - Capabilities and operational aspects from
s launch customer's viewpoint p 156 A88-20569
Adhesmn and flexibility of pretreatments and primers
for aircraft p 193 A88-20715
Practical aspects of applying lightning protection to
aircraft and space vehicles p 220 A88-20718
A compact diffuser system for annular combustors
p 239 A88-20881
Europe's EH 101 emerges p 227 A88-21328
Aerodynamics of the helicopter world speed record
p 229 A88-22727
The EH101 electronic instrument system
p 237 A88-22739
Automatic flight control system for the Anglo-Italian
EH101 helicopter p 237 A88-22740
The state of the art - Flight test - Airbus A320
p 233 A88-23062
Avionics for general aviation p 237 A88-23063
A design method for two-dimensional cascades of
turbomachinery blades p 216 A88.23148
Computer applications in aircraft design and operation;
Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Computer Aided Design, Manufacture and Operation in
the Aeronautics and Space Industries, Paris, France, June
16-18, 1987 p 194 A88-23259
The teaching of aircraft design computer applications
p 268 A88-23260
Computer systems in future advanced air traffic
management p 224 A88-23264
Use of 4-D FMS in a complex terminal area in the
pre-data-link p 224 A88-23265
Computar-assisteq aircraft arrivals management using
speed control p 225 A88-23266
Computer-aided flight envelope expansion for an
advanced technology fighter p 233 A88-23267
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computer _ dyrmmc a_ym Of eW=ro _=_¢
actuatocs p260 A88-23268
The aPll_Cation of CAD in the electrical design and
draw_J Offces Of a f,ght sm_ator manufact._ - Pest.
ixesent, and futum p266 A88-23269
Progress towarde an aVora_ desig_ expert system
p 234 AB8-23274
_ of ;xedicted and free-flKjht responess new
departure condftio_ Of a high incidence mesamh mod_
p 248 A88-23314
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Symposun, _, England. Jan. 22. 1987
p267 A88-23856
_ship _jm contr_ - An ap_catlon Of ._pby-_t
p 248 A88-23857
Op_al _ for guyed f_ht sysl.ma
p 267 A88-23659
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p 248 A88-23860
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p2S0 A88-23_2
Dave_pme_ lxne scales: Their es_mation and control;
Proceed_gs Of the Symposium, London, England, Feb.
12, 1987 p t95 A88-23863
Avionic systecns for civg hel_ Pro_ Of the
Symposka% London, England. Feb. 18, 1967
p195 A88-23870
Avlo¢_c systems for civil het¢optars - Keynote paper
p 195 A88-23871
Aw_ics systems in _ helk:optms - _te
operator's viewpoint p 237 A88-23872
Lightwe_t and cost effect_e displays
p 238 A88-23874
Ges turbine fuet conVo_ systems for unmanned
ap_cat_
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-76] p 241 A88.24042
The m,_eof nose cancellation t_ in akcmw ,_ce
co_tlons systems p238 A88-24170
Fen-a_ N_te-Op - Night _ Oo,0gk_ for =_¢raw
p 238 A88-24171
Hetmet mounted devices - Some safety _tions
p 238 A88-24175
The metamm_Cai aspects Of _ a_ys in
vanous product forms for he_opter structural
_ltons p 311 A88-25106
XT-4 - Potent with potential p287 AB8-25809
Excess stmamw/se vo_dty and _ n_e in seco_da_
flow p 271 A88-26163
Implication Of mode4 reduction in the actwe conUoi Of
tul'bomacl'w_/_ p296 A88-26414
Wing tip sm_s - Progn_s to date and future
developments p 272 A88-26421
The lzp flow Of a part span slotted ftap
p 272 A88-26422
Inviscid theory of two-dimensional aerofo_/spok_
configuratloes at low speed. V - Staaby and osoilatory
aerofoil-spoil-flap cl'_'actahstcs p 272 A88-26424
_ Sl_Cia_ in the airand on the ground - The
potentialforontin_ta¢l_ of intamation_d_ cameos
forterroristetta_3_ _ the Warsaw conventi_ ar_ its
revisions p_O0 A88-_
A block structured mesh generation technique for
aefooynarmc _ p 274 A88-2_747
Effect Of high temperature spikes on a carbon
fibre-reinforced epoxy laminate p 312 A88-28299
An investigation of shock/boundm74aye¢interactions on
cucved surfaces at transonic speeds
p333 A88-28900
Stress ana_s_ by mem_oe_astc teof.tques:
Proceedings Of the Meeting, London. England, Feb. 17,
18, 1987
(SPIE-731 ] p3g0 A88-29004
Application of 'SPATE' to high fi'equency vibration
meesurement of aem engme components
p 370 A88-29015
An AES depth prof_g st_ Of me de_o_s _
on alun_rdum d_ng the jet fue_ thermal oxidation test
p 387 A88-29175
Das_j_ng*_'h_a_o_ p3ee ,_-29_t
AppOrtion Of _ in aemspace
p 388 A88-29685
A320 certification. The quiet revokJtion
p 3,57 A88-29707
Notar makes the grade p 357 A88-29708
Considerations in ftw apolicatJon of thermoeku_ stra_s
analym to the vibration testing of aero-engme structures
p 391 A88-30247
V'mcouslinviscid interaction in general
thme<lm_mskx_d mtemal passages
p 336 A88-30507
A nume_cal method for _nsiocml co_
turbulent bounda_f4ayer flows p 392 A88-30532
Numerical Ixedic_on Of ax_symmeUic flow in a
rotor-stator system with an external mmnsb-eam
p 338 A88.30543
c,ompa_ - Grou_ ba_d er_m mon_omg prom_
for mne_ applcat_on
[SAE PAPER 871734] p 384 A88-30755
Nace_e inst_latk_ effects on _ b_ade sudace
pressure d_saibutk_s
[SAE PAPER 871773) p 339 A88-30771
Um_s Ma_mma_ S_mm on the E_P _
- K_raft power symm _rat_
[SAE PAPER 871780] p 371 AB8-30775
Expemmce w_thp_o. tachnmes for store iosta_ed
drag and store raioese ch_acteris_
[SAE PAPER 871795] p 339 AB8-30783
Re_ a_s k_t to cha,_g a_r_ needs
p360 A88-31188
The _ o_ a po_c_ed carbon _bm wmg
box p 361 AB8-31410
Dynamic response of CFRP I_ltes ta_er the action Of
random 8cous_ ioadmg p403 A88-31421
The mamfactme of compos_e aeroto¢ section mod_
for dynam¢ wind tume_ tests p394 A88-31439
Inteq_re_ton Of mq:m#m'_mtal and theora_l data for
prediction Of mode shapes of vibrating turbocharger
blades p 395 A88-31617
The use of mliab_'y technmes in cwil _maft stmctxal
akworthmess - A C.,AAvmw p 351 A88-31972
The reliability of inspection techniques in relal_on to
damage to, rant desert p396 A88-31973
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pressures on a rectangular wing p342 A88-31974
_ Of ton_ wag intertorance from _
measurements p 385 A88-31976
The acoustic excitation and fatigue of composite
p_ates
[AIAA PAPER 88-2242] p 397 NS8-32203
A unified approach to slabaity ct_aractere_¢s Of tailless
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-2212] p 381 A88-32208
Criteria for the onset and sever_y of buffeting on a
systematic series of aleven q
[AIAA PAPER 88-2276] p 343 A88-322_
Aplxoximatlons in Kron's e_envalue method
p 402 A88-32657
Rqcerd advances m coclq_t aids for mMdaty _
Pmcesd_s Of the Sympos._, London, Eng_nd, Mar
31, lg87 p 332 A88-32676
Dmplays p 369 A88-32679
NVGs p 370 A88-32680
Automa_c voice _ devices (AVAD)
p 37O A88-32681
Speaking to rniMa_ cockpits p353 AB8-32682
IKBS es a pilot md p332 A88-32683
An advanced cockpit des_g_ rtmthodoiogy
p364 A88-32684
Active conUol ted-.no_ogy: Experience a_d pmspects;
P,oceed_js Of the Spring _. London. Engamd.
May 13. 14. 19e7 ) 381
Systems aspects of app_ng active conV_ technot0gy
to a civil transport amcraft ) 381 AB8-32687
An airtme wew Of expenerme with the L1011 Tris_Ir 500
system ) 382 A88-32688
Future _ for ACT in fixed wing civit akcrafl
) 382 A88-3268g
Active controls - An a_ wew of some of the
ce_W.catP_..-,_ ; 382 A88-32690
Tomado/Jag_ar/EAP expenenee and _ Of
design ) 382 A88-32691
The irnpiomontat_on of active control systems
)382 A88-32694
Control system desert concepts )383 Ase-32s96
Satellite services for aviation; Procaed_ngs Of the
Symposmm. London. England. June 22. 1987
p 353 A88-32704
Semi-inteq0enenting Ix)lyme_ networks as a route to
_ of epoxy resin ma_x compos_es
p446
• " flows with imbedded longitudinal
vortices p408 A88-33043
Operational aspects of JTIDS re_tive nav_galton
p 417 A86-33048
The phase-scar._ commutated array network
p 449 A88-33310
Monop_se secom_/sun_'_ce fader
p 449 A88-33330
Radar data Ixocemng w_th new gem_tion monoputse
SSR radars p 4.50 A88-33336
Errors in aircraft height infocmation tekm_sred by
secondary sun/_lance radar systems
p 418 A88-33337
Operat_ of _ SSR at d_cuft s_es
p 418 AB8-33342
Developments in SSR mode S standardize'don
p 45O A88-33343
Digdal generation Of wldeband FM waveforms for radar
altimeters p 427 A88-33357
Raster scan radar displays p 450 A88-33378
Mutu_ coup_ and _ r_d md_=on _xn _meg._e
antenna ekm'mnts on contonnal surfaces
p 451 A88-33382
_plCa_on Of _ mesarC_ and de_ek_ent
to oiv_ akcraft wing deign (Esso Energy Awmd Lecture.
1987) p409 A88-33401
D_ tek_e_y systoma _ gas t,r_ne de_opment
p442 A88-33693
Future 'o_nds in ar da_ Or ADSU?
p 429 A88-340e1
Design of adaptive direct digital flight-mode control
systems incorporating recursNe ste_-response mst_
_k_ra tot h_H_,_nn_n_ a_ra, _th nosy
sensors p438 A88-34113
Real-time polygo¢l in-fiN p 466 AB8-34474
T-45 - Tailhook trainer p 422 A88-34579
The passenger is nof for bum_ ;)415 /_8.34580
RB.211 big fan broadens appeal p433 A88-34581
Fuel-induced ioing - Now you me it. then you dldn't
p415 A88-34582
Desert Of set-point tracking systems incoq)orating
mer-_o_ compensa_rs and fest-sam_ _ror-act_ated
us_g step-reslxmse matrices p 467 A88-34882
international future navigalk_n needs - _
concerns p 431 A88-35552
Poten_ m_¢a_on Of KMmced _ _ma
to c_ aircraft p423 A88-36268
Measurements in _ boon(Wy layers and
narrow wakes using a sm_e sensor hot wira probe
p 457 AB8-36525
Maintenance support equipment for mul_natton_l
coflabomti_ programmes p444 A88-36557
The tomonal fal_ue cl'm'actemt_ Of unidirectional
glass reinforced rnatanals p447 AB8-36_67
Co_ - The way ahead p447 A88-36_92
Hot gas recircu_ztion in V/STOL
[SAE PAPER 872306) p 477 A86-37178
The groond em*onman_ c.mted by _ spec_c thn_
vertcal land ucraff
[SAE PAPER 872309] p 477 A88-37181
V/STOL and the Royal Ak Force
[SAE PAPER 872319] p 508 A88-37189
The V/U_C VSTOL flight control research pro_ct
[SAE PAPER 872331] p 526 AB8-37200
PropUlsk_/am0dynsmic integralk_ in/_TOVL combat
aircraft
[S/_E PAPER 872333] p 508 AB8-37202
Uft e_m - _ed h_ory
[SAE PAPER 872347] p 522 /_8-37213
Applying vectored thrust V/STOL expenence in
s_.so_c desks
[SAE PAPER 872381} p 509 A88-37230
A supe_o_c des_ *_th V/STOL capab_
[SAE PAPER 872382] p 509 A88-37231
Ove_m_ Of the US/UK ASTOVL program
[SAE PAPER 872365] p 473 AS_372".J8
Recent devek_0_e_s _nd e_nee_ ebp_a_ons of
the vortex cloud method p480 A88-37358
Adepl_ve wal_ resemch with two- and _
modets m iow speed and transonio tunnels
[AI/_ PAPER 88-2037] p 5.33 A88-37939
p 481 A88-38167
Wind tonnel intederance on unsteady two-dmmsional
ae¢ofo_l_iniowspeedflows p535 A88-38169
Flow m out-of-plane double _
p 484 A88-39011
The cak_ Of t_ flow through a t_
fa_d dtftuse¢ p485 A88-39030
Coot European p 524 A88-39276
V-22 Osway - Chang_ the way man fties
p 514 A88-39277
Prediction of vortex lift Of norH)lan_ _ by the
leading-edge suclk_ m_dogy p485 A88-39279
Tupo/ev Backlke p514 A88-39504
The ro_eOf non-destructive testing in the ain_K_rttw_ss
certificabon of civil am_aft composite structures
p 545 A88-40f75
The use Of smooth bending mon_mt modes in helicopter
rotor blade vibration studies p 515 A88-41222
Just in time manufacture applied to comlx_e
stnx_mes p 612 A88-42338
Engine(rang substantiation of fibre reinforced
thermoplastics for _ primary sbucture
p 606 A88-42345
ccmpes_te manofactur_g technology for
a flight standard t_ne p559 A88-42346
A ra_0_'y and _ predc_on meU_dok_y
for the conceptual aecraft design process
p 582 A88-42852
The RAF Mak_enance Data System - New
developments p 559 A88-42863
Reliab_l_ and life cycle cost Of n'_ akcrafl - The
vit_ K_k. t - The conte_ pS59 AS_42e64
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Reliability and life cycle cost of mulitary aircraft - The
vital link. II - Models and methods p 559 A88-42865
Height kee1_ng reliability of aircraft at high altitude
p 576 A88-42867
The dynamic response of an aircraft wheel to variations
in runway _ction p 583 A88-44571
The use of swid for flow control in propulsion nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 88-3003] p 567 A88-44722
The aerodynamic performance of a modern vaporizing
combustor dump diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 88-3273] p 599 A88-44816
Experimental studies of combustor dilution zone
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 88.3274] p 599 A88-44817
Airport technology - International p 606 A88-44862
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow round cross
parachutes in steady motion p 569 A88-45280
Aircraft aiectncal systems (3rd revised end enlarged
edition) p 601 A88-45596
Effect of denslly ratio on binary wing flutter
p 604 A88-45690
High G and high G protection - The operational
scenario p 629 A88-46202
Design considerations for the avoidance of G.LOC
p 655 A88-46212
Turbulent drag reduction by passive means; Proceedings
of the International Conference, London, England, Sept.
15o17, 1987 Volumes 1 & 2 p 631 A88-46227
A study of LEBU performance by direct total-force
measurements p 631 A88-46229
An assessment of the drag reduction properties of riblets
and the penalties of off-design conditions
p 632 A88-46240
Some expeflences of riblets at transonic speeds
p 632 A88-46241
Turbulence reduction on swept leading edges
p 632 A88-46249
MLS - An operational end technical review; Proceedings
of the Symposium, London, England, Feb. 9, 1988
p 653 A88-46251
MLS development and UK requirements
p 653 A88-46252
The certification aspects of microwave landing systems
. Airworthiness considerations p 651 A88-46253
UK MLS operational trials p 654 A88-46254
RAF plans for MLS p 654 A88-46256
An industry view of the future of MLS
p 654 A88-46257
The UK regional aidine wew p 654 A88-46259
Helicopter vibration and its reduction; Proceedings of
the Symposium, London, England, Nov. 16, 1987
p 655 A88-46260
Helicopter vibration - Its origin and methods of control
p 655 A88-46261
Some aspects of automatic speech recognition under
helicopter vibration p 654 A88.46263
Civil operations p 655 A88-46265
Helicopter vibration control in the Fleet Air Arm
p 656 A88-46266
Diagnostics - An efficient methodology for 'rotor track
and balance' p 629 A88-46267
Vibration control at RAF Odiham p 656 A88-46268
Army experience with Lynx head absorber
p 656 A88-46269
Blade design, higher harmonic pitch and active structural
response control for helioopter vibration minimisation
p 656 A88-46270
Helicopter flight simulation - A question of fidelity
p 671 A88-46271
Titanium alloys in helicopter rotor head descgns
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AF-AFOSR-85-0357 ............................. p 8
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AF_ .............................
AF_112 .............................
AF-AFOSR-86-0121 .............................
AF-AFC)SR-86-0177 .............................
AF-AFOSR-86-0243 .............................
AF-AFOSR-86-0266 .............................
AF-AFOSR-86-0321B .............................
AFoAFOSR-86-157 ...............................
AF-AFOSR-87-OO47 .............................
AF-A_-87-0074 .............................
AF-AFOSR-87-1468TR ........................
AF-AFOSR-88-O014 .............................
AF-AFOSR-88-0163 .............................
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AOII21ANI82 .......................................
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BMFT-LFF-8604 ...................................
BMFT-LFK-8531 ...................................
BMFT-LFL-83618 .................................
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BMFT-LFL-8530/7 ...............................
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DAAA 15-88-C-0005 .............................
DAABO7-87M-P011 ..............................
DAAG29-79-C-0184 .............................
DAAG29-81-C-0028 .............................
DAAG29-82-K-0029 .............................
DAAG29-82-K-0064 .............................
DAAG29-82-K-0093 .............................
DAAG29-82-K-O094 .............................
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DAAG29-84-K-O048 .............................
DAAG29-84-K-0131 .............................
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DASG60-85-C-O006 .............................
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DE-ACO4-76DP-00789 .........................
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DE-AC05-84OT-21400 .........................
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DE-AC22-76ET-10532 .........................
DE-AC22-87PC-90016 .........................
DE-AI01-76ET-20320 ...........................
DE--FGO2-87ER-25041 .........................
DEN3-167 ..............................................
DEN3-168 ..............................................
DEN3-336 ..............................................
DFG-GA-123126-1 ...............................
DFG-HI-3421 I-3 ...................................
DFG-HI-34211-4 ...................................
DFG-HU-25418 .....................................
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DFG-WA-42413 ....................................
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A88-22756
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N88-17641
A88-22778
N88-24611
N88-29042
N88-30140
N88-29042
A88-51500
A88-22776
A88-.5O238
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A88-51769
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N88-29110
A88-51756
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N88-1445O
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DOT-RM-2A0702 .................................. p 263
DRET-81-492 ........................................ p 306
DRET-83-025 ........................................ p 625
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DRET-83-34-323 .................................. p 182
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DRET-83-403 ........................................ p 49,5
DRET-84-164 ........................................ p 180
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DRET-84-368 ........................................ p 625
DRET-84-428 ........................................ p 306
DRET-85-053 ........................................ p 556
DRET-85-115 ........................................ p 491
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DRET-85-1414 ...................................... p 145
DRET-85-175 ........................................ p 338
DRET-85-34-016 .................................. p 622
DRET-85-34-444 .................................. p 176
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DRET-87-095 ........................................ p 704
DRET-87-82O ........................................ p 762
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DTF-A01-85-Y-010304 ........................ p 225
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DTFA01-80-Y-10546 ............................ p 772
DTFA01-81-Y-10523 ............................ p 607
DTFA01-84-C-00001 ............................ p 355
DTFA01-86-Z-02040 ............................ p 386
DTFA01-87-C-00014 ............................ p606
p 672
DTFA03-80-A-00215 ............................ p675
DTFA03-84-C-0004 .............................. p 515
DTFA03-85-C-00046 ............................ p 253
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DTFA03-86-C-O0005 ............................ p 612
DTFA03-86-C-00062 ............................ p 652
DTFA03,-87-C-00038 ............................ p 653
ESA-6079/84/NLIGM(SC) ................. p 427
ESOC-5762/83-D-IM(SC) .................... p 40
FFA-STU-AU-2519 ............................... ) 713
FFA-STU-HU-2812 ...............................
FMK-F-K-82260-84-254*73-001 .........
FMV-F-K-82223-74-001-07-001 ..........
FMV-F-K-82223-75-007-07-001 ..........
FMV-FFL-82250-85-076-73-001 .........
FY 1456-85-O-0032 ..............................
F04606-84-G-0008 ...............................
F04611-86-C-0055 ...............................
F08635-83-C-0052 ...............................
F08635-84-C-02281 .............................
F08635-85-C-0036 ...............................
F08635-85-C-0122 ...............................
F08635-86-C-0309 ...............................
F08635-86-K-0390 ...............................
F09603-85-C- 1224 ...............................
F 19628-83-C-0108 ...............................
F19628-83-C-0109 ...............................
F19628-83-C-0115 ...............................
F19628-83-C-0116 ...............................
F 19628-85-C-0002 ...............................
F19628-85-C-0003 ...............................
F19628-86-C-0033 ...............................
F2901-84-C-0080 .................................
F30602-78-C-0027 ...............................
F30602-80-C-0206 ............................... p 59
F30602-85-C-0114 ............................... ,579
F33615-80-Co5160 ...............................
F33615-81-C-2011 ...............................
F33615-81-C-3031 ...............................
F33615-81-C-5110 ...............................
F33615-82-C-0520 ...............................
F33615_2-C-1841 ...............................
F33615-82-C-2255 ...............................
F33615-83-C-1053 ...............................
F33615-83-C-2301 ...............................
F33615-83-C-2330 ...............................
F33615-83-C-2331 ...............................
F33615-83-C-2347 ...............................
F33615-83-C-2352 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3033 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3200 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3215 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3219 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3225 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3603 ...............................
F33615-84-C_518 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2411 ...............................
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F33615-84-C-2427 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2431 ...............................
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F33615-84-C-2457 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2475 ...............................
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F33615-84-C-3015 ...............................
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F33615-85-C-2415 ...............................
F33615-85-C-2504 ...............................
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AFIT/GAE/AA/87D-10 .................. p 447 N88-20368 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/87D-15 .................. p 367 N88-19466 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/87D-19 .................. p 387 N88-19476 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/87D-21 .................. p 856 N88-30163 #
AFITIGAE/AA/87S-2 .................... p 528 N88-22039 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88J-1 ..................... p 831 N88-29814 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88J-2 ..................... p 799 N88-29769 #
AFIT/GCE/ENG/87D-4 ................. p 529 N88-22041 #
AFIT/GCE/ENG/87D_6 ................. p 537 N88-22043 #
AFIT/GCS/MA/87D-3 ................... p 470 N88-21683 #
AFIT/GCS/MA/87D-4 ................... p 355 N88-19445 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/87D-30 ................. p 445 N88-21178 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/87D-40 ................. p 515 N88-22022 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/87D-5 ................... p 552 N88-22496 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/87D-66 ................. p 529 N88-22042 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/87D-69 ................. p 529 N88-22040 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/87D-74 ................. p 606 N88-24645 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/88M-3 ................... p 537 N88-22044 #
AFIT/GLM/LS/87S-25 .................. p 367 N88-19462 #
AFIT/GLM/LSM/87S-30 ............... p 195 N88-15759 #
AFIT/GLM/LSM/87S-51 ............... p 299 N88-16706 #
AFIT/GLM/LSMA/87S-11 ............ p 320 N88-17049 #
AFIT/GSM/LSQ/87S-36 ............... p 269 N88-16624 #
AFIT/GSM/LSY/87D-1 ................. p 355 N88-19446 #
AFIT/GSM/LSY/87S-18 ............... p 290 N88-16690 #
AFOSR-87-1195TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1202TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1418TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1419TR ........................
AFOSR -87-1453TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1468TR ........................
AFOSR*87-1708TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1763TR ........................
AFOSR-87*1769TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1779TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1899TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1903TR ........................
AFOSR-87-1910TR-PT-2 ..............
AFOSR-87-1919TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0031TR ........................
AFOSR-88*0045TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0127TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0183TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0249TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0296TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0368TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0415TR ........................
AFOSR*88-0466TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0636TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0640TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0656TR ........................
AFOSR-88-0669TR ........................
148 N88-14081 #
218 N88-14958 #
290 N88-16691 #
276 N88-16664 #
322 N88-17957 #
402 N88-19169 #
399 N88-18848 #
525 N88-22036 #
,554 N88-22691 #
,496 N88o22008 #
_541 N88-22115 #
_496 N88-22007 #
p547 N88-22305 #
p322 N88-17962 #
p348 N88-19415 #
_574 N88-24584 #
b620 N88-24882 #
_683 N88-25840 #
_620 N88-24876 #
)619 N88-24875 #
)773 N88-27589 #
)797 N88-28886 #
)797 N88-28884 #
)860 N88-30378 #
)854 N88-30069 #
)800 N88-29777 #
)841 N88-29890 #
AFWAL-TR-84-2070-PT-2 ............. p 176 N88-14211 #
AFWAL-TR-84-2070-PT-3 ............. p 448 N88-20484 #
AFWAL-TR-86-2039 ....................... p 611 N88-24718 #
AFWAL-TR-86-2073 ....................... p 546 N88-22276 #
AF3NAL-TR-86-2077 ....................... p 117 N88-12038 #
AFWAL-TR-86-2087 ....................... P 162 N88-13340 #
AF3NAL-TR-86-3017-VOL-1 .......... p 400 N88-19789 #
AFWAL-TR-86-3058 ....................... p 423 N88-20292 #
AFWAL-TR-87-1138 ....................... p 432 N88-21158 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2009 ....................... p 180 N88-13599 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2037 ....................... p 42 N88-10192 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2041 ....................... P 389 N88-18736 #
AF3NAL-TR-87-2042-VOL-1 .......... P 175 N88-13475 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2043-VOL-2 .......... p 543 N88-23011 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2050 ....................... p 378 N88-18591 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2060-VOL-2 .......... p 515 N88-22025 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2062 ....................... p 314 N88-16890 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2066 ....................... P 352 N88-19423 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2077 ....................... P 773 N88-27483 #
AFWAL-TR-87-2087 ....................... P 825 N88-29810 #
AI=WAL.TR.87.3055-VOL-2 .......... p 814 N88-28921 #
F-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX AIAA PAPER 88-0411
AFWAL-TR-87-3055*VOU.4 ..........
AFWAL-TR-07-3055*VOL-5 ..........
AF'WAL-TR-87-3059 .......................
AF"VVAL-TR-87-3058 .......................
AP, NAL-TR-87-3060 .......................
AFWAL-TR-07-3061 .......................
AFWAL-TR-87-3072 .......................
AnNAL-TR-87-3079 .......................
AFWAL-TR-07-3097 .......................
AFWAL-TR-87-3107 .......................
AFWAL-TR-87-3110 .......................
AFWAL-TR-87-3115-VOL- I ..........
AFWAL-TR-87-4001 .......................
AI_NAL-TR-87-.4009 .......................
AFWAL-TR-87-4069-VOL- I ..........
AFWAL-TR-87-4103 .......................
AP3NAL-TR-.87--4105-VOL-I ..........
AEWAL.TR_7-4116 .......................
AF3NAL-TR-88-3003 .......................
AF'3NAL-TR-88-3008 .......................
AFWAL-TR-88-4075 .......................
) 74O N88-28060 #
) 814 N88-28922 #
) 840 N88-29004 #
) 843 N88-29962 #
) 766 N88-28097 #
)348 N88-19411 #
561 1'488-24573 #
586 N88-24627 #
501 N88-22875 #
797 N88-28887 #
854 N88-30064 #
53O N88-22906 #
110 N88-12548 #
175 N88-13461 #
667 N88-26371 #
389 N88-19618 #
611 N88-24739 #
542 N88-22954 #
815 N88-29800 #
855 N88-30143 #
841 N88-29889 #
AEWL-TR-87-21 ............................. p 812 N88-29792 #
AFWL-TR-87-99 ............................. p 853 N88-292'04 #
AFWL-TR-88--28 ............................. p 854 N88-30006 #
AGARD-AG-238-ADD .................... p 734 N88-27185 #
AGARD-AG-300-VOL-0 ................. p 96 N88-12481 #
AGARD-AG-309 ............................. p 858 N88-29313 #
AGARD-AR-224 .............................. p 784 N88-28857 #
AGARD-AR-243 .............................. p 659 N88-26362 #
AGARD-AR-246 .............................. p 773 N88-27480 #
AGARD-AR-254 ............................ p 798 N88-28893 #
AGARD-CP-403 .............................. p 166 N88-13348 #
AGARD-CP-417 ............................. p 589 N88-23767 #
AGARD-CP-421 .............................. p 299 N88-17647 #
AGARD-CP-422 .............................. p 841 N88-29910 #
AGARD-CP-423 .............................. p 94 N88-11649 #
AGARD-CP-424 .............................. p 404 N88-20173 #
AGARD-CP-428 .............................. p 141 N88-13219 #
AGARD-LS-155 ............................. p 38 N88-10806 #
AGARD-LS-157 .............................. p 785 N88-29735 #
AGARD-R-733 ................................ p 160 N88-13331 #
AGARD-R-734-ADD ....................... p 784 N88-29717 #
AGARD-R-734 ................................ p 785 N88-29725 #
AGARD-R-735 ................................ p 309 N88-17682 #
AGARD-R-740 ................................ p 157 N88-13315 #
AGARD-R-745 ................................ p 163 N88-13344 #
AGARD-R-746 ................................ p 365 N88-19449 #
AGARD-R-748 ............................... p 53 N88-11139 #
AGARD-R-750 .............................. p 365 N88-18588 #
AGARD-R-752 ................................ p 774 N88-27669 #
AGARD-R-765 .............................. p 735 N88-27193 #
AGARD-R-766 ................................ p 824 N88-28926 #
AIAA PAPER 85-0491 ................... p 75 A88-14848 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-1843 ................... p 43 A88-10497 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2492 ................... p 3 A88-10.498 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2656 .................. p 122 A88-16526 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2658 ................... p 122 A88-16527 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2662 ................. p 122 A88-16530 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2667 ................... p 123 A88-16533 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2672 ................... p 123 A88-16536 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2673 ................... p 189 A88-20178 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2674 ................... p 123 A88-16537 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2675 ................... p 188 A88-18651 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2678 ................... p 188 A88-18652 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-2679 ................... p 123 A88-16540 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2680 ................... p 123 A88-16541 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2681 ................... p 156 A88-20t79 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2685 ................... p 188 A88-18653 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2687 ................... p 105 A88-16543 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2692 ................... p 136 A88-18654 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2694 ................... p 123 A88-1654.8 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2695 ................... p 123 A88-16550 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2699 ................... p 124 A88-16551 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2700 ................... p 124 A88-16552 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2701 ................... p 124 A88-16553 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2703 ................... p 102 A88-16555 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2704 ................... p 93 A88-16556 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2706 ................... p 93 A88-16558 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2707 ................... p 124 A88-16559 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2711 ................... p 116 A88-16560 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2712 ................... p 116 A88-16861 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2713 ................... p 116 A88-16,562 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2715 ................... p 124 A88-16563 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2716 ................... p 124 A88-16564 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2717 ................... p 125 A88-16565 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2719 .................. p 136 A88-18655 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2720 ................... p 125 A88-16566 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2722 ................... p 78 A88-16567 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2726 ................... p 156 A88-20185 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2728 ................... p 125 A88-16569 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2730 ................... p 125 A88-16870 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2731 ................... p 125 A88-16571 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-2734 ................... p 116 A88-16573 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2736 ................... p 189 A88-20187 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2737 ................... p 93 A88-1657S * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2740 ................... p 125 A88-16576 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2742 ................... p 126 A88-16578 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2743 ................... p 126 A88-16579 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2744 ................... p 126 A88-16580 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2745 ................... p 136 A88-18656 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2746 ................... p 188 A88-18657 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2747 ................... p 126 A88-16581 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2748 ................... p 189 A88-20189 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2749 ................... p 126 A88-16582 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2762 ................... p 59 A88-12532 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2776 ................... p 59 A88-12539 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2777 ................... p 59 A88-12540 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2790 ................... p 59 A88-12544 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2818 ................... p 59 A88-12558 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2844 ................... p 26 A88-12r'j69 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2854 ................... p 26 A88-12574 #
AtAA PAPER 87-2855 ................... p 59 A88,.12575 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2862 ................... p 74 A88-14251 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-2863 ................... p 88 A88-14252 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2864 ................... p 88 A88-14253 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2865 ................... p 89 A88-14254 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2866 ................... p 120 A88-14255 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2867 ................... p 127 A88-14256 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2869 ................... p 127 A88-14257 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2877 ................... p 89 A88-14258 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2878 ................... p 101 A88-14259 " #
AIAA PAPER 87-2880 ................... p 101 A88-14260 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2883 ................... p 83 A88-14281 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2884 ................... p 89 A88-14262 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2886 ................... p 89 A88-14263 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2898 ................... p 120 A88-14264 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2902 ................... p 120 A88-14265 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2906 ............. p 245 A88-22573 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2911 ................... p 89 A88-14266 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2912 ................... p 120 A88-14267 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2920 .................. p 89 A88-14269 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2921 ................... p 90 A88-14270 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2923 ................... p 120 A88-14271 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-2924 ................... p 105 A88-14272 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2925 ................... p 63 A88-14273 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2928 ................... p 90 A88-14274 #
AtAA PAPER 87-2930 ................... p 93 A88-16475 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-2933 ................... p 63 A88-14275 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2935 ................... p 90 A88-14276 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2936 ................... p 101 A88-14277 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-2937 ................... p 74 A88-14278 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2941 ................... p 98 A88-14279 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2943 ............... p 113 A88-14280 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2945 ................... p 63 A88-14282 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2948 ................... p 63 A88-14283 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2949 .................. p 90 A88-14284 ° #
AIAA PAPER 87-2950 ................. p 90 A88-14285 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2954 ................... p 229 A88-22575 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2962 ................... p 127 A88-14286 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2965 ................... p 90 A88-14287 * #
AIAA PAPER 87-3052 ................... p 65 A88-14878 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0004 ................... p 227 A88-22004 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0005 ................... p 197 A88-22005 * #
AIA.A PAPER _ ................... p 197 A88-_..._ " #
AIAA PAPER 88-0007 .................. p 197 A88-22007 " #
AIAA PAPER 88-0008 ................... p 198 A88-22008 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0009 ................... p 198 A88-22009 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0017 ................... p 227 A88-22015 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0018 ................... p 227 A88,-22016 " #
AIAA PAPER 88-0019 ................... p 227 A88-22017 ° #
AIAA PAPER 88-0020 ................... p 227 A88-22018 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0021 ................... p 227 A88-22019 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0022 ................... p 584 A88-45375 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0038 ................... p 196 A88-22023 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0043 ................... p 198 A88-22028 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0044 ................... p 198 A88-22029 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0045 ................... p 198 A88-22030 ° #
AIAA PAPER 88--0046 ................... p 199 A88-22031 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0047 ................... p 199 A88-22032 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0048 .................. p 256 A88-22033 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0049 ................... p 275 A88-27715 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0052 ................... p 249 A88-22035 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0053 ................... p 249 A88-22036 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0054 ................... p 250 A88-22037 " #
AIAA PAPER 88-0055 ................... p 250 A88-22038 ° #
AIAA PAPER 88.-0057 ................... p 199 A88-22040 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0063 .................. p 239 A88-22043 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0692 ................... p 264 A88-22065 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0093 ................... p 228 A88-22066 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0094 ................... p 193 A88-22067 ° #
AIAA PAPER 88_097 .................. p 239 A88-22069 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0101 ................... p 199 A88-22072 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0102 ................... p 199 A88-22073 " #
AIAA PAPER 88_103 ................... p 199 A88-22074 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0105 ................... p 228 A88o22075 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-0106 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0112 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0115 ...................
AI/U_ PAPER 88-0116 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0117 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0122 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0124 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0125 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0126 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0129 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0130 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0131 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0132 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0135 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0139 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0140 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0141 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0142 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0143 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0148 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0150 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0153 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0167 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0174 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0176 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0177 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0180 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0182 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0183 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0185 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0187 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0191 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0192 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0194 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0195 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0196 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0202 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0203 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0204 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0206 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0223 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0224 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0225 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0226 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0227 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0230 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0231 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0232 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0233 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0263 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0264 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0265 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0266 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0267 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0268 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0271 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0272 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0273 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0274 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0275 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0287 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0288 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0290 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0292 ...................
.... PAPER 88-0310ruev'_ ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-O311 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0312 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0313 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0317 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0320 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0322 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0323 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0324 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0325 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0326 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0328 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0329 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0333 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0339 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0358 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0364 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0365 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0367 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0370 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0371 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0390 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0391 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0393 ..................
AIAA PAPER 88-0394 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0396 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0397 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0398 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0399 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0402 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0405 ...................
AiAA PAPER 88-O411 ...................
199 A88-22076 #
200 A88-22078 ° #
220 A88-22079 * #
220 A88-22080 * #
257 AB8-22081 #
2OO A88-22084 #
200 A88-22086 #
200 A88-22087 #
2OO A88-22088 " #
2OO A88-22091 * #
201 A88-22092 #
201 A88-22093 " #
) 201 A88-22094 #
201 A88-22096 * #
257 A88-22100 #
250 A88-22101 " #
201 A88-22102 " #
250 A88-22103 * #
250 A88-22104 ° #
,239 A88-22106 #
239 A88-22109 #
:)239 A88-22111 #
239 A88-22120 #
250 A88-22124 #
201 A88-22126 #
245 A88-22127 #
266 A8822130 #
p 240 A88-22132 #
202 A88-22133 * #
202 A88-22135 #
495 A88-41092 #
202 A88-22139 * #
p 250 A88-22140 #
264 A88-22142 #
202 A88-22143 * #
202 AIBS-22144 #
) 240 A88-22149 #
) 221 A88-22150 * #
) 221 A88-22151 #
) 221 A88-22152 #
)257 A88-22165 * #
)264 A88-22166 * #
) 202 A88-22167 #
) 203 A88-22168 " #
) 203 A88-22169 #
)203 A88-22172 " #
) 203 A88-2,?.173 #
) 203 A88-22174 * #
) 203 A88-22175 * #
) 266 A88-22192 * #
) 266 A88-22193 * #
207 A88-22194 #
)228 A88-22195 #
228 A88-22196 #
) 267 A88-22197 " #
) 203 A88-22198 #
) 204 A88-22199 #
275 A88-27717 " #
204 A88-22200 #
704 A88-51425 * #
257 A88-22207 * #
228 A88-22206 ° #
257 A88-22210 * #
257 A88-22212 #
2v34 A88-- 22224 • #
264 A88-22225 #
204 A88-22226 #
204 A88-22227 #
_204 A88-22230 * #
:) 204 A88-22233 ° #
:) 205 A88-22234 #
205 A88-22235 #
205 A88-22236 #
) 205 A88-22237 #
205 A88-22238 #
205 A88-22239 #
206 A88-22240 ° #
2O6 A8822244 o #
240 A88-22248 #
258 A88-22260 ° #
206 A88-22266 #
206 A8822267 #
,206 A88-22269 #
206 A88-22272 #
p 207 A88-22273 #
221 A88-22288 * #
221 A88-22289 * #
221 A88-22290 #
221 A88-22291 * #
207 A88-22292 " #
207 A88-22293 " #
p 207 A88-22294 #
207 A88-22295 " #
p 245 A88-22296 " #
207 A88-22298 * #
207 A88-22303 " #
F-3
AIAA PAPER 88-0413
AIAA PAPER 88-0413 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0419 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0438 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0441 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0468 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88.0475 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0476 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0479 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0480 ...................
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634 A88.-47071
567 A88-44722
844 A88-53123
570 A88.45619
_) 616 A88.44726
:, 596 A88-.44727
596 A88-44728
596 A88-.44729
596 A88-44731
616 A88.-44735
616 A88-44736
616 A88-44737
) 844 A88-53128
)617 A88-45620
:_ 597 A88-44738
:_ 597 A88-44739
o 608 A88-44740
) 570 A88.-45621
616 A88-44742
832 A88-53135
610 AI_-44745
616 A88-44748
816 A88-53136
597 A88-44750
816 A88-53137
785 A88-53138
597 A88-44752
664 A88-46495
567 A88-44753
568 A88-45124
785 A88-53140
568 A88-44754
844 A88-53142
597 A88-44765
673 A88-48040
844 A88-53145
606 A88-44767
618 A88-45622
) 618 A88-45623
) 638 A88-48758
568 A88-44769
568 A88-44770
597 A88-44771
568 A88-44772
597 A88-44773
)617 A88-44774
) 617 A88-44775
)600 A86-44842
)600 A88-44843
# AIAA PAPER 88-3174 ...................
# AtAA PAPER 88..3175 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88.3176 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 68-3178 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3183 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3185 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3191 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3197 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3199 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3203 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3221 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3222 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3225 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88*3229 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3236 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3237 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3239A .................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3244 ...................
- # AIAA PAPER 88-3245 ...................
- # AIAA PAPER 68.-3248 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3257 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3258 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 08-3259 ...................
# AIAA PARER 88-3260 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3262 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3266 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3267 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3268 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3269 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 88-3273 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3274 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3275 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3277 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3200 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3315 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3363 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3414 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3525 ...................
# AtAA PAPER 88-3534 ...................
• # AlPul. PAPER 88-3536 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3537 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3539 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3540 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3541 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3542 ...................
• # AIAA PAF_R 88-3543 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3545 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3548 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3549 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3551 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3559 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3561 ...................
• # AIAA PAPIER 88-3562 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3568 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3595 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3601 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3604 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3606 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3606 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3610 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3612 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3614 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3615 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 68-.3620 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3622 ...................
° # AiAA PAPER 88-3634 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 08-3638 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3639 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3641 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3644 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3649 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3655 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3670 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3677 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3678 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3691 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3696 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3699 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3700 ...................
# AtAA PAPER 88-3701 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3706 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3710 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3711 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3712 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3715 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3725 ...................
° # AIAA PAPER 88-3731 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3734 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3735 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 88-3742 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3744 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3745 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3746 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3754 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3764 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-3771 ...................
601 A88-45624 #
826 A88-53148 #
596 A88-44779 #
59e A88-44781 #
617 A88-44783 " #
665 A88-48490 #
617 A88-44787 #
664 A88-4649e #
638 A88-48491 " #
617 A88-44791 #
665 A88-47073 #
) 603 A88-45016 • #
598 A88-44799 #
) 666 A88-48759 " #
)664 A88-46500 #
598 A88-44801 #
805 A88-53149 #
59e A88-44803 #
598 A88-44804 #
59e A88-44806 #
599 A88-44810 " #
)664 A88-46501 #
) 816 A88-53151 ° #
743 A88-50784 " #
) 664 A88-46502 #
)664 A88-46504 #
) 599 A88-44812 #
) 599 A88-44813 #
) 599 A88-44814 #
) 599 A88-44016 #
) 599 A88-44817 #
) 599 A88-44818 #
)568 A88-44819 " #
) 743 A88-50785 * #
)813 A88-53156 #
) 805 A88-53161 #
)600 A88-44841 #
) 638 A88-48781 #
) 641 A88-48869 " #
)646 A88--4O005 • #
) 641 A88-48870 * #
) 641 A88-48872 #
) 641 A88-48873 #
)642 A88-48874 " #
) 642 A88-48875 #
) 642 A88-48876 #
)642 A88-48878 • #
) 694 A88-49387 #
) 679 A88-48860 #
_ 680 A88-48862 #
) 681 A88-49004 #
I 638 A88-48786 #
) 638 A88,48788 #
638 A88-48794 " #
)680 A88-48948 " #
_680 A88-48953 " #
)639 A88-48800 #
,679 A88-48802 * #
,645 A88-48942 #
,687 A88-48896 #
,642 A88-488g_ " #
643 A88-48900 #
,643 A88-48901 ° #
_643 A88-48905 #
_643 A88-48906 #
_680 A88-48958 " #
,645 A88-48961 #
,645 A88-48962 #
645 A88.-48964 #
679 A88--488_ #
_639 A88-48809 " #
_639 A88-48816 * #
_639 A88-48822 " #
643 A88-48911 #
_644 A88-48912 " #
,680 A88-48970 #
645 A88-48973 #
679 A88-48827 #
679 A88-48828 #
,639 A88-48829 #
_686 A88-48830 " #
,640 A88-48834 #
688 A88-48919 * #
) 644 A88-48920 #
:) 644 A88-48923 #
681 A88-48978 #
) 645 A88-48983 #
646 A88-48985 #
) 646 A88-48966 #
) 640 A88-48839 • #
) 640 A88-48841 #
:_640 A88-48842 • #
64O A88-48843 #
680 A88-48926 #
644 A88-48934 • #
681 A88-48987 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3782 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3783 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3785 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3792 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3790 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3799 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3800 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3803 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3824 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3826 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3840 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3841 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3842 ...................
AIAA PAPER 08-4038 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4051 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4052 ...................
AiAA PAPER 88-4067 ...................
AIAA PAPER 08-4068 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4069 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-.4070 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4070 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4079 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88.-4002 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4099 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4101 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4103 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4112 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4113 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4114 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4115 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4116 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4139 ...................
AIA.A PAPER 88-4140 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4141 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4142 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4143 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4144 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4161 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88--4162 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4165 ...................
AIAA PAPER 68--4182 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4185 ...................
AIAA PAPER 08-4189 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-432.7 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4328 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4329 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4331 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4335 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4336 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88,.4337 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4338 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4339 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4340 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4347 ...................
AIAA PAF_R 88-4348 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4349 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4351 ...................
AtAA PAPER 88-4353 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4354 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88.4355 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4356 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4357 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4358 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-,4361 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4362 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4363 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4364 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4365 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4367 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4368 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88.-4370 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4372 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4373 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4374 ...................
AIA,_ PAPER 88-4375 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88..4376 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-437'7 ...................
A[AA PAPER 88-4,381 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4,382 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4403 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88--4404 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4.406 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4408 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4414 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4416 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4418 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88--4419 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4420 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88--4421 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-.442.2 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4424 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88.-4426 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4427 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4428 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4429 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-4430 ...................
) 646 A88-48995 #
_688 A88-48996 #
)666 A88-48997 #
,641 A88-48853 #
) 641 A88-48858 #
689 A88-48935 #
,644 A88-48936 #
)644 A88-48937 #
,681 A88-49001 #
,688 A88-49002 #
,641 A88-48866 #
v643 A88-48908 #
,640 A88-48840 " #
,639 A88-48832 #
,747 A88-50162 #
747 A88-50163 #
,747 A88-501T/ #
,747 A86-50178 #
715 A88-50179 " #
,748 A88-50180 #
775 A88-50184 " #
748 A88-50185 • #
775 A88-50188 #
_748 A88-50204 " #
748 A88-50206 " #
748 A88-50208 #
748 A88-50215 #
,749 A88-50216 #
,749 A88-50217 #
,775 A88-50218 #
749 A88-50219 #
,749 A88-50236 #
749 AB8-50237 #
749 A88-50238 #
750 A88-50239 #
750 A88-50240 #
,750 A88-50241 #
720 A88-50254 #
720 A88-50255 #
,750 A88-50256 #
750 A88-50272 " #
_)735 A88-50275 " #
:, 715 A88-50279 " #
752 A88-50620 " #
753 A86-50621 #
,755 A88-51t81 #
_6_ A88-50580 " #
) 751 A88-50581 #
)69e A88-50582 #
)698 A88-50583 #
)6.qe A88-50584 " #
) 751 A88-50585 #
)699 A88-50586 #
) 751 A88-50591 #
720 A88-50592 #
720 A88-50593 #
699 A88-50595 • #
699 A88-50597 #
699 A88-505_ #
699 A88-50599 #
829 A88-55275 #
751 A88-50600 • #
751 A88-50601 " #
699 A88-50604 " #
7O0 A88-50605 #
751 A88-506_ #
752 A88-50607 * #
752 A88-50608 #
721 A88-50609 " #
753 A88-50780 #
700 A88-50610 #
753 A88-50622 " #
752 A88-50611 #
752 A88-50612 " #
721 A88-50613 " #
721 A88-50614 #
700 A88-.50615 #
700 A88-50618 #
700 A88-.50619 #
) 731 A86-51928 #
744 A88-51929 #
) 778 A88-51930 #
) 738 A88-51932 " #
) 692 A88-51936 #
) 731 A88-51937 " #
) 708 A88-51938 #
) 708 A88-51939 #
) 731 A88-51940 #
) 765 A88-51941 #
) 731 A88-51942 " #
) 732 A88-51943 #
) 806 A88-53752 " #
} 778 A88-51945 " #
806 A88-53753 #
)807 A88-53754 • #
732 A88-51946 " #
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AIAA PAPER 88-4674 ................... p 771
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AIAA-PAPER-87-0178 ................... p 578
AIAA-PAPER-88-2211 ................... p 604
AIAA-PAPER-88-2277 ................... p 573
AIAA-87-2657 ................................. p 61
AIAA-87-2719 ................................. p 15
AIAA-88-0060 ................................. p 666
AIAA-88-0105 ................................. p 219
AIAA-88-0131 ................................. p 18
AIAA-88-0263 ................................. p 189
AIAA-88-0287 ................................. p 180
AIAA-88-0436 ................................. p 164
AIAA.88-0710 ................................. p 411
AIAA-88-2087 ................................. p 506
AIAA-88-2095 ................................. p 444
AIAA-88-2109 ................................. p 415
AIAA-88-2110 ................................. p 855
AIAA-88-2112 ................................. p 414
AIAA-88-2167 ................................. p 445
AIAA-88-2216 ................................. p 538
AIAA-88-2278 ................................. p 348
AIAA-88-2304 ................................. p 277
AIAA-88-2347 ................................. p 348
AIAA-88-2377 ................................. p 400
AIAA-88-2392 ................................. p 560
AIAA-88-2553 ................................. p 413
AIAA-88-2815 ................................. p 713
AIAA-88-2882 ................................. p 561
A88-51949 * #
A88.51952 #
A88-53755 #
A88-51954 #
A88-51955 #
A88-53757 #
A88-53758 #
A88-53759 #
A88-53760 " #
A88-51961 * #
A88-53761 * #
A88-51962 * #
A88-53762 ° #
A88-51964 #
A88-51966 #
A88-53763 #
A88-52300 * #
A88-53764 #
A88-53765 #
A88-53767 #
A88-51969 #
A88-51970 * #
A88-53768 #
A88-53769 #
A88-51971 #
A88-51972 #
A88-51973 #
A88-51974 #
A88-53770 #
A88-531/1 iF
A88-51976 #
A88-51977 #
A88-53772 #
A88-53773 #
A88-51978 #
A88-53628 #
A88-53774 #
A88-53629 #
A88-53630 #
A88-53631 #
A88-53634 #
A88-53635 #
A88-53637 #
A88-53642 * #
A88-53649 #
A88-53650 * #
A88-53651 #
A88-53652 #
A88-53653 * #
A88-53654 * #
A88-53657 #
A88-53658 #
A88-53659 #
A88-53667 * #
A88-51908 * #
A88-53827 #
A88 53826 #
A88-51910 * #
A88-51911 ° #
A88-51912 " #
A88-51913 #
A88-53829 #
A88-51917 ° #
A88-53830 * #
A88-51918 #
A88-51920 ° #
N88-23718 ° #
N88-23717 ° #
N88-23807 " #
N88-23756 " #
N88-10592 " #
N88-10008 * #
N88-26369 #
N88-15760 #
N88-10779 #
N88-13961 #
N88-13552 #
N88-14094 #
N88-20263 #
N88-22883 #
N88-21169 #
N88-21128 #
N88-30093 #
N88-21127 #
N88-20344 #
N88-22050 #
N88-19418 #
N88-16675 #
N88-19419 #
N88-18976 ° #
N88-23728 o #
N88-20279 o #
N88-28041 " #
N88-23729 o #
AIAA-88-2963 ................................. p 525 N88-22037 ° #
AIAA-88-2979 ................................. p 551 N88-23220 * #
AIAA-88-2985 ................................. p 602 N88-23806 * #
AIAA-88-3016 ................................. p 436 N88-21162 * #
AIAA-88-3149 ................................. p 575 N88-24597 " #
AIAA-88-3152 ................................. p 800 N88-29771 * #
AIAA-88-3154 ................................. p 825 N88-29807 * #
AIAA-88-3229 ................................. p 602 N88-24642 " #
AMC-81-17928 ............................... p 183 N88-14447 * #
AMELEX-86-0030 ........................... p 718 N88-28050 #
AMI-8706 ......................................... p 290 N88-16691 #
ANCO-1663.11 ............................... p579 N88-24611 #
AR-CO4-498 .................................. p 56 N88-11198 #
AR-004-526 ..................................... p 96 N88-12485 #
AR-G04-551 ..................................... p 277 N88-16677 #
AR-004-561 ..................................... p 37 N88-10794 #
AR-87-1 ........................................... p 648 N88-25443 " #
ARI-TR-763 ..................................... p 607 N88-24649 #
ARL-AERO-TM-386 ....................... p 96 N88-12485 #
ARL-AERO-TM-388 ....................... p 277 N88-16677 #
ARL-AERO-TM-389 ....................... p 410 N88-20258 #
ARL-MAT-TM-393 .......................... p 329 N88-17445 #
ARL.MAT-TM-396 .......................... p 424 N88-20293 #
ARL-STRUC-R-424 ........................ p56 N88-11198 #
ARL-SYS-TM-95 ............................. p 37 N88-10794 #
ARL/AERO-PROP-TM-446 ........... p 855 N88-30107 #
ARL/MAT-R-120 ............................ p 861 N88-30398 #
ARL/PSU/TR-87-009 .................... p 471 N88-20966 #
ARO-17903,2-GS ........................... p 712 N88-28032 #
ARO-24134.1-MS-CF-VOL-1 ......... p 180 N88-13645 #
ARO-25053.1-EG-SBI .................... p 853 N88-29110 #
ASD-TR-87-5005 ............................ p 592 N88-24636 #
ASE-87-312 ..................................... p 402 N88-19169 #
ASE-88-6 ......................................... p 860 N88-30378 #
ASl479-066-85 ................................ p 607 N88-24649 #
ASLE PAPER 87-AM-5A-1 ............ p 173 A88-18757
ASLE PREPRINT 87-AM-5A-2 ..... p 173 A88-18758
ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-34 .... p 593 A88-41569 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-102 ............. p 45 A88-11037 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-107 ............. p 30 A88-11039 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-108 ............. p 46 A88-11040 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-10 ............... p 44 A88-10979 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-113 ............. p 46 A88-11041 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-115 ............. p 5 A88-11043 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-116 ............. p 5 A88-11044 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-118 ............. p 5 A88-11046 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-120 ............. p 30 A88-11048 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-125 ............. p 41 A88-11052 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-127 ............. p 46 A88-11054 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-128 ............. p 46 A88-11055 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-148 ............. p 30 A88-11066 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-150 ............. p 5 A88-11067 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-155 ............. p 46 A88-11068 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-158 ............. p 30 A88-11070 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-159 ............. p 5 A88-11071 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-15 ............... p 458 A88-36743 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-160 ............. p 6 A88-11072 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-165 ............. p 30 A88-11076 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-166 ............. p 6 A88-11077 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-167 ............. p 30 A88-11078 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-168 ............. p 30 A88-11079 " #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-172 ............. p 46 A88-11082 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-173 ............. p 46 A88-11083 ° #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-177 ............. p 31 A88-11085 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-178 ............. p 41 A88-11086 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-179 ............. p 6 A88-11087 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-180 ............. p 6 A88-11088 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-183 ............. p 31 A88-11090 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-186 ............. p 6 A88-11091 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-187 ............. p 47 A88-11092 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-189 ............. p 31 A88-11094 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-18 ............... p 3 A88-10983 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-190 ............. p 41 A88-11095 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-191 ............. p 6 A88-11096 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-193 ............. p 7 A88-11097 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-196 ............. p 47 A88-11100 #
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ASME PAPER 87-GT-196 ............. p 47 A88-11100 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-197 ............. p 7 A88-11101 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-198 ............. p 47 A88-11102 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-202 ............. p 7 A88-11106 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-203 ............. p 31 A88-11107 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-208 ............. p 47 A88-11109 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-209 ............. p 31 A88-11110 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-211 ............. p 31 A88-11111 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-212 ............. p 47 A88-11112 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-215 ............. p 31 A88-11113 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-216 ............. p 47 A88-11114 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-217 ............. p 58 A88-11115 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-219 ............. p 48 A88-11116 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-220 ............. p 48 A88-11117 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-221 ............. p 7 A88-11118 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-223 ............. p 48 A88-11120 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-225 ............. p 7 A88-11121 " #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-226 ............. p 137 A88-18660 ° #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-227 ............. p 137 A88-18661 ° #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-228 ............. p 32 A88 1 ! 122 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-229 ............. p 32 A88-11123 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-232 ............. p 7 A88-11125 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-235 ............. p 7 A88-11126 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-237 ............. p 32 A88-11127 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-238 ............. p 32 A88-11128 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-256 ............. p 8 A88-11136 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-257 ............. p 32 A88-11137 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-259 ............. p 32 A88-11139 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-25 ............... p 28 A88-10987 #
ASME PAPER 81-GT-265 ............. p 48 A88-11142 iF
ASME PAPER 87-GT-26 ............... p 28 A88-10988 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-28 ............... p 3 A88-10989 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-29 ............... p 4 A88-10990 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-30 ............... p 4 A88-10991 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-32 ............... p 44 A88-10992 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-39 ............... p 29 A88-10993 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-44 ............... p 29 A88-10996 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-46 ............... p 29 A88-10998 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-47 ............... p 29 A88-10999 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-48 ............... p 44 A88-11000 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-49 ............... p 40 A88-11001 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-50 ............... p 41 A88-11002 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-51 ............... p 4 A88-11C03 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-54 ............... p 4 A88-11005 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-63 ............... p 41 A88-11010 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-71 ............... p 4 A88-11015 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-72 ............... p 45 A88-11016 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-73 ............... p 45 A88-11017 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-74 ............... p 45 A88-11018 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-76 ............... p 241 A88-24042 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-77 ............... p 434 A88-36744 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-78 ............... p 435 A88-36745 * #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-79 ............... p 45 A88-11019 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-82 ............... p 4 A88-11022 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-84 ............... p 4 A88-11024 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-87 ............... p 29 A88-11027 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-89 ............... p 29 A88-11028 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-90 ............... p 29 A88-11029 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-94 ............... p 45 A88-11033 ° #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-95 ............... p 45 A88-11034 #
ASME PAPER 87-GT-96 ............... p 5 A88-11035 #
ASME PAPER 87-HT-35 ............... p 116 A88-16586 #
ASME PAPER 87-1CE-18 .............. p 110 A88-15120 * #
ASME PAPER 87-WA/AERO-10 . p 722 A88-51330 #
ASME PAPER 87-WA/AERO-8 .... p 770 A88-51328 * #
ASME PAPER 87.WA/AERO-9 .... p 770 A88-51329 * #
ASME PAPER 87-WA/DSC-2 ....... p 264 A88-21269 #
ASME PAPER 87-WA/NCA-15 .... p 625 A88-41567 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-100 ............. p 790 A88-54220 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-103 ............. p 790 A88-54222 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-104 ............. p 848 A88-54223 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-105 ............. p 818 A88-54224 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-106 ............. p 838 A88-54225 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-107 ............. p 839 A88-54226 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-108 ............. p 848 A88-54227 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-10 ............... p 786 A88-54157 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-110 ............. p 790 A88-54228 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-111 ............. p 848 A88-54229 * #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-112 ............. p 848 A88-54230 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-120 ............. p 848 A88-54234 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-125 ............. p 848 A88-54236 ° #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-129 ............. p 818 A88-54239 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-132 ............. p 790 A88-54240 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-134 ............. p 849 A88-54241 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-136 ............. p 791 A88-54242 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-141 ............. p 791 A88-54244 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-144 ............. p 849 A88-54245 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-145 ............. p 784 A88-54246 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-146 ............. p 819 A88-54247 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-148 ............. p 819 A88-54249 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-149 ............. p 849 A88-54250 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-151 ............. p 791 A88-54251 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-152 ............. p 791 A88-54252 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-158 ............. p 839 A88-54257 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-160 ............. p 791 A88-54259 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-163 ............. p 849 A88-54261 #
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ASME PAPER 88-GT-164 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-168 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-171 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-172 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-175 .............
ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-181 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-182 .............
ASME PAPER BS-GT-186 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-187 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-189 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-18 ...............
ASME PAF_--R 88-GT-190 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-193 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-194 .............
ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-197 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-199 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-19 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-201 .............
ASME PAPER 88,.GT-L_)2 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-204 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-205 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-207 .............
ASME PAPER 88--GT-L_I9 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-20 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-210 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-211 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-212 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-213 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT°214 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-216 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-217 .............
ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-218 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-219 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-21 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-220 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-222 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-226 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-227 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-228 .............
ASME PAPER 88,-GT-229 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-22 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-232 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-233 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-236 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-237 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-239 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-242 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-243 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-244 .............
ASME PAPER 88_GT-248 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-24 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-251 .............
ASME PAPER 88_iT-252 .............
ASME PAPER 88--GT-255 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-257 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-259 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-25 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-261 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-265 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-L_7 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-269 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-26 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-271 .............
ASME PAPE_R 88-- GT-273 .............
ASME PAPER 88°GT-275 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-279 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-285 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-286 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-287 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-288 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-292 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-294 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-295 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-296 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-297 .............
ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-29 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-300 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-301 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-302 .............
ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-303 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-305 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-306 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-311 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-312 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-316 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-317 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-320 .............
ASME PAPER 88,,GT-321 .............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-32 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-33 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-39 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-42 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT-46 ...............
ASME PAPER 88-GT.-49 ...............
ASIDE PAPER BS-GT-.4 .................
ASME PAPER 88-GT-56 ...............
839 A88-54L:=82
) 849 A88-54263
p 849 A88-54265
) 791 A88-54266
)839 A88-54269
) 849 A88-54272
) 850 A88-54273
) 839 A88-54277
792 A88-54278
833 A88-54280
846 A88-54164 *
850 A88-54281
839 A88-54282
840 A88-54283
) 792 A88-54285
) 792 A88-54286
p 786 A88-54165
) 792 A88-54288
p 792 A88-54289
850 A88-54291
p 850 A88-54292
792 A88-54293
) 819 A88-54295
) 838 A88-541_
p 792 A88-54296
P793 A88-54297
p 850 A88-54296
850 A88-54299
) 850 A88-54300
) 819 A88-54301
) 793 A88-54302
) 793 A88-54303
) 819 A88-54304
) 838 A88-54.167
D851 A88-_
) 819 A88-54306
) 793 A88-54309
) 809 A88-54310
851 A88-5,4311
t 819 A88-54312
681 A88-49176
P793 A88-54314
) 793 A88-54315
) 820 A88-54317
D793 A88-54318
J 820 A88-54319
1 820 A88-54321
820 A88-54322
)794 A88-54323
J 820 A88-54326
818 A88-54168
) 794 A88-54327
D851 A88-54328 "
J 794 A88-54331
J 820 A88-54333
) 820 A88-54335
846 A88-54169
821 A88-54337
) 794 A88-54341
) 851 A88-54342
794 A88-54343
) 818 A88-54170
) 851 A88-54345
e2.! A88-C-_346
794 A88-5.4347
) 840 A88-54351
) 851 A88-54354
) 851 A88-54355 *
) 794 A88..54356
834 A88-54357
852 A88-54361
821 A88--54363
)840 A88-54364
862 A88-54365
) 821 A88-_
) 787 A88-54173
) 821 A88-54369
) 821 A88-54370
) 82,1 A88-54371
) 822 A88-54372
) 822 A88-54374
) 795 A88-54375 "
) 822 A88-54379
) 822 A88-54380
) 822 A88-54383
) 834 A88-54384
) 852 A88-54385
) 822 A88-54386
) 787 A88-54175
) 787 A88-54176
)647 A88-.49177
) 847 A88-54181
) 787 A88-54183
) 847 A88-54185
) 786 A88-,54151
) 787 A88-.54188
# ASME PAPER BS.-GT-57 ............... p 787 A88-54189 * #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-58 ............... p 788 A88-54190 #
# ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-59 ............... p 847 A88-54191 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-5 ................. p 846 A88-54152 * #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-60 ............... p 788 A88-54192 #
# ASIDE PAPER 88-GT-61 ............... p 847 A88-54193 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-66 ............... p 847 A86-54197 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-68 ............... p 847 A88-$4199 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-69 ............... p 788 A8_54200 #
# ASIDE PAPER 88-GT_ ................. p 818 A88-54153 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-70 ............... p 788 A88-54201 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-73 ............... p 858 A8_54202 ° #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-78 ............... p 788 A88.54206 * #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-79 ............... p 788 A88-54207 #
# ASME PAPER 88--GT-80 ............... p 788 A88-54208 #
ASME PAPER 88-GT-81 ............... p 848 A88-54209 #
# ASME PAPER 88-.GT-82 ............... p 789 A88-54210 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-83 ............... p 789 A88-54211 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT_9 ............... p 789 A88-54213 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-80 ............... p 789 A88-54214 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-93 ............... p 789 A88-54216 #
# ASME PAPER 88.-GT-96 ............... p 789 A88-54217 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GTJ38 ............... p 790 A88-54218 #
# ASME PAPER 88-GT-99 ............... p 790 A88-54219 #
#
# ASME-PAPER_7-WA/AERO-9 .... p 219 N8_14965 " #
#
# ASTRON-7107-01 .......................... p 403 N88-19220 * #
#
# ATC-140 .......................................... p 463 N88-20757 #
# ATC-156 .......................................... p 835 N88.-28934 #
#
# AV-FR-881807 ................................ p 836 N88-29622 #
#
# AVSCOM-TM-88-B-003 ................. p 460 N88-20665 " #
# AVSCOM-TM-88-B-004 ................. p 576 N88-24607 " #
# AVSOOM-TM-88-B-00S ................. p415 N88-21139 " #
# AVSCOM-TM-88-B-O06 ................. p 497 N88-22015 " #
# AVSCOM-TM-88-B-007 ................. p 499 N88-22863 " #
# AVSCOM-TM-88-B-008-VOL.5 ..... p 573 N88-23755 " #
# AVSCOM-TM-88-B-010 ................. p 548 N88-22434 * #
# AVSCOM-TM-88-C-001 ................. p 379 N88-19469 * #
# AVSCOM-T_ ................. p 855 N88-30128 " #
#
# AVSCOM-TR-85-A-9 ...................... p 410 N88-20257 * #
# AVSCOM-TR_7-A-10 .................... p 291 N88-17642 #
# AVSCOM-TR-87-B-3 ...................... p 556 b188-22710 " #
# AVSCOM-TR-87-B-4 ...................... p 403 N88-19218 " #
# AVS(:X:)M-TR-87-C-28 .................... p 261 N88-15224 * #
# AVSCOM-TR-87-C-29 .................... p 53 N88-11135 * #
# AVSCOM-TR-87-C_37 .................... p 551 IN8_23220 * #
# AVSCOM-TA-88-C-O02 .................. p 461 N88-21454 " #
# AVSCOM-TR-88-C-009 .................. p 622 N88-24975 * #
# AVSCOM-TR_11 .................. p 436 N88-21163 * #
# AVSCOM-TR-88-C-018 .................. p 8,,36 N88-29825 * #
#
# AWS/TN-871002 ............................ p 184 N88-13830 #
#
# AXM-127 .......................................... p445 N88-21174
#
# A4-TR.88-0546 ............................... p 825 N88-29B05 #
#
# B-222882 ......................................... p 401 N88-19041 #
# B-226908 ......................................... p 332 N88-18551 #
#
# BAE-ARG*238 ................................. p 107 N8_11683
#
# BAE-MSC.115 ................................. p 62 N88-10610 #
#
# BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0566 ................ p 51 N88-10377 #
#
# BBN-6579 ........................................ p 669 N88.25462 * #
# BBN-6710 ........................................ p 779 N88-27875 #
# BBN_6715 ........................................ p 779 N88-27876 #
#
# BFLRF-243-PT-2 ............................ p 841 N88-29042 #
#
# BMAC-DSO0-10897-1 ..................... p 168 N88-14101 * #
# BMAC-DS00-10897-1 ..................... p 169 N88-14102 " #
#
# BMFT-FB-T-86-129 ........................ p 42 N88-10159 #
#
# BR100237 ....................................... p 17 N88-10018 #
# BR102327 ....................................... p 39 N8_10041 #
# BR102328 ....................................... p 276 N88-16667 #
# BR104087 ....................................... p416 N88-21140 #
# BR104348 ....................................... p426 N88-21156 #
# BR104725 ....................................... p 719 N88-28053 #
# BR104824 ....................................... p 571 N88-23731 #
# BR105554 ....................................... p 780 N88-28722 #
# BR106199 ....................................... p 802 N88-28906 #
# BR99101 ......................................... p426 N88-21155 #
# BR99378 ......................................... p 51 N88-10377 #
#
# BU-352 ............................................ p 444 N88-20310 #
# BU-353 ........................................... p444 N88-21167 #
CS_74
BU-355 ............................................ p 461 N88-21461 #
BU_56 ............................................ p414 N88-21121 #
BU-357 ............................................ p425 N88-21148 #
BU-360 ............................................ p414 N88-21122 #
BU-361 ............................................ p425 N88-21149 #
BU-363 ............................................ p425 N8_21150 #
BU-364 ............................................ p 424 NB8-20299 #
B8701061 ........................................
B8701063 ........................................
138701065 ........................................
B8707397 ........................................
B8709826 ........................................
B8709827 ........................................
B8709_28 ........................................
B_70_29 ........................................
B8725238 ........................................
B8725239 ........................................
B8725240 ........................................
B8729597 ........................................
B8729622 ........................................
B87L_623 ........................................
B8729624 ........................................
B87LXJ647 ........................................
B8731726 ........................................
B8733100 ........................................
B8733276 ........................................
B8733279 ........................................
B8733281 ........................................
B_73_ ........................................
B8733286 ........................................
B8803802 ........................................
B8_03804 ........................................
B_ ........................................
_95 ........................................
51 N88-10386 #
) 25 N88-10028 #
51 N88-10283 #
159 N88-14091 #
163 N88-13343 #
15 N88-10006 #
) 184 N88-14586 #
) 170 N88-13366 #
411 N88-202_6 #
448 N88-20427 #
:) 412 N88-20267 #
:) 424 N88-20295 #
460 N_20_1 #
435 N88-20305 #
421 N88-20288 #
) 460 N88-21406 #
498 N88-22017 #
547 N88-22"369 #
517 N88-22889 #
) 674 N88-2_458 #
674 N8_26459 #
499 N8_22861 #
517 N88-22888 #
685 N88-26719 #
_660 N88-26366 #
_663 N88-26368 #
_825 N88-2980e #
_684 N88-26628 #
667 N88-26373 #
C-49-541 .......................................... p 175 N88-13470 #
CAA-PAPER-87012 ........................ p 283 N88-16684
CAA-PAPER-87015 ........................ p 416 N88-21142
CAA-PAPER-87017 ........................ p 801 N88-2B898
CAA-I/87 ........................................ p 578 N88-23761
CAA-1188 ........................................ p 803 N88,-28907
CALSPAN-7157-A-1 ....................... p 126 N88,-12352 * #
CAP-526 .......................................... p 578 N88-23761
CAP-530 .......................................... p 85 N88-11642
CAR-87-18 ...................................... p 346 N88-18553 #
CAS/CHEM-25-88 .......................... p 351 N8_19421 " #
CAS/CHEM/ME-18-87 .................. p 313 N88-16878 * #
CEAT-M5-525200 ........................... p 149 N8_140_4 #
CERL-TR-M-87/12 .........................
CERL-TR-N-88/04 .........................
CERT-RT,-OAo20/5025-AYD .........
CESAR-.87/44 .................................
CMU/SEI-87-TR-43 .......................
CONF-870410-40-APP-4 ...............
CONF-8704229-I ...........................
CONF-8706165-3 ...........................
CONF-8706165-.4 ...........................
CONF-870830-2-FP .......................
CONF-871227-1 .............................
CONF-880139-4 .............................
CONF-880160-4 .............................
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L-16283 ........................................... P 16 N88-10009 ° #
L-16301 ........................................... p 329 N88-17441 * #
L-16302 ........................................... p 80 N88-12455 °
L-16304 ........................................... P 121 N88-12928 " #
L-16312 ........................................... P 79 N88-12454 ° #
L-16324 ........................................... P 414 N88-21117 #
L-16333 ........................................... p 349 N88-19420 #
L-16334 ........................................... P 18 N88-10772 #
L-16338 ........................................... p 623 N88-25105 #
L-16339 ........................................... p 127 N88-13002 #
L-16341 ........................................... p 268 N88-16510 #
L-16342 ........................................... p 18 N88-10773 #
L-16346 ........................................... P 547 N88-22325 #
F-IO
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NAS 1.15:101294
I--16351 ........................................... p 96 N88-12480 " #
L-16352 ........................................... p 329 N88-17440 ° #
L-16354 ........................................... p 556 N88-22.710 * #
[--16364 ........................................... p411 N88-20264 " #
L-16366 ........................................... p 98 N88-12487 * #
I--16368 ........................................... p 403 N88-19218 " #
I--16371 ........................................... p 413 N88-20280 * #
L-16384 ........................................... p 574 N88-24580 * #
I--16387 ........................................... p 538 N88-22047 ° #
I--16390 ........................................... p 573 N88-23757 ° #
I--16393 ........................................... p 282 N88-17614 " #
L-16395 ........................................... p 574 N88-23760 ° #
L-16399 ........................................... p 689 N88-26907 " #
I--16405 ........................................... p 573 N88-23758 ° #
1_-16405 ........................................... p 800 N88-29776 " #
1_-16406 ........................................... p 560 N88-23715 " #
L-16418 ........................................... p 516 N88-22031 " #
L-16422 ........................................... p 669 N88-L;_$374 " #
L-16435 ........................................... p 799 N88-29752 * #
L-16439 ........................................... p 652 N88-26344 * #
L-16445 ........................................... p 733 N88-27182 * #
L-16448 ........................................... p 669 N8_25461 * #
[.-16465 ........................................... p 672 N88-_166 " #
I.-16472 ........................................... p 784 N88-28879 * #
LBF-FB-179 ..................................... p 425 N88-20300 #
LC-87-22021 ................................... p 170 N88-14107 #
LC-87-28382 ................................... p 813 N88-29795 #
LC-87-7628 ..................................... p 19 N88-10782. #
LFD-256 ........................................... p 50 N88-10231
LFD-259 ........................................... p 399 N88-18799
I_FO-260 ........................................... p 365 N88-18586
LG87ER0083-VOL-1 ...................... p 611 N88-24739 #
LG87ER0154 .................................. p 738 N88-27196 " #
LG88ER0056 ................................ p 659 N88-26360 " #
LIDS-TH-1770 ................................. p 529 N88-22904 " #
LR-31114 ......................................... p 515 N88-22024 #
LR-31216 ......................................... p 612 N88-24799 #
LR-518 ............................................. p 499 N88-22861 #
LR-520 ............................................. p 517 N88-22888 #
LR-525 ............................................. p 517 b188-22889 #
LR-527-PT-1 ................................... p 674 N88-26458 #
LR-527-PT-2 ................................... p 674 N8_26459 #
LVL-8302-t-2 ................................... p 290 bl88-16692 #
MBB-FM-31510 .............................. p 293 N88-17825 #
MBB-UA-1046/87 .......................... p 321 N88-17855 #
MBB-UA-1047/87 .......................... p 294 N88-17863 #
MBB-UD-472/86 ............................ p 294 N88-17854 #
MBB-UD-487/86 ............................ p 294 N88-17853 #
MBB-UD-504-87 ............................. p 260 A88-23980 #
MBB-UT-002/87 ............................. p 270 N88-17849 #
MBB-UT-004/87 ............................. p 309 N88-17836 #
MBB-UT-O05/87 ............................. p 270 N88-17847 #
MBB-UT_u06187 ............................. p 293 N88-17848 #
MBB-UT-007/87 ............................. p 294 N88-17850 #
MBB-UT-104188 ............................. p 830 N88-28932 #
MBB-UT-119/87 ............................. p 313 N88-16823 #
MBB-Z-136186 ................................ p293 N88-17839 #
MBBILK-SIPUBI296 ..................... p 293 N88-17842 #
MBBILKE-1221SIPUBI244 .......... p 459 N88-20596 #
MBBILKE-1321SlPUBI2411A ..... p 328 N88-17363 #
MBB/LKE-292/S/PUB/191 .......... p 36 N8_I0038 #
MBBILKE-2941SIPUBI249 .......... p 424 N_8-20296 #
MBBILKE-2941SIPUBI295 .......... p 309 N88-17845 #
MBBILKE-3121SIPUBI258 .......... p 425 N88-21147 #
MBBILKE-621SIPUBI292 ............ p 293 N88-17844 #
MCR-TR-8711/12-1 ....................... p814 N88-28923 #
MDC-K0445 .................................... p 650 N88-26334 #
MDC-K0534 .................................... p 620 N88-24876 #
MDC-K0535 .................................... p 496 N88-22008 #
M[:)C-K0653 .................................... p 740 N88-28061 " #
ME-TSPC*TR_8-10 ....................... p 574 N88-24584 #
MRL-R-1060 ................................... p 159 N88-13328 #
MTR-87W000203 ........................... p 355 N88-19444 #
M5-515108 ...................................... p 149 N8_14065 #
NAOC-87169-60 ............................. p 824 N8_28925 #
NADC-87171-60 ............................. p 543 N88-23009 #
NADC-88014_O ............................. p 810 N88-28906 #
NAE-AN-45 ..................................... p 800 N88-29781 #
NAE-AN-48 ..................................... p 518 N88-22894 #
NAE-AN-49 ..................................... p 711 N88-27166 #
NAE-LR-619 .................................... p 383 N88-19474 #
NAL_h°-7 ........................................ p 142 N88-13253 #
NAL-SP-8 ........................................ p 681 N88-25_30 #
NAL-TM-AE_704 ........................... p 170 N88-13364 #
NAL-TM-SE-B606 ........................... p 170 N88-13365 #
NAL-TM-554 ................................... p 521 N88-228_ #
NAL-TM-558 ................................... p 521 N88-22897 #
NAL-TR-693 .................................... p 539 N88-_-9911 " #
NAL-TR-920 .................................... p 498 N88-22859 #
NAL-TR-923 .................................... p 319 N88-17009 #
NAL-TR-928 .................................... p 36 N88-10793 #
NALoTR-930 .................................... p 308 N8_16709 #
NAL-TR-933 .................................... p 319 N88-17010 #
NAL-TR-934 .................................... p 313 N8_16827 #
NAL-TR-935 .................................... p 329 N8_17453 #
NAL-TR-936 .................................... p 308 N88-16708 #
NALoTR-937 .................................... p 346 N8_18556 #
NAL-TR-943 .................................... p 282 N88-17613 #
NAS 1.15:100005 ........................... p 85 N8_11644 * #
NAS 1.15:100009 ........................... p 497 N8_22010 " #
NAS 1.15:100013 ........................... p 219 N8_14962 * #
NAS 1.15:100014 ........................... p 181 N8_14322 " #
NAS 1.15:100019 ........................... p 79 N8_11636 " #
NAS 1.15:100023 ........................... p 104 N88-12495 " #
NAS 1.15:100025 ........................... p 25 N88-I0788 " #
NAS 1.15:100026 ........................... p 18 N8_10777 ° #
NAS 1.15:100029 ........................... p 167 N88-13359 ° #
NAS 1.15:100032 ........................... p 150 N88-14068 • #
NASI.15:100033 ........................... p292 N88-17646 " #
NAS 1.15:100035 ........................... p 85 N88-11643 ° #
NAS 1.15:100037 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100043 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100046 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100048 ...........................
NAS 1,15:1(X)053 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100062 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100066 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100067 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100077 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100078 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100080 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100081 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100082 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100063 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100064 ...........................
NAS 1,15:100090 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100095 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100116 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100124 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100134 ...........................
NAS !.!5:!00!63 ........................
NAS 1.15:100172 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100176 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100182 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100183 ...........................
bIAS 1.15:100200 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100206 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100211 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100212 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100213 ...........................
biAS 1.15:100214 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100219 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100226 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100227 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100251 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100254 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100_7 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100272 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100279 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100283 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100284 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100288 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100290 ...........................
NAS 1.15:1003t2 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100412 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100413 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100415 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100417 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100418 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100421 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100424 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100427 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100428 ...........................
)60 N88-11429 " #
) 328 N88-17313 " #
182 N88-14323 " #
) 278 N88-17581 " #
) 620 N88-249(X) " #
) 352 N88-19424 " #
) 575 N88-24601 * #
) 290 N88-16694 " #
) 626 N88-24239 * #
)529 N88-22905 " #
) 575 N88-24602 " #
) 799 N88-29750 " #
) 461 N88-21421 " #
) 497 N88-22014 " #
) 292 N88-17645 " #
) 499 N88-22864 " #
)496 N88-22009 " #
118 N88-12796 * #
163 N88-13345 • #
100 N88-12490 * #
n411 NRR-2t_2f'_ ° #
558 N88-22851 " #
111 N88-12552 ° #
670 N88-26376 " #
670 N88-26377 " #
15 N88-10008 " #
61 N88-10592 * #
100 N88-11679 * #
43 N8_I0938 • #
18 N88-10779 • #
253 N88-15814 * #
163 N88-13346 " #
103 N88-11680 ° #
164 N88-14093 " #
146 N88-13304 • #
189 N88-13961 " #
189 N88-13960 * #
322 N88-18036 " #
549 N88-22446 * #
:) 255 N88-15060 " #
:) 180 N88-13552 " #
322 N88-18007 " #
:) 379 N88-t9469 " #
:) 53 N88-11101 " #
,459 N88-20598 o #
,292 N88-17644 o #
,516 N88-22033 * #
:) 425 N88-20301 " #
:)445 N88-21177 " #
432 N88-20304 " #
0538 N88-22050 ° #
_444 N88-21169 * #
_506 N88-22883 " #
NAS 1.15:100429 ......................
NAS 1.15:100431 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100432 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100433 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100434 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100435 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100436 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100437 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100439 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100440 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100444 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100445 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100487 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100492 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100502 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100504 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100506 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100507 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100512 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100516 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100517 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100518 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100523 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100526 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100527 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100529 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100531 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100534 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100538 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100541 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100542 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100543 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100544 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100545 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100547 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100548 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100557 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100560 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100561 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100562 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100563 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100568 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100569 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100579 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100580 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100583 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100587 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100588 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100591 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100592 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100593 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100595 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100608 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100609 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100612 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100625 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100627 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100630 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100632 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100649 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100659 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100663 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100665 ...........................
NAS !.!5:!00_779 .....
NAS 1.15:100797 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100602 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100810 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100823 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100842 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100850 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100851 ...........................
N/IS 1.15:100867 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100873 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100674 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100884 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100887 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100888 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100889 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100891 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100895 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100918 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100919 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100921 ...........................
NAS 1,15:100929 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100945 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100948 ...........................
NAS 1,15:100953 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100962 .........................
NAS 1.15:100964 ...........................
NAS 1.15:1(}0¢366 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100991 ...........................
NAS 1.15:100996 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101002 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101018 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101126 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101294 ...........................
445 N88-20344 " #
)435 N88-21159 " #
425 N88-21151 " #
) 413 N88-20279 " #
)426 N88-21152 " #
) 470 N88-20_96 * #
)414 N88-21127 * #
) 470 N88-20832 ° #
) 659 N88-26361 * #
)415 N88-21128 * #
i 855 N88-30093 " #
) 587 N88-24633 " #
131 N88-14064 " #
) 56 N88-11202 " #
I 80 N88-12459 " #
107 N88-12496 " #
)364 N88-18582 " #
127 N88-13003 * #
) 62 N88-11451 " #
) 219 N88-15760 " #
190 N88-13962 " #
) 389 N88-18642 ° #
) 276 N88-16668 • #
346 N88-18565 " #
347 N88-18571 ° #
) 497 N88-22016 " #
219 N88-14965 ° #
278 N88-16680 * #
400 N88-19650 " #
576 N88-24607 " #
415 N88-21139 " #
497 N88-22015 " #
499 N88-22863 * #
573 N88-23755 ° #
277 N88-16675 " #
542 N88-22949 • #
412 N88-20269 * #
411 N88-20263 * #
367 N88-19465 * #
460 N88-20665 ° #
) 347 N88-18570 * #
:) 348 N88-19418 " #
517 N88-22892 * #
:) 460 N88-20666 " #
:)348 N88-19419 ° #
:)548 N88-22434 " #
:) 683 N88-25g01 * #
:) 497 N88-22012 * #
:) 573 N88.23756 " #
560 N88-23728 " #
:) 604 N88-23807 • #
:) 558 N88-22853 • #
,648 N88-25444 * #
,554 N88-23463 " #
557 N88-23547 " #
,619 N88-24001 " #
575 N88-2459e " #
586 N88-23766 " #
,735 N88-28058 ° #
,860 N88-29489 " #
_835 N88-29820 " #
_800 N88-29778 " #
799 N88-29754 " #
_19 N88-16988 * #
278 N88-16679 " #
464 N88-21593 * #
400 N88-18976 ° #
448 N88-20455 " #
619 N88-24002 * #
)436 N88-21t62 " #
)435 N88-21161 ° #
461 N88-21454 " #
) 498 N88-22019 " #
618 N88-23957 " #
_684 N88-25935 " #
525 N88-22037 " #
619 N88-23977 " #
436 N88-21163 " #
526 N88-22902 ° #
561 N88-23729 • #
551 N88-23220 " #
666 N88-25458 " #
)602 N88-23806 " #
) 602 N88-24641 " #
575 N88-24597 • #
602 N88-24642 " #
) 744 N88-27200 * #
p 855 N88-30128 " #
) 825 N88-29807 * #
) 853 N88-29142 * #
I 670 N88-26378 " #
I 585 N88-23762 * #
I 685 N88-26709 " #
I 713 N88-28042 " #
I 499 N88-22862 " #
1630 N88-26328 " #
F-11
NAS 1.15:101313
NAS 1.15:101313 ........................... p 713
NAS 1.15:101357 ........................... p 800
NAS 1.15:4009 ............................... p 80
NAS 1.15:4015 ............................... p 18
NAS 1.15:4018 ............................... p 18
NAS 1.15:4024 ............................... p 403
NAS 1.15:4032 ............................... p 538
NAS 1.15:4040-PT-1 ...................... p 573
NAS 1.15:4040-PT-2 ...................... ,800
NAS 1.15:4044 ...............................
NAS 1.15:4050 ...............................
NAS 1.15:4057 ...............................
NAS 1.15:4058 ...............................
NAS 1.15:4061 ...............................
NAS 1.15:4074 ...............................
NAS 1.15:86426-PT-1 ....................
NAS 1.15:86426-PT-2 ....................
NAS 1.15:86426-PT-3 ....................
NAS 1.15:86703 .............................
NAS 1.15:86705 .............................
NAS 1.15:86725 .............................
NAS 1.15:86745 .............................
NAS 1.15:86838 .............................
NAS 1.15:86997 .............................
NAS 1.15;87184 .............................
NAS 1.15:87602 .............................
NAS 1.15:87663 .............................
NAS 1.15:87740 .............................
NAS 1.15:88206 .............................
NAS 1,15:88217 .............................
NAS 1.15:88236 .............................
NAS 1.15:88253 .............................
NAS 1.15:88258 .............................
NAS 1.15:88270 .............................
NAS 1.15:88273 .............................
NAS 1.15:88295 .............................
NAS 1.15:88311 .............................
NAS 1.15:88313 .............................
NAS 1,15:88332 .............................
NAS 1.15:88333 .............................
NAS 1,15:88376 .............................
NAS 1.15:89124 .............................
NAS 1.15:89426 .............................
NAS 1,15:89642 .............................
NAS 1 15:89659 .............................
NAS 1.15:89878 .............................
NAS 1.26:166525 ...........................
NAS 1.26:166577 ...........................
NAS 1.26:166587 ...........................
NAS 1.26:168353 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172035 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172137 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172405 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172406 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172519 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172587 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172588 ...........................
NAS 1.26:172594-REV-1 ...............
NAS 1.26:174790 ...........................
NAS 1 26:174791 ...........................
NAS 1.26:174894 ...........................
NAS 1.26:174926 ...........................
NAS 1.26:174959 ...........................
NAS 1.26:175025 ...........................
NAS 1.26:175026 ...........................
NAS 1.26:175046 ...........................
NAS 1.26:175104 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177330 ...........................
NAS 1,26:177343-VOL-1 ...............
NAS 126:177343-VOL-2 ...............
NAS 1.26:177343-VOL-4 ...............
NAS 1.26:177355 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177427 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177429 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177435 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177436 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177438 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177440 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177441 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177443 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177453 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177457 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177458 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177476 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177479 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177481 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177482 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177483-VOL- 1 ...............
NAS 1.26:177483-VOL-2 ...............
NAS 1.26:177483-VOL-3 ...............
NAS 1.26:177485 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177487 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177491 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177493 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177959-PT-1 ..................
NAS 1.26:177959-PT-2 ..................
,574
669
669
733
672
, 784
:) 856
:) 856
:) 856
121
i59
:) 24
602
572
:)81
:) 85
148
,571
,608
,811
, 147
:) 170
:) 145
:) 60
:) 587
:) 435
320
:) 52
:) 104
180
:) 52
:)168
:) 688
:) 497
:)19
107
:) 163
:) 95
:)81
79
592
)118
219
176
:_255
,658
,811
:)811
:)190
:)164
:) 824
:) 854
126
824
, 164
:)164
:)51
:)811
:) 518
:) 500
:) 500
:) 5OO
:) 557
:) 759
,279
, 797
;) 660
;)87
;) 67
145
;) 86
104
278
;)96
p831
831
_812
831
658
659
659
713
712
630
712
_168
b 169
F-12
N88-28041 " #
N88-29771 o #
N88-12456 " #
N88-10772 " #
N88-10773 * #
N88-19218 * #
N88-22047 * #
N88-23758 * #
N88-29776 * #
N88-24580 ° #
N88-26374 * #
N88-25461 * #
N88-27182 ° #
N88-25466 " #
N88-28879 * #
N88-29259 " #
N88-29260 * #
N88-29261 ° #
N88-12932 " #
N88-14092 = #
N88-10026 " #
N88-23805 * #
N88-23750 * #
N88-12461 * #
N88-12473 * #
N88-14078 * #
N88-23734 * #
N88-23817 ' #
N88-28918 " #
N88-13305 " #
N88-13367 • #
N88-13290 " #
N88-11435 * #
N88-24634 * #
N88-20307 " #
N88-17090 " #
N88-11089 " #
N88-12494 " #
N88-13549 ° #
N88-11088 * #
N88-13363 o #
N88-26166 o #
N88-22013 ° #
N88-10021 o #
N88-11685 o #
N88-13347 " #
N88-11676 " #
N88-12462 ° #
N88-11640 " #
N88-24637 " #
N88-12617 ° #
N88-14960 ° #
N88-14157 " #
N88-15014 ° #
N88-25452 ° #
N88-28915 " #
N88-28916 ° #
N88-14769 ° #
N88-14097 " #
N88-28928 * #
N88-30066 * #
N88-12352 ° #
N88-28927 ° #
N88-14095 ° #
N88-14096 ° #
N88-10339 * #
N88-28917 * #
N88-22893 " #
N88-22866 " #
N88-22867 ° #
N88-22868 " #
N88-23548 o #
N88-27205 ° #
N88-17585 o #
N88-28882 * #
N88-26367 * #
N88-12478 " #
N88-12453 * #
N88-13291 " #
N88-12477 * #
N88-12493 • #
N88-16678 " #
N88-12482 " #
N88-29819 " #
N88-29816 " #
N88-29790 " #
N88-29817 " #
N88-25453 " #
N88-25454 " #
N88-25455 " #
N88-28038 " #
N88-28036 " #
N88-25431 " #
N88-28037 " #
N88-14101 ° #
N88-14102 * #
NAS 1.26:178172 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178176 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178272 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178288 ...........................
NAS 1,26:178359 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178389 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178390 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178391 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178399 ...........................
NAS 1,26:178407-SUPPL .............
NAS 1.26:178407 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178410 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179428 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179434 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179435 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179467 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179468 ...........................
NAS 1,26:179469 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179507 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179521 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179632 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179633 ...........................
NAS 1.26:180804 ...........................
NAS 1.26:180845 ...........................
NAS 1.26:180846 ...........................
NAS 1.26:180847 ...........................
NAS 1,26:180861 ...........................
NAS 1,26:180864 ...........................
NAS 1 26:180882
NAS 1.26:181416 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181434 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181440 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181441 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181446 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181467 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181483 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181530 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181533 ....................... i...
NAS 1.26:181534 ...........................
NAS 1,26:181545 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181548 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181565 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181590 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181609 ...........................
NAS 1 26:181611 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181618 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181623 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181630 ...........................
NAS 1,26:181638 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181639 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181641 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181645 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181650 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181653 ...........................
NAS 1,26:181662 ...........................
NAS 1,26:181664 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181665 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181680 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181684 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181689 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181701 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182112 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182119 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182121 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182132 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182151 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182329 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182345 ...........................
NAS 1,26:182357 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182437 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182451 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182457 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182469 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182475 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182509 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182510 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182537 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182540 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182563 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182565 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182566 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182567 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182568 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182569 ...........................
NAS 1 26:182615 ...........................
NAS 1 26:182656 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182675 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182681 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182695 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182721 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182725 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182747 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182759 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182867 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182874 ...........................
NAS 1.26:182879 ...........................
:) 190 N88-14762 " #
:) 314 N88-16884 * #
:) 175 N88-14144 * #
:) 15 N88-10007 * #
286 N88-16688 * #
:) 403 N88-19220 * #
470 N88-20895 ° #
,186 N88-14638 ° #
:) 80 N88-12457 ° #
,354 N88-18580 * #
,354 N88-18579 * #
,581 N88-24619 * #
,308 N88-16707 " #
,687 N88-26144 " #
,685 N88-26694 * #
825 N88-29804 " #
824 N88-28930 " #
,618 N88-23956 * #
,766 N88-28142 * #
824 N88-28929 " #
;) 34 N88-10791 #
;) 34 N88-10792 #
;) 53 N88-11135 #
149 N88-13310 #
219 N88-14966 #
_219 N88-15766 #
746 N88-28074 #
242 N88-14985 #
, 164 N88-14094 #
;)56 N88-11186 #
;) 16 N88-10011 #
;) 60 N88-11382 #
;) 16 N88-10012 #
;) 28 N88-10030 #
176 N88-14155 #
831 N88-29815 #
127 N88-13005 #
;) 96 N88-12483 #
;) 81 N88-12465 #
;) 87 N88-12479 #
;) 96 N88-12486 #
185 N88-13872 #
814 N88-28919 #
404 N88-20095 #
413 N88-20274 #
309 N88-17684 #
p 348 N88-19417 #
,648 N88-25443 #
p414 N88-21124 #
p 463 N88-20758 * #
p 554 N88-23472 ° #
683 N88-26924 ° #
412 N88-20273 ° #
_461 N88-21414 * #
498 N88-22018 ° #
t 507 N88-22886 * #
554 N88-23519 * #
648 N88-25442 " #
648 N88-25441 • #
862 N88-30399 " #
713 N88-28047 * #
435 N88-20306 " #
_416 N88-21143 ° #
659 N88-26360 " #
826 N88-29811 * #
836 N88-29825 * #
147 N88-14068 * #
p 147 N88-14070 • #
147 N88-14075 ° #
p 318 N88-16956 • #
313 N88-16878 #
p 286 N88-16687 #
277 N88-16674 #
_311 N88-16717 #
330 N88-18376 #
279 N88-17583 #
328 N88-18300 #
689 N88-26909 #
365 N88-18587 #
367 N88-19464 #
378 N88-19468 #
383 N88-19471 #
367 N88-19463 #
406 N88-20221 #
351 N88-19421 #
404 N88-20090 #
459 N88-20574 * #
587 N88-24629 " #
)412 N88-20271 " #
463 N88-20773 " #
)675 N88-26495 * #
537 N88-22045 ° #
497 N88-22011 * #
529 N88-22904 * #
551 N88-23171 " #
517 N88-22891 ° #
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 1.26:182892 ........................... p 521 N88-22901 * #
NAS 1.26:182896 ........................... p 507 N88-22884 * #
NAS 1.26:183021 ........................... p 587 N88-24630 * #
NAS 1.26:183049 ........................... p 621 N88-24922 * #
NAS 1.26:183060 ........................... p 653 N88-26347 * #
NAS 1.26:183061 ........................... p 650 N88-26332 ° #
NAS 1.26:183069 ........................... p 630 N88-26289 ° #
NAS 1.26:183077 ........................... p 861 N88-29514 ° #
NAS 1.26:183101 ........................... p 650 N88-26335 * #
NAS 1.26:183103 ........................... p 424 N88-20296 * #
NAS 1.26:183112 ........................... p 773 N88-27490 * #
NAS 1.26:183116 ........................... p 780 N88-27877 * #
NAS 1.26:183122 ........................... p 801 N88-28896 " #
NAS 1.26:183127 ........................... p 712 N88-28033 " #
NAS 1.26:183152 ........................... p 835 N88-29821 ° #
NAS 1.26:183159 ........................... p 712 N88-27173 ° #
NAS 1.26:3875 ............................... p 610 N88-23839 " #
NAS 1.26:3880 ............................... p 585 N88-23763 * #
NAS 1.26:3902 ............................... p 856 N88-29258 * #
NAS 1.26:3914 ............................... p 840 N88-28983 * #
NAS 1.26:3949 ............................... p 183 N88-14447 ° #
NAS 1.26:3950 ............................... p 148 N88-14079 ° #
NAS 1.26:3982 ............................... p 571 N88-23736 * #
NAS 1.26:3983 ............................... p 36 N88-10039 * #
NAS 1.26:3985 ............................... p 93 N88-11648 " #
NAS 1.26:3992 ............................... p 798 N88-28894 " #
NAS 1.26:4007 ............................... p 67 N88-12452 ° #
NAS 1.26:4069 ............................... p 141 N88-13218 * #
NAS 1.26:4101 p 16 N88-10013 * #
NAS 1.26:4102-VOL-2 ................... p 249 N88-15813 #
NAS 1.26:4102 ............................... p 168 N88-14099 #
NAS 1.26:4104 ............................... p 119 N88-12897 #
NAS 1.26:4105 ............................... p 80 N88-12458 #
NAS 1.26:4106 ............................... p 145 N88-13292 #
NAS 1.26:4128 ............................... p 499 N88-22865 #
NAS 1.26:4131 ............................... p 441 N88-20308 #
NAS 1.26:4134 ............................... p 423 N88-20291 #
NAS 1.26:4136 ............................... p 625 N88-24233 #
NAS 1.26:4137 ............................... p 556 N88-23545 #
NAS 1.26:4142 ............................... p 550 N88-23160 #
NAS 1,26:4143 ............................... p 688 N88-26165 #
NAS 1.26:4155 ............................... p 622 N88-24975 #
NAS 1.26:4164 ............................... p 669 N88-25462 #
NAS 1.26:4168 ............................... p 651 N88-26343 #
NAS 1.26:4173 ............................... p 835 N88-28933 #
NAS 1,26:4174 ............................... p 711 N88-27168 " #
NAS 1.26:4176 ............................... p 738 N88-27196 ° #
NAS 1.26:4178 ............................... p 784 N88-28880 " #
NAS 1.26:4181 ............................... p 740 N88-28061 " #
NAS 1.26:4182 ............................... p 797 N88-28891 ° #
NAS 1.55:10003-SESS-5 .............. p 243 N88-15800 ° #
NAS 155:10003-SESS-6 .............. p 244 N88-15807 " #
NAS 1.55:10004 ............................. p 222 N88-14970 ° #
NAS 1.55:10006 ............................. p 283 N88-17616 * #
NAS 1.55:10007 ............................. p 693 N88-27148 " #
NAS 1.55:2405 ............................... p 53 N88-11140 " #
NAS 1.55:2413 ...............................
NAS 1.55:2432 ...............................
NAS 1.55:2495-VOL-1 ...................
NAS 1.55:2495-VOL-2 ...................
NAS 1.55:2495-VOL-3 ...................
NAS 1.55:2498 ...............................
NAS 1.55:2502 ...............................
NAS 1.56:3003-VOL-1 ...................
NAS 1.55:3003-VOL-2 ...................
NAS 1.60:2482 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2546 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2588 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2594 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2615 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2618 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2619 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2753 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2760 ...............................
NAS 1.80:2762 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2766 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2768 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2769 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2771 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2772 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2773 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2776 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2780 ...............................
NAS 1,60:2782 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2783 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2784 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2785 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2789 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2795 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2796 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2799 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2800 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2803 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2804 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2806 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2808 ...............................
) 572 N88-23737 " #
) 279 N88-17586 " #
) 269 N88-16625 * #
) 270 N88-16632 ° #
) 270 N88-16650 #
) 623 N88-25105 #
560 N88-23715 #
551 N88-23226 #
548 N88-22382 #
249 N88-14987 #
410 N88-20257 #
17 N88-10765 #
798 N88-28895 #
332 N88-19407 " #
426 N88-21153 ° #
347 N88-18567 " #
17 N88-10771 " #
121 N88-12928 " #
79 N88-12454 " #
329 N88-17440 * #
470 N88-21740 " #
80 N88-12455 "
:)282 N88-17615 * #
:) 16 N88-10009 #
:) 96 N88-12480 #
:) 586 N88-24623 #
:) 127 N88-13002 #
,329 N88-17441 #
0 98 N88-12487 #
,556 N88-22710 #
268 N88-16510 #
319 N88-17045 #
,261 N88-15224 #
411 N88-20264 #
349 N88-19420 #
413 N88-20280 #
417 N88-21144 #
547 N88-22325 #
282 N88-17614 #
516 N88-22031 #
REPORT NUMBER INDEX N,_._I,-TII-100090
NAS 1.60:2809 ............................... p414 N88,-21117 " #
NAS 1.60:2814 ............................... p 573 N88-23757 " #
NAS 1.60:2815 ............................... p 384 N88-19475 * #
NAS 1.60:2818 ............................... p 574 N88-23760 * #
NAS 1.60:.2825 ............................... p 689 N88-26907 " #
NAS 1.60:2827 ............................... p 652 N88-26344 * #
NAS 1.60:2834 ............................... p 799 N88-29752 " #
NAS 1.61:1187 ............................... p368 N88-19467 ° #
NAS I+71:LAR-13729-1 ................. p 622 N88-24970 ° #
NAS 1.71:LAR-13777-1 ................. p 812 N88-29789 ° #
NAS 1.71:LAR-13854-I-CU .......... p 581 N88-24621 ° #
NAS 1.71:LAR-13952-1-SB ........... p 621 N88-24910 " #
NAS 1.71:LAR-13963-1 ................. p 587 N68-24628 " #
NAS 1.77:20126 ............................. p 39 N88-I0818 " #
NAS 1.77:20127 ............................. p 18 N88-10776 ° #
NAS 1.77:20161 ............................. p 547 15188-22326 ° #
NAS 1.77:20173 ............................. p 413 N88-20278 ° #
NAS 1.77:20208 ............................. p 412 N88-20272 " #
NAS 1.77:20209 ............................. p 539 IN188-_9911 ° #
NAS 1.77:20234 ............................. p 424 N_8-20297 ° #
NAS 1.T/:20251 ............................. p 556 NS&-22698 ° f
NAS 1.77:20293 ............................. p 802 N88-28900 ° #
NAS 1.77:20300 ............................. p 647 N88-25438 • #
NAS 1.77:20315 ............................. p 651 Nd_,-26338 " #
NAS 1.77:20316 ............................. p 650 N88-26337 " #
NAS 1.77:20342 ............................. p 857 N88-30266 ° #
NAS 1.77:20349 ............................. p 799 N68-29753 ° #
NASA-CASE-ARC-11636-1 ........... p 810 N88-28914 "
NASA-CASE-LAR-12801-1 ........... p 619 N88-23ge2 °
NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU ..... p 573 N88-23759 "
NASA-CASE-LAR-13470-1 ........... p 149 N88-140e3 "
NASA-CASE,-LAR-13511-1 ........... p 586 N88,,23765 °
NASA.,.CASE-LAR-13630-1 ........... p 605 N88-23809 "
NASA.-CASE-LAR-13729-1 ........... p 622 N88-24970 " #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13777-1 ........... p 812 N88-29789 " #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13854-1-CU ..... p 581 N88-24621 ° #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13952-1-SB ..... p 621 N88-24910 " #
NASA-CASE+LAR-13963-1 ........... p 587 N88-24628 " #
NASA-CASE-LEW-14212-1 ........... p 619 N88+23978 °
NASA-CP- 10003-SESS-5 ..............
NASA-CP- 10003-SESS-6 ..............
NASA-CP- 10004 .............................
NASA-CP-100(_ .............................
NASA,.CP- 10007 .............................
NASA-CP-2405 ...............................
NASA-.CP-2413 ...............................
NASA-CP-2432 ...............................
NASA-CP-2495-VOL- 1 ...................
NASA-CP-2495*VOL-2 ...................
NASA-CP-2495-VOL-3 ...................
NASA. CP-2496 ...............................
NASA-CP-2502 ...............................
NASA-CP-3003-VOL- 1 ...................
NASA-CP-3003-VOL-2 ...................
)243 N88-15800 " #
)244 N88-15807 ° #
) 222 N88-14970 ° #
) 283 N88-17616 " #
) 693 N88-27148 ° #
)53 N88-11140 " #
) 572 N88-23737 ° #
) 279 N88-17586 " #
)269 N88-16625 " #
) 270 N88-16632 ° #
) 270 N88-16650 ° #
)623 N88-25105 * #
) 560 N88-23715 " #
) 551 N88-23226 " #
)548 N88-22382 " #
NASA-CR-166525 .......................... p 95 N88-11676 ° #
NASA-CR-166577 .......................... p 81 N88-12462 ° #
NASA-CR-166587 .......................... p 79 N88-11640 °
NASA-CR-168353 .......................... p 592 N88-24637 ° #
NASA-CR-17_O'35 ........... p 11R NRR-12617 ° #
NASA-CR-172137 .......................... p 219 N88-14960 ° #
NASA-CR-172405 ......................... p 176 N88-14157 " #
NASA-CR-172406 .......................... p255 N88-15014 " #
NASA-CR-172519 .......................... p 658 N88-25452 " #
NASA-CR-172587 .......................... p811 N88-28915 ° #
NASA-CR-172588 .......................... p 811 N88-28916 ° #
NASA-CR-172594-REV-1 .............. p 190 N88-14769 " #
NASA-CR-174790 .......................... p 164 N88-14097 * #
NASA-CR-174791 .......................... p 824 N88-28928 * #
NASA-CR-174894 .......................... p 854 N88-30066 * #
NASA-CR-174926 .......................... p 126 N88-12352 " #
NASA-CR+174959 .......................... p 824 N88-28927 ° #
NASA-CR+175025 .......................... p 164 1'488-14095 * #
NASA-CR-175026 .......................... p 164 N88-14096 " #
NASA-CR-175046 .......................... p 51 N88-10339 * #
NASA-CR-175104 .......................... p 811 N88-28917 ° #
NASA-CR-177330 .......................... p 518 N88-22893 * #
NASA-CR-177343-VOL-1 .............. p 500 N88-22866 * #
NASA-CR-177343-VOL-2 .............. p 500 N88-22867 " #
NASA-CR-177343-VOL-4 .............. p 500 N88-22868 " #
NASA-CR-177355 .......................... p 557 N88-23548 " #
NASA..CR-177427 .......................... p 759 N88-27205 * #
NASA-CR-177429 .......................... p 279 N88-17.585 " #
NASA-CR-177435 .......................... p 797 N88-28882 " #
NASA-CR-177436 .......................... p 660 N88-26367 * #
NASA-CR-177438 .......................... p 87 N88-12478 * #
NASA-CR-177440 .......................... p 67 N88-12453 #
NASA-CR-177441 .......................... p t45 N88-13291 #
NASA-CR-177443 .......................... p 86 N88-12477 #
NASA-CR-177453 .......................... p 104 N88-12493 #
NASA-CR*177457 .......................... p 278 N88-16678 #
NASA..CR- 177458 .......................... p 96 N88-12482 #
NASA-CR-177476 ..........................
NASA-CR-177479 ..........................
NASA-C;R-177481 ..........................
NASA-CR-177482 ..........................
NASA-CR-.177483-VOL. 1 ..............
NASA-C:R- 177483-VOL-2 ..............
NASA-CR+177483-VOL-3 ..............
NASA-CR-177485 ..........................
NASA-CR+177487 ..........................
NASA--CR- 177491 ..........................
NASA-CR-177493 ..........................
NASA-CR-177959-PT.1 .................
NASA-CR-177959-PI"-2 .................
NASA-CR-178172 ..........................
NASA-CR-178176 ..........................
NASA-CR-178272 ..........................
NASA-CR-178288 ..........................
NASA-CR-178359 ..........................
NASA-CR-178389 ..........................
NASA-CR-178390 ..........................
NASA-CR-178391 ..........................
NASA-CR-178399 ..........................
NASA--CR- 178407-SUPPL .............
NASA-CR-178407 ..........................
NASA-CR-178410 ..........................
NASA..CFH 79428 ..........................
NASA-CR-179434 ..........................
NASA-CR-179435 ..........................
NASA-CR-179467 ..........................
NASA-CR-179468 ..........................
NASA-,CR- 179469 ..........................
NASA-CR-179507 ..........................
NASA-CR-179521 ..........................
NASA-CR-179632 ..........................
NASA-CR-179633 ..........................
NASA-CR-180604 ..........................
NASA-CR-180845 ..........................
NASA-CR-180846 ..........................
NA SA.CR. 180847 ..........................
NASA-CR-180861 ..........................
NASA..CR- 180864 ..........................
NASA-CR- 180e82 ..........................
NASAoCR-181416 ..........................
NASA-CR-181434 ..........................
NASA-CR-181440 ..........................
NASA-CR-181441 ..........................
NASA-CR-181446 ..........................
NASA-CR-181467 ..........................
NASA-CR-181483 ..........................
NASA-CR-181530 ..........................
NASA-CR-181533 ..........................
NASA-CR-181534 ..........................
NASA-CR-1815,45 ..........................
NASA-CR- 181,548 ..........................
NASA-.CR-181565 ..........................
NASA-CR-181590 ..........................
NASA-CR-181609 ..........................
NASA-CR-181611 ..........................
NASA-CR-181618 ..........................
NASA-CR-181623 ..........................
NASA-CR-181630 ..........................
NASA.CR-181638 ..........................
NASA-CR-181639 ..........................
NASA-CR-181641 ..........................
NASA-CR-181645 ..........................
NASA-CR-181650 ..........................
NASA-CR-181653 ..........................
NASA--CR-181662 ..........................
NASA-CR-181664 ..........................
NASA-CR+181665 ..........................
NASA-CR- 181680 ..........................
NASA-CFI-181684 ..........................
NASA-CR-181689 ..........................
NASA-CR-181701 ..........................
NASA.,CR-182112 ..........................
NASA-CR+182119 ..........................
NASA-CR-182121 ..........................
NASA-CR-182132 ..........................
NASA-CR- 182151 ..........................
NASA-CR+182329 ..........................
NASA-CR-182345 ..........................
NASA-CR-182357 ..........................
NASA-CR-182437 ..........................
NASA-CR- 182451 ..........................
NASA-CR-182457 ..........................
NASA-CR- 182469 ..........................
NASA-CR-182475 ..........................
NASA-CR-182509 ..........................
NASA-CR-182510 ..........................
NASA_CR-182537 ..........................
NASA-CR-182540 ..........................
NASA-CR+182563 ..........................
NASA-CR-182565 ..........................
NASA-CR-182566 ..........................
NASA-CR-182567 ..........................
NASA-CR-182568 ..........................
) 831 N88-L>ge19 "
) 831 N88-29616 °
) 812 N88-29790 "
) 831 N88-29817 "
) 658 N88-25453 *
) 659 N88-25454 *
) 659 N88-2S455 "
)713 N88-28038 "
) 712 N88-28036 "
) 630 N88-25431 "
) 712 N88-2S037 "
168 N88-14101 "
169 N88-14102 "
190 NI_-14762 *
) 314 N68-16884 "
175 N88-14144"
15 N88-I0007 "
) 286 N88-16688 *
) 403 N88-19220 "
) 470 N88-20_85 °
186 N88-14638 *
) 80 N88-12457 *
)354 N88-18580 °
) 354 N88-18579 *
) 581 N88-24619 "
) 308 N88-16707 "
) 687 N88-26144 "
) 685 N88-26694 "
)825 N88-29804 *
) 824 N88-28930 "
) 618 N88-23956 *
) 766 N68-28142 •
) 824 N88-28929 •
) 34 N88-10791 "
) 34 N88-10792 °
)53 N88 11135 °
149 N88-13310 °
) 219 N88-14966 °
)219 N88-15766 "
) 746 N88-28074 °
) 242 N88-14965 *
164 N88-14094 *
)56 N88-11186 "
p 16 N88-10011 "
)60 N88-11382 °
p 16 N88-I0012 "
) 28 N88-I0030 "
p 176 N88-1415_ o
) 831 N88-29e15 "
p 127 N88-13005 *
) 96 N88-12483 °
p 81 N88-12465 "
) 87 N88-12479 °
) 96 N88-12486 "
185 N88-13872"
)814 N88-28919 "
)404 N88-20095 "
) 413 N88-20274 "
309 N88-17684 °
348 N88-19417 "
) 648 N88-25443 *
)414 N8_-21124 "
) 463 N88-20758 "
554 N88-23472"
) 683 N88-25924 "
) 412 N88-20273 *
) 461 N88-21414 °
496 N88-22018 °
507 N88-22886 "
554 N88-23519 "
) 648 bl88-25442 "
) 648 bl88-25441 "
862 N88-30399 "
713 N88-28047 °
435 N88-20306 "
416 N88-21143 "
) 659 N88-26360 "
826 N88-29811 *
836 N88-29825 "
147 N88-14068 °
147 N88-14070 °
147 N88-14075 °
318 N88-16956 *
313 N88-16878 *
286 N88-16687"
277 N88-16674 "
311 N88-16717 "
330 N88-18376"
279 N88-17583 "
328 N88-18300 °
689 N88-26909 *
365 N88-18587 *
367 N88-19464 °
378 N88-19468 o
383 N88-19471 °
367 N88-19463 •
_-182569 ..........................
NASA-CR-182615 ..........................
NASA-CR-182656 ..........................
NASA-CR+182675 ..........................
NASA..CR-182681 ..........................
NASA-CR-182695 ..........................
NASA--CR-182721 ..........................
NASA-.C_-182725 ..........................
NASA-CPr-182747 ..........................
NASA-CR-182759 ..........................
NASA-CR-182867 ..........................
NASA-CR+ 182874 ..........................
NASA-CR-182879 ..........................
NASA.CR-182992 ..........................
NASA-CR+I82896 ..........................
NASA-CR-183021 ..........................
NASA-CR-183049 ..........................
NASA.,CR-183060 ..........................
NASA-CR-183061 ..........................
NASA-.CR-183069 ..........................
NASA..CR-183077 ..........................
NASA-CR-183101 ..........................
NASA-CR-183103 ..........................
NASA-CR-183112 ..........................
NASA-CR*183116 ..........................
NASA-CR-183122 ..........................
NASA-CR-183127 ..........................
NASA-CR-183152 ..........................
NASA-CR-183159 ..........................
NASA-CR-3875 ...............................
NASA-CR-3880 ...............................
NASA-CR-3902 ...............................
NASA-CR-3914 ...............................
NASA-CR-3949 ...............................
NASA-CR-3950 ...............................
NASA-.CR-3982 ...............................
NASA-CR-,_983 ...............................
NASA-CR-3985 ...............................
NASA-CR-3992 ...............................
NASA-CR-4007 ...............................
NASA-CR-4069 ...............................
NASA.,CR-4 I01 ...............................
NASA-CR-4102-VOL-2 ..................
NASA-CR-4102 ...............................
NASA-CR-4104 ...............................
NASA-CR-4105 ...............................
NASA-CR-4106 ...............................
NASA-.CR-4128 ...............................
NASA-CP,-4131 ...............................
NASA-CP,-4134 ...............................
NASA-CR-4136 ...............................
NASA..CR-4137 ...............................
NASA-CR-4142 ...............................
NASA-CR-.4143 ...............................
NASA-CR-4155 ...............................
NASA-CR-4164 ...............................
NASA-CR-4168 ...............................
NASA-CR-.4173 ...............................
NASA-CR-4174 ...............................
NASA-.CR-,4176 ...............................
NASA-CR-4178 ...............................
NASA-CR-4181 ...............................
NASA-CR-4182 ...............................
)4O6 N88-20221 "#
) 351 N88-19421 * #
)404 N88-200g0 " #
) 459 N88-20574 ° #
) 587 N88-24629 * #
) 412 N88-20271 " #
) 463 N88-20773 " #
) 675 N88-26495 " #
) 537 N88-22045 " #
) 497 N88-22011 ° #
)529 N88-22904 " #
) 551 N88-23171 * #
) 517 N88-22891 * #
) 521 N86-22901 " #
)507 N88-22884 " #
) 587 N88-24630 ° #
) 621 N88-24922 * #
) 653 N88-26347 " #
)650 N88.26332 " #
)630 N88-26289 * #
) 861 N88-29514 ° #
)650 Nes-2f_35 * #
) 424 NqBS-20296 * #
)773 N88-274g0 " #
) 780 Ne8-27877 • #
) 801 N88-28896 " #
) 712 N88-28033 " #
) 835 N88-29821 • #
) 712 N88-27173 ° #
) 610 N88.-23839 " #
)585 Ne8.23763 " #
)8,_ N88-29258 " #
)840 NI88-289e3 " #
)183 N88-14447 * #
) 148 N88-14079 * #
)571 N88-23736 " #
) 36 N88-I0039 * #
) 93 N88-11648 ° #
)798 N88-28894 " #
) 67 N88-12452 " #
) 141 N68-13218 ° #
) 16 N88-10013 " #
) 249 N88-15813 " #
,168 N88-14099 " #
)119 N88-12897 " #
) 80 N88-12458 " #
)145 N88-13292 * #
)499 N88-22865 * #
)441 N88-20308 * #
) 423 N88-20291 " #
) 625 N88-24233 ° #
) 556 N88-23545 * #
)550 N88-23160 • #
)688 N88-26165 " #
) 622 N88-24975 * #
)669 N88-25462 " #
) 651 N88.-26343 " #
) 835 N88-2'8933 " #
) 711 1_8-27168 • #
) 738 N88-27196 ° #
)784 N88-28880 • #
) 740 N88-28061 " #
) 797 N88,-28891 " #
NASA-MPO-1683 ............................ p 85 N88-12473 * #
NASA-RP-1187 ............................... p368 N88-19467 " #
NASA-TM-100005 ..........................
NASA-TM-100(X)9 ..........................
NASA-'FM-100013 ..........................
NASA-TM-100014 ..........................
NASA-TM-100019 ..........................
NASA-TM-100023 ..........................
NASA-TM-100025 ..........................
NASA-TM-100026 ..........................
NASA+TM- 100029 ..........................
NASA-TM-100032 ..........................
NASA-TM-100033 ..........................
NASA-TM-100035 ..........................
NASA-TM-100037 ..........................
NASA-TM,-10(O43 ..........................
NASA-TM-100046 ..........................
NASA+TM-1100048 ..........................
NAS&+TM-100053 ..........................
NASA-TM-100062 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100_6 ..........................
NASA-TM-100067 ..........................
NASA-TM-100077 ..........................
NASA-TM-100078 ..........................
NASA-TM-100080 ..........................
NASA-TM-100081 ..........................
NASA-TM-100082 ..........................
NASA-TM-100083 ..........................
NASA-TM-100084 ..........................
NASA+TM-100090 ..........................
) 85 N88-11644 " #
) 497 N88-22910 * #
) 219 N88-14962 " #
)181 N88-14322 * #
) 79 N88-11636 " #
) 104 1'488-12495 " #
) 25 N88-10788 " #
) 18 N88-10777 " #
) 167 N88-13359 " #
)150 N88-14068 * #
) 292 N88-17646 ° #
)85 N88-11643 ° #
)60 N88-11429 ° #
) 328 N88-17313 * #
) 182 N88-14323 * #
) 278 N88-17581 * #
) 620 N88-24900 * #
) 352 N88-19424 ° #
) 575 N88-24601 " #
) 290 N88-168_4 " #
) 626 N88-24239 ° #
)529 N88-22905 " #
) 575 N88-24602 " #
I 799 N88-29750 * #
) 461 N88-21421 ° #
) 497 N88-22014 ° #
) 292 N88-17645 " #
) 499 N88-22864 " #
F-13
NASA-TM-100095 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-TM-100095 .......................... p 496
NASA-TM-100116 .......................... P 118
NASA-TM-100124 .......................... P 163
NASA-TM-100134 .......................... P 100
NASA-TM-100163 .......................... p 411
NASA-TM-100172 .......................... p 558
NASA-TM-100176 .......................... p 111
NASA-TM-100182 .......................... p 670
NASA-TM-100183 .......................... p 670
NASA-TM-100200 .......................... p 15
NASA-TM- 100208 .......................... p 61
NASA-TM-100211 .......................... p 100
NASA-TM-100212 .......................... p 43
NASA-TM-100213 .......................... p 18
NASA-TM-100214 .......................... p 253
NASA-TM-100219 .......................... p 163
NASA-TM- 100226 .......................... p 103
NASA-TM-100227 .......................... p 164
NASA-TM-100251 .......................... p 148
NASA-TM-100254 .......................... p 189
NASA-TM-100267 .......................... p 189
NASA-TM-100272 .......................... p 322
NASA-TM-100279 .......................... p 549
NASA-TM-100283 .......................... p 255
NASA-TM- 100284 .......................... p 180
NASA-TM-100288 .......................... p 322
NASA-TM-100290 .......................... p 379
NASA-TM-100312 .......................... p 53
NASA-TM-100412 .......................... ) 459
NASA-TM- 1004 ! 3 ..........................
NASA-TM-100415 ..........................
NASA-TM-100417 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100418 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100421 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100424 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100427 ..........................
NASA-TM-100428 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100429 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100431 ..........................
NASA-TM-100432 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100433 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100434 ..........................
NASA-TM-100435 ..........................
NASA-TM-100436 ..........................
NASA-TM-100437 ..........................
NASA-TM-100439 ..........................
NASA-TM-100440 ..........................
NASA-TM-100444 ..........................
NASA-TM-100445 ..........................
NASA-TM-100487 ..........................
NASA-TM-100492 ..........................
NASA-TM-100502 ..........................
NASA-TM- 1 CO 504 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100506 ..........................
NASA-TM-100507 ..........................
NASA-TM-100512 ..........................
NASA-TM-100516 ..........................
NASA-TM-100517 ..........................
NASA-TM-100518 ..........................
NASA-TM-100523 ..........................
NASA-TM-100526 ..........................
NASA-TM-100527 ..........................
NASA-TM-100529 ..........................
NASA-TM-100531 ..........................
NASA-TM-100534 ..........................
NASA-TM-100538 ..........................
NASA-TM-1CO541 ..........................
NASA-TM-100542 ..........................
NASA-TM-100543 ..........................
NASA-TM-100544 ..........................
NASA-TM-100545 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100547 ..........................
NASA-TM-100548 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100557 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100560 ..........................
NASA-TM-100561 ..........................
NASA-TM-100562 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100563 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100568 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100569 ..........................
NASA-TM-100579 ..........................
NASA-TM - 100580 ..........................
NASA-TM-100583 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100587 ..........................
NASA-TM-100588 ..........................
NASA-TM-1CO591 ..........................
NASA-TM-100592 ..........................
NASA-TM-100593 ..........................
NASA-TM-100595 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100608 ..........................
NASA-TM-100609 ..........................
NASA-TM-100612 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100625 ..........................
NASA-TM-100627 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100630 ..........................
NASA-TM- 100632 ..........................
292
516
p 425
p 445
432
538
444
506
445
435
425
413
) 426
) 470
) 414
) 470
) 659
) 415
) 855
) 587
131
) 56
) 80
107
) 364
127
) 62
) 219
190
) 389
) 276
) 346
) 347
) 497
) 219
) 278
) 400
576
) 415
) 497
) 499
573
277
542
)412
)411
367
) 460
347
348
517
460
348
548
683
497
573
560
604
558
648
554
557
619
575
586
735
N88-22009
N88-12796
N88-13345
N88-12490
N88-20262
N88-22851
N88-12552
N88-26376
N88.26377
N88-10008
N88-10592
N88-11679
N88-10938
N88-10779
N88-15814
N88-13346
N88-11680
N88-14093
N88-13304
N88-13961
N88-13960
N88-18036
N88-22446
N88-15060
N88-13552
N88-18007
N88-19469
N88-11101
N88-20598
N88 17644
N88-22033
N88-20301
N88-21177
N88-20304
N88-22050
N88-21169
N88-22883
N88-20344
N88-21159
N88-21151
N88-20279
N88-21152
N88-20896
N88-21127
N88-20832
N88-26361
N88-21128
N88-30093
N88-24633
N88-14064
N88-11202
N88-12459
N88-12496
N88-18582
N88-13003
N88-11451
N88-15760
N88-13962
N88-18642
N88-16668
N88-18565
N88-18571
N88-22016
N88-14965
N88-16680
N88-19650
N88-24807
N88-21139
N88-22015
N88-22863
N88-23755
N88-16675
N88-22949
N88-20269
N88-20263
N88.19465
N88-20665
N88-18570
N88-19418
N88-22892
N88-20666
N88-19419
N88-22434
N88-25901
N88-22012
N88-23756
N88-23728
N88-23807
N88-22853
N88-25444
N88-23463
N88-23547
N88-24CO1
N88-24598
N88-23766
N88-28058
# NASA-TM-100649 ..........................
# NASA-TM-100659 ..........................
# NASA-TM-100663 ..........................
# NASA-TM-100665 ..........................
# NASA-TM-100779 ..........................
# NASA-TM-100797 ..........................
# NASA-TM-1CO802 ..........................
# NASA-TM-1CO810 ..........................
# NASA-TM-1CO823 ..........................
# NASA-TM-1CO842 ..........................
# NASA-TM-1CO850 ..........................
# NASA-TM-100851 ..........................
# NASA-TM-1CO867 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-100873 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-100874 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-100884 ..........................
• # NASA-TM- 100887 ..........................
• # NASA-TM- 100888 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-100889 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-1CO891 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-100895 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-1CO918 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-1CO919 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-1CO921 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-1CO929 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-100945 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-100948 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-1CO953 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-1CO962 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-100_o4 ..........................
• # NASA-TM- 100966 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-100991 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-100996 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-101002 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-101018 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-101126 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-101294 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-101313 ..........................
* # NASA-TM-101357 ..........................
• # NASA-TM-4009 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4015 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4018 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4024 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4032 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4040-PT-1 .....................
• # NASA-TM-4040-PT-2 .....................
• # NASA-TM-4044 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4050 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4057 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4058 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-4061 ..............................
* # NASA-TM-4074 ..............................
• # NASA-TM-86426-PT-1 ...................
• # NASA-TM-86426-PT-2 ...................
* # NASA-TM-86426-PT.3 ...................
• # NASA-TM-86703 ............................
• # NASA-TM-86705 ............................
• # NASA-TM-86725 ............................
• # NASA-TM-86745 ............................
• # NASA-TM-86838 ............................
• # NASA-TM-86997 ............................
• # NASA-TM-87184 ............................
• # NASA-TM-87602 ............................
• # NASA-TM-87663 ............................
# NASA-TM-87740 ............................
# NASA-TM-882CO ............................
# NASA-TM-88217 ............................
# NASA-TM-88236 ............................
# NASA-TM-88253 ............................
# NASA-TM-88258 ............................
# NASA-TM-88270 ............................
# NASA-TM-88273 ............................
# NASA-TM_8295 ............................
# NASA-TM-88311 ............................
# NASA-TM-88313 ............................
# NASA-TM-88332 ............................
# NASA-TM-88333 ............................
# NASA-TM-88376 ............................
# NASA-TM-89124 ............................
# NASA-TM-89426 ............................
# NASA-TM-89642 ............................
# NASA-TM-89659 ............................
# NASA*TM-89878 ............................
#
# NASA-TP-2482 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2546 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2588 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2594 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2615 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2618 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2619 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2753 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2760 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2762 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2766 ...............................
# NASA-TP-2768 ...............................
,860 N88-29489 " #
p 835 N88-29820 * #
p 800 N88-29778 * #
t 799 N88-29754 * #
319 N88-16988 #
278 N88-16679 #
p 464 N88-21593 #
p 400 N88-18976 #
p 448 N88-20455 #
619 N88-24CO2 #
)436 N88-21162 #
)435 N88-21161 #
461 N88-21454 #
498 N88-22019 #
618 N88-23957 #
684 N88-25935 #
525 N88-22037 #
619 N88-23977 #
) 436 N88-21163 * #
526 N88-22902 " #
561 N88-23729 " #
551 N88-23220 " #
) 666 N88-25458 " #
) 602 N88-238CO * #
) 602 N88-24641 * #
) 575 N88-24597 * #
) 602 N88-24642 * #
) 744 N88-27200 * #
) 855 N88-30128 • #
J 825 N88-29807 " #
) 853 N88-29142 " #
) 670 N88-26378 " #
) 585 N88-23762 " #
) 685 N88-26709 " #
) 713 N88-28042 • #
) 499 N88-22862 * #
) 630 N88-26328 * #
) 713 N88-28041 #
) 800 N88-29771 #
) 80 N88-12456 #
18 N88-10772 #
18 N88-10773 #
) 403 N88-19218 #
538 N88-22047 #
573 N88-23758 #
) 800 N88-29776 #
574 N88-24580 #
) 669 N88-26374 #
) 669 N88-25461 #
733 N88-27182 " #
) 672 N88-25466 • #
784 N88-28879 * #
856 N88-29259 " #
856 N88-29260 " #
856 N88-29261 " #
121 N88-12932 * #
159 N88-14092 * #
24 N88-1CO26 * #
602 N88-23805 * #
572 N88-23750 * #
81 N88-12461 " #
85 N88-12473 #
148 N88-14078 #
571 N88-23734 #
608 N88-23817 #
811 N88-28918 #
147 N88-13305 #
170 N88-13367 #
145 N88-13290 #
60 N88-11435 #
587 N88-24634 #
435 N88-20307 #
320 N88-17090 #
52 N88-11089 #
104 N88°12494 #
180 N88-13549 #
52 N88-11088 #
168 N88-13363 #
688 N88-26166 * #
497 N88-22013 " #
19 N88-10021 ° #
107 N88-11685 • #
163 N88-13347 " #
249 N88-14987 * #
410 N88-20257 * #
17 N88-10765 • #
798 N88-28895 * #
332 N88-19407 ° #
)426 N88-21153 " #
347 N88-18567 " #
) 17 N88-10771 • #
121 N88-12928 ° #
79 N88-12454 " #
329 N88-17440 • #
470 N88-21740 ° #
NASA-TP-2769 ............................... p 80 N88-12455 °
NASA-TP-2771 ............................... p 282 N88-17615 #
NASA-TP-2772 ............................... p 16 N88-1CO09 #
NASA-TP-2773 ............................... p 96 N88-12480 #
NASA-TP-2776 ............................... p 586 N88-24623 #
NASA-TP-2780 ............................... p 127 N88-13002 #
NASA-TP-2782 ............................... p 329 N88-17441 #
NASA-TP-2783 ............................... p 98 N88-12487 #
NASA-TP-2784 ............................... p 556 N88-22710 • #
NASA-TP-2785 ............................... p 268 N88-16510 ° #
NASA-TP-2789 ............................... p 319 N88-17045 * #
NASA-TP-2795 ............................... p 261 N88-15224 " #
NASA-TP-2796 ............................... p 411 N88-20264 • #
NASA-TP-2799 ............................... p 349 N88-19420 ° #
NASA-TP-28CO ............................... p 413 N88-20280 " #
NASA-TP-2803 ............................... p 417 N88-21144 • #
NASA-TP-2804 ............................... p 547 N88o22325 " #
NASA-TP-2806 ............................... p 282 N88-17614 ° #
NASA-TP-2808 ............................... p 516 N88-22031 #
NASA-TP-2809 ........................... p414 N88-2!117 #
NASA-TP-2814 ............................... p 573 N88-23757 #
NASA-TP-2815 ............................... p 384 N88-19475 #
NASA-TP-2818 ............................... p 574 N88-23760 #
NASA-TP-2825 ............................... p 689 N88-26907 #
NASA-TP-2827 ............................... p 652 N88-26344 #
NASA-TP-2834 ............................... p 799 N88-29752 #
NASA-Tr-20126 ............................. p 39 N88-10818 " #
NASA-TT.20127 ............................. p 18 N88-10776 * #
NASA-TTo20161 .............................
NASA-TF-20173 .............................
NASA.TF-20208 .............................
NASA-Tr-20209 .............................
NASA-TT-20234 .............................
NASA-TT-20251 .............................
NASA-TT-20293 .............................
NASA-TT-203CO .............................
NASA-I-r-20315 .............................
NASA-TT-20316 .............................
NASA-TT-20342 .............................
NASA-TT-20349 .............................
547 N88-22326 " #
413 N88-20278 * #
412 N88.20272 • #
_539 N88.22911 • #
424 N88-20297 * #
) 556 N88-22698 * #
802 N88-28900 " #
) 647 N88-25438 " #
) 651 N88-26338 ° #
) 650 N88-26337 " #
)857 N88-30266 * #
) 799 N88-29753 * #
NATC.TM-87-171-SA ..................... p 586 N88.24626 #
NATICK/TR-88/021 ....................... p 854 N88-29996 #
NBSIRo87/3077 .............................. p 458 N88-20519 #
NBSlR-87/3080 .............................. p 538 N88-22048 #
NBSIR-87/3633 .............................. p 50 N88-10209 #
NBSlR-88/3083 .............................. p 663 N88-25456 #
NKF-87103-003/03-REV ............... p 62 N88-1CO08 #
NLR-MP-85032-U ........................... p 310 N88-16712 #
NLR-MP-85064-U ........................... p 181 N88-14251 #
NLR-MP-86010-U ........................... p 660 N88-26366 #
NLR-MP-86013-U ........................... p 51 N88.10386 #
NLR-MP-86018-U ........................... p 163 N88-13343 #
NLR-MP-86020-U ........................... p 25 N88-10028 #
NLR-MP-86034-U ........................... p 528 N88-22038 #
NLR-MP-86035-U ........................... p 651 N88-26341 #
NLR-MP_6037-U ........................... p 421 N88-20288 #
NLR.MP-86038-U ........................... p 51 N88-10283 #
NLR-MP.86041-U ........................... p 159 N88-14091 #
NLR-MP-86046-U ........................... p 517 N88-22887 #
NLR-MP-86048-U-ISS-2 ................ p 184 N88-14586 #
NLR-MP-86049-U ........................... p 170 N88-13366 #
NLR-MP-86058-U ........................... p 411 N88-20266 #
NLR-MP-86059-U ........................... p 547 N88-22369 #
NLR-MP-86066-U ........................... p 448 N88-20427 #
NLR-MP-86074-U ........................... p 498 N88-22017 #
NLR-MP-86076-U ........................... p 412 N88-20267 #
NLR-MP-87007-U ........................... p 460 N88-20661 #
NLR-MP-87011-U ........................... p 435 N88-20305 #
NLR-MP-87012-U ........................... p 663 N88-26368 #
NLR-Mpo87014-U ........................... p 685 N88-26719 #
NLR-MP-87029-U ........................... p 667 N88-26373 #
NLR-MP-87037-U ........................... p 825 N88-29808 #
NLR-TR-85CO9-U ........................... p 283 N88-16683 #
NLR-TR-86026-U ........................... p 15 N88-10006 #
NLR-TR-86050-U ........................... p 416 N88-20281 #
NLR-TR-86060-U ........................... p 424 N88-20295 #
NLR-TR-86072-U ........................... p 421 N88-20287 #
NLR-TR-86102-U ........................... p 684 N88-26628 #
NLR-TR.86122oU ........................... p 411 N88-20265 #
NLR-TR-87053-U ........................... p 425 N88-20300 #
NMERI-WA5-11(5.07) .................... p 321 N88-17871 #
NORo87-85 ...................................... p 322 N88-18013 #
NOSC/TR-1211 .............................. p853 N88-29061 #
NOTE-TECHNIQUE-86-02 ............ p 328 N88-17314 #
NOTE-TECHNIQUE-86-07 ............ p 277 N88-16672 #
F-14
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NOTE-TECHNIQUE.86-08 ............ p 277 N88-16671 #
NOTE-TECHNIQUE-86-09 ............ p 277 N88-16670 #
NPL-AC-110 .................................... p 61 N88-10594
NPL-AC-114 .................................... p861 N88-29524
NPRDC-TR-88-2 ............................. p 253 N88-14991 #
NPS52-87-006 ................................ p 333 N88-19408 #
NPS5,2-87.-034 ................................ p 107 N88-12499 #
NPS67-88-001 ................................ p 853 N88-29112 #
NRC-27892 ..................................... p 800 N88-29781 #
NRC-28133 ..................................... p 383 N88-19474 #
NRC-28442 ..................................... p 518 N88-22894 #
NRC-28595 ..................................... p 711 N88-27166 #
NRL-9049 ........................................ p 186 N88-13878 #
NTIA-87-228 ................................... p 538 N88-22049 #
NTSIBIAAB-87103 .......................... p 19 N88-10781 #
NTSlB/AAB-87/06 .......................... p 150 N88-14086 #
NTSB/AAB-87/07 .......................... p 224 N88-15780 #
NTSB/AAB-87/09 .......................... p 224 N88-15781 #
NTSB/AAB-87/10 .......................... p224 N88-15782 #
NTSB/AAB-87/12 .......................... p 502 N88-22020 #
NTSBI AAR-87103 ..........................
NTSBIAAR-87104-SUMM .............
NTSB/AAR-87/09 ..........................
NTSBI AAR-88101-SUMM .............
NTSB/AAR-88/01 ..........................
NTSB/AAR-88/02-SUMM .............
NTSB/AAR-88102 ..........................
NTSB/AAR.88103 ..........................
NTSBI AAR-88104 ..........................
NTSBI AAR-88105 ..........................
NTSB/AAR.88/06 ..........................
i 150 N88-14087 #
,285 N88-17639 #
,502 N88-22021 #
502 N88-22878 #
) 502 N88-22877 #
) 579 N88-24612 #
) 416 N88-20282 #
)653 N88-26346 #
) 653 N88.26345 #
) 652 N88-2r'J449 #
) 652 N88-25450 #
NTSBIARC-87103 .......................... p285 N88-17638 #
NTSBISS-88101 ............................. p 352 N88-19422 #
ODU/ICAM-88.-101 ........................ p 773 N88-27490 ° #
ONERA,-NT-1987-8 ........................ p684 N88-26632 #
ONERA-P-19_5-2 ........................... p116 N88-12114 #
ONERA-RSF-10/0694-GY-O10-G p 762 N88-27209 #
ONERA-RSF-11/0694-GY-010-G p 762 N88-27206 #
ONERA-RT-10/2891 -ANol01-A-PT-
1 ....................................................... p711 N88-27170 #
ONERA-RT-36/ll47-AN-249-G ... p 145 N88-13296 #
ONERA-RTS-33/7169-RY-064-R . p 622 N88-24994 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169 ........... p 140 A88-19862 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-105 ........... p 136 A88-18489 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-117 ........... p 251 A88-22579 #
ONERA, TP NO. t987-125 ........... p 251 A88-22580 #
ONERA. TP NO. 1987-13o .... p 240 AB8-22584 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-131 ........... p 214 A88-22585 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-136 ........... p 214 A88-22590 " #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-137 ........... p 214 A88o22591 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-138 ........... p 229 A88-225_?. #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-139 ........... p 265 A88-22593 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-144 ........... p 251 A88-22597 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-145 ........... p 214 A88-22598 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-146 ........... p 251 AB8-22589 #
ONERA. TP NO. 1987-147 ........... p 215 A88-226(X) #
ONERA, TPNO. I_7-151 ........... p258 A88-22_)1 #
ONERA. TP NO. lge7-16 ............. p 187 A86-17302
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-54 ............. p29 AI_-11029 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1967-91 ............. p 177 A88-18477 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1967-96 ............. p 135 A88--18481 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-97 ............. p 136 A88..18482 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1987-99 ............. p 173 A88-18484 #
ONRL-7o023-C ................................ p 16 N88-10010 #
ONRL-7-026*C ................................ p 266 N88-15454 #
ORNL/TM-10558 ........................... p 290 N88-16696 #
PB87-106449 .................................. p 121 N88-12970 #
PB87-169793 .................................. p 328 N88-17314 #
PB87-170270 .................................. p277 N88-16671 #
PB87-170288 .................................. p 277 N88-16670 #
1:_87-170296 .................................. p 277 N88-16672 #
I:_87-204509 .................................. p 19 N88-10782 #
PB87-910403 .................................. p 150 N88-14087 #
PB87-910412 .................................. p 502 N88-22021 #
PB87-916903 .................................. p 19 N88-10781 #
P1387-916906 .................................. p 150 N88-140_5 #
PB87-916907 .................................. p 224 N88*157BO #
I:_87-916809 .................................. p 224 N88-15781 #
PIB87-916910 .................................. p 224 N88-15782 #
F_87-916912 .................................. p 502 N88o22020 #
P988-102637 .................................. p 170 N88-14107 #
1_115910 .................................. p401 N_19041 #
PB88-118781 .................................. p655 INI88-L:z6_53 #
F_88-127519 .................................. p 651 N88-26341 #
PB88-127857 .................................. p 255 N88-15840 #
PB8_135256 .................................. p 332 N88-18551 #
I:_88-1358,43 .................................. p 285 N86-17638 #
F_88-136700 .................................. p 145 N88-13298 #
PB88-149885 .................................. p 528 N88-22038 #
PB88-149927 .................................. p 170 N88-13366 #
PB88-149936 .................................. p 184 N88-14586 #
PB88-164520 .................................. p 458 N88-20519 #
PB88-165147 .................................. p 517 N88-22887 #
PB88-166095 .................................. p 538 N88-22049 #
I:_88.-169816 .................................. p 578 N88-24609 #
F_88-171905 .................................. p 313 N88-16878 " #
PB_176827 .................................. p 538 N188-22048 #
I:_B88-183975 .................................. p 663 N88-25456 #
1:_88-188325 .................................. p 561 N88-24574 #
PB88-209416 .................................. p 684 N88-26828 #
PB88-209648 .................................. p 660 N88-26368 #
PB88-209739 .................................. p 663 N88-26368 #
PB88-225859 .................................. p 498 N88-22017 #
PB88-910401 .................................. p 502 N88-22877 #
PB88-910402 .................................. p 416 N88-202'82 #
PB88-910403 .................................. p 502 N88-22878 #
PB88-910404 .................................. p 653 N88-26346 #
PB88-910405 .................................. p 653 N88-26345 #
PB88-910406 .................................. p 652 N88-25449 #
PB88-910407 .................................. p 579 N88-24612 #
PB88-910406 .................................. p 652 N88-25450 #
F_88-917001 .................................. p 352 N88-19422 #
PD-FM-8716 .................................... p 121 N88-12931 #
PML-1965-22 .................................. p 175 N88-13466
PNRg0378 ....................................... p 52 N88-11080 #
PNRg0391 ....................................... p 53 N88-11133 #
PNRg0396 ....................................... p52 N88-11081 #
PNR90397 ....................................... p 52 N88-11003 #
PNRg0400 ....................................... p 318 N88-16893 #
PNRg0410 ....................................... p 53 N88-11134 #
PNRg0416 ....................................... p 34 N88-10789 #
PNRg0,420 ....................................... p 745 N88-28064 #
PNR90423 ....................................... p 825 N88-29803 #
PNRg04.36 ....................................... p 715 N88-280,49 #
PNR90439 ....................................... p 745 N88-28066 #
PNR90441 ....................................... p 745 N88-28067 #
PNR90443 ....................................... p 745 N88-28068 #
PNR90444 ....................................... p 745 N88-28069 #
PNRg0447 ....................................... p 825 N88-29809 #
PNR90450 ....................................... p 780 N88-28719 #
PNRg0451 ....................................... p 745 N88-28070 #
PNRg0456 ....................................... p 774 N88-28280 #
PNR90457 ....................................... p 745 N88-28071 #
PNRg0459 ....................................... p 746 N88-28072 #
PNR90460 ....................................... p766 N88-28150 #
PNR90471 ....................................... p 854 N88-30091 #
PR-150-6549-1 ............................... p653 N88-26347 " #
PRF-520-1288-0353 ....................... p 330 N88-18376 " #
PRF-520-1288-0353 ....................... p 404 N86-20090 " #
PSU/ME-R-86/87-0034 ................. p 322 N88-17957 #
PW/GPD-FR-19031-1 .................... p 389 N88-18736 #
PW/GPD-FR-19184 ....................... p 378 N88-185_1 #
PW/GRD-FR-18807 ....................... p 175 N88--13461 #
PWA.FR-18301-VOL-1 .................. p 667 N88-26371 #
PWA-5967-46 .................................. p 746 N88-28074 * #
R-3255-AF ....................................... p 813 N88-29795 #
R-764-S ........................................... p414 N88-21119 #
R-840-S ........................................... p413 N88-20275 #
R/D-5378.-PH-01 ............................ p 501 N88-22874 #
R/D-5441-EN-01 ............................ p 183 N88-14450 #
R/D-5499-EN-01 ............................ p 762 N88-27206 #
RAE-FS(B)-256 ............................... p426 N88-21156 #
RAE-TM-AERO-2068 ..................... p 17 N88-10018 #
RAE-TM-AERO-2093 ..................... p 39 N88-I0041 #
RAE.TM-AEROo2094 ..................... p 276 N88-16667 #
RAE-TM-AERO-2113 ..................... p 571 N88-23731 #
RAE-TM-FS(F)-457 ........................ p416 N88-21140 #
SAE PAPER 871784
RAE-TM-FS(F)-510 ........................ p 426
RAE-TM-FS(F)-679 ........................ p 780
RAE-TR.87006 ............................. p 426
RAEoTR-87048 ............................... p 425
REPT-024713-2oT .......................... ) 383
REPT-0353-10 ................................ ) 330
REPT-0353-11 ................................ ) 404
REPT-102 ........................................ ) 313
REPT-110 ........................................ ) 351
REPT-12-86 .................................... ) 50
REPT-1286-1A ................................ ) 812
REPT-21-.6519 ................................ ) 745
REPT-3-52110-6R-128 .................. ) 24
REPT-3/87 ...................................... ) 416
REPT-314-50 .................................. 538
REPT-314-60 .................................. 538
REPT,,48-444 .................................. ) 660
REPT-5542-6A2 ............................. 608
REPT-5542-6A3 ............................. 672
REPT-587-1A .................................. 853
REPT-76-20 .................................... 610
REPT-85142 ................................... 410
REPT-85168 ................................... 121
REPT-87-104 .................................. 147
REPT-87-11 .................................... ) 575
REPT-881-111-101 ........................ ) 734
RSRE-87013 ................................... p 719
RSRE-87019 ................................... p 802
RU-TR-169-MAE-F ......................... p 854
RU-TR-171-MAE.-F ......................... p 620
R85-956834 .................................... p 854
R86.-915999-13 ............................... p 67
R86AEB564 .................................... p 824
R67AEG .......................................... p 825
R88-956977-15 ............................... p 784
R8801 .............................................. p 581
SAE AIR 1678 ................................ p 92
SAE AIR 1703 ................................ p 91
SAE AIR 4015 ................................ p 801
SAE P-179 ....................................... p 114
SAE P-203 ....................................... p473
SAE PAPER 860838 ...................... p114
SAE PAPER 860840 ...................... p114
SAE PAF_'R 860_42 ...................... p115
SAE PAPER 860844 ...................... p115
SAE PAPER 860651 ...................... p 115
SAE PAPER 860_53 ...................... p115
SAE PAPER 860854 ...................... p84
SAE PAPER 860856 ...................... p97
SAE PAPER 861661 ...................... p 57
SAE PAPER 861692 ...................... p43
SAIE PAPER 861730 ...................... p 58
SAE PAPER 861732 ...................... p 35
SAE PAPER 861733 ...................... p 35
SAE PAPER 861741 ...................... p 384
SAE PAPER 861755 ...................... P 39
SAE PAPER 861776 ...................... p 57
SAE PAPER 861771 ...................... p 35
SAE PAPER 861772 ...................... p 57
SAE PAPER 861804 ...................... p 36
SAE PAPER 871020 ...................... p 15
SAE PAPER 87132'8 ...................... p 128
SAE PAPER 871329 ...................... p 128
SAE PAPER 671330 ...................... p 128
ShE PAPER 871346 ...................... p 91
SAE PAPER 871347 ...................... p 64
SAE PAPER 871349 ...................... _662
SAE PAPER 871350 ......................
SAE PAPER 871730 ......................
SAE PAPER 871731 ......................
SAE PAPER 671732 ......................
SAE PAPER 871733 ......................
SAE PAPER 871734 ......................
SAE PAI:_ER 871735 ......................
SAE PAPER 871736 ......................
SAE PAPER 871737 ......................
SAE PAPER 871756 ......................
SAE PAPER 871757 ......................
SALEPAPER 871761 ......................
SAE PAPER 871768 ......................
SAE PAPER 871773 ......................
SAE PAPER 871774 ......................
SAE PAPER 871775 ......................
SAE PAPER 871776 ......................
SAE PAPER 871780 ......................
SAE PAPER 871782 ......................
SAE PAPER 871783 ......................
SAE PAF_R 671784 ......................
p 91
p369
,36_
,369
_3_
p384
,369
,371
,371
J339
)482
)380
) 358
) 339
) 339
) 339
) 339
) 371
) 371
) 372
)385
N88-21155 #
N88.-287PP #
N88-21156 #
Ne8-20300 #
N88-19473 #
N88-18376 " #
N88-200g0 " #
N88-16878 • #
N88-19421 " #
N88-10231
N88-29792 #
N88-28063 #
N88-10027 #
N88-21141
N88-22050 ° #
N88.220r_ * #
Ne8-263_ #
Ne8-23810
Ne8-25463 #
N88-29204 #
N88-23E_ ° #
N88-20257 " #
N88-12932 o #
N88-14070 o #
N88-24593 #
N8_27192 #
N88-28053 #
N88-30064 #
N88-24882 #
N88-30066 * #
N88-12452 " #
N88-28929 " #
N88-2_10 #
NeS-288e0 • #
N88-24619 • #
A88-15228 •
A88-15227 •
A88-54400
A88-15576
A88-37176
A88-15578
A88-15579
A88-15581
A88-15583
A88-15585
A88-15586
A88-15587
A88-15586
A88-10154 "
A88-10170
A88-10162
A88-10163
A88-10164
A88-29e22 #
A88-10156
A88-10158
A88-10159 °
A88-10160 "
A88-10167
A88-13096 °
A88-14360
A88-14361
A88-14362
A68-14370
AI_-14371
A88-4e053
A88-14373 "
A88-30751
A88-30752
A88-30753
A88-30754
A88-30755
A88-30756
A88-30757
A88-30758
A88-30767 "
A88-38775 "
A88-30768 °
A88-307"70
A88-30771
A88-30772
A88-30773 °
A88-30774 "
A88-30775
A88-30776 °
A88-_)Tr7 °
A88-30"T_6 °
F-15
SAE PAPER 871792
SAE PAPER 871792 ......................
SAE PAPER 871794 ......................
SAE PAPER 671795 ......................
SAE PAPER 871799 ......................
SAE PAPER 871800 ......................
SAE PAPER 871801 ......................
SAE PAPER 871802 ......................
SAE PAPER 871807 ......................
SAE PAPER 871808 ......................
SAE PAPER 871809 ......................
SAE PAPER 871811 ......................
SAE PAPER 871812 ......................
SAE PAPER 871813 ......................
SAE PAPER 871816 ......................
SAE PAPER 871830 ......................
SAE PAPER 871831 ......................
SAE PAPER 871832 ......................
SAE PAPER 871838 ......................
SAE PAPER 671839 ......................
SAE PAPER 871842 ......................
SAE PAPER 871843 ......................
SAE PAPER 871844 ......................
SAE PAPER 871845 ......................
SAE PAPER 871846 ......................
SAE PAPER 871847 ......................
SAE PAPER 871848 ......................
SAE PAPER 871849 ......................
SAE PAPER 871850 ......................
SAE PAPER 871851 ......................
SAE PAPER 87185(5 ......................
SAE PAPER 671857 ......................
SAE PAPER 671858 ......................
SAE PAPER 871859 ......................
SAE PAPER 871860 ......................
SAE PAPER 871861 ......................
SAE PAPER 871862 ......................
SAE PAPER 871863 ......................
SAE PAPER 871864 ......................
SAE PAPER 671868 ......................
SAE PAPER 871869 ......................
SAE PAPER 871870 ......................
SAE PAPER 871875 ......................
SAE PAPER 871877 ......................
SAE PAPER 871881 ......................
SAE PAPER 871882 ......................
SAE PAPER 671883 ......................
SAE PAPER 871884 ......................
SAE PAPER 871885 ......................
SAE PAPER 871886 ......................
SAE PAPER 871887 ......................
SAE PAPER 872305 ......................
SAE PAPER 872306 ......................
SAE PAPER 872307 ......................
SAE PAPER 872308 ......................
SAE PAPER 872309 ......................
SAE PAPER 872310 ......................
SAE PAPER 872311 ......................
SAE PAPER 872312 ......................
SAE PAPER 872313 ......................
SAE PAPER 872314 ......................
SAE PAPER 872315 ......................
SAE PAPER 872316 ......................
SAE PAPER 872317 ......................
SAE PAPER 672319 ......................
SAE PAPER 872321 ......................
SAE PAPER 872322 ......................
SAE PAPER 872323 ......................
SAE PAPER 872324 ......................
SAE PAPER 872325 ......................
SAE PAPER 672326 ......................
SAE PAPER 672327 ......................
SAE PAPER 872328 ......................
SAE PAPER 872329 ......................
SAE PAPER 872330 ......................
SAE PAPER 872331 ......................
SAE PAPER 872332 ......................
SAE PAPER 872333 ......................
SAE PAPER 672334 ......................
SAE PAPER 872335 ......................
SAE PAPER 872337 ......................
SAE PAPER 872338 ......................
SAE PAPER 872341 ......................
SAE PAPER 872343 ......................
SAE PAPER 872344 ......................
SAE PAPER 872345 ......................
SAE PAPER 872346 ......................
SAE PAPER 872347 ......................
SAE PAPER 872348 ......................
SAE PAPER 872349 ......................
SAE PAPER 872352 ......................
SAE PAPER 672355 ......................
SAE PAPER 872356 ......................
SAE PAPER 872358 ......................
SAE PAPER 872358 ......................
SAE PAPER 872359 ......................
SAE PAPER 872360 ......................
F-16
) 339
) 339
) 339
) 385
) 358
) 359
) 359
) 372
) 372
) 372
) 353
) 353
) 385
) 385
) 385
) 385
) 372
) 372
) 403
; 350
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) 372
) 373
)350
) 359
) 359
) 380
)350
) 359
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393
i 340
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380
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b 359
b 360
,360
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=360
p360
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373
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477
477
477
477
477
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479
b 507
507
507
508
508
508
508
,508
522
,522
522
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) 478
522
530
526
522
526
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3508
473
473
) 479
478
478
478
478
522
523
522
523
523
509
403
554
478
555
A88-30781
A88-30782
A88-30783
A88-30785
A88-30786 °
A88-30787 *
A88-30788
A88-30789
A88-30790
A88-30791
A88-30792
A88-30793
A88-30794
A88-30795
A88-30797
A88-30798
A88-30799
A88-30801
A88-30802
A88-30803
A88-30804
A88-30805
A88-30806
A88-30807
A88-30806
A88-30809
A88-30810
A88-30811
A88-30812
A88-30813
A88-30814 *
A88-30815 °
A88-38925 "
A88-30816 "
A88-38950 *
A88-30817
A88-30818
A88-30819
A88-30822 *
A88-30823
A88-30824
A88-30825
A88-30826
A88-30828
A88-30829 °
A88-30830
A88-30831
A88-30832
A88-30833
A88-30834
A88-37177
A88-37178
A88-37179 "
A88-37180
A88-37181
A88-37182
A88-37235 *
A88-37183
A88-37184
A88-37185
A88-37186 • #
A88.37167 o
A88-37188
A88-37189
A88.37190
A88.37191
A88-37192
A88-37193
A88-37194
A88-37195
A88-37196
A88-37197 °
A88-37198 "
A88-37199 "
A88-37200
A88-37201
A88-37202
A88-37203
A88-37204
A88-37205
A88-37206
A88-37236 °
A88-37209 °
A88-37210 °
A88-37211
A88-37212
A88-37213
A88-37237 *
A88-37214
A88-37215 "
A88-37217 *
A88-37218
A88-30998 ° #
A88-37219 "
A88-37220 "
A88-37221 "
SAE PAPER 872361 ......................
SAE PAPER 672362 ......................
SAE PAPER 872365 ......................
SAE PAPER 872370 ......................
SAE PAPER 872371 ......................
SAE PAPER 872372 ......................
SAE PAPER 872376 ......................
SAE PAPER 872378 ......................
SAE PAPER 872379 ......................
SAE PAPER 872381 ......................
SAE PAPER 872382 ......................
SAE PAPER 872383 ......................
SAE PAPER 872385 ......................
SAE PAPER 872404 ......................
SAE PAPER 872529 ......................
SAE PAPER880110 ......................
) 479 A88-37222 "
)509 A88-37223
) 473 A88-37238 "
)509 A88-37224
)479 A88-37225 °
)501 A88-37226 *
)501 A88-37227
)523 A88-37228
)509 A88-37229
)509 A88-37230
)509 A88-37231
)510 A88-37232
)510 A88-37234 *
)331 A88-30975 *
)404 A88-31000
)765 A88-51814 *
SAE SP_74 .................................... p 91 A88-15226
SAE SP-723 .................................... p 373 A88-3085G
SAND-86-2875C-FP ....................... p 17 N88-10767 #
SAND-87-1395C ............................. p 81 N88-12464 #
SAND-87-1396C ............................. p 110 N88-12550 #
SAND-87-2118 ............................ p 147 N88-14069 #
SAND-87-2570C ............................. p 780 N88-27894 #
SAND-88-0376C ............................. p 538 N88-22907 #
SAN(_88-0519C ............................. p 734 N88-27188 #
SAWE PAPER 1756 ...................... p 808 A88-53776
SAWE PAPER 1770 ...................... p 808 A88-53781
SAWE PAPER 1771 ...................... p 783 A88-53782
SAWE PAPER 1772 ...................... p 606 A88-53783
SAWE PAPER 1775 ...................... p 808 A88-53784
SAWE PAPER 1779 ...................... p 806 A88-53786
SAWE PAPER 1764 ...................... p 862 A88-53788
SAWE PAPER 1786 ...................... p 808 A88-53789
SAWE PAPER 1787 ...................... p 809 A88°53790
SAWE PAPER 1788 ...................... p 809 A88-53791
SAWE PAPER 1794 ...................... p 645 A88-53795
SAWE PAPER 1795 ...................... p 827 A88-53796
SAWE PAPER 1796 ...................... p 809 A88-53797
SAWE PAPER 1798 ...................... p 809 A88-53798
SAWE PAPER 1801 ...................... p 827 A88-53799
SDSMT/IASIR-87102 .................... p 463 N88-20758 * #
SER-510106 .................................... p 79 N88-11640 ° #
SER-510248 .................................... p 557 N88-23548 * #
SER-760703 .................................... p 190 N88-14769 " #
SNIAS-872-111-101 ....................... p 146 N88-13299 #
SNIAS-872-111-102 ....................... p 159 N88-13329 #
SNIAS-872-111-104 ....................... p 186 N88-13883 #
SNIAS*872-111-105 ....................... p 130 N88-13215 #
SNIAS-872-111-106 ....................... p 131 N88-13216 #
SNIAS-872-111-107 ....................... p 191 N88-14036 #
SNIAS-872-111-108 ....................... p 168 N88-13361 #
SNIAS-872-111-109 ....................... p 174 N88-13396 #
SNIAS-872-111-110 ....................... p 166 N68-13684 #
SNIAS-872-111-112 ....................... p 131 N88-13217 #
SNIAS-872-111-113 ....................... p 174 N88-13397 #
SNIAS-872-111-114 ....................... p 168 N88-13362 #
SNIAS-872-111-115 ....................... p 186 N88-13885 #
SNIAS-872-111-116 ....................... p 159 N88-13330 #
SNIAS-872-111-117 ....................... p 146 N88-13300 #
SNIA_872-430-105 ....................... p 174 N88-13400 #
SNIA_872-430-110 ....................... p 174 N88-13403 #
SNIAS-872-551-102 ....................... p 175 N88-13470 #
SPIE_94 ......................................... p 26 A88-12728
SPIE-731 ......................................... p 390 A88-29004
SPIE-757 ......................................... p 454 A88-35896
SPIE-761 ......................................... p 453 A88-35276
SPIE-776 ......................................... p 520 A88-41361
SPIE-788 ......................................... p 454 A88-36312
SR-2 ................................................. p 322 N88-17962 #
SRA-R88-930015-F ........................ p 853 N88-29110 #
SRA-910017 ................................... p 180 N88-13599 #
SVIC-BULL-57-PT.4 ....................... p 320 N88-17062 #
SWRI-8814 ...................................... p 798 N88-29747 #
TAE-595-PT-2 ................................. p 684 N88-25934 #
TAMRF-5802-88-02 ....................... p 650 N88-26332 " #
TAMU-5373_8-02 .......................... p 712 N88-28033 ° #
TASC-J-5043 .................................. p432 N88-21158 #
TDCK-93458 ................................... p 175 N88-13466
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
TER662 ........................................... p 53 N88-11133 #
TEST-REPT-DCQ/L-47-378/F ..... p 256 N88.15875 #
TIA165189 ....................................... p53 N88-11133 #
TM-977 ............................................ p 278 N88-16678 * #
TR-1239-1 ....................................... p 104 N88-12493 " #
TR-248 ............................................. p 383 N88-19473 #
TR-378 ............................................. p 507 N88-22886 * #
TR-716199-10 ................................. p 286 N88-16687 ° #
TR-87-12-VOL-4 ............................. p 740 N88-28060 #
TR-87-13 ......................................... p 814 N88-28922 #
TR-87-14 ......................................... p 814 N88-28921 #
TRB/TRR-1094 .............................. p 19 N88-10782 #
TRB/TRR/SR-215 ......................... p 170 N88-14107 #
TT-8705 ........................................... p 802 N88-29783 #
TTC-87-07R .................................... p 622 N88-24975 " #
U-1541-349-PT-1 ............................ p 625 N88-24233 ° #
U-1541-349-PT-2 ............................ p 556 N88-23545 ° #
UCB/R/88/A1053 ......................... p 855 N88-30142 #
UCID-21296 .................................... p 389 N88-18705 #
UDR-TR-84-139 .............................. p 117 N88-12038 #
UDR-TR-86-115 .............................. p 162 N88-13340 #
UDR-TR-87-26 ................................ p 348 N88-19411 #
UDR-TR-87-91 ................................ p 501 N88-22875 #
UDR-TR-87-95 ................................ p 797 N68-28887 #
UDR-TRo88o21 ................................ p 841 N88-29889 #
UILU-ENG-87-2270 ........................ p 185 N88-13872 ° #
UILU-ENG-88-4001 ........................ p 547 N88-22320 #
US-PATENT-APPL-SN_03676 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN_08895 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN_I 13801 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-176544 .....
US- PATENT-APPL-SN- 192562 .....
U_PATENT-APPL-SN-192563 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-203178 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-210480 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-309291 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-855983 .....
US-PATE NT-APPL-SN-875796 .....
US-PATE NT-APPL-SN-933963 .....
US-PATENT-CLASS-188-373 .......
U_PATENT-CLASS-244-119 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-12.3 ......
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-12.4 ......
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-120 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-130 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-15 .........
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-17.19 ....
USopATENT-CLASS-244-207 .......
U S- PATE NToCLASS-244-45-A .....
US-PATE NT-CLASSo244-55 .........
US-PATE NT-CLASS-244-91 .........
US-PATE NT-CLASS-246-548 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-248-608 .......
US-PATENT-CLASSo297-216 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-361-218 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-361-222 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-136 .......
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-170-R ...
U_PATE NT-CLASS-73-147 .........
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-178-R .....
) 573 N88-23759 °
D605 N88-23809 *
) 586 N88-23765 °
) 622 N88-24970 " #
) 581 N88-24621 * #
) 587 N88-24626 * #
) 621 N88-24910 ° #
) 812 N88-29769 " #
) 619 N88-23982 "
149 N88-14083"
) 619 N88-23978 "
) 810 N88-28914 "
)619 N88-23982
)586 N88-23765
)810 N88-28914
) 810 N88-28914
586 N66-23765
566 N88-23765
586 N86-23765
)605 N86-23809
)810 N88-28914
) 810 N88o28914
)810 N88-28914
)605 N88-23809
) 619 N88-23962
) 619 N88-23962
619 N88-23962
149 N88-14083
149 N88-14083
619 N88-23978
619 N88-23978
573 N86-23759
573 N68-23759
US-PATENT-4,698,723 .................. p 149 N88-14083
US-PATENT-4,708,305 .................. p 605 N88-23809
US-PATENT-4,720,139 .................. p 619 N88-23982
US-PATENT-4,727,751 .................. p 573 N88-23759
US-PATENT-4,728,287 .................. p 619 N88-23976
US-PATENT-4,735,381 .................. p 586 N88-23765
US-PATENT-4,767,083 .................. p 810 N88-28914
USAAEFA-83-13 ............................. p 802 N88-29785 #
USAAEFA-86-02 ............................. p 103 N88-12492 #
USAAEFA-86-20 ............................. p 236 N88-14980 #
USAAVSCOM-CP-88-A-001 .......... p 693 N88-27148 " #
USAAVSCOM-TM-87-A-5 .............. p 79 N88-11636 ° #
USAAVSCOM-TM-87-D-3 .............. p 579 N88-24611 #
USAAVSCOM-TM-87-D-5 .............. p 799 N88-29768 #
USAAVSCOM-TM-87-F-3 .............. p 424 N88-20294 #
USAAVSCOM-TM-88-A-001 ......... p 529 N88-22905 ° #
USAAVSCOM-TM-88-B-009 ......... p 542 N88-22949 " #
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
USAAV_TR-87-A- 11 ............ p 18
USAAVSCOM-TR-87-A- 12 ............ p 328
USAAVSCOM-TR-87-A-15 ............ p 181
USAAVSCOM-TR-87-A-17 ............ p 292
USAAVSCOM-TR-87-A-7 .............. p 831
USAAVSCOM-TR-88-A-001 .......... p 575
U_A_ ............................... p 364
USAFOEHL.-87_186FNA .. p 61
USAFOEHL-87-164EH0441LNA .. p 556
USAFOEHL-88-018E_ .. p 666
UTIAS.322 ....................................... p 459
UTRC-R86-956480-VOL-2 ............ p 825
UTRC/R84-915774-24 .................. p 95
UTRCI R86-9564e0-VOL-3 ............ p 824
UTRC/R86-956480-4 .................... p 618
UTRC/R87-958939.3 .................... p 218
UTRC/ReS-956e77 ........................ p 713
VA-87-001 ....................................... p 521
VDI-619 ............................................ p 270
VKI-LS-1987-03 .............................. p 223
VKI-TN- 162 ..................................... p 620
VKI-TN-164 ..................................... p 853
VPI-E-88-4 ....................................... p 313
WESIMPIGL-87-16 ....................... p 106
WES/TRIGL-87-15 ........................ p 253
WES/TRIGL-87-24 ........................ p 386
WFOB/87-0801 .............................. p 148
N88-10777 " #
N88-17313 " #
N88-14322 " #
N88-17646 " #
N88-29819 " #
N88-24601 " #
N88-18585 #
N88-10588 #
N88-22702 #
N88-25457 #
N88-20575 #
N88.29604 * #
N88-11676 " #
N88-28g30 ° #
N88-23956 " #
N88-14.qs8 #
N88-28047 o #
N88-22g00 #
N88-17849 #
Ne8-15771 #
N88-24897 #
N88-29124 #
N88-16878 " #
N88-12500 #
N88-14993 #
N88-18600 #
N88-14061 #
WFOB/87-0801
F-17
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A8810017 p43 A88-10687 # p21
A88-10031 " p40 A88-10688 # p21
A88-10044 p 39 A88-10726 p 44
A88-10047 p 61 A88-10728 p 21
A88-10871 p 23
A88-10048 p 61 A88-10872 p 40
A88 10049 p 23 A88 10e73 p 23
A88-10093 # p 2 A88-10874 p 21
A88-10094 # p 2 A88-10875 p 23
A8810095 # p 35 A88-10876 p 23
A88-10154 * p 57 A88-10677 p 1
A88-10156 p 39 A88-10929 p 58
A88-10158 p 57 A88-10965 " p 58
A88-10159 * p35 A88-10969 *# p44
A88-10160 " p 57 A88-10979 # p 44
A8810162 p 58 A8810g_3 # p 3
A8810163 p 35 A8810967 # p 28
A8810164 p 35 A88-10ge8 # p 28
A8810167 p 36 A88-10969 # p 3
A88-10170 p 43 A88-10990 # p 4
A8810180 p 40 A8810991 # p 4
A8810264 p 2 A8810992 # p 44
A88.10300 p 2 A88-10993 # p 29
At_-10354 " _ p2 A88-10996 # p29
A88-I0355 "# p2 A88-I0998 "# p29
A88-10356 # p 2 A88.-10999 # p 29
A8810357 # p2 A88-11000 "# p44
A8810358 *# p28 A8811001 # p40
A88-10359 # p 2 A8811002 # p 41
A88-10361 *# p2 A88-11003 # p4
A88-10362 # p28 A88-11005 # p4
A8810370 # p 1 A88-11010 # p 41
A88-10371 # p 28 A88-11015 # p 4
A88-10436 p 25 A88-11016 # p 45
A8810437 p 19 A8811017 # p45
A88-10492 * p 3 A8811018 # p 45
A88-10497 # p 43 A88-11019 # p 45
A88-10496 "# p3 A88-11022 # p4
A88-10562 # p3 A88-11024 # p4
A88-10570 # p 44 A88-11027 # p 29
A88-10628 p44 A8811028 # p29
A88-10655 p 23 A88-11029 # p 29
A88-10656 p23 A88-11033 *# p45
A88-10657 p 1 A88-11034 # p 45
A88-10658 p19 A88-11035 # p5
A88-10659 p23 A88-11037 # p45
A88-10660 p3 A88-11039 # p30
A88-10675 p23 A88-11040 # p46
A88-10676 p 29 A88-11041 # p 46
A88-10677 # p 20 A88-11043 # p 5
A88-10678 # p 20 A88-11044 # p 5
A88-10679 # p26
A88-10680 # p20 A88-11046 # p5
A88-10682 # p20 A8811048 # p30
A88-10684 # p20 A88-11052 # p41
A88-10685 # p26 A88-11054 # p46
A88-11055 # p 46
A88-11066 # p 30
AB8-11057 # p 5
A88-11068 # p46
A88-11070 # p 30
A86-11071 # p 5
A88-11072 °# p6
A88-11076 # p 30
A88-11077 # p6
A88-11078 # p 30
A88-11079 "# p30
A88-11062 # p 46
A88-11063 *# p46
A88-11055 # p 31
A88-110e6 # p41
A88-11087 # p6
A88-11088 # p6
A88-11090 # p31
A88-11091 # p 6
A88-11092 # p 47
A88-11094 # p 31
A88-11095 # p41
A88-11096 # p6
A88-11097 # p 7
A88-11100 # p47
A88-11101 # p7
A8811102 # p47
A88-11106 # p7
A88-11107 # p 31
A88-11109 # p 47
A88-11110 # p 31
A88-11111 # p31
A88-11112 # p47
A88-11113 # p 31
A88-11114 # p47
A88-11115 # p58
A88-11116 # p48
A88-11117 # p48
A88-11118 # p 7
A88-11120 # p48
A88-11121 " # p 7
A88-11122 # p 32
A88-11123 # p 32
A88-11125 # p 7
A88-11126 "# p7
A88-11127 # p 32
A88-11128 # p32
A88-11136 # p 8
A88-11137 *# p32
A88--11139 # p 32
P_8-11142 # p48
A88-11146 I) 41
A88-11176 p8
A88-11177 p8
A88-11178 p8
A88-11179 p 8
A88-11180 p8
A88-11181 o p9
A88-11182 p9
A88-11183 p 9
A88-11184 p9
A88-11185 p9
A88-11186 o p9
A88-11187 p 10
A88-11188 p 10
A88-11189 p 10
A88-11190 " p 10
A88-11191 p 10
A88-11192 p 10
A88-11193 p 11
A88 11194 * pll
A88-11195 p24
A88-11196 p32
A88-11197 p 11
A88-1119e p 11
A88-11200 p 11
A8_11201 p 11
A88-11202 p 11
A88-11203 p 12
A88-11204 p 12
A88-11205 p 12
A88-11206 p 12
A88-11207 p 12
A88-11208 12
A88-11210 13
A88-11280 13
A88-11394 58
A88-11439 # )48
A88-11470 39
A88-11585 # )48
A88-11672 1
A88-11825 # 48
A88-11923 # 33
A88-11976 # 33
A88-12056 13
A88-12059 13
A88-12065 13
A88-12071 13
A88-12073 13
A88-12074 14
AB8-.12075 14
A88-12202 62
A88-12276 # 14
ABS-122B0 "# 14
A88 12281 ° # 61
A8812282 # ) 14
A88-12284 # ) 14
A8812292 # ) 14
A88-12293 # ) 14
A88-12294 # ) 49
A88-12412 ) 24
A88-12413 _ 24
A88-12414 :) 41
A88-12415 :) 41
A88-12474 ) 21
A88-12483 ;) 14
A88-12487 ;) 36
A88-12488 ;) 39
A88-12526 _)58
A98-12532 "# _59
A88-12539 "# _ 59
A88-12540 • # _)59
A88-12544 # _)59
A88-12558 # _, 59
A88-12569 # p 26
A88-12574 # p 26
A88-12575 # p 59
A88-12626 p 42
A88-12628 p 42
A88-12632 p 42
A88-12635 p 42
A88-12639 " p 58
A88-12644 p 19
A88-12645 p 24
A88-I 2646 p 36
A88-12655 p 26
A88-12657 p 49
A88-12697 p 49
A88-12725 o p 49
A88-12726 p 26
A88-12731 p 26
A88-12732 p 49
A88-12733 p 21
A88-12736 p 27
A88-12737 p 21
A88-12740 p 27
A88-12741 p 27
A88-12742 p 27
A88-12748 p 27
A88-12749 p 27
A88-12750 p 27
A88-12751 p 28
A88-12786 p 42
A88 12836 p 33
A88-12838 • p 49
A88-12840 p 49
A88-12843 p 50
A88-12903 p 50
A88-12949 p 50
A88-13076 # p 33
A8813077 # p 14
A8813078 # p 15
A88-13079 # p 15
A88-13080 # p36
A88-13081 # p 24
A88-130e2 # p 1
A8813053 # p 5O
A88-130_1 # p 50
A88-13085 # p 24
A8813086 # p 40
A88-13087 # p 21
A8813068 # p22
A88-13090 # p22
A88-13093 # p22
A88-13094 # p22
A88-13095 # p 33
A88-13096 ° p 15
A88-13109 p60
A88-13118 p67
A88-13119 p67
A88-13121 p 68
A88-13138 p 108
A88-13148 p 106
A88-13168 p 109
AB8-13177 p 109
A88-13196 p 109
A88-13220 p 109
A88-13225 p 109
A88-13235 p 109
A88-13257 p 119
A88-13261 p 119
A88-13265 p 68
A88-13266 p 68
A88-13267 p 68
A88-13268 p 111
A88-13270 * p68
A88-13281 p 111
A88-13287 p 68
A88.-13342 p 111
A88-13381 p 87
A88-13383 p 87
A88 13384 p 87
A88-13385 p 83
A88-13388 p 83
A88-133g0 p 105
A88-13391 p 87
A88-13392 p 83
A88-13_J4 p 88
A88-13395 p 88
A88-13397 p 83
A88-13399 p 88
A88-13403 p 83
A88-13407 p 109
A88-13408 p 83
A88_13410 p 83
A88-13426 p 111
A8813427 # p 1t2
A88-13429 # p 69
A88-13430 # p 100
A88-13431 # p 69
A88-13432 # p69
A88-13433 # p 69
A88-13434 # p 69
A88-13435 # p 69
A88-13436 # p70
A88-13437 # p 70
A8813440 # p 112
A88-13539 p 88
A88-13540 p 88
A88-13544 # p 70
A88-13545 # p 70
A88-13546 # p 70
A88-13737 p 112
A88-13740 p 70
A88-13741 p 70
A88-13759 p 71
A88-13761 p 71
AB8-13926 * p 119
A88-13936 p 122
A88-13940 p 112
A88-13957 p 71
A88-13965 p 112
A88-13973 p 88
A88-14000 # p 105
A88-14016 # p 71
A88-14017 # p 71
A88-14018 # p 101
A88-14019 # p 112
A88-t4021 # p 71
G-1
A88-14023
A88-14023 # p 71
A88.14050 p 63
A88-14101 p 119
A88-14103 * # p 120
A88-14105 * # p 71
A88-14108 * # p 72
A88-14109 "# p 72
A88-14126 # p 72
A88-14128 # p 72
A88-14134 " # p 72
A88-14141 p 112
A88-14144 # p 72
A88-14146 # p 73
A88-14147 # p 73
A88-14149 # p 112
A88-14150 # p 73
A88-14155 " # p 73
A88-14159 " # p 73
A88-14160 " # p 73
A88-14161 # p 73
A68-14162 # p 74
A88-14163 # p 74
A88-14164 # p 74
A88-14175 " # p 113
A88-14246 # p 74
A88-14248 # p 113
A88-14250 # p 74
A88-14251 * # p 74
A88-14252 * # p 88
A88-14253 # p 88
A88-14254 # p 89
A88-14255 # p 120
A8814256 # p 127
A88-14257 # p 127
A88-14258 " # p 89
A88-14259 " # p 101
A88-14260 # p 101
A88-14281 # p 83
A88-14262 # p 89
A88-14263 # p 89
A88-14264 # p 120
A88-14265 # p 120
A88-14266 # p 89
A88-14267 # p 120
A88-14269 # p 89
A88-14270 # p 90
A88-14271 * # p 120
A88-14272 # p 105
A88-14273 # p 63
A88-14274 # p 90
A88-14275 # p 63
A88-14276 # p 90
A88-14277 * # p 101
A88-14278 # p 74
A88-14279 # p 98
A88-14280 # p 113
A88-14282 # p 63
A88-14283 # p 63
A88-14284 * # p 90
A88-14285 # p 90
A88-14286 # p 127
A88-14287 * # p 90
A88-14301 p 63
A88-14302 p 64
A88-14303 p 64
A88-14304 p 64
A88-14305 p 90
A88-14306 p 75
A88-14307 p 91
A88-14308 p 64
A88-14309 p 64
A88-14310 p 83
A88-14311 p 101
A88-14312 p 64
A88*14313 p 64
A88_14314 p 84
A88-14315 p 105
A88-14316 p 91
A88-14317 p 91
A88-14360 p 128
A88-14361 p 128
A88-14362 p 128
A88-14370 p 91
AB8-14371 p 64
A88-14373 ° p 91
A88-14458 p 75
A88-14459 " p 75
A88-14461 " p 75
A88-14536 p 113
A88-14678 p 75
A88-14848 " # p 75
A88-14878 # p 65
A88-14879 p 65
A88-14925 p 113
A88-14939 p 101
A88-14945 p 121
G-2
A88-14960 p 101
A88-14961 p 102
A88-14965 p 102
A88-14978 p 102
A88-15032 p 98
A88-15033 p 102
A88-15051 p 86
A88-15106 p 109
A88-15113 p 113
A88-15114 p 113
A88-15115 p86
A88-15116 p65
A88-15118 p 114
A88-15120 * # p 110
A88-15145 p 114
A88-15175 p 65
A88-15186 p 114
A88-15205 " p 75
A88-15226 p 91
A88-15227 * p 91
A88-15228 " p 92
A88-15360 " p 86
A88-15380 p 98
A88-15381 p 92
A88-15455 p 114
A88-15501 * # p 76
A88-15527 * # p 99
A88-15576 p 114
A88-15578 p 114
A88-15579 p 114
A88-15581 p 115
A68-15583 p 115
A88-15585 p 115
A88-15586 p 115
A88-15587 p 84
A88-15588 p 97
A88-15647 p 115
A88-15648 p 92
A88-15676 p 76
A88-15701 # p 76
A88-15702 # p 76
A88-15703 # p 76
A88-15706 # p 115
A88-15708 * # p 76
A88-15710 # p 76
A88-15717 " # p 76
A88-15718 # p 76
A88-15719 * # p 92
A88-15720 # p 77
A88-15721 # p 77
A88-15722 * # p 77
A88 15724 " # p 92
A88-15725 * # p 92
A88-15938 * # p 92
A88-15951 # p 108
A88-15978 # p 99
A88-16007 # p 110
A88-16123 # p 86
A88-16126 # p 86
A88-16180 # p 84
A88-16331 # p 110
ASf116332 # p 105
A88-16335 # p 102
A88-16338 # p 77
A88-16337 # p 92
A88-16338 # p 77
A88-16339 # p 77
A88-16341 # p 77
A88-16342 # p 102
A88-16344 # p 115
A88-16345 # p 65
A88-16376 p 65
A88-16435 p 116
A88-16442 # p 77
A88-16443 p 77
A88-16446 p 77
A88-16448 p 97
A88-16468 p 121
A88-16471 " p 92
A88-16472 p 122
A86-16475 " # p 93
A88-16526 " # p 122
A88-16527 # p 122
A88-16530 " # p 122
A88-16533 # p 123
A88-16536 # p 123
A88-16537 # p 123
A88-16540 ° # p 123
A88-16541 " # p 123
A88-16543 # p 105
A88-16548 # p 123
A88-16550 " # p 123
A88-16551 # p 124
A88-16552 # p 124
A88-16553 # p 124
A88-16555 " # p 102
A88-16556 # p 93
A88-16558 # p 93
A88-16589 * # p 124
A88-16560 *# p 116
A88-16561 °# p 116
A88-16562 * # p 116
A88-16563 # p 124
A88-16564 # p 124
A88-16565 " # p 125
A88-16566 * # p 125
A88-16567 " # p 78
A88°16569 # p 125
A88-16570 # p 125
A88-16571 * # p 125
A88-16573 # p 116
A88-16575 * # p 93
A88-16576 # p 125
A88-16578 " # p 126
A88o16579 # p 126
A88-16580 *# p 126
A88-16581 " # p 126
A88-16582 * # p 126
A88-16586 # p 116
A88-16651 p 65
A88-16652 p 65
A88-16653 p 66
A88-16654 p 66
A88.16655 p 66
A88-16656 p 66
A88-16657 p 66
A88-16658 p 66
A88-16659 p 66
A88-16660 p 84
A88-16661 p 84
A88o 16662 p 66
A88-16663 p 66
A88.16676 p 105
A88.16678 p 116
A88.16680 p 105
A88.16681 p 106
A88-16683 p 106
A88-16685 p 121
A88-16686 p 106
A88-16688 p 106
A88-16708 p 86
A88-16728 p 99
A88-16729 p 99
A88-16730 p 99
A88-16731 p 99
A88-16732 p 99
A88-16733 p 99
A88-16734 p 100
A88-16735 p 84
A88-16736 p 84
A88-16737 p 84
A88-16738 p 85
A88-16740 p 85
A88-16742 p 110
A88-16745 p 110
A88-16747 # p 117
A88-16748 " # p 93
A88-16749 * # p 67
A88-16852 p 78
A88-16857 p 78
A88-16861 p 78
A88-16863 p 78
A88-16875 * p 78
A88-16902 # p 100
A88-16912 p 184
A88-16913 # p 160
A88-18914 p 184
A88-16915 # p 160
A88-16916 p 184
A88-16917 p 184
A88-16920 p 176
A88-17104 p 171
A88-17139 # p 161
A88-17142 # p 160
A86-17143 # p 185
A88-17276 p 131
A88-17277 p 131
A88-17278 p 186
A88-17279 * p 153
A88-17280 p 165
A88-17281 p 131
A88-17282 " p 186
A88-17283 p 132
A88-17284 " p 187
A88-17285 p 132
A88-17286 * p 132
A88-17287 p 153
A88-17288 p 132
A88-17289 p 132
A88-17290 p 132
A88-17291 * p 133
A88-17292 p 133
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A88-17293 * p 133
A88-17294 p 133
A88.17295 * p 133
A88.17206 * p 133
A88-17297 * p 134
A88-17298 p 187
A88-17299 p 187
A88-17300 " p 187
A88-17302 p 187
A88-17303 p 187
A88-17304 * p 134
A88-17305 * p 188
A88-17306 * p 188
A88-17307 p 188
A88-17308 p 129
A88-17309 p 129
A88-17310 " p 134
A88-17311 p 134
A88.17312 " p 134
A88-17313 ° p 134
A88-17326 p 150
A88-17327 # p 150
A88-17328 # p 150
A88-17329 # p 150
A88-17330 # p 151
A88-17335 # p 151
A88-17336 *# p 151
A88-17340 # p 151
A88-17341 # p 151
A88-17342 # p 1,80
A88.17463 p 176
A88-17466 p 153
A88-17469 p 153
A88°17553 p 177
A88°17730 p 134
A88-17731 p 135
A88-17732 p 135
A88-17733 p 135
A88-17737 p 135
A88-17739 p 135
A88-17856 p 177
A88-17868 p 171
A88-17877 p 172
A88-17902 p 172
A88-17903 p 172
A88-17914 p 172
A88-17945 p 177
A88-17995 p 169
A88-17997 p 153
A88-18024 p 165
A88-18143 p 172
A88-18149 # p 172
A88-18152 p 173
A88-18203 p 160
A88-18219 " p 165
A88-18227 p 177
A88-1822g * p 153
A88-t 8237 p 191
A88-18245 p 173
A88-18298 p 148
A88-18329 # p 151
A88-18386 p 177
A88-18477 # p 177
A88-18481 # p 135
A88-18482 # p 136
A88-18484 # p 173
A88-18489 # p 136
A88-18492 # p 153
A88-18493 # p 161
A88-18498 # p 177
A88-18499 # p 153
A88-18544 # p 173
A88-18550 p 177
A88-18576 # p 161
A88-18577 # p 161
A88-18628 * # p 136
A88.18645 p 136
A88-18651 *# p 188
A88-18652 *# p 188
A88-18653 # p 188
A88-18654 * # p 138
A88-18655 * # p 138
A88-18656 * # p 136
A88-18657 * # p 188
A88-18660 *# p 137
A88-18661 *# p 137
A88-18871 p 1_,3
A88-18751 p 177
A88-18757 p 173
A88-18758 p 173
A88-18842 p 173
A88-18843 p 151
A88-18844 p 152
A88-18845 p 152
A88-18895 p 171
A88-18897 p 185
A88-1889g p 185
A88-18985 p 171
A88-19049 p 129
A88-19050 p 171
A88-19191 p 137
A88-19226 # p 137
A88-19227 # p 137
A88-19228 ° # p 137
A88-19229 * # p 138
A88-19230 # p 138
A88-19232 # p 138
A88-19234 " # p 138
A88-19242 # p 138
A88-19244 # p 138
A88-19246 ° # p 138
A88-19247 * # p 138
A88-19261 " p 138
A88-19262 p 178
A88-19264 p 185
A88-192,_ p 154
A88-19267 p 161
A88-19268 p 129
A88-19269 p 169
A88-19271 p 154
A88-19301 p 178
A88-19302 p 178
A88-19306 p 173
A88-19308 p 178
A88-19316 p 178
A88-t9318 p t78
A88-19320 p 178
A88-19324 p 174
A88-19325 p 178
A88-19333 p 152
A88-19339 p 148
A88-19348 p 139
A88-19356 p 154
A88-19364 p 152
A88-19476 p 165
A88-19641 p 174
A88-19665 * # p 139
A88-19667 # p 189
A88-19668 # p 179
,6,88-19669 * # p 162
A88-19670 " # p 139
A88-19671 # p 139
A88-19672 * # p 165
A88-10673 # p 154
A88-19675 "# p154
A88-19702 * p 179
A88-19703 p 139
A88-19704 " p 199
A88-19706 * p 139
A88-19708 p 154
A88-19709 p 165
A88-19737 p 140
A88-19776 p 140
A88.19802 # p 154
A88-19803 # p 140
A88-19806 # p 179
A88-19861 # p 140
A88-19862 # p 140
A88-19865 # p 169
A88-19884 p 179
A88-19931 p 129
A88-19932 " p 149
A88-19934 * p 154
A88-19937 p 154
A88-19938 p 155
A88.19939 p 129
A88-19940 p 130
A88-19941 p 155
A88-19942 p 130
A88-19943 p 152
A88-19944 p 152
A88-19945 p 152
A88-19946 " p 149
A88-19947 p 155
A88-19948 p 155
A88-19951 p 155
A88-19970 p 140
A88-19999 p 155
A88-20000 * p 156
A88-20008 p 156
A88-20155 p 156
A88-20178 # p 189
A88-20179 "# p 156
A88-20185 # p 156
A88-20187 # p 189
A88-20189 * # p 189
A88-20192 p 162
A88-20215 p 183
A88-20283 " p 185
A88-20290 ° p 171
A88-20321 " # p 174
A88-20464 ° p 140
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A88-20472 p 140
A8_-20476 p 179
A88-20481 p 179
A88-20563 p 130
A88-20564 p 130
A88-20565 p 130
A88-205_ p 156
A88-20567 p 130
A88-20569 p 156
A88-20609 o p220
A88-20705 p 226
A88-20706 p 193
A88-20712 p 263
AB8-20714 p 256
A88-20715 p 193
A88-20716 p 256
A88-20717 p 193
A88-20718 p 220
A88-20719 p 254
A88-20T/8 "# p 256
A88-20780 # p 238
ASS-207B1 # p 238
A88-20782 # p 195
A88-20785 *# p238
A88-20e00 p 193
A88-20824 p 226
A88-20845 " p 195
ASS-20e81 p 239
AB8-20926 p 245
A88-20937 "# p 226
AB6-20938 "# p 196
A88-20939 *# p 1966
A88-2094O "# p 196
A88-20941 # p 254
A88-20946 p 196
ABS-20951 p 196
A88-21000 # p 268
A88-21201 p 226
A88-21206 p 249
A88-21269 # p 264
A88.21328 p 227
A88.21332 p 262
A88-21522 # p 254
A88-21600 p 224
A88-21723 p 196
A88-21825 p 256
A88-21842 p 264
/_J_8-21877 p 254
A88-21884 p 197
A88-21886 p 197
A88-21978 p 227
A88-21979 # P t97
A88-21ge5 # p 197
A88-21987 # p 197
A88-21991 # p 197
A88-22004 • # p 227
A88-22005 ° # p 197
A88-22006 "# p 197
A88-22007 "# p 197
A88-22008 ° # p 196
A88-22009 # p 198
A88-22015 # p 227
A88-22016 " # p 227
A88-22017 "# p 227
A88-22018 # p227
A88-22019 # p 227
A88-22023 # p 19e
A88-22028 # p 19e
A88-22029 * # p 19(I
A88-22030 "# p 19e
A88-22031 "# p 199
A88-22032 # p196
A88-22033 # p 256
A88-22035 # p249
AB8-22036 # p 249
A88-22037 " # p250
A88-22038 ° # p250
A88-22040 # p 199
A88-22043 *# p239
A88-22065 # p 264
A88-22066 # p 228
A88-22067 ° # p 193
A88-22069 °# p239
A88-22072 ° # p 199
A88-22073 * # p 199
A88-22074 # p 199
A88-22075 * # p 228
A88-22076 # p 199
A88-22078 "# p 200
A88-22079 "# p 220
ABS-220eO "# p 220
A88-22081 # p 257
ASe-220e4 # p 20O
ASS-22066 # p200
A88-22067 # p 200
A88-22088 "# p200
A88-22001 "# p200
A88-22092 # p 201
A88-22093 "# p201
AB8-22094 # P 201
A88-22096 * # p 201
A88-22100 # P 257
AB8-22101 *# p250
AB8-22102. "# p 201
A88-22103 * # p 25O
A88-22104 "# p 25O
A88-22108 # p 239
A88.22109 # p 239
A88-22111 # p239
A88-22120 # p 239
A88-22124 # p 250
A88-22126 # p 201
A88-22127 # p 245
A88-22130 # p 266
A88-22_32 # p 240
A86-22133 "# p 202
A88-22135 # p202
A88-22139 *# p202
A88.-2214O # P 25O
.A88-22142 # p 264
A88-22143 *# p202
A88-2214,4 # P 2O2
A88-22149 # p240
A88-22150 "# p221
A88-22151 # P 221
A88-22152 # P 221
A88-22165 * # p 257
ASIF22166 "# P 264
A88-22167 # P 202
A88-22168 * # p 203
A88-2216_ # P 2O3
A88-22172 * # p 203
A88-22173 # p203
A88-22174 *# p203
A88-22175 *# p203
A88.-22192 *# p266
A88-22193 *# p266
A88-22194 # p 267
A88-22196 # P 228
A88-22196 # p 22e.
A88-22197 *# p267
A96-22198 # p 2O3
A88-22196 # P 2O4
A96-22200 # p204
A88-22207 * # p 257
A88-2220e °# p228
A88-22210 "# p257
A88-22212 # p257
A88-22224 • # p 2O4
A88-22225 # p 264
A88-22226 # p 204
A88-22227 # p 204
/_8-22230 °# p204
A88-22233 "# p204
A88-22234 # p205
A88-22235 # p 205
._8-22236 # p 205
A88-22237 # p 2O5
AB8-22238 # I)205
AB8-22239 # p 205
A88-2224O * # p 206
A88-22244 *# p206
A88-22248 # p 24O
A88-22260 *# p258
A88-22266 # p206
A88-22267 # p 2O6
NS8-22269 # p2o6
A88-22272 # p 2O6
A88-22273 # P 2O7
A88-22288 * # P 22_
AB_2228_ *# p221
A88-22290 # p 221
A8S-22291 "# P 221
A88-222_ *# p207
A88-22293 "# p 2O7
A88-22294 # p 2O7
A88-22295 "# P 207
A88-22296 ° # p 245
A88-22298 "# p 207
A88-22303 "# p 2O7
A88-22305 "# p 2O7
A88-2231t # p208
A88-22325 ° # p 256
A88-22327 # p 258
A88-22344 # p 228
A88-22350 # p 20e
A88.22351 # p206
A88-22354 # p 208
A88-22355 "# p 208
A88-22356 "# P 2O8
A88-22359 # p 209
A88-22360 °# p209
/_8-22364 *# P 2O9
A88-22371 * # p 209
A88.22378 # P 209
A88-22380 # p 209
A88-22383 # p264
A88-22384 # p265
/_88-22392 # p 210
A88-22422. # P 210
A88-22426 # p210
A88-22427 # p 210
A88-22428 # p 210
A88-22437 *# p210
A88-22438 *# p222
A88-2244O # p 262
A88.22441 # p 262
A88-22442 # P 262
A88-22443 # P 262
A88-22445 # P 210
A88.22447 # p211
A88-22451 # P 211
A88-22453 # p211
A88-22455 *# p211
A88-22461 "# p211
A88-22462 * # p 211
A88-22463 # p212
A88-22485 *# p212
/U_-22466 # p 212
A88-22494 * # p 212
A86-22495 °# p212
A88-22496 # P 229
A88-22.497 * # p 240
A88-2249e # p212
/_8-22509 # p222
A88-22510 # p 262
AB8-22511 *# p263
A88-22517 # P 222
A88-22518 # p 245
A88-22519 # P 263
A88-22520 # p 263
A88-22521 # p 263
A88-22524 # p 258
A88--22527 # p 213
A88-22528 # p 213
A88-22529 # P 213
A88.22530 # p 213
AB8-22531 # p 213
A88.22532 # p 213
A88.22r-J33 # p 214
A88-22535 * # p 214
/_8-22538 *# p258
A88-22539 "# P 214
A88-22554 # P 255
A88.-22r-j_8 * # p 245
_,-22569 # p 229
A88-22570 # p 237
A88-22573 # P 245
A88-22575 # p 229
A88-22579 # p 251
A88-22580 # P 251
A88-22584 # P 24O
A88-22585 # P 214
A88-22590 "# P 214
A88-22591 # P 214
A88-22592 # p 22'9
A88-22593 # p 265
A88-2,2,22597 # p 251
A8_225_ # p 214
A88-22599 # P 251
A88-22600 # P 215
A96-22601 # p 258
A88-22604 °# p265
A88-22606 # p 246
A88-22607 "# p 246
AB8-22612 * # p 246
A88-22619 p 229
A88-22666 p 229
A88-22669 p 263
A88-22717 p 222
A88-22719 p 266
A88.22726 p 194
A88-22727 p 229
A88-22728 p 215
A88-22729 p 215
A88-22730 p 215
A88-22731 p 215
A88-22734 p 194
A88-22735 p 194
A88-22736 p 23O
A88-22737 p 237
A88-22739 p 237
A88-22740 p 237
A88-22741 p 246
AB8-22742 p 246
A88.22743 * p 230
A88-22744 p 23O
A88-22745 p 230
AB8-22746 p 230
AB8-22747 * p 230
A88-22748 * p 230
A96-2274,9 p 231
A88-22750 p 231
A88-22752 * p 231
A88-227,53 p 231
A88-22754 p 259
A88-22755 p 259
A96-22756 p 259
AB_22757 p 265
A88-22758 p 267
A88-22759 p 267
AB8-22760 p 267
AB8-22761 * p 231
A88-22762 • p 231
A88-22763 p 246
AB8-22764 p 231
AB8--22765 p 232
A88-22766 * p 232
A88-22767 p 259
A88-22768 p 255
A88-22769 * p 255
A88-22771 p 255
A88-22772 * p 259
A88--22773 p 246
A88-22774 * p 246
A88-22776 p 246
A88-22777 p 247
A88-22778 p 247
A88-2277g p 237
A88-22780 p 259
A88-22781 p 240
A86-2278,?. p 232
A88-22783 • p 232
AB8.22784 * p 215
A88-22785 * p 216
A88-22786 p 216
A88-22787 p 216
N_8-22788 * p 216
A88-22789 * p 216
A88-22790 p 259
A88-22791 p 259
A88-22792 p 255
A88-22793 p 194
A88-22795 " p 247
A88-22796 p 232
A88-22797 p 232
A88-22796 * p 265
ASB-22799 p 247
A88-22800 # p 194
A88-22801 # p 247
A88-22802 ° # p 251
A88-22803 p 232
A88-22804 # p 260
A88-22873 p 251
A88-22874 p 251
A88-22875 p 252
A88-22876 p 265
A88-23062 p 233
AB8-23063 p 237
A88-23102 p 216
A88-23148 p 216
A88-23176 # p 216
A88-23177 # p 241
A88-23178 # P 217
A88-23183 # p217
A86-23184 # p 247
A88-23187 # p 222
A88-23188 # p241
AB8-23189 # p 233
A88.-23191 # p 260
A88-23192 # p 247
A88-23195 # p 194
A88-23196 # p 265
A88-23196 # p 247
A88-232O0 # p 233
A88-232O6 # p 248
A88-23208 # p 217
A88-23211 # p 233
A88-23215 # P 233
A88-23219 # P 260
A88-23221 # P 248
A88-23222 # p 241
A88-23258 p 222
A88*2325g p 194
A88-23260 p 268
A88-23261 p 233
A88,-23264 p 224
A88-23265 p 224
A88-23266 p 225
A88-23267 p 233
A88-23268 p 260
A88-23269 p 266
A88-23271 p 234
A88-23273 p 266
/um-2.sgu
A88-23274 p 234
A88-23314 p 248
AB8-23319 # P 241
A88-23324 p 254
AB8-23522 p 252
A88-23523 p 252
A88-23758 p 234
A88-23759 ° p 234
A88-23856 p 267
A88-23857 p 248
A88-23859 p 267
A88-.23860 p 248
A88-23962 p 260
AB8.-23863 p 195
D_88,.23870 p 196
)_88-23871 p 195
k88-23872 p 237
k88-23873 p 238
k88-23874 p 2'38
_8.-23875 p 280
IU_8-23931 p 263
_8-239e0 # p260
A88.23994 p 234
_88-24042 # p241
A88-24122 ° # p 234
A86-24123 "# p 217
A88-24124 ° # P 217
A88-24170 p 238
A88-24171 p 238
A88-24175 p 238
A88-24303 * p 268
A88-24362 # P 261
A88-24370 # p241
AB8-24371 # p 241
A88-24372 # p 241
A88-24373 # P 241
A88-24374 # P 242
A88-24439 # P 248
A88-24443 # p 261
A88-24448 # P 217
A88-24501 p 252
A88-24505 # p 248
AB8-24506 # P 217
A88-24549 p 222
AB8-24752 p 248
A88-24753 p 242
A88-24755 p 234
A88-24757 p 242
A88-24759 p 242
A88-24760 p 261
A88-24761 p 234
A88-24763 p 234
A88-24765 p 242
A88-24767 p 235
A88-24769 p 249
A88-.24774 p 261
A88-24785 p 252
A88-24789 p 242
AB8-24798 p 249
AB8-24800 p 254
AB8-24847 # p 314
A88-25010 p 309
A88-25106 p311
AL38-25! 76 p 312
A88-25178 p 312
A88-25266 p 312
A88-_ # p 270
A88-25366 p 294
A88-25367 p 294
A88-25561 p 270
A88-25566 p 314
ASB-25614 p 314
A88-25617 p 270
A88-25618 p 296
A88-25621 p 315
A88-25622 p 304
A88-25623 p 315
A88-25627 p 323
A88-25628 p 296
A88-25630 p 315
A88-25632 p 270
A88-25633 p 271
A88-25637 p 315
A88-25638 p 296
A88.25640 p315
A88-25749 # p 330
A88-25750 ° # P 310
A88-25755 p 285
A88-25792 p 286
A88-25793 p 287
A88-25794 p 287
A88-25809 p 287
A88-25835 p 271
A88-25842 p 271
A88-25878 p 323
A88-25968 # p271
G-3
A88-26120
A88-26120
A88-26129
A88-26158
A88-26159
A88-26163
A88.26168 #
A88.26171
A88.26172
A88.26173
A88-26175 •
A88-26183
A88-26247
A88-26253
A88-26256
A88-26264
A88-26344
A88-26358 #
A88-26359 #
A88-26388
A88-26414
A88-26415
A88-26419
A88.26421
A88-26422
A88-26423
A88-26424
A88-26433
A88-26434
A88-26435 "
A88-26546
A88-26547
A88-26571
A88-26584 #
A88-26586 #
A88-26587 #
A88-26588 #
A88-26589 #
A88-26627 #
A88-26628 #
A88-26629 #
A88-26630 #
A88-26631 #
A88-26632 #
A88-26638 #
A88-26640 #
A88-26641 #
A88-26643 #
A88-26644 #
A88-26645 #
A88-26646 #
A88-26647 #
A88-26648
A88-26649
A88-26670
A88-26696
A88-26726
A88-26731 #
A88-26732
A88-26743
A88-26745
A88-26746
A88-26747
A88-26748
A88-26749 "
A88-26751
A88-26753
A88-26793 #
A88-26796 #
A88-26875
A88-26890
A88-26893
A88-26972
A88-27148
A88-27158
A88-27166
A88-27248
A88-27285 #
A88-27291 #
A88-27295 ° #
A88-27296 " #
A88-27312
A88-27318
A88-27320
A88-27321
A88-27322
A88-27326
A88-27327
A88-27329
A88-27352
A88-27363
A88-27365
A88-27370
A88-27381
A88-27399
A88-27405
A88-27406
G-4
,271
, 271
315
315
271
296
,315
,310
316
,269
330
294
316
316
323
316
p 271
272
272
298
) 287
) 316
) 272
) 272
) 272
) 272
) 272
) 273
) 273
330
) 330
) 316
) 273
) 273
273
297
297
323
297
273
273
273
316
297
274
317
274
287
287
269
287
295
297
295
274
324
274
324
274
274
,324
,274
324
b287
275
p275
p317
p275
288
_317
288
_317
324
p 310
p 297
_317
312
297
) 297
) 297
) 324
) 324
) 304
) 304
) 304
325
) 325
) 295
) 304
) 285
) 305
) 305
) 325
295
325
325
A88-27410
A88-27411
A88-27412
A88-27413
A88-27417
A88-27418
A88-27419
A88-27456 •
A88-27478
A88-27482
A88-27496
A88-27587 #
A88-27599 #
A88-27639 #
A88-27640 #
A88-27715 * #
A88-27717 * #
A88-27727
A88-27730
A88°27731
A88-27742
A88-27751
A88-27752
A88-27754
A88-27755
A88-27756
A88-27759
A88-27760
A68-27761
A88-27762
A88-27763
A88-27764
A88-27765
A88-27766
A88-27769
A88-27770
A88-27771
A88-27775 #
A88-27884 " #
A88-27889 #
A88-28033 #
A88-28034 #
A88-28042 #
A88-28046 #
A88-28047 #
A88-28050 #
A88-28251 * #
A88-28252 #
A88-28261 °#
A88-28265 °#
A88-28299
A88-28356
A88-28617 #
A88-28815
A88-28851
A88-28852
A88-28854
A88-28855
A88-28858
A88-28859
A88-28860
A88-28861
A88-28865
A88-28900
A88-28942
A88-28945
A88-28950
A88-28975 °
A88-29004
A88-29015
A88-29059
A88-29074
A88-29175
A88-29238 #
A88-29239 #
A88-29240 #
A88-29241 #
A88-29244 #
A88-29248 #
A88-29251 #
A88-29252 #
A88-29253 #
A88-29254 #
A88-29255 #
A88-29256 #
A88-29257 #
A88-29258 #
A88-29259 #
A88-29260 #
A88-29261 #
A88-29262 #
A88-29263 #
A88-29264 #
A88-29265 #
A88o29266 #
A88o29272
325
325
p 285
P285
326
I 326
) 326
) 323
) 295
) 317
) 288
I 286
) 286
) 295
282
275
275
305
298
296
298
326
326
305
326
326
3O5
327
305
306
306
306
306
:_ 327
3O6
3O6
327
,317
275
,306
,275
,276
317
317
318
p 276
288
288
307
307
p 312
t 276
327
387
379
333
355
349
) 384
) 379
) 355
389
352
333
) 333
) 370
) 390
) 390
) 390
> 370
) 356
) 390
} 387
) 390
) 333
333
379
379
370
356
356
334
356
356
356
356
366
366
357
370
401
357
357
367
401
391
A88-29332 p 400
A88-29337 o # p 400
A88-29356 # p 334
A88-29357 # p 379
A88-29361 # p 370
A88-29362 # p 379
A88-29363 # 352
A88-29375 # 379
A88-29411 331
A88-29412 357
A88-29413 334
A88-29416 349
A88-29417 401
A88-29449 391
A88-29463 371
A88-29610 391
A88o29616 391
A88-29619 391
A88-29681 388
A88-29685 _ 388
A88-29689 _ 391
A86o29707 _ 357
A88-29708 ,357
A88-29716 _334
A88-29723 _334
A88-29724 _388
A88-29726 _331
A88-29727 # _331
A88-29728 # _331
A88-29729 # _349
A88-29730 # _357
A88-29731 # _380
A88-29732 # _334
A88-29733 # =380
A88-29734 # _352
A88-29735 # _349
A88-29736 # _352
A88-29737 # _368
A88-29738 # )371
A88-29739 # )371
A88-29822 # )384
A88-29823 " # )334
A88-29904 =334
A88-29953 1335
A88-29967 )335
A88-29975 )335
A88-30007 )401
A88-30120 )388
A88-30201 ) 357
A88-30202 # )357
A88-30203 # 358
A88o30204 # 358
A88-30205 # 358
A88-30206 # 358
A88°30207 # 368
A88-30208 # 371
A88-30209 # 368
A88-30210 # 368
A88-30211 # 368
A88-30247 391
A88-30252 392
A88o30255 392
A88o30367 392
A88-30376 *# 335
A88-30377 # 335
A88-30378 # 335
A88-30379 # 335
A88-30380 * # _ 331
A88-30381 # _ 335
A88-30382 # ,392
A88-30383 # _ 349
A88-30385 * # _ 335
A88-30386 * # ,380
A88-30387 * # ,358
A88-30388 * # _ 335
A88-30424 _392
A88-30500 ° _335
A88-30501 _336
A88-30502 _336
A88-30505 _336
A88-30506 _336
A88-30507 _336
A88-30508 _337
A88-30509 " _337
A88-30510 _337
A88-30513 _337
A88-30514 _337
A88-30515 _337
A88-30516 _337
A88-30517 ° )392
A88-30525 )402
A88-30532 _392
A88-30543 _338
A88-30547 )338
A88-30556 )338
A88-30558 ° )336
A88°30559
A88-30562
A88-30570
A88-30585
A88-30660
A88-30700
A88-30741
A88-30747
A88-30749
A88-30751
A88-30752
A88-30753
A88-30754
A88-30755
A88-30756
A88-30757
A88-30758
A88-30767 *
A88-30768 °
A88°30770
A88-30771
A88-30772
A88-30773 °
A88-30774 °
A88-30775
A88-30776 °
A88-30777 °
A88-30778 "
A88-30781
A88-30782
A88-30783
A88-30785
A88-30786 "
A88-30787 *
A88-30788
A88-30789
A88-30790
A88-30791
A88-30792
A88-30793
A88-30794
A88-30795
A88-30797
A88-30798
A88-30799
A88-30801
A88-30602
A88-30803
A88-30604
A88-30805
A88-30806
A88-30807
A88-30808
A88-30809
A88-30810
A88-30811
A88-30812
A88-30813
A88°30814 *
A88-30815 *
A88-30816 "
A88-30817
A88-30818
A88-30819
A88-30822 *
A88-30823
A88-30824
A88-30825
A88-30826
A88-30828
A88-30829 °
A88-30630
A88-30831
A88-30832
A88-30833
A88-30634
A88-30848
A86-30850
A88-30907
A88-30908
A88-30933
A88-30934
A88-30935
A88-30936
A88-30956
A88-309_1
A88-30975 "
A88-30998 °#
A88*31000
A68o31187
A88-31188
A86-31189
A88-31190
A88-31193 #
A68°31195 #
A86-31294
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
,338
_402
_338
_331
_384
_404
_393
_350
_358
=369
=369
1369
1369
)384
)369
371
371
339
38O
358
339
339
339
339
371
371
372
385
,339
,339
_339
_385
,358
_359
_359
_372
_372
_372
_353
=353
_385
)385
)385
)385
)372
372
403
35O
35O
372
373
35O
359
359
380
350
359
,402
,393
_340
_373
=359
_373
_380
_359
_359
_360
_360
)353
=360
360
I 360
)393
)373
393
373
35O
373
401
401
353
369
369
373
340
340
331
,403
,404
360
_360
,350
_350
_340
_385
_393
A88-31295 _361
A88-31296 _393
A88-31297 _393
A88-31386 =353
A88-31409 =361
A88-31410 I 361
A88-31417 )393
A88-31421 ) 403
A88-31439 ) 394
A86-31443 394
A68-31453 # 340
A88-31455 # 340
A88-31456 # 341
A88-31457 # 341
A88-31458 # 341
A88-31460 # 341
A88-31462 # 341
A66-31463 # 341
A88-31464 # 341
A88°31465 # _ 341
A86-31466 # ,342
A88-31467 # ,342
A88-31468 # ,342
A88-31469 # _342
A88-31472 # _342
A66-31474 # _342
A88-31475 * # _380
A88-31501 _394
A88-31516 # _394
A88-31517 # _394
A88-31518 # _374
A88-31522 # _394
A88-31527 °# )394
A88-31529 # 1395
A88-31541 # 1395
A88-31554 # )374
A88-31577 # 395
A88-31583 # 332
A88-31584 # 395
A88-31608 * 374
A88-31610 *# 374
A88-31611 # 374
A88-31612 # 374
A88-31613 # 375
A88-31614 # 375
A88-31617 # 395
A88-31618 # _ 395
A88-31619 _ 396
A88-31625 " # ,361
A88-31627 ,396
A88-31634 # ,375
A88-31645 # _396
A88-31652 * # _396
A88-31972 =351
A88-31973 _396
A88-31974 =342
A88-31976 _385
A88-32141 # _361
A88-32142 # )351
A88°32144 # 1353
A88-32176 1396
A88-32180 # )397
A88-32181 # )342
A88-32182 *# 381
A88-32186 ° # 397
A88-32187 # 361
A68-32186 °# 386
A88-32192 # 403
A88-32196 # 361
A88-32202 # 397
A88-32203 # 397
A88-32206 * # 397
A88-32208 # 381
A88-32209 # ) 362
A88-32211 # _ 397
A88-32215 # ,398
A88-32220 " # _381
A88-32222 ° # _375
A88-32223 * # _375
A88-32224 # _375
A88-32230 # _343
A86-32231 * # _343
A86o32232 ° # _343
A86-32233 °# _343
A88o32234 ° # _343
A88-32235 ° # _343
A88-32243 °# 1398
A88-32245 # )398
A88-32247 * # )398
A86-32248 ° # )362
A88-32250 # )362
A86-32251 # 362
A88-32253 ° # 344
A68o32254 # 344
A86-32256 * # 362
A66-32257 # 344
ACCESS ON NUMBER INDEX
AS8-32258 "#
A88-32260"#
AS8-32263 #
A88-32271 #
A88-32277 • #
A88-32280 #
A88-32281 "#
A88-32285 #
A88-32286 #
A88-32287 #
A88-32288 "#
A88-32290 #
A88-32291 #
A88-32304 #
A88-32306 #
A88-32314 • #
A88-32319 #
A88-32324 "#
A88-32335 "#
A88-32373
A88-32376
A88-32478
A88-32479
A88-32480
A88-32481
A88-32482
A88-32483 #
A88-32485
A88-32486
A88-32489
A88-32490
A88-32491
A88-32501 #
A88-32502 #
A88-32503 #
A88.32531 #
A88-32537 #
A88-32544 #
A88-32550 #
A88-325,55 #
A88-32561 #
A88-32562 #
A88-32657
A88-32676
A88-32679
A88-32680
A88-32681
A88-32682
A88-32683
A88-32684
A88-32685
A88-32686
A88-32687
A88-32688
A88-32689
A88-32690
A88-32691
A88-32692
A88-32693
A88-32694
A88-32695
A88-32696
A_RS-_327 _f_
A88-32708
A88-32709
A88-32714 o
A88-32715
A88-32729
A88-32732
A88-32733
A88-32"/34
A88-32735
A88-32738
A88-32739
A88-32740
A88-32741
A88-32742
A88-32743
A88-32745
A88-32746
A88-32747
AB8-32751
A88-32754
A88-32755
A88-32756
A88-32757
A88-32799
A88-32800
A88-32825
A88-32893
A88-329_
A88-32963
A88-32964
A88-32965
A88-32968
A88-32979
)362
363
363
39e
376
344
363
376
363
376
363
344
398
363
399
) 345
399
345
364
376
)404
) 376
)332
) 381
) 376
) 345
376
)388
)364
)388
)388
)388
) 351
)386
) 377
) 345
)386
) 345
) 345
) 345
)399
) 377
)402
} 332
_369
) 370
) 370
353
)332
)364
381
) 381
) 381
)382
)382
_382
) 382
)382
)382
)382
)382
)383
353
) 354
354
351
)332
) 399
377
) 377
) 377
)346
370
)383
p346
_383
_346
) 377
377
) 377
) 377
p346
_364
)346
378
)403
) 426
b432
_446
b408
)464
p421
421
)421
p422
p446
A88-32992 p 446
A88-32999 p446
A88-33001 p 448
A88-33023 p 446
A88-33028 p 446
A88-33036 * p408
A88-33040 p 408
A88-33043 p 408
A88-33045 p 408
A88-33046 p 409
A88-33048 p417
A88-33054 # p 448
A88-33056 * # p441
A88-33057 "# p449
A88-33058 "# p441
A88..33064 "# p441
A88-33065 °# p441
A88-33066 " # p442
A88-33072 p 442
A88-33076 o # p 426
A88-33122 p 449
A88-33135 # p407
A88-33179 p417
A88-33183 p417
A88-33184 p 417
A86-33188 p 417
A88-33189 p 418
A88-33227 p 418
A88-33246 p 418
A88-33251 p 418
A88-33270 p 449
A88-33306 p 427
A88-33310 p 449
A88-33315 p 449
A88-33320 p 449
A88-33327 p 449
A88-33328 p 449
A88-33330 p 449
A88-33335 p 450
A88-33336 p 450
A88-33337 p 418
A88-33341 p 450
A88-33342 p 418
A88-33343 p 45O
A88-33344 p 450
A88-33345 p 45O
AB8-33349 p 450
A88-33357 p 427
A88-33378 p 450
A88-33382 p 451
A88,33384 p 427
A88-33401 p 409
A88-33606 p 451
A88-33622 " p 422
A88-33632 p 464
A88-_ # p 418
A88-33658 p 451
A88-33663 p 418
A88-33687 p 419
A88-33688 p 419
A88-33689 "# p 442
A88-33692 p 419
A88-33693 p 442
A88-33739 p 422
A88-33740 p 407
A88-33775 "# p 409
A88-33805 p 464
A88-33810 p 451
A88-33850 p 419
A88-33971 p 409
A88-34015 p 436
A88-34026 p 407
A88-34037 p 427
A88-34038 p 427
A88-34039 p 427
A88-34041 p 427
A88-34044 p 427
A88-34048 # p 428
A88-34050 p 428
A88-34051 p 428
AB8-34052 p 428
A88 34054 p464
A88-34055 p 442
A88-34058 p 464
A88-34061 p 428
A88-34062 p 428
A88-34064 p 442
A88-34065 p 428
A88-34069 p419
A88-34073 p 428
A88-34074 p 419
A88-34075 p 419
A88-34076 p 429
A88-34077 p 436
A88-34078 p 419
A88-34079 p 429
A88-34080
A88-34081
A88-34085
A88-34087
A88-34oe8
A88-34069
A88-34094 "#
A88-34095 "
A88-34096
A88-34098
A88-34099 #
A88-34100
A88-34102 *
A88-34104
A88-34106
A88-34107
A88-34108
A88-34109 #
A88-34111 #
A88-34112 #
A88-34113
A88-34115 #
A88-34117 #
A88-34118 #
A88-34132 #
A88-34133 #
A88-34160
A88-34161
A88-34167 #
A88-34170 #
A88-34171 #
AB8-34173
A88-34181 #
A88-34182
A88-34183
A88-34185 #
A88-34186
A88-34187
A88-34188
A88-34189
A88.34192
A88-34195
A88-34196
A88-34197
A88-34200
A8_34204
A88-34205
A88-34207
A88-34210
A88-34213
A88-34217 #
A88-34218
A88-34219
A88-34474
A88-34579
A88-34580
A88-34581
A88-34582
A88-34584
A88-34612 #
A88-34615 #
A88-34621
A88-34658
A88-34730 "
A88-347",'7
A88-34862
A88-34863 "
A88-34871
A88-34882
A88-34915
A88-34928
A88-35137
A88-35138
A88-35139
A88-35140 "
A88-35271
A88-35272
A88-35276
A88-35278
A88-35280
A88-35366
A88-35367
A88 35368 "
A88-35369
A88-35370
A88-35371
A88-35372
A88-35373
A88-35375
A88_35377 *
A88-35378
A88-35379
A88-35350
A88-35381
A88-35382
A88-35383
p429
429
1433
433
p433
_433
_436
_436
437
p429
429
437
p437
p465
437
437
429
437
437
438
p438
_465
438
_438
p465
_465
,465
p420
b420
p420
p420
p407
p451
p451
p451
p451
422
451
452
_452
430
:) 465
=465
465
_465
466
466
_466
=466
466
452
:_433
=433
,466
422
415
433
:)415
462
=434
_409
_409
452
_466
_466
438
_430
_438
467
_438
4S2
_462
_463
_463
_463
) 452
) 452
453
_443
_443
407
:_439
467
:_439
439
:_420
:)420
422
) 422
) 439
439
439
43O
43O
439
407
A88-35384
A88-35385
A88-35386
A88-35388
A88-35389 °
A88-35390
A88-35391
A88-35392
A88-35393
A88-35394
A88-35467
A88-35468
A88.3546,9
A88-35505 * #
A88-35506 #
A88-35510 #
A88-35526
A88-35527
A88-35528 "
A88-35529
A88-35530 "
A88-35531
A88-35533
A88-35534
A88-35535
A88-35536 °
A88-35538
A88-35540
A88-35544
A88-35546 "
A88-35547
A88-35551
A88-35552 #
A88-35553 #
A88-35554 #
A88-35555 #
A88-35559 #
A88-35560 #
A88-35562 #
A88-35694
A88-35695
A88-35822
A88-35896
A88-35898
A88-35939 "#
#
A88-36254
A88-36257
A88-36261 #
A88-36262 #
A88-36263 " #
A88-36264 " #
A88-36266 #
A88-36268 #
A88_6270 *#
A88-36272 * #
A88-36273 #
A88-36275 #
A88-36292
A88-36299 #
A88-36312
A88-36316 "
A88-36322
A88-36350
A88-36384
A88-36463
A88-36483
A88-36488
A88-36489 #
A88-36490
A88-36491 "
A88-36499 " #
A88-36500 " #
A88-36501
A88-36503
A88-36508 "#
A88-36511
A88-36513 "#
A88-36516
A88-36518
A88-36519 o
A88-36520 "#
A88-36522 *
A88-36524 "
A88-36525
A88-36528
A88-36529
A88-36531
A88-36532
A88-36534
A88-36539
A88-36540
A88-36546
A88 36548
A88-36552
A88-36554
467
467
467
) 467
)440
:_430
:_440
_440
423
}440
_430
431
431
434
434
)409
453
434
434
423
434
453
453
4O9
423
453
453
453
423
440
454
431
431
431
431
431
432
420
432
416
416
454
454
454
470
447
423
410
410
467
410
) 423
410
) 423
) 471
) 467
)443
)440
) 432
) 454
) 454
) 454
) 455
) 432
) 432
) 420
) 455
)443
)468
) 455
) 455
) 455
)455
) 456
) 456
) 456
) 456
) 456
456
456
443
) 457
) 443
) 457
) 457
)468
)468
_443
)468
457
)468
)468
_468
_468
457
)444
A88-37358
A88-36557 ,444
A88-36563 469
A88-36565 ,457
A88-36566 _ 469
A88-36573 :_469
A88-36575 469
A86-36578 457
A88-36584 469
A88-36586 469
A88-36632 469
A88-36666 4O8
A88-36711 # 434
A88-36713 # 440
A88-36714 # 441
A88-36738 471
A88-36743 # 458
A88-36744 * # 434
A88-36745 "# 435
A88-36750 # 435
A88 36769 # 410
A88-36923 * 458
A88-36967 447
A88-36992 447
A88-36996 458
A88-37001 458
A88-37027 447
A88-37035 447
A88-37108 * 543
A88-37110 543
A88-37112 477
A88-37176 473
A88-37177 477
A88-37178 477
A88-37179 * 477
A88-37180 477
A88-37181 477
A88-37182 530
A88-37183 507
A88-37184 507
A88-37185 507
A88-37186 * # 508
A88-37187 * 508
A88-37188 50e
A88-37189 508
AB8-37190 508
A88-37191 522
A88-37192 ,5_
A88-37193 522
A88-37194 477
A88-37195 478
A88-37196 522
A88-37197 ° 530
A88-37198 * 526
A88-37199 o 522
A88-37200 ) 526
A88-37201 ) 527
A88-37202 ) 508
A88-37203 ) $27
A88-37204 ) 508
A88-37205 ) 473
A88-37206 ) 473
A88-37209 * ) 478
A88-37210 • ) 478
,_8-372! 1 ) 478
A88-37212 ) 478
A88-37213 ) 522
A88-37214 ) 522
A88-37215 ° ) 523
A88-37217 * ) 523
A88-37218 ) 509
A88-37219 ° _ 554
A88-37220 * ) 478
A88-37221 " ) 555
A88-37222 " ) 479
A88-37223 ) 509
A88-37224 ) 509
A88-37225 * ) 479
A88-37226 * ) 501
A88-37227 ) 501
A88-37228 ) 523
A88-37229 ) 509
AB8-37230 ) 509
A88-37231 _509
A88-37232 ) 510
A88-37234 " _510
A88-37235 " _479
A88-37236 * _479
A88-37237 " _523
A88-37238 " ) 473
A88-37297 # _473
A88-37298 # _531
A88-37351 _544
A88-37353 " ) 479
A88-37355 ° ) 479
A88-37356 _480
A88-37358 _480
G-5
A88-37360
A88-37360 _480
A88-37376 ,502
A88-37377 # _ 502
A88-37378 # _ 503
A88-37379 # p 503
A88-37385 # _ 503
A88-37386 # _ 503
A88-37390 # _ 503
A88-37393 # ) 503
A88-37394 # ) 503
A88-37397 " # = 503
A88-37399 # ) 504
A88-37400 # ) 504
A88-37402 # ) 504
A88-37403 # ) 504
A88-37404 # ) 504
A88-37405 # ) 504
A88-37406 # ) 505
A88-37412 # 505
A88-37429 # 5,t0
A88-37430 # 540
A88-37543 523
A88-37549 544
A88-37653 480
A88-37657 480
A88-37661 544
A88-37665 480
A88-37697 480
A88-37699 505
A88-37703 510
A88-37907 531
A88-37909 # 531
A88-37910 * # 531
A88-37911 "# 531
A88-37912 # 531
A88-37913 # 531
A88-37914 # 531
A88-37915 # 532
A88-37916 # :_532
A88-37917 ° # _ 532
A88-37918 " # 532
A88-37919 * # 481
A88-37920 * # ,532
A88-37921 ° # _ 532
A88-37922 # _ 533
A88-37926 " # p 533
A88-37929 ° # t 544
A88-37930 ° # _ 544
A88-37931 # _ 481
A88-37932 * # ) 481
A88-37933 # p 481
A88-37936 " # ) 533
A88-37937 * # _ 481
A88-37938 * # ) 533
A88-37939 " # ) 533
A88-37940 # ) 534
A88-37941 # _ 534
A88-37942 # _ 534
A88-37943 # ) 534
A88-37944 * # ) 534
A88-37945 * # ) 534
A88-37946 # ) 534
A88-37947 * # ) 523
A88-37949 # 535
A88-37950 # 535
A88-38116 544
A88-38167 ) 481
A88-38169 535
A88-38177 # 481
A88-38178 # 553
A88-38179 # 553
A88-38181 # 544
A88-38185 # 482
A88-38186 # 482
A88-38187 # 544
A88-38188 # 482
A88-38191 # 527
A88-38192 # 527
A88-38303 # 482
A88-38315 540
A88-38316 _ 540
A88-38343 482
A88-38344 555
A88-38352 510
A88-38353 510
A88-38372 # _552
A88-38376 ° # _482
A88-38377 * # _482
A88o38380 # _555
A88-38448 p545
A88-38490 _ 541
A88-38679 _ 552
A88-38692 " # ) 535
A88-38696 p 510
A88-38701 _ 510
A88-38702 * # _ 510
G-6
A88-38703 # p 511
A88-38704 # p 511
A88-38705 # p 505
A88-38707 " # p 518
A88-38709 # p 511
A88-38710 # p 473
A88-38711 * # p 535
A88-38712 * # 535
A88-38713 # 536
A88-38714 # 505
A88-38715 # 519
A88-38719 # 511
A88-38720 # 505
A88-38721 # 511
A88-38722 # 511
A88-38723 # 474
A88-38725 # 553
A88-38726 # 505
A88-38727 # 511
A88-38728 # 512
A88-38729 # 512
A88-38730 # 512
A88-38731 * # 512
A88-38735 # 512
A88-38736 # _ 512
A88-38737 ° # _ 527
A88-38738 ° # _ 512
A88-38740 # t 536
A88-38743 # = 506
A88-38744 " # ) 536
A88-38745 ° # p 536
A88-38746 # ) 553
A88-38747 " # ) 527
A88-38748 # _ 513
A88-38749 # ) 513
A88-38750 # ) 513
A88-38752 # ) 474
A88-38753 # ) 474
A88-38754 # 474
A88-38755 # ) 557
A88-38756 # ) 502
A88-38761 " # ) 536
A88-38762 ° # ) 513
A88-38763 # ) 513
A88-38765 ° # ) 553
A88-38766 # 519
A88-38775 * ) 482
A88-38800 513
A88-38847 483
A88-38925 * 483
A88-38950 * 483
A88-38976 # 483
A88-38984 # 483
A88-38985 * # 483
A88-38986 # 484
A88-38987 # 484
A88-38988 # 484
A88-39000 # 484
A88-39011 * # 484
A88-39012 # _ 545
A88-39017 # 484
A88-39023 ° # 484
A88-39030 # 485
A88-39133 524
A88-39135 ,506
A88-39276 _ 524
A88-39277 _514
A88-39278 t 485
A88-39279 _ 485
A88-39325 _ 474
A88-39375 p 506
A88-39415 # _ 514
A88-39416 # ) 474
A88-39417 # _ 541
A88-39419 # ) 540
A88-39481 # ) 514
A88-39485 ) 527
A88-39488 ) 485
A88-39495 # ) 519
A88-39496 # ) 519
A88-39504 ) 514
A88-39508 ) 552
A88-39511 " ) 485
A88-39512 " ) 485
A88-39525 # ) 536
A88-39622 ) 528
A88-39623 ) 485
A88-39701 555
A88-39707 " 524
A88-39708 ' 555
A88-39712 555
A88-39722 * 555
A88-39725 * 556
A88-39729 552
A88-39813 # 506
A88-39952 486
A88-39967
A88-39970
A88-40066
A88-40117 °
A88-40174
A88-40175
A88-40280
A88-40311
A88-40314
A88-40317
A88-40327
A88-40375 #
A88-40386
A88-40421 #
A88-40486
A88-40517
A88-40518
A88-40519
A88-40522
A88-40526 #
A88-40527 #
A88-40528 #
A88-40529 #
A88°40530 #
A88-40532 #
A88-40533 #
A88-40534 #
A88-40535 #
A88-40548
A88-40552 °
A88-40553 °
A88-40554 •
A88-40555
A88-40556
A88-40557
A88-40558
A88-40559
A88-40560
A88-40561
A88-40562
A88-40563
A88.40575 #
A88.-40601 • #
A88-40701
A88-40702 #
A88.40704 #
A88-40705 #
A88-40706 * #
A88-40707 #
A88-40708 #
A88-40709 #
A88-40711 * #
A88-40712 #
A88-40713 * #
A88-40714 #
A88-40716 #
A88-40717 #
A88-40718 " #
A88-40721 " #
A88-40722 "#
A88-40723 " #
A88-40728 #
A88-40729 #
A88-40730 #
A88-40731 o #
A88-40732 #
A88-40733 #
A88-40734 " #
A88-40735 " #
A88-40736 #
A88-40737 #
A88-40738 #
A88-40739 " #
A88-40741 #
A88-40742 #
A88-40743 #
A88-40744 #
A88.40745 * #
A88.40746 #
A88-40747 * #
A88-40748 #
A88-40749 #
A88-40750 #
A88-40751 #
A88-40752 * #
A88-40755 #
A88-40756 " #
A88-40757 ° #
A88-40758 #
A88-40759 #
A88-40760 #
A88-40761 #
A88-40762 * #
A88-40763 • #
A88-40764 * #
A88-40765 " #
486
486
536
545
541
545
545
486
486
545
_545
486
474
p 486
_541
519
519
506
I 474
528
) 528
) 528
) 528
514
) 474
1506
) 519
= 545
) 557
) 475
) 475
524
475
475
475
475
476
476
476
476
524
514
487
487
487
514
487
528
554
487
487
514
487
_545
488
488
488
488
537
537
537
) 488
) 488
I 489
) 489
I 489
489
) 489
489
49O
49O
490
490
49O
491
491
491
491
491
491
492
492
492
492
,492
493
493
,493
493
546
493
493
493
i 494
494
494
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A88-40766 "# p 494
A88-40767 * # p 494
A88-40768 # p 494
A88-40771 # p 495
A88-40858 # p 528
A88-40868 # p 514
A88-40871 tf p 546
A88-40970 p 495
A88-40972 p 495
A88-41048 # p 495
A88-41089 p 506
A88-41092 # p 495
A88-41096 p 520
A88-41098 p 520
A88-41219 p 546
A88-41222 p 515
A88-41250 p 515
A88-41269 p 495
A88-41270 ° p 495
A88-41288 " p 54O
A88-41361 p 520
A88-41364 p 515
A88-41366 p 520
A88.41367 p 520
A88.41368 p 520
A88-41369 p 520
A88-41423 p 605
A88-41424 p 588
A88.41425 p 602
A88-41567 # p 625
A88-41569 # p 593
A88-41798 p 603
A88-419O8 p 562
A88-41809 p 559
A88-41822 p 593
A88-41824 p 603
A88-41874 p 608
A88-42100 * # p 582
A88-42106 p 582
A88-42111 # p 576
A88-42112 p 579
A88-42196 ° # p 562
A88-42338 p 612
A88-42345 p 608
A88-42346 p 559
A88-42347 p 612
A88-42353 p 608
A88-42364 p 608
A88-42368 p 609
A88-42373 p 612
A88-42381 p 609
A88-42382 p 613
A88-42387 p 609
A88-42388 p 576
A88-42391 p 582
A88-42402 p 559
A88-42405 p 609
A88-42420 p 609
A88-42425 p 576
A88-42426 p 609
A88-42451 # p 593
A88-42452 * # p 562
A88-42455 # p 613
A88-42456 # p 562
A88-42457 * # p 562
A88-42458 # p 613
A88-42459 # p 562
A88-42461 # p 562
A88-42462 # p 593
A88-42623 p 593
A88-42724 p 623
A88-42780 * p 588
A88-42789 p 579
A88-42791 p 613
A88-42792 p 579
A88-42799 p 562
A88-42820 p 613
A88-42852 # p 582
A88-42863 # p 559
A88-42864 # p 559
A88-42865 # p 559
A88-42867 # p 576
A88-42914 # p 576
A88-42915 # p 577
A88-42917 # p 577
A88-42921 # p 577
A88-42923 # p 577
A88-42924 # p 626
A88-42925 # p 560
A88-42935 # p 588
A88-42944 " # p 605
A88-42946 # p 605
A88-43008 # p 563
A88-43028 * # p 563
A88-43029 If p 563
A88-43085 # p 613
A88-43088
A88-43099
A88-43123
A88-43161
A88-43164
A88-43180
A88-43181
A88-43183
A88-43184
A88-43185
A88-4319O
A88-43191
A88-43192
A88-43193
A88-43197
A88.43198
A88-43204 * #
A88-43205 ° #
A88-43209 #
A88-43242 ° #
A88-43243
A88-43301
A88-43302
A88-43303
A88-43304
A88-43306
A88-43336
A88-43347
A88-43348
A88-43350
A88-43357
A88-43362
A88-43368
A88-43369
A88-43370
A88-43473
A88-43484
A88-43485
A88-43487
A88-43501 #
A88_3,503 #
A88-43519 #
A88-43521 * #
A88-43522 #
A88-43523
A88-43601
A88-43602
A88-43605
A88.,43607
A88-43611
A88.43612
A88 43613
A88-43616
A88-43617
A88.43619
A88-43623
A88.43624
A88-43631
A88.43632
A88.43633
A88-43639
A88-43723 #
A88-43755 * #
A88-43867
A88-43868 #
A88.43869 #
A88-43875 #
A88-43913 #
A88.43918 "#
A88-43996
A88.44325 "
A88.44438
A88-4449O * #
A88-44501
A88-44502 "
A88-44525 #
A88-44567
A88-44571
A88-44573
A88-44589 #
A88-4459O #
A88.44599 #
A88-44611
A88.44631
A88-44652 #
A88-44653 #
A88.44654 #
A88-44656 #
A88-44657
A88.44658 #
A88-44659
A88-44660 #
A88-44661
A88-44662 #
A88-44665
A88-44666 #
563
610
593
623
563
588
588
:_ 607
625
580
,563
_563
,563
_560
582
610
603
603
)603
I 564
1580
1 625
) 625
564
625
625
623
613
613
56O
614
) 614
_560
626
560
_564
577
577
577
623
) 614
) 582
1 605
) 614
) 614
) 624
) 624
614
593
593
594
614
3 594
) 603
564
,564
578
583
_564
603
i 614
615
_564
1615
1564
) 615
565
565
565
565
588
565
565
566
566
_566
583
_583
_566
=566
566
_605
594
594
624
)615
) 624
) 594
p566
594
p 583
615
p 567
567
p 583
567
ACCESS/ON NUMBER INDEX
A88-44671 4/ p594
A88-44678 # p 595
A88-44680 # p595
A88.44681 # p 5_5
A8844685 # p595
A88.44703 # p 595
A8844704 # p595
A88-44705 "# p 567
A88-44706 * # p 595
A88-44707 # p 606
A88-4470e # p 6O6
A88-44712 # p 596
A88-44713 # p 626
A88-44715 # p 615
A88-44716 # p 615
A88-44717 # p 616
A88-44718 # p 596
A88-44721 "# p596
AB8-44722 # p 567
A86-44726 # p 616
A88-44727 *# p596
A88-44728 # p 586
A88-44729 # p 596
A88-44731 # p 596
A88-44735 # p 616
A88-44736 # p616
A88-44737 # p616
A88-44738 # p 597
A88-44739 # p 597
A88-44740 # p 60e
A88-44742 "# p616
A88-44745 "# p 610
A88-44748 # p 616
A88-_750 # p597
A88-44752 # p 597
A88-44753 # p 567
A88-44754 # p568
A88-44765 # p 597
A88-44767 # p606
A88-4.4769 # p 568
A88-44770 # p 568
A88-44771 "# p597
AeSJA772 # p 568
A88-44773 # p 597
A88-44774 # p617
A88-4.4775 # p 617
A88-44779 # p 5Qe
A88-44781 # p 598
A88-,M783 "# p 617
A88-44787 # p 617
A88-44791 # p 617
A88-44799 # p 598
A88-44801 # p
A88-44e03 # p596
A88-44804 # prise
A88-44806 # pSge
A88-44810 "# p599
A88-44812 # p599
A88-44813 # p 599
,_-44814 # p 599
A88-44816 # p 599
A88-44617 # p 599
A88-44818 # p 599
•DA88-44819 "# p568
A88-44841 # p600
A88-44842 # p 600
A88.44843 # p600
A88.-44862 p606
A88-44897 p 583
A88-44901 p 6O3
A88-44903 p 600
A88..44g04 p 580
A88-44906 pSeO
A88-44g09 p583
A88,.,44910 p 58o
A88-44911 p 578
A88-45010 # p 600
A88-45011 "# p600
A88-45016 "# p603
A88-45120 # p600
A88-45124 *# p568
A88-45201 p 610
A88-45243 p 56O
A88-.45245 p 610
A88-.45276 # p 604
A88-45277 # p 569
A88-45278 *# p569
A88-45279 # p
A88-45280 # p 569
A88-45281 # p 601
A88-.45282 # p 569
# p584
AeS-452f16 # pS84
A88-45288 # p
A88-45289 # p 569
A88-45301 # p569
/U_4S302 # p5e4
A8845307 # p 601
/_S-,t5309 # p604
Nm45318 # p569
A88-45320 # p 624
/_45321 # p 606
A88-45375 * # p 584
A88 45472 p 569
A88-45473 p 617
A88-45474 p 560
A88-45596 p 601
A88-45616 # p 569
A8845617 # p 601
ASS-4561S * # p 601
A88-45619 # p 570
A88-45620 # p 617
A88-45621 # p 570
A88-45622 # p 618
A88-4.5623 # p 618
A88--45624 # p 601
A88,-45676 # p 570
A88-45677 # p 570
A88-45678 # p 570
A88-45679 # p 584
A88-45680 # p604
A88-45681 # p 601
A88-45682 # p 570
A88-45683 # p 570
A8845684 * # p 570
A88-45685 # p 570
A88-45686 # p 571
A88-45687 "# p 571
A88-456e8 # p 584
A88-45690 # p604
A88-45691 # p584
A88-.45706 p 571
A88-45706 p 610
A88-45731 p 624
A88 45743 p 58O
A88-45929 # p 675
A88..45930 # p 630
A88..45931 # p 671
A88.45933 # p 671
A88-45934 # p 630
A88-45936 # p 630
A88-45937 # p 630
A88-45951 p 685
A88-45952 p 662
A88-_5046 # p 667
A88-46047 # p 631
A88-46048 # p 675
A86..46049 # p 667
A88-46051 p 629
A88-46053 p662
A88-46060 p 675
A88 46062 p 655
A88-46074 p 651
A88-46075 p 663
A88-46181 # p 675
A86-46202 p629
A88-46212 p 655
A88-46214 # p 631
A88-46221 # p 631
AB8-46223 # p 631
A88.46226 # p 675
A88-46227 p 631
A88-46228 * p631
A88-46229 p 631
A88-46235 ° p631
A88-46236 p632
A88-46237 p 632
A88-46240 p 632
AB8-46241 p 632
A88-46242 p 655
A88-46243 p 632
A88-46244 o p632
A88-46249 p 632
A88-46251 p 653
A86J,6252 p653
A88-.46253 p 651
A88-46254 p 654
ASB-46255 p 654
A88-462S6 p654
A88-46257 p 654
A88-46258 p 654
A88_16259 p 654
Ae8-46260 p65S
A88.46261 p 655
A88-46263 p654
A88-46265 p 655
A88-46266 p656
A88-46267 p 629
A88.46268 I) 656
A88.46269 p 656
A88..46270 p 656
A88--46271 p 671
A88-46272 p 671
A88-46273 ,671
N_8-46274 b 675
_46311 ) 656
A88,16320 ,633
A88-46323 # ) 675
/US8-46324 # _ 656
A88 46326 =633
A88-46327 ) 633
A88-46329 ) 633
A88-46333 ) 671
A88-46334 633
A88-46335 676
A88-46337 _ 633
A88-46338 _633
A88-46339 _ 689
A88-46341 ,634
A88-,16344 ,634
A88-46345 _676
A88.-.46346 ,634
A8_46347 _ 634
N_348 )663
A88-46422 ,689
A88-46424 ,673
A88-46425 ) 673
A88-46427 ) 671
A68-46429 ) 671
A88-46438 ) 672
A88-46439 ) 656
A88-46440 ) 672
A88-46441 ) 672
A88-4649O # 686
A88-46491 "# 663
A88.46492 # 663
A88 46495 # 664
A8846498 # _664
A8846500 # )664
A88 46501 # _4
A88-46502 # ,664
A88-46504 # ,664
A88-465_e _651
A88-46511 " p 651
A88-46512 _ 654
A88-46521 )664
A88-46571 ) 664
A88-46663 ,676
A88.-46702 "# p 667
A88-46707 "# p 667
A88-4e826 p 676
A88-46894 p 634
A88-46913 p 676
A88 46914 p 676
A88-46957 p 686
A88 46960 p686
A88-46965 p662
A88-46970 p 662
A88 46973 p 652
A88-46977 p 672
A88-46979 p 686
A88-46994 p 676
A88-.47004 p 677
A88-47030 p 662
A88-47031 p 662
Ap_-47032 p 662
A88-47042 p 677
A88--47043 p 677
A88-alT047 p 677
A88-47060 p 687
A88-47071 # p 634
A88-.47073 # p 665
A88-47183 p 656
A88 47184 p 656
A88-47187 p 657
A88-47189 p
A88J7191 p 667
A88-47194 p 654
AJ_8-47199 p 663
A88-47211 p 657
A88..47213 p 657
A88-47252 # p 634
A88-47255 # p 635
A88-47256 # p 635
A88-47258 # p 635
A88-47263 # p 635
A88-47455 * # p 635
A88-.47456 # p 635
A88-47466 # p635
A88-47467 # p 635
A88..47468 "# p636
A88-47469 # p 687
A88-47470 # p 636
A88-47475 # p 636
A88-47566 p 677
A88-47669 p 677
A88-47670 * p 687
A88-.47686 p 677
A88-47771 * :_636
A88-47873 677
A88-47931 ) 668
A88-47932 _668
A8847963 # _636
A8847982 " # ,636
A88-479e6 "# _ 686
A88-47993 "# ) 678
A8848025 # _ 6S7
A88-48029 # _ 665
A88-48031 "# ) 673
A88-48032 "# _665
A88-48040 # ) 673
A88-48083 )636
A88-48131 ) 636
A88-48143 ) 637
NS8-48146 ) 678
A88.48147 678
A88-48148 678
A88-48150 # _678
A88-48182 "# :)673
A88.48201 ) 637
A88-48301 = 637
A88 48302 637
A88-48303 637
A88-48312 _637
A88-48315 _678
A88-48319 ,678
A88-48323 ,629
A88--48451 ,657
A86-48452 ) 679
A88-48453 ) 657
A88-48454 ) 674
A88-48455 ) 674
A88-48456 = 665
A88-48458 ) 657
A88--48471 ) 657
A88-48472 ) 658
A88-48473 665
A88-48476 # 658
A88-48483 # 637
A88-48486 # ) 637
A88-48490 # _ 665
A86-48491 "# ) 638
A88-48494 # _ 668
A88-48495 °# 668
A88-48496 # ,666
A88-48497 # _66_
A88-48499 # ,629
A88-48545 ° ,6,52
A88-48697 _668
A88-48704 ,629
A88-48723 ) 668
A88-48745 ) 679
A88.4_746 _ 636
A88-48752 "# ) 665
A88-48758 ° # 638
A88-48759 ° # 666
A88-48781 # 638
A88 48786 # 638
A88 48788 # 638
A88-48794 • # 638
AS8-48600 # 639
A88-48802 "# _679
°'A88-48805 # _79
_S-48809 "# _639
A88 48816 ° # 639
A88 48822 °# 639
A88-48827 # ) 679
A88-48828 # ,679
A88-48829 # 639
A88 48830 ° # ,686
A88 48_32 # _639
A88-48834 # )640
A88 48839 "# =640
A88-48840 °# ,640
A88-a8841 # =640
A88-48842 "# 640
A88-48843 # 640
A88-48853 p 641
A88J8858 # 641
p 679
A88-48862 # 68O
A88-48866 # 641
A88-48869 "# 641
A88-48870 " # 641
A88-48872 # 641
A88-48873 # ,641
A88-48874 " # ,642
&88-48875 # ,642
A88-.48876 # _ 642
A88-48878 "# r 642
A_48896 # _ 687
A88-488ge "# _642
A88-48900 # _ 643
A88-48901 "# ,643
A88-49912
A884Bg05 # p643
/US8-48906 # p643
A8848906 # p643
A88-48911 # p643
A88-48912 "# p644
A88-48919 "# p688
A8848920 # p644
A88_18923 # p644
A88-48926 # p680
*# p644
A88-48.q35 # p 689
A88-48936 # p644
A88-48937 # p644
_2 # p 645
A86-48948 *# p680
A88-48953 *# p680
A88-48958 "# p680
A88-48961 # p 645
A88..48962 # p 645
A88-48964 # p645
A88*4e970 # p 68O
A88-48973 # p 645
A88-48978 # p 681
A88-48983 # p 645
A88-48985 # p 646
A88-489e6 # p646
A88-.48967 # p 681
A88J,8995 # p646
A88-48996 # p688
A88-48997 # p
A88,.49001 # p 681
A88,4g002 # p 688
A88.-49004 # p 681
A88-49005 *# p646
A88.-49006 # p 658
A88-49009 # p 669
A88-49010 # p 646
A88-49012 "# p 646
A8849013 # p658
A88-49014 ° # p 688
A88-49015 # p 666
A88-49016 # p 646
A88-49017 "# p646
A88-49018 # p 685
A88-49019 # p646
A884.q020 # p646
A88-49021 # p 658
A88-49022 # p 647
ABe-49023 # p 669
A88-49024 # p 647
A88-49025 "# p 658
N_8-49037 p 685
A88-49061 # p 658
A88--49101 " p 686
A88-49143 # p 669
A88-49176 # p 681
A88-49177 # p 647
A88-49178 # p 647
A88-49180 # p 647
A.88-4919e, • p£_9
A88-49202 p 674
A88-49275 p 714
A88-4937B ° # p 760
A88-49387 # p 694
A88-49470 p 767
A88-49473 p 740
A88--49474 p 740
A88-49r'rj02 p 719
A88"49504 p 767
A88-49505 p 775
A88-49507 p 740
A8_-49508 p 741
A88-49509 p 741
A88-49510 p 767
A88-49511 p 741
A88-49514 p 741
A88.-49518 p 741
A88.-49519 p 764
A88-49520 p 741
A88-,49522 p 741
A88-49531 p 741
A88-49532 p 764
A88-49534 p 764
A88-49653 p 719
A88-49719 p 779
A88-49720 p 779
A68-49721 p 715
A88-49722 p 715
A88-49725 p 715
A88-49793 p 741
A88-49811 p 764
A88-49812 p 764
A88-49814 p 764
A88-49909 # p 767
A88-49911 # p 767
AB8-49912 # p 742
G-7
A88-49922
A88-49922 #
A88-49923 #
A88-49925 #
A88-49929 #
A88-49976
A88-49980
A88-49998
A88-49999
A88-50002
A88-50003
A88°50004
A88-50007
A88-50008
A88-50009
A88-50010
A88-50011
A88-50012
A88-50013
A88-50017
A88-50018
A88-50019
A88-50024
A88-50026
A88-50029
A88-50030
A88-50031
A88-50032
A88-50034
A88-50035
A88-50041
A88-50042
A88-50044
A88-50045
A88°50046
A88-50047
A88.50048
A88-50050
A88-50051
A88-50052
A88-50056
A88-50057
A88-50058
A88-50060
A88-50061
A88-50062
A88-50064
A88-50066
A88-50069
A88-50070
A88-50071
A88-50072
A88-50074
A88-50075
A88-50078
A88-50079
A88-50080
A88-50083
A88-5OO85
A88-50088
A88-50090
A88-50094
A88-50095
A88-50096
A88-50098
A88-50099
A88-50102
A88-50103
A88-50104
A88-50144
A88-50160
A88-50162 #
A88-50163 #
A88-50177 #
A88-50178 #
A88-50179 * #
A88-50180 #
A88-50184 • #
A88-50185 " #
A88-50188 #
A88-50204 * #
A88-50206 * #
A88-50208 #
A88-50215 #
A88-50216 #
A88.50217 #
A88-50218 #
A88-50219 #
A88-50236 #
A88-50237 #
A88-50238 #
A88-50239 #
A88-50240 #
A88-50241 #
A88-50254 #
A88-50255 #
A88-50256 #
G-8
719
742
719
746
742
780
742
719
694
694
694
746
767
746
764
3 694
694
694
767
695
695
768
768
695
695
p695
695
695
p 695
696
719
719
696
696
696
p 696
696
768
742
746
746
) 768
696
)768
) 696
) 696
) 760
) 720
) 697
) 697
) 697
) 697
) 697
) 763
747
747
) 697
697
697
697
698
747
720
768
698
742
698
742
742
747
747
747
747
747
715
748
:) 775
748
775
748
748
748
748
749
749
775
b 749
749
749
749
750
t750
750
720
720
750
A88-50272 " # 3 750
A88-50275 * # 3 735
A88°50279 * # 715
A88.50326 * # 698
A88-50327 # _ 720
A88-50328 * # _ 768
A88-50459 _ 715
A88-50574 # t 750
A88-50576 p 691
A88-50580 " # _ 698
A88-50581 # _ 751
A88-50582 # _ 698
A88-50583 # _ 698
A88-50584 * # p 698
A88-50585 # _ 751
A88-50586 # _ 699
A88-50591 # _ 751
A88-50592 # _ 720
A88-50593 # ) 720
A88-50595 * # ) 699
A88-50597 # ) 699
A88-50598 # ) 699
A88-50599 # ) 699
A88-50600 * # ) 751
A88-50601 * # ) 751
A88-50604 * # ) 699
A88-50605 # ) 700
A88-50606 # ) 751
A88-50607 ° # ) 752
A88-50608 # 752
A88-50609 * # 721
A88-50610 # 700
A88-50611 # 752
A88-50612 * # 752
A88-50613 * # 721
A88-50614 # 721
A88-50615 # 700
A88-50618 # 700
A88-50619 # 700
A88-50620 * # 752
A88-50621 # 753
A88-50622 * # 753
A88-50725 768
A88-50765 769
A88-50766 753
A88-50767 716
A88-50772 753
A88-50777 700
A88-50778 742
A88-50779 # 700
A88-50780 # :) 753
A88-50781 :) 691
A88-50784 " # :) 743
A88-50785 " # _ 743
A88-50790 _ 769
A88-50795 760
A88-50813 743
A88-50831 * # 760
A88-50839 " 721
A88-50901 b 714
A88-50902 " # _ 714
A88-50903 # _ 769
A88*50904 # _ 760
A88-50905 # _ 701
A88-50906 # t 701
A88-50907 * # t 760
A88-50908 # t 701
A88-50909 # _ 774
A88-50910 * # _ 714
A88-50911 # _ 721
A88-50912 # _ 701
A88-50913 # _ 701
A88-50914 * # _ 761
A88-50915 * # _ 753
A88-50916 # = 701
A88-50917 # _ 721
A88-50926 _ 691
A88-50929 = 769
A88-50935 ) 775
A88-50936 ) 735
A88-50937 ) 775
A88°50939 ) 775
A88-50940 ) 776
A88-50941 # ) 776
A88-50942 ) 769
A88-50944 ) 735
A88-50946 # ) 776
A88-50947 ) 736
A88-50952 ) 769
A88*50956 ) 736
A88-50957 ) 736
A88.50959 ) 769
A88-50961 ) 716
A88.50966 ) 753
A88-50969 # ) 753
A88-50970 # ) 754
A88-50971
A88-50973 #
A88-50974
A88-50975
A88-50976
A88-50977
A88.50978
A88.50989 #
A88-50990
A88-50991
A88-50993 #
A88-50995
A88.50997 #
A88-51008
A88-51015
A88-51017
A88-51024 * #
A88-51026
A88-51029 #
A88-51034
A88-51036
A88-51037
A88-51039 #
A88-51040 #
A88-51041 #
A88-51043 #
A88-51044
A88-51045
A88-51049
A88-51051 #
A88-51052
A88-51056
A88-51064
A88-51071 #
A88-51153 "
A88-51156
A88-51157
A88-51158
A88-51159
A88-51165
A88-51166 o
A88-51167
A88-51168
A88-51169
A88-51171
A88-51172
A88-51173
A88-51175
A88.51176 * #
A88-51177
A88-51179 *
A88.51181 #
A88.51184
A88-51185
A88-51296
A88-51328 * #
A88-51329 * #
A88-51330 #
A88-51362
A88-51365
A88-51366
A88-51368
A88-51377 *
A88-51382
A88-51383
A88-51384
A88-51385
A88-51398
A88-51399
A88-51425 * #
A88-51426
A88-51427
A88-51428
A88-51429
A88-51430
A88-St431
A88-51432
A88-51433 °
A88-51434
A88-51435
A88-51436
A88-51437
A88-51438
A88-51439
A88-51440 *
A88-51441
A88-51442
A88-51450
A88-51451
A88-51452 * #
A88.51453
A88-51454
A88-51455
A88-51456
A88-51457
A88-51458
_754
754
754
_754
716
_754
755
776
776
776
776
) 777
770
) 722
777
) 761
) 770
755
736
777
777
770
761
691
761
736
755
761
743
770
755
736
736
777
701
701
, 701
, 701
,702
::) 702
, 702
702
702
702
702
702
703
703
703
703
703
755
703
722
770
770
770
) 722
) 703
704
) 704
) 704
) 716
) 716
) 716
716
717
722
722
704
722
743
722
755
755
722
723
743
691
723
723
723
723
756
781
692
781
:) 723
692
756
723
724
761
743
724
756
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A88-51459 p 724
A88-51460 p 724
A88-51461 * p 724
A88-51462 p 724
A88-51463 p 724
A88-51464 p 725
A88-51465 p 777
A88-51466 p 777
A88-51467 p 717
A88-51468 p 736
A88-51469 p 737
A88-51470 ° # p 737
A88-51471 p 725
A88-51472 p 725
A88-51473 p 743
A88-51474 p 744
A88-51475 p 692
A88-51476 p 725
A88-51477 p 725
A88-514Z8 p 692
A88-51479 p 725
A88-51480 p 725
A88-51481 p 726
A88-51484 p 726
A88-51486 p 726
A88-51498 p 726
A88-51499 p 726
A88-51500 p 761
A88-51507 p 717
A88-51522 p 737
A88-51701 p 717
A88-51705 # p 717
A88-51706 *# p717
A88-51712 # p 717
A88-51717 # p 718
A88-51723 # p 718
A88-51724 # p 718
A88-51725 # p 718
A88-51751 p 692
A88-51752 p 704
A88-51753 p 704
A88-51754 * p 726
A88-51755 p 704
A88-51756 p 705
A88-51757 p 705
A88-51758 * p 705
A88-51759 p 726
A88-51760 ° p 705
A88-51761 p 705
A88-51762 p 705
A88-51763 * p 727
A88-51764 * p 727
A88-51765 * p 727
A88-51766 * p 727
A88-51767 p 727
A88-51768 * p 727
A88-51769 p 728
A88-51770 * p 762
A88-51771 p 756
A88-51772 " p 756
A88-51773 p 756
A88-51774 " p 706
A88-51775 p 706
A88-51776 p 706
A88-51777 p 706
A88-51779 p 771
A88°51780 p 764
A88-51781 p 706
A88-51782 p 728
A88-51783 * p 728
A88-51784 p 756
A88-51785 p 706
A88-51786 p 728
A88-51787 p 728
A88-51788 p 762
A88-51789 p 728
A88-51790 p 771
A88-51791 p 729
A88-51792 p 729
A88-51793 p 729
A88-51794 p 729
A88-51795 p 729
A88-51796 p 729
A88-51797 p 771
A88-51798 p 729
A88-51799 p 729
A88-51800 p 744
A88-51801 p 730
A88-51802 p 730
A88-51803 p 730
A88-51804 p 730
A88-51805 p 730
A88-51806 p 730
A88-51808 p 730
A88-51809 p 737
A88-51810 p 731
A88-51811 p 731
A88-51812 p 731
A88-51814 * p 765
A88-51877 p 706
A88-51878 p 771
A88-51880 p 707
A88-51882 p 707
A88-51884 p 707
A88-51885 p 707
A88-51886 p 707
A88-51887 p 707
A88-51889 p 708
A88-51908 * # p 737
A88-51910 * # p 737
A88-51911 *# p738
A88-51912 * # p 718
A88-51913 # p 738
A88-51917 * # p 771
A88-51918 # p 762
A88-51920 *# p771
A88-51928 # p 731
A88-51929 # p 744
A88-51930 # p 778
A88-51932 " # p 738
A88-51936 # p 692
A88-51937 * # p 731
A88-51938 # p 708
A88-51939 # p 708
A88-51940 # p 731
A88-51941 # p 765
A88-51942 " # p 731
A88-51943 # p 732
A88-51945 * # p 77'8
A88-51946 * # p 732
A88-51949 * # p 738
A88-51952 # p 738
A88-51954 # p 765
A88-51955 # p 732
A88-51961 * # p 732
A88-51962 * # p 732
A88-51964 # p 732
A88-51966 # p 733
A88-51969 # p 708
A88-51970 * # p 733
A88-51971 # p 778
A88-51972 # p 757
A88-51973 # p 757
A88-51974 # p 757
A88-51976 # p 733
A88-51977 # p 692
A88-51978 # p 781
A88-52012 p 7O8
A88-52028 p 708
A88-52035 p 708
A88-52036 p 779
A88-52037 p 708
A88-52038 p 709
A88-52041 p 709
A88-52043 p 709
A88-52044 p 771
A88-52045 p 709
A88-52046 p 709
A88-52047 p 709
A88-52050 p 757
A88-52051 p 772
A88-52056 p 709
A88-52060 p 709
A88-52061 p 772
A88-52062 p 710
A88-52065 p 710
A88-52070 p 757
A88-52071 p 772
A88-52073 p 710
A88-52078 p 710
A88-52079 p 710
A88-52083 p 710
A88-52084 p 762
A88-52086 p 757
A88-52091 p 733
A88-52096 p 710
A88-52097 p 710
A88-52103 p 757
A88-52104 p 763
A88-52117 p 744
A88-52120 p 733
A88-52177 p 772
A88-52178 p 772
A88-52228 # p 778
A88-52229 # p 778
A88-52231 # p 778
A88-52232 # p 778
A88-52300 " # p 779
A88-52375 p 803
A88-52651 p 803
A88-52652 p 803
A88-52653 p 803
aACCESS/ON NUMBER INDEX
A88-52654 p 803
A88-52655 p 837
AES-52S57 p 837
A88-52659 p 804
A88-52660 p 804
ABIF52662 p 8O4
A88-52665 p 804
M8-52666 p 8O4
A_-52668 p 804
AB8-52670 p 804
A88-52671 p 804
A88-52672 p 805
A88-52673 p 805
A88-52676 # p 815
A88-52684 "# p 815
A88-52685 # p 785
A88-52686 # p 785
A88-52692 # p 805
A88-52697 # p 805
A88-52698 # p815
A88.52733 p 844
A88-52795 p 785
A88-52823 p 857
A88-52952 p 8O2
A88-53102 # p 815
A88-53103 # p 815
#,88-53134 # p 815
A88-53105 # p836
A88-53106 # p 785
A88.-53111 # p816
A88.-53119 # p 816
A88-53121 # p 816
A88-53122 # p 816
A88-53123 # p844
A88-53128 # p 844
A88-53135 * # P 832
A88-53136 # p 816
A88-53137 "# p 8.16
A88-53138 # p 785
A88-53140 # p785
A88-53142 # p 844
A88-53145 # p844
A88-53148 # p826
A88-53149 # p 805
A88-53151 ° # p 816
A88-.53156 # p 813
A88-53161 # p 805
A88-53164 # p 837
A88-53166 # p844
&88-53167 # p 817
A88-53249 p 805
A88-53250 p 786
M8-53251 p 826
A88-53539 p 805
A88-53540 p 801
A88-53542 p 837
A88..53556 p 837
A88-53563 p 845
A88-53506 p 837
A88-53571 p 845
AB8-53579 p 845
A88-53581 * p 845
A88-53626 p 832
A88-53628 # p 8O2
A88-53629 # p 632
A88-53630 # p 832
AB8-53631 # p 857
A88-53634 # p 805
N_8-53635 # p 832
A88-53637 # p857
A88-53642 " # p 832
A88-53649 # p 806
A88-53650 "# p806
A88-53651 # p 8O6
A88-53652 # p 8O6
A88-53653 ° # p833
A88-53654 *# p858
A88-53657 # p 833
A88-53658 # p833
A88-_ # p833
A88-53667 * # p 833
A88-53671 # p 858
A88-53752 * # p 806
A88-53753 # p 806
A88-53754 "# p 807
AB8-53755 # p 827
A88-53757 # p783
A88-53758 # p 807
A88-53759 # p 807
A88.-53760 * # p 783
A88-53761 " # p 783
A88.-53762 • # p 786
A88-53763 # p 807
A88-53764 # p 807
A88-53765 # p 807
A88-53767 # p 807
A88.5,3768 # p 807
A88-53769 # P 808
A88-53770 # p 808
AB8-53T/1 # P 783
A88-53772 # P 813
A88-53773 # p 862
AB8-53774 # p 817
A88-53776 p B0e
A88-53761 p 806
AB8-53782 p 783
A88-53783 p 808
A88-53784 p 808
A88-53786 p 808
A88-53788 p 862
A88-53789 p 808
A88-5379O p 8O9
A88-53791 p 8O9
AB8-53795 p 845
AB8-.53796 p 827
A88-53797 p 809
M8-53798 p 809
A88-53799 p 827
A88-53800 ° p 783
A88-53826 # p 813
A88-53827 # p813
A88-53829 # p 845
A88.53830 * # p 813
A88.53838 p 838
A88-53840 p 845
A88-53847 * p 833
A88-53876 p 858
M8-53954 p 845
A88-53955 p 838
A88-53961 p 846
A88-53970 p 786
A88-53971 p 786
A88-53996 p 838
A88-53998 p 846
A88-54001 p 838
A88-54137 " p 817
A88-54138 "# p817
A88-54139 *# p846
A88-54140 * # p 817
A88-54141 "# p817
A88-54143 # p817
A88-54145 * # p 838
ASS-54146 * # p 818
A88-54151 # p 786
A88-54152 * # p846
A88-54153 # p 818
A88-54157 # P 786
A88-54164 *# p846
A88-54165 # p786
A88-54166 # p 838
A88-54167 # p 838
A88-54168 # p 818
A88-54169 # p846
A88-54170 # p 816
A88-54173 # p 787
A88-54175 # P 787
A88-54176 # p 787
A88-,54181 # p 847
A88-.54183 # p 787
A88-54185 # p 847
A88-5411m # p 787
A88-54189 "# p 7B7
A88-54190 # p788
A88-54191 # p 847
A86-54192 # p 788
A88-G4193 # p 847
AB8-54197 # p 847
A88-54199 # p 847
A88-54200 # p 788
A88-54201 # p 788
A88-54202 "# p858
A88-54206 * # p 788
A88-54207 # p788
A88-54296 # P 788
A88-54209 # p 848
A88-54210 # p 789
A88-54211 # p 789
A88-54213 # P 789
A88-54214 # P 789
A88-54216 # P 789
A88-54217 # P 789
A88-54218 # P 7g0
A88-54219 # P 790
A88-54220 # P 79O
A88-54222 # P 790
A88-5,4223 # P 848
A88-54224 # P 818
A88-54225 # P 838
A88.54226 # P 839
A88-54227 # p848
A88-54228 # p 790
A88-54229 *# p848
A88-54230 # p 848
A88-54234 # p 848
A88-54236 "# p 848
A88-54239 # P 818
A88-54240 # p790
AS8-54241 # P 649
A88-54242 # P 791
AB8-54244 # p 791
A88-54245 # p 849
A88-54246 # p 784
A88-54247 # p 819
A88-5,4249 # P 819
A88-54250 # p 849
A88-54251 # p 791
A88-54252 # p 791
M8-54257 # p 839
A88-54259 # p 791
A88-54261 # p849
A88-54262 # p 839
A88-54263 # p 849
A88-54265 # p 849
A88-54266 # p 791
A88-54269 # p 839
A88-54272 # p 849
A88-'34273 # P 850
A88-54277 # p 839
A88-54278 # p 792
A88-,54280 # p 833
A88,.r:>4281 # p 850
A88-54282 # p 839
A88-54283 # p 84O
A88-54285 # p 792
A88-54286 p 792
A88-54288 # p 792
A88-54289 # p 792
A88-54291 # p 850
A8&54292 # P S50
A88-54293 # P 792
A88-54295 # p 819
A86-54296 # p 792
A88-$4297 # p 793
A8_54298 # p 85O
A88-54299 # p 850
A68-54300 # p 850
A88.54301 # P 819
A88-54302 # P 793
A88-54303 # p 793
A88-54304 # p 819
A88-,54305 # p 851
A88-54306 # p819
A88-54309 # p 793
A88-54310 # p 8@9
A88-54311 # p 851
A88-54312 # p 819
A88-543t4 # p 793
A88-.54315 # P 793
A88-54317 # p 820
A88-54318 # p 793
A86-54319 # p 820
A88-54321 # p 820
A88-54322 # p 820
A88-54323 # p 794
A88-54326 # p 820
A88-54327 # p 794
A88-54328 "# p 851
A88-54331 # p 794
A88-54333 # p 820
A88-54335 # p 820
A88-54337 # p 821
AB8-54341 # p 794
A88-54342 # p 851
A88-54343 # p 794
AB8-54345 # p 851
A88-54346 # p 821
M8-54347 # p 794
AB8-54351 # p840
A88-54354 # p 851
A88-54355 * # p 851
A88-54356 # p 794
A88-54357 # p 834
A88-54361 # p 852
A66-54363 # p 821
A88-54364 # p 84O
A88-54365 # p 862
A88-54366 # p 821
A88-54369 # p 821
A88-54370 # p 821
A88-54371 # p 821
A88.-54372 # p 822
M8--54374 # p 822
A88-54375 "# p 795
A88-54379 # p 822
A88-54380 # p 822
A88-54383 # p 822
A88-54384 # p834
A88--54385 # p 852
A88-54386 # p 822
A88-54400 p 801
A88-54424 * p 827
A88-5442_ p 858
A88-54474 p 827
A88-54507 p 822
A88-54526 * p 827
A88-.54528 p 827
A88-54549 * p 828
A88-54566 p B52
A88-54567 " p 837
A88-54570 ° p 828
A88-54571 " p 828
A88-.54596 p 828
A88-54619 p 822
A88-54620 p 823
A88-54621 p 823
A88-54622 p 623
A88-54623 p 823
A88-54624 p 823
A88-54650 p 828
A88-54652 p 626
A88-,54653 p 829
A88-546,54 p 829
A88-54656 p 829
A88-54658 p 823
A88-54659 p 829
A88-54660 p 829
A88-54661 p 829
A88-54725 p 813
A88_54857 # P 84O
A88-54869 p 795
A88-54907 # p 795
A88-54938 # p 823
A88-54940 # p 795
A88-54941 # p 795
A88-54942 # p 795
A88-54943 # p 795
A88-54944 # p 796
A88-54946 # p 796
A88-54954 # p 609
A88-55000 p 784
A88,-55041 p 784
A88-55042 p 852
A86-55064 # p 829
A88-55077 * # p 796
A88-55078 # p 796
A88.55093 # p 796
A88-55094 * # p 796
A88-55154 p 852
A88-55275 # P 829
A88-55286 p 840
AJ88-55288 p 801
A88-55290 p 801
A88-55313 # p 796
A88-55317 # p 809
A88-55372 # P 852
A88-55456 p 852
N88-19O03 # p 1
N88-10005 # P 15
N88-10006 # P 15
N88-10007 *# p 15
N88-10008 * # p 15
N88..i0009 *# p I,_
N88-19O10 # p 16
N88-10011 "# p16
N88-19O12 °# P 16
N88-10013 "# P 16
N88-10014 # p 16
NB8-10015 # p 17
N88-10016 # P 17
N88-10018 # p 17
N88-10(_0 # p 19
N88-10021 * # p 19
N88-10025 # p 22
N88-10026 * # p24
N88-10027 # p 24
N88-10028 # p 25
N88-10029 # p 25
N88-10030 * # p28
N88-10031 # p 28
N88-10032 p 33
N88-I0033 # p 33
N88-10035 # p 34
N88-10037 # p 34
N88-10038 # p 36
N88-10039 *# p 36
N88-10041 # P 39
N88-10078 # p 40
N88-10159 # p 42
N88-10192 # p 42
N88-10209 # p 50
N88-10231 p 50
N88-10278 # P 51
N88-10283 # p51
N_l- 11429
N88-10305 # p 51
N88-10338 p 51
N88-10339 * # p 51
N88-103T't' # p 51
N88-10386 # p51
N88-10463 # p57
N88.10464 # p57
N88-10588 # p 61
N88-10589 # p 61
N88-10592 ° # P 61
N88-10594 p 61
N88-I0595 # p 62
N88-10608 # p62
N88-10610 # p 62
N88-10697 # p 62
N88-10765 ° # p 17
N88-10767 # p 17
N88-10771 °# p 17
N88-10772 "# p 18
N88-10773 ° # p 18
Ne8-10776 ° # p 18
N88-10777 °# p18
N88-10779 o # p 18
N88-10781 # P 19
N88.10782 # p 19
N88-10784 p 22
N88-10787 # p 25
N88-10788 *# p 25
N88-10789 # p 34
N88-10791 * # p 34
N88-10792 * # p 34
N88-10793 # p 36
NB8-10794 # p 37
N88-10795 # p37
N88-10798 "# p 37
N88-.10799 # p 37
N88-10800 # p 37
N88-10801 " # p 37
N8840803 # p38
N88-10e04 # p 38
N88-10e05 *# p38
N88-10e06 # p38
N88-10g07 # p 38
N88-10008 # p38
N88-10e10 # p 22
N88...10ell # p 38
N88-10812 # p 25
N88.-I0815 # p 22
N88-10818 *# p39
N68409O8 *# p43
N88-10986 # p 1
N88-10992 # p 34
N88-10993 # p35
N88-11002 # p 52
N88-11003 # p 52
N88-11048 # p 52
N88-11080 # p 52
N88-I 1081 # p 52
N88-11088 * # p52
N88-11089 * # p52
N88-11101 *# p53
N88-11133 # p53
N88-11134 # p 53
N88.11135 ° # p53
N88-11139 # p 53
N88-11140 *# p53
N88-11142 *# P 53
N88-11143 * # p54
N88-11t46 * # p54
N88-11150 * # p,54
N88-11152 * # p 35
N88-11153 * # p_>4
N88-11154 * # p54
N88-11160 *# p54
N88-11161 *# p54
N88-11162 * # P 54
N88-11163 *# P 55
N88-11164 *# P 55
N88-t1165 *# p60
N88-11166 * # p60
N88-11169 * # p43
N88-11170 * # p55
N88-11171 *# p55
N88-11172 * # p 55
N88-11173 * # p55
N88-11174 "# p 55
N88-11175 ° # p56
N88-11179 "# p43
N88-11182 "# p56
N88-11183 * # p 56
N88-11185 * # p 56
N88-11186 * # p50
N88-11198 # p56
N88-11202 "# p56
N88-11382 *# I) 60
N88-11429 *# p60
G-9
N88-11435
N88-11435 *# p60
N88-11451 *# p62
N88-11628 # p 67
N88-11629 # p 78
N88-11631 # p 79
N88-11633 # p 79
N88-11634 # p 79
N88-11636 * # p 79
N88-11640 * # p 79
N88-11642 p 85
N88-11643 *# p85
N88-11644 "# p85
N88-11648 " # p 93
N88-11649 # p 94
N88-11650 # p 94
N88-11651 # p94
N88-11652 # p 94
N88-11653 # p 103
N88-11654 # p 103
N88-11655 # p 106
N88-11fSbU # p 106
N88-11657 # p 94
N88-11658 # p 94
N88-11659 # p 97
N88-11660 # p 103
N88-11661 # p 103
N88-11662 # p 103
N88-11663 # p 94
N88-11664 # p95
N88-11665 # 1395
N88-11666 # p95
N88-11667 # p 106
N88-11669 # p 95
N88-11671 # p 98
N88-11672 # p 95
N88-11673 # p 95
N88-11674 # p 95
N88-11676 * # p 95
N88-11677 # p 98
N88-11679 * # p 100
N88-11680 * # p 103
N88-11681 # p 106
N88-11682 # p 107
N88-11683 p 107
N88-11684 p 107
N88-11685"# p107
N88-11876 # p 110
N88-11886 # p 117
N88-11926 # p 117
N88-12010 # p 117
N88-12011 # p 117
N88-12038 # p 117
N88-12114 # p 118
N88-12352 " # p 126
N88-12452 " # p 67
N88-12453 " # p 67
N88-12454 * # p 79
N88-12455 * p 80
N88-12456 " # p 80
N88-12457 * # p 80
N88-12458 " # p 80
N88-12459 ° # p 80
N88-12460 p 80
N88-12461 * # p 81
N88-12462 " # p 81
N88-12464 # p 81
N88-12465 " # p 81
N88-12468 p 81
N88-12469 p 81
N88-12473 " # p 85
N88-12477 " # p 86
N88-12478 * # p 87
N88-12479 * # p 87
N88-12480 ° # p 96
N88-12481 # p 96
N88-12482 " # p 96
N88-12483 * # p 96
N88-12485 # p 96
N88-12486 " # p 96
N88-12487 " # p 98
N88-12488 # p 100
N88-12490 ° # p 100
N88-12492 # p 103
N88-12493 " # p 104
N88-12494 " # p 104
N88-12495 ° # p 104
N88-12496 "# p 107
N88-12499 # p 107
N88-12500 # p 108
N88-12526 " # p 85
N88-12548 # p 110
N88-12550 # p 110
N88-12552 "# p 111
N88-12617 * # p 118
N88-12622 # p 97
N88-12623 # p 97
G-10
N88-12624 # p 104
N88-12625 # p 97
N88-12626 # p 97
N88-12627 # p 104
N88-12628 # p 82
N88-12630 # p 82
N88-12631 # p 82
N88-12632 # p 82
N88-12633 # p 82
N88-12634 # p 118
N88-12635 # p 82
N88-12636 # p 118
N88-12791 # p 118
N88-12796 *# p 118
N88-12897 * # p 119
N88-12928 " # p 121
N88-12931 # p 121
N88-12932 *# p 121
N88-12970 # p 121
N88-13002 *# p 127
N88-13003 * # p 127
N88-13005 * # p 127
N88-13215 # p 130
N88-13216 # p 131
N88-13217 # p 131
N88-13218 *# p 141
N88-13219 # p 141
N88-13220 # p 169
N88-13223 # p 169
N88-13226 " # p 141
N88-13231 # p 162
N88-13233 " # p 141
N88-13234 ° # p 141
N88-13238 # p 141
N88-13241 # p 141
N88-13243 # p 142
N88-13244 # p 156
N88-13245 *# p 157
N88-13246 # p 142
N88-13247 # p 166
N88-13248 # p 157
N88-13249 # p 142
N88-13253 # p 142
N88-13254 # p 142
N88-13255 # p 142
N88-13256 # p 143
N88-13257 # p 143
N88-13258 # p 143
N88-13259 # p 143
N88-13261 # p 143
N88-13262 # p 143
N88-13266 # p 143
N88-13267 # p 144
N88-13268 # p 144
N88-13269 # p 185
N58-13273 # p 144
N88-13276 # p 185
N88-13278 # p 185
N88-13279 " # p 144
N88-13286 # p 144
N88-13287 # p 185
N88-13288 # p 144
N88-13289 # p 145
N88-1329O ° # p 145
N88-13291 " # p 145
N88-13292 " # p 145
N88-13293 # p 145
N88-13296 # p 145
N88-13298 # p 145
N88-13299 # p 146
N88-13300 # p 146
N88-13301 # p 146
N88-13302 # p 146
N88-13303 # p 146
N88-13304 * # p 146
N88-13305 * # p 147
N88-13308 # p 149
N88-13309 # p 149
N88-13310 "# p 149
N88-13315 # p 157
N88-13316 # p 157
N88-13317 # p 157
N88-13318 # p 157
N88-13319 " # p 166
N88-13320 # p 158
N88-13321 # p 158
N88-13322 # p 158
N88-13323 # p 158
N88-13324 # p 158
N88-13325 # p 158
N88-13326 # p 158
N88-13327 # p 159
N88-13328 # p 159
N88-13329 # p 159
N88-13330 # p 159
N88-13331 # p 160
N88-13332 # p 160
N88-13333 # p 160
N88-13334 # p 161
N88-13335 # p 161
N88-13336 # p 161
N88-13337 # p 162
N88-13339 p 162
N88-13340 # p 162
N88-13341 # p 162
N88-13342 # p 163
N88-13343 # p 163
N88.13344 # p 163
N88-13345 " # p 163
N88-13346 ° # p 163
N88-13347 " # p 163
N88-13348 # p 166
N88-13349 # p 166
N88-13350 # p 166
N88-13351 # p 166
N88-13352 # p 166
N88-13353 * # p 167
N88-13354 # p 167
N88-13355 # p 167
N88-13356 "# p 167
N88-13357 # p 167
N88-13358 # p 167
N88-13359 * # p 167
N88-13360 # p 168
N88-13361 # p 168
N88-13362 # p 168
N88-13363 * # p 168
N88-13364 # p 170
N88-13365 # p 170
N88-13366 # p 170
N88-13367 ° # p 170
N88-13396 # p 174
N88-13397 # p 174
N88-13400 # p 174
N88-13403 # p 174
N88-13410 p 175
N88-13461 # p 175
N88-13466 p 175
N88-13470 # p 175
N88-13475 # p 175
N88-13533 p 179
N88-13547 # p 180
N88-13549 " # p 180
N88-13552 " # p 180
N88-13599 # p 180
N88-13643 p 180
N88-13645 # p 180
N88-13686 # p 180
N88-13687 # p 181
N88-13688 # p 181
N88-13689 # p 181
N88-13796 " # p 183
N88-13829 # p 183
N88-13830 # p 184
N88-13872 " # p 185
N88-13878 # p 186
N88-13883 # p 186
N88-13884 # p 186
N88-13885 # p 186
N88-13959 # p 189
N88-13960 ° # p 189
N88-13961 *# p 189
N88-13962 * # p 190
N88-14036 # p 191
N88-14064 * # p 131
N88-14068 "# p 147
N88-14069 # p 147
N88-14070 " # p 147
N88-14073 p 147
N88-14074 p 147
N88-14075 *# p 147
N88-14078 * # p 148
N88-14079 °# p 148
N88-14081 # p 148
N88-14083 " p 149
N88-14084 # p 149
N88-14085 # p 149
N88-14086 # p 150
N88-14087 # p 150
N88-14088 " # p 150
N88-14090 # p 152
N88-14091 # p 159
N88-14092 * # p 159
N88-14093 ° # p 164
N88-14094 * # p 164
N88-14095 * # p 164
N88-14096 *# p 164
N88-14097 "# p 164
N88-14099 " # p 168
N88-14101 " # p 168
N88-14102 * # p 169
N88-14105 # p 170
N88-14106 #
N88-14107 #
N88-14139 #
N88-14144 * #
N88-14155 ° #
N88-14157 ° #
N88-14181 #
N88-14211 #
N88-14251 #
N88-14293
N88-14322 ° #
N88-14323 ° #
N88-14367 #
N88-14368 #
N88-14370 #
N88-14371 #
N88-14374 #
N88-14425 #
N88-14426 #
N88-14431 #
N88-14442 #
N88-14447 * #
N88-14450 #
N86-14586 #
N88-14638 " #
N88-14762 ° #
N88-14766
N88-14769 " #
N88-14770 #
N88-14924 #
N88-14925 #
N88-14928 * #
N88.14930 * #
N88-14934 * #
N88-14935 "#
N88-14937 "#
N88-14939 "#
N88-14941 * #
N88-14946 * #
N88-14948 "#
N88-14949 "#
N88-14950 * #
N88.14951 "#
N88.14952 * #
N88.14954 * #
N88-14955 ° #
N88.14956 * #
N88-14958 #
N88-14960 * #
N88-14962 * #
N88-14965 ° #
N88-14966 ° #
N88-14970 * #
N88-14973 #
N88-14974 #
N88-14975 #
N88-14976 #
N88-14977 #
N88-14979 #
N88-14980 #
N88-14985 * #
N88-14987 • #
N88-14990 #
N88-14991 #
N88-14992 #
N88-14993 #
N88-15014 * #
N88-15060 *#
N88-15224 ° #
N88-15454 #
N88-15759 #
N88-15760 ° #
N88-15766 • #
N88-15770 #
N88-15771 #
N88-15772 #
N88-15773 #
N88-15774 " #
N88-15775 #
N88-15776 #
N88-15777 #
N88-15778 ° #
N88-15780 #
N88-15781 #
N88-15782 #
N88-15783 #
N88-15784 #
N88-15787 " #
N88-15788 " #
N88-15798 " #
N88-15799 " #
N88-15800 " #
N88-15801 " #
N88-15802 " #
N88-15803 " #
N88.15804 - #
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
170
170
148
175
176
176
176
176
181
181
181
182
182
182
165
148
:) 182
;) 182
182
182
_182
b 183
183
_184
186
)190
190
_190
)190
195
195
) 217
) 235
) 218
) 218
) 252
) 252
253
218
218
235
261
235
261
235
235
) 235
) 218
219
219
219
p 219
222
225
225
225
225
226
) 236
) 236
) 242
) 249
) 253
) 253
253
253
255
255
261
266
195
219
) 219
220
223
,223
223
223
223
223
223
223
224
224
) 224
) 226
236
) 242
) 243
) 268
243
243
243
262
224
243
N88-15805 * #
N88-15806 * #
N88-15807 * #
N88-15808 * #
N88-15809 " #
N88-15811 * #
N88-15812 " #
N88-15813 "#
N88-15814 * #
N88-15840 #
N88-15875 #
N88-16051 #
N88-16510 ° #
N88-16624 #
N88-16625 " #
N88-16626 ° #
N88-16627 ° #
N88-16628 * #
N88-16629 * #
N88-16630 ° #
N88-16631 * #
N88-16632 * #
N88-16633 * #
N88-16634 * #
N88-16635 * #
N88-16636 " #
N88-16637 • #
N88.16638 ° #
N88.16639 " #
N88-16640 • #
N88-16641 *#
N88-16642 * #
N88-16643 * #
N88-16645 " #
N88-16646 * #
N88-16647 ° #
N88-16648 * #
N88-16649 * #
N88-16650 * #
N88-16651 * #
N88-16652 * #
N88-16654 * #
N88-16655 * #
N88-16656 * #
N88-16657 " #
N88-16658 "#
N88.16659 "#
N88-16660 • #
N88-16664 #
N88-16666 #
N88-16667 #
N88-16668 " #
N88-16670 #
N88-16671 #
N88-16672 #
N88-16674 * #
N88-16675 " #
N88-16677 #
N88-16678 " #
N88-16679 * #
N88-16680 * #
N88-16682 #
N88-16683 #
N88-16684
N88-16686 #
N88-16687 • #
N88-16688 • #
N88-16689 #
N88-16690 #
N88-16691 #
N88-16692 #
N88-16694 " #
N88-16696 #
N88-16698 " #
N88-16699 " #
N88-16700 * #
N88-16701 ° #
N88-16703 " #
N88-16706 #
N88-16707 * #
N88-16708 #
N88-16709 #
N88-16710 #
N88-16711 #
N88-16712 #
N88-16714 #
N88-16715 #
N88-16717 ° #
N88-16823 #
N88-16827 #
N88-16859 #
N88-16878 " #
N88.16884 * #
N88-16890 #
N88.16893 #
N88-16901 #
243
244
244
244
244
236
244
249
253
b 255
_256
p 236
268
b 269
269
269
288
) 307
) 288
) 276
) 307
) 270
) 318
) 312
283
289
298
298
298
299
283
307
307
3O8
328
308
328
329
270
310
p 289
296
_296
289
289
289
) 289
289
) 276
) 276
276
276
277
277
277
277
277
277
278
278
278
283
283
283
286
,286
286
290
290
290
) 290
= 290
) 29O
) 299
330
) 313
318
313
299
3O8
3O8
3O8
310
310
310
311
)311
_311
313
_313
b 313
313
t 314
314
318
318
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N88-16951 # p 318
N88-16956 ° # p318
N88.16966 # p319
N88-16988 * # p 319
N88-17001 # p 319
N88-17009 # p 319
N88-17010 # p 319
N88-17045 ° # p 319
N88-17049 # p 320
N88-17062 # p 320
N88-17069 # p 291
N88-17073 # p 320
N88-17064 # p 320
N88-17090 "# p 320
N88-17207 °# p330
N88-17210 °# p299
N88-17215 " # p 311
N88-17218 "# p 327
N88-17252 * # p 291
N88-17253 ° # p 327
N88-17260 *# p 327
N88-17313 "# p328
N88.17314 # p 328
N88.17363 # p 328
N88-17433 # p 291
N88-1743.4 # p 320
N88-17440 " # p 329
N88-17441 "# p329
N88-17445 # p 329
N88-17453 # p 329
N88-17579 p 278
N88-17580 p 278
N88-17561 " # p 278
N88-17583 " # p 279
N88-17585 "# p 279
N68-17586 " # p 279
N88-17591 °# p 279
N88-17592 "# p 279
N88-17593 "# p 279
N88-17594 "# p 279
N88-17595 ° # p 280
N88-17596 • # p 280
N88-17597 "# p 280
N88-175ge "# p280
N88-1760O "# p 280
N88-17601 "# p308
N88-17602 "# p 280
N88-17603 ° # p 281
N88-17604 "# p 281
N88-17605 "# p 281
N88-17606 ° # p 281
N88-17607 * # p 281
N88-17608 ° # p 291
N88-17609 * # p 291
N88-17610 * # p 281
N88-17611 # p 282
N88-17613 # p 282
N88-17614 * # p 282
N88-17615 *# p282
N88-17616 ° # p 283
N88-17617 " # p 323
N88-17618 " # p 283
N88-17619 "# p284
N88-17620 " # p284
N88-17621 *# p284
N88-17622 "# p284
N88-17623 * # p 321
N88-17624 "# p 321
N88-17628 *# p284
N88-17629 "# p 2_,
N88-17630 *# p284
N88-17631 "# p 284
N88-17632 ° # p321
N88-17633 * # p 284
N88-17634 * # p330
N88-17635 * # p285
N88-17636 °# p265
N88-17638 # p 285
N88-17639 # p 285
N88-17641 # p 291
N88-17642 # p 291
N88-17643 p 292
N88-17644 * # p 292
N88-17645 "# p 292
N88-17646 * # p 292
N88-17647 # p 299
N88-17648 # p 299
N88-17649 # p 300
N88-17650 # p300
N88-17651 # p 300
N88-17652 # p 300
N88-17653 # p 300
N88-17654 # p 300
N88-17655 # p 301
N88-17656 • # p 301
N88-17657 # p 30_
N88-17658 # p 301
N88-17659 # P 301
N88-17660 # p 301
N88-17662 # p 301
N88-17663 # p 302
N88-17664 # p 302
N88-17665 # P 302
N68-17666 *# p302
N88-17667 * # p 302
N88-17668 # p 302
N88-17669 # p 302
N88-17670 # p 303
N88-17672 # p 303
N88-17674 # p303
N88-17675 # P 303
N88-17676 # p 303
N88-17677 # p303
N88-17678 # P 303
N88-17679 # p303
N88-17680 # p 304
N88-17681 # p 304
N88-17682 # p 309
N88-17684 *# p309
N88-17687 # p 311
NS_178't3 # p 314
N88-17819 # P 321
N88-17822 # p 292
N88-17623 # P 292
N88-17824 # p 293
N88-17825 # p 293
N88-17836 # p 309
N88-17839 # p 293
N88-17842 # p 293
N88-17844 # p 293
N88.17845 # p 309
N88-17847 # p 270
N88-17848 # p 293
N88-17849 # p 270
N88-17850 # P 294
N88-17853 # P 294
N88,17854 # P 294
N88-17855 # p 321
N88-17863 # p294
N88-17671 # p 321
N88-17929 p 321
N88-17957 # p322
N88.17962 # p 322
N88-18007 ° # p 322
N88-18013 # p 322
N88-18036 * # p 322
N88-18300 "# p 328
N_8-18373 # p 329
N86-18376 " # p 330
N88-18549 # p 332
N88-18551 # p 332
N8818553 # p346
N88-18556 # p346
N88-18565 "# p 346
N88-18567 " # p 347
N88-18568 # p 347
N86-18569 # p 347
N88-18570 • # p 347
N88-18571 ° # P 347
N88-18573 # p 351
N88-18579 ° # p 354
N88-18580 * # P 354
N88-18581 p 354
N88-18582 * # p364
N88-18584 # p364
N88-18585 # P 364
N88-18586 p 365
N88-18587 * # p 365
N88-18588 # p 365
N88-18591 # p 378
N88-18592 # p 376
N88-18596 # p 378
N88-18597 # P 378
N88-1659e # P 386
N88-18600 # P 386
N88.18601 # P 387
N88-18642 ° # p 389
N88-18705 # p 389
N88-18736 # P 389
N88-18756 # p 402
N88-18799 p 399
N88-18848 # p 399
N88-18924 # P 399
N88-16976 "# p400
N88-19041 # p 401
N88-19169 # p 402
N88-19160 # p 402
N88-19188 p 400
N88-19189 p 347
N88-19195 p 348
N88-19218 " # p 403
N88-19220 "# p 403
N88-19407 "# p 332
N88-1940e # p 333
N66-19411 # p 348
N88-19415 # P 348
N88-19417 * # p348
N88-19416 ° # p 348
N88-19419 °# p348
N88-19420 * # p3.49
N88-19421 "# p351
N88-19422 # p352
N88-19423 # p 352
N88-19424 "# p 352
N88-19426 # p 354
N88-19427 # p354
N88-19431 # p 354
N88-19441 # p 354
N88-19443 # p 355
N88-19444 # p 355
N88-19445 # p 355
N88-19446 # p 355
N88-19449 # p 365
N88-19450 # p 365
N88.19451 # p 365
N88-19452 # p 365
N88-19453 # p 366
N88-19454 # p 366
N88-19455 # p 366
N88-19456 # p366
N88-19457 # p 366
N88.19458 # p 383
N88-19459 # p 366
N88-19460 # p 366
N88-19461 # p 367
N88-19462 # p 367
N88-19463 "# p 367
N88-19464 " # p 367
N88-19465 " # p 367
N86-19466 # p 367
N88-19467 • # p 368
N88-19468 "# p 378
N88-19469 " # p 379
N88-19471 *# p383
N88-19472 p 383
N88-19473 # p 383
N88-19474 # p 383
N88.19475 ° # p384
N88-19476 # p 387
N88-19558 # p 384
N88-19618 # p 389
N88-19650 "# p400
N88-19789 # p 400
N88-20090 "# p 404
N88-20095 ° # p 4O4
N88-20173 # p 404
N88-20177 # p405
N88-20178 # p 405
N88-20179 # p 405
N88-20184 # p 405
N88-20188 # p 4O5
N88-20190 # p 389
N88-20196 # p406
N88-20200 # p 406
N_J_..20_.! - # p 406
N88-20255 # p 4O8
N88-20257 "# P 410
N88-20258 # P 410
N88-20261 # p 410
N88-20262 *# p411
N88.20263 "# p 411
N88-20264 "# p411
N88-20265 # p411
N88-20266 # p 411
N88-20267 # p 412
N88-20268 # p 412
N88-20269 "# p 412
N88-20271 "# p412
N88-20272 *# p 412
N88-20273 "# p 412
N88-20274 °# p 413
N88-20275 # p 413
N88-20277 # p 413
N88-20276 • # P 413
N88-20279 " # p 413
N88-20280 "# p 413
N88-20261 # p 416
N88-20282 # p 416
N88-20287 # p 421
N88-20288 # p 421
N88-20291 • # p 423
N88-20292 # P 423
N88-20293 # p 424
N88.202¢J4 # p 424
N88-20295 # p 424
N88-20296 ° # p 424
N88-20297 " # p 424
N88-20296 # P 424
N88-20299 # p 424
N88-20300 # p 425
N88-20301 "# p 425
N88-20304 "# p432
N88-20305 # p 435
N88-20306 " # p 435
N88-20307 "# p 435
N88-20308 "# p 441
N88-20310 # p 444
N88-20311 # P 444
N88-20344 "# p 445
N88-20368 # p 447
N88-20427 # p 448
N88-20455 * # p 448
N88-20484 # p 448
N88-20519 # p 458
N88-20572 # p 458
N88-20574 " # p 459
N88-2_75 # p 459
N88-20579 p 459
N88-20596 # p 459
N88-20_97 # p 459
N88-20598 * # p 459
N88-20661 # p 460
N88-20_5 "# p460
N88-2_66 • # p460
N88-20672 # p 460
N88-20757 # p 463
N88-20758 "# p 463
N88-2077'3 " # p 463
N88-20832 "# p 470
N88-20895 ° # p 470
N88-20696 "# p 470
N88-20964 # p 471
N88-20966 # p 471
N88-21115 # p471
N68-21117 "# p414
N88-21119 # p 414
N88-21121 # p 414
N88-21122 # p 414
N88-21123 # p 414
N88-21124 ° # p 414
N88-21127 *# p414
N88-21128 " # p 415
N88-21129 # p415
N68-21133 p 415
N88-21136 p460
N88-21139 "# p415
N88-21140 # p416
N88-21141 p 416
N88-21142 p 416
N88-21143 " # p 416
N88-21144 °# p417
N88-21146 p 421
N88-21147 # p 425
N88-21148 # p425
N88-21149 # p 425
N88-21150 # p425
N88-21151 ° # p 425
N88-21152 " # p 426
N88-21153 * # p 426
N88-21154 # p426
N88-21155 # p426
NB_21%r'6 # P 4'26
N88-21158 # p432
N88-21159 °# p435
N88-21161 "# p 435
N88-21162 "# p436
N88-21163 *# p436
N88-21164 # p441
N88-21165 # p441
N88-21167 # p444
N88-21168 # p 444
N68-21169 "# p444
N88-21171 # P 445
N88-21174 p 445
N88-21176 # p445
N88-21177 ° # p 445
N88-21178 # p 445
N88-21314 # P 448
N88-21351 # P 445
N88-21408 # p460
N88-21414 "# p 461
N88-21421 "# p 461
N88-21426 # p 461
N68-21454 " # p 461
N88-21461 # P 461
N88-21476 "# P 461
N88-21482 ° # p 462
N88-21510 "# p448
N88-21511 "# p 462
N88-21522 "# p 462
N88-21524 "# p 462
N88-21593 °# p464
N88.21683 # p 470
N88-21740 "# p 470
N88-22865
NS8-22000 # p 471
N88-22003 # p 476
N88-22004 # p 495
N_8-22005 # p 496
N88-22006 # p 496
N88-22007 # p 496
N88-22008 # p 496
N88-22009 • # p 496
N88-22010 " # p 497
N88-22011 "# p 497
N88-22012 " # p 497
N88-22013 "# p 497
N88-22014 ° # p 497
N88-22015 "# p497
N88-22016 * # p 497
N88-22017 # p 498
N88-22018 * # p 498
N88-22019 "# p 4ge
N88-22O2O # p 502
N88-22021 # p 502
N88-22022 # p 515
N88-22023 # p 515
N88-22024 # p 515
N88-22025 # p 515
N88-22029 # p 516
N88-22030 # p 516
N88-22031 " # p 516
N88-22032 # p 516
N88-22033 "# p 516
N88-22034 # p 524
N88-22035 # p 524
N88-22036 # p 525
N88.22037 ° # p525
N88-22038 # p 528
N88-22039 # p 528
N88-22040 # p 529
N88-22041 # p 529
N8&.22042 # p 529
N88-22043 # p 537
N88-22044 # p 537
N88-22045 * # p 537
N88-22046 # p 538
N88-22047 " # p538
N88-22048 # p 538
N88-22049 # p 538
N86-22050 *# p538
N88-22092 # p 541
N88-22115 # p 541
N88-22121 # p 541
N88-22241 # p 49e
N88-22243 # p 498
N88-22244 # p 498
N88-22245 # P 516
N88-22276 # p 546
N88-22290 # p 546
N88-22300 # I) 546
N88-22305 # p 547
N88-22320 # p 547
N88-22325 " # p 547
N88-22326 "# p 547
N88-22330 # p 547
Ne8-22369 # p 547
N88-22382 "# p 548
N88-22383 "# p 525
N88-223e4 • # p 525
N88-22390 "# p 525
N88-22393 "# p 548
N88-22394 • # p 525
N88-22399 "# p 525
N88-22405 * # p 542
N88-22418 • # P 546
N88-22426 * # p 548
N88-22427 "# P 542
N88-22430 "# p 548
N88-22431 "# p 526
N88-22434 "# p 548
N88-22446 ° # p 549
N88-22496 # P 552
N88-22691 # P 554
N88-22698 ° # p 556
N88-22702 # p 556
N88-22706 # p 556
N88-22710 "# p 556
N88-22713 # P 556
N88-22821 # p 557
N88-22851 " # p 558
N88-22853 " # p 568
N88-22855 p 476
N88-22856 # p 476
N88-22859 # p 498
N88-22860 # p 499
N88-22861 # p 499
N88-22862 • # p 499
N88-22863 • # p 499
N88-22864 ° # p 499
N88-22865 ° # p 499
G-11
NIm-22866
N88-22866 * # _500
N88-22867 " # _500
N88-22868 * # _500
N88-22869 # p500
N88-22870 # ) 500
N88-22874 # ) 501
N88-22875 # _ 501
N88-22876 # _ 502
N88-22877 # ) 502
N88-22878 # ) 502
N88-22883 " # ) 506
N88-22884 " # ) 507
N88-22886 "# ) 507
N88-22887 # 517
N88.22688 # 517
N88-22889 # 517
N88-22890 # 517
N88-22691 * # 517
N88-22892 * # 517
N88-22893 * # 5!8
N88-22894 # 518
N88-22895 # 518
N88-22896 # 521
N88-22897 # 521
N88-22898 # 521
N88-22899 # 521
N88-22900 # 521
N88-22901 " # 521
N88-22902 * # 526
N88-22903 # _529
N88-22904 * # b529
N68-22905 " # b529
N88-22906 # _530
N88-22907 # p538
N88-22909 # _ 539
N88-22911 " # ) 539
N88-22912 # p 539
N88-22940 # ) 542
N88-22949 " # ) 542
N86-22954 # ) 542
N88-22989 ) 542
N88-22990 _ 543
N88-22998 # ) 543
N88-23009 # ) 543
N88-23011 # ) 543
N88-23031 # ) 518
N88-23126 " # 539
N88-23127 " # 549
N88-23128 # 539
N88-23129 # 518
N88-23130 # 549
N88-23132 # 539
N88-23134 # 549
N88-23135 # 549
N88-23137 # 549
N88-23138 # 549
N88-23139 # :) 550
N88-23152 # :) 550
N88-23155 # 550
N88-23160 * # ,550
N88-23161 # , 550
N66-23169 # _ 550
N88-23171 * # _ 551
N88-23220 " # p 551
N88-23226 * # ) 551
N88-23229 * # ) 551
N88-23230 * # ) 551
N88-23244 * # _ 551
N88-23245 * # ) 501
N88-23246 * # ) 501
N88-23247 * # ) 526
N88-23248 * # _ 501
N88-23249 * # ) 530
N88-23250 * # ) 530
N88-23253 ° # ) 551
N88-23254 * # ) 551
N88-23255 " # 552
N88-23256 * # 552
N88-23346 # 553
N88-23463 * # 554
N88-23472 * # 554
N88-23519 * # 554
N88-23545 * # 556
N88-23547 * # 557
N88-23548 * # 557
N88-23715 *# 560
N88-23716 * # 578
N88-23717 * # 578
N88-23718 * # :) 618
N88-23719 * # :) 578
N88-23722 " # ) 580
N88-23723 " # 589
N88-23724 " # 578
N88-23725 * # _ 604
N88-23726 * # _ 584
N88-23727 * # p 578
G-12
N88-23728 ° # ) 560
N88-23729 ° # ) 561
N88-23731 # ) 571
N88-23733 ) 571
N66-23734 * # ) 571
N88-23736 * # ) 571
N88-23737 * # 572
N88-23738 " # 572
N88-23739 * # 572
N88-23740 * # 572
N88-23741 * # 572
N88-23742 " # 618
N88-23743 " # 616
N88-23744 * # 584
N88-23745 " # 561
N88-23746 * # 585
N88-23747 * # 604
N88-23748 * # ) 585
N88-23749 * # ) 585
N88-23750 * # _ 572
N88-23754 # ) 572
N88-23755 * # _ 573
N88-23756 * # ,573
N88-23757 " # ) 573
N88-23758 " # p 573
N88-23759 ° ) 573
N88-23760 " # p 574
N88-23761 p 578
N88-23762 * # b 585
N88-23763 * # _ 585
N88-23764 # ) 586
N88-23765 * ) 586
N88-23766 * # J 586
N88-23767 # ) 589
N88-23769 # ) 589
N86-23771 # ) 589
N88-23772 # 569
N88-23775 # 589
N88-23776 # 589
N88-23777 # 589
N88-23778 # 589
N88-23779 # 590
N88-23780 # 590
N88-23781 # 690
N88-23783 # 590
N88-23784 # 590
N88-23786 # 590
N88-23786 # 590
N88-23787 # 591
N88-23788 # ) 591
N88-23789 # ) 591
N88-23790 # _ 691
N88-23791 # 591
N68-23793 # _ 591
N88-23794 # _ 591
N88-23797 # _ 692
N88-23798 # p 624
N88-23799 # ) 592
N88°23801 # _ 592
N88-23802 # ) 592
N88-23804 # ) 592
N88-23805 " # _ 602
N88-23806 * # ) 602
N88-23807 * # ) 604
N88-23809 * ) 605
N88-23610 # ) 606
N88-23817 * # ) 608
N88-23839 " # ) 610
N88-23852 # ) 610
N88-23862 # ) 611
N88-23863 # ) 611
N88-23873 * # ) 611
N88-23956 * # 616
N88-23957 * # 618
N88-23977 * # 619
N88-23978 " 619
N88.23982 * 619
N88-24001 * # 619
N88-24002 * # 619
N88-24233 " # _ 625
N88-24234 # ) 626
N88.24239 " # :) 626
N88-24262 # 581
N88-24573 # 561
N88-24574 # 561
N88-24576 # ,561
N88-24580 * # _ 574
N88-24582 # _ 574
N88-24684 # ,574
N88-24588 _ 574
N88-24589 ) 574
N88-24590 # ) 575
N88-24593 # p 575
N88-24596 # ) 575
N88-24597 " # = 575
N88-24598 ° # _ 575
N88-24601 * #
N88-24602 * #
N88-24605
N88-24607 "#
N88-24609 #
N88-24610 #
N88-24611 #
N88-24612 #
N88-24613 #
N88-24614 #
N88-24615 #
N88-24616 #
N88-24619 "#
N88-24621 * #
N68-24623 "#
N86-24626 #
N88-24627 #
N88-24628 * #
N88-24629 * #
N88-24630 * #
N88-24631
N66-24633 "#
N88-24634 "#
N88-24636 #
N88.24637 "#
N88.24638 #
N88-24641 * #
N86-24642 ° #
N88-24645 #
N88-24647 #
N88-24648 #
N88-24649 #
N66-24651 #
N88-24652 #
N68-24716 #
N88-24739 #
N88-24799 #
N88-24603 #
N88-24875 #
N88-24676 #
N66-24862 #
N88-24897 #
N88-24900 "#
N88-24901
N66-24903
N86-24910 "#
N88-24922 * #
N88-24926 #
N88-24932 #
N88-24934 #
N68-24935 #
N88-24970 * #
N88-24975 * #
N88°24994 #
N88-25104 #
N88-26105 "#
N88-25110 "#
N88-25113 "#
N88-25118 * #
N88-25263 #
N88-25431 ° #
N88-25436
N88-25438 " #
N88-25441 " #
N88-25442 " #
N88-25443 * #
N88-25444 * #
N88-25448 #
N88°25449 #
N88-25450 #
N88-25452 " #
N88-25453 " #
N88-25454 * #
N88-25455 " #
N88-25456 #
N86-25457 #
N88.25458 * #
N88-25461 "#
N88-25462 " #
N88-25463 #
N88-25466 * #
N88-25623 #
N86°25624 #
N88-25627 #
N88-25630 #
N88-25634 #
N88-256,36 #
N88-25637 #
N88-25638 #
N88-25640 #
N88-25641 #
N88-25642 o #
N88-25643 #
N88-25644 #
N88-25653 #
N88-25655 #
) 575
) 575
) 576
576
578
579
579
579
581
581
581
581
581
581
586
586
586
_587
p 587
587
) 587
)587
587
) 592
) 592
602
) 602
) 602
_606
)606
) 607
) 607
667
6O7
611
611
612
612
619
620
) 620
620
620
620
620
621
621
621
_621
621
621
622
)622
) 622
) 622
) 623
623
) 623
) 622
626
63O
647
647
648
648
648
648
652
652
652
658
658
659
659
_663
_666
)666
669
669
672
672
) 674
) 648
659
)681
) 682
)648
) 649
649
649
649
649
649
649
682
682
ACCESS/ONNUMBERINDEX
N88-25660 # ) 682
N88-25662 # ) 682
N88-25665 # _ 649
N88-25688 * # ) 682
N88-25704 * # ) 683
N88-25713 "# ) 683
N86-25723 * # ) 683
N88-25755 * # ) 683
N88-25840 # ) 683
N88-25901 " # ) 683
N88-25924 "# 683
N88-25934 # 684
N88-25935 "# 684
N88-26144 *# 687
N88-26165 * # 688
N88-26166 * # _ 688
N88-26289 * # ) 630
N88-26328 * # _ 630
N88-26330 # 650
N88-26331 # _ 650
N88-26332 * # _ 650
N88-26334 # _ 650
N88-26335 ° # ) 650
N88-26337 * # _ 650
N88-26338 * # _ 651
N88-26341 # ) 651
N88-26343 * # _ 651
N88-26344 * # ) 652
N88-26345 # ) 653
N88-26346 # ) 653
N88-26347 * # 653
N88-26350 # ) 653
N88-26353 # 655
N88-26360 "# 659
N88.26361 * # 669
N88-26362 # 669
N88-26364 # 660
N88-26365 # 660
N88-26366 # 3660
N88-26367 ° # 660
N88-26368 # ,663
N88-26369 # _ 666
N88-26371 # ,667
N88-26373 # ) 667
N88-26374 * # _ 669
N88-26375 _ 670
N88-26376 * # _ 670
N88-26377 * # ) 670
N88-26378 * # ) 670
N88-26379 # ) 672
N88-26380 # ) 673
N88-26458 # ) 674
N88-26459 # ) 674
N88-26492 # 674
N88-26495 " # 675
N88-26520 # 660
N88.26524 # 670
N88-26525 # 660
N88-26526 # _ 660
N88-26527 # ,661
N88-26628 # 661
N88-26529 # _ 661
N88-26530 # ,661
N88-26532 # ) 661
N88-26533 # ) 661
N88-26535 # _ 670
N88-26628 # ) 684
N88-26632 # ) 684
N88-26633 # ) 684
N88-26668 # 684
N88-26694 * p 685
N88-26709 * # ) 685
N88-26719 p 685
N88-26872 687
N88-26907 * # 689
N88.26669 ° # 689
N88-27146 "# 693
N88-27149 "# 693
N88-27150 ° # 758
N88-27151 * # 758
N88-27152 * # _ 758
N88-27153 "# _ 758
N88-27154 "# _758
N88-27155 "# _ 733
N88-27156 * # ) 756
N88°27157 * # ) 756
N88-27158 *# )710
N88°27159 * # ) 711
N88-27160 * # _ 759
N88-27161 * # ) 759
N88-27162 "# ) 772
N88-27166 # ) 711
N88-27168 "# ) 711
N88-27169 # 711
N88-27170 p 711
N88-27171 # 711
N88.27173 * # p 712
N88-27176 # p 714
N88-27182 * # p 733
N88-27184 # p 734
N88-27185 # p 734
N88-27186 # p 734
N88-27187 # p 734
N88-27188 # p 734
N88-27190 # p 734
N66-27191 # p 734
N88-27192 # p 734
N88-27193 # p 735
N88-27196 * # p 738
N88-27199 # p 744
N88-27200 * # p 744
N88-27202 # p 759
N88-27203 # p 759
N88-27204 # p 759
N88-27205 " # p 759
N88-27206 # p 762
N88-27207 # p 762
N88-27206 # p 762
N88.27209 # p 762
N88-27211 # p 763
N88-27212 # p 763
N88-27247 # p 765
N88-27253 # p 765
N88-27263 # p 765
N88-27307 # p 766
N88-27308 # p 766
N88-27370 # p 763
N88-27373 # p 760
N88-27407 # p 772
N88-27480 # p 773
N88-27483 # p 773
N88-27490 " # p 773
N88-27500 # p 773
N88-27571 p 773
N88-27589 # p 773
N88-27596 p 774
N88-27612 # p 774
N88-27669 # p 774
N88-27875 # p 779
N88-27876 # p 779
N88-27877 " # p 780
N88-27879 # p 760
N88-27880 # p 780
N88-27894 # p 780
N88-28001 # p 693
N66-28002 # p 738
N88-28003 # p 739
N88-28004 # p 693
N86-28005 # p 744
N88-28006 # p 739
N88-28009 # p 739
N88-28011 # p 693
N88-28012 # p 693
N88-26013 # p 739
N88-28014 # p 739
N88-28016 # p 739
N88-28019 # p 693
N88-28020 # p 739
N88-28021 # p 739
N88-28023 # p 714
N68-28024 # p 714
N88-28026 # p 718
N88-28026 # p 739
N88-28029 # p 740
N88-28030 # p 714
N88.28032 # p 712
N88-28033 * # p 712
N88-28035 p 712
N88-28036 * # p 712
N88-28037 * # p 712
N88-28038 * # p 713
N88-28041 *# p713
N88-28042 * # p 713
N88-28044 # p 713
N88-28045 # p 713
N88-28047 * # p 713
N88-28049 # p 715
N88-28050 # p 718
N88-28053 # p 719
N88-28056 # p 735
N88-28057 # p 735
N88-28058 * # p 735
N88-28060 # p 740
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